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Ben Sira, considered by many 
scholars to be the last oflsrael's wise men 
and its first professional scribe, lived in a 
Hellenistic world dominated by Greek 
ideas and ideals. The Palestinian Jews of 
the second centur-y B.C. lived with the 
distressing fear that the religion of their 
fathers was no longer adequate to cope 
with the social and political pressures of 
the day. Ben Sira, schooled in both the 
Hellenistic and Judaic literary traditions, 
vigorously opposed any compromise of 
Jewish values; and he wrote and pub
lished his thoughts in order to bolster the 
faith and confidence of his people. 

One of the longest books of the Bible, 
THE WISDOM OF BEN SIRA, through 
poems and exhortations on all manner of 
subjects, demonstrates why unseemly 
behavior is to be avoided not only be
cause it is sinful, but also because it can 
undermine one's health, status, or spiri
tual and material well-being. In essence, 
his is a handbook of moral behavior, a 
code of ethics which every Jew of that era 
was expected to observe. 

In this illuminating translation, THE 
WISDOM OF BEN SIRA provides a com
pelling look at the culture of a people 
greatly influenced by this remarkable 
man. 
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THE ANCHOR BIBLE is a fresh approach to the world's greatest classic. Its 
object is to make the Bible accessible to the modern reader; its method is to 
arrive at the meaning of biblical literature through exact translation and 
extended exposition, and to reconstruct the ancient setting of the biblical 
story, as weIJ as the circumstances of its transcription and the characteristics 
of its transcribers. 

THE ANCHOR BIBLE is a project of international and interfaith scope. Protes
tant, Catholic, and Jewish scholars from many countries contribute individ
ual volumes. The project is not sponsored by any ecclesiastical organization 
and is not intended to reflect any particular theological doctrine. Prepared 
under our joint supervision, THE ANCHOR BIBLE is an effort to make avail
able aIJ the significant historical and linguistic knowledge which bears on the 
interpretation of the biblical record. 

THE ANCHOR BIBLE is aimed at the general reader with no special formal 
training in biblical studies; yet, it is written with the most exacting standards 
of scholarship, reflecting the highest technical accomplishment. 

This project marks the beginning of a new era of cooperation among scholars 
in biblical research, thus forming a common body of knowledge to be shared 
by all. 

William Foxwell Albright 
David Noel Freedman 
GENERAL EDITORS 
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THE APOCRYPHA 

The term "Apocrypha" (or "deuterocanonical books" in Roman Catholic 
usage) is popularly understood to describe the fifteen books or parts of books 
from the pre-Christian period that the Roman Catholic, Orthodox, and East
ern churches accept, wholly or partially, as canonical Scripture but Protes
tants and Jews do not. The designation and the definition are inaccurate on 
many counts. An apocryphon is literally a "hidden writing," kept secret from 
all but the initiate, being too exalted for the general public; virtually none of 
these books makes such a claim. Roman Catholics do not accept all of them 
as canonical Scripture, for I and 2 Esdras and the Prayer of Manasseh are not 
included in the official Catholic canon drawn up at the Council of Trent 
(1545-63). Many Protestant churches have no official decision declaring these 
books to be noncanonical; in fact, up to the last century they were included in 
most English Protestant Bibles. 

What is certain is that these books did not find their way into the final 
Jewish Palestinian canon of Scripture. Thus, despite their Jewish origins 
(though parts of 2 Esdras are Christian and Latin in origin), they were pre
served for the most part in Greek by Christians as a heritage from the Alex
andrian Jewish community and their basic text is found in the codices of the 
LXX. However, recent discoveries, especially that of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 
have brought to light the original Hebrew or Aramaic texts of some of these 
books. Leaving aside the question of canonicity, Christians and Jews now 
unite in recognizing the importance of these books for tracing the history of 
Judaism and Jewish thought in the centuries between the last of the Hebrew 
Scriptures and the advent of Christianity. 





PREFACE 

Shortly after I sent off the manuscript of The Book of Daniel (AB 23, 1978), a 
work I coauthored with Professor Louis F. Hartman, C.SS.R. (died August 
22, 1970), Anchor Bible editor David Noel Freedman mailed back to me 
several pages of helpful observations, criticisms, and corrections. In the cov
ering letter, dated January 23, 1977, Freedman first expressed his apprecia
tion and gratitude for the work, and then, being the ever-conscientious editor 
who never misses an opportunity, invited me to contribute another volume to 
the Anchor Bible, The Wisdom of Ben Sira. My initial reaction was dismay. I 
had just begun to enjoy the relief that followed years of work on the Daniel 
volume. So I decided to reject the invitation. I then spoke with my friend and 
colleague, Professor Patrick W. Skehan, an acknowledged expert in the com
plicated text and ancient versions of Ben Sira, and told him I would like to 
suggest his name to Freedman for the project. Skehan said he enjoyed work
ing on the text but would not feel comfortable writing the commentary. He 
then said to me, "Why not do the volume together? I'll do the translation and 
notes; you write the introduction and commentary." This was a harder offer 
to refuse; so I agreed. Freedman and Doubleday & Company did, too. 

As of late August 1980 Professor Skehan had completed the translation 
and notes of the grandson's Foreword and of 1:1-38:23, 39:12-35, and 44:1-
51: 12 (including the litany of praise after 51: 12 in MS B). Earlier that sum
mer he had told me he was keeping the more difficult sections till later. 
Unfortunately, however, there was to be no later. On August 25, Skehan 
suffered a massive heart attack. When I visited him in the hospital, he insisted 
on telling me a story even though he was attached to monitors and an oxygen 
tank. He said, "You'll never guess what I was working on when I got my 
heart attack." I guessed it was work on Ben Sira. He said, "Right, but you'll 
have a good laugh when you hear which section it was. I was doing the poem 
that opens with the words: 'Make friends with the physician, for he is essen
tial to you'" (38: 1). The comedy and irony were even greater than Skehan 
realized. The section he had just finished before his final illness is entitled 
"Sickness and Death" (38:1-23). He died on September 9, a few days short of 
his seventy-first birthday. The text of 38:16 reads: 
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My son, shed tears for one who is dead 
with wailing and bitter lament; 

As is only proper, prepare the body, 
absent not yourself from his burial. 

I followed Ben Sira's injunctions. 
I did the translation and notes of 38:24-34, 39:1-11, 40:1-43:33, and 

51: 13-30. In great measure I followed Skehan's procedure of adapting and 
revising the NAB translation of Sirach, which years before had been done 
mostly by him. I alone am responsible for the Introduction, general Bibliogra
phy, and commentary. Since I was away on sabbatical the academic year 
before his death, Skehan read little of the materials I had written up to the 
summer of 1980. Needless to say, the present volume would have been better 
had Skehan lived for us to be in dialogue in all stages of production up to final 
publication. 

I have left Skehan's contribution just about as he wrote it, making minor 
revisions only to eliminate inconsistencies and the like. Since death intervened 
before he and I could discuss a few disputed matters, I decided to keep his 
translation and notes virtually unchanged and to give my (alternate) views in 
the commentary (see, for example, 10: 19-11 :6). I did this out of respect for 
his outstanding ability and to preserve his views on the issues involved. In this 
way the reader may benefit, I hope, from the occasional differences of opinion 
Skehan and I express. On all other matters it may be assumed that he and I 
are in basic agreement. 

The chapter and verse numbers in the present translation of Ben Sira are 
those found in J. Ziegler's definitive edition in the Gottingen Septuagint. 
Since, however, in all the extant Greek MSS two sections of the text, 30:25-
33: 13a and 33: l 3b--36: 16a, are given in reverse order (see INTRODUCTION, 
Part VIII, 3b), we have followed the chapter and verse numbers that Ziegler 
in these places puts in parentheses in order to preserve the original order of 
the material. Unfortunately, many translations of Sirach (e.g., NAB, RSV, 
NEB) have chapter and verse numbers that correspond neither to the Greek 
nor to the Latin numbering. Thus, for example, 42: la-d of our translation is 
listed as 41:23 in RSV and 41:23-24 in NAB and NEB; and 44:23fg, as 45:lab 
of RSV, NAB, and NEB. I appeal to all scholars and Bible translators to 
adopt Ziegler's enumeration as described here, so that in future the references 
to a specific passage in Ben Sira may be uniform. The New Revised Standard 
Version (to be published probably in 1990) has already adopted Ziegler's 
numbering system. 

References to all other texts of the Hebrew Bible are given, as in NAB and 
NJV, according to the chapter and verse numbering found in BHK and BHS, 
the standard editions of the MT. Here, too, there is a discrepancy: the enu
meration in many English Bibles differs from that found in MT. Thus, for 
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instance, Dan 3:31-33 of MT is listed as 4:1-3 in RSV, NEB, NIV, and TEV; 
and Dan 4:1-34, as 4:4-37. To avoid confusion, writers often refer to such 
passages in this way: Dan 3:31-33 (ET[ =English Translation] 4:1-3), or Dan 
4: 1-3 (Heb 3:31-33), a cumbersome system, which could be avoided quite 
simply if translators and publishers of the English Bible used in future only 
the enumeration of the MT. 

In order to conserve space, references to the various works cited in this 
volume are generally given in abbreviated form. For full bibliographical de
tails the reader should first go to the Index of Authors, which provides (in 
addition to the usual information) an alphabetical listing of all authors found 
in the six sections of the Bibliography; an asterisk next to a number in that 
Index indicates the page of the Bibliography to be consulted. 

I had the honor of writing a tribute to my esteemed colleague, Patrick W. 
Skehan, in CBQ 42 (1980): 435-37. I consider it a further privilege to dedicate 
my portion of the present work to his hallowed memory; and acting as his 
proxy and in my own name, I dedicate his portion of the volume to his sister, 
Margaret R. Skehan. 

I received an award for Theological Scholarship and Research from the 
Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada to help 
defray costs of my 1979-80 sabbatical leave for work on Ben Sira. I am 
grateful to the A.T.S. for its generous grant. That sabbatical year I lived at St. 
George's Friary, the Newman Center of the University of Cincinnati. There 
my brother Franciscans, who welcomed me into their community, provided 
not only excellent company and stimulating conversation, but also a quiet 
and congenial atmosphere in which to study and write. I extend my thanks to 
them all for their fraternal hospitality and moral support. My gratitude goes 
also to General Editor David Noel Freedman for his many corrections, com
ments, and suggestions for improvement; to copy editor Elaine Chubb for her 
careful work; to Ka.thleen Weber for compiling the indexes; and to Adminis
trative Editor Theresa M. D'Orsogna and her staff at Doubleday & Company 
for seeing the volume through to publication. 

September 30, 198 5 
Feast of St. Jerome 

Alexander A. Di Lella, O.F.M 
Department of Biblical Studies 
The Catholic University of America 
Washington, D.C. 20064 
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Introduction 





I. TITLE AND CONTENTS OF THE BOOK 

The book that is here called "The Wisdom of Ben Sira" (or ''Sirach," for a 
short title) is known in English Bibles by several other titles. In the NAB it is 
entitled "The Book of Sirach," the "-ch" at the end of the word representing 
the transliteration of the letter chi with which the name is spelled in Greek. 
The JB and NJB have "Ecclesiasticus," a word taken over directly from the 
title of the book in many Latin Vulgate MSS. The NEB has "Ecctesiasticus or 
the Wisdom of Jesus son of Sirach," and the RSV has a similar title. The TEV 
has "Sirach: the Wisdom of Jesus, Son of Sirach (Ecclesiasticus)." 

1. The Original Hebrew Title 

Unfortunately, none of the extant Hebrew MSS contains the opening chap
ter of the book, so that the superscription or title of the book is not available. 
But the name of the author can be determined from another section near the 
end of the book. In 50:27, extant in Cairo Geniza MS B (as corrected; see 
NOTE), the author identifies himself as "Yeshua [or Jesus] ben [son of] Elea
zar ben Sira." The name appears in the same form also after the last verse of 
the book (51 :30), in the subscription of MS B (as corrected; see COMMENT). 

The pertinent part of this subscription reads as follows: "The Wisdom of 
Yeshua [Jesus] son of Eleazar son of Sira," Heb l]okmat yesua' hen 'el'tiztir hen 
sfrti~ From this we may safely assume that the original Hebrew title of the 
book was exactly the same. This conclusion receives some support from the 
superscription and subscription found in most of the Greek MSS: "The Wis
dom of Jesus son of Sira," Gr Sophia Jesou huiou S(e)irach. This title is also 
reflected in the superscription of most Latin MSS, "The Book of Jesus son of 
Sirach." The superscription and subscription of the sixth-century British Li
brary MS 12142, the oldest extant Syriac copy of the book, reads: "The 
Wisdom of the son of Sira," Syr l]ekmeta deharsfra. 

Among the Jews the book received various titles. In the Talmud (l:lagigah 
13a, Niddah 16b, Berakot 1 lb) it is called "The Book of Ben Sira," Heb seper 
ben sfrti~ Saadia (d. 942) refers to it as "The Book of Instruction," Heb seper 
mustir, while other rabbis speak of it as "The Instruction of Ben Sira," Heb 
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musar ben sfni~ A certain Rabbi Joseph calls the book "The Proverbs of Ben 
Sira," Heb mis/e ben sfrii~' 

We shall refer to the author of our book simply as Ben Sira, the name by 
which he is commonly known. His proper name, however, was Yeshua or 
Jesus, as the author's grandson states explicitly in the Foreword to his Greek 
translation of the book; Sira was the name of our author's grandfather, and 
Eleazar the name of his father. The use of the name of a grandfather or earlier 
male ancestor as a patronymic with Ben ("son of") prefixed was not unusual, 
particularly when the name of one's father was not sufficiently distinctive.' 

2. Contents of the Book 

The Wisdom of Ben Sira, in fifty-one substantial chapters, is one of the 
longest books of the Bible. In terms of form and content, it belongs to the 
Wisdom literature of Israel, together with Job, Proverbs, Qoheleth, the Wis
dom of Solomon, and several so-called wisdom Psalms. The book contains a 
number of poems praising wisdom and its Author as well as a series of exhor
tations or bits of advice for the wise. It also provides a kind of handbook of 
moral behavior or code of ethics that a Jew of the early second century e.c. 
was expected to observe. 

Except for chaps. 44-50, which in Cairo Hebrew MS B are appropriately 
entitled "Praise of the Ancestors of Old," the book manifests no particular 
order of subject matter or obvious coherence; hence only a descriptive list of 
topics, with some inevitable overlapping of classifications, can give an ade
quate impression of the contents of the book. 

I. Wisdom and the Wise (1:1-43:33): "The beginning of wisdom is the 
fear of the Lord" (1:14)-1:1-30; 4:11-19; 6:18-37; 16:24-17:23; 
19:20-30; 24:1-31; 25:3-6, 10-11; 37:16-26. 
A. Praise of Wisdom's Author: 39:12-35; 42:15-43:33. 
B. Service of God and True Glory: 2:1-18; 7:29-31; 10:19-11:6; 

17:24-18:14; 23:27; 32:14-33:15; 34:14-35:26. 
C. Prayer for God's People: 36:1-22. 
D. Autobiographical References: 24:30-34; 33:16-18; 34:12-13; 

most of 50:25-51 :30. 
E. The Wise: 3:29; 14:20-15:10; 20:1-31; 21:11-24; 38:24-39:11. 

1. Wisdom applied to spiritual life 
a. humility-3:17-24; 4:8; 7:16-17; 10:26-28. 
b. charity-3:30-4:6, 8-10; 7:32-36; 12:1-7; 29:8-13. 
c. virtues and vices of the tongue-5:9-6:1; 7:13; 19:5-

' Cf. Box-Oesterley, p. 271. 
2 Ibid., p. 292. 
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17; 20:5-8, 13, 16-20, 24-31; 22:6, 27-23:4, 7-15; 
27:4-7; 28:12-26. 

d. pride, folly, sin in general-3:26-28; 10:6-18; 11:6; 
16:5-23; 20:2-31; 21:1-22:2, 18; 25:2; 27:12-15, 28; 
33:5; 35:22-24; 41:10. 

e. anger, malice, vengeance-1:22-24; 27:22-28:11. 
f evil desire-6:2-4; 18:30-19:4; 23:5-6, 16-26. 
g. other virtues and vices-4:20-31; 5:1-8; 7:1-15; 8:1-

19; 9:11-10:5, 29; 11:7-22; 15:11-20; 18:15-29; 25:1, 
7-11; 27:8-21; 34:1-8. 

2. Wisdom applied to "practical" life 
a. parents-3:1-16; 7:27-28; 23:14; 41:17. 
b. children-7:23-25; 16:1-4; 22:3-4; 25:7; 30:1-13; 

41:5-10. 
c. women (including wife and daughters)-7:19, 24-26; 

9: 1-9; 19:2-4; 22:3-5; 23:22-26; 25: l, 8, 13-26: 18; 
28:15; 33:20; 36:26-31; 40:19, 23; 42:6, 9-14. 

d. friends and associates-6:5-17; 7:18; 9:10; 11:29-34; 
12:8-13:23; 22:19-26; 27:16-21; 33:6; 36:23-25; 37:1-
15. 

e. wealth-10:30-31; 11:10-11, 14, 18-19, 23-28; 13:15-
14:10; 25:2-3; 26:28-27:3; 31:1-11. 

f poverty-10:30-11:6, 14; 13:18-14:2; 25:2-3. 
g. enjoying life-14:11-19. 
h. loans-29:1-7, 14-20. 
i. frugality-29:21-28. 
j. health and doctors-30:14-20; 38:1-15. 
k. death-38:16-23; 41:1-4. 
I. joy and pleasure-30:21-27; 40:1-27. 

m. manners and self-control at table-31:12-32:13; 
37:27-31. 

n. household management-7:20-22; 33:19-33. 
o. travel-34:9-12. 
p. begging-40:28-30. 
q. good name-41:11-13. 
r. shame-41:14-42:ld. 
s. human respect-42: le-8. 

11. Praise of the Ancestors (44:1-50:21): "Now I will praise those godly 
people, our ancestors" ( 44: 1 ). 

III. Conclusion (50:22-51 :30) 
A. Epilogue: 50:22-29. 
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B. Song of Praise: 51:1-12. 
C. Alphabetic Canticle: 51: 13-30. 3 

From this list one can see that Ben Sira included in his book almost every 
major topic with regard to religious and secular wisdom and personal behav
ior. To men and women of today some of his sayings may appear shockingly 
pragmatic or utilitarian rather than spiritually enlightened: 

Bilious distress, and loss of sleep, 
and restless tossing for the glutton! 

Moderate eating ensures sound slumber 
and a clear mind next day on rising. 

If perforce you have eaten too much, 
once you have emptied your stomach, you will have relief 

(31 :20-21). 

Maxims such as these were not uncommon in the Wisdom tradition of 
Israel. Thus, long before Ben Sira's day, Prov 5:7-14 appealed to what seems 
to be rank expediency for motivation in avoiding adultery: 

So now, 0 children, listen to me, 
go not astray from the words of my mouth. 

Keep your way far from [the adulteress], 
approach not the door of her house, 

Lest you give your honor to others, 
and your years to a merciless one; 

Lest strangers have their fill of your wealth, 
your hard-won earnings go to an alien's house; 

And you groan in the end, 
when your flesh and your body are consumed; 

And you say, "Oh, why did I hate instruction, 
and my heart spurn reproof! 

Why did I not listen to the voice of my teachers, 
nor to my instructors incline my ear! 

I have all but come to utter ruin, 
condemned by the public assembly!" 

The mentality behind such aphorisms reflects a religious perspective quite 
different from our own. Some of the motivations suggested may appear inap
propriate or even embarrassing to today's believer who takes God's word in 
the Bible seriously. Yet men and women with real flesh and blood, in all ages 
and cultures, do tend to be morally flabby or wicked. For this reason the 
Hebrew Wisdom writers bluntly state that improper or unseemly conduct is 

' I gave a similar list of topics, but with verse numbers as in the NAB, in the article "Sirach, 
Book of," NCE, vol. 13, pp. 257-58. 
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to be avoided, not only because it is sinful, but also because it may undermine 
one's health or status or possessions. 

At times Ben Sira also sounds like a male chauvinist, which he was, be
cause male dominance was simply taken for granted in his society and cul
ture: 

Worst of all wounds is that of the heart, 
worst of all evils is that of a woman (25: 13). 

No poison worse than that of a serpent, 
no venom greater than that of a woman (25:15). 

There is scarce any evil like that in a woman; 
may she fall to the lot of the sinner! (25:19) 

In a woman was sin's beginning; 
on her account we all die (25:24). 

Yet despite sentiments like these, Ben Sira has words of high praise for the 
good wife: 

Dismiss not a sensible wife; 
a charming wife is more precious than corals (7: 19). 

A wife is her husband's richest treasure, 
a help like himself, a staunch support (36:29). 

I call attention to these quotations not to disparage Ben Sira but rather to 
illustrate how fully he reflects the mentality of second-century B.c. Palestin
ian Judaism: its limitations and its grandeur, which are obvious to everyone 
who reads the book attentively.' 

' For a full discussion of Ben Sira's attitude toward women, see Part X, 7. 



II. BEN SIRA AND HIS TIMES 

A summary statement about Ben Sira and his times is found in the Prologue 
to the Greek translation of the book made by the author's own grandson: 

. . . My grandfather Jesus, who had devoted himself for a long 
time to the study of the Law, the Prophets, and the other books of 
our ancestors, and developed a thorough familiarity with them, was 
prompted to write something himself in the nature of instruction 
and wisdom. This he did so that those who love wisdom might, by 
acquainting themselves with what he too had written, make even 
greater progress, living in conformity with the Divine Law. 

Later in the Prologue the grandson states that he himself arrived in Egypt in 
the thirty-eighth year of the reign of King Euergetes, and that he had spent 
many sleepless hours of hard work in preparing his Greek translation for 
publication. The epithet "Euergetes" was attached to only two of the Lagid 
kings, Ptolemy III Euergetes I (246--221 B.c.) and Ptolemy VII Physkon 
Euergetes II (170-164 and 146--117). Since the former reigned only twenty
five years, he cannot be the Euergetes in question. Ptolemy VII, however, 
began to rule in 170, conjointly with his brother, Ptolemy VI Philometor 
(181-146), and he died fifty-three years later, in 117. Calculating from 170, 
the official accession year of Ptolemy VII, the thirty-eighth year would be 132 
B.C. 

This is the commonly admitted date when Ben Sira's grandson migrated to 
Egypt. He made the Greek translation of his grandfather's book in the follow
ing years, publishing the work, as some scholars hold, before 117 B.C. 1 An
other theory as to the date of publication was proposed many years ago by U. 
Wilcken. He argued that the peculiar use of the preposition epi in Egyptian 
koine Greek, the language the grandson used, before the name of a king (in 
this example, Euergetes) and the mention of an exact date (in this example, 
the thirty-eighth year) indicate that the king is no longer alive. Thus, accord
ing to this view, the grandson wrote the Prologue and published his transla
tion after the death of Euergetes in 117 B.C. 2 Wilcken's argument, however, is 

'Cf. Box-Oesterley, pp. 293 and 317. 
'U. Wilcken, Archivfur Papyrusforschung 3 (1906): 321; 4 (1907): 205. This theory is accepted 

by Peters, pp. xxxii-xxxiii; M.-J. Lagrange, Le Judaisme avant Jesus-Christ, p. 525, n. 2; and 
Duesberg-Fransen, p. 21. 
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flawed, as Smend (p. 3) correctly observed. Indeed, the facts that epi is used 
before the name of the reigning King Darius in Hag 1:1, 15; 2:10; and Zech 
1:1, 7; and 7:1, and that an exact date is given in each of those texts, alone 
prove that Wilcken overstated his case. Smend (pp. 3-4) notes, however, that 
it is reasonable to argue for a date after 117 B.C. on the basis of the grandson's 
use of the Gr participle synchonisas, "while I was there at the same time [as 
Euergetes was king]," i.e., while I was there for the remainder of his reign. 
This view seems to be the most convincing. Thus the Prologue was written 
after the death of Euergetes II in 117 B.C. 3 

If the grandson was an adult on his arrival in Egypt in 132 B.C. (say, 
between twenty-five and forty years old), and if the average length of time 
between grandfather and grandson is taken into account (ca. forty to fifty 
years), then we may conclude that Ben Sira was practicing his profession as 
Wisdom teacher and was writing his reflections sometime in the first quarter 
of the second century B.c. 

This date is confirmed by the book itself. In 50:1-21, Ben Sira has a long 
panegyric on a certain priest by the name of Simeon, son of Jochanan (Onias 
in some Gr MSS). It is commonly admitted that this person is Simeon II, who 
served as high priest from 219 to 196 B.C. From the vivid, colorful, and 
detailed descriptions of the high priestly vestments and liturgical actions, it 
seems certain that Ben Sira personally witnessed Simeon performing the elab
orate rituals of the Daily Whole-Offering in the Jerusalem Temple. Ben Sira 
refers to Simeon in such a way as to imply that the high priest was already 
dead. 

Moreover, Ben Sira does not mention or even allude to the troublous events 
that occurred in Palestine during the reign of the Seleucid Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes (175-164), who figures prominently as the archvillain in Daniel 7-
12. The Seleucids long before Antiochus IV had pursued a policy of Helleni
zation that had been the dream of Alexander the Great (336-323). But to 
unify his realm Antiochus went much further than any of his predecessors by 
insisting on total Hellenization, even in religion. He succeeded in obtaining 
support also from some unscrupulous Jews. Notable among these was Jason, 
son of the high priest Simeon II on whom Ben Sira lavished great praise. 
Jason, unlike his father, was a scoundrel with vaulting ambition. He secured 
the high priesthood for himself by ousting from office his own brother Onias 
III, who legitimately held the office. Jason became high priest by offering to 
pay Antiochus IV a huge bribe of three hundred and sixty silver talents, and 
he also promised to take an active part in the royal policy of Hellenization, 
including the construction of a Greek gymnasium in Jerusalem (2 Mace 4:7-
16). 

' For other difficulties concerning the dates referred to in the Prologue, cf. A. H. Forster, "The 
Date of Ecclesiasticus," ATR 41 (1959): 1-9. 
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Three years later, however, Jason was expelled from office when Menelaus 
bought the high priesthood from Antiochus for a sum larger than the bribe of 
his predecessor (2 Mace 4:23-26). For orthodox Jews, though, the worst was 
yet to come. In I67 e.c. Antiochus determined to put an end once and for all 
to the practice of the Jewish religion in his domain. He abolished the celebra
tion of Jewish sacrifices and festivals and prohibited circumcision and obser
vance of the Sabbath and dietary laws. The ultimate villainy occurred in 
December I67 when he erected over the great altar of holocausts in the 
Jerusalem Temple a statue of the bearded Olympian Zeus. This disgraceful 
shrine-called "the appalling abomination" in Dan 8: 13; 9:27; I I :3 I; and 
I2: I I-remained in the temple for over three years.• 

It is reasonable to assume that if Ben Sira had written his book during the 
disastrous years of Antiochus IV, he would have made some direct or indirect 
reference to the suffering the pious Jews endured. But he does not. Accord
ingly, it is safe to conclude that Ben Sira had died before I 75 e.c., the year of 
Antiochus IV's accession to the throne, or at least had finished and published 
his book before that date. 

Now that we have placed the literary activity of Ben Sira securely in the 
first quarter of the second century B.c.-the date of publication of his book 
being ca. I 80--we tum to a consideration of the man himself. He was, first 
and foremost, a professional scribe (Heb soper, Gr grammateus, cf. 38:24), 
which at this time meant wise man (Heb ~iikiim). In fact, he has been called 
the last of the wise men of Israel and the first of the scribes.' As the grandson 
tells us in the Prologue, Ben Sira devoted himself to the diligent study of the 
Law, the Prophets, and the other Writings-all of which we now call Sacred 
Scripture. Accordingly, what we find in The Wisdom of Ben Sira is a compos
ite work reflecting a lifetime of teaching and reflection. It seems that the lack 
of unity and coherence in the book (see Part I, "Title and Contents of the 
Book") may be due to the fact that individual sections or poems represent 
Ben Sira's final editing of class notes he had compiled over a period of years. 
This would account for the repetitions of the same theme or topic in several 
parts of the book, e.g., the discussion of children in 7:23-25; I6: I-4; 22:3-5; 
25:7; 30:I-13; and 4I:5-IO. 

Ben Sira doubtless was referring to himself when he wrote about the life of 
the scribe or sage in contrast to the life of manual laborers, whose talents and 
efforts are nevertheless essential for the good life: 

The scribe's profession increases wisdom; 
whoever is free from toil can become wise. 

' For a brief history of the reign of Antiochus IV, cf. L. F. Hartman and A. A. Di Lella, The 
Book of Daniel, AB 23, pp. 39-42. 

'J. Hadot, Pencha111 mauvais et volonte fibre dans la sagesse de Ben Sira (L 'Ecclesiastique), p. 
76. 
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How can one become wise who guides the plow, 
who thrills in wielding the goad like a lance, 

Who guides the ox and urges on the bullock, 
and whose concern is for cattle? (38:24-25) 

11 

Thus it seems that Ben Sira was a man of leisure whose exclusive concern was 
the pursuit of wisdom in the Israelite sense of that word. 

In 38:34c-39: 11, Ben Sira describes in detail the life and work of the Jewish 
scribe. Again, this section may be considered autobiographical: 

How different the person who devotes himself to the fear of God 
and to the study of the Law of the Most High! 

He studies the wisdom of all the ancients 
and occupies himself with the prophecies; 

He treasures the discourses of the famous, 
and goes to the heart of involved sayings; 

He studies the hidden meaning of proverbs, 
and is busied with the enigmas found in parables. 

He is in attendance on the great, 
and has entrance to the ruler. 

He travels among the peoples of foreign lands 
to test what is good and evil among people. 

His care is to rise early 
to seek the Lord, his Maker, 
to petition the Most High, 

To open his lips in prayer, 
to ask pardon for his sins. 

Then, if it pleases the Lord Almighty 
he will be filled with the spirit of understanding; 

He will pour forth his words of wisdom 
and in prayer give praise to the Lord. 

He will direct his counsel and knowledge aright, 
as he meditates upon God's mysteries. 

He will show the wisdom of what he has learned 
and glory in the Law of the Lord's covenant. 

Many will praise his understanding; 
his fame can never be effaced; 

Unfading will be his memory, 
through all generations his name will live. 

The congregation will speak of his wisdom, 
and the assembly will declare his praises. 
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While he lives he is one out of a thousand, 
and when he dies he leaves a good name (38:34c-39:1 l). 

One should not judge Ben Sira vain or immodest if he had himself in mind 
when writing this passage. For though he had a position of honor and respect 
as a scribe, he was aware of his responsibilities to the community: 

Now I am the last to keep vigil, 
as one gleaning after the vintagers; 

Since by God's blessing I too have made progress 
till like a vintager I have filled my winepress, 

Take notice that not for myself only have I toiled, 
but for every seeker after guidance (33:16--18). 

He realized that the talents he possessed were gifts from the Lord, which he 
used not for personal glory or gain (cf. 51 :25) but for the common good, "for 
every seeker after guidance" (33:l8b). 6 

Ben Sira lived in Jerusalem (according to 50:27 in the grandson's Greek 
version), where he had some sort of school or academy. He invited the un
learned to come to him so that they might no longer be deprived of wisdom 
(51 :23-28). Presumably, his students were young men, for he often introduces 
a bit of advice or an admonition with the expression "My son" (Heb bi!ni}-
2:1; 3:12; 4:1, etc. Like others in the Hellenistic period, Ben Sira traveled 
extensively in order to gain experience, often at great risk to his life (34: 12-
13; cf. 8:15-16). (Mugging with the intent to rob is not just a modern crime, 
as is obvious also from Jesus' Parable of the Good Samaritan in Luke 10:29-
37 .) 

Indications of the kind of world in which Ben Sira lived and moved about 
in his travels are found in the book itself. It was a Hellenistic world-a world 
dominated by Greek ideas and ideals, customs and values, art and excellence; 
a world in which the Jews of Palestine were not politically free but subject to 
Egyptian or Syrian kings who fought many wars against each other to gain or 
maintain control of that strategically significant land. The prayer of Ben Sira 
in 36: l-22 sediments the deep feeling many pious Jews of that day must have 
felt toward the Gentile overlords in the Holy Land: 

Come to our aid, God of the universe, 
and put all the nations in dread of you! 

Raise your hand against the foreign folk, 
that they may see your mighty deeds (36: 1-3). 

•Though Ben Sira may have been a priestly scribe with special status, he was not an elitist. He 
considered it his responsibility to educate others in the wisdom of Israel, the key to which is fear 
of the Lord and personal piety. For more on these issues see H. Stadelmann, Ben Sira als 
Schriftgelehrter: Eine Untersuchung zum Berufsbild des vor-Makkabiiischen Sofer unter Beriick
sichtigung seines Verhiiltnisses zu Priester-, Propheren- und Weisheitslehretum (WUNT 2/6, 1981). 
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Give new signs and work new wonders; 
show forth the splendor of your right hand and arm; 

Rouse your anger, pour out wrath, 
humble the enemy, scatter the foe (36:6--9). 

13 

It took Alexander the Great little time in 332 to conquer Palestine, which 
had been under Persian domination from 539. He did not remain there long, 
however, but left the clean-up operations to his generals. After Alexander 
died in 323, the victim of a fever, the great empire he had acquired became a 
battleground once again. His successors, known as the Diadochoi, fought 
numerous battles to determine who would obtain which parts of the far-flung 
domain. With regard to our area of concern, only two of Alexander's generals 
are of importance, Ptolemy I Lagi and Seleucus I. Palestine became a bone of 
contention between the Hellenistic dynasties founded by these two men. In 
301 B.c. Ptolemy I Lagi (323-285) of Egypt finally gained control of the area, 
and for a century afterward it remained under Egyptian sovereignty and 
influence. 

During this period little is known of the fortunes of the Jews. But it seems 
that the Ptolemies adopted and possibly adapted the Persian administrative 
system under which the Jewish high priest was not only the spiritual leader of 
his people but also something of a secular prince, since it was his responsibil
ity to collect the tribute owed to Egypt. Second-century B.C. documents 
clearly show that a priestly aristocracy had also been developing for some 
time. Apparently, as long as the imposed taxes were duly paid to the Egyptian 
crown, and law and order maintained, the Ptolemies kept their hands off 
internal affairs in Judea. Because, as it appears, the Jews remained submis
sive, they enjoyed relative peace and security.' 

But the Ptolemies kept considerable military forces in Palestine because it 
was, after all, a borderland. Administration was in the hands of a governor 
with the rank of strategos (Greek for "general") who exercised supreme mili
tary and civil power. The strategos, usually a veteran soldier of the frequent 
wars in the area, was assisted by a finance officer in charge of collecting state 
revenues. Palestinian Jews shared in the economic prosperity of the Ptolemaic 
kingdom during the third century B.c. Greek methods of agriculture greatly 
increased crop yields, and trade with Egypt proved mutually advantageous. 
To satisfy the needs of the Greek population and of the military garrisons 
stationed in the principal towns and fortresses of Palestine, there were various 
imports, such as wine from the Aegean islands and other manufactured 
goods.• 

Meanwhile, the Seleucid kings did not look kindly on Egyptian control of 

'Cf. J. Bright, A History of Israel, 3d ed., p. 414. 
' Cf. M. Stern, "Palestine under the Rule of the Hellenistic Kingdoms," in A History of the 

Jewish People. ed. by H. H. Ben-Sasson, pp. 186-90. 
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Palestine, but were in no position to change the situation despite several 
attempts to do so. Later in the third century, however, Syrian fortunes im
proved. The vigorous Antiochus III the Great (223-187) first concluded a 
series of successful campaigns to reassert Syrian sovereignty from Asia Minor 
(modern Turkey) to the frontier of India. Then he decided to set things right 
with Egypt, now ruled by Ptolemy IV Philopator (221-203). But Antiochus 
was decisively defeated in 217 at Raphia, at the southern border of Palestine, 
near the Mediterranean. After the young Ptolemy V Epiphanes (203-181) 
had ascended the throne, Antiochus again waged war on Egypt. This time he 
was successful in battle, smashing a large part of the Egyptian army in 198 at 
Panium (Caesarea Philippi of New Testament times), near the headwaters of 
the Jordan River, and driving what remained of the army from Asia. Pales
tine now became part of the Seleucid empire.' 

According to Josephus (Antiquities, xii, 3, 3), the Jews in Palestine wel
comed the change to Syrian rule, going so far as to provide supplies for 
Antiochus' army, including elephants (the tanks of antiquity). Under the 
leadership, presumably, of the high priest Simeon II, the Jews even joined the 
Syrian forces in besieging the garrison left by the Egyptian general Scopas in 
the citadel of Jerusalem. Antiochus rewarded the Jews for their cooperation 
and assistance. Timber for the repair of the Jerusalem Temple, which appar
ently had been damaged in the war, was exempt from any toll charges. (In 
50: 1-4, Ben Sira praises Simeon II for his work in renovating and fortifying 
the Temple precincts.) Temple personnel were exempt from the poll tax, 
crown tax, and salt tax. In order to accelerate economic recovery, the Jews as 
a group were excused from taxes for three years and from a third of their 
usual tribute. They were also allowed to live in accordance with their own 
laws-a right they had received earlier from the Persians and also, presum
ably, from the Egyptians. '0 

Antiochus III was ruined by his ambition. After bringing Seleucid power to 
its highest point, he foolishly decided to cross swords with Rome. He ad
vanced into Greece, an adventure that prompted Rome to declare war in 192. 
The mighty Roman armies swiftly defeated Antiochus at Thermopylae, pur
suing him into Asia. Then in 190 at the decisive battle of Magnesia, located 
between Sardis and Smyrna, the Roman general Lucius Cornelius Scipio 
overwhelmed Antioch us (cf. Dan 11: 18), forcing him to submit to humiliat
ing peace terms, which included payment of a huge indemnity. In 187, at 
Elymai's in Elam, Antiochus III was assassinated while attempting to sack the 
treasury of Bel, one of his own gods, in order to meet his payments to Rome. 

He was succeeded by his son, Seleucus IV Philopator ( 187-175), who 

' Bright, History, p. 415. 
"On administration and taxation in Palestine under the Ptolemies and Seleucids, cf. M. 

Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, vol. l, pp. 18-32; notes are located in vol. 2, pp. 13-25. 
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turned out to be weak and ineffective as a ruler (cf. Dan 11 :20). Although the 
new king confirmed the privileges his father had granted the Jews (cf. 2 Mace 
3:2-3), he sent his foster brother and finance minister Heliodorus on a mis
sion to Jerusalem to pillage the treasury of the Temple (cf. 2 Mace 3:4-40). 
Seleucus was assassinated in 175 and was succeeded by his younger brother 
Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175-164), of whom we spoke above. 

These were the times in which Ben Sira lived. If, as we may assume, he was 
an old man when he published his book ca. 180, then he was born ca. 250 or 
earlier. Thus tbe Palestine he lived in was under Ptolemaic sovereignty for 
most of his life, from his birth to 198, and under Seleucid rule for the remain
der, from 198 to his death sometime before 175. 

In terms of Hellenization, however, it mattered little whether a Ptolemy or 
a Seleucid ruled over the Holy Land of Ben Sira's day. Monarchs of both 
dynasties vigorously promoted the policy of Hellenization instigated by Alex
ander the Great. In his travels, Ben Sira must have seen the baneful effects of 
Hellenization on the Jewish people. He must have met many Jews whose faith 
was shaken by the questions and doubts that Greek philosophy and religion 
had raised. These Jews had a gnawing, unexpressed fear that the religion of 
their Ancestors was inadequate to cope with the needs of social and political 
structures that had changed enormously. 

To bolster the faith and confidence of his fellow Jews, Ben Sira published 
his book. His purpose was not to engage in a systematic polemic against 
Hellenism but rather to convince Jews and even well-disposed Gentiles that 
true wisdom is to be found primarily in Jerusalem and not in Athens, more in 
the inspired books of Israel than in the clever writings of Hellenistic human
ism. 11 Yet Ben Sira himself often read non-Jewish literature and incorporated 
many of its insights in his own book (see Part VII). Being secure in his own 
Jewish faith, he had nothing to fear from Gentile writings. Ben Sira borrowed 
Gentile thoughts and expressions as long as these could be reconciled with 
the Judaism of his day. 

" For further comments on Ben Sira's reaction to Hellenism, cf. A. A. Di Lella, "Conservative 
and Progressive Theology: Sirach and Wisdom," CBQ 28 (1966): 140-42; A. Moreno, "Jesus 
Ben Sira: Un judio en un tiempo de crisis," Teologfa y Vida 10 ( 1969): 24-42; A. Sisti, "Riflessi 
dell' epoca premaccabaica nell' Ecclesiastico," RivB 12 (1964): 215-56; and J. D. Martin, "Ben 
Sira-A Child of His Time," in A Word in Season: Essays in Honour of William McKane, ed. 
J. D. Martin and P. R. Davies (JSOTSup 42, 1986), pp. 141-61. 



III. CANONICITY OF THE BOOK AND PLACE 
IN THE CANON 

The Wisdom of Ben Sira is Vol. 39 of the Anchor Bible, and it appears first in 
the list of books designated "Apocrypha," which are placed, it should be 
observed, after the New Testament series. Jews and Protestants use the term 
"Apocrypha" to refer to the following religious writings, which, however, 
they do not accept as canonical: 1-2 Esdras (also known as 3-4 Esdras), 
Tobit, Judith, Additions to Esther, Wisdom of Solomon, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 
Baruch, Letter of Jeremiah (=Baruch 6 in the Vulgate and Roman Catholic 
editions), Song of the Three Jews (=Dan 3:24-90 in the Vulgate and Roman 
Catholic editions), Susanna (=Daniel 13 in the Vulgate and Roman Catholic 
editions), Bel and the Dragon (=Daniel 14 in the Vulgate and Roman Catho
lic editions), Prayer of Manasseh, and 1-2 Maccabees. 

Roman Catholics, however, because they follow the ancient tradition of the 
Church that held these writings (with the exception of 1-2 Esdras and the 
Prayer of Manasseh) to be sacred and inspired by God, refer to them as 
deuterocanonical. In Roman Catholic editions of the Bible, The Wisdom of 
Ben Sira is located exactly where it should be, among the Wisdom books of 
the Old Testament in the following order: Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Qoheleth, 
Song of Songs, Wisdom of Solomon, and Wisdom of Ben Sira. This order of 
books is found also in the Latin Vulgate. The fourth-century Codex Vati
canus, one of the oldest copies of the LXX, has the same order of the Wisdom 
books with the exception of Job, which is placed after Song of Songs. 1 

The "Apocrypha," when included in Protestant editions of the complete 
Bible, are located either between the Old and New Testaments (as in the 
NEB) or at the end of the New Testament (as in the RSV). 

Until some time in the 1960s the commonly accepted theory maintained 
that the so-called Alexandrian or Septuagint canon, which included all the 
deuterocanonical books, was the Sacred Scripture of Alexandrian Jews, 
whereas the shorter Palestinian or Hebrew canon, which contained only those 
books later declared to be canonical by the Pharisaic rabbis near the end of 
the first century A.D., was the Bible of Palestinian Jews, even in the Apostolic 
Age. It was the Alexandrian canon, according to this theory, that the Chris
tian Church eventually accepted as its own official list of Old Testament 

'H. B. Swete, The Old Testament in Greek, vol. I, 4th ed., p. xvii. 
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books. The great biblical scholar St. Jerome (d. 420) made a distinction be
tween "canonical books" and "ecclesiastical books," only, however, after he 
had moved to the Holy Land and come under the influence of his Jewish 
teachers. 2 The "ecclesiastical books," which came to be known as the deu
terocanonical books, Jerome did not accept as Sacred Scripture. 

The contemporary St. Augustine (d. 430) disagreed with Jerome's distinc
tion, accepting the ancient tradition of the Church that all the books in the 
LXX collection are equally authoritative. In the Reformation controversies of 
the sixteenth century, however, Martin Luther broke with the tradition of the 
Church and accepted Jerome's view of the so-called Palestinian canon as 
alone being the list of Scriptures used by Jesus and the early Christians. 
Luther was the first to separate the deuterocanonical writings from their 
logical and time-honored locations in the canon (e.g., Tobit and Judith from 
the historical books and The Wisdom of Solomon and The Wisdom of Ben 
Sira from the Wisdom books). He called these books "Apocrypha" and 
placed them in his German translation of 1534 in a separate section between 
the Old and New Testaments. Most Protestant translations of the Bible, when 
they include the "Apocrypha" at all, have followed Luther's lead in keeping 
these writings segregated. 

In several carefully researched publications beginning in 1958, A. C. Sund
berg has successfully challenged the commonly accepted ideas with regard to 
the history of the Christian Old Testament canon, and in particular the hy
pothesis of the Alexandrian or LXX canon. 3 He has shown that there never 
was a Palestinian Hebrew canon in the days of Jesus, a canon that later in the 
first century A.D. was authoritatively defined by the rabbis. Nor is it correct 
to distinguish in the first century A.O. between a shorter Hebrew canon in 
Palestine and a longer LXX canon in Alexandria. It is now certain that at the 
turn of the era, and even before, many Greek-speaking Jews were living in the 
Holy Land, and that they used the LXX as a collection of undifferentiated 
religious writings long enough even to make a Palestinian revision thereof. 
Thus there never was an actual Alexandrian (LXX) canon at all or a Palestin
ian (Hebrew) canon before ca. A.O. 90. 

The Jews, including those who spoke and read Greek, did not have any 
closed canon of sacred writings till the rabbis drew up their authoritative list 
near the end of the first century A.D. Accordingly, the Church, which sepa
rated itself from Judaism before the First Jewish Revolt (A.O. 66-70), re
ceived from the Synagogue a group of undifferentiated writings that were 

'A. C. Sundberg, "The Protestant Old Testament Canon: Should It Be Re-Examined?," CBQ 
28 (1966): 199. 

' A. C. Sundberg, "The Old Testament of the Early Church," HTR 51 ( 1958): 205-26; The Old 
Testament of che Early Church (HTS 20); CBQ 28 ( 1966): 194-203; "The Bible Canon and the 
Christian Doctrine of Inspiration," Inc 29 (1975): 352-71. I am summarizing the results of 
Sundberg's research in these paragraphs. 
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considered in some way sacred. Only after the destruction of Jerusalem in 
A.D. 70 did the Jews begin in earnest to define which of their religious scrip
tures should be received as divinely inspired and which should not. By ca. 
A.D. 90 the Pharisaic rabbis had defined and closed forever their official 
canon. 

It should be recalled that the Church "received 'scriptures' from Judaism, 
but not a canon."• For the final determination of the Christian Old Testament 
canon was an activity of the Church that took place in the West at the 
Council of Hippo (393) and two Councils of Carthage (397 and 419).' That 
ancient Christian canon included, in addition to all the books of the Jewish or 
Hebrew canon, all the books Roman Catholics call deuterocanonical, but it 
did not include 1-2 Esdras and Prayer of Manasseh, which Protestants also 
list among the Apocrypha.' 

Thus, Sundberg, who is himself a Protestant, concludes: 

Two different communities were involved in defining canons out of 
the common material of pre-70 Judaism. And since the church did 
define her OT canon for herself, what historical claim does the 
Jewish definition of canon about the end of the first century have for 
the church? Only that it was the assumed a priori claim of the 
Jewish canon, when it became known in the church following Ori
gen, that pressured the church into defining its OT. But that as
sumed a priori claim of the Jewish canon did not succeed in restrict
ing the OT of the church to the Jewish canon. This is true of the 
Eastern as well as the Western Church. If Protestant Christianity is 
to continue its custom of restricting its OT canon to the Jewish 
canon, then an entirely new rationale and doctrine of canon will 
have to be de5cribed. And any Protestant doctrine of canonization 
that takes seriously the question of Christian usage and historical 
and spiritual heritage will lead ultimately to the Christian OT as 
defined in the Western Church at the end of the fourth and begin
ning of the fifth centuries. 1 

From what has been said, there can be no doubt that The Wisdom of Ben 
Sira has been part of the Christian Old Testament from the time that the 
canon was officially and formally defined and closed by the Church in antiq
uity. 

'Sundberg, Int 29 (1975): 356. 
'Ibid., p. 357. 
'The canonical list of Old Testament and New Testament books accepted by the Western 

Church was spelled out in Canon 47 of the Council of Carthage II (397) and is conveniently 
published by Denzinger-Bannwart-Umberg-Rahner (eds.), Enchiridion symbolorum, 29th ed. 
(Freiburg i.B.: Herder, 1953), no. 92, p. 46. 

'Sundberg, CBQ 28 (1966): 201-2. 
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Now the question arises: What was the canonical status of our book among 
Jews before ca. A.D. 90, when the rabbis excluded it from the Jewish canon? It 
is clear, first of all, that for Greek-speaking Jews both in Palestine and in the 
Diaspora, The Wisdom of Ben Sira in pre-Christian times was considered one 
of their sacred writings, for it was included in the LXX. Second, the first
century B.c. Jewish community at Masada had a Hebrew copy of the book 
that had been written stichometrically, i.e., each verse receives a full line, the 
first colon or part of the verse appearing on the right-hand side of the column, 
and the second on the left-hand side.' This same writing practice was em
ployed in two small first-century B.c. Hebrew fragments of the book discov
ered in Cave 2 at Qumran.9 This procedure, usually reserved for books that 
were later received as canonical, is another indication of the special reverence 
the Essenes and others who were Palestinian Jews accorded to The Wisdom 
of Ben Sira. Third, the fact that from early in the first century B.C. the book 
underwent successive Hebrew and Greek recensions in Palestine clearly sug
gests that at least some Jews there accepted the work as sacred and inspired. 10 

Even the question of the status of the book among Pharisaic Jews in antiq
uity is complex. The reason is that rabbinical tradition itself is not consistent. 
Thus Rabbi Akiba (d. ca. A.D. 132) placed the book among the ~f~onfm, the 
"outside" or noncanonical books, the readers of which have no part in the 
world to come (J. Sanhedrin 28a)." Similarly, Tosephta (Yadayim, ii 13, ca. 
A.D. 250) says explicitly that "the books of Ben-Sira and all books written 
after the prophetic period do not defile the hands," i.e., they are not canoni
cal." Yet, curiously, the book remained popular among the Jews despite its 
official exclusion from the Jewish canon. Even the Talmud, the Midrashim, 
the Derek Ere~, and similar works show definite traces of its influence. Some 
eighty-two times The Wisdom of Ben Sira is quoted with approval in the 
Talmud and other rabbinical writings. Sometimes its sayings are even intro
duced by the formula "it is written," which is reserved only for quotations 
from the canonical Scriptures (l:lagigah 12a; Niddah 16b; J. Berakot l lc). 13 

The evidence considered above seems to warrant the conclusion that the 
rabbis, the successors of the Pharisees, excluded The Wisdom of Ben Sira 
from the Jewish canon late in the first century A.D., but they nonetheless 
continued to quote the book, on occasion, paradoxically, even as Sacred 
Scripture. 

'This arrangement is clearly discernible in cols. II-VII on the splendid plates 2-4, 6-8 pub
lished by Y. Yadin, The Ben Sira Scroll from Masada. 

'The same arrangement of the text is found in Cairo Geniza MSS B, E, and F of the book. 
'
0 See Part VIII for a discussion of the various forms of the Heb text, the grandson's Gr 

version, and the second Gr recension. 
11 Cf. I. U:vi, "Sirach, The Wisdom of Jesus, the Son of," JE, vol. 11, p. 390. 
"Cited in Box-Oesterley, p. 271. 
11 Cf. Cowley-Neubauer, pp. x, xix-xxx; Smend, xlvi-lvi; U:vi, JE, vol. 11, p. 390. 



IV. LITERARY GENRES 

Ben Sira was a lifelong and devoted student of the Scriptures---one of the 
principal reasons he became so popular in Jewish and Christian circles. In 
fact, his fame is due not so much to the originality of his thought as to the 
fidelity with which he reflected the sacred traditions of Israel's heritage and 
commented on them. He was not a creative thinker like the authors of Job 
and Qoheleth or a master stylist like the author of The Wisdom of Solomon. 
Nor was he an innovator in literary genres. In composing his book, he simply 
employed the forms of expression and literary styles he found ready-made in 
the Scriptures, especially the Wisdom literature, of which the Book of Prov
erbs was his overwhelming favorite. 

The principal literary genres in The Wisdom of Ben Sira are the following: 
masal, hymn of praise, prayer of petition, autobiographical narrative, lists or 
onomastica, and didactic narrative.' 

1. Miisiil 

Though masal is not an English word but simply the transliteration of a 
Hebrew noun, it is used in biblical studies because there is no adequate equiv
alent for this literary genre, which appears very frequently in the Wisdom 
literature as well as the rest of the Bible. The noun masal (pl. mesalfm) 
derives from the Hebrew verb root ms!, which has two basic meanings: "to 
rule, have dominion over, reign," and "to be similar, to compare" (Akk 
masalu, Ar mafal, Aram metal). In the OT, accordingly, masal may have one 
or more of the following meanings: "proverb, saying, aphorism, adage, 
maxim; comparison, similitude; ruling word, paradigm, model, exemplar; by
word; word play; taunt song; allegory; didactic poem."2 

A well-constructed proverb or maxim is brief, striking, loaded with mean
ing. "Prosperity makes friends; adversity tries them." "Wealth makes wit 
waver" (note the alliteration). "He is a fool who makes his physician his 

' Cf. W. Baumgartner, "Die literarischen Gattungen in der Weisheit des Jesus Sirach," ZAW 
34 (1914): 161-98. 

' Cf. Duesberg-Fransen, pp. 65--68; G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel, pp. 25-34; W. McKane, 
Proverbs: A New Approach, pp. 22-33; J. L. Crenshaw, "Wisdom," in Old Testament Form 
Criticism, ed. J. H. Hayes, pp. 229-39. 
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heir." The proverb sounds a responsive chord in the listener or reader. "The 
greatest wealth is contentment with a little." "A fool's tongue is long enough 
to cut his own throat." "Without wisdom wealth is worthless" (note the 
alliteration). The proverb stretches the mind, expands horizons, captivates 
the imagination. "If the wise erred not, it would go hard with fools." "Foolish 
tongues talk by the dozen." "He that is truly wise and great I Lives both too 
early and too late." The proverb rings true, especially on reflection, and 
commands respect. "He that is a wise man by day is no fool by night." 
"Every man is a fool sometimes, and none at all times." "An ounce of wit 
that's bought is worth a pound that's taught." The proverb is memorable, 
quotable, teachable. "A proverb has shortness, sense, and salt." "Better wit 
than wealth." "One man no man." "One of these days is none of these days." 
"The fool wanders; the wise man travels." The proverb heightens awareness, 
excites admiration, and prompts acceptance. "A wise man cares not for what 
he cannot have." "A fool may give a wise man counsel." "A wise man 
changes his mind, a fool never." The proverb is sometimes amusing, often 
satirical, always authoritative. "A wise man is never less alone than when he 
is alone." "What the fool does in the end the wise man does in the begin
ning." "He has great need of a fool that plays the fool himself." A good 
proverb exemplifies the classic definition: "A proverb is one man's wit and all 
men's wisdom" (attributed to Lord John Russell [1792-1878]). Or as 
Cervantes said, "A proverb is a short sentence based on long experience." 

The proverb abounds among all peoples and nations and is often heard in 
daily speech. "A stitch in time saves nine." "A bird in the hand is worth two 
in the bush." "Easy come, easy go." "Birds of a feather flock together." 
"Business is business." "If you can't stand the heat, get out of the kitchen." 
"A fool and his money are soon parted." "Many hands make light work." A 
splendid collection of proverbs may be found in The Oxford Dictionary of 
English Proverbs, 3d ed. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1970). 

Shakespeare turned out many sentences that have now become proverbial. 
"The devil can cite Scripture for his purpose" (The Merchant of Vt?nice, I iii 
99). "A young man married is a man that's marred" (All's Well That Ends 
Well, II iii 315). "What's in a name? that which we call a rose I By any other 
name would smell as sweet" (Romeo and Juliet, II ii 43-44). "My salad 
days, I When I was green in judgement" (Antony and Cleopatra, I v 73). 
"Pardon is still the nurse of second woe" (Measure for Measure, II i 270). 

The miisiil can be found in all parts of the Bible. "Physician, heal yourself" 
(quoted by Jesus in Luke 4:23). "Like mother, like daughter" (Ezek 16:44). 
"Not as man sees does God see, because man sees the appearance but the 
LORD looks into the heart" (1 Sam 16:7). "In much wisdom there is much 
sorrow, and he who stores up knowledge stores up grief" (Qoh 1:18). "A live 
dog is better off than a dead lion" (Qoh 9:4). "Pride goes before disaster, and 
a haughty spirit before a fall" (Prov 16: 18). "Better a dry crust with peace 
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than a house full of feasting with strife" (Prov 17: l ). "Face a bear robbed of 
her cubs, but never a fool in his folly!" (Prov 17: 12). "Open reproof is better 
than love concealed" (Prov 27:5 NEB). "Better a thief than an inveterate 
liar" (Sir 20:24 ). 

Proverbs or maxims or comparisons such as these, are, in general, sedimen
tations of commonly experienced phenomena, events, and intuitions that are 
expressed in elegant, picturesque, and memorable language, often with alliter
ation, assonance, and rhyme. As such, they presumably have their origin in 
the significant and often didactic lore of family, clan, tribe, and court. Litera
ture of this type may be called pretheoretical or practical or recipe wisdom,' 
for it deals with the everyday arts and skills of living fully and well, and with 
basic attitudes toward God and the world that men and women are called to 
subdue (cf. Gen l :28).4 

R. B. Y. Scott has isolated and described seven different patterns of prov
erbs in the folk wisdom of many peoples. Scott, however, makes no references 
to The Wisdom of Ben Sira; hence, after his examples and references below' I 
have added instances of each pattern from Ben Sira. 

a. Identity, equivalence, or invariable association. "A friend in need is a 
friend indeed." "What a man sows is what he will reap" (Gal 6:7). Cf. also 
Judg 8:21; Prov 14:4; 29:5. "A faithful friend is beyond price, no sum can 
balance his worth" (Sir 6: 15). "Like an arrow lodged in a person's thigh is 
gossip in the breast of a fool" (Sir 19: 12). 

b. Nonidentity, contrast, or paradox. "All that glisters is not gold" (The 
Merchant of Venice, II vii 66). "A soft tongue can break a bone" (Prov 25: 15). 
Cf. also Jer 23:28; Prov 27:7; Qoh 5:9; John 1:46. "Is a wolf ever allied with a 
lamb? So it is with the sinner and the just" (Sir 13: 17). "A blow from a whip 
raises a welt, but a blow from the tongue smashes bones" (Sir 28: 17). 

c. Similarity, analogy, or type. "Time and tide wait for no man." "Like 
cool water to one faint from thirst is good news from a far country" (Prov 
25:25). Cf. also Hos 4:9; Ezek 16:44; Ps 137:4; Prov 25:13, 19, 20. "Whoever 
touches pitch blackens his hand; whoever accompanies a scoundrel learns his 
ways" (Sir 13: l). "Like one slaying a son in his father's presence is whoever 
offers sacrifice from the holdings of the poor" (Sir 34:24). 

d. What is contrary to right order and so is futile or absurd. "Don't count 
your chickens before they are hatched." "Can an Ethiopian change his skin, 
or a leopard his spots?" (J er 13 :23). Cf. also Prov l: 17; 17: 16; 26: 14; Amos 
6: 12. "If you satisfy your lustful appetites, they will make you the sport of 
your enemies" (Sir 18:31). "Tainted his gift who offers in sacrifice ill-gotten 
goods! Presents from the lawless do not win God's favor" (Sir 34:21-22). 

'P. L. Berger and T. Luckmann (The Social Construction of Reality. p. 42) speak of "recipe 
knowledge," a phrase that suggested to me "recipe wisdom." 

'Cf. A.-M. Dubarle, "Ou en est l'etude de la litterature sapientielle?," ETL 44 (1968): 418-19. 
' R. B. Y. Scott, Proverbs • Ecclesiastes, AB 18, pp. 5-8. 
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e. Classification and characterization of persons, actions, or situations. "A 
rolling stone gathers no moss." "The sluggard loses his hand in the dish; he 
will not even lift it to his mouth" (Prov 19:24). Cf. also Prov 13:1; 14:15; 
19: 13; 30: 15-31. "Sand and salt and an iron lump are less of a burden than 
the stupid" (Sir 22:15). "A daughter is a treasure that keeps her father wake
ful, and worry over her drives away sleep: Lest in her youth she remain 
unmarried, or when she is married, lest she be childless" (Sir 42:9). 

f Value, relative value or priority, proportion or degree. "Better late than 
never." "Better is the end of speech than its beginning" (Qoh 7:8). Cf. also 
Prov 19:22; 21:27; 22:1; Qoh 6:11; l Sam 15:22. "Better the worker who has 
goods in plenty than the boaster who is without sustenance" (Sir 10:27). 
"Better the one who hides his folly than the one who hides his wisdom" (Sir 
20:31). 

g. Consequence of human character and behavior. "Nothing venture, noth
ing win." "When they sow the wind, they shall reap the whirlwind" (Hos 
8:7). Cf. also Jer 31:29; Ezek 18:2; Prov 15:13; 20:4; 26:27. "One person is 
silent and is thought wise; another, for being talkative, is disliked" (Sir 20:5). 
"A person may purchase much for little, but pay for it seven times over" (Sir 
20: 12). 

Often in The Wisdom of Ben Sira a single miisiil introduces a series of other 
proverbs that develop a particular topic or theme from several points of view. 
The purpose is clearly didactic. 

Happy the husband of a good wife, 
twice lengthened are his days; 

A worthy wife brings joy to her husband, 
peaceful and full is his life. 

A good wife is a generous gift 
bestowed upon him who fears the Lord; 

Be he rich or poor, his heart is content 
and a smile is ever on his face (26:1-4). 

Cf. also 15:11-20; 21:1-10; 23:16--21. 
In like manner, a miisiil may serve as a topic sentence at the beginning of a 

longer admonition that contains several other proverbs. 

Go not after your lusts, 
but keep your desires in check. 

If you satisfy your lustful appetites, 
they will make you the sport of your enemies. 

Have no joy in the pleasures of a moment 
which bring on poverty redoubled; 

Become not a glutton and a winebibber 
with nothing in your purse. 
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Whoever does so grows no richer; 
whoever wastes the little he has will be stripped bare. 

Wine and women make the mind giddy, 
and the companion of prostitutes becomes reckless. 

Rottenness and worms will possess him, 
for contumacious desire destroys its owner (18:30-19:3). 

Cf. also 2:1-6; 16:1-4; 28:12-16. 
Ben Sira frequently employs another type of mii!iil he found in the earlier 

Wisdom books of the OT, the numerical proverb; cf. Job 5:19-22; 33:14-15; 
Ps 62:12; Prov 6:16--19; 30:15b-16, 18-19, 21-23, 29-31. A typical example is 
Prov 6:16--19: 

There are six things the LORD hates, 
yes, seven are an abomination to him; 

Haughty eyes, a lying tongue, 
and hands that shed innocent blood; 

A heart that plots wicked schemes, 
feet that run swiftly to evil, 

The false witness who utters lies, 
and he who sows discord among brothers. 

This text illustrates the usual form: x/x-plus-one, with emphasis on the larger 
number to create suspense and stimulate interest. 6 The numerical proverb is 
found in Sir 23:16--18; 25:7-11; 26:5-6, 28; 50:25-26. It seems that proverbs 
of this kind served as mnemonic devices to aid in teaching and learning. The 
increasing numerical reference in these proverbs goes from one-two (e.g., Job 
33:14-15) up to nine-ten (e.g., Sir 25:7-11). 

The numerical proverb has much in common with the riddle. Take, for 
example, the following case: 

These two things bring grief to my heart, 
and the third rouses my anger: 

A wealthy person reduced to want; 
the intelligent held in contempt; 

And the person who passes from justice to sin
him the Lord makes ready for the sword (26:28). 

'Cf. W. B. Stevenson, "A Mnemonic Use of Numben; in Proverbs and Ben Sira," TGUOS 9 
(1938-39): 26--38; W. M. W. Roth, "The Numerical Sequence XIX+ 1 in the Old Testament," 
VT 12 (1962): 300-11; idem, Numerical Sayings in the Old Testament; G. von Rad, Wisdom in 
Israel, pp. 35-37; J. L. Crenshaw, "Wisdom," pp. 236--38. G. Sauer (Die Spri.iche Agrm, pp. 70-
112) has shown that a relationship exists between numerical proverbs in the OT and in the 
U garitic literature. 
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Implicit in the form of this mdsdl are the following: (a) What are the three 
things that grieve me most? (b) I'll give you three guesses!' Thus the numeri
cal proverb served as a pedagogical technique. 

Similar in form and function is another type of numerical proverb in which 
there appears a statement of things that total up to a single specified number 
given at the beginning of the text; cf. Prov 30:7-9, 24-28. In Ben Sira there 
are only two examples of this form: 

With three things I am delighted, 
for they are pleasing to the Lord and to humans: 

Harmony among kindred, friendship among neighbors, 
and the mutual love of husband and wife. 

Three kinds of people I hate; 
their manner of life I loathe indeed: 

A proud pauper, a rich dissembler, 
and an old person lecherous in his dotage (25: l-2). 

The mdsdl may also take the form of admonition (or exhortation), in either 
brief or extended compass, stated positively or negatively. Ben Sira and the 
other sages employed this type of proverb to urge on readers the proper 
patterns of behavior and right thinking. To achieve this purpose Ben Sira 
used motive clauses, questions, and other devices to provide incentives: 

The vengeful will suffer the Lord's vengeance, 
for he remembers their sins in detail. 

Forgive your neighbor's injustice; 
then when you pray, your own sins will be forgiven. 

Should a person nourish anger against another 
and expect healing from the Lord? 

Should a person refuse mercy to another, 
yet seek pardon for his own sins? 

If one who is but flesh cherishes wrath, 
who will forgive his sins? 

Remember your last days, set enmity aside; 
remember death and decay, and cease from sin! 

Think of the commandments, hate not your neighbor; 
of the Most High's covenant, and overlook faults (28:1-7). 

The sage also appeals to his own authority as grounds for compliance: 

I open my mouth and speak of her [wisdom]: 
gain wisdom for yourselves, without money. 

' Cf. G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel, p. 36. 
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Submit your neck to her yoke, 
and let your mind weigh her message. 

She is close to those who seek her, 
and the one who is in earnest finds her. 

See for yourselves! I have labored only a little, 
but have found much (51 :25-27). 

27 

Another of Ben Sira's favorites is the comparison or antithetic miisiil, 
which occurs frequently in the Book of Proverbs also (12:9; 15:16--17; 16:8, 
16, 19; 17:1; 19:1; 21:9, 19; 25:24; 27:5, lOc; 28:6). The comparison or antithe
sis is one type of R. B. Y. Scott's sixth pattern of proverbs we described 
earlier. In addition to the texts cited there, the following examples may be 
listed: Sir 11:3; 19:24; 20:2, 18, 25; 30:14-17; 41:12; 42:14. The didactic intent 
of such proverbs is to put sin or folly or what is undesirable or inappropriate 
in the worst light so that the opposite may appear more appealing and worth
while. 

Rather death than a wretched life, 
unending sleep than constant illness (30: 17). 

2. Hymn of Praise 

There are two fundamental modes of calling on God: praise and petition. 
In fact, the Psalms, with few exceptions, may each be reduced to one or both 
of these modes.' Ben Sira utilizes both the hymn of praise and the prayer of 
petition. In his book, hymns in praise of God occur with some regularity: 1: 1-
10; 18:1-7; 39:12-~5; 42:15-43:33; 50:22-24; 51:1-12. In the Cairo Geniza 
Hebrew text of MS B there is found after 51:12 another hymn of praise, 16 
verses in length. Patterned on Psalm 136, it is, however, not attested in any of 
the ancient versions, for which reason many scholars question its authenticity 
(see COMMENT on 51: 12 i-xvi). 

In imitation of Proverbs 8, Ben Sira widens the scope of praise to include 
Wisdom, the first and most splendid of God's creatures. The hymn extolling 
Wisdom in Sir 24:1-33, near the middle of the book, is one of the high points 
of Ben Sira's poetic skill and religious sentiment. The hymn in 1: 1-10 honors 
Wisdom and the Lord as Source of all Wisdom. 

'Cf. C. Westermann, Praise and Lament in the Psalms, pp. 15-35, 152-53. 
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3. Prayer of Petition 

Though not as common as the hymn of praise, the prayer of petition occurs 
in at least two places in our book: 22:27-23:6 and 36: 1-22. It will be observed 
that these prayers have the same features as petitions in the Psalms.• 

4. Autobiographical Narrative 

The autobiographical narrative or confessional statement occurs in Wis
dom literature when the sage appeals to his own experience or authority in 
order to make a point that is applicable to all his students or readers. 10 This 
literary genre had its origin in Egypt, as is clear from such works as the 
"Instruction for King Merikare" (ANET, pp. 414-18), written at the end of 
the twenty-second century e.c., and the "Instruction of King Amen-em-het" 
(ANET, pp. 418-19), extant copies of which date from 1500-1100 e.c. Exam
ples from the OT are the following: Prov 4:3-9; 24:30-34; Ps 37:25, 35-36 (a 
wisdom psalm); Qoh 1:12-2:26; 3:10; 4:7-8; 5:17-19; 8:9-9:1, 11, 13-16; 
10:5-7; Wisdom of Solomon 7-9. 

Ben Sira employs the autobiographical genre to emphasize that his quest 
for wisdom was not for himself alone but for others also. 

Now I am the last to keep vigil, 
as one gleaning after the vintagers; 

Since by God's blessing I too have made progress 
till like a vintager I have filled my winepress, 

Take notice that not for myself only have I toiled, 
but for every seeker after guidance (33:16--18). 

Ben Sira concludes his book with a long autobiographical poem; but even 
here the intent is primarily didactic, as is evident from the acrostic form of 
the poem. The first four bicola, beginning respectively with aleph, beth, gimel, 
daleth (=A, B, C, D of our alphabet) tell us that for Ben Sira the pursuit of 
wisdom began in youth and will continue till death: 

When I was young and innocent, 
I kept seeking wisdom. 

She came to me in her beauty, 
and until the end I will cultivate her. 

'Cf. ibid., pp. 52-71. 
1° Cf. G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel, pp. 37-38; J. L. Crenshaw, "Wisdom," pp. 256-58. 
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As the blossoms yielded to ripening grapes, 
the heart's joy, 

So my feet kept to the level path, 
for from earliest youth I was familiar with her (51: 13-15). 

5. Lists or Onomastica 

29 

Lists or onomastica (pl. of onomasticon, Greek for "[book of] names") of 
geographical, mineralogical, cosmic, meteorological, and other natural phe
nomena became a literary genre in ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia and later 
were utilized in the Wisdom literature of Israel. 11 This genre is employed in 
Job 28; 36:27-37:13; 38:4-39:30; 40:15-41:26; Psalm 148; and the Hymn of 
the Three Jews (Dan 3:52-90, NAB); Wis 7:17-20, 22-23; 14:25-26. 

Ben Sira makes good use of onomastica in his hymns in praise of God the 
Creator (39:16-35 and 42:15-43:33). In the latter poem, for example, he lists 
all the splendor and beauty of God's handiwork in the heights (sky, sun, 
moon, stars, rainbow, hail, lightning, thunder, winds, snow, frost, rain) and 
on the earth below (the sea and its stupendous and amazing creatures, islands 
in the midst of the eea, monsters of the deep). The purpose of this long list of 
natural phenomena is made clear at the end of the poem: 

More than this we will not add; 
let the last word be "He is the all." 

Let us praise him the more, since we cannot fathom him, 
for greater is he than all his works (43:27-28). 

Beyond these, many things lie hid; 
only a few qf his works have I seen. 

It is the LORD who has made all things, 
and to those who fear him he gives wisdom (43:32-33). 

6. Didactic Narrative 

A striking example of didactic narrative is found in Prov 7:6-23: the por
trayal of the lecherous woman with the restless feet, who roams the streets to 
seduce "a youth with no sense" (7:7). The woman's seductive actions and 
suggestive dialogue achieve their goal: 

[The youth] follows her stupidly, 
like an ox that is led to slaughter; 

11 Cf. G. von Rad, "Job XXXVIII and Ancient Egyptian Wisdom," in The Problem of the 
Hexateuch and Other Essays, pp. 281-91; J. L. Crenshaw, "Wisdom," pp. 258-59. 
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Like a stag that minces toward the net, 
till an arrow pierces its liver; 

Like a bird that rushes into a snare, 
unaware that its life is at stake (7:22-23). 

The author's intention in depicting this vivid, almost lurid, scene is patently 
didactic: 

So now, 0 children, listen to me, 
be attentive to the words of my mouth! 

Let not your heart turn to her ways, 
go not astray in her paths; 

For many are those she has struck down dead, 
numerous, those she has slain. 

Her house is made up of ways to the nether world, 
leading down into the chambers of death (Prov 7:24-27). 

Ben Sira provides a splendid example of didactic narrative in the long 
poem or hymn (44:1-50:24) entitled in Cairo MS B "Praise of the Ancestors 
of Old," and in most Greek MSS "Praise of the Ancestors." The didactic 
purpose of this composition is made clear in the opening and closing lines of 
the introductory section ( 41 : 1-15): 

I will now praise those godly people, 
our ancestors, each in his own time- (44:1) 

Their wealth remains in their families, 
their heritage with their descendants. 

Through God's covenant with them their family endures, 
and their offspring for their sakes; 

For all time their progeny will last, 
their glory will never be blotted out. 

Their bodies are buried in peace, 
but their name lives on and on; 

At gatherings their wisdom is retold, 
and the assembly declares their praises ( 44: 11-15). 

Beginning with Noah, Ben Sira writes a short theology of history ( 44: 17-
49: l 6) of the covenanted People of God, and he concludes with a lengthy 
panegyric (50:1-21) of the high priest Simeon II (219-196 B.c.)." 

"Another example of didactic narrative is Wisdom of Solomon 10-19; cf. J. L. Crenshaw, 
"Wisdom," p. 262. 



V. WISDOM TRADITIONS IN THE 
OLD TESTAMENT 

In Jer 18: 18, three classes of personnel are mentioned: the priest (Heb kohen) 
who gives instruction, teaching, and law (Heb tord); the prophet (Heb nabf') 
who is witness to God's word and revelation (Heb dabar); and the wise man 
(Heb ~akam) who imparts counsel (Heb 'e.)'a). These three groups are also 
referred to in Ezek 7:26; but the prophet is said to experiencevision (Heb 
~azon) instead of dabar, and 'e.)'d is attributed to the elder (Heb zaqen) rather 
than the Mkam. Elsewhere in Isaiah and Jeremiah the ~akam is associated 
with the rich and powerful as members of the upper class (Isa 5:21; 19:11-13; 
Jer 9:22; 51:57). 

The words ~akam (m.), ~akama (f.), "wise person, sage" (m. pl. ~akamfm, 
f. pl. ~akamot), and ~okma, "wisdom, skill, cleverness," are also used in the 
OT to describe people who are trained in the various arts, crafts, and trades. 
Thus, in Exod 35:30-33, Moses says to the Israelites that Yahweh chose 
Bezalel and filled him with a divine spirit (Heb roa~ 'elohfm), with skill (Heb 
~okmti), with understanding, with knowledge, and with all craftsmanship, to 
produce embroidery and articles of gold, silver, and bronze, to cut and set 
precious stones, to carve wood, and to have ability in every other craft. In 
Exod 28:3, those who are to fashion Aaron's elaborate vestments are called 
"experts, skilled laborers" (Heb ~akme leb, lit., "wise of heart [=seat of 
intelligence]") whom God had endowed with an able mind (Heb roa~ ~okma, 
lit., "spirit of wisdom"); cf. also Exod 36:1-2, 8. In Exod 35:25, every woman 
who spun the various yarns and fine linen thread for the construction of the 
meeting tent is referred to as an expert (Heb ~akmat leb, "wise of heart"). 
The skilled persons who worked on the sanctuary are called ~akamfm in 
Exod 36:4. 

Similarly, some form of the terms ~akam and ~okmd is employed for 
silversmiths and goldsmiths (Jer 10:9), sailors (Ezek 27:8; Ps 107:27), profes
sional wailing women (Jer 9:16), competent warriors (Isa 13:10), government 
advisers (Isa 29: 14), experts in music, poetry, botany, and zoology (1 Kgs 
5:10-13), an unprincipled but shrewd adviser (2 Sam 13:3), and even magi
cians, enchanters, and sorcerers (Dan 2:2, 12).1 

'The Greek word sophia also originally meant cleverness or skill or ability in the trades, crafts, 
and arts (e.g., music, singing, poetry). Cf. Liddell-Scott-Jones-McKenzie, Greek Lexicon, pp. 
1621-22, for references to the pertinent classical literature. 
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1. Recipe Wisdom 

When we speak of the Wisdom traditions of the OT, however, we are not 
referring primarily to the occupations and activities mentioned above. We 
mean, rather, the type of material that has been put into writing in such 
books as Proverbs, Job, Qoheleth, Wisdom of Ben Sira, Wisdom of Solomon, 
and certain wisdom Psalms. The Wisdom traditions sedimented in these 
works have a long and complicated history.' Nevertheless, a study of these 
books will show that there are only two basic types of wisdom. The first may 
be called pretheoretical or practical or, as I prefer to call it, recipe wisdom, 3 

because it deals with everyday attitudes, beliefs, customs, manners, and forms 
of behavior one should have toward God, one's fellows, and the world at 
large if one is to Jive fully and well as a faithful Israelite. Though found to 
some degree in all the Wisdom books of the OT, recipe wisdom is found in 
largest supply in Proverbs and The Wisdom of Ben Sira. 

Lying lips are an abomination to the LORD, 
but those who are truthful are his delight (Prov 12:22). 

A mild answer calms wrath, 
but a harsh word stirs up anger (Prov 15:1). 

He who mocks the poor blasphemes his Maker; 
he who is glad at calamity will not go unpunished (Prov 17:5). 

Whoever hates correction walks the sinner's path, 
but whoever fears the Lord repents in his heart (Sir 21 :6). 

Whoever keeps the Law controls his impulses; 
whoever is perfect in fear of the Lord has wisdom (Sir 21:11). 

When a sieve is shaken, the husks appear; 
so do a person's faults when he speaks (Sir 27:4). 

To keep the Law is a great oblation, 
and whoever observes the commandments sacrifices a 

peace offering (Sir 35: 1-2). 

The Sitz im Leben, or social context, of this kind of wisdom is presumably 
the significant Jore of family, clan, tribe, and court that eventually became 
part of the literary and religious heritage of Israel. 

'For attempts at tracing this history, cf. R. Gordis, Koheleth-the Man and His World: A 
Study of Ecclesiastes, 3d ed., pp. 8-38; R. B. Y. Scott, The Way of Wisdom in the Old Testament, 
pp. 1-47; G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel, pp. 3-23. 

'Cf. Part IV above, "Literary Genres." R. Gordis (Koheleth, p. 27) calls this type lower or 
practical wisdom. 
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2. Existential Wisdom 

The second kind of wisdom may be called theoretical or, as I prefer to call 
it, existential wisdom,' because it attempts to provide meaning for one who is 
faced with such problems as natural disasters, untimely death, his lot after 
death, the basis of morality, the value of upright living, the dilemmas of the 
innocent sufferer, and the anomaly of the prosperous wicked, The a priori 
principle underlying this kind of wisdom is this: if one is to remain human, 
one simply cannot accept meaninglessness, ultimate absurdity, or hopeless
ness.' 

The existential Wisdom writers do not attempt to make intelligible all the 
unpleasantries and absurdities of human life and experience, but merely try to 
show that these ineluctable realities may be faced squarely and honestly by 
the person who professes faith in a transcendent and loving God who has 
willed to become personally involved in human history. Absurdity becomes 
no less absurd, but it does become tolerable because the believer comes to 
accept mystery as an integral part of being human in a society in which other 
persons also have free will and often abuse it. 

Existential wisdom, though present in all the Wisdom books to some ex
tent, is found in largest measure in Job, Qoheleth, and The Wisdom of Solo
mon. It has as its Sitz im Leben a fairly widespread crisis in faith.' 

What the books of Job, Qoheleth, and The Wisdom of Solomon have in 
common is the goal of supplying the believer with a theodicy, or a plausible 
legitimation of God's ways in view of the existence of moral and physical 
evil.' As P. L. Berger correctly notes, there is a fundamental attitude, in itself 

' R. Gordis (Koheleth. p. 28) calls this type higher or speculative wisdom. 
' Cf. P. L. Berger, The Sacred Canopy: Elements of a Sociology of Religion, p. 56. 
'As a literature that attempts to legitimate and reinforce Israel's faith and practice, existential 

wisdom is perfectly in keeping with the other books of the Bible, in particular Proverbs and The 
Wisdom of Den Sira. Hence I disagree with the following statement by R. Gordis (Koheleth, p. 
28): " ... The higher or speculative Wisdom books, particularly Job, Ecclesiastes and perhaps 
Agur ben Yakeh (Pr., ch. 30), are basically heterodox, skeptical works, at variance with the 
products of the practical Wisdom School." 

' Cf. 0. S. Rankin, Israel's Wisdom Literature: Its Bearing on Theology and the History of 
Religion, pp. 15-35. Berger (The Sacred Canopy, p. 53) writes: "Every nomos is established, over 
and over again, against the threat of its destruction by the anomic forces endemic to the human 
condition. In religious terms, the sacred order of the cosmos is reaffirmed, over and over again, in 
the face of chaos. It is evident that this fact poses a problem on the level of human activity in 
society, inasmuch as this activity must be so institutionalized as to continue despite the recurrent 
intrusion into individual and collective experience of the anomic (or, if one prefers, denomizing) 
phenomena of suffering, evil and, above all, death. However, a problem is also posed on the level 
of legitimation. The anomic phenomena must not only be lived through, they must also be 
explained-to wit, explained in terms of the nomos established in the society in question. An 
explanation of these phenomena in terms of religious legitimations, of whatever degree Qf t_heo
retical sophistication, may be called a theodicy." 
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quite irrational, that underlies all theodicies. This attitude is the surrender of 
self to the meaningful cosmos, or nomos, or ordering of reality, that every 
group of its very nature provides for its members. In other words, every 
cosmos or nomos entails a transcendence of individuality and necessarily 
implies a theodicy. A religious nomos, as a meaningful construct of reality, 
comprehends the individual and every aspect of his or her biography, includ
ing painful and absurd experiences. "The nomos locates the individual's life 
in an all-embracing fabric of meanings that, by its very nature, transcends 
that life."' When the individual adequately internalizes these meanings, he 
understands himself "correctly," i.e., within the coordinates of reality as de
fined by his religious society. He can now suffer "correctly" and even have a 
"correct" or "happy" death.' 

Thus the primary function of existential wisdom is the religious legitima
tion of anomic phenomena such as suffering, moral evil, and untimely death. 
As theodicy, such wisdom offers a person not happiness but meaning. One is 
reminded of the existential psychiatrist Viktor E. Frankl, who developed the 
theory and practice of logotherapy. He maintains that "the striving to find a 
meaning in one's life is the primary motivational force in man." '0 

The trouble with many theodicies, however, is that they are vulnerable to 
empirical disconfirmation. 11 According to the Deuteronomic doctrine of retri
bution, for example, God rewards the good that men and women do and 
punishes their evil, and only during the course of their earthly life; after death 
everybody goes to Sheol, the underworld, which is not a place of retribution 
because once there saint and sinner alike possess a colorless, dull, limp exis
tence devoid of all vitality and strength (Job 3: 17; Ps 88:5). 12 Job's anguish 
stems precisely from the fact that this doctrine did not apply in his own case. 
Without doubt, the author of Job perceived innumerable cases where upright 
people died without any apparent recompense for their virtue. It is notewor
thy, however, that he did not reject the Deuteronomic doctrine, but rather, by 
means of the Yahweh speeches in chaps. 38-41, indicates that the suffering of 
the righteous becomes meaningful only in God's transcendent and mysterious 
order and plan, which are not subject to empirical verification. The solution 
presented in the Book of Job apparently proved meaningful to pious Israel
ites, who in faith accepted the empirically unverifiable religious nomos, or 
order of reality, assumed in the book. 13 

' Berger, The Sacred Canopy. p. 54. 
' Ibid., pp. 54-55. 
10 Man's Search for Meaning: An Introduction to Logotherapy, p. 154. 
11 Berger, The Sacred Canopy. pp. 69-71. 
1

' Cf. A. A. Di Lella, "The Problem of Retribution in the Wisdom Literature," in Rediscovery 
of Scripture: Biblical Theology Today (Report of the 46th Annual Meeting of the Franciscan 
Educational Conference), pp. 109-12. 

"For a fuller account of the Book of Job, cf. A. A. Di Lella, "An Existential Interpretation of 
Job," BTB 15 (1985): 49-55. 
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Qoheleth has been called many names-skeptic, pessimist, and even saint.•• 
I prefer to call him a realist. A. G. Wright has convincingly shown that the 
book speaks more clearly but says much less than was previously thought. 
The impossibility of understanding what God has done, which was always 
taken as a theme, is really the theme, which is built on the vanity motif 
prominent in the first part of the book (1: 12-6:9)." Being a keen observer of 
the hard facts of life, Qoheleth rejected, among other things, the older retri
bution theology (8: 10-15). In effect, he says one should not call into question 
God's justice simply because the righteous do not prosper or the wicked 
suffer. Qoheleth insists that divine justice is too mysterious to be put into the 
straitjacket of the Deuteronomic theory of retribution. "I recognized that 
man is unable to find out all God's work that is done under the sun, even 
though neither by day nor by night do his eyes find rest in sleep" (Qoh 8: 17). 
Like the author of Job, Qoheleth legitimates God's ways by locating them in 
the transcendent order so that they become immune to empirical disconfirma
tion. 

The Wisdom of Solomon contains the most meaningful and satisfying an
swer to the problem of retribution. "The souls of the just are in the hand of 
God, and no torment shall touch them" (3:1). They are not really dead (3:2), 
but "live forever" (5:15) "in peace" (3:3) and are "accounted among the sons 
of God" (i.e., the angels) and "the saints" (5:5). The wicked, however, "shall 
. . . become dishonored corpses and an unceasing mockery among the dead 
. . . ; [they] shall be in grief" ( 4: 19)." Here for the first time in the Wisdom 
literature the afterlife becomes the locale of nomization, a locale that will 
produce no empirical counterevidence. 

In addition to providing the religious legitimation of anomic phenomena 
such as suffering, moral evil, and untimely death, existential wisdom also has 
as one of its functions the validation and exaltation of Israel's unique heri
tage, especially the claim to be the Chosen People of God and partakers of 
God's own Wisdom. The three great poems in which Wisdom is personified
Job 28, Proverbs 8, and Wisdom of Ben Sira 24--are splendid illustrations of 
this point. A brief quotation from one of these poems will make clear this 
aspect of existential wisdom: 

Wisdom sings her own praises, 
among her own people she proclaims her glory; 

"W. Baumganner, "The Wisdom Literature," in The Old Testament and Modern Study, ed. 
by H. H. Rowley (Oxford: Clarendon, 1951), p. 221, notes that Qoheleth has been described by 
Heine as "the quintessence of scepticism," but by F. Delitzsch as "the quintessence of piety." 

1
' A. G. Wright, "The Riddle of the Sphinx: The Structure of the Book of Qoheleth," CBQ 30 

(1968): 313-34. Cf. also 0. Loretz, Qohelet und der Alte Orient: Untersuchungen zu Stil und 
theo/ogischer Thematik des Buches Qohelet (Freiburg i.B.: Herder, 1964). 

1
' Cf. A. A. Di Lella, "Conservative and Progressive Theology: Sirach and Wisdom," CBQ 28 

(1966): 150-54. 
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In the assembly of the Most High she opens her mouth, 
in the presence of his host she declares her worth: 

"From the mouth of the Most High I came forth, 
and mistlike covered the earth. 

In the heights of heaven I dwelt, 
my throne on a pillar of cloud. 

The vault of heaven I compassed alone, 
through the deep abyss I took my course. 

Over waves of the sea, over all the land, 
over every people and nation I held sway. 

Among them all I sought a resting place: 
in whose inheritance should I abide? 

Then the Fashioner of all gave me his command, 
and he who had made me chose the spot for my tent, 

Saying, 'In Jacob make your dwelling, 
in Israel your inheritance.' 

Before the ages, from the first, he created me, 
and through the ages I shall not cease to be. 

In the holy Tent I ministered before him, 
and then in Zion I took up my post. 

In the city he loves as he does me, he gave me rest; 
in Jerusalem is my domain. 

I have struck root among the glorious people; 
in the portion of the Lord is my inheritance" (Sir 24: 1-12). 

The faithful Israelite need not look to Athens for sophia, "wisdom," which 
every well-educated Greek treasured so highly. For wisdom in its richest and 
widest sense, including the perception of the primeval order willed by the 
Creator, is a special gift God has reserved for his own people who are willing 
to receive it and live according to its liberating demands. 

3. Hermeneutical Implications of Existential Wisdom and 
Recipe Wisdom 

If we take the hermeneutical problem to be the contrast between "What 
did Scripture mean when it was written?" (the goal of literal interpretation) 
and "What does Scripture mean to me today?" (the concern of the new 
hermeneutic), 17 then the approach that theoretical or existential wisdom is 

"Cf. K. Stendhal, "Biblical Theology, Contemporary," IDB. vol. l, pp. 418-32; and R. E. 
Brown, "Hermeneutics," JBC, pp. 614-15. 
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fundamentally a literature that gives meaning to anomic phenomena and 
legitimates Israel's heritage should help considerably." Like their Israelite 
predecessors, contemporary men and women face disorder and chaos within 
and without. They need meaning and hope and security in religious beliefs 
just as desperately and poignantly as the faithful to whom the books of Job, 
Qoheleth, and The Wisdom of Solomon were originally addressed." These 
books, as well as the parts of The Wisdom of Ben Sira that contain existential 
wisdom, all posit the need for faith in a transcendent and mysterious God 
who nonetheless loves men, women, and children and is concerned about 
them and the pains and absurdities of their life. The object of such faith is, of 
course, empirically unverifiable, but so is every other nomos or ordered struc
ture of reality that attempts to make meaningful the anomalies of human 
existence. 

The Eternal is the judge of all alike; 
the Lord alone is just. 

Whom has he made equal to describing his works, 
and who can probe his mighty deeds? 

Who can measure his majestic power, 
or exhaust the tale of his mercies? 

One cannot lessen, nor increase, 
nor penetrate the wonders of the Lord. 

When a person ends he is only beginning, 
and when he stops he is still bewildered. 

What is a human being, of what worth is he? 
the good, the evil in him, what are these? 

The sum of a person's days is great 
if it reaches a hundred years: 

Like a drop of the sea's water, like a grain of sand, 
so are these few years among the days of eternity. 

That is why the Lord is patient with people 
and showers his mercy upon them. 

He sees and understands that their death is grievous, 
and so he forgives them all the more. 

A person may be merciful to his neighbor, 

" Cf. B. L. Mack, "Wisdom Myth and Mytho-logy: An Essay in Understanding a Theological 
Tradition," /nr 24 (1970): 46-60. 

"Gordis (Koheleth, p. 16) writes: "Fundamentally ... Torah and Prophecy remain con
cerned with the group, its present duties and its future destiny .... Wisdom ... made the life 
of the individual its exclusive concern." The adjective "exclusive" is, at best, misleading. The 
interpretation I am suggesting here is this: true, both recipe wisdom and existential wisdom are 
directed toward the individual, but only as a member of the religious society known as Israel. Cf. 
P. L. Berger and T. Luck.mann, The Social Construction of Reality: A Treatise in the Sociology of 
Knowledge, pp. 67-68. 
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but the Lord's mercy reaches all flesh, 
Reproving, admonishing, teaching, 

as a shepherd guides his flock; 
Merciful to those who accept his guidance, 

who are diligent in his precepts (Sir 18:1-14). 

As regards pretheoretical or recipe wisdom, the hermeneutical implications 
are not as clear but are nonetheless present. If recipe wisdom is to be defined 
as the knowledge of how one is to live fully and well in one's vertical relation
ships with God and horizontal relationships with one's fellows, together with 
the knowledge of how to master the world, then !think Walther Zimmerli is 
right in emphasizing that such wisdom is to be located within the framework 
of the OT theology of creation.'0 Hybris is not what impels men and women 
to subdue the earth, but rather it is God's command and blessing: "Be fertile 
and multiply; fill the earth and subdue it. Have dominion over the fish of the 
sea, the birds of the air, and all the living things that move on earth" (Gen 
1 :28). A twofold attitude underlies recipe wisdom as a whole: 

a. Human beings were formed as free agents in a good universe and are not 
the hapless victims of fate, heredity, or environment. 

Say not, "It was God's doing that I fell away"; 
for what he hates, he does not do. 

Say not, "It was he who set me astray"; 
for he has no need of the wicked. 

Abominable wickedness the LORD hates; 
he does not let it befall those who fear him. 

It was he, from the first, when he created humankind, 
who made them subject to their own free choice. 

If you choose you can keep his commandment; 
fidelity is the doing of his will. 

There are poured out before you fire and water; 
to whichever you choose you can stretch forth your hands. 

Before each person are life and death; 
whichever he chooses shall be given him. 

Copious is the wisdom of the LORD; 
he is mighty in act, and all-seeing. 

The eyes of God behold his handiwork; 
he perceives a person's every deed. 

No one did he command to sin, 
nor will he be lenient with liars (Sir 15:11-20). 

""The Place and Limit of the Wisdom in the Framework of the Old Testament Theology," 
SJT 17 (1964): 146-58. Zimmerli writes (p. 149): "Wisdom is per definitionem ta~bulorh, 'the art 
of steering', knowledge of how to do in life, and thus it has a fundamental alignment to man and 
his preparing to master human life." 
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b. As members of society, men and women have the God-given power and 
responsibility to live happily and to create their own destiny in community. 21 

The Lord from the earth created humankind, 
and makes each person return to earth again. 

Limited days of life he gives them, 
with power over all things else on earth. 

He endows them with a strength that befits them; 
in God's own image he made them. 

He puts the fear of humans in all flesh, 
and allows them power over beasts and birds. 

Discretion, with tongues and eyes and ears, 
and an understanding heart he gives them. 

With wisdom and knowledge he fills them; 
good and evil he shows them. 

He puts into their hearts the fear of him, 
showing them the grandeur of his works, 

That they may glory in his wondrous deeds 
and praise his holy name. 

He has set before them knowledge, 
a law pledging life as their inheritance; 

An everlasting covenant he has made with them, 
his commandments he has revealed to them. 

His majestic glory their eyes beheld, 
his glorious voice their ears heard. 

He says to them, "Avoid all evil"; 
to each of them he gives precepts about his neighbors 

(Sir 17:1-14). 

This twofold attitude is normative for the believer today, and it may be 
suggested that this attitude is the only basis on which the truth and authority 
of recipe wisdom as well as its conformity with the rest of the OT can be 
authenticated. 22 

21 Cf. W. Brueggemann, "Scripture and an Ecumenical Life-Style: A Study in Wisdom Theol
ogy," Int 24 (1970): 3-19. 

"Thus there is no need to posit a difference in authority between Law and Prophets on the one 
hand and wisdom on the other. Zimmerli, for example, writes ("The Place and Limit," pp. 152-
53): ''. .. the admonition of the teacher of wisdom is not to be confused with the commandment 
of the law-giver of the covenant .... Certainly we cannot say that counsel has no authority. It 
has the authority of insight. But that is quite different from the authority of the Lord, who 
decrees." For an excellent discussion of the truth and unity of the Bible, cf. N. Lohfink, "Uber 
die lrrtumslosigkeit und die Einheit der Schrift," Stimmen der Zeit 174 (1963-M): 161-81; a 
summary of the article appeared in TD 13 (1965): 185-92. 



VI. BEN SIRA AND THE OTHER BOOKS 
OF THE OLD TESTAMENT 

Ben Sira spent a lifetime immersed in the Scriptures of Israel. Before becom
ing a teacher and author himself, he had been a tireless student of the Torah 
(or Law), Prophets, and Writings that were already part of the nation's liter
ary and religious heritage, as the grandson makes clear in the Prologue to his 
Greek translation of the book. As we saw in Part IV above, Ben Sira em
ployed the literary genres he found in the earlier biblical books, especially the 
Wisdom literature, Proverbs, Job, and Qoheleth. As regards style, though, he 
wrote in the manner of the Pirqe 'Abot, a collection of maxims of the Jewish 
Fathers, the oldest generation of the rabbis. Thus Ben Sira may be considered 
the prototype of the rabbis. But unlike the rabbis, he wrote for the most part 
in the classical Hebrew of the late period, the kind of language he had often 
read in the biblical books he conscientiously and deliberately imitated.' 

Ben Sira's procedure was to adapt the older Scriptures in order to popular
ize them and make them relevant to the new Hellenistic age in which he lived. 
Though he often quotes or refers to a sacred text, he does not hesitate to alter 
it or change the wording so that there is a new emphasis or a different 
meaning. Here are some examples:2 

You shall love the LORD, your God, 
with all your heart, and with all 
your soul, and with all your 
strength (Deut 6:5). 

For me they listened and waited; 
they were silent for my counsel (Job 
29:21). 

Joy and gladness shall be found in 
her, thanksgiving and the sound of 
song (Isa 51 :3e-f). 

' Cf. Duesberg-Fransen, p. 68. 

With all your soul fear God, revere 
his priests. With all your strength, 
love your Maker, neglect not his 
ministers (Sir 7:29-30). 

The rich speaks and all are silent, 
his wisdom they extol to the clouds 
(Sir 13:23). 

Joy and gladness he will find; she 
will endow him with an everlasting 
name (Sir 15 :6). 

1 Duesberg-Fransen, p. 69, list many of these examples as well as others which, however, are 
not as e-0nvincing as the ones offered here. 
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In the beginning, when God created 
the heavens and the earth . . . 
(Gen I: I). God created man in his 
image; in the divine image he 
created him (Gen 1:27). 

When you had found [Abraham's] 
heart faithful in your sight, you 
made the covenant with him to give 
to him and his posterity the land of 
the Canaanites, Hittites, Amorites, 
Perizzites, Jebusites, and 
Girgashites. These promises of 
yours you fulfilled, for you are just 
(Neh 9:8). 

It was he, from the first, when he 
created humankind, who made 
them subject to their own free 
choice (Sir 15:14). 

[Abraham] obeyed the Most High's 
command, and entered into a 
covenant with him; in his own flesh 
the ordinance was indsed, and 
when tested, he was found steadfast 
(Sir 44:20). 

In his exposition of wisdom motifs, Ben Sira cites or alludes to the Torah or 
Pentateuch (Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy), Joshua, 
1-2 Samuel, 1-2 Kings, 1-2 Chronicles, Nehemiah, Psalms, Job, Isaiah, Jer
emiah, Ezekiel, Haggai, and Malachi. He mentions in passing the Judges 
(46:11-12), the Twelve Minor Prophets as a group (49:10), the Psalms as 
compositions of David (47:9), and Proverbs as the work of Solomon (47:14-
17), but he does not refer at all to Ruth, Ezra, Tobit, Judith, Esther, Daniel, 
or Baruch. Thus Ben Sira occupies a position between the OT on the one 
hand and intertestamental literature on the other. This alone makes Ben Sira 
a figure of great importance in the history of Israel, for he opens the way for 
the later rabbis.' 

Ben Sira often takes a single text from the Torah and expands it into a large 
didactic discourse 'which itself contains allusions to several other texts of the 
OT. A good illustration of this procedure is Sir 3:1-16, which is based on 
Exod 20: 12 and Deut 5: 16, both of which deal in almost the same words with 
the commandment to honor one's father and mother, that one may have a 
long life (cf. also Lev 19:3). 

3: 1 Children, pay heed to a father's right; 
do so that you may live. 

2 For the Lord sets a father in honor over his children; 
a mother's right he confirms over her sons. 

3 Whoever honors his father atones for sins; 
4 he stores up riches who honors his mother. 
5 Whoever honors his father will have joy in his children, 

and when he prays he is heard. 

'Ibid. 
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6 Whoever honors his father will live a long life; 
he obeys the Lord who honors his mother. 

7 Whoever fears the Lord honors his father, 
and serves his parents as masters. 

8 In word and deed honor your father 
that his blessing may come upon you. 

9 For a father's blessing gives a family firm roots, 
but a mother's curse uproots the growing plant. 

10 Glory not in your father's disgrace; 
his disgrace is no glory to you! 

11 His father's glory is a person's own glory; 
he multiplies sin who demeans his mother. 

12 My son, be steadfast in honoring your father; 
grieve him not as long as he lives. 

13 Even if his mind fails him, be considerate of him; 
revile him not in the fullness of your strength. 

14 For kindness to a father will not be forgotten; 
it will serve as a sin offering-it will take lasting root. 

15 In time of trouble it will be recalled to your advantage; 
like warmth upon frost it will melt away your sins. 

16 A blasphemer is he who neglects his father; 
he provokes God, who demeans his mother. 

Ben Sira bases his observation in v 9 on Gen 27:27-29 (Isaac's blessing of 
Jacob); 48: 15-20 (Israel's blessing of Ephraim and Manasseh); 49:8-12 (Ja
cob's blessing of Judah); and Judg 17: 1-4 (the curse of Micah's mother later 
neutralized by the blessing she utters). In v I la, Ben Sira rephrases an idea he 
found in Prov 17 :6b: "The glory of children is their parentage." He makes the 
exhortation in v I lb by changing some of the terms of Prov 23:22b: "Despise 
not your mother when she is old." The comment in v 16 harks back to Exod 
21: 17 and Lev 20:9 (both of which texts speak of the death penalty for the 
person who curses his father or mother) and Proverbs: 

He who mistreats his father, or drives away his mother, 
is a worthless and disgraceful son (Prov 19:26). 

There is a group of people that curses its father, 
and blesses not its mother (Prov 30:11). 

The eye that mocks a father, 
or scorns an aged mother, 

Will be plucked out by the ravens in the valley; 
the young eagles will devour it (Prov 30: 17). 
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There are many other examples of this procedure; see the commentary. 
Being a wisdom teacher himself, Ben Sira chose to reflect and comment 

especially on the sacred literature most like his own, the Book of Proverbs. 
But he did not merely quote or paraphrase a maxim or other type of miisiil he 
found in Proverbs; rather, he explained it and developed its implications for 
his own day and his own society. Though he was content to be a glossator, his 
writing was by no means lacking in imagination and creativity. From his 
reading and study of Israel's holy books, particularly Proverbs, he compiled 
his own notes, comments, and reflections, which eventually he edited and 
published as a separate book. 

Ben Sira's dependence on Proverbs can be detected in almost every portion 
of his book; see the commentary. Here it will suffice simply to give some 
examples from the first few poems of the book to show how Ben Sira takes a 
text of Proverbs and expands or summarizes or adapts it for his own didactic 
purposes. 

The LORD begot me [Wisdom], the 
firstborn of his ways, the forerunner 
of his prodigies of long ago (Prov 
8:22). 

The fear of the LORD is the 
beginning of knowledge; wisdom 
and instruction fools despise (Prov 
1:7). 

With me [Wisdom] are riches and 
honor, enduring wealth and 
prosperity. My fruit is better than 
gold, yes, than pure gold, and my 
revenue than choice silver (Prov 
8:18-19). 

The crucible for silver, and the 
furnace for gold, but the tester of 
hearts is the LORD (Prov 17:3). 

Trust in the LORD with all your 
heart, on your own intelligence rely 
not; in all your ways be mindful of 
him, and he will make straight your 
paths (Prov 3:5-6). 

Before all things else wisdom was 
created; and prudent understanding, 
from eternity (Sir 1 :4). 

The beginning of wisdom is the fear 
of the Lord; it is formed with the 
faithful in the womb (Sir I: 14). 

Fullness of wisdom is fear of the 
Lord; she inebriates them with her 
fruits. Her whole house she fills 
with choice foods, her granaries 
with her harvest (Sir 1: 16--17). 

For in fire gold is tested, and those 
God favors, in the crucible of 
humiliation (Sir 2:5). 

Trust God and he will help you; 
make straight your ways and hope 
in him. You that fear the Lord, wait 
for his mercy, tum not away lest 
you fall. You that fear the Lord, 
trust him, and your reward will not 
be lost. You that fear the Lord, 
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When he is dealing with the 
arrogant, he is stem, but to the 
humble he shows kindness (Prov 
3:34). 

He who mocks the poor blasphemes 
his Maker; he who is glad at 
calamity will not go unpunished 
(Prov 17:5). 
Refuse no one the good on which 
he has a claim when it is in your 
power to do it for him. Say not to 
your neighbor, "Go, and come 
again, tomorrow I will give," when 
you can give at once (Prov 3:27-
28). 

hope for good things, for lasting joy 
and mercy (Sir 2:6-9). 

Humble yourself the more, the 
greater you are, and you will find 
favor with God (Sir 3:18). 

My son, do not mock the poor 
person's life, nor wear out the 
expectations of an embittered spirit. 
The hungry do not aggrieve, nor 
ignore one who is downtrodden. Do 
not inflame the bile of the 
oppressed; delay not giving to the 
needy. A beggar's plea do not 
reject; avert not your glance from 
the downtrodden. From one in need 
turn not your eyes, give him no 
reason to curse you; for if in the 
ache of his bitterness he curse you, 
his Maker will hear his prayer (Sir 
4:1-6). 

From these examples and the numerous others throughout the rest of the 
book, one can see readily that Ben Sira shares many of the concerns and 
themes of Proverbs. The two books are alike also in that both contain loosely 
connected groups of Wisdom sayings and exhortations. But unlike The Wis
dom of Ben Sira, which had only a single author who edited and published all 
his materials himself, the Book of Proverbs in its present form represents an 
anthology of materials that in date of composition span several centuries. The 
final editor of Proverbs as a whole was also the author of chaps. 1-9, which 
serve as an introduction to the work; he published the book probably in the 
early fifth century e.c.' 

Between Proverbs and Ben Sira there are, to be sure, differences in empha
sis and in the problems addressed. For the political situation and the social 
framework reflected in the two books were not the same. But what is more 
important is that both books share in the same scholastic tradition of the 
sages and in the same religious heritage. Ben Sira, though, did not consider 
the authors of the several collections in Proverbs simply as colleagues in a 
long line of Wisdom writers but rather as inspired writers whose work was 

•Cf. P. W. Skehan, Studies in Israelite Poetry and Wisdom, pp. 15-26. 
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already viewed as sacred and virtually canonical.' Accordingly, he com
mented on many passages from Proverbs in order to make them more under
standable and more applicable to his own generation of believers. 6 

By doing this with Proverbs and the other books of the Old Testament, Ben 
Sira created a new synthesis that served the needs, interests, and preoccupa
tions of the Jewish community of his own day. Precisely in this fact lie his 
originality, significance, and lasting contribution to the thought of Israel's 
sages.' 

' The Jewish canon of Scripture was not officially defined, however, until the last decade of the 
first century A.O. See Part Ill, "Canonicity of the Book and Place in Canon." 

'Duesberg-Fransen, p. 71. 
' For a more detailed summary of Ben Sira's relation to Judaic tradition, cf. J. T. Sanders, Ben 

Sira and Demotic Wisdom (SBLMS 28, 1983): 3-26. Cf. also J. G. Snaith, "Biblical Quotations in 
the Hebrew of Ecclesiasticus," JTS n.s. 18 (1967): 1-12; and J. L. Koole, "Die Bibel des Ben
Sira," OTS 14 (1965): 374-96. 



VII. BEN SIRA AND NON-JEWISH LITERATURE 

Ben Sira vigorously opposed any compromise of Jewish values and traditions 
(cf. 2:12) and pronounced woe to those who forsook Israel's Law (41:8), with 
which wisdom itself, in his view, was to be identified (24:23). Yet he learned 
much from his travels abroad (34:9-13) and presumably from his contact 
with the Gentiles he met. In fact, what Ben Sira writes about the scribe, and 
hence about himself, leads us to believe that, in addition to the inspired 
writings of Israel, he indeed not only read foreign literature but actually 
pondered it deeply because it was his vocation to do so: 

He treasures the discourses of the famous, 
and goes to the heart of involved sayings; 

He studies the hidden meaning of proverbs, 
and is busied with the enigmas found in parables. 

He is in attendance on the great, 
and has entrance to the ruler. 

He travels among the peoples of foreign lands 
to test what is good and evil among people (39:2-4). 

From this autobiographical account we may assume that Ben Sira gained 
wide experience of cultures other than his own and became acquainted first
hand with non-Jewish Wisdom literatures. It is not unreasonable to assume 
that he would employ in his own book some of what he learned from the 
Gentiles. 

The Book of Proverbs itself, which was one of Ben Sira's principal sources 
(see Part VI above), provided a legitimate precedent for borrowing from 
Gentile Wisdom literature. R. B. Y. Scott calls Prov 22:17-24:22 "The Thirty 
Precepts of the Sages,"' a title suggested by 22:20: "Have I not written for 
you thirty precepts [so Scott; or more literally with NAB, the "Thirty," 
reading seloSfm for MT K silsom, Q sii/Wm]." The expression the "Thirty" 
derives from the Egyptian Instruction of Amen-em-ope (ANET. pp. 421-24), 
which also contains exactly thirty precepts. The first ten exhortations (two 
are variants) of Prov 22: 17-24:22 parallel nine of the thirty precepts of Amen
em-ope. There is a scholarly consensus that the exhortations of Prov 22: 17-

1 Proverbs • Ecclesiastes, AB 18, p. 133. 
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23: I I bear a significant resemblance to the Egyptian work, 2 and the depen
dency is of the former on the latter, not vice versa. Amen-em-ope may have 
been composed as early as the thirteenth century B.c. but was still being 
copied centuries later. 3 

There can be little doubt that portions of Ben Sira also derive from Gentile 
literature. But one must distinguish between expressions or ideas that Ben Sira 
borrows indirectly from pagan authors and pagan works that he read person
ally and then directly alludes to in his own book. An example of the former 
case is Sir 14:18, which shows a striking resemblance to The Iliad, vi 146--49 
(see COMMENT on 14:18 for the passage from Homer). Even granting the 
dependence on Homer in this case, as do many commentators, one may not 
conclude that Ben Sira must have read The Iliad. It is equally probable that 
he read the passage in a chrestomathy or anthology containing Greek au
thors. More likely, however, the ideas and expressions in the passage became 
well known in Ben Sira's day, as, for example, the words from Romeo and 
Juliet, II ii 43-44, have become proverbial in our own language: "What's in a 
name? that which we call a rose I By any other name would smell as sweet." 
One may not assume that a person quoting these lines has read the whole play 
or even knows that Shakespeare is the author. Most people, even if they know 
that Karl Marx wrote, "Religion ... is the opium of the people," have 
never read a page of his Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right, Introduction 
(1844). Likewise, one who calls a killjoy or miserly person a Scrooge need not 
have read Charles Dickens's A Christmas Carol. These examples suffice to 
make the point clear. 

T. Middendorp provides a convenient overview of evidence adduced by 
scholars who have attempted to show parallels between The Wisdom of Ben 
Sira and various Greek authors.• He claims that approximately one hundred 
passages in Ben Sira have clear parallels in Greek literature. s The largest 
number of these parallels come from Theognis and smaller amounts from 
Euripides, Xenophon, Hesiod, Homer, Sophocles, and several other Greek 
authors. J. T. Sanders rightly criticizes Middendorp for exaggerating Ben 
Sira's dependence on Greek sources, and for proposing that Ben Sira deliber
ately chose those portions of Greek works that resemble Jewish proverbial 
literature in order to show his Jewish readers the value of Gentile wisdom, 
and to show his Hellenic readers "the great similarities between Hellenistic 
and Jewish thought."6 Sanders, after examining all the parallels Middendorp 

'For an analysis of the similarities between the two works, ef. W. McKanc, Proverbs, pp. 374-
85; Scott, Proverbs• Ecclesiastes, pp. 20-21, 135-43; and G. E. Bryce, A Legacy of Wisdom: The 
Egyptian Contribution to the Wisdom of Israel. 

' Scott, Proverbs • Ecclesiastes, p. xx xv. 
'T. Middendorp, Die Ste/lung Jesu Ben Siras zwischen Judentum und Hellenismus. 
' Ibid., pp. 8-24. 
'J. T. Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom, SBLMS 28, p. 29. 
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alleges, concludes that Ben Sira apparently did read and use in his work the 
elegiac poems of Theognis, at least Book 1. Perhaps the reason why Ben Sira 
borrowed from these poems is that they contain practical advice similar to 
what is found in Jewish Wisdom literature, and they employ the elegiac 
couplet that is similar to the parallelismus membrorum, the hallmark of He
brew poetry.' But, as Sanders demonstrates satisfactorily, not all the parallels 
Middendorp suggests are close enough to convince readers that borrowing 
took place.' I agree with most of the Theognis-Ben Sira parallels that Sanders 
considers probable and with his analysis of the same.' Whenever a passage 
from Ben Sira seems to parallel material from Theognis I shall make refer
ence, in the commentary, to Sanders's analysis. 

Of the eight passages from Ben Sira that, according to Middendorp, paral
lel material from Homer, only one is in any way convincing: 14:18 resembles 
The Iliad, vi 146-49, as mentioned above. The other alleged correspondences 
between Ben Sira and Homer and the other Greek authors are far from 
certain or even likely. 10 

Sanders offers a satisfying explanation of Ben Sira's manner of borrowing 
from Greek sources. 11 Ben Sira used Hellenic material only when it suited his 
Jewish purpose, i.e., when he regarded it as true, in which case he claimed it 
for Judaism. "Thus, it is not that Ben Sira opposed Hellenic ideas as such, 
and he is even able, apparently, to read and use at least one Hellenic writer 
(Theognis); rather, he is entirely open to Hellenic thought as long as it can be 
Judaized. What he opposes is the dismantling of Judaism. . .. " 12 Accord
ingly, despite the probable use of Greek sources, what Ben Sira wrote was a 
completely Jewish work. 

Apparently, Ben Sira was familiar with Egyptian Wisdom literature as 
well. The Egyptian work entitled "The Satire on the Trades" (ANET. pp. 
432-34), also called "The Instruction [or Maxims] ofDuauf," seems to be the 
source, directly or indirectly, of many ideas and expressions found in Sir 
38:24-39: 11 (see COMMENT). Sanders gives a fine overview of scholarly re
search and opinion regarding the other Egyptian influences on Ben Sira. 13 The 
most important source is Papyrus Insinger, which contains about three 
fourths of an Egyptian gnomic work, written in demotic and attributed to a 
certain Phibis, son of Tachos-pa-iana. This work is to be dated in or before 
the Ptolemaic period, so that we may safely assume that it could have been 
read by Ben Sira. 14 Sanders makes the interesting observation that "one finds 

1 Ibid., pp. 29-30. 
' Ibid., pp. 33-38. 
' Ibid., pp. 30-38. 
IO Ibid., pp. 39-45. 
II Ibid., pp. 55-59. 
II Ibid., p. 58. 
"Ibid., pp. 61-91. 
" Ibid., p. 70. 
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in Phibis exactly Ben Sira's characteristic ethics of caution based on shame 
and regard for one's name, a similarity which cannot be paralleled in any 
other known work which Ben Sira might conceivably have used."'~ Cf. Sir 
6: 13; 13: 1-14:2; 29:20; 32:23; 41: 11-13. 16 According to Sanders's calculations, 
over 15 percent of Phibis is reflected in Ben Sira; that's an astounding statis
tic. Aware of the dangers of "parallelomania" that have afflicted scholars over 
the years, 17 Sanders nonetheless makes a strong case that there are enough 
meaningful similarities between Ben Sira and Phibis to conclude that the 
Jewish sage borrowed from the Egyptian. But Sanders makes two key re
marks that should be kept in mind. First, Papyrus Insinger "is perhaps not
and certainly not necessarily-the exact form of Phibis known to Ben Sira. 
. . . Ben Sira was under the influence not only of certain sources of Papyrus 
Insinger but indeed of an edition of the work of which Papyrus lnsinger is the 
primary surviving exemplar."" Second, Ben Sira never quotes. exactly from 
Phibis material; rather, "Ben Sira has derived gnomic insight from Phibis. "" 
After other carefully nuanced analyses and generally convincing arguments, 
Sanders writes that "Phibis is much more like Ben Sira than such other 
literature, and that Phibis is more like Ben Sira, in both style and content, 
than is any other collection of proverbs, Theognis included, save only the Book 
of Proverbs itse/f "'0 Thus it is reasonable to conclude that Ben Sira liked 
much of what he read in Phibis and took over and adapted several of its 
proverbs, especially those dealing with the need to be cautious so as to secure 
for oneself a lasting good name. 21 In the commentary I shall make reference 
to Sanders in order to alert the reader to the principal Phibis-Ben Sira paral
lels. 

The dependence of Ben Sira on several non-Jewish writings seems beyond 
question. As mentioned above, he probably even read, in whole or in part, the 
works of Theognis and Phibis, and incorporated into his own book some of 
their insights and ideas as well as others that were circulating at the time. But 
we must keep in mind that Ben Sira utilized certain Gentile expressions and 
aphorisms only because he considered these to be true and hence, in his mind, 
conformable to Jewish tradition and doctrine. In effect, what Ben Sira does 
with the non-Jewish material is to make it as Jewish as possible, and this 
procedure is far more important and significant for our understanding of his 
book than the fact that he has borrowed or adapted it in the first place. For 

" Ibid., p. 97. 
"For an excellent study of Ben Sira's concern for one's good name and the caution that he 

urges in his ethical teaching, cf. J. T. Sanders, "Ben Sira"s Ethics of Caution," HUCA 50 (1979): 
73-106. 

"Cf. S. Sandmel, "Parallelomania," JBL 81 (1962): 1-13. 
" Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom, pp. 98-99. 
" Ibid., p. 102. 
" Ibid., p. 105. 
21 Ibid. 
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this reason, I pay less heed, in the commentary, to the non-Jewish sources of 
Ben Sira, choosing instead to emphasize the biblical background of Ben Sira's 
thought and the literary skill with which he expresses himself. 

An analogy may help to validate my choice. Sir Thomas North's transla
tion (1595) of Plutarch's Lives is the source of three of Shakespeare's plays: 
Julius Caesar, Coriolanus, and Antony and Cleopatra. Though Shakespeare 
absorbed much of North's translation into his own plays, "turning noble 
prose into nobler verse,"22 the magnificent poetry, the splendid imagery, and 
the masterful structure of these plays, which have captivated and entertained 
and enlightened audiences for centuries, can in no way be attributed to North 
or to Plutarch, but only to Shakespeare's unrivaled genius. 

Similarly, when all is said and done, though Ben Sira utilized foreign au
thors, what he writes comes out as something completely his own, and ac
cordingly must be described as something thoroughly Jewish and compatible 
with earlier biblical thought and sentiment. That is why his maxims, even 
when they may parallel material from Theognis or Phibis, have more the 
spirit and tenor of the Book of Proverbs than of either pagan source. Ben Sira 
adapted and adopted not only the earlier biblical literature, by far his major 
source (see Part VI), but also non-Jewish writings in order to create a Wis
dom book that would inspire the Jews of his day to remain faithful to their 
heritage and to resist the blandishments of Hellenistic culture and religion. 
From his reading, Ben Sira knew how attractive pagan writings could be, and 
how they could lead Jews away from the practice of their faith. So he made 
use of these foreign sources, not because he was caught up in the spirit of 
compromise and syncretism that was rampant at the time, but because he felt 
he had to show others how the best of Gentile thought is no danger to the 
faith but could even be incorporated into an authentically Jewish work, the 
purpose of which was to encourage fidelity to their ancestral practices. Herein 
lie the religious genius and literary skill of Ben Sira. 

"C. J. Sisson, ed., William Shakespeare: The Complete Works (New York: Harper & Brothers, 
1954), p. 939. 



VIII. THE ORIGINAL HEBREW TEXT 
AND ANCIENT VERSIONS 

That Ben Sira wrote his book originally in Hebrew is beyond question. In the 
Foreword to the Greek translation his grandson states explicitly that the book 
was originally written in that language. The original Hebrew text began to 
disappear, however, after the rabbis denied the book a place in the Hebrew 
canon; see Part III. For centuries the Hebrew text was known through only a 
few more or less exact quotations found in the Talmudic and rabbinical litera
ture. The Greek and Syriac versions, from which all other translations (an
cient and modern) have been made, became the principal sources of our 
knowledge of the book. 

1. Discovery of the Hebrew Text 

In 1896 S. Schechter, Reader in Talmudic Hebrew at Cambridge Univer
sity, examined a leaf of an old manuscript, which had been brought from the 
East by Mrs. Lewis and Mrs. Gibson, and recognized it immediately to be a 
portion of The Wisdom of Ben Sira in the original Hebrew.' Between 1896 
and 1900 many more fragments of Ben Sira in Hebrew were identified by 
scholars among the vast collection of materials recovered from the Cairo 
Synagogue Geniza (=storeroom for worn-out or discarded MSS). These were 
parts of four distinct manuscripts, generally called A, B, C, and D, and were 
dated from the tenth to the twelfth century. In 1931 J. Marcus discovered a 
new leaf of Hebrew Sirach among the fragments in the Adler Geniza collec
tion housed at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America; this leaf was 
called MS E. In 1958 and 1960 J. Schirmann identified and published a few 
more leaves of MSS B and C. Qumran Cave 2 produced small fragments of 
Sirach (2Ql8), which were published by M. Baillet in 1962. In 1965 J. A. 
Sanders published The Psalm Scrolls of Qumran Cave 11 (11 QPs•), in which 
is found an important portion of Sirach. In 1965 Y. Yadin published frag
ments of a Sirach scroll recovered from the ruins of Masada. Finally, in 1982, 
A. Scheiber found, among the Geniza materials of the Taylor-Schechter Ad-

' For details of this exciting discovery and first publication of the fragment, cf. S. Schechter, 
"A Fragment of the Original Text of Ecclesiasticus," Expositor, 5th Ser., 4 (1896): 1-15. 
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ditional Series collection at Cambridge University Library, a new leaf of Ben 
Sira and the comer fragment of a damaged leaf of MS C (first published in 
1900). Scheiber states that the new leaf (containing 31:24-32:7 and 32:12-
33:8) is from MS D. This identification, however, is wrong for two reasons: 
(1) the new leaf is written stichometrically (like MSS B and E and the Masada 
MS), whereas MS D is not so written; and (2) the handwriting is different 
from that of MS D. The leaf cannot be from MS E either, for MS E has some 
of the same bicola found in the new leaf, and the hands are not the same. 
Hence I conclude that what Scheiber has found is a portion of a sixth manu
script, hitherto unknown. I give the name MS F to this new leaf. Though 
Scheiber published the leaf in 1982, his article appeared in an obscure, not 
widely known Hungarian journal, Magyar Konyvszemle. As a result I became 
aware of this article only in late March 1987, when this volume was already 
in galleys. Hence I have been unable to utilize the peculiar readings of MS F 
in Skehan's translation and notes and in my commentary. 

The suggested dates and contents of the various Hebrew fragments of 
Sirach are as follows: 

A. THE 1896-1900 AND 1931 DISCOVERIES 

A-six leaves, eleventh century, containing 3:6b-16:26. 
B-nineteen leaves written stichometrically, twelfth century, containing 

30: 11-33:3; 35: l 1-38:27b; 39: 15c-51 :30 (with subscription). 
C-four leaves, older than MSS A and B, a florilegium containing, in this 

order, 4:23, 30, 31; 5:4-7, 9-13; 6:18b, 19, 28, 35; 7:1, 2, 4, 6, 17, 20, 21, 
23-25; 18:3lb-19:3b; 20:5-7; 37:19, 22, 24, 26; 20:13; 25:8, 13, 17-24; 
26:1-2a. 

D-a single leaf, eleventh century, containing 36:29-38: la. 
E-a single leaf written stichometrically, undated by Marcus, containing 

32: 16-34: 1. 

B. SCHIRMANN'S LEAVES OF MSS B AND C 

B-two leaves containing 10:19c-l 1:10; 15:1-16:7. 
C-two leaves containing 3:14-18, 21-22; 41:16; 4:21; 20:22-23; 4:22-23b; 

26:2b-3, 13, 15-17; 36:27-31. 
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C. THE QUMRAN CA VE 2 FRAGMENT 

2Q18-two fragments, second half of first century B.C., containing only 
four complete words, at the ends of lines, and a few end letters of 6:20-
31, written stichometrically, and three or four letters of 6: 14-15 (or 
possibly 1: 19-20). 

D. THE QUMRAN CA VE 11 FRAGMENT 

11 QPs'-part of a scroll, first half of first century A.o.; containing 51: 13-
20, 30b (the last two words). 

E. THE MASADA SCROLL 

M-twenty-six leather fragments forming seven columns, written 
stichometrically like MSS B, E, and F, first half of first century B.c., 
containing portions of 39:27-44: 17. 

F. SCHEIBER'S FRAGMENT OF MS C AND LEAF OF MS F 

C-the comer of a damaged leaf containing 25:8 and 25:20-21. 
F-a single leaf written stichometrically, undated by Scheiber but probably 

eleventh century, containing 31 :24-32:7 and 32: 12-33:82 

About 68 percent of the book is now extant in Hebrew: about 2,200 cola of 
the 3,221 that are found in the complete book according to the Greek text of 
Codex Vaticanus.' Of these 2,200 cola, about 530 are extant in whole or in 
part (many of the Masada cola are, unfortunately, fragmentary) in two MSS 
at the same time, and 36 are found in three MSS (14 in B, C, and D: 36:29, 
30, 31; 37:19, 22, 24; and 22 in B, E, and F: 32:16-22, 24; 33:1-2). 

' For the publication of all six MSS, the Qumran fragments, and the Masada MS, see the 
Bibliography: A. Sources; I. Geniza, Qumran, and Masada MSS of Ben Sira. 

'The count from Codex Vaticanus (B) is given by H. B. Swete, The Old Testament in Greek. 3d 
ed., vol. 2, p. 754. 
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2. Authenticity of the Geniza MSS 

Shortly after the initial excitement over the discovery of the original He
brew text of Sirach, some scholars began to question the authenticity of the 
Geniza MSS. On the basis of his analysis of only Sir 12:10-11 and 51:13-30, 
G. Bickell (1899) argued that the Geniza text is in general a slavish transla
tion of the Syriac.• In a 20-page pamphlet D. S. Margoliouth (1899) proposed 
a bizarre retroversion hypothesis: first Sirach was translated from Greek into 
Persian, and then a Persian Jew translated the Persian text into Hebrew. 
Margoliouth based his theory on the presence of a few Persian glosses in the 
margins of MS B. 5 Scholars were quick to reject Margoliouth's fanciful hy
pothesis.6 E. Nestle (1902) attempted to prove that the Geniza fragments 
represent a text that is partly original and partly retranslated from Greek 
(MSC) and from Syriac (MS A). 7 Between 1896 and 19011. Levi changed his 
opinion several times about the authenticity of the Geniza MSS. His final 
opinion is that the Cairo text is substantially authentic, but it contains some 
retroversions from the Syriac.• More recently, E. J. Goodspeed,9 M. Hadas,' 0 

C. C. Torrey, 11 and H. L. Ginsberg12 also questioned the authenticity of the 
Cairo MSS. The controversy has now abated, thanks in large measure to the 
discovery and study of the Masada scroll, which supports the authenticity of 
Cairo MS Band indirectly the other MSS as well. Y. Yadin writes: "The text 
of the scroll unquestionably confirms that Bte:xt and the glosses of Bmarg 
basically represent the original Hebrew version! . . . In spite of many vari
ants, the Scroll text is basically identical with that of the Genizah MSS."" 
The consensus today seems to be that the Cairo Geniza MSS are essentially 
authentic. 1• 

• G. Bickell, "Der hebriiische Sirachtext eine Riickiibersetzung," WZKM 13 (1899): 251-56. 
'D. S. Margoliouth, The Origin of the "Original Hebrew" of Ecclesiasticus. 
•For details or the controversy and bibliography, er. A. A. Di Lella, The Hebrew Text of 

Sirach, pp. 27-30. 
'E. Nestle, "Sirach (Book oF)," in A Dictionary of the Bible, 4 (ed. J. Hastings), pp. 547-49. 
' I. Levi, The Hebrew Text of the Book of Ecclesiasticus (Semitic Study Series 3); and "Sirach, 

The Wisdom of Jesus, the Son or," Jewish Encyclopedia, 11 (1905): 393-94. 
'E. J. Goodspeed, The Story of the Apocrypha, p. 25. 
10 The Apocrypha, tr. E. J. Goodspeed, introduction M. Hadas, p. 222. 
11 C. C. Torrey, The Apocryphal Literature, p. 97; and "The Hebrew of the Geniza Sirach," in 

Alexander Mane Jubilee Volume, pp. 585-602. 
"H. L. Ginsberg, "The Original Hebrew of Ben Sira 12:10-14," JBL 74 (1955): 93-95. 
"Y. Yadin, The Ben Sira Scroll from Masada, pp. 7, 10. 
" For detailed arguments against the opponents of authenticity as well as arguments For au

thenticity, cf. Di Lella, The Hebrew Text, pp. 23-105. 
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3. The Confusing Textual Witnesses 

Perhaps the best overall approach to the complex textual problems that 
arise from a consideration of the extant Hebrew MSS, the two Greek forms, 
the Old Latin, and the Syriac, is that suggested by C. Kearns, whose analy
sis" I am generally adapting and expanding here and augmenting from the 
studies of J. Ziegler, whom Keams also used, and others. Keams speaks of 
the following: HTI, the Hebrew original of Ben Sira; HTII, the expanded 
Hebrew text of one or more recensions; GI, the grandson's Greek translation 
of HTI; Gil, the expanded Greek translation based on HTll. 

A. THE GREEK WITNESSES: GI AND Gii 

GI is contained, for the most part, in the uncials A, B, C, S, and their 
dependent cursives. J. Ziegler notes that Gil is not preserved in any single 
MS, not even the celebrated Codex 248. The witnesses of Gil, generally the 0 
and L' MSS in Ziegler's critical edition (see below), actually transmit the text 
of GI, which was then expanded under the influence of one or more MSS. 
The translator of Gil did not produce a new and independent translation; he 
had before him and used MSS of GI and translated from HTll only in those 
cases where he considered it to be necessary. Many of the peculiar readings of 
248 and other Gil MSS go back to an old Hebrew Vor/age, one of the recen
sions of HTll, which differed significantly from HTI. The additions found in 
the MSS do not offer the complete contents of Gil but only a selection. All 
the daughter translations of Greek Sirach are important and useful, but only 
the Old Latin, the oldest of these translations, is fundamental (see below). 
The Greek text in the course of centuries of transmission has suffered a great 
deal and often is mutilated in the MSS; of all the books of the LXX, Sirach 
has the greatest number of emendations and conjectures. Accordingly, the 
textual critic has to take great pains to try to remedy these textual corrup
tions with more or less success. 16 

Gil, derived ultimately from HTll, offers many additions. These may be: 
(a) an addition of a few words or even of a single word, which could give a 
new meaning to the phrase or colon in question (cf., e.g., 1 :30e; 2: I la); (b) 
complete bicola or cola (cf. e.g., 1:5, 7, lOcd, 12cd, 18cd, 21; 2:5c, 9c). Gil 
has about 300 cola not found in GI. In his splendid critical edition, Ziegler 

"C. Keams, "Ecclesiasticus, or the Wisdom of Jesus the Son of Sirach," in NCCHS (1969): 
547-50. 

"J. Ziegler, ed., Sapientia Iesu Fi/ii Sirach (Septuaginta 12/2), pp. 74-75. 
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prints these extra cola right in the text itself, but in smaller letters, so that 
they are readily identifiable. In the present volume, the translation of Gii is 
generally given at the end of a section of text. Gii is found in two groups of 
MSS: (a) the Origenistic or hexaplaric, which Ziegler calls the 0-group; and 
(b) the Lucianic, which Ziegler calls the £-group (the main group) and the 
/-group (the subgroup), L' being used when L and I witness to the same 
reading." 

The textual witnesses of 0 are cursive 253 and the Syrohexaplar (Syh) as 
well as uncial V and S' (the seventh-century corrector of S) and sometimes 
the Armenian and Old Latin. The witnesses of Lare 248-493-637 and some
times the Armenian, Old Latin, and Syriac; of /, 106-130-545-705." 

B. THE OLD LA TIN 

The Old Latin, as already indicated, is an important witness to Gii, either 
directly or indirectly. But Old Latin preserves the correct order of chapters 
after 30:24, whereas in all the extant Greek MSS two sections, 30:25-33: l 3a 
and 33:13b-36:16a, have exchanged places. These two sections are nearly 
equal. H. B. Swete writes: 

There can be little doubt that in the exemplar from which, so far as 
is certainly known, all our Greek MSS. of this book are ultimately 
derived the pairs of leaves on which these sections were severally 
written had been transposed, whereas the Latin translator, working 
from a MS. in which the transposition had not taken place, has 
preserved the true order. 1

• 

Old Latin's exemplar apparently contained many additions of the Gii type. 
Smend (pp. ic-cxiii) lists 36 places in which Old Latin supports the addition 
of a bicolon or more in the Gii witnesses, and gives the Old Latin of 75 more 
bicola that are found only in Old Latin. There is a dispute as to the form of 
Greek text that underlay the original Old Latin: (a) Smend (pp. xcviii, cxxiv) 
maintains that it was basically a MS of GI, which, however, had far more 
traces of Gil than any of the surviving MSS. (b) D. De Bruyne disagrees, 
holding that Old Latin was translated directly from a Gii MS but that many 
GI readings entered it later. In this opinion, Old Latin would be the only 
known direct witness of GII. 20 

The Old Latin, which was eventually incorporated into the Vulgate because 

"Ibid., 58-64; and Keams, "Ecclesiasticus," p. '48. 
"Ziegler, Sirach, pp. 58-69; Keams, "Ecclesiasticus," p. 548. 
"H. 8. Swete, The Old Testament in Greek, 3d ed., vol. 2, pp. vi-vii. 
,. D. De Bruyne, "Elude sur le texte la tin de l'Ecclesiastique," RBen 40 ( 1928): 41-43, 46. 

Keams ("Ecclesiasticus," p. 548) gives a good summary of this dispute. 
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St. Jerome did not make a fresh translation of the book, was made from a Gii 
text tradition, probably in the second century. This early Latin version lacked 
the grandson's Prologue as well as the Praise of the Ancestors (chaps. 44-50); 
the latter was unknown to the Latin Fathers prior to Isidore of Seville 
(d. 636). This Latin text did contain, however, chap. 51 and also an intrusive 
chap. 52, the Prayer of Solomon ( = 2 Chr 6: 13-22). In the fifth or sixth 
century, the Old Latin of Sirach began appearing in MSS of the Vulgate after 
it had first undergone many alterations by scribes and editors who also added 
the Prologue and chaps. 44-50. As a result of this complicated history, the 
Old Latin of Sirach has more doublets, variants, glosses, and interpolations 
than any other book of the Latin Bible. It is, nevertheless, of great importance 
for the textual criticism of the expanded text of Sirach. 21 

C. THE SYRIAC 

The Syriac was translated directly from a Hebrew Vorlage which had fused 
the two Hebrew recensions that seem to underlie the extant Hebrew frag
ments (see below). In choosing between doublets in his Vorlage, the Syriac 
translator was often guided by the reading found in the Greek text he had 
with him, a text which was not identical with Gii but which contained many 
of its readings. Syriac has 70 of the approximately 300 additional cola found 
in Gii, as well as several shorter additions in common with Gii. It also 
contains 74 cola and numerous shorter variants that are proper to itself. 
Many of these are probably of Christian origin, but quite a few others show 
the doctrinal trends of Gii and Old Latin. 22 It is probable that Ben Sira was 
originally translated into Syriac by Ebionites no later than the early fourth 
century, and that it was revised in the late fourth century by orthodox Chris
tians who gave it its present form. 23 

D. THE HEBREW MSS 

The Geniza MSS seem to bear witness to the existence of more than one 
recension of the Hebrew text, viz., HTI and HTII. The existence of Gil 
corroborates this conclusion, which is supported also by many of the Tal
mudic and rabbinical quotations of Sirach. HTII differs from HTI primarily 

"Kearns, "Ecclesiasticus," p. 547. 
" Ibid., p. 548. 
" For a solid defense of this hypothesis, cf. M. M. Winter, "The Origins of Ben Sira in Syriac," 

VT 21 (1977): 237-53 and 494-507. 
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by additions. A. Fuchs has shown24 that the Hebrew text in Geniza MSS A, 
B, and C contains (apart from the interpolated psalm after 51: 12) 90 passages, 
each a bicolon or more in length, that have been added to HTI. Sixty-one of 
these are only alternative readings of HTI. Almost all the rest are editorial 
additions of doctrinal import, comparable to the additions we see in Gil. The 
examples Kearns suggests are 11:15, 16; 15:14b, 15c; 16:15, 16; 31:6d; 51:1.25 

Keams' analysis of the confusing textual witnesses-GI and Gil, HTI and 
HTll, Syriac, and Old Latin-is generally convincing. It seems to give, on the 
whole, the most reasonable and plausible account of the often elusive evi
dence. Retroversion, however, is one feature of the Cairo MSS that Kearns 
does not take seriously even though he mentions it in passing.26 It is the 
contention of the authors of this volume that the Cairo Geniza MSS, though 
basically genuine, nevertheless contain some retroversions from the Syriac 
and from the Greek. The assumption is that these retroversions were made by 
a medieval Jewish scribe. I have argued for retroversion from Syriac in the 
following texts: 5:4-6; 10:31; 15:14, 15, 20; 16:3; and 32:16. 27 And I. Levi has 
shown that the text of 51:13-30 in MS B (see COMMENT) was, for the most 
part, retroverted from Syriac.28 Finally, J. Ziegler has demonstrated that parts 
of l 1:2b; 20:13a; and 37:20b are retroversions from Greek. 2

' H. P. Riiger, 
however, does not agree that the texts that Ziegler and I have proposed are 
examples of retroversion but argues that they are instead examples of the 
primary and secondary Hebrew text forms, similar to what Keams calls HTI 
and HTll; these two text forms, Riiger says, explain all the doublets and 
other variants in the Cairo MSS. ' 0 

I believe, however, that the hypothesis that the Cairo MSS contain some 
retroversions made by one or more medieval Jews is compatible with, and 
even reinforces, the theory that these MSS (particularly MS B) witness to 
more than one recension of the Hebrew text, viz., HTI and HTll, the bases, 
respectively, of GI and Gil (see above). The reason is that some of the 
passages that have been analyzed as medieval retroversions simply do not 
have the same kind of Hebrew as "the secondary Hebrew text-form" (Riiger) 
or HTll (Keams), which dates back to the first century e.c. The diction and 

"A. Fuchs, Textkritische Untersuchungen zum hebriiischen Ekklesiastikus (BibS 12/5), pp. 
112-15. 

" Keams, "Ecclesiasticus," p. 548. 
" Ibid., p. 546. 
"For a discussion of these retroversions, cf. Di Lella, The Hebrew Text, pp. 106-47. 
" I. Levi, L 'Ecclesiastique, Part II, pp. xxi-xxvii. Levi argues for other retroversions es well. 
"For a discussion of these retroversions, cf. J. Ziegler, "Zwei Beitriige zu Sirach," BZ N.F. 8 

(1964): 277-84; end "Urspriingliche Lesarten im griechischen Sirach," in Melanges Eugene Tis
serant, I, Studi e testi 231 (1964): 461-87. 

'
0 H. P. Riiger, Text und Textform in hebriiischen Sirach (BZAW 112, 1970). Cf., esp., pp. 1-

11. 
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grammar of these retroversions are often demonstrably Mishnaic31 and hence 
quite different from what one would expect in HTII. 

4. Textual Criticism of the Book 

The textual witnesses to The Wisdom of Ben Sira are, as should be obvious 
from the above, enormously complicated, especially when the critic attempts 
to understand the relationships that exist between and among them. No other 
book of the Old Testament is as textually complex and difficult to work with. 

These are some of the fundamental problems and factors that the textual 
critic of Sirach must face: 

a. No extant witness in Hebrew gives us the complete text of the book. 
b. Though the theory of more than cne recension of the Hebrew text (HTI 

and HTII) seems most probable, it is not always easy to determine when an 
addition to the text should be analyzed as evidence of HTII or as a gloss or as 
a retroversion from Syriac (or Greek). 

c. The Cairo Geniza MSS, especially MS B, have more than the usual 
share of scribal errors---dittography, haplography, misspellings, and misread
ings of the exemplar being copied. 32 

d. Though GI remains the most reliable form of the book as a whole, it 
nevertheless contains many scribal errors and other corruptions as well as 
mistranslations due to the grandson's failure to understand the underlying 
Hebrew; see, for example, the NOTE on 42: 18d. 

e. On rare occasions, GII may be the only reliable witness to Ben Sira's 
thought; but it is not always obvious when this is the case. See, for example, 
NOTES and COMMENT on 11:15-16 and 33:26a. 

f. At times, Syriac may provide the best text of an aphorism; see, for 
example, NOTES and COMMENT on 18:19, 21 and 25:lab. 

g. At other times, Syriac, because it is of Ebionite origin and was later 
reworked by orthodox Christians, deliberately omits, or changes the meaning 
of, a portion of the Hebrew text; thus, for example, in 35:1-10, Syriac avoids 
all mention of sacrifice. 33 

h. The Masada Scroll, the oldest and generally most reliable witness to the 

" For clear illustrations of this point, see the discussion of 10:31 and 16:3 in Di Lella, The 
Hebrew Text, pp. 115-19, 134-42. 

" For a reconstruction of the history of the Cairo Geniza Hebrew text of Sirach, cf. Di Lella, 
The Hebrew Text. pp. 150-5 I. For a splendid study of the doctrinal content and origin of the 
expanded text of Sirach, which is the basis of HTII and Gil, cf. Keams, "Ecclesiasticus," pp. 
548-50. 

"For a comparison and analysis of the Greek and Syriac texts of 35:1-10, cf. Winter, "The 
Origins of Ben Sira in Syriac," pp. 238-40. 
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original Hebrew text of Ben Sira, at times agrees with MS B'"; at other times 
it agrees with em•; and at still other times it agrees with neither B'" nor em•." 

i. The Old Latin, though an essential witness to the expanded Gii text 
type, offers abundant difficulties of its own, viz., double and even triple 
renderings, additions, transpositions, Christian reworkings, and a few omis
sions as well. 35 

It should be obvious from a consideration of the above that there are no 
iron rules or golden rules for the textual criticism of The Wisdom of Ben Sira. 
The careful critic must take into account all these bewildering features and 
then make a judgment that seems most reasonable for the particular text 
under consideration. Even then, there will, of course, be legitimate differences 
of opinion on which form of the text best witnesses to Ben Sira's thought. 

5. The Editions of Sirach 

For information and data on the various editions of the Hebrew fragments, 
the Greek, Old Latin, Syrohexaplar, Syriac Peshitta, Arabic, Coptic, Ethi
opic, and other versions, see the Bibliography: A. Sources. 

Here I offer some comments on the availability, utility, and accuracy of the 
principal editions of Sirach. 

A. THE HEBREW FRAGMENTS 

The most widely available editions of the Geniza fragments identified up to 
1900 are those of H. L. Strack, Die Spriiche Jesus'. des Sohnes Sirachs (1903); 
I. Levi, The Hebrew Text of the Book of Ecclesiasticus (1904; reprinted 1951); 
R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach, hebriiisch und deutsch (1906); and 
M. H. Segal, Seper ben-Sfrii' hassiilem, 2d ed. (1958). Strack's edition is the 
most convenient to use because of the layout of the text when more than one 
MS is extant; but it contains a few errors in transcription. Levi's edition is 
convenient for the same reason as Strack's, and it also contains a useful 
Hebrew-English and German glossary; but it contains too many errors to be 
of use for the serious textual critic. Smend's edition, which is more difficult to 
use, contains the most reliable transcription of the Cairo MSS." Segal's edi-

" For details and lists of the agreements and disagreements of M, 8 1
", and B••, cf. Yadin, The 

Ben Sira Scroll from Masada, pp. 8-10 and Tables 1-3 on pp. 7-9 and 11-13 of the Hebrew 
section. 

" Cf. Ziegler, Sirach, pp. 23-29. 
" I have been told that Smend is the one who smeared Vaseline on the Oxford fragments of 

Sirach in a (futile) attempt to read them more accurately. I examined these in the summer of 
1963. They are difficult to read now even under ultraviolet light; hence the Vaseline damage 
seems to be permanent. Fortunately, however, the Oxford fragments were photographed before 
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tion, though readily available, is inconvenient to use and contains some er
rors. 

In his edition Segal also includes MS E, which J. Marcus discovered and 
then published in 1931. For the most part, one must rely on the transcription 
of Marcus because the facsimiles he published are difficult or impossible to 
read, having been printed on cheap, dull paper instead of the usual glossy 
paper. 

J. Schirmann's publication of the further leaves of MSS Band C in Tarbi;_ 
27 (1957-58): 440-43 and 29 (1959-60): 125-34, are not as accurate as they 
could be. So from the original leaves of these MSS housed at the University 
Library, Cambridge, I made my own edition and published it, with facsimiles, 
in "The Recently Identified Leaves of Sirach in Hebrew," Bib 45 (1964): 153-
67. 

The small 2Q18 fragments of Sirach were competently published by M. 
Baillet, Les "Petites Grottes" de Qumran (DJD 3, 1962). J. A. Sanders, The 
Psalms Scroll of Qumran Cave 11 (JJQPs") (DJD 4, 1965), gives an accurate 
transcription of the Sirach portion of the text; I disagree with him on the 
reading of only one word: I would read the third word of col. xxi, I. 17 prs{ty]; 
Sanders reads pt~[tyJ" 

Y. Yadin, The Ben Sira Scroll from Masada (1965), offers a generally reli
able edition and study of that most important text. One should, however, also 
consult J. Strugnell, "Notes and Queries on 'The Ben Sira Scroll from 
Masada,'" Erisr 9 (1969): 109-19, for certain improvements on Yadin's read
ings. 

F. Vattioni, Ecclesiastico: Testa ebraico con apparato critico e versioni greca, 
latina e siriaca (1968), prints all the Hebrew fragments except MS F (discov
ered in 1982); hence his edition is quite useful on that score alone. But, 
unfortunately, he reproduces I. Levi's faulty edition of Cairo MSS A, B, C, 
and D; that lessens the value of the work. Vattioni's volume is arranged in 
polyglot form (another worthwhile feature): on the right-hand page, the He
brew text, when extant, and its apparatus are given on the top, and the Syriac 
(a reduced facsimile of Lagarde's edition [see below]), is found underneath; 
on the left-hand page, the Greek (Ziegler's text but with no apparatus) is 
given on top, and the Old Latin (the Rome critical edition but with no appa
ratus) is found underneath. 38 

Smend applied the Vaseline, and were splendidly published in Facsimiles of the Fragments Hith
erto Recovered of the Book of Ecclesiasticus in Hebrew (1901}-another important work that the 
scholar must consult when editions give different readings of the same text. 

"Cf. A. A. Di Lella, review of Sanders's volume, CBQ 28 (1966): 92-95. 
"For reviews of Vattioni's volume, cf. A. A. Di Lella, CBQ 31 (1969): 619-22; and P. W. 

Skehan, Bib 51 (1970): 580-82. 
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B. THE ANCIENT VERSIONS 

For the Greek text of GI and Gil, J. Ziegler's definitive Gottingen edition, 
Sapientia Jesu Fi/ii Sirach (1965), now supersedes all other editions" and 
must be consulted for any serious study of the book. As mentioned in 3a 
above, Ziegler places Gil right in the text itself, but in smaller print, and then 
gives the evidence for the particular Gii reading in the apparatus. As in other 
volumes of the Gottingen Septuagint, Ziegler arranges, when possible, the 62 
MSS collated into groups: 0 L I a b c 155' 157' 157" 315' 404' 534' 631' 744' 
-an invaluable service. 

The Syrohexaplar is available in A. M. Ceriani's magnificent facsimile edi
tion of Codex Ambrosianus, Codex syro-hexaplaris Ambrosianus photolitho
graphice editus (1874). 

A model critical edition of the Old Latin found in Vulgate MSS (see 3b 
above) was published by the Benedictines at the San Girolamo Abbey in 
Rome: Biblia Sacra iuxta latinam vulgatam versionem, 12: Sapientia 
Salomonis, Liber Hiesu ft/ii Sirach (1964). In the apparatus for Sirach are 
found the readings of 27 MSS, 7 fragments, and 8 editions. This work now 
makes obsolete all the earlier editions of the Vulgate. 

Until the Peshitta Institute critical edition of Sirach is published, one must 
consult A. M. Ceriani's sumptuous facsimile, Translatio Syra Pescitto Veteris 
Testamenti ex codice Ambrosiano sec. Jere VI photolithographice edita, 2/4 
(1878); P. A. de Lagarde, Libri veteris testamenti apocryphi syriace (1861), 
which for Sirach contains a diplomatic edition of the British Library Codex 
12142 (sixth century); B. Walton, Biblia sacra polyglotta, 4 (1657), with vari
ants found in vol. 6, pp. 4&--47; and the Mosul Peshitta, Biblia sacra juxta 
versionem simplicem quae dicitur Pschitta, 2 (reprinted 1951). 

"Cf. A. A. Di Lella, review of Ziegler's edition, CBQ 28 (1966): 538-40. 



IX. THE POETRY OF BEN SIRA 

That The Wisdom of Ben Sira is poetry and not prose is beyond question.• 
The book's 1,616 lines (the count in the Greek version)-mostly bicola with a 
rare tricolon-are discrete sense units akin to the poetic lines found in Job, 
Proverbs, Psalms, and parts of the prophetic and other literature of the OT. 
Moreover, the oldest copies of the book (the Masada scroll from the first 
century B.C. 1 and two first-century B.C. fragments from Qumran Cave 22

) 

were written stichometrically-a practice employed by the Qumran sect for 
such poetic compositions as Deuteronomy 32 (4QDeut)1 and several Psalms, 
and by the later Masoretes for parts of Job, Psalms, and Proverbs.' Of the 
Geniza fragments of Ben Sira, MSS B, E, and F were also copied stichometri
cally.' 

Soon after the discovery of the Geniza manuscripts at the end of the nine
teenth century, the metrics and strophic structure of Ben Sira were studied by 
H. Grimme6 and N. Schlogl. 7 Some years later, R. Smend, who rightly criti
cized the results of these two scholars, made his own attempt to analyze the 
prosody and strophes of Ben Sira but frankly admitted that the key to the 
riddle had not yet been discovered.' More recently, S. Mowinckel published 
his own study of Ben Sira's poetry.9 The commentary of M. H. Sega1'0 offers, 

•Most of the content of this chapter appeared originally in the H. M. Orlinsky Volume, ed. 
B. A. Levine and A. Malama!, Erlsr 16 (Jerusalem 1982), pp. 26'-33'. 

' Published by Y. Yadin, The Ben Sira Scroll from Masada. See esp. cols. ii-vii on the splendid 
plates ii-iv, vi-viii. 

' Published by M. Baillet in Les "Petites Grolles" de Qumrlln (DJD 3, 1962): pp. 75-77 and 
Plate xv. 

'Cf. P. W. Skehan, BASOR 136 (1954): 12-14, and VTSup 4 (1956): 150. 
• Cf. A. Fitzgerald, "Hebrew Poetry," in The Jerome Biblical Commentary, ed. R. E. Brown et 

al. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968): p. 239. 
' For MS B, see Facsimiles of the Fragments Hitherto Recovered of the Book of Ecclesiasticus in 

Hebrew (1901), and A. A. Di Lella, "The Recently Identified Leaves of Sirach in Hebrew," Bib 
45 (1964): 156-62 and plates i-iv. For MS E, see J. Marcus, "A Fifth Ms. of Ben Sira," JQR n.s. 
21 (1930-31): 223-40. 

'"Strophenartige Abschnitte im Ecclesiasticus," OLZ 2 (1899): 213-17; "Metres et strophes 
dans !es fragments du manuscrit parchemin du Siracide," RB 9 (1900): 400-13; "Metres et 
strophes dans les fragments hebreux du manuscrit A de l'Ecclesiastique," RB 10 (1901): 55~5; 
260~7; 423-35. 

'Ecclesiasticus (39,/2-49,/6) ope artis criticae et metricae in formam originalem redactus 
(1901). 

•Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach erkliirt, pp. xxxviii-xlvi. 
'"Die Metrik bei Jesus Sirach," ST 9 (1955): 137~5. 
"Seper ben-Sfro' haJJiilem (2d ed., 1958). 
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however, the best analysis of the strophic structure. My colleague, the late 
P. W. Skehan, who has done most of the translation and notes in the present 
volume (see Preface), agrees in general with Segal but in several places sug
gests a different and better strophic division. I do not intend to enter into the 
debate about the nature of Hebrew poetry (or, more precisely, verse) and 
strophic structures. I simply accept the scholarly consensus about the com
monly recognized conventions of Hebrew verse: (1) the basic sense unit is the 
bicolon (or tricolon), in which there is a caesura between the two (or three) 
cola; (2) the number of syllables may vary considerably from colon to colon 
in the same bicolon (or tricolon), but each colon has usually two to four 
accents; and (3) groups of bicola (or tricola) may form discrete stanzas within 
a longer poem. 11 

Since commentators and other scholars have given little attention to the 
poetic and rhetorical devices Ben Sira employed in composing his work, I 
intend to examine here how Ben Sira used assonance, alliteration, rhyme, 
chiasm, inclusio, and twenty-two- and twenty-three-line compositions to en
hance the quality and force of his poetry. As regards metrics, it will be 
observed that Ben Sira employed most frequently the 3 + 3 accents in a 
bicolon. There are, however, many cola in which there are two as well as four 
accents. Occasionally he will also compose in the qfn6 meter (3 + 2); cf. 12: 14 
and 36:18-19 below. As regards the number of accents in a colon, I recognize 
that there may be differences of opinion. I have provided a literal translation 
to assist in the study of the texts below. 

I. Assonance, Alliteration, and Rhyme 

Assonance, alliteration, and rhyme, which make a bicolon more pleasing or 
striking, are found often in the poetry of Ben Sira. I call attention here to the 
more remarkable examples that I discovered as I was writing the commentary 
of the book. Further examples are pointed out in the next section, Chiastic 
Patterns. 

5:6 A labial, 'ayin, and liquid alliteration and i assonance: kf ra~iimfm 
we'ap 'imm6 I wital resa'fm yannfa~ rogz6 (3 + 3 accents), "For mercy and 
anger are with him, and upon the wicked alights his wrath." There is also 
internal rhyme in ra~iimfm and resa'fm and end rhyme in 'imm6 and rogz6. 

6:8 An elf and 6 assonance and labial alliteration: kf yes '6heb kepf 'et I 
we/6' [MS A we'al] ya'iimod beyom ~iirt2 (3 + 3), "For there is a friend accord
ing to the occasion, but he will not be with you in time of distress." 

11 Cf., for example, the strophic analysis given by P. W. Skehan in "The Acrostic Poem in 
Sirach 51:13-30," HTR 64 (1971): 387-400; and "Structures in Poems on Wisdom: Proverbs 8 
and Sirach 24," CBQ 41 (1979): 374-79. 
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6:19ab A labial and k!q alliteration and a assonance: kii~ores wekazzorea' 
[=Gr speiron; MSS A and c wekaqqo.rer] qerab 'elehii I weqawweh lerob 
tebU'iitiih (4+3), "As one who plows and sows draw close to her [Wisdom], 
and await the abundance of her fruits." 

7:4 A labial and I alliteration and e assonance: 'al tebaqqes me'el mem
salet I weken mimmelek mosiib kiibOd (3+3), "Seek not from God authority, 
nor from the king a seat of honor." 

10:13ab A labial, q, and z alliteration: kf miqweh ziidon ~et' I umeq6r6h 
yabbfa' zimmd (3 + 3), "For sin is a reservoir of pride, and its source runs over 
with vice." The alliterated words miqweh and meq6r6h and ziidon and zimma 
are also in synonymous parallelism. 

10:22 An r, glk. and sibilant alliteration: ger ziir nokrf wiiras I tip'artiim 
yir'at yhwh [MS B] (4+3), "Tenant, wayfarer, alien, and pauper-their glory 
is the fear of Yahweh." For the parallel pair ziir and nokrf. cf. Job 19: 15; Prov 
2:16; 5:20; 7:5; 20:16; 27:2, 13; Isa 28:21; Obad 11. 

10:24 A sibilant, liquid, and labial alliteration and 6 and e assonance: far 
sopef umosel nikbiidu [MS B] I [we'e]n giidol m[f]re' 'elohfm [MS A] (4+ 3), 
"Prince, judge, and ruler are in honor, but none is greater than he who fears 
God." It is to be noted that far (sibilant+liquid) corresponds to the last 
syllable of mosel. 

10:27 An 6 and e assonance and labial alliteration: fob 'abed weyoter hOn I 
mi[mmit]kabbed [wa~ii]s[ar] miizon [so Syr (cf. Gr); MS A mattiin] (4+3), 
"Better the worker who has goods in plenty than the boaster who lacks 
sustenance." There is also internal rhyme in 'Obed and mimmitkabbed and 
end rhyme in hOn and miizon. 

11:3 An 6 assonance and labial and liquid alliteration: 'elfl [MS A; MS B 
qefannd] ba'op deb~ra I wero's tenubOt piryiih (3 + 3), "Least is the bee among 
flying things, but her fruit is supreme among produce." There is also end 
rhyme in debora and piryiih, in both of which words there is a labial and an r. 

11:4cd A labial and I alliteration: kf pelii'6t ma'iise yhwh I wene'lam 
me'adam [MS A; MS B me'en6S] po?J/6 (3 + 3), "For wondrous are the works 
of Yahweh, and hidden from humans his deeds." There is an a:b::b':a' pattern 
in the words ma'iise:yhwh::me'adam:po'o/6. In wene'lam there occurs the 
combination 'a yin-lamed+ labial, and in po'o/6 the combination labial+ 'ayin
lamed. Cf. discussion of 9: 18 under Chiastic Patterns. In v 4d, note also that a 
labial ends the first word, begins and ends the second, and begins the third, 
thus creating a pleasing rhyme and rhythm. 

12:13-14 Ann alliteration and e and o assonance: mf ya~on [so Gr, Lat, 
Syr; MS Ayu~an] ~6ber nasuk I wekol haqqareb 'el ~ayyat sen; ken ~6ber 'el 
'ts [so Gr, Lat, Syr; MS A 'eset] ziidon I umitgolel ba'iiw6n6tiiyw (3+3, 3+2), 
"Who pities a snake charmer who is bitten, or anyone who goes near a wild 
beast? So is he who associates with a proud person, and is involved in his 
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sins." There is also a wordplay on the homonym }Jober, which means "snake 
charmer" in v 13a (as also in Ps 58:6) and "he who associates" in v 14a. 

13:1 A labial and liquid alliteration and a assonance: nogea< bezepet 
tidbaq ytido I wi!}Jober 'el le~ yilmad darko (4+4), "Whoever touches pitch, it 
cleaves to his hand; and whoever associates with a scoundrel learns his 
ways." There is also end rhyme in ytido and darko. 

13:2ab A labial alliteration and a assonance: ktibed mimmi!kti mah 
tissti' I we'el <asfr mimmekti mah tit/Jabber (3 + 3), "Why pick up what is too 
heavy for you, and why associate with one who is wealthier than you?" 

13: 19 A liquid, 'aleph, and labial alliteration and f assonance: ma'iikal 'arf 
pir'e midbtir I ken mar<ft <asfr dallfm (3 + 3), "Food for the lion are the wild 
asses of the desert; just so the feeding grounds for the rich are the poor." 

13:24 An o and f assonance and labial, nun, and <ayin alliteration: (ob 
hti<oser 'fm 'en <awon I wera< ha<onf <at pf ztidon (3 + 3), "Wealth is good if 
there is no guilt; but poverty is evil by the standards of the proud." There is 
also end rhyme in <awon and ztidon, which are a parallel pair, as in 12:14. 

14:17 An o assonance and labial, liquid, and k!g/q alliteration: kol hab
btistir kabbeged yibleh I we}Joq <a/am gtiwoa< yigwa<u (3 + 3), "All flesh wears 
out like a garment; the age-old law is: all must die." 

15:1 A y and dental alliteration: kf yere' yhwh ya<iiseh zo't I wetopes tora 
yadrfkenna (3 + 3), "For whoever fears Yahweh will do this, and whoever is 
practiced in the Law will come to her [Wisdom]." 

15:6 A labial and sibilant alliteration: stison wesim}Jd yim~ti' I wesem 
<atam torisennu (3 + 3), "Joy and gladness will he find, and she [Wisdom] will 
endow him with an everlasting name." 

15:14 A labial and y alliteration: 'elohfm mibbi!re'sft [MSS A and Bm•; MS 
B'" hu' mero'S] btirti' 'tidtim I wayyittenehu yi~ro ( 4 + 2), "God from the begin
ning created humankind, and he made them subject to their free choice." 

16: 12 A k, liquid, and labial alliteration and 6 assonance: kerob 
ra}Jiimtiyw ken toka}Jto I 'fs ki!ma<iittiltiyw yispo( (3 + 3), "As great as his 
mercy, so is his punishment; he judges a person according to his deeds." 
There is internal rhyme in ra}Jiimtiyw and kema<iittiltiyw. 

33:25ab A labial, sibilant, and liquid alliteration and o assonance: mispo' 
weso( umassti' la}Jiimor I le}Jem [so Gr; MS E omits by haplography] umardut 
melti'kti [a<a[bed] (4+4), "Fodder and whip and burdens for the ass; bread 
and correction and work for the slave." The two cola are also in perfectly 
symmetrical parallelism. 

36:18-19 A k!q alliteration and in v 19 an a:b::b':a' chiastic pattern: 
ra}Jem <at qiryat qodseka I yerusalayim mekon sibteka; malle' ~i)'on:'et 

hOdekti::umikkebOdekti:'et hektilekti (3 + 2, 3 + 2), "Take pity on your holy 
city-Jerusalem, the foundation of your throne; fill Zion with your majesty, 
and with your glory, your temple." There is end rhyme -kti in these four cola, 
the final cola of a stanza in a prayer (36: 1-22). There is also internal rhyme in 
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hodekii and umikkeb6di!kii, the b and b' elements of the pattern. For the 
synonymous parallelism of hekiil and ~i)lon, cf. Ps 65:2, 5. In Ps 79:1, hekiil is 
in parallel with yi!rfisiilayim. 

2. Chiastic Patterns 

In the cases of chiastic patterns given below, each of the two, three, or four 
elements after the double colon (::) is, in reverse order, either the same word 
or word root as its correspondent, or a word or phrase in synonymous, anti
thetic, or synthetic parallelism. Thus, in the first example ( l :4), protera pan
ton (the a expression) is in synonymous parallelism with ex aionos (the a' 
expression) as is sophia (the b word) with synesis phroneseos (the b' phrase). 
Often the corresponding words are formulaic or fixed pairs found in other 
parts of the OT. 

1:4 a:b::b':a' protera panton (ektistai):sophia::kai synesis phroneseos:ex 
aionos, "Before all things wisdom was created, and prudent understanding 
from eternity. " Sophia and phronesis occur as a pair also in 19:22. 

1:14-21 In these eight bicola (omit v l9a with several MSS) there are four 
stanzas. Each stanza, two bicola in length, begins with a noun in the nomina
tive followed by the genitive sophias. These phrases are in an a:b::b':a' pattern: 
arche sophias, "the beginning of wisdom" (v l4a):plesmone sophias, "the full
ness of wisdom" (v l6a)::stephanos sophias, "the crown of wisdom" 
(v l 8a):riza sophias, "the root of wisdom" (v 20a). 

2:5 a:b::b':a' hoti en pyri:(dokimazetai) chrysos::kai anthropoi dektoi:en 
kamine tapeinoseos, "For in fire gold is tested, and people accepted (by God) in 
the crucible of humiliation." 

3:3-4 a:b::b':a'· ho timon patera:exilasetai hamartias::kai hos ho apothe
saurizon:ho doxazon metera autou, "Whoever honors his father atones for 
sins, and as one who stores up treasure is whoever honors his mother." There 
is a double parallelism in the a-a' phrases. 

3:30 a:b:c::c':b':a' 'e! lohefet:yi!kabbu:mayim::ken ~i!diiq<i:tekapper:IJaf

fa't (3 + 3), "As water quenches flaming fire, so alms atones for sins." There is 
also a dental and labial alliteration. For 'es, "fire," as an image of evil and 
wickedness, cf. Isa 9:17; Prov 16:27. 

4:12-14 a:b:c:b':a 'ohiibehii ('ahiibU IJayyfm):umebaqqeseha (yapfqu 
ra~on meyhwh):wetomi!kehii (yim~e'u kab6d [with Gr, omit meyhwh, dittogra
phy] weyalJiinu bi!birkat yhwh): (mesarete qodes) mesareteha:we'ohiibeha [so 
Gr; MS A corrupt] (agapfi kyrios) (3+4, 3+3, 3+3), "Those who love her 
love life, and those who seek her win favor from Yahweh; and those who hold 
her fast find glory, and they shall dwell in the blessing of Yahweh. Those who 
serve her serve the Holy One, and those who love her the Lord loves." There is 
also internal rhyme, -hii, in the five words that form the pattern. The verbs 
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bqs and !rt often have as direct object "God" or "Yahweh." For bqs, cf. Deut 
4:28; Zeph 1:6; 2:3; Hos 3:5; 5:6; l Chr 16:10; 2 Chr 11:16; 20:4. For srt, cf. 
Sir 7:30; Deut 10:8; 17:12; 21:5; Isa 61:6; Jer 33:21. The point of 4:12-14 is 
this: as those who seek Wisdom seek God, so those who serve Wisdom serve 
God. The verb tmk occurs in a similar context in Prov 3:18. 

4:24 a:b:c::c':b':a' kf be'6mer:n6da'at:~okma::uti!buna:bi!ma'iineh:la!6n 

(3 + 3), "For through speech becomes known wisdom, and understanding 
through the answer of the tongue." There is also a labial alliteration. For the 
parallel pair ~okma and ti!buna, which also rhyme, cf. Job 12: 12; Prov 2:2; 
3:13, 19; 5:1; 8:1; 24:3; Jer 10:12; 51:15. 

5:5-6ab a:b:c::c:b:a 'el se/fha ('al tib(a~):(lehOsfp) 'aw6n 'al 'aw6n: 
(we'amarta ra~iimayw) rabbfm::ler6b:'iiw6n6tay:yisla~ (2 + 3, 3 + 3), "Of for
giveness be not overconfident, adding sin upon sin, and saying, 'Great is his 
mercy; the multitude of my sins he will forgive.' " There is also an a and 6 
assonance. 

5:14 a:b::b':a ('al tiqqare') ba'al !tayim:(ubilesoneka 'al ti!raggel [omit 
rea'; cf. Gr] (kf 'al gannab nibre'a) boset::~erpa ra'a [MS A re'ehu]: 'al [so Gr; 
MS A omits] ba'al stayim (3 + 2, 3 + 4), "Be not called double-tongued, and 
with your tongue slander not, for shame was created for the thief, and harsh 
disgrace for the double-tongued. " For the parallel pair boset and ~erpa, cf. Isa 
54:4. 

6:5-6a a:b::b:a (~ek 'areb) yarbeh ('6heb):(wesipte ~en s6'iile) sal6m:: 
'anse si!lomeka (yihyu) rabbfm I (uba'al sodi!ka 'e~ad me'alep (3 + 3, 4+4), 
"Pleasant speech multiplies friends, and gracious lips those that give greeting 
[i.e., peace]; let people at peace with you be many, but one in a thousand your 
confidant." There is also a sibilant, labial, and liquid alliteration, and e asso
nance, as well as internal rhyme (in 'areb and '6heb, and sel6meka and 
sodeka). 

6:14 a:b::b:a' 'oheb 'emuna ('ohel [so Gr; MS A '6heb] teqop): 
um6!ji!'6::ma!ja~·h6n (3 + 3), "A faithful friend is a sturdy shelter, and whoever 
finds one finds wealth." There is also an 6 assonance and labial alliteration. 

6:22 a:b::b:a' (kf) hammusar (ki!em6 ken):hf [MS A hu~ the confusion 
of waw and yod, as elsewhere]::wi!l6' (lerabbfm) hf:nek6~a (3 + 3), "For disci
pline like her name, so is she, and to many she is not obvious. " There is also a 
labial and a k alliteration. As in Prov 4: 13, musar here has feminine agree
ment because it is a synonym for ~okma. In this verse, Ben Sira plays on the 
word musar, using it as a noun, "discipline," and as the hoph'al participle of 
sur, "withdrawn." It is this latter sense that the parallel lo' ni!k6~a is meant to 
suggest; cf. Prov 8:9. 

6:37ab a:b::b':a' wi!hitb6nanta:bi!t6rat [cf. Gr and 41:8b; 42:2a; 49:4c; 
MS A beyir'at] 'ely6n::ubi!mi!fwdt6:hi!geh [so Gr, Syr; MS A wehi!geh] tamid 
(3 + 3), "Reflect on the Law of the Most High, and on his commandments 
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meditate constantly." For the parallel pair torti and mi~wti, cf. Prov 3:1; 6:20, 
23; 7:2. 

6:3 7cd a:b::b':a' wehu' yiibfn:libbekii::wa'iiser 'iwwftii:ye~akkemekii 
(3+2), "And he will inform your heart; and what you desire, he will make 
you wise." The band b' expressions are in synthetic parallelism-the heart is 
the seat of desire. As regards the roots bin and ~km, cf. discussion of 4:24 
above. There is also a labial alliteration and end rhyme (in libbekii and ye~ak
kemekii). 

7: 10 a:b::b':a' 'al titqa~~er:bitepil/d::ubi~ediiqli:'al tit'abbar (2 + 2), "Be 
not impatient in prayer, and in almsgiving be not tardy." There is also a 
liquid, dental, and labial alliteration, and internal rhyme in bitepil/ti and 
ubi~ediiqti. Here, as elsewhere in Ben Sira (cf., for example, 3:30 above), 
~ediiqii means "alms(giving)." 

7:29 a:b::b':a' (bekol libbekii) pe~ad:'el::we'et kohiiniiyw:haqdes (3 + 2), 
"With your whole heart fear God, and his priests revere." There is also a k!q 
alliteration. 

7:30 a:b::b':a' (bekol me'Odekti) 'ehab:'osekii::we'et mesiiretiiyw:l6' ta
'iiz6b (3 + 3), "With your whole strength love your Maker, and his ministers 
you shall not neglect." There is also an o assonance. 

7:33 a:b::b':a' ten mattiin:lipne kol ~ay::wegam mimmet:'al timna '~iised 
(3 + 3), "Give a gift to anyone alive, and from the dead withhold not a kind
ness." There is also a dental, nun, and labial alliteration. 

8:2cd a:b:c::c':b':a' kf rabbim:hip~fz:ziihiib::wehon:yasgeh leb:nedibfm 
(3 + 3), "For gold has made many boastful, and wealth perverts the heart of 
princes." There is also a sibilant and labial alliteration and f assonance and 
internal rhyme (in rabbfm and nedfbfm ). 

8:8ab a:b::b':a' 'al ti(fos:sf~at Mkiimfm::ube~fdotehem:hitra(!es (3 + 3), 
"Spurn not the discourse of the wise, and with their proverbs busy yourself." 
There is also a dental, sibilant, and ~ alliteration. 

9:10 a:b::b:a ('al ti(!6s 'oheb) yiisiin:ki ~iidiis (16' yid{meh /O])::(yayin) 
~iidiis ('oheb) ~iidiis:weyiisiin ('a~ar tistennu) (3 + 3, 4+ 3), "Spurn not an old 
friend, for the new one cannot equal him; a new friend is (like) new wine, but 
when old, then you can drink it." 

9:18 a:b::b':a' norii' bii'fr [so Gr, Syr; MS A be'adj:'fs liison::wenose' [so 
Syr; MS A umassa~ 'al pihu:ye§unne' (3 + 3), "Feared in the city is the person 
of tongue [=of railing speech; cf. 25:20b], and whoever speaks rashly is 
hated." There is also a sibilant, liquid, and nun alliteration. For the idiom nS' 
'al peh, cf. Ps SO: 16. Here, however, the context indicates that the expression 
means "to speak rashly" (cf. Gr ho propetes en logQ autou, "whoever is rash in 
his speech"), or "to speak wickedly." There is a wordplay and internal rhyme 
in nose' and ye§unne' (the nun and the sin are in an a:b::b:a pattern); cf. also 
zar and raz in B: l Ba. 

10:3 a:b:c:d::d':c':b':a' melek:paroa~yas~ft:'ammo [so Gr, Lat, Syr; MS 
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A <tr]::we<fr:nosebet:besekel:siireha (4+4), "A king undisciplined destroys his 
people, but a city becomes populous through the wisdom of its princes." 
There is also a labial, liquid, and sibilant alliteration. The a-a' and d-d' words 
are in synonymous parallelism, the b-b' and c-c' words are in antithetic paral
lelism. 

10:29 a:b::b':a' marsfa< napso:mf ya~dfqennu::umf yekabbed:maqleh 
napso (3 + 3), "Whoever condemns himself, who will justify, and who will 
honor whoever dishonors himself?" There is also a labial and sibilant allitera
tion and f assonance. 

11:4ab a:b::b':a' becofeh 'ezor:'al tehattel::we'al teqal/es:bimerfrf yom [MS 
B] (3 + 3), "Whoever wears a loincloth mock not, nor scoff at the bitter 
person of the day." There is also a dental and liquid alliteration. For merfrf as 
a masculine singular adjective, cf. Deut 32:24. 

11:4cd a:b::b':a' For the text, see discussion of assonance and allitera
tion above. 

11:25 a:b:c::c:b:a fobat yom:tesakka~:hiira<a::werii<at y6m:te5akka~:f6M 
(3 + 3), "The day's prosperity makes one forget adversity, and the day's ad
versity makes one forget prosperity." There is also end rhyme in hiira<a and 
roM. 

14:5a a:b::b':a' rii~·lenapso::lemf:yeffb. "Whoever is evil [i.e., stingy] to 
himself, to whom will he do good?" 

14:26 a:b::b':a' weyiisfm qinn6:be<opyiih::uba<iiniipehii:yitl6niin (3 + 2), 
"And he places his nest in her [Wisdom's] foliage, and in her branches he 
lodges." There is also a nun and labial alliteration. For the parallel pair <opyiih 
and aniipehii, cf. Dan 4:9. 

15:2 a:b::b':a' weqiddemathu:ke'em::uke'eset ne<urfm:teqabbelennu 
(2+3), "And she [Wisdom] will meet him like a mother, and like a young 
bride she will receive him." There is also a q/k and labial alliteration and 
internal rhyme (in weqiddemathu and teqabbelennu). 

15:3 a:b::b':a' wehe'ekflathu:le~em sekel::ume tebanri:tasqennu (3 + 3), 
"And she will feed him with the bread of learning, and the water of under
standing she will give him to drink." The parallel pair he'ekfl and hisqri is 
found also in Ps 80:6; Jer 9:14; 23:15; and Prov 25:21; le~em and mayim in 
Gen 21:14; Exod 23:25; Isa 3:1; 21:14; Amos 8:11; Job 3:24; 22:7; Prov 9:17; 
25:21; and Neb 9:15; and sekel and tebund in Neb 8:8. There is also internal 
rhyme in wehe'ekflathu and tasqennu. 

15: 7 a:b::b':a' 16' yadrfkuhii:mete siiw~·:we'anse ziidon:lo' yir'uhii (2 + 3), 
"They shall not attain her [Wisdom], worthless people; and the haughty shall 
not see her." There is also a sibilant alliteration and internal rhyme (in 
yadrfkuhii and yir'uhii). 

15:9a, JOa a:b:c::c:a':b 16' nii'iitd:tehilld:bepf riisii~·:bepf [MS B; MS A 
bepeh] ~iikiim:te'iimer:tehillli (3 + 3), "Unseemly is praise in the mouth of the 
wicked. In the mouth of the wise is spoken praise." There is also an ii/ri 
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assonance. The antithetic parallel pair riisii' and ~iikiim occurs also in Prov 
9:7b, 8b. 

16:25 a:b:c::b' :a':c' 'abbfa:bemi!qiil:rii~f::ubeha:fnea~-'ii~awweh:de'i 
(3 + 3), "I will pour out with measure my spirit, and with modesty I will 
declare my knowledge." There is also a labial alliteration and end rhyme (in 
rii~f and de'f). For the vocabulary and images, cf. Job 28:25; Prov 1:23; 18:4; 
Sir 18:29; 39:6, 8; Isa 29:10. 

21:26 a:b:c::c:b':a en stomatL·moron:he kardia auton::en de kardiq: 
sophOn:stoma auton. "In the mouth of fools is their heart, but in the heart of 
the wise is their mouth." The antithetic parallel pair "fool(s)" and "wise" is 
common in the Wisdom literature. 

23:4b-6 a:b::b':a' meteorismon ophtha/mon (me des moi):kai epithymian 
(apostrepson ap' emou)::koilias orexis kai synousiasmos · (me kata/abetosan 
me):kai psych{ anaidei (me parades me). ''A lifting up of the eyes [i.e., a proud 
look] give me not, and concupiscence ward off from me; let not the desire of 
the belly and lust [hendiadys, i.e., the lustful craving of the flesh] overtake me, 
and to a shameless soul give me not over." Proud eyes (the a phrase) express 
externally what the shameless soul/heart (the a' phrase) desires internally. 

24:1 a:b::b:a' (he sophia) ainesei:(psychen) autes::(kai en mese /aou) 
autes:kauchesetai. "Wisdom praises herself, and among her people she is hon
ored." 

24:28 a:b::b':a' ou (synetelesen):ho protos (gnonai auten)::(kai houtos) ho 
eschatos:ouk (exichniasen auten). "Not fully did the first human know her 
[Wisdom]; so also the last one will not trace her out." 

24:29 a:b::b':a' apo gar thalasses (ep/ethynthe):dianoema autes::kai he 
boule autes:apo abyssou mega/es. "Deeper than the sea is her understanding, 
and her counsel, than the great abyss." For the parallel pair "sea" (Heb yam) 
and "abyss" (Heb teh6m), cf. Job 28:14 and 38:16; Isa 51:10 has the pair yam 
and teh6m rabbd as here. 

25:10b, 1 la a:b:c::c:b:a' all' ouk estin:hyper:ton phoboumenon ton ky
rion::phobos kyriou:hyper pan:hyperebalen. "But he is not above whoever fears 
the Lord; fear of the Lord surpasses all else." 

26:Ja a:b::b':a' 'isS!J:(obd::'a!re:ba'lah (umispar yamayw kiplayim) 
(3 + 3), ''A good wife, happy her husband, and double is the number of his 
days." There is also an a assonance and sibilant and labial alliteration. 

27:11-12 a:b::b':a' (diegesis) eusebous (dia pantos sophia):ho de aphron 
(has selene alloioutai)::(eis meson) asyneton (syntereson kairon):(eis meson de) 
dianooumenon (endelechize). "The discourse of the godly is wisdom through
out, but the fool changes like the moon. In the midst of fools limit your time, 
but in the midst of the thoughtful abide continually." For the synonymous 
parallel pair "godly" (or "righteous") and "thoughtful" (or "wise"), cf. Prov 
23:24; for the antithetic parallel pair "godly" and "fool," cf. Prov 10:2 l. 

27:16-17 a:b::b:a ho apokalypton mysteria (apolesen pistin):(kai ou me 
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heur{) phi/on (pros ten psychen autou)::(sterxon) phi/on (kai pistotheti mef 
autou):ean de apokalyps{s ta mysteria autou (me katadiox{s opis6 autou). 
"Whoever reveals secrets destroys confidence; and he will never find an inti
mate friend. Cherish a friend and keep faith with him; but if you reveal his 
secrets, follow him not." 

31:27a,c a:b::b:a lemo [MS B /emf, confusion of waw and yod] 
hayyayin:IJayyfm le'enos::mah }Jayyfm:}Jasar hayyayin (4+ 3), "Indeed wine is 
life to a person. What is life to the one who lacks wine?" There is also a y and 
IJ alliteration. The word lemo is a poetic form of the particle le- (cf. Job 27:14; 
29:21; 38:40; 40:4); here it is a particle of emphasis. 

32:20 a:b::b':a' bi!derek moqesot:'al telek::we'al tittaqel:Mnegep pa'a
mayim (3 + 3), "On a way set with snares walk not, and stumble not on an 
obstacle twice." There is also a labial and k!g/q alliteration. 

32:21-22 a:b::b':a 'al tibfalJ:bi!derek me}Jetep::ube'or}Joteka:hizzaher 
(3 + 2), "Trust not the road, for bandits, and on your paths be careful." There 
is also a labial and dental alliteration. For fJetep in the sense of "bandit, 
robber," cf. Prov 23:28a and Sir 50:4a. For the synonymous parallel pair 
derek and 'ora}J, cf. Gen 49:17; Prov 3:6; 4:18-19; 9:15; 15:19; Pss 25:4; 139:3; 
Joel 2:7. 

33:10 a:b::b':a' [wekol 'fs:ke]lf }Jomer::umin 'apar:no:far 'adam (3 + 3), 
"And every person is a vessel of clay, and from the ground was formed 
humankind." There is also a liquid alliteration and a assonance. For !Jamer 
and 'apar in parallel, cf. Job 27: 16 and 30: 19. The principal reference is, of 
course, to Gen 2:7. 

33:19 a:b::b':a' sim'u 'elay:sare 'am [omit rab of MS E; so Gr, 
Syr]::umo.i'e/e qahal:hafazinu] (3 + 3), "Listen to me, leaders of the people; 
and rulers of the assembly, give ear." There is also a liquid and sibilant 
alliteration. This chiastic pattern is preserved also in Gr, Lat, and Syr. For 
the synonymous parallel pair (which here also rhyme) sim'u and ha'azfnu, cf., 
for example, Deut 32: 1; Isa 1 :2; 64:3; Ps 49:2. 

35:1-2 a:b::b':a' ho synteron nomon:pleonazei prosphoran [so MSS V 
307, some Lat MSS, and Syr; most Gr MSS prosphoras]::thysiazon soteriou:ho 
prosechon entolais [other MSS entolas]. "Whoever keeps the Law makes a 
great oblation; he sacrifices a peace offering who observes the command-
ments." 

35:23bc a:b::b':a' 'ad yorf.i':.i'ebef zadon::uma(feh rasa~·gadoa' yigdii' 
(3 + 4), "Till he destroys [the meaning of yori.i' also in 20:22b (MS C) and 
Exod 15:9] the scepter of the proud, and the staff of the wicked he breaks off 
short." There is also a dental, sibilant, and 'a yin alliteration and internal 
rhyme (in rasa' and yigdii'). For the image of cutting a staff in two, cf. Zech 
11: 10, 14. The phrase sebef haresa' occurs in Ps 125:3a; maf(eh resii'im in Isa 
14:5a; and maueh rda' in Ezek 7:11. 

36:4 a:b:c::b:a':c ka'aser niqdasta:le'enehem:banu::ken le'enenu:hikka-
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bed:biim [so MS Bm•] (3 + 3), "As you sanctified yourself before their eyes in 
us, so before our eyes glorify yourself in them." There is also a labial, k, and n 
alliteration and e assonance, as well as internal rhyme (in biinu and le'enenu). 

3. Inclusio 

pasa and sophia (l:la) and panton and sophia (1:4a), in the opening and 
closing bicola of the first stanza of a poem on wisdom ( 1: 1-10). 

pasa (l:la) and pases (l:lOa), and met' (autou) (l:lb) and meta (pases) 
(1: lOa), in the opening and closing bicola of the poem. 

phobos kyriou (1: I la) and phobe kyriou (1:30e), in the opening and closing 
bicola of a twenty-two-line poem on fear of the Lord. · 

proselth~s and en kardifl (1:28b), in the first bicolon ofa stanza (1:28-30ab), 
and proselthes (1:30e) and he kardia sou (1:30f), in the closing bicolon of the 
following stanza (1 :30cdef). 

eleos in 2:7a and 2:9b, the opening and closing cola of a stanza. 
musiir in 6: 18a, the opening colon of the first stanza of a poem, and in 

6:22a, in the closing bicolon of the second stanza. 
hokma (6: l 8b) and yehakkemekii (6:37d), in the opening and closing bicola 

of a twenty-tw.:i-line poem on striving for wisdom. 
mu'iiz (10:12a), the opening colon of a stanza, and 'azzut (10:18b), the 

closing colon. 
nikbiid (10:19ab) and niqleh (10:19cd), in the two opening bicola of a 

poem, and niqlu (11:6a) and nikbiidfm (11:6b), in the closing bicolon. These 
words form an a:b::b:a chiastic inclusio. 

ra' 'ayin in 14:3b and 14:10a, in the opening and closing bicola of a stanza 
on the miser. 

ego in 24:3a, 4a, the opening bicola of the first stanza of Wisdom's twenty
two-line speech, and in 24: 16a, 17a, the opening bicola of the final stanza of 
her speei.:h. 

ho apokalypton mysteria (27:16a) and ho apokalypsas mysteria (27:21c), the 
opening and closing cola of a poem. 

ekdikesis in 27 :28b and 28: 1 a, in the opening and closing bicola of a poem. 
mache in 28:8a and 28: I lb, the opening and closing cola of a poem on 

quarreling. 
plesion in 29: 14a and 29:20a, in the opening and closing bicola of a poem 

on going surety for a neighbor. 
musiir in 32: 14a and paideian ( =musiir) in 33: l 8b, the opening and closing 

cola of a section of the book. 
'elohfm in 36: 1 and 36:5b, the opening and closing cola of the first stanza of 

the prayer in 36: 1-22. 
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zuliitekii in 36:5b, the closing colon of the first stanza, and zuliiti in 36: 12b, 
the closing colon of the second stanza of the prayer. 

'elohe hakkol (36: 1) and kol (36:22c) and 'el (36:22d), in the opening and 
closing bicola of the prayer. These words form an a:b::b:a chiastic inclusio. 

The composition of twenty-two bicola or lines (to equal the number of 
letters in the Hebrew alphabet) in 1:11-30, the opening poem of the book 
after the Introduction (1:1-10), forms an inclusio with the twenty-three-line 
alphabetic acrostic poem at the end of the book (see COMMENT on 51: 13-30). 
This major inclusio indicates that the book was planned in the form in which 
we have it by a single compiler, namely, Ben Sira himself. 

4. Twenty-two- and Twenty-three-Line Poems 

Like the great Hebrew poets before him, Ben Sira often employed the 
technique of composing units of twenty-two, or by way of variation twenty
three, lines (for an explanation, see COMMENT on 51: 13-30), to signal the 
opening or closing of a major part of his book, to show the unity of a section 
or portion of text, or simply to add elegance to his work. See, for example, 
l: 11-30 (the opening poem of the book); 5:1-6:4; 6:18-37 (the opening poem 
of Part III); 12:1-18; 13:24-14:19 (the closing poem of Part III); 21:1-21; 
29:1-20; 29:21-30:13; 38:24-34; 49:1-16 (the closing unit on Israel's great 
ancestors); 51: 13-30 (an alphabetic acrostic, the closing poem of the book). 
Ben Sira learned this technique of poetic composition from such biblical texts 
as Deut 32:1-14, 15-29, 30-43; 12 Proverbs 2; 6:20-7:6; 7:7-27; 31:10-31 (the 
final poem of the book); Psalms 9-10, 25, 33, 34, 37, 94, 111, 112, 119, 145; 
and Lamentations 1-5. Psalms 37 and 119 and each of the chapters of Lam
entations 1-4 have twenty-two stanzas arranged as an alphabetic acrostic. 
Psalms 111 and 112 have twenty-two cola or half-lines in an alphabetic acros
tic. Lamentations 5 and the other texts listed contain twenty-two or twenty
three bicola or lines, some of which are also alphabetic acrostics (e.g., Prov 
31:10-31; Psalms 25, 34). 

12 Cf. P. W. Skehan, "The Structure of the Song of Moses in Deuteronomy (32:1-43)," in 
Studies in Israelite Poetry and Wisdom (CBQMS I; Washington: Catholic Biblical Association, 
1971): 67-77. 



X. THE TEACHING OF BEN SIRA 

When he wrote his book, Ben Sira had no intention of offering a systematic 
theology. Instead, he composed a series of reflections and aphorisms, based 
on the earlier biblical books, especially Proverbs, for all who seek after guid
ance (33: 18). As mentioned in Part I above, there is no particular order or 
obvious coherence in the topics Ben Sira chose to discuss. As a result, one can 
come to appreciate the extent and depth of Ben Sira's teaching only after a 
careful reading and study of his book. What I give here is not meant to be 
exhaustive or strictly systematic, but rather selective; it is an attempt to show 
the dimensions and grandeur of the principal elements of Ben Sira's theol
ogy.' I shall also point out Ben Sira's limitations. 

At the outset, it must be noted that Ben Sira's doctrine is above all tradi
tional or conservative. His work reflects the teachings of Israel's Sacred Scrip
tures on such subjects as God; the election of Israel; retribution; anthropol
ogy; morality; repentance; faith; good works; almsgiving; kindness to the 
widow, orphan, and poor; fear of the Lord; and the like. His pervading theo
logical outlook is Deuteronomic. 

1. Wisdom, Fear of God, and the Law 

There has been an ongoing dispute about the primary theme of The Wis
dom of Ben Sira. J. Haspecker has made a good case that fear of God is the 
total theme (Gesamtthema) of the book.2 But G. von Rad and J. MarbOck 
disagree, insisting that wisdom is the fundamental theme.' I believe, however, 
that R. Smend suggests the best approach to this question when he writes 
(p. xxiii): "Subjectively, wisdom is fear of God; objectively, it is the law book 
of Moses (chap. 24)." Accordingly, I would argue that Ben Sira's primary 
theme is wisdom as fear of God, and that the fundamental thesis of the book 

'Good surveys of Ben Sira's doctrine are found in Box-Oesterley (pp. 303-14); R.H. Pfeiffer, 
A History of New Testament Times with an Introduction to the Apocrypha, pp. 372-98; T. A. 
Burkill, "Ecclesiasticus," IDB (1962) 2.19-21; Duesberg-Fransen (pp. 53-64); and C. Keams, 
"Ecclesiasticus, or The Wisdom of Jesus the Son of Sirach," in NCCHS (1969), pp. 543-46. 

'J. Haspecker, Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach: Ihre religiose Stroktur und ihre literarische und 
doktrinore Bedeutung (AnBib 30, 1967), pp. 87-105. 

'G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel, p. 242; J. Marbiick, Weisheit im Wandel: Untersuchungen z11r 
Weisheitstheologie bei Ben Sira (BBB 3 7, 1971 ). 
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is the following: wisdom, which is identified with the Law, can be achieved 
only by one who fears God and keeps the commandments. Or, as Ben Sira 
himself writes: 

The whole of wisdom is fear of the Lord; 
complete wisdom is the fulfillment of the Law (l 9:20). 

The expression "fear of God," or its equivalent, occurs fifty-five to sixty 
times in our book. In the rest of the OT, only the Psalter, where the expres
sion is found seventy-nine times, has a larger number of occurrences.' Obvi
ously, fear of God is a paramount concern of Ben Sira. But so is wisdom, a 
noun that occurs about fifty-five times (in the grandson's Greek). The opening 
chapters (1:1-2:18) form the thematic introduction to the book. We find here 
a detailed treatise on wisdom as fear of God. The expression "fear of God" is 
found seventeen times in the two chapters. The word "wisdom," Gr sophia, 
however, occurs eleven times in the first chapter alone. 

At the outset Ben Sira states his view on the source of wisdom: 

All wisdom is from the Lord, 
and with him it remains forever (1:1). 

He rephrases the same idea at the beginning of the second half of the book, 
when he has personified Wisdom say: 

From the mouth of the Most High I came forth, 
and mistlike covered the earth. 

In the heights of heaven I dwelt, 
my throne on a pillar of cloud (24:3-4). 

Wisdom, in Ben Sira's view, existed before all other creatures: 

Before all things else wisdom was created; 
and prudent understanding, from eternity (1 :4). 

Before the ages, from the first, [God] created me [Wisdom], 
and through the ages I shall not cease to be (24:9). 

Ben Sira derived many of the ideas about wisdom in 24:1-22 from Prov 8:22-
31. Wisdom is something that God alone possesses fully (1 :8), for he "fash
ioned her . . . and . . . has poured her forth upon all his works" (1 :9). 

But God bestows the gift of wisdom only "upon his friends" (1: lOb), i.e., 
on those who "keep the commandments" (1:26) of the Law and fear him 
(15:1; 43:33b). Ben Sira calls fear of the Lord "the beginning of wisdom" 
(1:14a, derived from Prov 9:10a), the "fullness of wisdom" (1:16a), "wis
dom's garland" (1: 18a), and "the root of wisdom" (1 :20a). Thus fear of God 

• Haspecker, Gottesfurcht, p. 82. 
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is the very essence of wisdom. It is also "glory and exultation, gladness and a 
festive crown .... [It] rejoices the heart, giving gladness and joy and length 
of days" ( 1: 11-12). Fear of the Lord and wisdom make life meaningful and 
satisfying and full of days (1:20b; 34:14-20). Cf. Deut 6:24 and 30:15-20. 
Fear of the Lord is what "keeps sin far off ... and turns back all [God's] 
wrath" (1:21). Thus Ben Sira can say: 

Nothing is better than the fear of the Lord, 
nothing sweeter than obeying his commandments (23:27cd). 

Whoever finds wisdom is great indeed, 
but not greater than the one who fears the Lord. 

Fear of the Lord surpasses all else, 
its possessor is beyond compare (25:10-11). 

Although wisdom holds sway over every land, people, and nation (24:6), 
she received the divine command to make her dwelling in Jacob, her inheri
tance in Israel (24:8). Wisdom "struck root among the glorious people" 
(24:12a). Thus true wisdom has her domain "in Jerusalem" (24:1 lb), and not 
in Athens or Alexandria. All of which is to say that Israelite wisdom is 
incomparably superior to Hellenistic wisdom and culture. In the splendid 
poem on wisdom in chap. 24, Ben Sira employs a colorful series of tree and 
vine images with which personified Wisdom compares herself (vv 13-17).' At 
the end of her speech, Wisdom invites the faithful who yearn for her to be 
filled with her fruits (v I 9). Then, in v 23a, Ben Sira makes his most emphatic 
affirmation that wisdom is the Torah of Israel: "All this [what Wisdom says 
about herself] is true of the book of the Most High's covenant." 

Though wisdom is a free gift of God, the faithful have to do their part in 
order to receive i1. In addition to fearing the Lord and observing the Law, the 
faithful are to endure affliction as a test (2: 1-10; 4: I 7-19). By remaining 
steadfast in time of trial, they are saved and not forsaken by the Lord (2: IO
I I). The faithful must also subject themselves to discipline if they hope to 
become wise: 

My son, from your youth embrace discipline; 
thus you will gain wisdom with graying hair (6:18). 

Ben Sira explains how one can come to wisdom: 

Put your feet into her net 
and your neck into her noose. 

' For a good study of the symbolism of these images, cf. A. Foumier-Bidoz, "L' Arbre et la 
demeure: Siracide xxiv 10-17," VT 34 (1984): 1-10. In addition to Sirach 24, Wisdom is personi
fied also in 4:11-19; 6:18-31; 14:20-15:8; and 51:13-21. See also Job 28, Proverbs 8, and Wisdom 
7:22-26; for a penetrating study of these texts, cf. R. E. Murphy, "Israel's Wisdom: A Biblical 
Model of Salvation," in Voies de Salut: Studio Missionalia 30 (1981): 29-39. 
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Stoop your shoulders and carry her 
and be not irked at her bonds (6:24-25). 

Though the effort to achieve wisdom is great, the rewards are many: 

Her net will become your throne of majesty; 
her noose, your apparel of spun gold. 

Her yoke will be your gold adornment; 
her bonds, your purple cord. 

You will wear her as your glorious apparel, 
bear her as your splendid crown (6:29-31). 

Despite the manifold benefits wisdom confers (4:11-16), many do not strive 
for her because of the prerequisite discipline: 

For discipline is like her name: 
she is not obvious to many (6:22). 

After attaining wisdom by loyalty to God and the Law, the believer must take 
care not to sin, for sin drives out wisdom: 

If he fails me [Wisdom], I will abandon him 
and deliver him over to robbers (4:19). 

That is why sinners or fools-the terms are synonymous in Ben Sira's 
lexicon---can never find wisdom: 

Worthless people will not attain to her, 
the haughty will not behold her. 

Far from the impious is she, 
not to be spoken of by liars (15:7-8). 

But the virtuous or wise person-these terms in Ben Sira are also synony
mous-pursues wisdom "like a scout" (14:22a) and then "pitches his tent 
beside her and lives as her welcome neighbor" (14:25). The result is that: 

Motherlike she will meet him, 
like a young bride she will embrace him, 

Nourish him with the bread of learning, 
and give him the water of understanding to drink (15:2-3). 

It is noteworthy that Ben Sira, despite his negative comments about women 
(see below, no. 7), personifies wisdom as a woman: Wisdom is teacher (4:11-
19), mistress (6:18-31), welcome neighbor, mother, and wife (14:20-15:8), 
and lover to be wooed (51:13-21). Daring images for an inveterate misogy
nist. 

In Ben Sira's theology, fear of the Lord is synonymous with love of the 
Lord (2:15-16). Those who fear and love the Lord: (a) "do not disobey his 
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words" (2:15a); (b) "keep his ways" (2:15b); (c) "seek to please him" (2:16a); 
(d) "are filled with his law" (2:16b); and (e) "prepare their hearts and humble 
themselves before him" (2: 17). These ideas are based, for the most part, on 
the great Deuteronomic equation: to fear God=to love him=to keep his 
commandments= to walk in his ways; cf. Deut 10: 12-13 and 30: 16. In Ben 
Sira's theology, the one who fears God must have a deep and abiding relation
ship of trust and love with God. 6 

From what has been said thus far, it should be clear that the term "wis
dom" in Ben Sira, as also in the other Wisdom writings of the OT, has a 
much wider meaning than in classical or contemporary literature. In Ben 
Sira, "wisdom" never refers to pure learning or cleverness or intelligence, as it 
does, say, in many classical and modern authors. 

Wisdom in our book may be considered as either speculative or practical. 
Speculative wisdom has the intellect as its focus, and one achieves it by study, 
travel, and reflection. It tries to solve problems that engage the mind. Hence, 
such wisdom is the goal of the scribe whom Ben Sira describes in 38:34cd-
39: 11. But even there a person becomes wise by first devoting "himself to the 
fear of God and to the study of the Law of the Most High" (38:34cd). Specu
lative wisdom also has its dangers (3:21-23); so Ben Sira warns: 

Indeed, many are the speculations of human beings-
evil and misleading fancies (3:24). 

Practical wisdom, which has the will as its principal focus, includes what we 
would call today secular, ethical, and spiritual concerns and choices in daily 
life. For Ben Sira, however, practical wisdom is an essentially religious ability 
to distinguish and then choose between what is good and what is evil, be
tween what is useful and what is harmful, and between what should be done 
and what should 'be avoided. When the faithful choose the first of these sets of 
alternatives, they are truly wise, for they have exercised their moral con
sciousness, which enables them to have a closer relationship to God than 
merely external observance of a ceremonial law.' Accordingly, Ben Sira 
teaches that believers must love and fear God, must walk in his ways and 
keep the commandments of the Law. By so doing, they are living out God's 
own wisdom, which is revealed in the Law, and as a result their practical 
wisdom approaches in some significant way the divine wisdom (cf. 24:28-29). 
One can now see more clearly why in 24:23a the Law and wisdom are identi
fied (see above). 

In sum, those who fear the Lord know they have a personal relationship 
with God by their faith, hope, and confidence in him, and by their obedience 
to him. They recognize the Lord as Master and Judge and as merciful and 

'Haspecker, Gottesfurcht, p. 337. 
'Cf. Box-Oesterley, p. 308. 
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compassionate Father who can also test them and make them acknowledge 
their sins.8 

2. Doctrine of God 

Ben Sira has much to say about God. He proclaims first of all that God is 
one and not many, and he prays that all nations may recognize him: 

Come to our aid, God of the universe, 
and put all the nations in dread of you! . . . 

As you have used us to show them your holiness, 
so now use them to show us your glory. 

Thus they will know, as we know, 
that there is no God but you (36:1-2, 4-5). 

God "is from eternity one and the same" (42:2lb). "He is the all" (43:27b), 
an expression that must not be taken in any pantheistic sense, but rather in 
the sense in which the Old Latin renders the colon: "He is in all," i.e., God 
reveals himself in all his creatures; see COMMENT. Thus God is not only 
transcendent but also immanent in creation. 

God is the Creator of all, including wisdom (24:8; cf. 42: 15-43:33). He 
creates by simply uttering his all-powerful word (39:17-18; 42:15c); cf. Gen 
1 :3-24. He knows all things, including the deepest mysteries of the universe, 
and sees all things, even before they come to be (15:18-19; 23:19-20; 39:19-
20a; 42: 18-20). The marvelous order and dazzling beauty of the heavens as 
well as all the ordinary and awesome elements of nature are due to God's all
embracing wisdom and might (43:1-26). 

Yet even God's holy ones [=angels] must fail 
in recounting all his wonders ( 42: 17). 

Each thing that God made exists in harmony and balance with the rest of 
creation and receives all that it needs (16:26-30). So Ben Sira exclaims: 

How beautiful are all his works, 
delightful to gaze upon and a joy to behold! (42:22) 

Though Ben Sira is particularistic and glories in the divine election of his 
people (17:17; 24:8-12), he nonetheless teaches that God is merciful not only 
to Israel but to every other nation as well: 

A person may be merciful to his neighbor, 
but the Lord's mercy reaches all flesh, 

' L. Derousseaux, La Crainte de Dieu dans l'Ancien Testament, p. 355. 
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Reproving, admonishing, teaching, 
as a shepherd guides his flock (18:13). 

Cf. also 17 :29. But God is also righteous; so he punishes the wickedness of 
Jews and Gentiles alike. The habitual, unrepentant sinner who quotes 
Heinrich Heine ( 1797-1856) on his deathbed, "God will pardon me; it is his 
trade," will receive no mercy. For as Ben Sira remarks: 

Of forgiveness be not overconfident, 
adding sin upon sin, 

And saying: "Great is his mercy; 
my many sins he will forgive"; 

For mercy and anger alike are with him
upon the wicked alights his wrath (5:5-6). 

The same idea is expressed in 16:6-13, esp. v 12: 

Great as his mercy is his punishment; 
he judges people, each according to his deeds. 

Cf. also 11 :26 and 35:15bc. 
Ben Sira teaches that the true believer has a filial relationship with God and 

accordingly may address him confidently in these words: 

Lord, my Father and the Master of my life (23: 1 a; cf. v 4a). 
I extolled the LORD, "You are my Father! 

my mighty savior, only you! 
Do not leave me in this time of crisis, 

on a day of ruin and desolation!" (51: 10) 

Because God is a loving Father, he listens especially to "the cry of the or
phan" and to "the widow when she pours out her complaint" (35: 17). 

3. Sin and Free Will 

Ben Sira's discussion of the origin of sin is a good indication of the com
plexity of the question that confronts Liblical authors, philosophers, and theo
logians: How can one reconcile human freedom with God's freedom and 
foreknowledge? In other words, does God's foreknowledge of my choices 
predetermine those choices, thus depriving me of the freedom to choose be
tween good and evil? Ben Sira has made significant advances over the earlier 
biblical books regarding this question, but he is far from offering a satisfac
tory solution. A text like Exod 11: 10, for example, "The LORD made Pharaoh 
obstinate, and he would not let the Israelites leave his land," suggests that 
God was responsible for Pharaoh's sin. The same could be said of 2 Sam 
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24:1-10, which records David's sin in ordering the census of the people. Later 
biblical authors state that human beings have free choice to obey or disobey 
the Lord; cf., for example, Deut 11 :26--28; 30: 15-20. 

But Ben Sira goes much further and explicitly denies that God is involved 
at all in human sin: 

Say not, "It was God's doing that I fell away"; 
for what he hates, he does not do. 

Say not, "It was he who set me astray"; 
for he has no need of the wicked. 

Abominable wickedness the LORD hates; 
he does not let it befall those who fear him (15:11-13). 

No one did he command to sin, 
nor will he be lenient with liars (15 :20). 

Ben Sira explains why human sin cannot be imputed to God: 

It was he, from the first, when he created humankind, 
who made them subject to their own free choice. 

If you choose, you can keep his commandment; 
fidelity is the doing of his will. 

There are poured out before you fire and water; 
to whichever you choose you can stretch forth your hands. 

Before each person are life and death; 
whatever he chooses shall be given him (15:14-17). 

These verses are a clear statement of the doctrine of free will. Thus, human 
beings, because they possess the radical freedom of choice in moral matters, 
are responsible both for their virtuous deeds and for their sins. 9 

Yet despite this unambiguous affirmation, elsewhere Ben Sira seems to im
ply that God predestines some people for blessing and others for cursing: 

Yet in the fullness of his understanding the Lord makes people 
unlike: 

in different paths he has them walk. 
Some he blesses and makes great, 

some he sanctifies and draws to himself. 
Others he curses and brings low, 

and expels them from their place. 
Like clay in the hands of a potter, 

to be molded according to his pleasure, 

'For further discussion of this important passage, cf. J. Hadot, Penchant mauvais et volonte 
fibre dans la sagesse de Ben Sira (L'Ecclesiastique}, pp. 91-103; and G. Maier, Mensch undfreier 
Wille, Nach den judischen Religionsparteien zwischen Ben Sira und Paulus. 
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So are people in the hands of their Maker, 
to be requited according as he judges them (33:11-13). 

This text seems to say that God has decreed for each person either a blessed 
or a cursed destiny, independent of the person's free choice. But Ben Sira 
stops far short of attributing human sin to God and of saying that divine 
predestination destroys human freedom to choose between good and evil. In 
fact, the most likely meaning of 33: 12cd, "Others he curses and brings low, 
and expels them from their place," is that God curses some people because 
they have chosen the path of wickedness; it is not that they are wicked 
because God has cursed them. 

As regards the historical origin of sin, Ben Sira follows the traditional 
teaching: 

In a woman was sin's beginning; 
on her account we all die (25:24). 

This text derives from Gen 3:1-6 and 2:16--17 (cf. 1 Tim 2:14). All Eve's 
children have had a similar propensity to sin. 

Though Ben Sira does not offer a systematic theology of sin and free will, 
we may conclude from the study of the texts above and others such as 4:26; 
7:1-3, 8, 12-13; 8:5; 21:1-2; 23:18-20; and 27:8 that he firmly believed in the 
reality and prevalence of sin, on the one hand, and on the other, that human 
beings have the radical freedom of choice to be virtuous or wicked. Because 
of human freedom, there is hope even for the sinner: he can repent. 

Return to the Lord, and give up sin, 
pray before him and make your offenses few. 

Tum again to the Most High and away from sin, 
hate intensely what he loathes (17:25-26). 

How great the mercy of the Lord, 
his forgiveness of those who return to him! (17:29) 

Repentance is possible only because the sinner can freely choose to abandon 
sin and return to the Lord's way. 

4. Teaching on Retribution 

The traditional doctrine of retribution in Ben Sira's day was this: keeping 
the commandments and fearing the Lord brought prosperity, happiness, and 
longevity to nation and individual believer; failure to observe the Law 
brought adversity, distress, and early death. '0 Rewards and punishments in 

'"The material in this section is adapted from my article "Conservative and Progressive Theol
ogy: Sirach and Wisdom," CBQ 28 (1966): 143-46. 
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the afterlife were not even considered." This doctrine has rightly been called 
the Deuteronomic theology of retribution" because it had been applied as an 
interpretive principle by the Deuteronomistic redactors of Israel's history, 
and is set forth in great detail in Deuteronomy 28. According to this theol
ogy, adversity could serve as a test of fidelity (cf. Judg 2:22-3:6). After death, 
all people-saints as well as sinners-went to Sheol, the netherworld; from 
there the dead, it was believed, would not rise again (Job 14: 12). Sheol, there
fore, could not be considered as a place of retribution. Moreover, its inhabit
ants shared alike a dark, listless, dismal survival separated from God. 

In Ben Sira's view, reward (for virtue) and punishment (for sin) take place 
only in this life: 

Opt not for the success of pride; 
remember it will not reach death unpunished (9: 12). 

Since "death does not tarry" (14: 12), Ben Sira writes: 

Give, take, and treat yourself well, 
for in the netherworld there are no joys to seek. 

All flesh grows old, like a garment; 
the age-old law is: all must die ( 14: 16-17). 

Thus human beings must seek their complete meaning and fulfillment only 
during the present life. 

Since there is no coming back from Sheol, Ben Sira urges moderation in 
mourning for the dead, lest "heartache destroy one's health" (38:18b): 

Recall him not, there is no hope of his return; 
no good can it do, but it will do you harm (38:21). 

Ben Sira leaves no doubt regarding the dull, gloomy, and pointless survival in 
Sheol: 

Who in the netherworld can glorify the Most High 
in place of the living who offer their praise? 

No more can the dead give praise than those who have never lived; 
they glorify the Lord who are alive and well (l 7:27-28). 

For the Israelite, life without the worship and praise of God was totally 
meaningless." 

II For a good discussion or the traditional theology or virtue and sin, er. G. von Rad, Old 
Testament Theology, 1.384-86. 

"An excellent treatment or this theology is found in 0. S. Rankin, Israel's Wisdom Literature: 
Its Bearing on Theology and the History of Religion, pp. 77-80. 

"Von Rad (Old Testament Theology, vol. l, pp. 369-70) writes: "Praise is man's most charac
teristic mode of existence: praising and not praising stand over against one another like life and 
death." 
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Ben Sira also speaks of suffering that may befall the faithful as a test of 
their loyalty and a means of purification: 

My son, when you come to serve the Lord, 
prepare yourself for testing. 

Be sincere of heart and steadfast, 
undisturbed in time of affiiction (2: 1-2). 

Accept whatever befalls you, 
in periods of humiliation be patient; 

For in fire gold is tested, 
and those God favors, in the crucible of humiliation (2:4-5). 

In the long run, the faithful will never be disappointed; despite present adver
sity, they will be rewarded with the usual blessings: long life (1: 12), good 
health (I: 18), a good marriage (26:3), happiness (26:4), joy in their children 
(25:7c), and a good and lasting name (37:26; 39: 11). 

Study the generations long past and understand: 
has anyone hoped in the Lord and been disappointed? 

Has anyone persevered in his fear and been forsaken? 
has anyone called upon him and been rebuffed? (2: I 0) 

The obvious answer to these rhetorical questions is a resounding yes! And 
Ben Sira, as a keen observer of the disconcerting facts of life, knew it; he was 
painfully aware of the theological anomaly that the wicked often are prosper
ous and apparently happy right up to the time of their death. But, Ben Sira 
assures us, disaster awaits the sinner, though it may be delayed to the last 
hours of life: 

Say not, "I am self-sufficient. 
What harm can come to me now?" 

It is easy for the Lord on the day of death 
to repay a person according to his conduct. 

Brief affiiction brings forgetfulness of past delights; 
the last of a person tells his tale. 

Call no one happy before his death, 
for by how he ends, a person is known (11:24, 26, 27-28). 

After death, one of the ways a person lives on is in his children. A virtuous 
parent can approach death with serenity: 

At the father's death, he will not seem dead, 
since he leaves after him one like himself, 

Whom he looks upon through life with joy, 
and even in death, without regret (30:4-5). 
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But for a wicked parent death is grim, for he can expect only reviling from his 
children: 

Children curse their wicked father, 
for they are in disgrace because of him. 

Woe to you, 0 wicked people, 
who forsake the law of the Most High. 

If you have children, mischief will be theirs; 
and if you become a father, it will only be for groaning. 

When you stumble, there is lasting joy; 
and when you die, you become a curse (41:7-9). 

The only other way a person survives death is in his good (or bad) name: 

The human body is a fleeting thing, 
but a virtuous name will never be annihilated. 

Have respect for your name, for it will stand by you 
more than thousands of precious treasures; 

The good things of life last a number of days, 
but a good name, for days without number (41:11-13). 

The possibility of rewards or punishments in some sort of afterlife receives 
no mention at all in the original Hebrew text of Ben Sira. 1• But the Greek 
translation does make definite allusions to retribution in the hereafter;" see, 
for example, 7:17b and 48:1 lb (cf. NOTE). This fact is not surprising, for Ben 
Sira's grandson made the translation of GI (see Part VIII) in Alexandria after 
the publication of the Book of Daniel, in which a blessed resurrection is 
assured to the faithful (Dan 12: l-2a), whereas apostate Jews "will become 
everlasting objects of contempt and abhorrence" (Dan 12:2b, AB). 16 Gii has 
even more allusions to retribution in the world to come; see, for example, 
2:9c; 16:22c (cf. NOTE on 16:22b); 19:19. The Syriac contains explicit refer
ences to "eternal life" (1:12b, 20; 3:lb, see COMMENT; 48:1 lb, cf. NOTE), 
which is the reward of the righteous who will wear an eternal crown and 
share the lot of the holy ones, i.e., the angels (1 :24 in Syriac only); these 
statements, however, are all interpolations by Ebionite and orthodox Chris
tian scribes (see Part VIII, 3c). The Old Latin, a Christian translation, adds 
its own glosses on a blessed (or damned) immortality. After 18:22b, for exam
ple, it adds: "for God's reward remains forever." Instead of "that end in the 

"F. Saracino ("Risurrezione in Ben Sira?," Hen 4 [1982): 185-203) thinks he has found 
evidence for a belief in resurrection in Sir 46:12 and 49:10 as well as in 48:11, 13. As should be 
obvious from the discussion thus far, I do not agree with his findings; see NOTES and COMMENT 
on these verses. 

" Cf. M. Fang Che-Yong, Quaestiones theologicae selectae libri Sira ex comparatione textus 
graeci et hebraici ortae, pp. 37-54. 

1
' Cf. L. F. Hartman and A. A. Di Lella, The Book of Daniel (AB 23, 1978), pp. 307-10. 
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depths of the netherworld" in 21: IOb, it has: "and their end is hell and 
darkness and punishment." After 24:22b, it adds: "those who explain me 
[wisdom] shall possess eternal life." It adds a whole bicolon after 27:8: "And 
it uustice] will protect you forever, and on the day of reckoning you will find 
a strong foundation." 

5. Prayer, Temple Worship, and Personal Morality 

Our book contains many prayers of Ben Sira, the principal ones being the 
hymns of praise in 39: 12-35 and 42: 15-43:33; and the prayers of petition in 
22:27-23:6 and 36:1-22. The splendid prayer in 51:1-12 combines both praise 
and petition. Prayer is the language of a dynamic faith in God; it is spoken 
correctly only by those who fear God because they have a personal relation
ship with him by their faith, hope, and confidence, and by their love for him. 

Ben Sira also speaks highly of the priesthood and of temple worship: 

With all your soul fear God, 
revere his priests. 

With all your strength love your Maker, 
neglect not his ministers. 

Honor God and respect the priest; 
give him his portion as you have been commanded: 

The flesh of sacrifices, contributions, 
his portion of victims, a levy on holy offerings (7:29-31). 

He waxes eloquent in his panegyric on Aaron (45:6-22), describing in minute 
detail his liturgical vestments and his priestly duties and rights. The glowing 
description of the High Priest Simeon II (50:1-21) officiating at the ceremo
nies for the Daily Whole-Offering suggests that Ben Sira attended the temple 
rituals regularly. He eulogizes David for his constant prayer (47:8a) and for 
making music an important part of the temple ritual (47:9-10). 

But prayer and temple sacrifice and worship with beautiful liturgy are 
worthless if one's personal morality is not what it should be, especially in the 
area of social justice: 

Tainted his gift who offers in sacrifice ill-gotten goods! 
Presents from the lawless do not win God's favor. 

The Most High approves not the gifts of the godless, 
nor for their many sacrifices does he forgive their sins (34:21-23). 

Israel's Law is essentially a moral law, for which there can be no substitute. 
Like the great prophets (Amos 5:21-25; Isa 1:10-20), who excoriated the 
practices of those who prayed earnestly and regularly and offered lavish sacri
fices but at the same time shamelessly exploited the defenseless, Ben Sira 
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states categorically that sacrifice itself is an abomination when offered by one 
who has violated the rights of the poor: 

Like one slaying a son in his father's presence 
is whoever offers sacrifice from the holdings of the poor. 

The bread of charity is life itself for the needy; 
whoever withholds it is a person of blood. 

He slays his neighbor who deprives him of his living; 
he sheds blood who denies the worker his wages (34:24-27). 

In contrast, observance of the moral law is the highest form of sacrifice and 
worship of God. 

To keep the Law is a great oblation, 
and whoever observes the commandments sacrifices a peace 

offering. 
In works of charity one offers fine flour, 

and when he gives alms he presents his sacrifice of praise. 
To refrain from evil pleases the Lord, 

and to avoid injustice is an atonement (35: 1-5). 

Although the offering of sacrifice is commanded in the Law, only "the just 
person's sacrifice is welcomed" (35:9a). The Lord does not accept the sacrifi
cial offerings or the contributions of those who are guilty of injustice: 

But offer no bribes; these he does not accept! 
Trust not in sacrifice of the fruits of extortion, 

For he is the God of justice, 
who knows no favorites (35:14-15). 

In sum, Ben Sira teaches that observance of the Law covers both personal 
morality, especially practical social action, and ceremonial ritual in the Tem
ple. Though Ben Sira clearly distinguished these two aspects of obedience, he 
was at pains to emphasize that social justice is the prerequisite for one who 
wishes to please the Lord in the Temple cult. For Ben Sira, concern for social 
justice is far more important and central to authentic religion than any pre
scribed ritual, no matter how colorful and emotionally satisfying it may be. 17 

6. Social Justice 

As should be clear from the discussion above, true religion can never be a 
matter of prayer and ceremonial ritual alone. Personal morality takes prece
dence over all else, for without it religious practices, even the most sublime, 

"Cf. J. G. Snaith, "Ben Sira's Supposed Love or Liturgy,'" VT 25 (1975): 167-74. 
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become sheer hypocrisy. The principal ethical concerns that Ben Sira speaks 
of are social justice and almsgiving. Of the former he writes: 

Give a hearing to the poor, 
and return his greeting with deference. 

Deliver the oppressed from his oppressors; 
Jet not right judgment be repugnant to you. 

To the fatherless be as a father, 
help the widows in their husbands' stead; 

Then God will call you a son of his, 
and he will be more tender to you than a mother (4:8-10). 

Ben Sira derived his teaching on social justice from the biblical tradition 18 he 
knew so well; cf., for example, Exod 22:22; Deut 24: 17-22; Lev 19:9-10; 
23:22; Job 29:11-16; 31:13-22; Prov 14:13; 28:27; Amos 5:10.::...15; Isa 1:17; 
Tob 1:3, 8. 

Since, as Jesus said, "The poor you will always have with you" (Matt 
26:11; Mark 14:7; John 12:8), Ben Sira insists that they be treated kindly and 
generously. For "charity [or Jove] covers a multitude of sins" (1 Pet 4:8; cf. 
Prov 10: 12b). 

As water quenches flaming fire, 
so alms atones for sins. 

The kindness a person has done crosses his path as he goes; 
when he falls, he finds a support (3:30-31). 

In caring for the needy and the oppressed, you must never delay or behave in 
a condescending or patronizing way, for such conduct is insulting and may 
anger them, with t.he result that they may curse you to your own ruin: 

The hungry do not aggrieve, 
nor ignore one who is downtrodden. 

Do not inflame the bile of the oppressed; 
delay not giving to the needy. 

A beggar's plea do not reject; 
avert not your glance from the downtrodden. 

From one in need tum not your eyes, 
give him no reason to curse you; 

For if in the ache of his bitterness he curse you, 
his Maker will hear his prayer ( 4:2-6). 

Cf. also 7:l0b; 29:8-13; and 35:3-4. At least from the time of the Book of 
Tobit, almsgiving was considered to be righteousness par excellence; cf. Tob 

"For a splendid study of this tradition, cf. H. E. von Waldow, "Social Responsibility and 
Social Structure in Early Israel," CBQ 32 ( 1970): 182-204. 
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I :3; 2: 10; 3:2; 14:9-11; Matt 6: 1-2. The duty of helping the needy is a recur
ring biblical injunction; cf., for example, Deut 15:7-11; 24:13; Prov 14:21; 
19: 17; 22:9; 28:27; Tob 4:7-11; 12:8-9. 

7. Attitude Toward Women 

Much of what Ben Sira writes about women appears offensive to the con
temporary Western reader. See the following texts (with COMMENT) that deal 
with woman as wife, mother, daughter, adulteress, or prostitute: 3:2-6; 7: 19, 
24-26; 9:1-9; 19:2-4; 22:3-5; 23:22-26; 25:1, 8, 13-26:18; 28:15; 33:20; 
36:26-31; 40:19, 23; 42:6, 9-14. It should be observed, at the outset, that Ben 
Sira was a typical oriental male who wrote his book in a patriarchal society 
and culture in which a woman had few rights as a free and independent 
human being and was subject to either her father or her husband. In ancient 
Israel, woman was considered man's chattel, whom he could dispose of for 
his own advantage (Gen 12:12-20; 19:8; 20:1-18; Judg 19:24-30). In the 
conclusion of one form of the Ten Commandments, the wife is listed with a 
man's property (Exod 20: 17). It was legal and moral for a man to sell his 
daughter as a slave, and she could not be freed (Exod 21 :7), as could a male 
slave, at the end of six years (Exod 21: 1-2). Such was the religiously legiti
mated social order in which Ben Sira lived. Accordingly, we can hardly 
expect that he would write things about women that would appeal to us who 
live in a Western (hence totally different) social order in which, for the most 
part, women are socially and politically equal with men, at least in law if not 
in fact. 

In a lengthy monograph, W. C. Trenchard tries to prove that "Ben Sira 
wrote about women as he did, because he was motivated by a personal, 
negative bias against them." 19 What one senses throughout this study, how
ever, is Trenchard's own negative bias against Ben Sira, which often affects 
his presentation and evaluation of the textual evidence. ' 0 This bias is a serious 
drawback in an otherwise significant contribution to scholarship. In the con
clusion of the book, Trenchard writes: "[Ben Sira] makes remarks about 
women that are among the most obscene and negative in ancient literature."" 
Apparently, Trenchard overlooked much of that ancient literature. For if he 
had consulted the interesting anthology of M. R. Lefkowitz and M. B. Fant, 
Women in Greece and Rome (1977), now supplemented with new material 

"W. C. Trenchard, Ben Sira's View of Women: A Literary Analysis (Brown Judaic Studies 8, 
1982), p. 7. 

" For critical reviews of the book, see A. A. Di Lella, CBQ 46 ( 1984): 332-34; and C. Meyers, 
BSOAS 47/2 (1984): 339-40. 

" Trenchard, Ben Sira 's View of Women, p. 172. 
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and retitled Women's Life in Greece and Rome, 22 he would have read really 
repulsive, hostile, and obscene remarks about women by ancient authors who 
make Ben Sira seem moderate by comparison. Three sample quotations from 
Women's Life will prove my point. (1) Semonides, On Women, sixth century 
e.c.: "Yes, this is the worst plague Zeus has made-women; if they seem to be 
some use to him who has them, it is to him especially that they prove a 
plague. The man who lives with a woman never goes through all his day in 
cheerfulness. . . . Just when a man most wishes to enjoy himself at home, 
. . . she finds a way of finding fault with him and lifts her crest for battle. 
. . . The very woman who seems most respectable is the one who turns out 
guilty of the worst atrocity" (p. 16). (2) Hipponax, sixth century e.c.: "The 
two best days in a woman's life are when someone marries her and when he 
carries her dead body to the grave" (p. 16). (3) Valerius Maximus, first cen
tury A.O.: "Egnatius Metellus [in Romulus' day] ... took a cudgel and beat 
his wife to death because she had drunk some wine. Not only did no one 
charge him with a crime, but no one even blamed him. . . . [Gaius Sulpicius 
Gallus, consul in 166 e.c.] divorced his wife because he had caught her 
outdoors with her head uncovered: a stiff penalty, but not without a certain 
logic. 'The law,' he said, 'prescribes for you my eyes alone to which you may 
prove your beauty. . . . If you, with needless provocation, invite the look of 
anyone else, you must be suspected of wrongdoing.' Quintus Antistius Vetus 
felt no differently when he divorced his wife because he had seen her in public 
having a private conversation with a common freedwoman. For, moved not 
by an actual crime but, so to speak, by the birth and nourishment of one, he 
punished her before the sin could be committed, so that he might prevent the 
deed's being done at all, rather than punish it afterwards. . . . And so, long 
ago, when the misdeeds of women were thus forestalled, their minds stayed 
far from wrongdoing" (p. 176). 

It is against the background of such sentiments that Ben Sira's negative 
comments about women are to be evaluated. True, his remarks are often 
misogynistic (e.g., 25:13-26) and at times downright gross (e.g., 42:14a); 
these are to be deplored. But in the patriarchal society in which he lived, such 
remarks would not have drawn any serious criticism, for women were viewed 
only in their sociologically validated and legitimated roles, i.e., in their rela
tionship to men, and never as autonomous individuals or the equals of men. 
Moreover, Ben Sira wrote his book only for the instruction and enlighten
ment of young men in a male-centered and male-dominated society; hence his 
vocabulary and grammar are masculine-oriented. It was not his intention to 
instruct women. When we take these factors into account, we can understand 
why Ben Sira speaks about women in the way he does, even though today we 
may disagree with much of what he says and how he says it. Unfortunately 

" Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, 1982. 
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and unfairly, however, Trenchard gives the impression that Ben Sira would 
have written differently about women if only he were less biased toward them 
and had more pleasant experiences with them. 23 Such an attitude toward Ben 
Sira is not only wrong but wrongheaded. 

For other studies of Ben Sira's comments about women, see J. W. Gaspar, 
Social Ideas in the Wisdom Literature of the Old Testament;2

' H. McKeating, 
"Jesus ben Sira's Attitude to Women";2

' K. E. Bailey, "Women in Ben Sirach 
and in the New Testament";2

' and M. Gilbert, "Ben Sira et la femme." 2
' 

"Trenchard dedicates his book "To Marilyn, whom Ben Sira should have known" (p. v). 
"The Catholic University Studies in Sacred Theology 2/8, pp. 57-62. 
"ExpTim 85 (1973-74): 85-87. 
"In R. A. Coughenour (ed.), For Me to live: Essays in Honor of James Leon Kelso, pp. 56-73. 
"RTL 7 (1976): 426-42. 
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Translation 

Notes and Commentary 





FOREWORD 

•Many notable truths have been given us through the Law, the 
Prophets, and the later authors; and for these the instruction and 
wisdom of Israel merit praise. 2Now, those who are familiar with these 
truths must not only themselves understand them; they must also, as 
lovers of wisdom, be able in speech and in writing to hdp those who 
are without them. 3And so my grandfather Jesus, who had devoted 
himself for a long time to the study of the Law, the Prophets, and the 
other books of our ancestors, and developed a thorough familiarity 
with them, was prompted to write something himself in the nature of 
instruction and wisdom. 4This he did so that those who love wisdom 
might, by acquainting themselves with what he too had written, make 
even greater progress, living in conformity with the Divine Law. 

5You therefore are now invited to read it in a spirit of attentive 
goodwill, with indulgence for any apparent failure on our part, despite 
earnest efforts, in the interpretation of particular passages. 6For what 
was said originally in Hebrew is not equally effective when translated 
into another language. 7That is true not only of this book; the Law 
itself, the Prophets, and the rest of the books differ no little when they 
are read in the original. 

81 arrived in Egypt in the thirty-eighth year of the reign of King 
Euergetes, and during my stay I came across the reproduction of• a 
good deal that is instructive. 91 therefore considered myself in duty 
bound to devote some diligence and industry to the translation of this 
book. 10Many sleepless hours of close application have I devoted in the 
interval to finishing the book for publication, for the benefit of those 
living abroad who wish to acquire wisdom and are disposed to live 
their lives according to the standards of the Law. 

'A less well-attested reading would yield simply "I had access to." 
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Comment 

The grandson's prologos (the Gr word from which the English word "pro
logue" is derived) resembles the classical historical prefaces written by He
rodotus, Thucydides, and Polybius, and the prefaces of works on various 
subjects written by authors of the Hellenistic period, such as Dioscorides 
Pedanius (De materia medica, 1.1), Hippocrates (De prisca medicina), Aris
teas (Ep. ad Phi/aerates, § 1), and Josephus (Against Apion, 1.1 §§ 1-3; 2.1 § l). 
This prologue may be compared also to the prologue to Luke's Gospel, l:l-4; 
cf. J. A. Fitzmyer, The Gospel according to Luke (I-XI) (AB 28A; Garden 
City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1981), pp. 287-90. Ben Sira's grandson wrote the 
prologue in carefully crafted prose, employing the grammar and syntax of 
literary koine Greek; he must have had a first-rate education in the rhetoric 
and literature of the period. Though the English translation given here has 
ten sentences, the grandson's Gr text has three fairly elegant periodic sen
tences; these three sentences correspond to the three paragraphs into which 
the English translation is divided. The quality of Greek in the prologue differs 
markedly from the kind of Greek the grandson uses in order to render accu
rately the Heb text of Ben Sira. The grandson usually translated quite liter
ally, even on occasion utilizing Semitisms; thus he preserved as much as 
possible of the sense and flavor of the original Hebrew. 

The Prologue, or Foreword, is found in all the great uncials and in most of 
the cursive MSS, including those of Gil. It is also present in Lat and most of 
the daughter translations of G. But it is missing in Codex 248, one of the 
most famous of the Gil MSS, and in a few other cursives, as well as the 
Ethiopic and Armenian, also daughter translations of G. Because Syr was 
translated from the Heb text, it, too, lacks the Prologue. 

To facilitate reference I numbered each of the English sentences. The Pro
logue may be divided, in terms of its contents, into three paragraphs (see 
above): (1) the reasons why Ben Sira composed his book; (2) an invitation for 
the reader to study the book with indulgence for any failure of the grandson 
to render the Heb original effectively; and (3) the grandson's autobiographical 
note about his arrival in Egypt and his hours of tedious labor to produce the 
translation of his grandfather's book. 

In no. l, the "many notable truths," lit., "many and great things," are what 
God in his love and mercy has vouchsafed to Israel "through the Law, the 
Prophets, and the later authors," i.e., through the Sacred Scriptures, which 
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are inspired by God. Here for the first time mention is made of the threefold 
division of the OT: the Law, Heb tord, the Prophets, Heb nebf"fm, and "the 
later authors," or "the other books of our ancestors" (no. 3), or "the rest of 
the books" (no. 7). The third division, referred to in a somewhat general way 
by the grandson, came to be known later as the Writings, Heb ketubfm. The 
Jews today still use these three divisions, calling the OT as a whole Tanak, an 
acronym formed from the initial Heb letter of the name for each division. 
This tripartite division is also found in Luke 24:44: " ... the Jaw of Moses 
and the prophets and the psalms ... "-the only explicit mention in the NT. 
The grandson uses the expression "later authors" (lit., "the others who fol
lowed after them") to imply that these wrote after the prophets. The "instruc
tion" (Gr paideia=Heb musar), or "discipline," is what enables one to pos
sess "wisdom" (Gr sophia=Heb ~okmd), which in the thought of Ben Sira 
means fear of the Lord which equals keeping the Law; cf. COMMENT on 1: 11-
30; 6:32-37; 1 S: l; 19:20; 21 :6; 23:27; 24:23-29. Because such "instruction" 
and "wisdom" (the two words occur together also in no. 3) have been given to 
the Jews through "the Law, the Prophets, and the later authors," Israel 
merits praise. Cf. Deut 4:6, 8. The grandson makes this remark for the benefit 
of his fellow Jews living in the Hellenized cities of Egypt. He says, in effect, 
that they can glory in their literary heritage as the Greeks do in theirs. Hence 
Jews need not feel culturally inferior to the Greeks. 

In no. 2, the expression "those who are familiar with these truths" (Gr tous 
anaginoskotas, lit., "the readers") refers to the learned, the scribes, who can 
read the Scriptures in the original languages; cf. Ezra 7:11 and Neh 8:1, 4. 
Such persons must themselves first understand these truths, and then, "as 
lovers of wisdom" (lit., "lovers of learning"), help others "in speech and in 
writing"-cf. Neh 8:8-12. The expression "those who are without them" 
refers to the laity, ·or those who cannot read the original Scriptures without 
help. The scribes instructed the people primarily "in speech," or orally. The 
phrase "in writing" is noteworthy; it refers to such works as The Wisdom of 
Ben Sira and others of a similar nature, e.g., the Book of Tobit and perhaps 
even noncanonical works such as the Sayings of AJ:iiqar, a popular Wisdom 
book at the time. In no. 3, the grandson states that his grandfather Jesus was 
such a scribe, "who had devoted himself for a long time to the study [lit., 
reading] of" the Sacred Scriptures. Because Jesus Ben Sira had become thor
oughly familiar with the Scriptures, he "was prompted to write something 
himself in the nature of instruction and wisdom" (the same phrase as in no. 1). 
He wrote in Hebrew for Palestinian Jews, "those who love wisdom" (lit., 
learning, cf. no. 2), so that they too "might . . . make even greater progress, 
living in conformity with the Divine Law" (no. 4)-the purpose of any read
ing and study of Scripture. Cf. 8:8-9; Prov 9:9-10. 

In no. S, the "you" are Jews in the Diaspora of Egypt where the grandson 
lived at the time he made his translation. He invites these Jews to read his 
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grandfather's book in Greek, begging "indulgence for any apparent failure" 
on his part to render "particular passages" of the Heb original with true 
fidelity. In no. 6, the grandson articulates the anguish of translators through
out history: how to render one language into another in an idiomatic and 
accurate way and to capture at least some of the elegance of the original. 
Translation of poetry, which his grandfather's book is, is even more difficult. 
"A translation is no translation ... unless it will give you the music of a 
poem along with the words of it" (John M. Synge, The Aran Islands [1907]). 
"It is impossible to translate poetry. Can you translate music?" (Voltaire, 
Letter to Mme. Deffaud, May 19, 1754). It is interesting that the grandson, 
who composed this Prologue sometime after 117 B.c., criticizes freely not 
only his own translation but also the LXX, most of which had already been 
translated (no. 7). Later the LXX acquired a quasi-canonical status, which 
would have precluded such frank criticism by a pious Jew. 

The grandson migrated to Egypt, presumably from Palestine, "in the 
thirty-eighth year of the reign of King Euergetes" (no. 8), i.e., Ptolemy VII 
Physkon Euergetes II (170-164 and 146-117 B.C.); hence in 132 B.c. Cf. 
INTRODUCTION, Part II. U. Wilcken has argued on the basis of certain papyri 
(Archiv fiir Papyrusforschung 3 [1906] 321-22) that the peculiar use of the 
preposition epi in Egyptian koine Greek before the name of a king (i.e., 
Euergetes) and the giving of the exact date (i.e., the thirty-eighth year) indi
cate that the king is no longer alive. Thus the grandson wrote this Prologue 
and published his translation after the death of Euergetes II in 117 B.C. But as 
Smend (p. 3) has remarked, this argument alone is hardly convincing. Indeed, 
one need only mention that epi is used before the name of the reigning King 
Darius in Hag 1:1, 15; 2:10; and Zech 1:1, 7; 7:1. However, Smend further 
notes (pp. 3-4) that an argument can be made for a date after 117 B.C. on the 
basis of the Gr participle synchronisas (here translated "during my stay"), lit., 
"while I was there at the same time (as he was king)," i.e., while I was there 
for the rest of his reign. Thus the Prologue was written after the death of 
Euergetes II in 117 B.c. 

Some time between 132 and 117 B.C. the grandson "came across the repro
duction [Gr aphomoion; cf. NOTE"] of a good deal that is instructive" (no. 8). 
The less well-attested reading, aphormen (found in a few minuscule MSS), 
here translated "(I had) access to," is easier to interpret: the grandson learned 
a good deal from the Jewish community in Alexandria where he lived. Smend 
(p. 4) prefers this reading, as do Box-Oesterley (p. 317) and Duesberg-Fran
sen (p. 92). The weight of manuscript evidence, however, favors the reading 
aphomoion, "the reproduction," which probably refers to written copies (cf. 
Lat libros relictos, "books left behind") of the teachings of the scribes of the 
Jewish community in Egypt. These writings were instructive for the grandson 
who studied them and may have motivated him "to devote some diligence 
and industry to the translation of [his grandfather's] book" (no. 9). He de-
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voted "many sleepless hours of close application in the interval" to 
translating the book and readying it for publication (no. 10). The reference to 
"the interval" is to the years 132-117 (cf. no. 8 above). Thus the translation 
was made between 132-117, and the Prologue was written just before publica
tion of the book in Greek sometime after 117 B.c. The grandson did his work 
"for the benefit of those living abroad [i.e., in the Dispersion or Diaspora] 
who wish to acquire wisdom [lit., to love learning, cf. nos. 2 and 4] and are 
disposed to live their lives according to the standards of the Law" (no. 10). 
The Law is mentioned in the opening and closing sentences of the Prologue, 
thus forming an inclusio (an inclusion). The Law was the cornerstone of 
Jewish religious life and worship and was a central concern not only of the 
grandson but also of Ben Sira himself, as the book makes abundantly clear. 



PART I (1:1-4:10) 

1. Introduction: The Origin of Wisdom 
(1: 1-10) 

1 1 All wisdom is from the Lord, 
and with him it remains forever. 

2 The sand of the seashores, the drops of rain, 
the days of eternity: who can number these? 

3 Heaven's height, earth's breadth, 
the depths of the abyss: who can fathom these? 

4 Before all things else wisdom was created; 
and prudent understanding, from eternity." 

6 To whom has wisdom's root been revealed? 
Who knows her subtleties?b 

s There is but one, wise and truly awe-inspiring, 
seated upon his throne: the Lord. 

9 He it is who fashioned her, has seen her and taken note 
of her; 

he has poured her forth upon all his works, 
10 Upon every living thing according to his bounty; 

he has lavished her upon his friends.' 

G 

"5 The wellspring of wisdom is the word of God in the heights, GII 

and its runlets are the ageless commandments. 

b 7 An understanding of wisdom-to whom has this been GII 

disclosed; 
her resourcefulness, who has known? 

c !Ocd Love of the Lord is ennobling wisdom; GII 

to those to whom he appears he apportions it, that they 
may see him. 
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Notes 

1 3. depths of the abyss, with Lat, Copt, Eth; "the great ocean," Syr. Most wit-
nesses have "the abyss and wisdom." Cf. 24:5. · 

6. her subtleties, Heb ma'aromeha; cf. 42:16; 51:19 in llQPs•. 
7. A variant on 1 :6; it supposes Heb sekel rather than sores as the first word. 
10. lavished supposes Heb wayyaspfqeha; in 15:18 and 39:33, spq=spq. For his 

friends (cf. Judg 5:31; Ps 145:20) a few Gr MSS and Syr read "those who fear him." 
The latter reading would lead in to the next section (1:11-30); "friends" was seem
ingly in the Gr when !Ocd was composed. Cf. 2:15-16. 

Comment 

The first major division of the book (chaps. 1-23) has a total of four parts, 
as does the second major division (chaps. 24-50). After the introduction to 
the book (1:1-10), there follows a lengthy poem in praise of wisdom (1:11-
30). The second division will open in the same way (24: 1-33). 

The general theme of Part I ( 1: 1-4: to) is wisdom as fear of the Lord in its 
various manifestations: trust and a lively hope in the Lord; patience in suffer
ing and adversity; reverence and respect for parents; humility in one's atti
tudes and conduct toward others; docility, almsgiving, and concern for the 
disadvantaged. 

The opening poem (1:1-to), which serves as Introduction to the book, has, 
in GI, two stanzas of equal length, 4+4 lines or bicola. Gii and Lat give 
three extra bicola, vv S, 7, and toed, which are clearly intrusive and second
ary, for none of the three is present in Syr. V S is related to v 4 and anticipates 
24:23-33; v 7 merely repeats the ideas of v 6. The gloss in v toed, which 
begins with the words "Love of the Lord" [Gr agapesis kyriou], was occa
sioned by the final words of v tob, "upon his friends" [Gr tois agap6sin au ton, 
lit., "on those who love him"]. The use of Gr pasa, "all," in v la and pases, 
"all, every," in v toa forms an inclusio, a commonly employed rhetorical 
device. Another inclusio can be seen in Gr met' autou, "with him," in v lb, 
and meta pases sarkos, "with every living thing," in v toa. 

The theme of the poem, derived from Prov 8:22-31, can be stated simply: 
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all wisdom has its origin in God (v l) and is given as a gift to those whom 
God chooses (vv 9-10). V l can be considered the topic sentence of the whole 
book. In vv l, 4, and 8, God is declared to be the source and seat of wisdom 
from eternity; cf. Prov 2:6; 8:22-23, 30; Job 12:13; Wis 7:26--27; 9:4, 6; John 
1: 1-2; Jas l :5, 17. For the expression "the sand of the seashores" (v 2a), cf. 
Gen 32:13; l Sam 13:5; Ps 78:27. The idea of numbering [Gr exarithmese1] 
"the drops of rain" (v 2a) may be derived from the LXX of Job 36:27: "The 
drops of rain are numbered by [God]." "Days of eternity" (v 2b; also in 
18:10), in Heb yeme 'oliim (Isa 63:9), only the Lord can number; in v 9a, 
"[The Lord] . . . has . . . taken note of [Gr exerithmesen, lit., numbered, 
or counted] her [wisdom]." 

The words of v 3 are an echo of LXX Job 38: 16, 18; cf. also Ps 102(103): 11 
(LXX); Hab 1:6; Dan 12:2 (LXX); Wis 9:16; Sir 16:18; 24:5-6. The verb and 
idea in v 3b, "Who can fathom [Gr exichniasei, lit., trace out] them," are 
taken up by Paul in Rom 11 :33, "How untraceable [Gr anexichniasto1] are his 
ways!" Wisdom was created before all other creatures (v 4). In the thought of 
Ben Sira, wisdom is identified with the Law of Moses; cf. 1 :26--27; 15: 1; 21: 11; 
24:23; 34:8. The same idea was held by the rabbis. In the Midrash Bereshith 
Rabba, 8, a comment on Gen 1:26 states: "According to R. Simeon ben 
Laqish, the Torah was in existence 2,000 years before the creation of the 
world" (cited in Box-Oesterley, p. 318). Gr synesis (v 4b), "understanding," 
in Job 28:20 (LXX) equals Heb bfna, a synonym for wisdom, Gr sophia (v 
4a), Heb }Jokmti. In v 4, there is a chiastic a:b::b':a' pattern-before all things: 
wisdom::understanding.from eternity. 

In v 5 of Gil, a gloss on v 4 (cf. above), the phrase "the wellspring of 
wisdom" is found also in Bar 3:12; cf. Jer 2:13. "The word of God," Gr logos 
theou, occurs in John 1: 1-2. The phrase "ageless [Gr aionioi, lit., eternal] 
commandments," reflects the idea of R. Simeon ben Laqish quoted above. 
Hart (p. 285) observes that v 5 is a Pharisaic doublet of v 4. 

In v 6b, "subtleties, secrets," Gr panourgeumata, occurs only one other 
time in the book, 42:18, for which the Heb is extant, ma'arummfm (MS Band 
M); cf. also 51: 19d ( 11 QPs•). The questions in v 6, resuming the questions of 
vv 2-3, emphasize the nature of wisdom as impenetrable to human beings. In 
answer to these questions, v 8 declares that the Lord alone possesses wisdom. 

In v 7 (Gil), a doublet of v 6 (cf. above), Gr polypeiria, "resourcefulness, 
great experience," occurs only one other time in the book, 25:6, and once 
more in the rest of the Gr OT, Wis 8:8. It is noteworthy that the Gr words 
sophia, panourgeumata, and episteme ("understanding") in cola 6a, b, and 7a, 
respectively, occur in exactly that order in Jdt 11:8, which is also the only 
other place in the Gr OT, except for Sir 1 :6 and 42: 18, where panourgeumata 
occurs. 

The idea ofv 8 is taken up again in 43:29. Pss 9:5; 47:9; and Isa 6:1 provide 
the image of the Lord "seated upon his throne." The purpose of v 8 is to 
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answer the questions asked in vv 2, 3, and 6, and to state unambiguously that 
God is the transcendent and sovereign Lord of all creation, who alone pos
sesses wisdom in and of himself and in a full and perfect way. Though the 
Lord is "truly awe-inspiring" [Gr phoberos sphodra, lit., greatly to be feared], 
he created wisdom in order to pour "her forth upon all his works, upon every 
living thing according to his bounty" (vv 9b, lOa). But "the beginning of 
wisdom is the fear of the Lord; it is formed with the faithful in the womb" (v 
14; cf. comment below). Ben Sira insists here and elsewhere that wisdom is an 
attribute of God, a quality of the universe which he created, and his free gift 
to men and women (v 10). Though wisdom is sometimes personified in the 
OT (Prov 8: 1-36; 9: 1-6, 11; Sir 24: 1-34), she is nonetheless a mere creature; 
and regardless of her grandeur and excellence she is never to be identified 
with God himself. 

The thought and vocabulary of v 9a, "He it is who fashioned her, has seen 
her and taken note of [lit., numbered) her," Gr autos ektisen auten kai eiden 
kai exerithmesen auten, are derived from LXX Job 28:26--27, hote epoiesen 
houtos idon erithmese, "When [God) made [the weight of the winds and the 
measures of the water], he saw and numbered them." The idea of v 9b is 
taken from Joel 3:1-2; cf. Acts 2:17-18. 

In v lOa, "every living thing" [Gr pases sarkos, lit., all flesh] includes not 
only the Jews but also the Gentiles; cf. Prov 8: 15-16. The phrase "according 
to his bounty," or gift, Gr kata ten dosin autou is found also in 35:12a, for 
which MS B'" has the corresponding Heb kemattenato. The point of vv 9b 
and lOa is that God pours out wisdom on all creation but especially on 
human beings, including Gentiles, because he is generous in giving. The point 
of v !Ob is that God "has lavished" [Gr echoregesen, lit., has equipped or 
furnished abundantly] wisdom "upon his friends" [Gr agaposin auton, lit., 
those who love him], i.e., he has granted wisdom in greater measure to the 
faithful Jews who observe the Law; cf. 24:7-12; Deut 6:5; 10:12. The four 
cursive MSS of the /-group (a subgroup of the so-called Lucianic recension) 
and Syr read phoboumenois, "those who fear [him]," instead of agaposin; 
Smend (p. 9) and Duesberg-Fransen (p. 94) prefer the former reading, but the 
latter is better (cf. NOTE). 

The gloss in v 10 is found in some MSS of Gii (but not in 248, the principal 
witness of the L-group) and in Lat (but as vv 14-15a). 

For a detailed study of this Wisdom poem, cf. J. Marbock, Weisheit im 
Wandel: Untersuchungen zur Weisheitstheologie bei Ben Sira, pp. 17-34. 



2. Fear of the Lord Is Wisdom for Humankind 
(1:11-30) 

11 Fear of the Lord is glory and exultation, G 

gladness and a festive crown. 
12 Fear of the Lord rejoices the heart, 

giving gladness and joy and length of days.• 
13 He who fears the Lord will have a happy end; 

even on the day of his death he will be blessed. 

14 The beginning of wisdom is the fear of the Lord; 
it is formed with the faithful in the womb. 

15 With the godly she was created from of old; 
with their descendants her beneficence is constant. 

16 Fullness of wisdom is fear of the Lord; 
she inebriates them with her fruits. 

17 Her whole house she fills with choice foods, 
her granaries with her harvest. 

18 Wisdom's garland is fear of the Lord, 
with blossoms of peace and perfect health. b 

19b Knowledge and full understanding she showers down; 
c she heightens the glory of those who possess her. 

20 The root of wisdom is fear of the Lord; 
her branches are length of days. 

• 12cd Fear of the Lord is the Lord's gift; 
also for love he makes firm paths. 

b 18cd Both are gifts of God toward peace; 
splendor opens out for those who love him. 

Gii 

Gii 
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21 The fear of the Lord keeps sin far off; on 
it stays with one and turns back all [God's] wrath. 

22 No one can justify unjust anger; G 

anger plunges a person to his downfall. 
23 For a time the patient person stays calm, 

and then gladness comes back to him. 
24 For a time he holds back his words, 

then the lips of many tell of his understanding. 

25 Among wisdom's treasures is the model for knowledge; 
but to the sinner fear of the Lord is an abomination. 

26 If you desire wisdom, keep the commandments, 
and the Lord will bestow her upon you. 

21 Fear of the Lord is wisdom and discipline; 
trust and humility are his delight. 

2s Be not faithless to the fear of the Lord, 
nor approach it with duplicity of heart. 

29 Play not the hypocrite before others; 
over your lips keep watch. 

30 Exalt not yourself lest you fall 
and bring upon you dishonor; 

For then the Lord will reveal your secrets 
and in the midst of the assembly he will cast you 

down, 
Because you approached the fear of the Lord 

with your heart full of guile. 
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Notes 

15. godly supposes the Heb phrase 'anse ~esed; cf. 44:10-11. G's theme/ion read 
Heb yes6d for ~esed, and its enosseusen supposes Heb qnn for qnh or tqn. For the 
interplay of ~esed and 'emet in vv 14-15, cf. Syr. 

17. A revision in some Gr MSS reads: "Their whole house. . . . " "Her . . . " is 
the more common reading, supported by Lat and Syr. 

l B. Between v 18 and v 2B, Syr has the equivalent of fourteen lines; it seems to have 
improvised to fill a gap. 

!Bed. Both are probably "fear of the Lord" and "love" from 12cd; i.e., !Bed builds 
on 12cd, while drawing on vv 12 and IB. 

l 9a. G = 9b repeated out of place. 
19-20. 2Q 18 has a small fragment with a few letters from the ends of these two 

verses; from the bottom of a column, it points to a format with columns eighteen lines 
in length, with a complete bicolon making up each line. By whatever coincidence, this 
is exactly the format observed throughout the pages of Cairo MS B. Cf. 6:20-31. 

21. Though this verse is preserved only in G II, the structure of this part of Sirach 
requires at this point a line complementary to v 20; cf. vv 14-15, 16--17, 18-19, and 
now 20-21. 

29. before other.>="in the sight of men," with hexaplaric MSS, Lat, Syr. G has "in 
the mouths of men": stomasin for ommasin? 

30. G has "Because you did not approach ... "; the negative was put in as a gloss 
when the line in its Gr form came to be misunderstood; cf. Lat and Syr. 

Comment 

Following the Introduction (1:1-10), this opening poem (1:11-30) contains 
twenty-two lines or bicola, the number of letters in the Hebrew alphabet; it 
forms an inclusio with 51: 13-30, the closing poem, a twenty-three-line al
phabetic acrostic. See INTRODUCTION, Part IX, 4. The present poem is di
vided into two parts, each with eleven lines. The second part begins in v 22a 
with Gr ou, Heb 16~ the letter lamed being the start of the second half of the 
Heb alphabet. Gil has intrusive material in vv 12cd and 18cd (cf. NOTE), 
which could scarcely have been part of the original poem. Gii, however, also 
has v 21; though the v is missing in GI, it is necessary for the rhetorical 
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structure of the poem (cf. NOTE). The poem has nine stanzas, five in the first 
half and four in the second, with the following arrangement: 3 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 
and 3 + 3 + 3 + 2, for a total of twenty-two lines. 

The purpose of the poem is to provide the identification of "wisdom," as 
Ben Sira understands the concept, with "the fear of the Lord." The two 
concepts are interwoven throughout the poem, especially in vv 25-27. Thus 
the poem is programmatic for an understanding of The Wisdom of Ben Sira. 

The first half of the poem opens with a three-line stanza, vv 11-13, the 
topic of which is "fear of the Lord," an expression that occurs in each of the 
lines. Fear of the Lord is the source of the best things that life can offer. "Fear 
of the Lord" also recurs in vv 14a, 16a, 18a, and 20a, the first colon, respec
tively, of each of the following four stanzas. Moreover, at the beginning of 
these same four cola there occur four phrases arranged in a deliberate 
a:b::b':a' pattern-beginning of wisdom.fullness of wisdom::garland of wis
dom:root of wisdom. 

The second half of the poem, vv 22-30, contains moral advice and exhorta
tion to practice certain virtues that are needed by the wise and to avoid the 
vices that are incompatible with "the fear of the Lord." 

The poem begins (v I la) and ends (v 30e) with "the fear of the Lord," thus 
forming a literary inclusio. It is probably not a coincidence that the expres
sion "the fear of the Lord," or its equivalent, occurs a total of twelve times in 
the poem, twelve being a sacred and significant number in the Bible (twelve 
tribes of Israel, twelve months in a year). 

Fear of the Lord is an essential component of faith; cf. Deut 4:9-10; 8:5-6; 
10:12; 2 Chr 19:7; 26:5; Prov 1:7; 9:10; Job 28:28; Ps 111:10. It is not surpris
ing, then, that fear of the Lord is a central theme in the teaching of Ben Sira; 
cf. INTRODUCTION, Part X, 1. "Fear of the Lord is glory and exultation, 
gladness and a festive crown;' (v 11); it is the beginning (v 14a), fullness (v 
16a), garland or crown (v 18a), and root (v 20a) of wisdom. "Fear of the Lord 
is wisdom and discipline" (v 27a). The one who fears the Lord will have a 
glad heart and length of days (v 12), and a happy and blessed end (v 13). 

"Fear of the Lord is glory [Gr doxa] and exultation [Gr kauchema], glad
ness [Gr euphrosyne] and a festive crown [Gr stephanos agalliamatos]" (v 11). 
Two of these Gr expressions are also found in a long poem of exhortation to 
strive for wisdom (6:18-37): doxa (MS A kiibOd) and stephanos agalliamatos 
(MS A 'aferet tip'eret) (6:31). Euphrosyne connotes a good mental and moral 
state, a sense of serenity and happiness, resulting from an upright and virtu
ous life. The Gr word occurs also in vv 12b, 23b; 2:9b; 6:28b; 9:10d; 15:6a; 
30:16b, 22a; 31:27d, 28a, Jib; 35:1 lb; 37:4a. 

"Fear of the Lord rejoices the heart," Gr terpsei kardian (v 12a). The same 
Gr words are found in the LXX of Prov 27:9, "The heart rejoices [Gr terpetai 
kardia] in ointments and wines and perfumes." For "length of days" in v 12b 
Syr has "eternal life," a later concept introduced under Christian influence; it 
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is at variance with the original thought of Ben Sira, who, in keeping with the 
older Deuteronomic theory of retribution only in this life, did not accept the 
doctrine of rewards and punishments in the afterlife; see INTRODUCTION, 
Part X, 4. Cf. A. A. Di Lella, "Conservative and Progressive Theology: 
Sirach and Wisdom," CBQ 28 (1966): 143-46. In vv 12b and 20b, the idea of 
"length of days," Gr makroemereusin, as a reward for fidelity to the Lord is 
derived from Deut 6:2, which states that the Israelites are to fear Yahweh 
their God and to keep all his statutes and commandments all their lives so 
that their "days may be lengthened" [LXX uses the verb makroemereuein]. 
Cf. v 20b; 3:6a; 30:22b; Exod 20:12; Deut 5:16; Ps 21:5; Prov 3:2, 16; 4:10; 
10:27, 30. 

The intrusive bicolon v 12cd, found only in the 0-recension and four other 
cursives, explains that fear of the Lord is a gift [Gr dosis] from the Lord just 
as wisdom is said to be in v lOa. The mention of "love" in v l 2d, Gr agapesis, 
connects this gloss with the doublet in v 10, in colon c of which "love" also 
occurs. 

Inv 13b, Codex Band the/- and b-group of MSS read heuresei charin, "he 
will find grace," in place of eulogethesetai, "he will be blessed." The former 
reading is apparently due to Christian influence (so Box-Oesterley, p. 319). 
Even though Ben Sira did not believe in the afterlife, he could rightly affirm 
in v 13 that the person who fears the Lord will be blessed even on the day of 
death because his earthly life had been blessed by the Lord (vv 11-12) and 
others after him will consider him to have been blessed. Cf. l Chr 29:28: 
"[David] died at a ripe old age, rich in years and wealth and glory." 

Spicq (p. 565) writes that vv 11-13 emphasize two essential yet diverse 
aspects of Judaism: (1) the intimate connection of moral behavior and reli
gion, i.e., virtue is the fruit of fear of the Lord; and (2) the utilitarian motiva
tion of this moral behavior, i.e., virtue brings with it its own immediate 
recompense. Accordingly, it is to one's advantage to acquire wisdom. The 
wise work for their own good, while sinners are fools who do not understand 
even their own interests. Cf. 3:14-15, 25-28, 31; 16:14; 17:22-23. 

The Gr word arche, Heb ro's or telJilld (as in Prov 9:10), "the beginning," 
has three meanings: (l) point of departure or starting point, as in 15:14; (2) 
the most important part of the thing, as in 29:21 and 39:26; and (3) the best 
part or essence of a thing, as in 11 :3. In v 14a, all three meanings are present; 
cf. Prov l :7; 9: 10; Ps 111: 10. In v 14b, Ben Sira implies that wisdom is like an 
infused gift which together with the gift of life is given to the faithful in the 
womb (cf. Spicq, p. 566). Prov 8:31 is the background of the textually difficult 
v 15 (cf. NOTE and Smend, p. 11); cf. also 4:16; 24:9. 

The idea of fullness in v l 6a is taken up again in 2: l 6b; cf. Job 28:28. In v 
16b, wisdom "inebriates" or intoxicates, Gr methyskei, the godly with her 
fruits; in 32: l3b, God is said to intoxicate the faithful with his good things. 
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For the "fruits" of wisdom, cf. Prov S: 19; 11:30. In v 17, the concept of 
wisdom's house and food is derived from Prov 9:1-6. 

The word "crown" or "garland," Gr stephanos, in v !Sa occurs also in 
other wisdom texts; cf. 25:6 and Prov 17:6 (crown of old men); Prov 12:4 
(crown of a husband); 16:31 (crown of glory). In v I Sb and in the rest of the 
Bible, Gr eirene, Heb siilom, means much more than our English word 
"peace." The word siilom includes the ideas of well-being, prosperity, seren
ity, proper vertical and horizontal relationships, tranquillity, safety, content
ment, and satisfaction. The connection between fear of the Lord and health 
may be seen also in 34:17-20 and Prov 3:7-S. The 0-recension and Lat give 
the gloss in v 18cd (cf. NOTE) after !Sb; but the L-recension gives v !Sc 
before v I Sa, and v 1 Sd after v I Sb. 

The 0-recension plus three other Gr MSS and some Lat MSS and Sahidic 
correctly omit v 19a, which merely repeats v 9b. The blessings of fidelity in vv 
l 6b, 17, I Sb, l 9bc, 20b, and 21 are spelled out in even greater detail in Lev 
26:3-13 and Deut 28:1-14. Inv 20, as fear of the Lord is "the root," Gr riza, 
or inner essence of wisdom, so "her branches" produce the most precious 
fruit, viz., "length of days" (so Smend, p. 13). For this v, Syr has: "Her 
[wisdom's] roots are eternal life, and her flowers length of days." Cf. COM
MENT on v 12b. The image of wisdom as a tree occurs also in 24:13-14, 16-
17. Though absent in GI, v 21 is found in many Gr MSS: 0, L'-672-694-743, 
and 76S; it must be genuine, as was pointed out above. The mention of "all 
wrath" in v 21 b leads in to the second half of the poem, which begins with a 
bicolon on human anger (v 22); cf. Peters, p. 16. 

The evils and dangers of unjust anger (v 22) are often mentioned in the 
Wisdom literature; cf. 27:30; 2S:3-l l; Prov 10:18; 12:16; 14:29; 15:1, 18; 
16:32; 20:3; 29: 11: The one who is patient and remains calm is quickly re
stored to gladness (v 23); cf. vv 11, 12; Prov 19:2; 21:5; 25:15. Such a person 
also knows how to keep silent (v 24a); the result is that "many [Gr po/1011 tell 
of his understanding [Gr synesin autou]" (v 24b); the same three Gr words 
occur in a similar context in 39:9. Silence was highly valued also in Egyptian 
wisdom; cf. H. Duesberg, Les Scribes inspires: Introduction aux livres sapien
tiaux de la Bible, vol. I, pp. 113-19. 

"To the sinner fear of the Lord is an abomination" because he lacks wis
dom and knowledge (v 25); cf. Prov I :29-30. Gr theosebeia is the word in v 
25b for "fear of the Lord." The word is very rare, occurring only once in The 
Wisdom of Ben Sira and three other times in the rest of the canonical Gr OT: 
in Gen 20: 11, theosebeia translates Heb yir'at 'elohfm, "fear of God"; in Job 
2S:28, yir'at 'iidonay, "fear of the Lord"; in Bar 5:4, no Hebrew is extant. In 
vv 25-27, Ben Sira refers to his great equation: fear of the Lord=wisdom= 
gift of the Lord= discipline= keeping the commandments. "Love of the 
Lord" (v !Oc), which is another part of this great equation, is left out here, 
but is found in 2: I Sb. This equation in one form or another occurs elsewhere 
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in the book. V 26 "offers a good example of the combination of grace and 
free-will" (so Box-Oesterley, p. 321). Cf. 1:9b, 10: Jas 1:5. Inv 26b, the Gr 
verb choregesei, "will bestow" (lit., will furnish abundantly) also occurs in v 
10 (cf. COMMENT). In writing vv 25-27, Ben Sira must have been thinking of 
Prov 15:33, the MT of which is translated: "The fear of the LORD is training 
for wisdom, and humility [Heb 'anawa] goes before honors." In v 33a, the 
LXX has phobos kyriou paideia kai sophia, "fear of the Lord is discipline and 
wisdom," every word of which appears in a different order in the grandson's 
Greek of v 27a. In v 27b, Gr pistis, here translated "trust," also means faith, 
fidelity, firmness, unshakability, and constancy. The combination pistis and 
prautes, "humility" (v 27b), occurs also in 45:4, for which the Heb (MS B) is 
extant: 'emuna and 'anawd, respectively. Cf. 3: 17; 4:8; 10:28. 

In v 27b, "trust" and "humility" will each be the subject of a separate 
poem in chap. 2 and in 3: 17-24, respectively. The word pistis, "faith" (v 27b), 
leads in to the key idea of the next stanza, vv 28-30: "Be not faithless [Gr 
apeithes~s] to the fear of the Lord" (v 28a). In 28b, "duplicity of heart," Gr 
kardia disse, lit., double heart, is an idea taken from Ps 12:3: "Everyone 
speaks falsehood to his neighbor; with smooth lips they speak, and double 
heart" (Heb leb waleb, lit., heart and heart). In OT thought, the heart is the 
source of a person's interiority (intelligence and free will), and the tongue is 
the symbol of a person's external actions. Put differently, the heart is the root 
of choice, and the tongue is the expression of choice. Accordingly, heart and 
tongue are closely related, so that the expressions "evil heart" and "evil 
tongue" are similar in meaning. The same is true of "double heart" in v 28b, 
and "double tongue," Heb ba'al stayim, Gr diglossos, in 5:9(G), 14; 6: l; 
28: 13(G). For a good discussion of this point, cf. J. Hadot, Penchant mauvais 
et volonte fibre dans la sagesse de Ben Sira (L 'Ecclesiastique), pp. 177-92. 
Similar expressions are found in Jas 1 :8, aner dipsychos, "a double-minded 
man," and 4:8, dipsychoi, "double-minded ones." 

The thought of v 29 flows quite naturally from v 28. One ought not to play 
the hypocrite but be single-hearted and sincere and speak the truth. Cf. 32: 15. 
The maxim in v 30 is stated in various other ways in the Bible: cf. 10:15; Ezek 
17:24; Dan 4:34; Job 22:29; Prov 11:2; 16:18; 18:12; 29:23; Matt 18:4; 23:12; 
Luke 1:52-53; 14:11; 18:14. 

The poem ends with a stanza of two bicola (v 30c-f) in which Ben Sira 
speaks of the punishment in store for those who approach the fear of the Lord 
with a "heart full of guile." The "secrets" of v 30c are presumably the devious 
and evil machinations of the sinner's heart (v 30f). These secrets will be 
exposed and the sinner cast down "in the midst of the assembly," Gr 
synagi5ge, publicly. The ideas here have as their source Prov 5:12-14: 

. . Oh, why did I hate instruction, 
and my heart spurn reproof! 
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Why did I not listen to the voice of my teachers, 
nor to my instructors incline my ear! 

I have all but come to utter ruin, 
condemned by the public assembly! 

147 

With regard to the significance of the assembly in Ben Sira's day, cf. 4:7; 7:7; 
23:24; 41:18; 42:11. 

An inclusio can be seen in the verb "approach" in 28b, Gr proselth{s, and 
in 30e, proselthes, and also in the noun "heart" in v 28b and in v 30f. The Gr 
phrase pleres dolou, "full of guile," occurs again in 19:26. 



3. Trust in God 
(2:1-18) 

2 t My son, when you come to serve the Lord, 
prepare yourself for testing. 

2 Be sincere of heart and steadfast, 
undisturbed in time of affliction. 

3 Cling to him, forsake him not; 
thus will your future be great. 

4 Accept whatever befalls you, 
in periods of humiliation be patient; 

5 For in fire gold is tested, 
and those God favors, in the crucible of humiliation." 

6 Trust God and he will help you; 
make straight your ways and hope in him. 

7 You that fear the Lord, wait for his mercy, 
turn not away lest you fall. 

s You that fear the Lord, trust him, 
and your reward will not be lost. 

9 You that fear the Lord, hope for good things, 
for lasting joy and mercy.b 

10 Study the generations long past and understand: 
has anyone hoped in the Lord and been disappointed? 

Has anyone persevered in his fear and been forsaken? 
has anyone called upon him and been rebuffed? 

• Sc In sickness and in poverty be confident in him. 

b 9c Because his reward is an everlasting gift, with joy. 

G 

Gil 



2: 1-18 TRUST IN GOD 

11 Compassionate and merciful is the Lord; 
he forgives sins, he saves in time of trouble. 

12 Woe to craven hearts and drooping hands, 
to the sinner who treads a double path! 

13 Woe to the faint of heart who trust not, 
who therefore will have no shelter! 

14 Woe to you that have lost hope! 
what will you do at the Lord's visitation? 

1s Those who fear the Lord do not disobey his words; 
those who love him keep his ways. 

16 Those who fear the Lord seek to please him, 
those who love him are filled with his law. 

11 Those who fear the Lord prepare their hearts 
and humble themselves before him. 

18 Let us fall into the hands of the Lord 
and not into the hands of humans, 

For equal to his majesty is the mercy that he shows; 

149 

his works are in keeping with his name. s 

Notes 

2 I. testing supposes Gr peirasmon=Heb nissiiyon; cf. 4:17; 6:7. 
5. those God favors: G points to Heb 'anse rii~on as the original; cf. Prov 3:12; IQH 

11 :9 bene re~onekii. 
Sc. A variant on v 4b, in which place it is read by Syr; "sickness= Heb IJ!y; "peri

ods" in v 4b=Heb IJlp. 
9c. Expands 2:8-9. 
18. his works . . . his name, thus Syr; the Heb line would have been incomplete 

without such a colon. Similar expressions appear in 6: 17, 22. 
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Comment 

In MS 248, this poem has the title "On Patience." It has six three-line 
stanzas and a concluding couplet. V 5c is a doublet of v 4b (cf. NOTE), and v 
9c is a Christian gloss favoring the doctrine of the afterlife; see INTRODUC
TION, Part X, 4. 

In vv 1-6, Ben Sira warns his disciples about the adversity that the Lord 
allows as a test of whether or not fear of the Lord is genuine. The poem opens 
with the Gr word teknon, "my son." In the Wisdom literature, this is the 
usual form of address for one's disciples; cf., e.g., 3: 12, 17; 4: I; 6:32; 10:28; 
11:10; 14:11; 31:22; Prov 2:1; 3:1. Sometimes the plural form, "my children," 
is used: 3:1; 23:7; 39:13; 41:14; Prov 4:1. As v la, Syr reads: "My son, when 
you come to the fear of God, " a reading preferred by Smend (p. 18) and 
Duesberg-Fransen (p. 98); cf. 1:28, 30e. The idea of preparing oneself for 
testing even though one serves the Lord is part of the Deuteronomic theory of 
retribution that legitimated probationary suffering for the virtuous; cf. Judg 
2:22-3:6. For a good discussion of the Deuteronomic theory, cf. 0. S. Rankin, 
Israel's Wisdom Literature: Its Bearing on Theology and the History of Reli
gion, pp. 77-80; for the application of this theory in The Wisdom of Ben Sira, 
cf. A. A. Di Lella, CBQ 28 (1966): 143-46. 

In v l, the idea of testing for the purpose of ascertaining how authentic a 
person's faith and practices may be is also found in 4: l 7b; 6:7a; 44:20d; cf. 
also Jas 1:2-4, 12; Matt 6:13; Luke 11:4. The rare Gr verb kartereson, "be 
steadfast or patient" (v 2a), also occurs in the LXX of Job 2:9; the only other 
occurrences in the canonical Gr OT are Sir l2:15b; Isa 42:14; and 2 Mace 
7:17. In the NT, the verb occurs only once, Heb 11:27. Inv 2b, the phrase "in 
time of affliction [or adversity, calamity]" simply means difficult or trouble
some days; cf. G of 5:8b. A similar phrase occurs in v l lb. Despite the trials 
of adversity, the wise are called to "cling to [the Lord]" (v 3a), Gr. kollethet1; 
an idea taken from Deut 10:20, the LXX of which uses the same verb. For v 
3b, Syr has: "so that you may be wise in your ways." Cf. Prov 19:20b. 

For v 4b, Syr reads: "in disease and poverty be patient" (cf. NOTE on v 5c). 
The key to the first two stanzas of this poem (vv 1-6) is v 5, which is based on 
Prov 3:11-12. The phrase "those God favors" renders Gr anthropoi dektoi, 
lit., acceptable men. There is an a:b::b':a' chiastic arrangement in the princi
pal words of this v: in fire:gold::acceptab/e men:in the crucible. For similar 
ideas, cf. Isa 48:10; Zech 13:9; Mal 3:3; Prov 17:3; 27:21; Ps 66:10; Wis 3:6; 
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Jas 1: 12; 1 Pet 1 :7. That God helps those who trust in him (Gr pisteuson autQ) 
is clearly stated also in Pss 40: 18; 46:2. Trust and hope (v 6) are two essential 
elements of biblical faith; cf. Pss 37:3; 71:5-6; Prov 3:5-6. An important 
variant in v 6b is found in the 0-group of MSS and in Syr, which read: "hope 
in him, and he will make straight your ways." 

In the next stanza (vv 7-9), each bicolon opens with the words "You that 
fear the Lord," followed by an imperative. In Jdt 8:17, Judith speaks to her 
fellow Israelites about "waiting for" (Gr anamenein, the same verb used in v 
7a) salvation from God. In adversity, one must be patient and wait for God's 
mercy; if one becomes impatient and turns away, one falls or sins (v 7). The 
mots crochets or catchwords "trust" and "hope," in vv Sa and 9a, respec
tively, connect this stanza with the preceding (vv 4-6), in the last bicolon of 
which the same two verbs appear. For v 8b, Syr reads: "and he will not hold 
back your wages"; cf. Lev 19:13; Tob 4:14. Inv 9b, the "lasting joy" is not the 
blessedness of the afterlife (cf. COMMENT on l: 12b) but rather the well-being 
of this life; the phrase is taken from Isa 35:10; 51:11; 61:7 (in Heb, sim~at 
'Oliim), where it has the same meaning. The word "mercy," Gr eleos, is found 
in the opening and closing cola (vv 7a and 9b) of the stanza, thus forming an 
inclusio. In place of "mercy" in v 9b, Syr has "salvation" (or "redemption"). 

The next stanza (vv 10-11) opens with a twofold imperative (v lOa); ques
tions follow in each of the next three cola (v !Obed); and the stanza concludes 
with a motive clause (v I lab). In the opening colon, Ben Sira appeals to the 
testimony of past generations, and the rhetorical questions he asks all demand 
the answer "No." The experience of the Ancestors and of the upright men 
and women of Israel's history bears eloquent witness to the truth that trust in 
the Lord will never be in vain. In v !Ob, the Gr verb enepisteusen, "has hoped 
in" (lit., has trusted in), and enemeinen in v lOc, "has persevered," are catch
words with pisteusate in v 8a, and anameinate in v 7a, thus connecting this 
stanza with the preceding; cf. COMMENT on vv 8a, 9a. The questions of v 10 
are based upon Pss 22:5-6 and 37:25. In fact, the second verb of v !Ob, 
kat~schynthe, "has been disappointed" (lit., has been put to shame), is the 
same word used in the LXX of Ps 22:6. The motive clause in v 11 begins with 
Gr dioti, the equivalent of Heb kf, "for, because" (which does not appear in 
the above translation). The reason why the faithful will never be put to shame 
or be forsaken or rebuffed is that the Lord is "compassionate and merciful"; 
cf. v 18cd; Exod 34:6; Pss 86:5, 15; 103:8; 130:3-4; 145:8; Joel 2:13; Job 4:6-7. 
The Lord also forgives sins and saves his people in distress; cf. Pss 37:39-40; 
103:3; 145:18-19. 

The first word of vv 12, 13, and 14 is the Gr particle ouai, "woe." Thus 
these three verses clearly form a stanza. Instead of "craven [or fearful] 
hearts," Gr kardiais deilais (v 12a), Syh and a few other ancient versions read 
"double hearts," kardiais dissais; cf. v 12b. For the idea of fearful hearts, cf. 
Deut 20:8; Judg 7:3. The whole stanza is concerned with those Jews who have 
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lost confidence and hope in the Lord and in the great promises made to Israel; 
cf. I Kgs 18:21; Isa 7:2, 9. Such Jews were tempted to compromise their faith 
by treading the "double path" (lit., two paths), i.e., the traditional path of the 
ancestral faith and the new path of Hellenistic culture and life-style. In 41:S, 
Ben Sira has harsher words for those who apostatize from the Lord. Cf. 
INTRODUCTION, Part II. With regard to the "two paths," cf. 1:2S, which 
speaks of a "double heart." The Gr verb pisteuei, "trust," in v 13a, is a 
catchword connecting this stanza with the preceding stanzas; cf. vv 6a, Sa, 
lOb. The Lord holds each person accountable; loss of hope brings on judg
ment (v 14). 

The next stanza has an obvious unity because of the repetition of "Those 
who fear the Lord" at the beginning of vv lS, 16, and 17; cf. vv 7-9. The 
point of this stanza is that true believers are obedient to the Lord's words and 
his law and do not seek or give in to the allurements of other ways. Inv !Sa, 
the Gr verb apeithesousin, "disobey," also occurs in 1 :2S; cf. Pss 10S:2S; 
107: 11. Those who love the Lord "keep his ways" (v !Sb) and do not tread "a 
double path" (v 12b); cf. Pss 1S:22; 2S:4. In vv lS and 16, there is synony
mous parallelism between "Those who fear the Lord" and "those who love 
him." Cf. COMMENT on I :2S-27. True religion means the recognition of who 
we are and who God is (v 17). The need for humility is often stressed by Ben 
Sira; cf. 3:1S; 7:17; 1S:21. 

The final stanza of the poem is a couplet in praise of God's mercy (v 1 S). 
Sentiments similar to those of v l Sab are expressed in 2 Sam 24: 14 and I Chr 
21:13; cf. Dan 13:23. The ideas of v lScd are echoed also in 1S:4-6; cf. Wis 
11:23; 12:16. V lSd is not found in G; but Syr has the colon (cf. Norn), 
which most likely was present in the lost original text, since it appears in MS 
A but in the wrong place (after 6:17b). For the notion of God's works, viz., of 
mercy (v !Sc), being in keeping with his name (v !Sd), cf. COMMENT on v 11. 
The name Ben Sira alludes to is ra!Jum, Heb for "Merciful One," which he 
uses in SO: l 9b. Cf. Exod 34:6. 



4. The Honor Due Father and Mother 
(3:1-16) 

3 1 Children, pay heed to a father's right; o 
do so that you may live. 

2 For the Lord sets a father in honor over his children; 
a mother's right he confirms over her sons. 

3 Whoever honors his father atones for sins; 
4 he stores up riches who honors his mother. 
s Whoever honors his father will have joy in his children, 

and when he prays he is heard. 
6 Whoever honors his father will live a long life; 

he obeys the Lord who honors his mother. 

7 Whoever fears the Lord honors his father, 
and serves his parents as masters. 

8 In word and deed honor your father 
that his blessing may come upon you; 

9 For a father's blessing gives a family firm roots, 
but a mother's curse uproots the growing plant. 

10 Glory not in your father's disgrace; 
his disgrace is no glory to you! 

11 His father's glory is a person's own glory; 
he multiplies sin who demeans his mother. 

12 My son, be steadfast in honoring your father; 
grieve him not as long as he lives. 

13 Even if his mind fails him, be considerate of him; 
revile him not in the fullness of your strength. 

14 For kindness to a father will not be forgotten; 
it will serve as a sin offering-it will take lasting root. 

15 In time of trouble it will be recalled to your advantage; 
like warmth upon frost it will melt away your sins. 

Gil 

G 

A 

G 

A 
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16 A blasphemer is he who neglects his father; 
he provokes God, who demeans his mother. 

Notes 

§ IV 

c 

3 I. right=Latjudicium=hexaplaric krima=Heb misplif; G emou (tou patros); 
Ziegler conj. elegmon. 

live=Syr; G s6thete, cf. LXX Ezek 33:12 s6thenai=MT lil,y6t=live. 
6b. obeys with G=Heb sm~· Syr=Heb slm, cf. 35:3, 13. honors (his mother): Heb 

MS A begins here; G "gives rest [=comfort] to," cf. Gen 5:29. 
7a. =Gil, Lat; required by Tu. 7b=G. 7ab lacking in MS A and Syr. Structure of 

3:1-16 favors authenticity of GII+G in 7ab. 
Sa. MS A, Syr benf. "My son," overweights the colon; omit with G. 
Sb. MS A, Syr "that all blessings may light upon you [or: come to you]" reworked 

from Deut 28:2? 
11 b. G ="disgrace for her children is a mother in disrepute." MS A= marbeh !Jef' 

meqallel 'immo; read maqleh (Smend), cf. G and Syr. For mqll. cf. 3:16; Exod 21:17. 
I 2a. G ="My son, take care of your father when he is old." 
13b. in the fullness of your strength= G; MS A, Syr "all the days of his/your life" 

from 12b. 
14a. forgotten=MS C, G, Syr; MS A="blotted out," cf. M 44:13b. 
14b. tinnlifa' with MS Am•, cf. v 9. 
16a. who neglects=hli'ozeb with MSC, G; MS A b6zeh="who despises." 
16b. Reading iimak'is 'el maqleh 'immo; MSS AC, Syr import new terms, cf. Qoh 

12:1. G "accursed by God is he who provokes his mother"=Heb umequllal 'el mak'is 
'immo, transposing the participles. 

Comment 

This poem consists of three stanzas, each with five lines or bicola. It deals 
with various responsibilities of children toward their parents. Fear of the 
Lord has first place in the theology of Ben Sira (cf. 1:1-2:18 and INTRODUC
TION, Part X, 1), but that is not enough. Believers (=those who love and fear 
the Lord) must also love and honor their parents and care for them. Lat has 
an interesting bicolon before v 1: "The children of wisdom are the congrega
tion of the just; obedience and love are what they beget." Smend (p. 23) 
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observes that there must have been a Heb Var/age for this Lat addition, but it 
is nonetheless secondary. 

In v 1, "a father's right" (cf. NOTE) is to the obedience of his children so 
that they "may live" (cf. NOTE). In v 1 b, Syr reads: "so that you may live the 
life that is forever and ever." The italicized words are a Christian interpolation 
in favor of the doctrine of retribution in the afterlife; cf. COMMENT on 1:12 
and INTRODUCTION, Part X, 4. In the Decalogue, the commandment to 
honor one's parents is the first one to which a promise is attached: "Honor 
your father and your mother, that you may have a long life in the land which 
the LORD, your God, is giving you" (Exod 20: 12). V 2 is to be understood in 
light of this commandment. Reverence and respect for parents are a corner
stone of biblical ethics; cf. Exod 21:17; Lev 20:9; Deut S:l6; Tob 4:3-4; 14:12-
13; Prov 1:8; 6:20; Matt 1S:3-6; Mark 7:9-13; Eph 6:2-3. There is an 
a:b::b':a' chiastic structure in vv 3-4: whoever honors his father:atones for 
sins::he stores up riches:who honors his mother. The Gr verb apothesaurizon, 
"he stores up riches," occurs only here in the entire Gr OT and only once in 
the NT, 1 Tim 6:19. We see in vv 3-4 "the beginnings of the development 
(especially in one direction) of the Jewish doctrines of atonement and media
tion, which assumed great prominence in later times. . . . The observance of 
the Torah, or Law, became, as time went on, to an ever-increasing extent the 
main basis of practical religion among the Jews" (so Box-Oesterley, p. 324). 

For maxims related to v Sa, cf. Prov 10:1; 1S:20; 23:24-2S; 29:3. The 
prayer of the one who honors his father "is heard" (v Sb) because the Lord 
hears "the prayer of the just" (Prov l S:29). In v 6a, Ben Sira restates Exod 
20: 12 and Deut S: 16. "Long life" is what the pious Jew looked for prior to the 
revelation of a blessed afterlife; cf. COMMENT on I: 12. 

There is a striking synonymous parallelism between obeying the Lord (v 6b) 
and fearing the Lord (v 7a) by keeping the commandment to honor one's 
parents; cf. COMMENT on 1:2S-27. One who fears and serves the Lord (cf. 
2: I) must also serve "his parents as masters" (v 7b ). The Gr word despotes, 
"master," is one of the titles of God in the LXX; cf. 23: I; 34:29. Inv 7b, the 
Gr verb douleuein, "to serve," seems to imply the service of a slave. The Law 
has been interpreted by some rabbis to mean that children were in the posi
tion of slaves to their father; cf. Exod 21 :7; Neb S:S. Some rabbis even taught 
on the basis of Gen 22:2-10, Judg 11:39, and 2 Kgs 23:10 that a father had 
the right of life and death over his children (Box-Oesterley, p. 324). Ben Sira, 
however, never says anything of this sort; in fact, the responsibilities to par
ents he speaks of here and in 7:27-28 are the services of love, honor, and care. 
Lip service alone will not do; children are to honor their parents also in deed 
(v Sa). Cf. Ps 78:36-37; Isa 29:13; Jer 12:2; Matt 14:8; 21:28-31; Mark 7:6. 

The idea of a blessing for fidelity to the Law derives from Deut 28:2; cf. 
Prov 11: 11. A father's blessing of his children (vv 8b-9a) was valued highly in 
lhe OT; cf. Gen 9:27; 27:27-38; 28:1, 6; 48:1S-16; 49:2S-26. Ben Sira bor-
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rowed the "root" metaphor (v 9a) from Prov 12:3. V 9b is in antithetic 
parallelism to v 9a, thus emphasizing the point being made; cf. Prov 20:20. A 
parent's word of blessing or of curse was considered irrevocable and effica
cious; cf. Gen 9:25-27; 27:30-38; Judg 17:1-4. The Heb word ne(a~ "growing 
[or young] plant" (v 9b) occurs in this sense only here and in Job 14:9. On v 
9, cf. J. Bauer, "Des Vaters Segen ... , der Fluch der Mutter ... [Sir 
3:9]," Bibel und Liturgie 23 (1955-56): 295-96. 

The truth of vv !Oab--1 !a is self-evident. It is senseless of children to glory 
or rejoice in the poverty, disgrace, or ill-fortune of their parents. Ben Sira 
may be alluding here to the sin of Ham, who saw his father drunk and naked 
and did nothing to cover the old man's disgrace but instead told his two 
brothers about it (Gen 9:21-22). Conversely, the glory of one's parents is also 
one's own glory. A similar idea is found in Sophocles' Antigone, 703-4 (ca. 
441 e.c.): "For me, my father, no treasure is so precious as your welfare. 
What, indeed, is a nobler ornament for children than a prospering father's 
fair fame, or for father than son's?" In v I lb, Ben Sira paraphrases Prov 
15:20b: "A foolish man despises his mother." Cf. Prov 23:22; 30:17. The 
thought of v l lb is repeated in v 16b. 

The last stanza of the poem begins with Heb bi!ni, "my son" (v 12a), a sign 
that a new unit is beginning; cf. v 1. The stanza deals with the duty to honor 
one's parents especially when they are old, feeble, or senile. At the end of v 
12b, MS A and Syr read "all the days of your life" instead of "as long as he 
lives," which is based on G. Inv 13, a stark contrast is developed between the 
senile father who is in need of help and the son who in the vigor and strength 
of his mind and body is exhorted not to revile his aged father. In v 14a, 
"kindness" is Heb ~edaqa, lit., righteousness, Gr eleemosyne, lit., almsgiving 
(or mercy). At least since the time of the author of the Book of Tobit (the 
third or second century B.c.) almsgiving was considered to be righteousness 
par excellence; cf. Tob 1:3; 2:10; 4:7-11; 14:9, 10, 11. In fact, vv 14-15 state in 
gnomic form what Tob 14:10-11 states in narrative form: "Because Ahiqar 
had given alms [eleemosyne] to me, he escaped from the deadly trap Nadab 
had set for him. But Nadab himself fell into the deadly trap, and it destroyed 
him. So, my children, note well what almsgiving [eleemosyne] does, and also 
what wickedness [Gr adikia, lit., unrighteousness] does-it kills!" In Matt 
6: 1-2, Gr dikaiosyne, lit., righteousness, and eleemosyne are used synony
mously. The thoughts of vv l 4b--15ab are rephrased in vv 9a, 30-31. In v 14a, 
the reading of MS C, "(not) forgotten" (Heb root sk~). supported by G and 
Syr, is probably to be preferred to that of MS A, "blotted out" (Heb m~h) 
because of the parallelism between "not forgotten" and "recalled [or remem
bered]" (Heb zkr) in v !Sa; however, in support of the reading of MS A, cf. 
Neh 13: 14: "Remember [Heb zkr] me . . . and do not blot out [Heb m~h] 
my good deeds." The reading of MS A (and Neh 13:14) suggests the image of 
God's book in which are indelibly recorded the good deeds of his people. 
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Matt 5:7 restates v 15: "Happy are they who show mercy [Gr eleemones]; 
they in turn shall be shown mercy [Gr eleethesontac]." Cf. also Matt 25:34-
40. 

The poem concludes on a stern note: to neglect and demean one's parents is 
to blaspheme and provoke God. Cf. Exod 21:17; Lev 20:9; Deut 27:16; Prov 
20:20; Matt 15:4; Mark 7:10. Ben Sira is affirming, in effect, that impiety to 
parents is impiety to God himself. 



5. Humility 
(3: 17-24) 

3 11 My son, conduct your affairs with humility, A 

and you will be loved more than a giver of gifts. c 
IB Humble yourself the more, the greater you are, 

and you will find favor with God; 
20 °For great is the power of the Lord, GI 

yet by the humble he is glorified. 
21 What is too sublime for you, seek not; A 

into things beyond your strength, search not. 
22 What is committed to you, attend to; 

what is hidden is not your concern. 
23 With what is beyond you, meddle not; 

more than enough for you has been shown you. 
24 Indeed, many are the speculations of human beings

evil and misleading fancies. 

0 
19 Many are the lofty and the noble, 

but it is to the humble he reveals his plan. 

Notes 

Gil 

3 l 7a. your affairs=G ta erga sou, presumably Heb bi!ma'iisekii; MS A, Syr "in 
your wealth (conduct yourself)"= Heb bi!'osri!kii; some conjecture bi!'esqi!kii, "in your 
concerns," cf. vv 22, 23. MS C's 'et kol mal'iikotekii appears to be clumsy retroversion 
from G. 

I 7b. MS C, G ='i's mattiin; cf. Prov 19:6; this is easiest translated by the ancient 
paraphrase of MS A (Syr), "giver of gifts." 
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!Sa. G=Heb kemo giidaltii, ken haipel napsekii; cf. MSC and 7:11, 17 (also 2:17 
G). 

19-20. Where there was originally one bicolon, we have three alternatives for colon 
a and two for colon b. GI perhaps=Heb kf gedota gebiirat Yhwh, wa'iiniiwfm yegad
deliihu; cf. for colon b (v 20b) Pss 34:3-4; 147:5-6; Sir 43:28, 30 (G also 31); 49:11. 
For colon a (v 19a), Gil=Heb rabbfm riimfm wenikbiidfm; MS A, Syr (both of which 
read ra~iimfm, "mercy," for ~en, "grace," to end 3:18b) have kf rabbfm ra~iime 
'elohfm, "For abundant is God's mercy." For colon b (v 19b), Gii, MS A, Syr all read, 
wela'iiniiwfm yegalleh sodo. This last is dependent on Amos 3:7 and suggests a confu
sion between gdl and glh in the transmission of colon b (compare 43:28, MS B ngdlh, 
Bm• nglh!). The Gii, MS A, Syr form of colon b (v 19b), whether or not it is original 
(compare 4:18), is old enough to be a source for the oldest form of the sayings in Matt 
11 :25, 29; to the gospel passage, the Gii form of colon a (v 19a) comes nearest, but the 
terms are not the same (cf. also Luke 10:21-22). 

21. For this bicolon the paraphrases in medieval Jewish literature are many and 
various; see Segal, pp. 17-18. To judge from G, the earliest form will have been on the 
pattern Heb nip/ii' mimmekii 'al tidr6S. weriim mimmekii 'al ta~qor, though the adjec
tives employed could have been different (qiiseh, 'iimoq, rii~oq, ... ). Possible paral
lels abound: Psalm 131; Deut 1:17; 2:10 LXX; Exod 18:26; Qoh 7:24. 

22a. For MSS AC hursetii, cf. CD xi, 20 lehars6t. The verb is an Aram borrowing 
into Heb, and vv 22-24 have an Aram tinge. 

22b. "what is hidden"=Heb benistiirot, cf. Deut 29:28. 
23a. "meddle not"= Heb 'al tit'asseq, cf. M 41 :22; MS A's '! tmr is unintelligible. 
23b. Heb hor'etii, cf. Deut 4:35. 
23-24. G expands slightly by paraphrase. 

Comment 

This poem consists of a single stanza of seven lines; cf. NOTE on vv 19-20. 
Ben Sira writes often of the need for the wise to practice humility: 1:27; 4:8; 
7:16-17; 10:26-28; cf. 45:4. Similar exhortations to humility are found in the 
Manual of Discipline or Rule of the Community at Qumran; cf. lQS ii 23-25; 
iii 8-9; iv 3; v 3, 24-25; ix 22-23. 

The Heb word 'iinawa (Gr prautes), translated here "humility," can also 
mean "modesty, meekness." In Prov 15:33, humility is spoken of in a context 
dealing with fear of the Lord and wisdom: "The fear of the LORD is training 
for wisdom, and humility goes before honors" (cf. Prov 11 :2; 18: 12). In Prov 
22:4, humility and fear of the Lord are again linked together: "The reward of 
humility and fear of the LORD is riches, honor and life." The strongest state
ment on humility as a religious and moral virtue is found in Zeph 2:3: "Seek 
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the LORD, all you humble of the earth, who have observed his law; seek 
righteousness, seek humility." 

In v 17, Ben Sira seems to be advising humility in one's affairs for a some
what utilitarian motive, viz., that one may "be loved more than a giver of 
gifts." But actually the sage is simply stating a commonly observed fact of 
life: everybody enjoys a humble or modest person but dislikes the arrogant. In 
v l 7a, Smend (p. 72), Peters (p. 33), Box-Oesterley (p. 325), and Duesberg
Fransen (pp. 102-3) prefer the reading of MS A and Syr, "in your wealth" 
(cf. NOTE). The maxim in v 18a again sediments a conviction shared by most 
people everywhere: though all are to be humble, the rich and powerful have a 
more obvious need of humility and modesty than the poor and weak, who 
have little to boast about. The reward of humility is "favor with God" (v 
18b); cf. Job 22:29; Prov 3:34; 29:23; Matt 23:12; Phil 2:3-9; Jas 4:10; 5:5; 1 
Pet 5:5-6. 

The humility Ben Sira urges in this poem is a combination of attitudes and 
virtues toward oneself and others, including an adequate self-image, patience, 
modesty, docility, meekness, awareness of one's limitations, respect for oth
ers, and above all, total dependence on God. 

There is a problem with the text of vv 19-20; see the NOTE. "The power of 
the Lord" ( v 20a, GI) is often the object of praise in the OT; cf. 1 Chr 29: 11-
12; 2 Chr 20:6-7; Pss 20:6; 21:14; 71:18; 74:13; 78:4; 89:14; Sir 15:18; 36:3; 
43:29; 2 Mace 3:24. Though the Lord is great in power, it is not the powerful 
who give him glory but the humble (v 20b); cf. Luke 1:46, 48, 51-52, and the 
references given in the NOTE. See the NOTE for v 19, the alternate form of the 
bicolon in v 20. 

The exhortation in v 21 has several possible parallels, as indicated in the 
NOTE. Ps 131:1, however, is the closest parallel to our text. In writing this 
verse, Ben Sira may also have had in mind Qoh l: 13: "I applied my mind to 
search and investigate in wisdom all things that are done under the sun. A 
thankless task God has appointed for human beings to be busied about." 
Spicq (p. 581) writes that the warning in v 21 was quite appropriate in an age 
when cosmogonic and theosophic speculations were found not only in the 
pagan Hellenistic world but also in Israel. More than half the present poem is 
devoted to the dangers of intellectual pride (vv 21-24) and to the failure to 
appreciate the grandeur of Israel's heritage. 

In vv 21, 22b, 23a, 24, Ben Sira cautions his readers about the futility of 
Greek learning, its goals and techniques, and also reminds them of what the 
Lord has bestowed on them (vv 22a, 23b). The point of vv 22a and 23b is that 
the Law and the traditions of Israel are sufficient for the believer to live fully 
and well. What has not been handed down by the Ancestors should have no 
place in Israel. Thus, searching into the ultimate nature of the universe and of 
humankind-"what is too sublime for you" (v 2la), "things beyond your 
strength" (v 2lb), "what is hidden" (v 22b; cf. NOTE), and "what is beyond 
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you" (v 23a)---should not be a concern, even though the Greeks gloried in 
their intellectual curiosity and their achievements in science, technology, and 
philosophy. For Ben Sira the "speculations" of the Greeks (v 24a) are "evil 
and misleading fancies" (v 24b). Hence it is far better for the enlightened Jew 
to follow the certainties and true wisdom of the Law revealed to Moses than 
to strive after the often contradictory musings and uncertain opinions of the 
Greek thinkers. 



3 

4 

6. Docility, Almsgiving, Social Conduct 
(3:25-4: 10) 

DOCILITY 

25 Where the pupil of the eye is missing, there is no light, 
and where there is no knowledge, there is no wisdom. 

26 The stubborn will fare badly in the end, 
and he who loves danger will perish in it. 

27 The stubborn will have many a hurt; 
adding sin to sin is the madman's part. 

28 When the scoundrel is stricken, there is no cure; 
he is the offshoot of an evil plant. 

29 The mind of a sage appreciates proverbs; 
to the attentive ear, wisdom is a joy. 

ALMSGIVING 

30 As water quenches flaming fire, 
so alms atones for sins. 

31 The kindness a person has done crosses his path as he 
goes; 

when he falls, he finds a support. 
I My son, do not mock the poor person's life, 

or wear out the expectations of an embittered spirit. 
2 The hungry do not aggrieve, 

nor ignore one who is downtrodden. 
3 Do not inflame the bile of the oppressed; 

delay not giving to the needy. 
4 A beggar's plea do not reject; 

avert not your glance from the downtrodden. 
5 From one in need tum not your eyes, 

give him no reason to curse you; 

A 

G 

A 

G 

A 

G 

A 
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6 For if in the ache of his bitterness he curse you, 
his Maker will hear his prayer. 

SOCIAL CONDUCT 

7 Endear yourself to the assembly; 
before the city's ruler bow your head. 

8 Give a hearing to the poor, 
and return his greeting with deference. 

9 Deliver the oppressed from his oppressors; 
let not right judgment be repugnant to you. 

to To the fatherless be as a father, 
help the widows in their husbands' stead; 

Then God will call you a son of his, 

163 

and he will be more tender to you than a mother. G 

Notes 

3 25. Lacking in GI. For there is no wisdom, Gil reads, "make no claims"; Syr= 
"do not give persuasive advice." MS A, Syr have v 25 after vv 26-27. 

26b. MS A="and he who loves what is good will be brought along by it." 
27b. madman's part=mithii/el; MS A has mit~iilel, G "sinner," Syr "impudent." 
28a. Omit 'al taro~ lerappe'iit and kf 1°: so G, Syr, and Lat. 
29a. To G's "proverbs," MS A, Syr add "of the wise." 
3la. will cross his path=yiqrennu (bideriikiiyw); MS A has yiqrii'ennu. Cf. 12:17; 

15:2. G reads "He who repays kindnesses [i.e., God] remembers for the future." 
4 la. For MS A, Syr "mock," G reads "deprive"= paraphrase? 
lb. expectations, lit., "eyes," 'ene with G. embittered spirit= mar roa~; MS A has 

nepes 'iinf wemar nepd: dww~. 
2a. aggrieve=G, Syr; MS A tiipua~/tiipfa~="scom." 
2b. G parorgisifs perhaps corrupt for paraidifs; cf. G in 3a and 2: 10; 7: 10; B:B. 
3a. MS A adds wi!qereb 'iinf 'al tak'eb, duplicating parts of vv 2b, 3a. 
4a. G, Syr show MS A's wi!l6' tibzeh se'eliit dal to be corrupt in orthography, 

syntax, and word order. 
4l>--5a. Lacking in MS A, Syr; in G they may be two separate attempts to repair the 

inner-Greek corruption in 2b; see above. 
6b. his Maker=y6~ifrii=G; MS A ~urii "his Rock"; Syr "his Creator." 
7b. city= 'fr, as in Syr; MS A has 'iid. G omits the word. 
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!Ob. For the widows, G paraphrases "their [the orphans'] mother." 
!Od. MS A has "and he will be kindly to you and will deliver you rrom the pit." 

Comment 

This section contains three poems that have little in common. It illustrates 
a tendency of Ben Sira to place together bodies of material that are unrelated; 
cf. INTRODUCTION, Part I, 2. 

The first poem, entitled here "Docility," contrasts the stubborn with the 
wise. In v 25, Ben Sira says that as the eye that has been blinded can never see 
light, so the fool who refuses to acquire "knowledge" can never acquire wis
dom. In the Hebrew mind, "knowledge" (Heb da<at) in v 2Sb is a matter not 
only of the intellect but also of the will that makes decisions affecting one's 
manner of life. Thus, if one knows a great deal but refuses to act in an upright 
manner, such a one can never be considered wise; cf. INTRODUCTION, Part X, 
I. 

In vv 26a and 27a, "the stubborn" renders Heb leb kiibed, lit., a heavy 
heart, an expression used in Exod 7: 14 to describe Pharaoh as "obdurate, 
stubborn"; cf. Exod 8:28. The "heavy" or "stubborn" heart (=mind and will 
in our Western categories; cf. v 29a) is the exact opposite of the "listening" or 
"obedient" heart, Heb leb somea~ which Solomon, the person known prover
bially for his wisdom, asked for in his prayer (1 Kgs 3:9). The grandson 
translated the expression by kardia sklera, "hard heart," the same expression 
found in Syr (and Lat in v 26a; in v 27a, Lat has "evil" instead of "hard"); in 
English, an idiomatic rendering of the Heb phrase would be "hardhead." The 
stubborn "will fare badly" because they lack wisdom, the beginning of which 
is fear of the Lord (cf. 1:14 and COMMENT on 1:11-30). The "danger" (cf. 
NOTE) Ben Sira refers to in v 26b is not spelled out. Lat adds an extra bicolon 
after v 26, perhaps in an attempt to explain the danger: "The heart that walks 
the two paths shall not meet with success, and the depraved of heart shall 
stumble thereon." With regard to the "two paths" in the thought of Ben Sira, 
cf. COMMENT on 2:12-14. 

V 27a is in parallelism with v 26a and has basically the same meaning (cf. 
above) but specifies further that the many hurts the stubborn will suffer are 
due to the corresponding number of sins committed. In the Deuteronomic 
theology of retribution that Ben Sira considered nonnative (cf. COMMENT on 
1:12 and 2:1-6), sin was punished in this life. Hence, to add sin to sin "is the 
madman's part" (v 27b); cf. NOTE. 

Inv 28a (cf. NOTE), the stubborn person is now called a "scoundrel," Heb 
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le![, which also means "arrogant person, scorner." "There is no cure" for such 
people, for as offshoots "of an evil plant" (v 28b) they do not even admit their 
sin because of pride which has blinded them (cf. v 25). The older Wisdom 
literature has much to say about the le![; here are some examples: "The le![ 
loves not to be reproved; to the wise he will not go" (Prov 15: 12). "A wise son 
loves correction, but the le![ heeds no rebuke" (Prov 13:1). "When [God] is 
dealing with the /e!ffm, he is stern, but to the humble he shows kindness" 
(Prov 3:34). Cf. also Prov 9:7, 8; 14:8; 19:25, 29; 20:1; 21:11, 24; 22:10; 24:9. 
Ben Sira speaks again of the le![ in 8:1 la and l3:lb. 

Inv 29a, Heb leb hiikiim, here translated "the mind of a sage," can also be 
rendered "a wise heart," which contrasts sharply with the "heavy (or stub
born) heart" of vv 26a and 27a. For the expression leb hiikiim, cf. Job 9:4; 
Prov 10:8; 16:21. The wise person "appreciates," Heb yiibfn (lit., under
stands), "proverbs" because as sedimentations of Israel's wisdom they exhort 
the believer to live a righteous life. The sage also has an ear that gives atten
tion to and rejoices (Heb smh) in "wisdom" (v 29b), which in the thought of 
Ben Sira is equivalent to fear of the Lord; cf. COMMENT on 1: 11-30. The first 
three words of v 29b in Heb are found, in different form and order, in Prov 
2:2; cf. also Prov 15:31. The idea of wisdom bringing joy occurs also in Prov 
23:15: "My son, if your heart be wise, my own heart also will rejoice [Heb 
smh]." 

The next poem deals with almsgiving, an important part of Jewish ethical 
teaching; cf. COMMENT on 3:14-15. The imagery in v 30 is striking; and the 
rhetorical a:b:c::c':b':a' arrangement of the words adds emphasis to the point 
being made: flaming jire:quenches:water (subject of the clause)::alms:atones 
for:sins. Heb ![ediJ..qa and Gr eleemosyne in v 30b are used in the sense of 
"alms, almsgiving" also in 7:10b, 12:3b, 16:14a, and 40:24b; in 29:8b, 12a, 
and 35:4 (and probably in 17:22a), where no Heb is extant, eleemosyne has 
the same meaning. Cf. Prov 16:6; Deut 24:13; Tob 4:7-11; Dan 4:24. For the 
thought of v 31, cf. Tob 14: 10-11. In v 31 a, Heb fob, "kindness," becomes in 
the grandson's Greek charita~; accusative pl. of the word charis, from which 
derives the word "charity." Charis also renders foba (the f. form of fob) in 
8: l 9b and 20: l 3b. 

In 4: la, Gr has aposteres~s. "deprive, cheat, defraud" (cf. NOTE), the verb 
St. Paul employs in 1 Cor 6:7-8. The Heb verb l'g, "mock, deride," is also 
found in Prov l 7:5a (a passage Ben Sira doubtless had in mind when he wrote 
v la; cf. INTRODUCTION, Part VI): "He who mocks the poor blasphemes his 
Maker." Cf. also Prov 30:17 and Jer 20:7. The verb d'b in v lb occurs else
where in the Heb OT only in Ps 88:10 and Jer 31:12, 25. The point ofv la is 
that one should not make the poor feel inferior by mocking them; and of v lb, 
that one should come to the rescue of the poor, the embittered spirits, as soon 
as possible and not let them wait for help, an injunction Ben Sira repeats in 
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29:8. In MS A, Heb mar nepeS. "embittered spirit" (cf. NOTE), is found as a 
plural in Prov 31 :6b and Job 3:20b. 

In v 2a, Heb nepes ~asera, lit., a needy person, is here translated "the 
hungry," following the legitimate interpretation of the Gr; cf. Ps 107:9. The 
Gr verb lypes~s, the basis of the translation "aggrieve" (cf. NOTE), occurs also 
in the LXX of Job 31 :39, the MT of which has hippli~ti, from the root nph. 
The verb in MS A tpwh, vocalized tlipuah, is from the root pwh. But it is 
probable that the medieval scribe misread a yod as a waw, so that in his 
Vorlage the verb was tpyh, vocalized tappeah, also from the root nph found in 
the Job passage. For the confusien of waw for yod and vice versa in the Cairo 
MSS of Ben Sira, cf. A. A. Di Lella, The Hebrew Text of Sirach, pp. 97-101. 
Concern for the hungry was an essential part of Jewish ethics: cf. Tob 1:17; 
4:16; and Mark 6:34-44 and parallels. As regards "one who is downtrodden" 
(v 2b), cf. Tob 4:7. 

The imagery in v 3a would be forceful to the ancient Jew; the rare Heb verb 
hmr, used here in the hiph'il or causative conjugation, means "to ferment, 
boil, or foam up." Hence, literally, v 3a can be translated: "Do not ferment 
the bowels [Heb me'fm] of the oppressed." Cf. Lam 1:20; 2:1 I. The word 
me'fm, "bowels, intestines, internal organs," was used figuratively in the OT 
to designate the seat of emotions; cf. Isa 16: 11; 63: lS; Jer 4: 19; 31 :20; Cant 
S:4. G has changed the imagery: "Add not more trouble to a heart that is 
provoked to anger." The injunction in v 3b is an adaptation of Prov 3:28: 
"Say not to your neighbor, 'Go, and come again, tomorrow I will give,' when 
you can give at once." Seneca, the Roman philosopher, politician, and author 
of tragedies (d. A.D. 6S), makes a similar point: Qui tarde /ecit, diu noluit, 
"The one who does [a favor] late refuses to do it early" (De beneficiis, i 1). 

The background of v 4 seems to be Ps 22:2S: "For [Yahweh] has not 
spumed nor disdained the wretched in their misery, nor did he tum his face 
away from them, but when they cried out to him, he heard them." If so, Ben 
Sira in effect is urging his readers to imitate Yahweh in his Jove and care of 
the poor. Regarding v 4a, cf. Matt S:42. Tob 4:7 has a virtually identical 
exhortation to v 4b: "Do not tum your face away from any of the poor,'' Gr 
me apostreps~s to pros6pon sou apo pantos pt6chou, every word of which, 
except for pantos ("any of"), is found in G. To the above words, Tob 4:7 adds: 
"And God's face will not be turned away from you." Cf. Deut 1S:7-11; Prov 
19:17. 

V Sa is in synonymous parallelism with v 4b; v Sb depends on Prov 28:27b: 
"He who ignores [Heb ma'!fm 'enliyw, lit., he who hides his eyes from] [the 
poor] gets many a curse." Regarding v 6, cf. 31:21 and Prov 14:3la: "He who 
oppresses the poor blasphemes his Maker." In v 6a, the Heb verb {q, here 
and in G translated "curse" (lit., cry out), and the Heb noun ~e'liqa in v 6b, 
translated "prayer" (lit., cry, outcry), occur also in a similar context in Exod 
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22:22: "If ever you wrong [any widow or orphan] and they cry out to me, I 
will surely hear their cry." 

The next poem, dealing with "Social Conduct," continues some of the 
themes of the previous poems in this section. It contains precepts as to how 
one should behave toward others in the various classes of society. 

In v 7a, Ben Sira presents a general exhortation. The phrase "endear your
self" (Heb ha'iiheb lenapso, Gr prosphi/e poiel) occurs also in 20: 13 in G; see 
NOTE there on the corrected Heb text. "The assembly'' (Heb 'eda, Gr 
synagoge) is the community of the Jews; cf. 7:7; 42:11. V 7a gives a general 
precept that one should endear oneself to the whole community; the rest of 
the poem specifies the various classes within it. Lat misses the point of v 7a by 
adding after "assembly" the word pauperum, "of the poor." Inv 7b, instead 
of "ruler," megistani, many Gr MSS read "rulers," megistasi; Syr does the 
same. The reason for the plural may be that "there was no single ruler in 
Jerusalem, but a Gerousia, or assembly of great ones, which became known 
later on as the Sanhedrin" (so Box-Oesterley, p. 32S). The singular in Heb 
and most Gr MSS, however, is to be preferred because "the ruler" (Heb 
sil(on) most likely means any individual member of the Jewish aristocracy 
before whom one is urged to be deferential; cf. INTRODUCTION, Part II. 

Vv S-10 contain injunctions regarding the vast majority of second-century 
B.c. Jews: the poor, the oppressed, the orphans, and the widows, all of whom 
are the religiously privileged and protected persons in the Bible. Cf. 35: 15-22; 
Deut 24:17-22; Lev 19:9-10; 23:22; Job 29:11-16; 31:13-22; Amos 5:10-15; 
Isa 1:17; Tob 1:3, S; Jas 1:27. Inv Sa, the phrase "give a hearing," Heb ha( 
'oznekii, lit., incline your ear, is also found in Ps 17:6; cf. Jer 11 :S. In v Sb, the 
Heb phrase hiisfbehu siilom, "return his greeting" (lit., return to him 
"peace"), was misunderstood by G, which has "answer him with peaceable 
words [eirenika]." The word siilom, "peace," has been the usual Jewish greet
ing from biblical times to the present. 

Regarding v 9, cf. Ps S2:2-4. The perversion of justice was excoriated by 
the prophets; cf. Amos 1:6--7; 4:1; 5:7, 10-15, 21-24; Isa 1:15-17. In 34:21-
27, Ben Sira takes up again the themes of injustice and oppression in greater 
detail. In v lOab, the orphan and the widow are persons par excellence inca
pable of self-defense because they lack social and/or financial resources. For 
that reason they come under God's special protection; Ps 6S:6: "The father of 
orphans and the defender of widows is God in his holy dwelling." Thus the 
faithful are in duty bound to assist the orphan and the widow, as is clear from 
the present text and Isa 1:17; Exod 22:21-23; and Deut 24:17, 19-21. By 
being a father to the orphan and a husband to the widow, a person will be 
called a child of God and will receive more love from God than his mother 
gave him (v lOcd). The imagery of God as mother in v lOd, translated from 
G, derives from Isa 49:15 and 66:13. For the thought and vocabulary ofv lOd 
in MS A (see NoTE), cf. 51:2; Job 33:1S, 24, 30; Ps 103:4; and Isa 3S:17. 
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Smend (p. 38), Box-Oesterley (p. 328), and Duesberg-Fransen (p. 106) prefer 
the reading of MS A to that of G. Regarding the fatherhood of God in v lOc 
and elsewhere in the Bible, cf. 23:1, 4; 51:10; Deut 32:6; Isa 63:16; 64:7; Jer 
3:19; 31:9; Hos 11:1, 3-4; Mal 1:6; 2:10; Prov 3:12; Wis 2:13, 16; 14:3; Matt 
5:16; 6:1, 4, 6, 8-9, 14-15, 18, 26, 32; 7:11. Cf. M.-J. Lagrange, "La Paternite 
de Dieu dans l'ancien testament," RB n.s. 5 (1908): 481-99. Inv lOcd, Ben 
Sira uses the biblical images of father and mother to describe God in his 
loving concern for the faithful. This metaphorical language, however, does 
not mean that God has gender (male or female), because he transcends sex 
and every other human category. God is far more than a father and a mother 
to creatures. 

A final observation with regard to the ethical sensitivity toward the disad
vantaged expressed in 3:30-4: 10: the Greeks, despite their unquestioned ac
complishments in philosophy, ethics, and law, had such a low regard for the 
poor that according to Plato (The Laws, ii) a certain Athenian actually pro
posed that each state enact a law banishing the poor; so Spicq, p. 588. It is to 
be further observed that Ben Sira, while urging benevolence and concern for 
the weak and powerless, does not condemn the rich simply because they are 
rich. Only those are warned who have the resources but neglect the poor. 



PART II (4:11-6:17) 

7. Wisdom's Rewards and Warnings 
(4: 11-19) 

4 11 Wisdom teaches her children 
and admonishes all who can understand her. 

12 Those who love her love life; 
those who seek her out win the Lord's favor. 

13 Those who hold her fast inherit glory; 
wherever they dwell, the Lord bestows his blessing. 

14 Those who serve her serve the Holy One; 

A 

those who love her, the Lord loves. G 

15 "Whoever obeys me will judge nations; A 

whoever listens to me will dwell in my inmost 
chambers. 

16 If he remains faithful, he will have me as his heritage; G 

his descendants too will possess me. 

17 "Yet I will walk with him in disguise, A 

and at first I will probe him with trials; 
Fear and dread I will bring upon him o 

and test him with my discipline-
Then when his heart is fully with me A 

18 I will set him again upon the straight path 
and reveal to him my secrets. 

19 But if he fails me, I will abandon him 
and deliver him over to robbers." 
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Notes 

4 11. Wisdom= Heb ~okmot, as in Prov I :20; 9: I. admonishes, cf. Gen 43:3; Deut 
8:19. who can understand, cf. Neh 8:2, 3. 

12. Prov 8:17, 35; compare Sir 1:10; 2:15-16. 
13a. Prov 3:35; 8:18, 21. Omit myy of MS A. 
14b. MS A is jumbled here; Syr in a similar jumble reads Heb 'ohiJ/o, "his tent," for 

"those who love her." Cf. Wis 7:28. 
15. The change to Wisdom as the speaker in MS A is very abrupt, but seems called 

for in vv 17-19; G has third person throughout. nations= G =Heb 'um mot; MS A, Syr 
'emet="truly." Compare Prov 8:15-16 (the latter with variants sopefe 'iire!il!iedeq); 
Wis 3:8. 

16. Lacking in MS A; G, Syr have it. 
17. There should be five cola here, the last one to be combined with v 18. G has the 

order a, c, d, e, b; Syr assimilates b and d; MS A lacks c, and reads a form of d after 
19a. probe=b~r as in Isa 48:10 and in Aram. trials, cf. 2:1-5; 6:18-23./ear and dread, 
cf. Exod 15:16. 

18. reveal to him my secrets, cf. 3:19 (Gil); 1:30; 39:6-8. 
19. MS A has two corrupt forms for this, perhaps deriving from Heb we'im yiisur 

unefaStfhu, wehisgartfhu /esodedfm; G may have read at the end Heb lfde 'ediim/ 
pfdiim or the like. robbers, cf. Obad 5; Jer 49:7-10. 

Comment 

Part II ( 4: 11-6: 17) falls into four sections on the general theme of Wisdom 
in everyday life: (1) Wisdom's rewards and warnings; (2) admonition against 
cowardice; (3) the dangers of presumption, duplicity in speech, and unruly 
passions; (4) true and false friendship. 

The first poem ( 4: 11-19) has three stanzas: four bicola in the first stanza; 
two bicola in the second stanza; and in the third stanza two bicola, a tricolon, 
and a bicolon, totalling four poetic lines that correspond to the four in the 
first stanza. In the first stanza (vv 11-14), Wisdom is referred to in the third 
person; in the second and third stanzas, Wisdom is the speaker (cf. NOTE on 
v 15). 

In v 1 la, "her children," Heb banehii, is a mot crochet (catchword) with 
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ben, "son," in v lOc, thus connecting this section to the previous one. 
Throughout the poem, Wisdom is personified as a woman deeply concerned 
about her children. It is to be noted that the Heb verb lmd, "teach" (v I la), is 
in parallelism with the verb 'wd, "admonish, exhort solemnly" (v 1 lb). There 
is also a wordplay between banehti and mebfnfm, "(all) who can understand 
(her)" (v 1 lb). Thus Ben Sira suggests that only those who understand Wis
dom can be her children; cf. 15:2a. Cf. also Luke 7:35: "Wisdom is vindicated 
by all her children." Cf. B. Couroyer, "Un Egyptianisme dans Ben Sira 
iv, 11," RB 82 (1975): 206--17. 

In the next three verses there is an interesting flow of images that are 
rhetorically arranged in an a:b:c:b':a pattern: those who love her (v 12a):those 
who seek her out (v 12b):those who hold her fast (v 13a):those who serve her (v 
14a): those who love her (v 14b). The verbs "seek" (Heb bqS) and "serve" (srt) 
are often used in religious contexts with God or Yahweh as the direct object; 
for bqs cf., for example, Deut 4:28; Zeph 1:6; 2:3; Hos 3:5; 5:6; I Chr 16:10; 2 
Chr 11:16; 20:4; for srt, cf. 7:30; Deut 10:8; 17:12; 21:5; Isa 61:6; Jer 33:21. 
Accordingly, just as those who seek Wisdom seek God, so those who serve 
Wisdom also serve the Lord (v 14a). 

The thought ofv 12 is derived from Prov 3:16a, 18a; 8:17, 35; cf. also Wis 
7:11-14; 8:16. Inv 12b, the Heb word rti:fon is used of God's "favor, good
will" also in Prov 12:2; 18:22; Pss 5:13; 30:6, 8; 51:20; 89:18; 106:4; Deut 
33:16; Isa 60:10. The words "life" (Heb ~ayyfm) (v 12a) and "the Lord's 
favor" (v 12b) are in parallelism, thus suggesting that the attainment of a full 
life is due to the goodwill of the Lord. "Life" includes "glory, honor," Heb 
kab6d (v 13a), and the Lord's "blessing" (v 13b). In v 13a, the expression 
"those who hold. her fast," Heb tomekeha, is found in a similar context in 
Prov 3:18b. For the idea in v 13a, cf. also Prov 3:16b, 35a; 8:18a. Inv 13b, the 
blessings of the Lord include those things that make for the good and long life 
(v 12a)-honor (v 13a), wealth (Prov 8:21), a worthy wife (Prov 18:22; cf. 
Prov 31:10-31). 

A remarkable affirmation is made in v 14a: to serve Wisdom is to serve 
God himself. Here again Ben Sira implicitly equates Wisdom with fear of the 
Lord; cf. COMMENT on 1:11-30. The Heb verb srt, "serve," is often used in 
cultic contexts; cf., for example, Deut 10:8; 17:12; 21:5; Jer 33:21. God is 
called "the Holy One," Heb qi5des (lit., the Holiness), Gr hagios, because 
holiness is the divine attribute par excellence; cf. Isa 6:3. In Deutero-Isaiah, 
"the Holy One," Heb qado!, is a favorite title of God; cf. Isa 41:14, 16, 20; 
45:11; 47:4; 48:17; 49:7; 54:5; 55:5; cf. also Job 6:10; Isa 1:4; 5:19, 24; 10:20. 
In later Jewish literature, "the Holy One" is the term most frequently used 
when speaking of God; cf. 23:9 (G); 43:10 (G and Syr); 47:8 (G); 48:20 (G); 
Bar 4:22; 5:5. God loves those who love Wisdom (v 14b; see NOTE), because 
in the theology of Ben Sira Wisdom equals fear of the Lord; and God loves 
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those who fear him by keeping the Law. Cf. Deut 7:12-13; 28:1-14; Prov 
15:9; Ps 146:8. 

The switch from Wisdom in the third person in the first stanza (vv 11-14) 
to Wisdom as speaker (in MS A and Syr but not in G) signals the beginning 
of the second stanza (vv 15-16), which specifies further the rewards of Wis
dom. In v 15a, the consonants of 'mt in MS A, usually vocalized 'emet 
("truth," or "truly"), as Syr understood the word here, can also be vocalized 
'umm6t, "nations" (cf. NOTE). The defective spelling of the word (but with a 
suffix) is found also in Gen 25: 16, one of the three occurrences of the rare 
word in the MT, the others being Num 25: 15 and Ps 117: 1 (where the word is 
in parallelism with goyfm, the common Heb word for "nations"). The idea of 
the just judging nations is found also in Wis 3:8, an idea taken up by St. Paul 
in 1 Cor 6:2; cf. Rev 3:21; 20:4. The LXX of Prov 29:9a expresses an idea 
similar to that in v 15a: "A wise man shall judge nations." Knabenbauer (p. 
73), Smend (p. 40), Peters (p. 45), Box-Oesterley (p. 329), and Segal (p. 24 of 
Commentary) read 'mt as 'emet. The image of Wisdom's "inmost chambers" 
(v 15b) derives from Prov 9:1: "Wisdom has built her house; she has set up 
her seven columns." Cf. 1:17. The wise must remain faithful to Wisdom in 
order to possess her as their heritage (v 16a). For the thought expressed in v 
16b, cf. 1: 15. 

The final stanza of the poem (vv 17-19) has as its topic the concept of 
testing to determine whether or not the wise are faithful to Wisdom (v 16a). 
For the textual problems in v 17, see NOTE. The image of Wisdom walking 
with the wise (v 17a) occurs also in 6:24-25. Wisdom walks "in disguise" so 
that she may effectively probe the wise with trials (v l 7b; see NOTE). The idea 
of God's "testing" a person's fidelity is found often in the OT: e.g., Gen 22: 1; 
Exod 15:25; 16:4; 20:20; Deut 8:2, 16; 13:4; 2 Chr 32:31; Ps 26:2. It is curious 
that Wisdom speaks of bringing on the wise "fear and dread" (v l 7c), which 
are precisely the unpleasant feelings that fell upon the Canaanites when they 
heard of the power of the Lord in redeeming his people (Exod 15:16). The 
grandson's use of the Gr basaniz6 (v l 7d) is appropriate, for the verb means 
"to rub upon the touchstone; to test the genuineness of a thing." According 
to Ben Sira, "discipline" (Heb musar, Gr paideia) is a prominent part of the 
life of the wise; cf. 31: l 7a; 32: 14a; 37:3 la; 42:5b, Sa; 50:27a. 

When Wisdom finds out that the heart of the wise "is fully" with her (v 
17e), she again will set them on the right path (the Heb verb 'sr means literally 
"to lead on," as in Prov 23:19) and reveal to them her secrets (v 18). As 
regards Wisdom's "secrets" (Heb mistarfm, Gr krypta), cf. 39:3, Th; 51:19f; 
Job 11:6; Dan 2:21-22. On vv 17-18, cf. Prov 3:11-12; Heb 12:5-13. If the 
wise "fail" (Heb yasur, lit., turn aside [from]) Wisdom, she "will abandon" 
them and "deliver [them] over to robbers" (v 19; cf. NOTE). The vivid im-
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agery here may derive from Jer 49:7-10. The point Ben Sira makes is clear: if 
one refuses discipline and chastisement and the pain of trials (v 17a--d), one 
will never achieve genuine Wisdom (in the Heb sense of the word) but will be 
left devoid of any real sense of meaning in life (v 19). 



8. Against Cowardice 
(4:20-31) 

4 20 My son, let your actions be timely; fear what is wrong, A 

be not ashamed to be yourself. 
21 There is a sense of shame laden with guilt, 

and a shame that merits honor and respect. 
22 Show no favoritism to your own discredit; c 

let no one intimidate you to your own downfall. G 

23 Refrain not from speaking at the proper time, c 
and hide not away your wisdom; A 

24 It is through speech that wisdom becomes known, 
and understanding, through the tongue's rejoinder. 

25 Never gainsay the truth, G 

and of your folly be ashamed. 
26 Be not ashamed to acknowledge your guilt, 

and struggle not against the rushing stream. A 

27 Do not abase yourself before a fool, 
nor show favoritism before rulers. G 

28 Even to the death fight for truth, A 

and the LORD will battle for you. 

29 Be not haughty in your speech, 
nor lazy and slack in your deeds. 

30 Be not a lion at home, 
nor sly and suspicious with your servants. 

31 Let not your hand be open to receive 
and clenched when it is time to give. 
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c. 

Notes 

4 20. MS A ('et) htimon [Schechter uzeman]: omit with G, Syr; cf. Qoh 3:1. 
22b. let no one intimidate you= Heb we'al tikkti/em =G; read lemik.So/ /ak with MS 

25a. truth=G, Syr; MS A ha'el. 
25b. G=Heb w~al 'iwwalteka hikktilem; MS A=we'el 'elohfm hikkana'. 
26a. to acknowledge your guilt= G, Syr; MS A= "to draw back from guilt." 
28. MS A introduces 8:14 before this verse and 5:14 after it.fight=G, Syr; the verb 

in MS A (he'ti~eh, written fully hy~h) is an Aram loanword, and dubious. troth=G, 
Syr; MS A= ha~~edeq ="righteousness." 

30. sly and suspicious= MS A; "servants"=G, MSC 'iibuddtittik. 

Comment 

This section contains sundry maxims about true and false shame (vv 20-
28) and three unrelated sayings (vv 29-31). Shame is dealt with more exten
sively in 41:14-42:8 and more briefly in 20:22-23. There are three stanzas: 
5+4+3 bicola. 

The first stanza opens with beni, "my son," thus signaling a fresh start. G 
and Syr omit the word, though Lat has it. Heb 'et semor means lit. "observe 
the appropriate time (or opportune moment)." Gr kairos has the same mean
ing as 'et in this and similar contexts, i.e., qualitative time and not quantita
tive or clock time. The "what is wrong" (Heb ra~ lit., evil) in v 20a is not 
moral evil in general but probably a reference to the deadly compromise with 
Hellenism that many Jews were tempted to make; cf. INTRODUCTION, Part 
II. Thus, v 20b urges Jews not to be ashamed to be themselves. According to 
1 Mace l:ll-15, a number of Jews in the reign of Antiochus IV Epiphanes 
(175-164 B.c.) gave up the practice of their faith for the allurements of the 
Greek way of life, even going so far as to cover over the mark of their 
circumcision so that they would suffer no ridicule when they engaged in 
sports naked, as was customary in the Greek gymnasium built in Jerusalem 
by "the ungodly pseudo-high-priest Jason," as 2 Mace 4:13 describes him. 
Though the Books of Maccabees refer to a period a few years later than our 
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book, doubtless the temptation for Jews to accommodate to the Greek life
style was real also in Ben Sira's day. 

Even the priests during Jason's high priesthood "despised what their ances
tors had regarded as honors, while they highly prized what the Greeks es
teemed as glory" (2 Mace 4: 15). Accordingly, in the interpretation of this 
stanza I am suggesting, the point of v 2 la is that to be ashamed to be a Jew is 
a "shame laden with guilt." On the contrary, when one is ashamed of one's 
sins and infidelities, such a shame "merits honor and respect" (v 2lb). In 
41:14-22, Ben Sira provides a detailed list of things that a faithful Jew should 
be ashamed of: immorality, falsehood, flattery, crime, disloyalty, breaking an 
oath, theft, lack of table manners, being tightfisted, fraud, lack of social 
graces, immoral thoughts and actions with a woman, unseemly language, 
betraying secrets. 

In v 22a, the Heb expression nS' piinim, "show favoritism or partiality" 
(lit., lift up the face) occurs also in 35: 16a and 42: 1 b and in this sense also in 
Deut 10:17; Lev 19:15; Job 13:8, 10; 34:19; Prov 18:5; Ps 82:2. V 22b, "let no 
one intimidate you [Heb 'al tikkiilem (cf. NOTE), lit., do not be put to shame, 
dishonored, confounded] to your own downfall [Heb lemikSo/, lit., to (your 
own) stumbling]," probably is a warning not to abandon Judaism for a Helle
nistic way of life; cf. COMMENT on v 20 above. Parallelism would then war
rant the interpretation that v 22a also deals with an admonition about the 
blandishments of Hellenism. 

The maxim in v 23 about the need to speak up "at the proper time" and to 
"hide not away your wisdom," shows us how deeply convinced Ben Sira was 
of his own Jewish faith, which he felt was far superior to anything the Greeks 
had to offer. The Jews had nothing to fear in their encounters with Greeks 
and should be courageous in speech about the glories of Israel. In v 23b, 
"wisdom" refers to the ancestral religion and way of life that the Jew prizes 
as his most precious possession. The reason why the Jew should speak up is 
given in v 24, which opens with the Heb particle kf, Gr gar, "for, because" 
(not given in the translation above): for only through speech can the wisdom 
of Israel become known, and understanding of Israel's heritage comes only 
through the tongue's reply. A rhetorically striking a:b::b':a' pattern brings 
this important stanza to a close: through speech:wisdom::understanding: 
through the tongue's rejoinder. Cf. Prov 16: 1. 

Inv 25a, the verb srb, "gainsay, contradict," is an Aram loanword; Syr has 
tesrob. The advice not to contradict the truth (cf. NOTE) or to lie, though part 
of any ethical system, has special significance for the Jew. In the Jerusalem 
Talmud, Sanhedrin i 18a, it is said that " "Emet' ['truth') is the name of God" 
(quoted by Box-Oesterley, p. 330). Interestingly, instead of "truth," found in 
G and Syr, MS A reads "God." Cf. John 14:6, where Jesus says: "I am the 
way, and the truth, and the life." The injunction to be ashamed of one's folly 
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(v 25b) comes from G; cf. NOTE. MS A has: "Humble yourself before God," 
and Syr, "Keep yourself away from your own folly." 

In v 26a, the expression "to acknowledge your guilt" renders Heb ltisub 
me'tiwon, lit., to turn away from guilt, or sin. The verb sub in the OT often has 
this meaning; cf., for example, 1 Kgs 8:35; 13:33; Jer 15:7; 18:8; Ezek 3: 19; 
13:22. For repentance, i.e., turning away from evil, to be effective and sincere, 
one must confess one's sins (cf. Lev 5:5), make restitution when necessary (cf. 
Num 5:7-8), and humble oneself before the Lord (cf. 1 Kgs 21 :29). It is all of 
this that Ben Sira counsels in v 26a. In v 26b, "struggle" translates Heb <md, 
lit., stand. The interpretation of the colon is not clear, but it probably means 
"that one might as well try and stop the current of a river as seek to hide sins, 
i.e., from God" (so Box-Oesterley, p. 331). Apparently, v 26b was a proverb 
that urged against trying to do the impossible and thus was applicable to 
different situations. In the Syriac text of Al,liqar we read: "My son, struggle 
not against a man in his day, and oppose not the current of a river." 

W. M. W. Roth (VT 10 [1960]: 408) argues that "fool," Heb ntibtil, in v 27a 
means an apostate from the Jewish faith. I would agree with that opinion in 
view of my interpretation of vv 20-24. See INTRODUCTION, Part X, 1. Re
garding the translation "show favoritism" (v 27b), which comes from G, see 
COMMENT on v 22a above; cf. Jas 2:1-4. Compare v 27b with v 7b. Inv 28a, 
Ben Sira advises Jews to fight (cf. NOTE) for truth even to the death. MS A 
reads ha~~edeq, "righteousness, what is right, just," a reading also found in 
Lat; G and Syr read "truth," Heb 'em et. If 'em et is the correct reading, there 
is an inclusio between the opening and closing bicola of this stanza (vv 25 and 
28). The "righteousness" or "truth" referred to is most likely the Jewish way 
of life; see COMMENT on vv 20-24. Cf. Ezek 14:14. The Jews who fight to the 
death for their faith need have no fear, for the Lord himself will battle for 
them (v 28b); cf. Exod 14:14; Prov 18:10; 2 Mace 14:15. 

The next three verses (29-31) contain precepts for everyday life. Regarding 
v 29a, cf. Ps 12:4-5; for v 29b, cf. Prov 18:9. The exhortation in v 29 contrasts 
"speech" (Heb ltison, lit., tongue) and "deeds." One meaning of the verse may 
be "Don't talk big and then do little." Other possible interpretations are "Big 
talk is cheap; performance is what counts"; "Actions speak louder than 
words." Cf. 1Cor4:20. Inv 30a, the reading "lion" (Heb ke'aryeh, lit., like a 
lion) is from MS C and is found also in G; MS A and Syr have "like a dog" 
(Heb kekeleb). Smend (p. 46) suggests that the original Heb reading may have 
been keltibf, "like a lion." The Heb word <abuddti, found in MSC (cf. NoTE), 
means household servants as a body; it occurs elsewhere in the OT only in 
Gen 26:14 and Job 1:3. The maxim in v 31 speaks for itself. The Heb verbs 
pt~. "open" (v 31a), and qp~, "clenched" (v 31b), are paired in a similar 
context also in Deut 15:7-8: "If one of your kinsmen . . . is in need . . . , 
you shall not harden your heart nor close your hand to him in his need. 
Instead, you shall open your hand to him and freely lend him enough to meet 
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his need." Cf. Acts 20:35. This verse is freely cited in the Didache, iv 5, 
Epistle of Barnabas, xix 9, and Apostolic Constitutions, vii 12, I: "Be not one 
that stretches out his hands to receive, but draws them in when it comes time 
to give." 



9. Presumption, Duplicity in Speech, 
Unruly Passions 

(5: 1-6:4) 

AGAINST PRESUMPTION 

5 I Rely not on your wealth; 
say not: "I have the power." 

2 Count not on your mind and strength 
in pursuing your own desires. 

3 Say not, "Who can prevail against me?" 
for the LORD will exact the punishment. 

4 Say not: "I have sinned, yet what has befallen me?" 

A 

for the LORD bides his time. c 
s Of forgiveness be not overconfident, A 

adding sin upon sin, 
6 And sayjng: "Great is his mercy; 

my many sins he will forgive"; 
For mercy and anger alike are with him

upon the wicked alights his wrath. 

7 Delay not your conversion to the LORD; 

put it not off from day to day-
For suddenly his wrath flames forth: 

at the time of vengeance you will be destroyed. 
8 Rely not upon deceitful wealth; 

it will be no help on the day of wrath. 

AGAINST DUPLICITY IN SPEECH 

9 Winnow not in every wind, 
and start not off in every direction. c 
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10 Be steadfast in your thoughts; 
consistent be your words. 

11 Be swift to hear, 
but slow to answer. 

12 If you have the knowledge, answer your neighbor; 
if not, put your hand over your mouth. 

13 Honor and dishonor through talking! 
A person's tongue can be his downfall. 

14 Be not called two-faced; 
use not your tongue for calumny. 

For the thief, shame was created; 
and harsh disgrace, for the two-faced. 

15 Say nothing harmful, small or great, 
6 1 be not a foe instead of a friend; 

§ IX 

A 

A bad name, disgrace, and reproach will you acquire: a 
"This is what an evil, two-faced person is like!" A 

AGAINST UNRULY PASSIONS 

2 Fall not into the grip of desire 
lest like fire it consume your strength; 

3 Your leaves it will eat, your fruit destroy, 
and you will be left a dry tree, 

4 For contumacious desire destroys its owner 
and makes him the sport of his enemies. 

Notes 

5 2a. mind and=G; MS A omits. MS A has another bicolon after v 2, a doublet. 
3b. MS A alludes to Qoh 3:15, in what seems a reworked text. 
4. MS A, Syr follow this verse with a form of 5:6ab, which MS A repeats in its 

proper place. 
7d. the time of=MS C, G; MS A="on the day of." 
8. wealth=G; cf. v 1; MS A's nikse=Syr cannot be the authentic term. 
9b. G follows this with a duplicate of 6: le. 
14d. MS A has "and disgrace; his neighbor"; G, Syr, "and harsh disgrace." 
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6 2b. Read pen teba<er kti'e~ !Jelekti; MS A's <atekti is dittography from 6:3. G, Syr 
"consume like a bull" reflects the LXX understanding of Exod 22:4-5; for Ben Sira, 
passion is a fire, cf. 9:8; 23:16--17; and b<r is "to burn with fire," cf. 8:10; 27:5; 40:30; 
48: I. For the tree imagery with this, cf., e.g., Jer 11: 16. 

Comment 

This section, the unity of which is suggested by the twenty-two-line struc
ture (see COMMENT on 1:11-30 and 51:13-30), contains three poems: (I) 
against presumption (5:1-8); (2) against duplicity in speech (5:9-6:1); (3) 
against unruly passions (6:2-4). The first has 3 +4+ 3 lines. The opening and 
closing bicola (vv I and 8) have the word "wealth," thus forming an inclusio 
signaling the end of the poem. 

Regarding the precept not to rely on wealth or to boast of power (v I), cf. 
Ps 62:11-12. The Heb verb s'n, "rely on" (lit., lean on), occurs also in v 2 
(translated here "count on") and in 15:4: "[The one who fears the Lord] will 
lean on [Wisdom] and not fall." Cf. Luke 12:15-21; I Tim 6:17. Inv lb, the 
phrase "I have the power" is a translation of Heb ys l'l ydy. A similar expres
sion is found in 14:11 and in Gen 31:29; Deut 28:32; Neh 5:5; Prov 3:27; and 
Mic 2: 1. The MT of Gen 31 :29 vocalizes the words thus: yes-le'el yiidf. The 
meaning of the phrase has always been understood, but attempts to account 
for it grammatically have not been successful. W. G. E. Watson, "Recluster
ing Hebrew l'lyd-," Bib 58 (1977): 213-15, argues that I' means "power" 
(etymology is lii'a, "to be strong, prevail," with cognates in Akkadian, 
Ugaritic, and Punic), and the expression should be divided thus: /' leyiid-, 
"power in the hand of ... ," which is a normal construction with yes, 
"there is," or with 'en, "there is not." Thus the phrase in v lb is translated lit. 
"There is power in my hand." 

In v 2, Ben Sira urges against presumption based on one's intellectual 
ability or physical strength (cf. NOTE). In v 2b, the Heb phrase hlk 'a~ar, 
translated here "in pursuing" (lit., in walking after), also occurs in Job 31 :7b. 
The first colon of the doublet after v 2 in MS A, ('al) telek 'ahdre libbekii 
we<enekii, "(do not) walk after your heart or your eyes," contains all the 
words of Job 31 :7b, but in a different order and syntax: we'a~ar 'enay hiilak 
libbi, "and my heart has walked after my eyes." The expression "(going 
astray) after your heart(s) and your eyes" is found also in Num 15:39. The 
second colon of the doublet, "by walking in evil desires," is an interpretation 
of v 2b. 

The maxim in v 3a warns against presumption in speech. Instead of Heb 
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ko}J6, "his strength," read ko}Jf. "[Who can prevail against] my strength"; for 
the confusion of waw and yod in the Geniza MSS, cf. A. A. Di Lella, The 
Hebrew Text of Sirach, pp. 97-101. See Ps 13:5a for another example of the 
verb ykl with an object. The wording of MS A in v 3b is based on Qoh 3: 15 
(see NOTE). G has: "For the Lord will surely avenge you." Some Gr MSS and 
Lat omit "you"; other Gr MSS read "your pride." A dramatic illustration of 
the Lord avenging overweening pride is found in Dan 4:27-29. 

The idea expressed in v 4 reflects Qoh 8: 11-13. In v 4b, instead of "For the 
LORD bides his time," one may translate "For the LORD is slow to anger," 
Heb 'erek 'appayim, lit., Jong of nostrils, the nose being in the Hebrew mind 
the place where anger manifests itself. The expression occurs also in Exod 
34:6; Num 14:18; Neh 9:17; Pss 86:15; 103:8; 145:8; Nah 1:3. MSC reads 
"Yahweh," i.e., "LORD," MS A and Syr "God," most Gr MSS "Lord," the 
0-group of Gr MSS and Lat "the Most High"-a good example of the fluid
ity of the divine names in the book and its translations. The whole stanza (vv 
4-6) concerns the arrogant sinner who presumes on God's mercy and forgive
ness. MS A adds after v 4ab: "Do not say: 'Yahweh is merciful, and all my 
sins he will blot out' "; cf. Ps 51 :3, 11; Isa 43 :25; 44:22. This addition is a 
variant of v 6ab (cf. NOTE). 

The Heb noun sell}J<i, "forgiveness," occurs elsewhere in the singular only 
in Ps 130:4; the plural, used in the sense of "abundant forgiveness," is found 
in Neh 9: 17 and Dan 9:9. In vv 5ab and 6ab, there is a striking a:b:c::c:b':a 
chiastic arrangement that adds emphasis to the point being made: self}J<il 
forgiveness:'aw6n 'al 'awon!sin upon sin:ra}Jdmayw rabbfm!his mercy is 
great::r6b/greatness of, multitude of:'dw6n6tay!my sins:yisla}J/he will forgive. 
V 6c is repeated in 16: I le in a context that develops the ideas contained in the 
present poem. The point of v 6 is that one must not remain in the state of sin 
by presuming on divine mercy, for the Lord of mercy who has compassion on 
those who repent is also a God of wrath who punishes those who continue to 
sin. The prophets often stress this twofold truth about God; cf., for example, 
Hos 2:4-25; 4: 1-3; 6: 1-3; Amos 5: 15, 18-24; Isa I: 18-20. 

The last stanza (vv 7-8) of the present poem urges that repentance be not 
postponed. In v 7a, MSS A and C read lasub 'elayw, translated here "your 
conversion to the LORD" (lit., to tum back to him [the LORD]). Regarding the 
verb sub, cf. COMMENT on 4:26. On v 7ab, cf. Prov 14:16. The Heb phrase 
mfyom 'el yom, "from day to day," or "day after day," occurs, but in a 
different context, also in I Chr 16:23 and Ps 96:2. Inv 7c, the concept of the 
Lord's wrath or indignation (Heb za'am) flaming forth (Heb y~~ lit., coming 
forth) and destroying the wicked derives from texts such as Lev 10:2 ("Fire 
came forth [y~j from Yahweh's presence and consumed [Nadab and Abihu]") 
and Num 16:35. The noun za'am is used of Yahweh's indignation in Isa 26:20; 
30:27; Nah 1:6; Hab 3:12; Pss 38:4; 102:11; Dan 11:36. In Isa 26:21, Yahweh 
himself is said to go forth (Heb y.f) "from his place, to punish the wickedness 
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of the earth's inhabitants." As regards the suddenness of Yahweh's wrath, cf. 
Mark 13:36. The phrase "the time of vengeance," the reading of MSC, which 
is followed by G and Syr, occurs also in 1S:24b (G; the Heb text is not extant) 
but nowhere else in the OT. The phrase "the day of vengeance," the reading 
of MS A, occurs also in Isa 34:S; 61:2; 63:4; Prov 6:34. Inv 7d, the niph<a/ of 
the verb sph, "be destroyed, swept away," occurs in a similar context also in 
Gen 19:15, 17; Num 16:36; 1 Sam 12:25. 

V S takes up by way of inclusio the thought of v 1 and develops it. In v Sa, 
Heb nekasfm, "riches," the reading of MS A and Syr, is found also in Josh 
22:S and 2 Chr 1:11, 12, the LXX of which has in each of these places 
chremata, the word used in Ghere. Accordingly, nekasfm appears to be the 
original reading; but cf. the NOTE for a different opinion. Regarding v Sb, cf. 
Prov 10:2; 11:4; Ezek 7:19; Matt 13:22; Mark 4:19; Luke 16:13. Instead of 
"wrath," the last word of v Sb, G reads "calamity, trouble," epagoges, the 
same word used in 2:2b. Cf. G. L. Prato, II problema de/la teodicea in Ben 
Sira, pp. 367-69, for a discussion of vv 4-S, which he considers to be "a 
compendium of theodicy." 

The next poem (5:9-6:1) contains precepts against duplicity in speech. It 
has two stanzas, 4+5 bicola. The two proverbs in v 9 seem to be exhortations 
to avoid fickleness and indecision. G adds a third colon, a duplicate of 6: le, 
and thus appears to understand the proverbs in v 9ab as pertaining to sincer
ity and honesty in speech, about which the rest of the poem is concerned. V 
10 may also be translated: "Be firm concerning what you know [Heb da<teka, 
lit., your knowledge, discernment, understanding]; let your word be one." 
The passive participle samuk, "firm, steadfast," occurs also in Isa 26:3 and Ps 
l 12:S. The meaning of v 10 is that one's speech [Heb dabar, word] should 
coincide with what one knows to be true [da<at]. The word da<at signifies 
what is internal, i.e., in the mind; dabar, what is external, what emerges from 
and becomes independent of the speaker. 

The thought of v 11 is taken up in Jas l: 19: "Let every one be quick to 
hear, slow to speak, slow to anger." Cf. Prov lS:13. A number of Gr MSS 
(L-743) add after v l la: "and let your life be in truth." V l lb may also be 
translated: "and with patience, or deliberation [Heb be'orek roa~. lit., with 
length of spirit], give answer." For the phrase 'orek rua~. cf. Qoh 7:S, which 
contrasts "the patient spirit" ('erek roa~) with "the lofty, or haughty, spirit" 
(gi!bah rua~, lit., high, or lofty, of spirit). The equivalent of the Heb phrase 
hiiseb pitgiim, "give answer," occurs in the Aram of Ezra 5: 11 and Dan 3: 16. 
Duesberg-Fransen (p. 113) cite a parallel to v 11 from the Egyptian Wisdom 
literature: "Be quiet . . . that is something more beautiful than the flower of 
Teftef; speak (only) if you know how to resolve (the difficulty)" (Ptah-hotep, 
Lit., 24). Spicq (p. 595) calls attention to another parallel (The History of 
A~iqar, iii 5): "My son, make your path and your word straight; listen and do 
not hurry to give an answer." 
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The precept of v I lb receives further development in v 12. In v 12a, Ben 
Sira urges that one should have competence (Heb 'im yes 'itti!kii, lit., if there 
is with you) in the matter under discussion for one to answer one's neighbor. 
Otherwise, one should keep silent, lit., your hand upon your mouth. The 
expression "(to put) the hand over the mouth" occurs also in Prov 30:32b and 
Mic 7: 16 and signifies regret at having been foolish and proud. The same 
expression is found in Job 21 :5b; 29:9b; 40:4b; and Wis 8: l 2c, and signifies the 
respect one has or should have for the speaker. Cf. B. Couroyer, "Mettre la 
main sur la bouche en Egypte et dans la Bible," RB 67 (1960): 197-209. 

Inv 13a MS A bwt' (MSC has bw(h) should be read as a noun, "talking," 
as G translates, and not as a participle, "one who talks," as Syr translates. 
Sm end (p. 51) suggests that the word be vocalized b6t' or be(e~· cf. 9: l 8a. The 
root bt'lb(h in the MT occurs only in Lev 5:4 (bis); Prov 12:18; and Ps 
106:33, and it means "to speak rashly, thoughtlessly." Here the word simply 
means "speech, talking," as the context makes clear. For the ideas in v 13, cf. 
Prov 12:18; 18:21; see also Matt 12:37 and especially Jas 3:2-10. The theme 
of the tongue and its uses and abuses, the topic of the present stanza (5: 13-
6: I), Ben Sira takes up again in 14:1; 19:6--17; 20:16--20; 22:27-23:1, 7-15; 
25:8; 28:12-26. 

In MS A, v 14a and most of v 14b are repeated after 4:28. The Heb 
expression ba'al stiiyim, lit., master or owner of two (tongues), is idiomati
cally translated here "two-faced" (vv 14a and d). G has psithyros, "whis
perer," in v 14a, a word he uses together with diglossos, "double-tongued," in 
28:13 (cf. also 21:28; Prov 16:28; 2 Cor 12:20); but in v 14d and 6:lc, G has 
diglossos. V 14b may be translated, lit.: "and with your tongue do not slander 
[Heb rgl]" (MS A adds rea~ "a neighbor," but the word is to be omitted since 
it is not present after 4:28 where the verse is also found). V 14b derives from 
Ps 15:3a. Instead of "slander," G reads "lie in wait" and Syr "stumble." By 
"the thief" in v 14c is meant one who has stolen, through slander, the good 
name of another (so Box-Oesterley, p. 333). Cf. Ps 140:2-4, 12; and Rom 
1:29-30. In v 14d of MS A, instead of re'ehU, "his neighbor," after ~erpri, 
"disgrace, reproach," read rii'ri, "evil, harsh, disagreeable," the reading of G 
and Syr. To stress the point being made in v 14, Ben Sira employs a rhetorical 
a:b::b':a chiastic pattern: two-faced:shame::disgrace:two-faced. This verse par
allels Phibis, iii 2-8 (Sanders, pp. 82, 93). 

In v 15, the Heb verb s~t, here translated according to the context "say 
[something] harmful," means, lit., "to act corruptly" when it is used as an 
intransitive verb, as it is here and in 7:36b and 49:4b; see also Judg 2: 19; 2 
Chr 27:2; Isa 1:4; Ezek 16:47. G has agnoeo (the verb used in LXX Dan 9:15 
to render Heb ps~ "to sin"), "to be in error, to make a mistake," a legitimate 
interpretation of s~t, pace Smend (p. 52) and Box-Oesterley (p. 333); Syr has 
sr~, "to commit sin, do iniquity." If one does not heed the advice of v 15, then 
one could indeed become "a foe instead of a friend" (6: la). One would also 
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acquire "a bad name, disgrace, and reproach [Heb ~erpd, the same word used 
in 5:14d]" (6:lb), all of which means a life without honor, a necessary constit
uent ofa meaningful and worthwhile life; cf. Pss 31:10-14; 109:25; Ezek 5:15. 
In addition, one would get the reputation of being an "evil, two-faced [lit., 
two-tongued] person" (6: le); this is the third mention of the "two-tongued" 
in this stanza (cf. 5: l 4a, d). The number three may be used to indicate the 
superlative degree or great emphasis; cf., for example, Isa 6:3; Jer 7:4. 

The last poem in this section urges against unruly passions. The colorful 
and forceful language would make a profound impression on the young to 
whom the book of Ben Sira is primarily addressed. In 6:2a, the Heb expres
sion npl beyad, lit., to fall into the hand of, is found also in Judg 15:18 and 2 
Sam 24: 14, both of which texts speak of coming under the control of one's 
enemies. The translation "desire, passion" is one of the several meanings of 
the Heb noun nepeS, which can also mean "the inner being of a person" (e.g., 
Ps 42:5, 7), "a living being (e.g., Gen 2:7), "life" (e.g., Exod 21:23), self and 
the personal pronoun "I/me" (e.g., Gen 49:6), "you" (e.g., Isa 43:14), "he" 
(e.g., Ps 25: 13), "we" (e.g., Ps 124: 7), "they" (e.g., Isa 46:2), "the seat of the 
appetites" (e.g., Ps 107:9; Isa 58: 10). As is obvious from 6:2b, the "desire" 
referred to here is impure and unholy; see NOTE for a discussion of the 
problems with the text of MS A, G, and Syr. The vivid metaphors in 6:3 are 
meant to emphasize the sad results of illicit passion; cf. Job 31:9-12. In a 
dramatic poem in Dan 4:7-14, Nebuchadnezzar is compared to a gigantic 
tree; because of his consummate arrogance, an angel gives the command to 
chop down the tree and lop off its branches and to strip off its leaves and 
scatter its fruit. Cf. A. A. Di Lella, "Daniel 4:7-14: Poetic Analysis and 
Biblical Background," AOAT 212 (1981): 247-58. Cf. Amos 2:9; Ps 37:35-
36. In Isa 56:3, the eunuch describes himself as "a dry tree," Heb 'e.r yabes, 
the exact phrase Ben Sira uses in 6:3b. On the contrary, the righteous person 
is compared in Ps 1:3 to "a tree planted near running water, that yields its 
fruit in due season, and whose leaves never fade." Cf. Ps 128:1-4. 

V 4 may also be translated: "For fierce [or strong, mighty] passion [i.e., 
uncontrolled desire] destroys its owners, and an enemy's joy overtakes them" 
(i.e., they become the joy of their enemies). In Isa 56: 11, the blind leaders of 
the people are compared to "dogs with a fierce appetite [Heb 'azze nepes, lit., 
fierce of appetite, desire], they know not when they have enough." In 6:4a, 
Ben Sira uses the same two words, nepe! 'azzd, thus evoking a powerful 
image. The question of carnal lust (and of overindulgence in food and drink) 
is taken up again in 18:30-19:3. 



10. True and False Friendship 
(6:5-17) 

6 5 Pleasant speech multiplies friends, 
and gracious lips prompt friendly greetings. 

6 Let your acquaintances be many, 
but one in a thousand your confidant. 

7 When you gain a friend, test him in the gaining, 
and be not too ready to trust him. 

8 For one sort of friend is a friend when it suits him, 
but he will not be with you in time of distress. 

9 Another is a friend who becomes an enemy, 
and tells of the quarrel to your shame. 

10 Another is a friend, a boon companion, 
who will not be with you when trouble comes. 

11 When things go well, he is your other self 

A 

and lords it over your servants; G 

12 But if disaster befalls you, he turns against you A 

and hides when he sees you coming. 

13 Keep away from your enemies; 
be on your guard with your friends. 

14 A faithful friend is a sturdy shelter; 
whoever finds one finds a treasure. 

15 A faithful friend is beyond price, 
no sum can balance his worth. 

16 A faithful friend is a life-saving remedy, 
such as the one who fears God finds; 

11 Whoever fears the Lord makes firm his friendship, G 

and his comrade will be like himself. A 
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Notes 

6 14a. shelter=G; MS A, Syr have "friend" a second time. 
16a. remedy=G, Syr; MS A :jeror, dubious at best. 

Comment 

187 

This poem on true and false friendship has four stanzas, 2 + 3 + 3 + S 
bicola. The first stanza (vv S-6) introduces the general subject, and the other 
three provide specific injunctions and observations about friendship. Friend
ship is again discussed in 7:18; 11:29-12:18; 22:19-26; and 37:1-6. No other 
book of the Bible deals with friendship so extensively. 

Inv Sa, "pleasant speech" translates Heb ~ek ('iireb), lit., (sweet) palate (or 
gums), used figuratively as the organ of speech; cf. Prov S:3; 8:7, in both of 
which texts ~ek (spelled without the mater lectionis yod) is parallel to 
sepiitayim, "lips," the word Ben Sira employs in v Sb. The adjective 'iireb, 
"sweet," is rare, .occurring elsewhere only in Prov 20: 17 and Cant 2: 14. For 
the thought of v S, cf. Prov 16:21. There is a recurring e sound in the first 
seven words of the verse and a Sis sound in the fifth, seventh, and eighth 
words, thus creating a pleasant assonance and alliteration: ~ek 'iireb yarbeh 
'oheb/wesipte ~en sa'i:ile [read as the final letter yod for waw of MS A] siilom. 
Interestingly, Lat adds after v Sa: "and soothes enemies"; cf. Prov lS:l. A 
literal translation of v Sb: "and gracious lips (multiply) those who ask for 
peace" (i.e., those who give greetings); the phrase s'l siilom is the usual expres
sion for greeting someone. Cf. Exod 18:7; Judg 18:1S; 1Sam10:4; 17:22; 2S:S; 
30:21; 2 Sam 8:10; Jer lS:S; 1 Chr 18:10. 

In v 6a, Heb 'anse selomekii, "your acquaintances," means, lit., men of 
your peace. An a:b::b:a chiastic pattern links the two bicola of this stanza: 
multiplies/Heb yarbeh (v Sa):(those who ask for) peace/siilom (v Sb)::(men 
of) your peace/se!omekii (v 6a):many/rabbfm (v 6a). The equivalent of the 
expression 'anse selomekii occurs also in Ps 41: 10; Jer 20: 1 O; 3 8 :22. In v 6b, 
Heb ba'al sOdekii, translated here "your confidant," means, lit., owner (or 
master) of your counsel (or your intimate circle, company); cf. Job 19: 19: 
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mete s6di, "men of my intimate circle." The point of v 6 is clear: be friendly 
toward all, but reveal your inmost thoughts to a rare few. Similar ideas are 
expressed in 8:17-19. 

The next stanza (vv 7-9) offers utilitarian and pragmatic advice about 
choosing freinds. In v 7, Ben Sira suggests that one should test new friends 
before trusting them. In 4: 17, Lady Wisdom tests the wise to see if their 
hearts are fully with her. 

In the words of v 8a, there is an e/i assonance: kf yes 'oheb ki!pf <et. The 
proverb stated in many words in v 8 is summed up neatly in our English 
proverbial expression "a fair-weather friend." A further reason for testing a 
friend is given in v 9: some friends tum into, or change into (the literal 
meaning of Heb nehpak), enemies and proceed to embarrass you by telling 
everybody the reason why the friendship broke up. Cf. 27:16-21; Prov 17:9, 
17; 18:24; 25:8-10. 

The next stanza (vv 10-12) continues the theme of the fair-weather friend 
(v 8). A more literal translation of v 10: "Another friend is a table compan
ion, but he will not be found on the day of trouble." This astute observation is 
the converse of the English proverb "A friend in need is a friend indeed." Cf. 
13:21; Prov 14:20; 19:4, 6-7. Inv 11, Ben Sira develops the idea ofv !Oa. Inv 
l lb, MS A and Syr read: "When things go badly, he will depart from you." 
G, on which the translation here is based, is to be preferred, for it explains in 
a dramatic and ironic way how such a "friend" is "your other self." Ben Sira 
takes up a similar theme in 12:8-9. Regarding v 12, cf. the poignant plaint of 
Job ( 19: 19-22) whose friends have turned against him because of his adver
sity. Cf. also Prov 18:24. With the thoughts expressed in this stanza compare 
Prov 17:17: "He who is a friend is always a friend, and a brother is born for 
the time of stress." Cf. also Sir 22:25. 

The final stanza of this section begins with a pithy observation to avoid 
enemies and be on guard with friends (v 13), thus resuming ideas introduced 
in vv 7 and 10. In the four Heb words of v 13, Ben Sira demonstrates again 
that he is a hard-nosed and astute observer of the human scene; one ignores 
his advice at one's own peril or unhappiness. Inv 14a, Heb 'oheb 'emuna, "a 
faithful friend," may also be translated "a reliable, or trustworthy, friend." It 
is such a person who is the subject of vv 14-16. In v 14, there is an a:b::b:a' 
pattern that makes the verse rhetorically forceful: a faithful friend:whoever
finds-one::jinds:a treasure. The Heb word hOn, "treasure" (lit., wealth), oc
curs frequently in the Wisdom literature, esp. Proverbs (e.g., I: 13; 3:9; 6:31; 
10:15; 18:11; 19:14; 24:4; 28:22; 29:3). The metaphor ofv 14b receives further 
elaboration in v IS, where a faithful friend is depicted as "beyond price," an 
image taken up in v !Sb, which may be translated more literally: "there is no 
weight for his worth." In antiquity, goods for trade as well as silver and gold 
used for money were weighed in the balance scale; thus the image is that no 
weight can be as heavy as a reliable friend. Cf. Gen 23:16; 24:22; Josh 7:21; 
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Judg 8:26; l Chr 22:3, 14; esp. Dan 5:27. In 7:18, Ben Sira writes: "Barter not 
a friend for money." 

In vv 16--17, Ben Sira teaches that fear of God is the requirement for 
finding true friends and achieving the blessings of friendship. In v 16a, "life
saving remedy" (lit., medicine of life) is the reading of G and Syr. MS A reads 
~eror ~ayyfm, "bundle of life, or of the living," a phrase also used in 1 Sam 
25:29; Box-Oesterley (p. 335) prefer this reading. In Syriac patristic literature, 
Jesus Christ is often described as sam ~ayye, "medicine of life." The clear 
implication of v 16b is that only those who fear God will find a faithful friend. 
MS A omits v 17a because of homoioarchton and adds after v 17b an extra 
colon: "and as his name, so are his deeds," which is in fact a repetition of 
2:18d (cf. COMMENT above). The point of v 17 is that the pious Jew, "who 
fears the Lord," will have stable friendships with persons who are like himself 
in personality and particularly in observance of the Law. V l 7b may be 
translated more literally: "for like himself so is his neighbor." The italicized 
words render Heb kiimohu and re'ehu, the same two expressions that occur in 
the well-known commandment (Lev 19:18, quoted by Jesus in Matt 19:19 and 
Luke 10:27) "You shall love your neighbor as yourself," Heb re'iikii kiimokii. 

The material in this section has parallels in Theognis, 77-78, 81-82, 115-
16, 299, 575, 643-44, 697-98, 929-30 (Sanders, pp. 30-31), and in Phibis, xi 
23-xii 18 (Sanders, pp. 70-71). 



PART III (6:18-14:19) 

11. Encouragement to Strive for Wisdom 
(6:18-37) 

6 18 My son, from your youth embrace discipline; G 

thus you will gain wisdom with graying hair. 
19 As though plowing and sowing, draw close to her; A 

then await her bountiful crops, 
For in cultivating her you will labor but little, 

and soon you will eat of her fruits. 

20 Jolting is she to the stupid
the fool cannot abide her; 

21 She will be like a burdensome stone to him 
and he will not delay in casting her aside, 

22 For discipline is like her name: 
she is not obvious to many. 

23 Listen, my son, and take my advice; G 

refuse not my counsel. 
24 Put your feet into her net 

and your neck into her noose. 
25 Stoop your shoulders and carry her A 

and be not irked at her bonds. 

26 With all your soul draw close to her; G 

with all your strength keep her ways. 
27 Search her out, discover her; seek her and you will find A 

Then when you have her, do not let her go; 
28 Thus you will afterward find rest in her-

her. 

she will be transformed into your delight. c 
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29 Her net will become your throne of majesty; 
her noose, your apparel of spun gold. 

30 Her yoke will be your gold adornment; 
her bonds, your purple cord. 

31 You will wear her as your glorious apparel, 
bear her as your splendid crown. 

32 If you wish, my son, you can become learned; 
if you apply yourself, you will be wise. 

33 If you are willing to listen, you will gain; 
if you give ear, you will be instructed. 

34 Frequent the company of the elders: 
whoever is wise, stay close to him; 

35 Be eager to hear every discourse, 
let no wise saying escape you. 

36 If you see a prudent person, seek him out; 
let your feet wear away his doorstep! 

37 Reflect on the law of the Most High, 
let his commandments be your constant meditation; 

Then he will inform your mind, 
and the. wisdom you desire he will grant you. 

Notes 

191 

A 

G 

A 

6 !Ba. embrace=G epidexai (Ziegler)=Lat (=Heb qa/J); G MSS epilexai. Cf. 
36:26. 

19a. (plowing) and sowing=G=Heb wekazzorea~· MSS A, C wekaqqo:jer="and 
reaping"; Syr "like the sower and like the reaper." 

19c. labor= Heb ta'am6l=G, Syr, cf. 51:27 (again with me'at); MSS A, C ta'libod. 
21. burdensome=Heb massa'; G reads "of testing"=Heb massci. 
22. Read (ken) hf. musar having feminine agreement (as a synonym for fJokma) as 

in Prov 4:13; MS A=hu~ 2Ql8, extant for most line ends of vv 20-31, reads [n6}kafJ 
to end v 22; MS A nek61Jti. V 22 is followed in MS A by 27:5-6; MS A omits vv 23, 24, 
26, 34 from what follows. 
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24-25, 29-30. The imagery in v 24 is from hunters' nets and snares; in v 25 from 
the yoke and its leather straps. Each is taken up again, v 24 in v 29 and v 25 in v 30. 
Hence for G's eis tas pedas autes in 24a read Heb bi!ri§tiih, as in Syr of 24a and MS A, 
Syr of 29a; the parallel in 24b should be bi!~ablotehii "into her noose [cords]," cf. MS 
A's w~blth, 29b, and the discussion of 25b below. G, Syr in 24b and G in 29b intro
duce the yoke too soon, confusing with its straps (mosi!rotehii, cf. MS A in 30b) the 
cords of the snare. In the books of the Hebrew canon, the snare is ~iibiilim (Ps 18:6; 
Prov 5:22). The yoke itself ('ullti) is not explicitly mentioned in the Hebrew till 30a, 
MS A, where G (ep' autes=Heb 'iilehii) misreads it; it is implied in 25a, and the 
desmoi of G 25b, 30b is the standard LXX equivalent for m6si!r6t, the straps of the 
yoke; cf. Isa 52:2; Jer 2:20; 5:5; 27:2; 30:8. In 25b, MS A's bi!ta~biilotehii is a further 
confusion from bi!~ablotehii, which would be the line-ending directly above (24b, 
missing in MS A) in a stichometrically written text; read instead bi!m6si!r6tehii=G. 

29. The reading bigde kiitem is guaranteed by 2Q 18; cf. then v 31; 45:8-11; 50: 11; 
and Ps 45: 10, 14. 

33. you will gain=G ekdexr=Heb tiqqa~; MS A omits after liSmoa~ compare 
lismoa' at the caesura in 35a; Syr="you will learn." 

35a. discourse-G adds theian, "godly." 
36. Read mi (yiibin) = Syr; MS A has mo. Read bi!sipp6 with Syr (ignoring plural 

dots in Syr); cf. G; MS A has sypy. 
37a. Read bi!t6rat ('ely6n) (Smend); cf.Gen tois prostagmasin Kyriou and 41:4, 8 

(M); 42:2 (M); 49:4. MS A, Syr=bi!yir'at. 

Comment 

This poem, which encourages the Jew to strive for wisdom, has eight stan
zas arranged in three groups: 3+3:3+3+3:2+3+2 bicola for a total of22, 
the number of letters in the Hebrew alphabet. It will be observed that each of 
these groups of stanzas has in its first colon (vv 18a, 23a, and 32a) the intro
ductory word benf, "my son," and has a thematic unity within the poem. 

In MS A, v 18 is omitted completely; MSC has only the last two words of 
v l 8b. The verse leaves no doubt as to how one can acquire wisdom: one must 
embrace discipline from youth in order to gain wisdom in old age. Cf. Lam 
3:27 and Jer 2:20. In the Wisdom literature, the young were never thought to 
be as wise as the old; cf. 25:3-6. The Gr wordpo/iai, "gray(ing) hair," occurs 
also in 25:4 (not extant in Heb). V 18 serves as topic sentence for the whole 
poem. The word "discipline" (Heb muscir) occurs in v 18a. the opening colon 
of the first stanza, and in v 22a, in the closing bicolon of the second stanza, 
thus forming an inclusio that joins together the two stanzas of the group. The 
theme of these two stanzas is the need for discipline in the pursuit of wisdom. 
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In v 19, Ben Sira changes the image from youth and old age to plowing and 
sowing (cf. NOTE) and then awaiting the harvest; both images depict the 
process of growth and maturity. The metaphor of waiting for the harvest is 
taken up in Jas 5:7-8, which urges patience until the coming of the Lord. 
There is a k!q and fir alliteration and a assonance in the Heb of v l 9ab: 
kahores wekazzorea' qerab >eteha weqawweh lerob tebU,atah. Biblical authors 
are fond of agricultural imagery: cf., for example, Isa 5:1-7; John 15:1-8; 
Matt 7:16--20; Mark 4:26--29; 1Cor3:6--9; 9:10-11; 2 Tim 2:3....:6. The point of 
19cd is that one must work for wisdom even though it is a gift of God (1 :9-
10; Wis 8:21-9:18), but the labor involved will be "little" in time and in effort, 
for "soon" (lit., tomorrow; cf. Isa 17:11) Wisdom bestows "her fruits." 

In v 20, wisdom is compared to a path (cf. 4: 17; Prov 2:9) which "to the 
stupid" is "jolting," Heb 'iiqubba (lit., steep, hilly), a word used only once in 
the MT (Isa 40:4). In v 20a, Heb >ewfl, here translated "the stupid," also 
means "fool," in the sense not of intellectual but of moral deficiency. Cf. 
INTRODUCTION, Part X, 1. In the Book of Proverbs, the >ewfl is said to 
despise wisdom and discipline, Heb musar (1:7; 15:5), and to be quarrelsome 
(20:3); it is useless to instruct him (27:22); cf. also Job 4:22; Isa 19:11; Jer 
4:22. In v 20b, "the fool" translates Heb hiisar /eb, lit., "the one lacking in 
heart" (=the seat of intelligence and will); cf. COMMENT on 3:26. The ex
pression hiisar leb occurs also in Prov 6:32; 7:7; 9:4, 16; 10:13; 11:12; 15:21; 
17: 18; 24:30. 

In v 21, wisdom is compared to "a burdensome stone" (lit., a stone that is a 
burden); cf. Matt 11 :30. Instead of considering wisdom as something worth 
cultivating and cherishing, the foolish and careless person casts her aside as a 
troublesome weight, a burden, Heb massa~ a word occurring also in 51 :26b. 
For the expression' "a burdensome stone," cf. Zech 12:3. In v 22, Ben Sira 
plays on the word musar, "discipline," making it mean also "withdrawn" 
(musar being the hoph'al masculine singular participle of the verb sur, which 
means "to tum aside, depart, withdraw"); cf. 51 :23b. V 22 may be translated, 
lit.: "For discipline, as her name so is she [cf. NOTE], and to the many she is 
not obvious." An a:b::b:a' pattern makes the wordplay on musar even more 
forceful: discipline:she::she:not obvious. The Heb word nekohii, "obvious, 
plain," occurs in a speech by Lady Wisdom in Prov 8:9: "All [of my words] 
are plain to the person of intelligence." 

The next three stanzas (vv 23-31) form a group the theme of which is the 
need for determination and zeal in the search for wisdom. In the first and 
third stanzas, the imagery is from hunting (vv 24 and 29) and the yoking of 
animals (vv 25 and 30); cf. NOTE. In v 23, Ben Sira appeals to his own 
authority in addressing his readers in the tone of a father: "Listen, my son, 
and take my advice; refuse not my counsel." In so doing, he was modeling 
himself on Prov 4:10: "Hear, my son, and receive my words." As a scribe, 
Ben Sira had the leisure to study and reflect on the Wisdom traditions of 
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Israel; and because in the process he became wise and experienced, he felt he 
had a right to teach with authority the youth of his day. The content of v 23 is 
based on Prov 19:20: "Listen to counsel and receive instruction, that you may 
eventually become wise." The hunting and yoking metaphors in vv 24 and 25 
emphasize that wisdom involves self-discipline and constraint in what one 
does. In Matt 11:29-30, Jesus employs the images of burden (v 2la) and of 
yoke (vv 25 and 30) to describe Christian discipleship: "Take my yoke upon 
your shoulders and learn from me, . . . for my yoke is easy and my burden 
light." 

The next stanza (vv 26--28) continues the imagery of hunting; in this case, 
however, the hunter is not Wisdom (as in vv 24 and 29) but the one who seeks 
Wisdom. In v 26, the expressions "with all your soul" (Syr reads "with all 
your heart") and "with all your strength" are from Deut 6:5: "You shall love 
the LORD, your God, with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all 
your strength." As in hunting for prey, one should be diligent in searching for 
and discovering Wisdom; only in this way will one find her (v 27a). Then 
when one has taken hold of (or seized, Heb ~zq) her, one must not let her go 
(v 27b); this colon derives from Prov 4:13a: "Take hold of [the same Heb 
verb] instruction; do not let her go [Heb rph, the same verb Ben Sira uses]." 
What one receives after taking hold of Wisdom is compared to the satisfac
tion one experiences at the end of a successful day's hunt (v 28); cf. 15:4-6. 

Like the first stanza (vv 23-25), the third stanza (vv 29-31) of this group 
resumes the imagery of Wisdom as hunter. Being caught in Wisdom's net 
involves no loss of personal freedom. Rather, one becomes like a king (v 29a); 
cf. Prov 4:9; Ps 89:15; Wis 9:10-12. The constraints ("noose") Wisdom places 
on the wise make them appear as if clothed in gold (v 29b); cf. 21:19, 21. The 
metaphor of clothing as symbolic of moral virtues is often found in the Bible; 
cf. Job 19:9; 29:14; Ps 132:9; 1 Pet 5:5; Rev 7:9; 19:8. Wisdom's "yoke" (v 
30a) does not hamper the wise but gives them a sure sense of direction in life. 
For that reason the yoke is dramatically compared to a "gold adornment," 
and Wisdom's "bonds" to a "purple cord" (v 30b). In the Bible, purple 
garments and gold were worn by kings, princes, high priests, and the wealthy; 
cf. Exod 39:1-31 (the high priest); Dan 5:7, 16, 29 (the nobility); Luke 16:19 
(the rich). The expression "purple cord," Heb petil tekelet, derives primarily 
from Num 15:38. The cord was used to fasten tassels on the comers of the 
garments, so that the sight of them may remind the Israelites "to keep all the 
commandments of the LORD, without going wantonly astray after the desires 
of [their] hearts and eyes" (Num 15:39). Thus Wisdom's "bonds" are the 
"purple cord" that reminds the faithful Jew to remain steadfast to the Law of 
Moses and not to stray after the allurements of Hellenistic learning and cul
ture. As the high priest wore garments of "spun gold" (v 29b), ornaments of 
gold (v 30a), and vestments in which "purple cord" was used (v 30b; cf. Exod 
28:28, 37; 39:21, 31), so the wise "will wear" Wisdom as their "glorious 
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apparel" (v 3la; cf. 50:11), and bear her as their "splendid crown" (v 3lb), 
Heb 'ii(eret tip,eret, Gr stephanos agal/iamatos (cf. 1:11 with COMMENT; 15:6; 
Prov 4:9; 16:31). The wise, in other words, because of their fidelity to the Law 
will enjoy the splendor of royalty and the glory of the high priesthood. 

The last group of stanzas (vv 32-37) in the poem has as its theme the 
exhortation to seek Wisdom by various means. The first stanza (vv 32-33), 
which states the theme in general terms, has a balanced rhetorical structure: 
each colon begins with a condition ("If you ... ") and ends with an affirma
tion ("You can/will ... "); and there is synthetic parallelism between the 
conditional clauses of v 32a and b and between the main clauses of v 33a and 
b, and synonymous parallelism between the conditional clauses of v 33a and b 
(cf. NOTE) and between the main clauses of v 32a and b. In v 32, Ben Sira 
makes it clear that the desire for wisdom is a first step that must be followed 
by effective action: "if you apply yourself." Heb tiisfm /ibbekii, lit., (if) you put 
your heart [=seat of intelligence and will] (to it). In other words, wishful 
thinking about wisdom without personal involvement and decision is worth
less. V 33 spells out the means whereby one applies oneself: one must be 
willing to listen before one may hope to gain wisdom, for only by giving ear to 
the wise will one be instructed. Cf. Prov 8:32-33. In v 33b, Heb tiwwiiser, 
"you will be instructed," is from the same root as the noun musiir, "disci
pline, instruction," found in vv !Sa and 22a; thus the first group of stanzas 
(vv 18-22) is connected to the last group (vv 32-37). 

The next stanza (vv 34-36) specifies an important way to gain wisdom: 
seeking out the wise and their discourse. Regarding the significance of "the 
elders" (v 34a), cf. 8:9 and 32:3. The word "wise" in v 34b is in synonymous 
parallelism with "the elders," for wisdom was considered the prerogative of 
age; cf. v 18 with COMMENT and 25:4-6. The reason why one should "stay 
close" to "whoever is wise" (v 34b) is given in 13:16b: everyone associates 
with one's own kind. Inv 35a, the Heb noun sf}Ja, "discourse," occurs also in 
8:8a and 11:8b; in the MT, the word occurs only in Job 15:4, where it means 
"meditation," and in Ps 119:97, 99 where it means "(object of) musing, 
study." In Neo-Hebrew, it means "edifying discourse." In v 35b, "wise say
ing" translates Heb mesa/ bfna, lit., a proverb/saying of intelligence; for a 
discussion of miisii/, cf. INTRODUCTION, Part IV, I. The words sf}Ja and 
mesa/ bfna are in synonymous parallelism. In v 36, the ideas of the stanza 
reach a climax: seek out a person who is prudent or wise (Heb yiibfn); wear 
out his doorstep! Persistence, determination, and unflagging energy are re
quired for one to acquire wisdom; there is no other way. 

In the last stanza of the group (and of the poem) Ben Sira equates keeping 
the Law and achieving wisdom, as he does elsewhere; cf. 1 :25-27 with COM
MENT and 24:23 with COMMENT. God will grant the gift of wisdom only to 
those who observe the commandments. V 37ab may be translated, lit.: "Re
flect on the law [cf. NOTE] of the Most High and on his commandments 
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meditate [read ubemi~w6tiiyw hi!geh] continually." A striking a:b::b':a' rhetor
ical pattern underscores the importance of Ben Sira's point: refiect:law of the 
Most High::his commandments:meditate. V 37cd may be translated, lit.: "And 
he himself will give understanding to your heart [=seat of intelligence and 
will]; and what you desire, he will make you wise." Again an a:b::b':a' struc
ture adds emphasis to the bicolon: he will give understanding to.your 
heart::what you desire [an activity of the "heart"]:he will make you wise. Cf. 1 
Kgs 3:11-12. It is to be noted that this long poem has J,okma ("wisdom") in 
the first bicolon (v 18) and the verb from the same root, yel,akkemekii ("he 
will make you wise") in the last bicolon (v 37cd), thus forming an inclusio. 



12. Conduct Toward God and Neighbor 
(7:1-17) 

7 1 Do no evil, neither let evil overtake you; c 
2 avoid wickedness, and it will turn aside frorri you. A 

3 Sow not in the furrows of injustice, G 

lest you harvest it sevenfold. A 

4 Seek not from God authority, 
nor from the king a place of honor. 

s Parade not your justice before the Lord, 
and before the king flaunt not your wisdom. G 

6 Seek not to become a judge 
if you have not strength to root out crime, 

Or you will be browbeaten by some prominent person A 

and mar your integrity. 
7 Be guilty of no evil before the city court, A 

nor disgrace yourself before the assembly. 
s Do not plo~ to repeat a sin; 

not even for one will you go unpunished. 
9 Say not, "He will appreciate my many gifts; G 

the Most High will accept my offerings." 
to Be not brusque in your prayers; A 

neither put off doing a kindness. 
11 Laugh not at an embittered person; 

there is One who exalts and humbles. 
12 Contrive no mischief against your brother, 

nor against your friend and companion. 
13 Take no pleasure in telling lie after lie; 

it never results in good. 
14 Do not hold forth in the assembly of the elders, 

nor repeat yourself when you pray. 
1 s Hate not laborious work; 

work was assigned by God. 

G 

A 

G 
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16 Do not esteem yourself better than your fellows; 
remember, his wrath will not delay. 

17 More and more, humble your pride; 
what awaits humans is worms. 

Notes 

7 Sa. before the Lord=G; MS A="before the king"; cf. v Sb. 

§ XII 

s 

A 

6d. For G's skandalon read Heb mum, cf. Syr and 33:23; 47:20; I Mace 9:10. 
7a. city court= 'iidat sa'ar; MS A's 'iidat Ia'iire 'el includes dittography of the fol-

lowing wi!'al. 
9. =G, Syr; it is lacking in MS A. 
I lb. MS A's "Remember (there is ... )" omitted; cf. G, Syr, and 16b. 
IS. In MS A this verse stands between vv 9, 10; in Syr it is lacking. 
I Sb. G +MS A suggest Heb read wi!hf' me'el nefJi!liiqii, referring to 'iib6dii, l 5a, cf. 

IS:9; 41:4; for the construction wi!hl' cf. 31:27d. 
16. Understandable only as a sequel to v IS. G's 16a, with "among the multitude of 

sinners" for better than your fellows, is influenced by 16:6; Ps I: I; it does not fit the 
present content. MS A is garbled here. 

17. MS A follows this with the line "Do not hasten to say 'Disaster!' Rely on God 
and be content with his way"; this is a later comment on l 7b, lacking in G and Syr, 
and dependent on Ps 37:S. (For /pr~ read pare~.) 

Comment 

This section, being a collection of diverse ethical maxims, does not lend 
itself readily to strophic divisions. Smend (p. 62), however, and Box-Oesterley 
(pp. 338-39) divide the material into seven stanzas: 2+2+3+3+3+2+2 
bicola. Having described the pursuit of wisdom in 6:18-37, Ben Sira now 
gives detailed precepts concerning the conduct of the wise. Since wisdom is 
defined as fear of the Lord (1:16) and keeping the commandments (1:26-27; 
6:37), the wise must avoid sin in all its forms. Each saying, except v 17, begins 
with 'a/+jussive: "Do not ... " 

V 1 is the topic sentence of this section: "Do no evil [Heb ra1, neither let 
evil [ra'here means calamity] overtake you." The avoidance of evil is essential 
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if one is to acquire wisdom and live well and in peace. In v 2, Ben Sira shows 
his understanding of human behavior: "Avoid [lit., keep your distance from] 
wickedness [Heb 'aw6n], and it will tum aside from you." The noun 'aw6n 
means not only "wickedness, iniquity," a synonym for "evil" (v l), but also 
"guilt, punishment of iniquity." Both meanings are present in this verse. In v 
3, the image of sowing and reaping would strike a responsive chord in the 
minds and hearts of Ben Sira's readers and listeners. Agricultural metaphors 
are common in the Bible; cf. 6:19 with COMMENT and Isa4S:8; Hos 10:12; 
Job 4:8; Prov 22:8; Gal 6:8. The idea of "sevenfold" or "seven times" in v 3b 
is another frequent motif in Scripture; cf. 20:12b; 3S:l3b; Prov 6:31; Pss 
79: 12; 119: 164; Gen 4: l S, 24; Isa 30:26; Matt 18:22; Luke 17:4. The point of v 
3 is that "injustice," like a seed sown in the ground, produces a harvest seven 
times larger than the normal yield-a profound insight into the social effects 
of injustice, Heb 'awe/, Gr adikia. 

In v 4, there is an m alliteration in four of the eight words of MS A: me'el 
memsalet ("from God authority") mimme/ek m6sab ("from the king a place 
of [honor]"). In addition to these seven m's, there are four I's in the bicolon, 
which give it an added elegance. Authority and honors are to be avoided 
because "power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts absolutely" 
(Lord Acton, letter to Bishop Mandell Creighton, April S, 1887); cf. Matt 
20:20-28; Mark 10:3S-4S. In the courts of the Seleucids and Ptolemies of Ben 
Sira's day there were many functionaries who enjoyed political prestige and 
economic advantage, which doubtless led to abuses like those in the Mac
cabean period (cf. 2 Mace 3:4-13; 4:7-16). V Sa may also be translated: "Do 
not justify yourself before the Lord [cf. NOTE]." No one can claim innocence 
before God; cf. Job 9:2, 20; Ps 143:2; l Kgs 8:46; Luke 18:9-14; l Cor 4:4. 
Showing off before the king (or the powerful) (v Sb) has always been a risky 
enterprise; cf. Prov 2S:6-7; Luke 14:7-11. 

The exhortation in v 6 derives from Ben Sira's vast experience of social life 
and political realities. To be a good judge one must have unimpeachable 
integrity and dauntless courage; otherwise common criminals will go unpun
ished and the influential be set free even when guilty. V 6c may also be 
translated: "lest you be in fear in the presence of a prominent person." 

Regarding v 7a, there are many possible evils one could commit in court: 
giving false witness, passing favorable judgment because of a bribe, showing 
partiality to the powerful or to the lowly, making an unjust accusation, not 
telling the whole truth. All these evils are explicitly condemned in the Bible; 
cf. Exod 20:16; 23:1-3, 6-8; Lev 19:1S; Deut 1:17; 16:18-20; 19:16-21; Amos 
S:lS; Mic 7:3; Ps 82:2; Prov 18:S; 24:23; 28:21; 2 Chr 19:6-7; Dan 13:36-41, 
S2-62. By doing evil before the city court (v 7a), one would "disgrace [one
self] before the assembly" (v 7b). For the importance of the assembly in the 
eyes of the Jew, cf. Prov S:l4. M. Hengel (Judaism and Hellenism, vol. l, pp. 
133-34) is of the opinion that vv 4-7 are too concrete and specific to form a 
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general Wisdom sentence and so may refer to the high priest Onias III, the 
successor of Simeon II. See INTRODUCTION, Part II. Unable to cope with 
party struggles and rich families, he erred in adopting a pro-Ptolemaic policy 
and in accepting a bribe from the Tobiad Hyrcanus in Transjordania. His 
opponents denounced him, with the result that he had to render an account of 
his conduct to Seleucus IV Philopator (187-175 e.c.) in Antioch and was 
detained there. While Onias was there, Seleucus was assassinated (2 Mace 
4:1-7). If this view be correct, then vv 4-7 were written immediately before 
the accession of Antiochus IV Epiphanes, in September 175 e.c. (Onias was 
then deprived of the high priesthood when his brother Jason purchased the 
office from Antiochus.) Hengel is, I think, reading too much into these verses, 
which are quite in keeping with other types of Wisdom sayings by Ben Sira. 

If v 8 continues the thought of v 7, it urges against conspiracy in juridical 
processes. If it is a miscellaneous maxim, which seems more likely, it reminds 
one that the repetition of the same sin because of a plot with others simply 
multiplies the punishment to come one's way eventually. Regarding the 
abominable futility of substituting sacrifices and offerings (v 9) for genuine 
service of the Lord and of one's neighbor, cf. 34:23-24; Prov 15: 18; 21 :27; Ps 
50:7-15; Qoh 4:17; Jdt 16:15-16. The prophets in particular mince no words 
in excoriating the sinful and unrepentant Israelites for their foolish attempts 
at placating God by multiplying sacrifices and prayers: Isa 1: 10-16; Amos 
5:21-24; Mic 6:6-8; Jer 6:19-20; 7:2-7. Liturgy, sacrifices, and prayer are 
legitimate forms of worship and service of God only when they express pub
licly the inner conviction of a person willing to love God above all things 
(Deut 6:5) and neighbor as self (Lev 19: 18); cf. 50: 1, 5-21. See INTRODUC
TION, Part X, 5. 

V 10 may also be translated: "Be not impatient in prayer, and in alms(giv
ing) be not tardy"-the a:b::b':a' rhetorical arrangement makes Ben Sira's 
point more forceful. Prayer to be worthwhile and pleasing to God must be 
patient and must be joined with almsgiving; cf. 3:30-4:10, with COMMENT, 
and Jas 1:6; Matt 21:21-22. Inv Ila, Heb 'al tibez, "do not despise," is 
understood by G in the sense of laughing to scorn, mocking. "An embittered 
person" (lit., a person in bitterness of spirit) may be an allusion to the misfor
tune that according to the Deuteronomic theory of retribution came upon a 
person as a result of sin or as a trial to test fidelity; cf. COMMENT on 2: 1. 
Regarding v l lb, cf. l Sam 2:7; Luke 1:52. In v 11, Ben Sira warns against 
despising an embittered person for whatever reason he is suffering, because 
the Lord himself is the One who causes adversity and who brings prosperity. 
Cf. 11 :4. Only the Lord knows why he "exalts" at one time and why he 
"humbles" at another; his manner of activity is beyond human scrutiny or 
understanding. A further dimension of Ben Sira's thought is suggested by the 
Lat proverb Hodie mihi, eras tibi, "Today me, tomorrow you!" 

Inv 12a, the Heb verb }]rs, "to devise, contrive," also means "to plow," the 
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sense in which G understands the word; cf. Prov 3:29; 6:14; 12:20; 14:22, in 
all of which texts the same verb is used. The noun /Jiimiis, here translated 
"mischief," also means "violence, wrong." There is in the verse a descending 
order of intimacy: brother, friend, companion (or associate). Lying is also to 
be avoided especially since one lie often leads to another (v 13a). Ben Sira 
gives a pragmatic reason for the prohibition: "it never results in good" (v 
13b), an observation confirmed by the experience of many. He brings up the 
subject of lying again in 20:24-26. Lying, esp. under oath, is vigorously con
demned in the Bible; cf., for example, Exod 20:16; Hos 4:2; Jer 9:1-8; Isa 
59:3; Mic 6:12; Lev 19:11-12; Col 3:9; Jas 3:14. Talkativeness (v 14a) is 
viewed with disdain by the Wisdom teachers (cf. Qoh 5:2), and it becomes 
even more despicable when indulged in the presence of "the elders" (cf. 32:9). 
In place of G's "elders," MS A and Syr read "princes." The injunction not to 
repeat oneself in prayer is similar to that found in Qoh 5: 1 and Matt 6:7 ("In 
your prayer do not rattle on like the pagans"). The repetition of prayer for
mulas is hardly proscribed, as is obvious from Psalm 136, which Ben Sira 
certainly knew and in which the expression "for his mercy endures forever" 
occurs twenty-six times, and from Psalms 148 and 150, which repeat the verb 
"praise" (Heb hallelu) many times. Jesus himself, according to Matt 26:39-
44, prayed three times, saying the same words; cf. Mark 14:35-39. The Apos
tle Paul also prayed three times to be relieved of "a thorn in the flesh" (2 Cor 
12:7-8). 

The precept in v 15 has a long biblical background, starting with Gen 2: 15, 
where work on the land was commissioned by God himself to be a pleasant 
and satisfying enterprise. According to Gen 3: 17-19, it was only after the sin 
of the first couple that farming would become a difficult task. But Ben Sira 
held manual labor in high esteem, for during this period there had occurred a 
transition from an agricultural to a commercial economy, with many people 
moving from rural areas to the city. The result was that many of the tradi
tional moral values and personal virtues that originated in agricultural life 
were being called into question. Commerce introduced the people to new 
temptations; cf. 26:29-27:3. 

For v 16a (cf. NOTE), G reads: "Number not yourself among the multitude 
of sinners." The reading of Syr, followed in the translation, is to be preferred 
in view of vv 15 and 17. The point of v 16 is that one should not allege social 
superiority as a pretext for avoiding manual labor (v 15); for if one esteems 
oneself above the common lot, God will not delay his wrath. Rather, one 
should continually flatten one's pride (v l 7a; cf. 3: 17-24 with COMMENT); the 
reason is, what awaits one is "worms" (v l 7b; cf. Job 25:6). G reads "fire and 
worms" (cf. Isa 66:24; Jdt 16:17) because in the period between the composi
tion of the book in ca. 180 B.c. and the translation by Ben Sira's grandson 
sometime after 117 B.c. (cf. INTRODUCTION, Part II) there developed the 
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belief in rewards and punishments after death. In Ben Sira's time, this belief 
was not yet part of Israel's faith. See INTRODUCTION, Part X, 4. 

For further study of this section, cf. P. C. Beentjes, "Jesus Sirach 7:1-17, 
Kanttekeningen bij de structuur en de tekst ven een verwaarloosde passage," 
BTFT 41 (1980): 251-59. 



13. Maxims for Family Life, Religion, and Charity 
(7:18-36) 

7 18 Barter not a friend for money, 
nor a true brother for the gold of Ophir. 

19 Dismiss not a sensible wife; 
a charming wife is more precious than corals. 

20 Mistreat not a servant who faithfully serves, 
nor a laborer who devotes himself to his task. 

A 

c 

21 Let a wise servant be dear to you as your own self; A 

refuse him not his freedom. 

22 If you have livestock, look after them yourself; 
if they are dependable, keep them. 

23 If you have sons, chastise them; 
cure their stubbornness in their early youth. o 

24 If you have daughters, keep them chaste, A 

and be not indulgent to them. 
2s Giving your daughter in marriage is an end to anxiety; 

but give her to a sensible man. 
26 If you have a wife, let her not seem odious to you; 

but where there is ill feeling, trust her not. 

27 With your whole heart honor your father; o 
your mother's birth pangs forget not. 

28 Remember, of these parents you were born; 
what can you give them for all they gave you? 

29 With all your soul fear God, A 

revere his priests. 
30 With all your strength love your Maker, 

neglect not his ministers. 
31 Honor God and respect the priest; 

give him his portion as you have been commanded: 
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The flesh of sacrifices, contributions, 
his portion of victims, a levy on holy offerings. 

32 To the poor also extend your hand, 
that your blessing may be complete; 

33 Give your gift to anyone alive, 
and withhold not your kindness from the dead; 

34 Avoid not those who weep, 
but mourn with those who mourn; 

35 Neglect not to care for the sick
for these things you will be loved. 

36 In whatever you do, remember your last days, 
and you will never sin. 

Notes 

7 !Sb. true=G gnesion; MS A's tiiluy is dubious at best. 

§ XIII 

G 

A 

2la. Read 'eh6b (keniipes) with MSC. MS B has this colon three times among its 
variant forms for 10:25. It reads }Jiibib; MS A has }Jbb. Cf. Rtiger, pp. 45-46. 

23b. cure their stubbornness: G supposes Heb k6p ro'siim, literally "bow their 
heads," cf. 4:7; 30: 12; 38:30; and Isa 58:5 (G's trachelon aut6n is its idiom for r6'siim: 
cf. CBQ 36 [1974]: 536-37). MSS A, C, and Syr have, instead of this, "take for them 
wives (in their youth)," which fails to account for 30:12c in MS B, Gil, and Syr. That 
colon, "bow his head in his youth," is a secondary duplication of a jumbled text 
(30:12a); it was adapted by a later glossator from this place in chap. 7 (CBQ 36 [1974]: 
538-39). The same kind of glossing process has led to the introduction here, in MSS 
A, C, and Syr, of the recommendation of early marriage for sons. Rtiger (p. 46) has 
not seen that 30: l 2c is secondary in that place, and makes the Heb-Syr reworking 
primary here in 7:23b. 

27-28. Present in G and Syr, these verses are lacking in MS A; compare 3:1-16. 
3 lc. The flesh of sacrifices supposes Heb le}Jem 'illim; MS A has been read (le}Jem) 

'smym/'brym. G="firstfruits and guilt offering"=}J/b w'sm; for }Jib, cf. Num 18:12, 
29-32, MT and LXX. Compare 45:21-22. 

32b. complete: cf. Deut 14:29. 
35. Syr=G; MS A is garbled. 
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Comment 

The maxims in this section may be divided into six groups or stanzas: 
4+5+2+4+4+ 1 bicola. The section as a whole is concerned with personal 
responsibilities toward, or observations about, friends, brothers, wife, ser
vants, cattle, children, parents, priests, the poor, the dead, the sorrowful, and 
the sick. 

Since a "faithful friend" is "beyond price" (cf. 6:15 with COMMENT), one is 
urged not to endanger friendship for material gain (v 18a), a perennially valid 
precept. "A true brother" (cf. NOTE) is worth more than "gold of Ophir," a 
region on the coast of southern Arabia or eastern Africa, famous in antiquity 
for its gold; cf. 1 Kgs 9:28; 10:11; Isa 13:12; Job 22:24; 28:16; Ps 45:10. 
Hence, one should not manipulate a brother for personal advantage. A man 
should not "dismiss, or reject," a "sensible, or wise, wife" (v l 9a; cf. 25:8) for 
another woman (cf. 9:3-9). In v 19b, "charming wife" translates Heb (obat 
~en, lit., "good in grace, well favored," an expression that occurs also in Nah 
3:4. The parallelism suggests that "the wise wife" will also be "well favored, 
or charming." In v l 9b, it is not certain whether the translation of Heb 
pi!nfnfm should be "corals," "pearls," or "rubies"--cf. Job 28:18; Prov 31:10; 
Lam 4:7. Ben Sira has much to say about wives; cf. 9:1; 25:8; 26:1-4, 13-18; 
36:27-31; and see INTRODUCTION, Part x, 7. 

Servants, or slaves, could be either Jews or non-Jews (cf. Deut 15:12; 
24: 14); both deserve fair treatment free of personal abuse, especially when 
they serve "faithfully" (v 20a). Kindness to slaves was mandated in the Law; 
cf. Deut 15:12-18; 23:16. Ben Sira speaks of slaves also in 33:25-33. Inv 20b, 
the "laborer" (Heb stikfr, lit., hireling, hired worker) who "gives himself" 
(the literal translation of the Heb phrase) also must be dealt with kindly, for 
the Law protects his rights, too; cf. Lev 19:13; 25:6, 53; Deut 24:14. V 21a 
(MS C) may also be translated: "Love a wise slave as yourself" (cf. Lev 
19: 18). The injunction in v 21 b is a reference to the law that stipulated that 
after six years of service the Hebrew slave was to be set free; cf. Exod 21 :2; 
Lev 25:39-43; Deut 15:12-15; Jer 34:8-20. See A. Phillips, JSOT 30 (1984): 
51-66. 

In v 22a, Heb bi!hema, "livestock, cattle, beasts," may also mean "a riding 
animal," which Smend (p. 70), on the basis of Neh 2:12, 14, thinks is the 
sense here because of the adjective "dependable, reliable" in v 22b. Usually, 
however, bi!hema means "livestock (in general)." Cf. Prov 27:23-27. It may 
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strike a modem reader as odd that children (vv 23-25) and the wife (v 26) are 
mentioned in the same context as livestock; but in the world of Ben Sira, sons, 
daughters, and wife were considered as much a man's possessions as were his 
livestock. In v 23a, Heb yasser, "chastise," may also mean "correct," or 
"discipline." Cf. 30:1-3, 13; Prov 13:24; 19:18; 23:13-14. A father is to cure 
the stubbornness (cf. NOTE) of his sons "in their early youth" (v 23b) while 
their characters are still being formed; otherwise, it will be too late. Cf. Deut 
21:18-21. V 24a may be translated, lit.: "If you have daughters, watch [or 
guard] their flesh" (Heb se,er, also found with such a meaning in Ps 73:26 and 
Prov 5: 11)-a rather blunt precept, which most fathers throughout history 
have sought to observe. V 24b may be translated, lit.: "and do not let your 
face shine on them" (cf. Qoh 7:3-4). Ben Sira takes up the theme ofa father's 
concern for his virgin daughter again in 42:9-14. Although v 25a affirms that 
marrying off a daughter brings anxiety to an end, v 25b urges the father to 
give his daughter "to a sensible [or intelligent] man." A father arranged his 
daughter's marriage; she had no say in the matter. 

V 26 may also be translated: "If you have a wife, abhor her not; but a hated 
[wife], trust her not." As regards the relatively rare Heb verb t'b, "to abhor, 
regard as an abomination," cf. Deut 7:26; 23:8; Job 19:19; 30:10. The verb 
appears in parallelism with Sn', "to hate" (the passive participle of which 
occurs in v 26b) in Pss 5:6-7; 119:163; Amos 5:10. In the negative precept of 
v 26a, Ben Sira exhorts married men to respect their spouses, but he adds v 
26b just in case the wife is not loved. Regarding "the unloved wife" (=Heb 
the hated wife), cf. Gen 29:3 l. Deut 21: 15-17 protects the rights of the un
loved wife and her children. The active participle of sn' means "enemy" in the 
OT; cf., e.g., 6:1, 4; 12:8; 25:1 (Heb not extant, but the same root appears in 
Syr); Exod 1:10; 23:5; Esth 9:1, 5, 10; Prov 26:24; 27:6. 

Vv 27-28 were omitted in MS A probably because of homoioarchton: the 
scribe skipped from the first bekol (libbeka, "with [your] whole [heart]") (v 
27a) to the second bekol (napseka [so G; MS A has libbeka], "with [your] 
whole [soul]") (v 29a). The responsibility to honor one's parents (v 27) is part 
of the Decalogue: Exod 20:12 and Deut 5:16; cf. also Sir 3:1-16 with COM
MENT; Tob 4:3; Matt 15:4-6; Mark 7:10-13; Luke 18:20; Eph 6:2. Regarding 
v 27b, cf. Tob 4:4. For v 28a, Syr and Lat read: "Remember that if it were not 
for them you would not be here." Adults are to honor and care for aging 
parents not only because the Law of God says so, but also because the law of 
gratitude demands as much (v 28b). 

In G, the opening phrases of vv 27a ("With your whole heart"), 29a 
("With all your soul"), and 30a ("With all your strength") (v 27 is missing in 
Heb, and in v 29a MS A reads "heart" instead of "soul") are taken from Deut 
6:5: "You shall love Yahweh your God with your whole heart and with your 
whole soul and with your whole strength." Cf. Matt 22:37; Mark 12:30; Luke 
10:27. Inv 29, the faithful are enjoined not only to fear God (cf. 1: 11-30 with 
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COMMENT) but also to "revere [lit., regard as holy] his priests"; cf. 45:6-22; 
50: 1-21. An a:b::b':a' pattern emphasizes the point: fear:God::his priests:re
vere. In v 30a, the phrase bekol me'6deka, "with all your strength," occurs 
only one other time in the rest of the OT (Deut 6:5); with the third person 
singular pronoun, the phrase occurs only in 2 Kgs 23:25, and with the third 
person plural pronoun, only in Tob 14:9. V 30 also is composed in an a:b::b':a' 
rhetorical pattern: love.your Maker::his ministers:neglect not. In v 3 la, Ben 
Sira rephrases the precept given in v 29. The portion due the priests (v 31 bed) 
is specified in Num 18:9-20; Exod 29:27-28; Lev 2:1-10; 7:31-36; Deut 
14:28-29; 18:1-8; cf. Tob 1:6-7. 

The elite of Hellenistic Judea were the priests, of whose number the high 
priest was the acknowledged head of the Jewish people. In addition to being 
members of the Council of Elders or Gerousia, the priests were also the most 
important functionaries. The Judea of Ben Sira's day was ruled by priests 
who enjoyed many privileges even in the economic field, as is obvious from 
Sir 7:29-31. Cf. M. Stern, "The Social and Governmental Structure of Judea 
under the Ptolemies and Seleucids," in A History of the Jewish People, ed. 
H. H. Ben-Sasson, p. 194. See INTRODUCTION, Part II. 

In Deut 14:28-29, the Levite along with the alien, orphan, and widow (the 
economically and socially disadvantaged of that society) are the recipients of 
the tithes the people are to bring so that God may bless them in all that they 
do. Ben Sira probably had this text in mind when composing these verses 
about responsibilities to the priests (vv 29-31) and to the poor and unfortu
nate (vv 32-35). Being openhanded with the poor (v 32a) makes one's "bless
ing ... complete" (v 32b), for God has a special love for them and protects 
them. Cf. 3:30-4:10 with COMMENT and Matt 25:31-46. V 33, with an 
a:b::b':a' structure (give a gift:to anyone alive:.from the dead:withhold not 
kindness) apparently extends the thought of v 32; the point is that one should 
help all the poor, those who are living and those who have died. By combin
ing the living and the dead, Ben Sira creates a merism to include every poor 
person who is or who was. The meaning of v 33b, however, is not certain. The 
~esed, "kindness, mercy," Ben Sira urges may be "the bread of consolation" 
one should share with the family of the deceased (cf. Jer 16:7), or a food 
offering placed on his grave (cf. 30: 18). Although both practices were prohib
ited in ancient times (Deut 26: 14), later Jewish custom seems to have allowed 
them; cf. Ezek 24:17; Tob 4:17. The custom of holding a banquet after the 
burial of the dead was also common among Greeks and Romans (Tertullian, 
Apology, 39). This custom was taken up by the early Christians, as is attested 
by the discovery in the catacombs of St. Sebastian of a banquet room (triclin
ium) on the walls of which were graffiti signifying that pilgrims had satisfied a 
vow by celebrating a memorial banquet (refrigerium) in honor of Sts. Peter 
and Paul. There are also pictorial representations of such banquets in several 
tombs. By the end of the fourth century, however, this custom had become a 
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scandal, and both Ambrose (De Elia, 17) and Augustine (Epistle 20, 10) took 
measures to suppress it. Cf. F. X. Murphy, "Refrigerium," NCE, vol. 12, p. 
197. It is also possible that in v 33b Ben Sira simply refers to the "kindness" 
of providing a decent burial for the poor; cf. Tob 1: 16-19; 2:4, 8. 

The precepts in v 34 are obligations one has toward the bereaved. Since 
death is an inexorable and inevitable fact of life, one should not try to hide 
from its unpleasantness by avoiding "those who weep" (v 34a). Rather one 
should share, and thus diminish, another's grief by "mourn[ing] with those 
who mourn" (v 34b). In Rom 12:15, St. Paul gives a similar injunction: 
"Weep with those who weep." Cf. Job 30:25; l Cor 12:26; 2 Cor 11 :29. Ben 
Sira mentions duties toward the dead also in 22:11-12 and 38:16-23. 

The care of the sick was another responsibility incumbent on the faithful 
Jew (v 35a); cf. Job 2:11-13; Matt 25:39, 44. In honoring this responsibility, 
not only does one achieve a sense of satisfaction in fulfilling God's law of love 
of neighbor (Lev 19: 18), but also one is loved in return (v 35b). 

In v 36, Ben Sira brings to a close this collection of ethical maxims by a 
general exhortation of overwhelming persuasiveness: "In whatever you do, 
remember your last days (Heb >a~iirft, lit., the end], and you will never sin 
[Heb tissa~et, lit., you will (never) be corrupt, or corrupted]." The verb s~t 
(found also in 5:15 and 49:4b) is used in the Flood Story to describe how 
corrupt the earth had become (Gen 6:11-12, the P tradition). Cf. M. Fang 
Che-yong, "Sir 7,36 (Vulg 7,40) iuxta hebraicam veritatem," VD 40 (1962): 
18-26. In 28:6a (G; the verse is not extant in Heb), Ben Sira again uses the 
phrase "remember the end," and in 28:6b the parallel is "[remember] death 
and decay." 



14. Prudence in Dealing with Others 
(8:1-19) 

8 1 Contend not with the great, 
lest you fall into his power. 

2 Quarrel not with the rich, 
lest he pay out the price of your downfall; 

For gold has unsettled many, 
and wealth perverts the character of princes. 

3 Dispute not with a person of railing speech, 
heap no wood upon his fire. 

4 Be not too familiar with the senseless, 
lest he show contempt for your forebears. 

s Revile not a repentant sinner; 
remember, we are all guilty. 

6 Insult no one when he is old; 
some of us, too, will grow old. 

7 Gloat not when a person dies; 
remember, we are all to be gathered in. 

s Spurn not the discourse of the wise, 
but busy yourself with their veiled maxims; 

In this way you will acquire the training 
to stand in the presence of princes. 

9 Reject not the tradition of the elders 
which they have learned from their fathers; 

From it you will obtain the knowledge 
how to answer when the need arises. 

10 Kindle not the coals of a sinner, 
lest you be consumed in his flaming fire. 

G(A) 

G 

A 

G 
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11 Do not give ground before a scoundrel; 
it will set him in ambush against you. 

12 Lend not to one more powerful than yourself; 
or when you lend, count it as lost. 

13 Go not surety beyond your means; 
think any pledge a debt you must pay. 

14 Contend not at law with a judge, 
for he will settle it according to his whim. 

15 Travel not with the ruthless, 
lest he weigh you down with calamity; 

For he will go his own way straight, 
and through his folly you will perish with him. 

16 Show no defiance to the quick-tempered, 
nor ride with him through lonely country; 

Bloodshed is nothing to him, 

§ XIV 

and when there is no one to help you, he will destroy 
you. 

17 Take no counsel with a simpleton, 
for he cannot keep a confidence. 

18 Before a stranger, do nothing that should be kept secret, 
for you know not what it will engender later on. 

19 Open your heart to no one; 
banish not your happiness. 

Notes 

8 I. MS A adds a variant form, and mixes the two; Syr has lb, but takes MS A's 
variant for 1 a. 

2ab. Read 'al tiirfb 'im 'fJ 'iiHr/pen yi1qal miJqiileka we'abadta with G (cf. Prov 
28:1 l)+'abadta of MS A, the verb used by G, Syr to substitute for hip~fz in 2c. 

2c. rabbim could mean "great ones," but this is not Ben Sira's usage. 
3b. 'e~im is called for by G, Syr; MS A is damaged at the line's end. his here and in 

G merely applies the imagery. 
4b. G hoi progonoi sou='t1b6teka; read /a't1b0teka, cf. Cant 8:7. MS A's /annedibim 

is corrupt, from 2d. 
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6b. With G, Syr read mimmennu mazqfnfm. 
Be. For mimmennu=ln this way, cf. 7:35. 
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10. MS A's 'I t~lh bnhlt [sic, vs. Segal] rs' is corrupted from '/ t~t bghlt ri'= G; Syr 
read bghlt but the expected equivalent begumre' (cf. 21: 18) has undergone a reinter
pretation to gi!mfrii' and the extant Syr text is secondary. 

14. yispo(, MS A is lacking the end of the word. MS A at 4:27cd, and Syr here, give 
the variant "Do not sit with a wicked judge in a lawsuit, lest you give judgment with 
him according to his whim." 

15b. yakbfd with G, Syr; MS A has takbfd. 
!Sd. with him is interpretation, here and in G. 
16b. G, Syr=bammidbiir; MS A badderek. 

Comment 

This section gives advice on how one should behave with persons of diverse 
types-the rich and powerful, the loud-mouthed, the senseless, the repentant, 
the elderly, the dead, the wise, sinners, borrowers, judges, the ruthless, the 
quick-tempered, simpletons, strangers. The passage may be divided into seven 
stanzas: 3+2+3+4+4+5+3 bicola. 

In v la, the variant in MS A, followed by Syr (cf. NOTE) reads: "Contend 
not with one more mighty [or severe, stubborn, hard] than you." The Heb 
verb rfb means "to contend, strive," either physically (Deut 33:7) or verbally 
(hence, "to quarrel," as in v 2a and Gen 26:20) or juridically, i.e., in a lawsuit 
(Isa 3:13; 57:16). Inv lb, Ben Sira gives the commonly observed reason for 
the precept of v la: You don't stand a chance of winning. V 2ab is in synony
mous parallelism with v 1; as is usually the case, the rich are also the great. V 
2b makes reference to a bribe given to a judge in order to influence his 
verdict. The taking of a bribe was condemned by the OT: cf. Exod 23:8; Deut 
16:19; 27:25; Amos 5:12; Sir 20:29. The motive clause in v 2cd, introduced by 
kf ("for, because") brings the stanza to an end. An a:b:c::c':b':a' rhetorical 
structure dramatizes the point many (direct object):has unsettled:gold (sub
ject)::wealth:perverts:princes. 

The next stanza concerns the loud-mouthed (v 3) and the senseless (v 4), 
often the same people, as is clear from the parallelism; cf. 20:5-8. In v 3a, "a 
person of railing speech" renders Heb 'fs liison, lit., a man of tongue, a color
ful expression that occurs also in 9: 18a; 25:20b uses the phrase "a woman of 
tongue." Cf. Jas 3:8. The imagery of words as pieces of wood placed on a fire 
(v 3b) is taken up again in 28: 10. Here Ben Sira urges the wise person to avoid 
all disputes with the loud-mouthed, for they are given the excuse to speak 
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even more when someone responds to their boisterousness. In the Psalms of 
Solomon xii 2, the tongue of a malicious person is compared to "fire in a 
threshing-floor that burns up the straw" (quoted in Box-Oesterley, p. 342). 
The sensible or wise are to avoid discussion or familiarity with the senseless 
or foolish; cf. 21:26; 22: 13. The reason is that the wise by association with the 
foolish person will themselves be considered fools, and thus their forebears 
(see NOTE) will be disgraced for having engendered senseless children; cf. 
3: 11. 

The next three verses form a stanza because vv Sb and 7b, the opening and 
closing bicola, begin with the imperative "remember" and the phrase "we are 
all .... " As regards the thought of v S, cf. 27:30-28:7; Matt 7:4; and espe
cially John 8:7. A similar idea is expressed in Baba mezia (Jerusalem Tal
mud), iv 10: "When a man repents say not to him, 'Remember your former 
sins' " (quoted in Box-Oesterley, p. 343). Regarding v Sb, cf. 1 Kgs 8:46; 2 
Chr 6:36; Job 2S:4; Qoh 7:20; Rom S:l2; Jas 3:2; 1 John l:B. V 6 deals with 
another condition common to humankind: old age. In v 6a, the adjective 
yiisfs, "old," occurs elsewhere only in Job (12:12; IS:lO; 29:B; 32:6). One 
reason why it is wrong to insult the aged is stated by Job 12: 12: "With the old 
is wisdom, and with length of days understanding." Cf. v 9. Another reason is 
suggested by 3: 13: senility. The sin of insulting the elderly will come back to 
haunt a person in his or her own old age (v 6b). The stanza ends with an 
exhortation (v 7) about a third condition that all men and women must face: 
death. No one should gloat or boast over a dead person, for sooner or later we 
must all die, or to use Ben Sira's colorful expression, "we are all to be gath
ered in," an expression he borrowed from Gen 2S:B, 17; 49:29; Judg 2:10; 2 
Kgs 22:20. In Gen 3S:29 and 49:33, wayyigwa~ "and he died" (the participle 
of the same verb is used in v 7a), and wayye'iisep, "and he was gathered in," 
are used in parallelism, as in v 7. 

The next stanza (vv B-9), which contains an exhortation to learn from the 
wise and the elderly, begins with (v Bab) a rhetorically balanced a:b::b':a' 
pattern: spurn not:the discourse of the wise::with their veiled maxims:busy 
yourself. As regards Heb sf}Ja, "discourse," cf. 6:3S with COMMENT. Heb 
}Jfdot, "veiled maxims, riddles, enigmas," occurs elsewhere in the Wisdom 
literature only in 47:17a and Prov 1:6 (where it occurs in parallelism with 
miisii/, "proverb," me/4a, "parable," and dibre }Jiikiimfm, "words of the 
wise"). In 47:17a, miisii/, }Jfda, and me/4a also are found in parallel. V Bed is 
a motive clause, introduced by the usual kf, "for, because," which does not 
appear in translation here: for only by listening to the wise (="in this way," 
cf. NOTE) can one "acquire the training to stand in the presence of princes" as 
servant or courtier. Cf. 38:3b; 47:1b; Job 1:6; 2:1; Prov 22:29. Inv 9a, read 
semu'a, "tradition" (lit., what has been heard) instead of MS A's semi'a 
(confusion of waw and yod; cf. COMMENT on 4:2). The tradition of the elders 
(cf. v 6) must be respected because "they have heard" (Heb siime'ii here 
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translated "they have learned") it "from their fathers" (v 9b). Wisdom here is 
viewed as a tradition that was handed down from one generation to another. 
The Pirqe Aboth, i l, states: "Moses received the Torah from Sinai, and he 
delivered it to Joshua, and Joshua to the elders [Josh 24:31; Judg 2:7], and the 
elders to the prophets, and the prophets delivered it to the men of the Great 
Synagogue" (quoted in Box-Oesterley, p. 343). Cf. Deut 4:9; 11:18-19; Ps 
44:2; Job 8:8-10. V 9cd gives the motive clause, introduced as usual by kf (cf. 
vv 2c, 6b, Ba), which is not translated here. The Heb noun sekel, "knowledge, 
prudence, good sense, insight, understanding," occurring more than a dozen 
times in the book, is an important word in the vocabulary of the Wisdom 
literature; cf. Prov 3:4; 12:8; 13:15; 16:22; 19:11; 23:9. The ability to give an 
answer (9d), Heb lehiisfb pitgiim (lit., to return a word) is the mark of the 
wise; cf. 5: 11; 11 :8 (with diibiir, the normal Heb noun for "word" instead of 
the Aramaism pitgiim); Prov 22:21; 24:26 (see also Prov 15:28). 

The next two verses (10-11) give advice about the "sinner" and the 
"scoundrel." The burning of coals is the classic image (v 10) of sinful passion 
and its destructive force; cf. 9:8d; Job 31:9-12; see also COMMENT on v 3 
above. Inv 11, the /e:j, the Heb noun that means "scoundrel, scorner," is the 
concern of many Wisdom sayings; cf. 3:28; 13:1; 15:8; 31:26; 32:18; Ps l:l; l 
Tim 1:13; and see the COMMENT on 3:28. Inv l la, the verb root zw!J, here 
translated "Do (not) give ground," is an Aramaism; in Aram and Syr, it 
means "to move, stir, arouse oneself to action." The point of the verse is that 
the wise should not get excited or overreact to the statements of the scorner 
of religion or of morality, because by doing so they are playing into his hand 
(v l lb). 

Caution with regard to loans is the subject of the next two verses (12-13); 
cf. also 29:1-7, where Ben Sira again takes up this important subject. The 
injunction of v 12a is sociologically validated by the experience of many 
recorded in v 12b. The reason why one should "count ... as lost" the loan 
made to a person more powerful than oneself is that one has no way of 
effectively ensuring repayment; cf. vv 1-2 with COMMENT. Cf. also Prov 22:7. 
Though one should not be stingy in providing surety or collateral to a fellow 
Jew in need (cf. 29: 14), one is urged to be realistic about the possible result of 
such an action (v l3a) because one may end up forfeiting the collateral in 
order to repay the debt (v l3b); cf. 29:14-20; Prov 6:1-5; 11:15; 17:18; 22:26-
27. 

The aphorism in v 14 is simply the sedimentation of a commonly observed 
situation. In v 14b, G makes the point even more striking: "for they [i.e., the 
judge's colleagues] will judge him according to his opinion [of the case]." Ben 
Sira alludes to his travel experience in v 15; cf. 34:9-13. In v 15a, the Heb 
word 'akziiri, "ruthless, cruel, fierce," occurs as an adjective only in Isa 13:9; 
Jer 6:23; 50:42; Prov 12:10; 17:11; and as a noun only here and in 13:12a; 
35:22d; 37:llf; Prov 5:9; 11:17; cf. Job 41:2. It is dangerous for people to go 
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on a journey with a cruel person, for his conduct could bring them calamity 
(v 15ab). He will follow his own ruthless impulses (v 15c) and get into trou
ble; and through the folly of his unrestrained behavior they will perish along 
with him. Cf. 34: 13. In v 16a, "the quick-tempered" translates Heb ba'al 'ap, 
lit., master, or lord, of anger; cf. Prov 22:24. "Show no defiance" is, lit., do 
not make bold (or strong) your brow (or forehead); cf. Ezek 3:7; Isa 48:4; 
Prov 7:13. The reason why one should not be defiant toward, or ride with, the 
quick-tempered through "lonely country" (lit., the desert; cf. NOTE) is given 
in v 16cd. Cain killed his brother Abel "in the field" (Gen 4:8), with nobody 
else around. 

The last stanza (vv 17-19) speaks of the pitfalls of confiding in others. 
Taking counsel with, or confiding in, a simpleton or fool (v 17a), Heb poteh, is 
to be avoided, "for he cannot keep [or conceal] a confidence [or a secret]" (v 
l 7b). Cf. Prov 11: 13, where the noun sod ("confidence, secret, secret coun
sel") and the verb ksh ("to conceal") also occur; and Prov 20: 19, where the 
noun sod occurs along with the participle poteh. Cf. also Prov 25:9b: "Anoth
er's secret (sod] do not disclose." V !Sa, which contains a wordplay on Heb 
zar ("stranger") by reversing the consonants to form the noun rtiz ("secret"), 
may be translated, lit.: "Before a stranger make no secret." The word riiz is 
an Aramaism of Persian origin; it means "mystery, secret" in the Aram of 
Dan 2:18, 19, 27, 28, 29, 30, 47, and 4:6. It also occurs in the War Scroll from 
Qumran (lQM iii 9; xiv 9; xvi 11). Elsewhere in the OT the word occurs only 
in Sir 12: 11 c. In composing v 18b, Ben Sira may have had in mind the tragic 
experience of Samson, who revealed the secret of his strength to his girlfriend 
Delilah, who then told all to the Philistines (Judg 16:15-21). The final exhor
tation is the strongest and most inclusive; notice the ascending order: simple
ton in v 17; stranger in v 18; "no one" (lit., no flesh) in v 19. Misery may be 
the outcome of revealing one's heart to another (v 19). As a parallel, Spicq (p. 
614) quotes the pithy Latin proverb Fide, sed cui vide, "Confide, but choose 
your confidant carefully." 



15. Ad vice Concerning Women and the Choice of 
Friends 
(9:1-16) 

9 1 Be not jealous of the wife of your bosom, 
lest you teach her to do evil against you. 

2 Give no woman power over you 
to trample upon your dignity. 

3 Do not go near a strange woman, 
lest you fall into her snares. 

4 Do not dally with a singing girl, 
lest you be captivated by her charms. 

5 Entertain no thoughts about a virgin, 
lest you be enmeshed in damages for her. 

6 Give not yourself to prostitutes, 
lest you surrender your inheritance. 

7 Gaze not about the lanes of the city 
and wander not through its squares; 

8 Avert your eyes from a comely woman; 
gaze not upon beauty that is not for you

Through woman's beauty many have perished, 
and love for it burns like fire. 

9 With a married woman recline not at table 
nor drink intoxicants with her, 

Lest your heart incline toward her 
and you decline in blood to the grave. 

10 Discard not an old friend, 
for the new one cannot equal him; 

A new friend is like new wine 
which you drink with pleasure only when it has aged. 

11 Envy not the wicked; 
you know not when his day will come. 
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12 Opt not for the success of pride; 
remember it will not reach death unpunished. 

13 Keep far from the person who has power to kill, 
and you will not be filled with the fear of death. 

But if you approach him, offend him not, 
lest he take away your life; 

Know that you are stepping among snares 
and walking over a net. 

14 As best you can, take your neighbors' measure, 
and associate with the wise. 

15 Exchange thoughts with the person who is 
knowledgeable; 

let all your conversation be about the Law of the 
the Most High. 

16 Have just people for your table companions; 
in the fear of God be your glory. 

Notes 

§ xv 

9 1 b. With G = telammed 'iilekii, you teach (against yourself). For similar reflexive 
twists, even with second-person pronoun suffixes after second-person verb forms, cf. 
7:7 (2X); 7:16. Syr understood ti/mad, "(lest) she learn (against you)." 

2a. Give no[t}= 'al titten with G, Syr; MS A repeats 'al teqanne' of la. This colon is 
less explicit than the reference to Solomon in 47: 19, but carries the same implications. 

2b. trample upon your dignity: the Heb borrows its imagery from Deut 33:29; Hab 
3:19, and elsewhere, cf. J. L. Crenshaw, "W'dorek 'al biimote 'iire~." CBQ 34 (1972): 
39-53 (read rather bomote for MT; here, K of Deut 32:13 and elsewhere, bmwty= 
approximately bOmote!). 

3-4. Since MS A inserts between these verses an additional bicolon, it becomes 
necessary to ascertain how much is authentic and where it fits. V 3 in MS A is close to 
G. For the verb in 3a, G reads 'al tiqqiireh/tiqqiire'/tiqqiir, "Do not meet (as if by 
chance) with ('el) a strange woman"; it supposes the situation of Prov 7:10-27, where 
the woman, dressed like a prostitute (v 10), indicates (v 19) that she is married. Syr in 
the context of Sirach simply makes her a prostitute. The verb in MS A is ('al) tiqrab 
('el), "Do not approach (for intercourse)," an easy error for the form supposed by G. 
In Syr, the verb, (Iii'} te'ne' ('am), "be not familiar with," is shown by its accompany-
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ing preposition to be a borrowing from what follows: the third colon in MS A has 'im 
zonti 'al tistayyiid. Thus the first of four cola in Syr, like the third of six in MS A, 
combines a subject from v 3 with a verb from v 4. For 3b, the basic witnesses (MS A, 
G, and Syr) all agree. MS A's fourth colon, pen ti/laked blqwtyh, has the verb of G's 
4b (mepote) half2s, followed by a jumble of consonants patterned after the bm~wdtyh, 
into her snares, that ends 3b. MS A's fifth colon has the correct noun for v 4, (with) a 
singing girl, though incorrectly plural as against G and Syr. With this, the proper verb 
would be ('al) tistayyed, "Do not dally," already used by MS A (with medieval two 
yod's for the doubled consonant, and Aramaizing ii in the last syllable, marked in the 
MS). Syr has this verb (Iii' tistawwad, the direct counterpart of the form in MS A's 
third colon, and a doublet with the Iii' te'ne~ having the same sense, used by Syr in 3a). 
As for MS A, for the verb in this, its fifth, colon, it has /' tdmwk, "do not sleep 
(with)," the Jewish Aram imperfect in u of a familiar Aram stative verb that has ready 
equivalents but no cognate in Heb. 

The knottiest problem in 4a is in the Gr, with its verb (me) endelechize. In Sirach, 
endelech6s occurs twice (45: 14; 51: 11) for Heb tiimid, "constantly, regularly, daily." 
Therefore, in three places where the cognate verb is used in the Gr (here in 9:4a, in 
37:12, and in 41:6), Segal manufactures a tatmid/yatmid as the Heb counterpart. No 
one knows that such a hiph'il had been contrived anciently, though in 41:6 the remain
ing traces in the Masada MS verify the presence of at least the adverb (see the NOTE 
there). It is also curious that here MS A's incredible tdmwk has three of the same 
consonants. Yet whatever the Gr may have read in this place (or in 37:12, see the 
NOTE there), there is the strongest of evidence that hstyd as a verb stem based on the 
noun sad, and meaning "make oneself the familiar companion/associate of (another)" 
was a real part of Ben Sira's personal vocabulary. The passages are 8:17; 9:14 (both in 
close context with the present place); and 42:12. In 8:17 and 9:14, G's symboleuou 
certainly corresponds to MS A's tistayyed/histayyed; in both plal:es the Syr equivalent 
is with qefar riizii~. an expression for "agree, conspire," and the like. In 6:6 are found 
the correspondences, MS A ba'al sodi!kii, G symbouloi sou, Syr be'e/ riiziik. Since in 
pre-Christian Qumran and in the Aram of Daniel, sod and riiz respectively mean 
"mystery, secret," there is no mistaking the total ancient support for MS A's readings. 
Syr for 4b, "lest she destroy you by association with her," is a paraphrase that be
comes slightly less obscure when one notices that in 9: I Sb kol sodi!kii of MS A is 
rendered in Gr by pasa diegesis sou and in Syr by kolhen su'yiitiik, "all your conversa
tion," employing the same noun as does the "association with her" of 4b. 42: 12 in MS 
B has '/ tstwyd(!) with '/ tstyd in the margin; G's me synedrue and Syr Iii' taspar su'yiitii' 
are paraphrases. The occurrence falls in a lacuna in the Masada MS. In the present 
translation of 9:4a, 'al tistayyed is taken to have been the original reading. 

For 4b, the choice remains between MS A's fourth and sixth cola. Segal quotes from 
the Munich codex the former of these cited in b. Sanh. lOOb as pen ti/laked 
bime~udotehii; the verb can be retained (cf. G), but the prepositional phrase is from 3b 
(MS A, G, Syr). Riiger (p. 16) sees MS A's last colon of the six, pen yiSri!pukii 
bepipfyotiim, as the later form of the colon, and follows Levi and others in taking the 
Syr tawbediik as a corruption from tawqediik, "lest she set you on fire," echoing §rp. A 
double-edged sword (Heb pfpfyot) is not a likely instrument for a singing girl either to 
make a catch or to ignite a flame with; Syr may have thought the pfpfyot were some-
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thing said or sung, given the etymology of "mouth" that underlies the double edge. 
The Gr with epicheiremasin seems to credit the girl with efforts or enterprise, not 
specified. The present translation with charms reads bipepiyotehii, based on the adjec
tive yepepf, derived from yiipeh, "beautiful," yiJpf, "beauty"; cf. Ps 45:3; Jer 46:20; and 
HALAT; the ti/laked, "be captivated," goes with this. 

6b. surrender= tiiseb; MS A tissob. 
Be. Through woman's beauty=beto'ar 'issti=G, Syr; MS A be'ad 'issti. 
9ab. Read 'im be'ulti 'al ta( 'a!i!iil [cf. 41:19], we'al tisbii' 'immiih sekiir. 
!Ob. equal him= G, Syr; MS A illegible here. 
!Od. with pleasure is interpretation, here and in G. 
I la, 12a. Cf. Prov 3:3 l. 
15b. about the Law of the Most High=betorat 'elyon=G; Syr similarly. 

Comment 

This section, dealing with conduct toward women (vv 1-9), friends (vv 10-
12), and associates (vv 13-16), may be divided into four stanzas: 11+4 + 3 + 3 
bicola. 

Ben Sira's advice about jealousy (v 1) is solid. Indeed, jealousy is one of the 
few vices from which one derives no (apparent) benefit, but only evil. "Ben 
Sira here gives a good reason for avoiding it-it may promote the realization 
of the thing feared" (so Box-Oesterley, p. 345). The graphic expression "the 
wife of your bosom" derives from Deut 13:7 and 28:54; cf. Mic 7:5. Regard
ing jealousy, cf. Num 5:14. V 2 is translated, lit.: "Give [cf. NOTE] not your
self to a woman to have her trample on your dignity [cf. NOTE]." Although 
Ben Sira, like other men in the society of that day, could be accused (from our 
perspective) of male chauvinism, he may not be indulging in it when he wrote 
v 2, because the verse may serve as an introduction to vv 3-4, which discuss 
women of questionable virtue. It is equally probable, however, that v 2 refers 
to the wife of v 1 and to the women of vv 3-4. In effect, Ben Sira says that 
while love should not be jealous (v 1), it should not be spineless either (v 2). 
On v 2, see Phibis, viii 4 (Sanders, p. 71). The Heb verb qrb (v 3a) means "to 
go near, approach," and "to come close (for sexual intercourse)," as in Gen 
20:4; Lev 18:6, 14, 19; Deut 22:14; Isa 8:3; Ezek 18:6; both meanings are 
present in the verse. "A strange woman" (v 3a) is an expression derived from 
Prov 2:16; 5:3, 20; 7:5; 22:14; and 23:27, to designate "a prostitute or adulter
ess." As regards the "snares," or "nets," of the "strange woman," cf. Prov 
7:22-23 and Qoh 7:26. As Duesberg-Fransen (p. 131) suggest, we should note 
the contrast between the nets of the strange woman and the net, noose, bonds, 
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and yoke of wisdom; cf. 6:24-2S, 29-30 with COMMENT. For the variant after 
v 3 in MS A, cf. NOTE. Regarding the fascination with singing girls (v 4), cf. 2 
Sam 19:36. For the singing girl as prostitute, cf. Isa 23:1S-16. 

V Sa may also be translated: "Be not overly attentive to a virgin" (cf. Matt 
S:28); cf. Job 31: 1. If a man seduced a virgin, he was forced to pay her father 
a fine of fifty silver shekels (cf. v Sb) and then take her as his wife "because he 
has deflowered her" and could not subsequently divorce her (so Deut 22:29); 
cf. Exod 22: 1 S-16. Wisdom writers repeatedly warn their students about 
consorting with whores (v 6a): Prov S:3-14; 6:26; 7:10; 23:27; 29:3; cf. also 
Hos 4: 12-14; Mic l :7; Ezek 16:24-43. Prostitutes are to be avoided for a very 
practical reason, "lest you surrender your inheritance" (v 6b); cf. Prov 29:3; 
Luke l S: 13, 30. The injunction of v 7 is again practical: if you wish to avoid 
contact with prostitutes or other loose women, you must not wander through 
the city streets looking for them; cf. Prov 7:7-12. In v 8, Ben Sira warns his 
students about the perils of lusting after a beautiful and shapely woman who 
is married or betrothed (="beauty that is not for you" in v Sb). Self-control 
in these matters is the mark of the wise; cf. 18:30-31. Ben Sira's comment in v 
8cd, however, is chauvinistic and unfair but not atypical in the social and 
religious milieu of that day. He blames a woman's beauty for the sinful lust (v 
8d) a man experiences. It is as if one should view with suspicion delicious 
food and a good wine because some people are gluttons and drunkards. Cf. 
Job 31 :9, 12 for the image of unholy passion being compared to fire (v 8d). In 
v 9, Ben Sira speaks of the possible pitfalls of sharing a dinner and drinking 
alcoholic beverages with a married woman. Terence (2d century e.c.) gives us 
the Latin proverb Sine Cerere [goddess of agriculture, hence of com and 
grain] et Libero [god of wine] friget Venus [goddess of love], "Without Ceres 
and Liber, Venus grows cold." "Married women were often present with their 
husbands at banquets given to guests-such occasions are dangerous, says 
Ben-Sira" (so Box-Oesterley, p. 346). Cf. Amos 4:1. Compare the conduct of 
Jesus, who did not hesitate to speak alone with the Samaritan woman who 
had had five husbands and was living with a sixth man (John 4:7-26), and the 
narrow attitude of the disciples who "were surprised that Jesus was speaking 
with a woman" (John 4:27). Ben Sira employs a clever wordplay on the 
hiph<it (ta{(eh, "incline," v 9c) and qal (ti{(eh, "decline," v 9d) of the verb nfh. 
Cf. Prov 7:2S-27 about the disastrous consequences of lusting after a married 
woman. The Law demanded the death penalty (v 9d) for those convicted of 
adultery: Lev 20:10; Deut 22:22; John 8:4-S. The reference in v 9d, however, 
may be to the vengeance of the husband who kills the adulterer (so Box
Oesterley, p. 347). 

In v 10, there is a clever a:b::b:a chiastic pattern which adds elegance to 
Ben Sira's thought: old (friend):new::new (friend):old. For other maxims on 
friendship, cf. 6:S-17; 7:18; 37:1-6, as well as Theognis, 11Sl-S2 (Sanders, p. 
31). Regarding the imagery ofv lOcd, cf. Luke S:39. One should not envy the 
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wicked in the sense of desiring to be like them; cf. Ps 37:1-2; Prov 3:31-32; 
24: 1-2. It is a temptation to envy sinners (vv I la, 12a) because they seem to 
prosper and be successful, as Ps 73:2-16 describes so graphically. Yet the 
prosperity of the wicked ends suddenly (vv I lb, 12b), and they are hurled 
down to ruin, as Ps 73:18-19 goes on to say. In 16:6--13, Ben Sira gives 
examples of sinners who met with catastrophe because of their sin; cf. also 
21:1-4, 8-10; and 40:10, 12-16. 

In v 13, Ben Sira refers to the perils of court intrigues (cf., for example, 2 
Mace 4:43-50). In Egypt, the Ptolemaic king, who was considered to be a 
god, had the absolute right of life or death over his subjects; military com
manders had this right over their troops, and governors of subject provinces 
over the people. A similar situation prevailed with the Seleucid monarchs and 
their deputies. Hence the wisdom of Ben Sira's injunctions. For v l 3a, cf. 
Prov 16:14; 20:2. For the fear or terror of death (v 13b), cf. Job 3:25; 15:21; 
Prov 3:25. You need to weigh your words and examine your actions in the 
presence of (v 13c) "the person who has power to kill" (v 13a), "lest he take 
away your life [Heb nismiitekii, lit., your breath, cf. Gen 2:7]" (v 13d). In v 
13ef, the images, which are found also in Job 18:8-9, suggest that one should 
tread with extreme circumspection before the mighty who can kill at their 
whim (v 13a). 

V 14a may also be translated: "As best you can, answer (or respond to, or 
advise) your neighbor," that is, teach and instruct him, but above all learn 
from the wise yourself; so Smend, p. 88. Association with the wise (v 14b) is 
often recommended in the Wisdom literature: 6:34; 8:8; Prov 13:14, 20; 15:31. 
In vv 15-16, Ben Sira again demonstrates that in his theology, pursuing 
Wisdom and striving to fulfill "the Law of the Most High" (v 15b) are the 
same thing; cf. 1:11-30 with COMMENT. Thus, for Ben Sira, only the righ
teous can be wise; and if one is wise, one is at the same time righteous, i.e., 
one fears the Lord by observing the Law. Accordingly, the wise should not 
associate with the unrighteous (=the foolish, the senseless); cf. 12:13-14; 
13:17; 2 Cor 6:14-16. See INTRODUCTION, Part X, l. Rather, the wise should 
have as "table companions" (v 16a) only "just people" (Heb 'anse ~edeq, lit., 
people of righteousness), for the wise and the just both have as their glory 
"the fear of God" (v 16b); cf. Tob 2:2. The last word of v 16a, /a}Jmekii, 
rhymes with the last word of v 16b, tip'artekii. 



16. About Rulers and the Sin of Pride 
(9:17-10:18) 

9 17 In skilled artisans their deftness is esteemed; A 

but the ruler of his people is the skilled sage. 
1 s Feared in the city is the person of railing speech · 

and whoever talks rashly is hated. 
10 1 A wise magistrate lends stability to his people, G 

and the government of a prudent person is well A 

ordered. 
2 As the people's judge, so are his ministers; 

as the head of a city, its inhabitants. 
3 A wanton king destroys his people, 

but a city grows through the sagacity of its princes. 
4 Sovereignty over the earth is in the hand of God, 

who raises up on it the person for the time; 
s Sovereignty over everyone is in the hand of God, 

who imparts his majesty to the ruler. 

6 No matter what the wrong, do your neighbor no harm, 
and do not walk the path of arrogance. 

7 Odious to the Lord and to humans is arrogance, 
and both see oppression as a crime. 

8 Dominion is transferred from one people to another 
because of the violence of the arrogant. 

9 Why are dust and ashes proud? 
even during life the human body decays; 

10 A slight illness-the doctor jests; 
a king today-tomorrow he is dead. 

11 When a person dies, he inherits corruption: 
worms and gnats and maggots. 

12 The beginning of pride is human effrontery 
in withdrawing one's heart from one's Maker; 
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13 For sin is the reservoir of pride, 
a source which runs over with vice; 

Because of it God sends unheard-of affliction 
and strikes humans with utter ruin. 

14 The thrones of the arrogant God overturns 
and enthrones the humble in their stead; 

§ XVI 

15 The roots of the proud God plucks up, G 

to plant the lowly in their place. 
16 The last traces of the proud God sweeps away A 

and digs out their roots from the subsoil. 
17 He plucks them from the earth and roots them out, 

and effaces the memory of them from among men. 
18 Insolence is not allotted to a human, 

nor impudent anger to one born of woman. 

Notes 

9 17 a. is esteemed= ye}Jtiseb; MS A y}Jsk. 
I 7b. Read umosel be<amm6 }Jtikam bina; MS A bifa. 
I Ba. in the city=bti'ir; MS A b'd. 
I Sb. nose' ... yeiunne' (cf. Syr) is a wordplay like ztir ... rtiz in 8: !Sa. The 

interpretation speaks rashly is G's. 
10 1 a. lends stability to= y6sed; G's "instructs"= y6ser. Cf. Wis 6:24b, "a prudent 

king [is] the stability of his people" (G eustathia would be Heb yes6d). 
2-5. MS A has these vv in the order 3, 2, 5, 4. 
3a. his people=G, Syr; MS A="the city." 
lOa. jests; MS A ya~hfb unclear: "beams"(?), "blushes"(?). 
12b. one's heart=G=libbO; MS A mlbw. 
13c. Read hiplf'=G; MS A=mtile' libbO. 
14b. the humble=G='iintiwim; MS A 'nyym. 
15. With G, Syr; MS A lacks this v. 15a ethn6n of G=g6yim; read ge'fm, cf. Syr. 
16a. Read 'iqeb6t ge'im fi?'re' ('elohim); MS A 'qbt gwym fmfm. 
16b. Read wayestiresem 'ad qarqa' 'tire~; MS A wsr!m 'd 'r~ q'q~ 
17a. plucks them= G = nesti}Jtim; MS A ws}Jm. 
17b. from among men= me'tidtim, cf. Syr; MS A me'tire~. 
!Ba. not allotted=/6' ne}Jelaq. cf. G, Syr; MS A nti'weh. 
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Comment 

This section may be divided into three stanzas (7 + 6 + 8 bicola): one on 
rulers, and two on arrogance and pride, especially in rulers. G. L. Prato, II 
problema della teodicea in Ben Sira, pp. 369-72, considers the section to be a 
tract on government. 

The point of v 17, of which the text is uncertain (as the NOTES indicate), 
seems to be this: just as the "deftness" of "skilled artisans" is prized, so the 
wisdom of the sage is what makes him "ruler of his people." In contrast to 
"the skilled sage" is "the person of railing speech," Heb 'ls Iii.son, lit., man of 
tongue (cf. 8:3a and 25:20b), who is "feared in the city" (v 18a). There is an 
a:b::b':a' pattern to the parallelism in v 18: feared:man of tongue::whoever 
talks rashly:hated. The verse parallels Theognis, 295-97 (Sanders, pp. 31-32). 
For the wordplay in the first and last words of v 18b, see NOTE. In vv 17 and 
18, we can see a cross section of the populace in Ben Sira's day: skilled 
artisans (cf. 7:15 with COMMENT), the skilled sage as ruler (presumably the 
high priest; cf. 7:29-31 with COMMENT), and the babblers. 

The value of good government leaders is the subject of 10:1-3. Prov 8:15-
16 states that wisdom is what enables kings and princes to reign and lawgiv
ers to establish justice. The purpose of govemment is to provide security, law, 
and order to a people and land. Only "a wise magistrate" can fulfill that 
purpose (v I); cf. Prov 16:10-15; 19:12; 20:2, 8, 26; 25:4-5; 29:14; 31:8-9. The 
word "magistrate" translates Heb sopef, which also means "judge, ruler, gov
ernor." The word occurs again in v 2a, which may be translated: "As the 
people's governor, so are his ministers." V 2ab has echoes in proverbial litera
ture. Qua/is pastor ta/is grex: "As the pastor, so the flock." "Like mother, like 
daughter" (Ezek 16:44). Cf. Prov 14:35; 22:29; 29:12. In v 3ab, there is a 
clever a:b:c:d::d':c':b':a' chiastic pattern which emphasizes Ben Sira's point: A 
king:undisciplined:destroys:his people::but-a-city:grows:through-the-wisdom:of
its-princes. There is a wordplay on yosebayw ("its inhabitants") in v 2b and 
nosebet (from the same ysb root="becomes populous, grows") in v 3b. In 
contrast to "a wise magistrate" of v 1, and "the sagacity of [a city's] princes" 
in v 3b, "a wanton [or reckless, or unrestrained] king destroys his people" (v 
3a). Regarding v 3a, cf. Prov 17:7; 28:15-16; 29:2, 4; 31:3-5; 2 Sam 13:23-29; 
1 Kgs 16:9-10; 20:12, 16; Hos 7:5-7; 1 Mace 16:14-16. For v 3b, cf. Prov 
14:28. 

In vv 4 and 5, Ben Sira states a theological datum found in the OT and NT: 
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sovereignty over the earth and all humankind belongs to God alone, who 
delegates it to the ruler of his choice; cf. Dan 2:21; 4:14, 31-34; 5:26-28; 
7:11-12, 14, 18, 22, 25-27; Ps 113:4-8; Wis 6:1-11; Luke 1:52. God raises up 
the ruler who is best suited "for the time" (v 4b); cf., for example, King Cyrus 
(Isa 44:28-45:3) and Jehu (2 Kgs 9:1-10). Both the Ptolemaic and Seleucid 
kings generally considered themselves to be gods. Such blasphemous arro
gance is totally wrong, says Ben Sira, for the ruler who is raised up by God is 
a mere human being (v 4b). The "majesty," splendor, or dignity (Heb had) of 
the ruler is a gift from the King of kings (v 5). Ben Sira's allusions to the 
pagan kings are sufficiently veiled so as not to get him into trouble. 

The precept in v 6a probably reflects Lev 19: 16-18. Though v 6a seems to 
be out of place here (so Box-Oesterley, p. 349, and Duesberg-Fransen, p. 136), 
it may simply be a lead into v 6b. In other words, if one refuses to forgive the 
neighbor for a wrong and instead does him harm, such a one walks "the path 
of arrogance" (v 6b); cf. 28:1-7 and Theognis, 323-26 (Sanders, p. 32). The 
Heb of v 7a (and the translation) is rhetorically balanced in an a:b::b':a' 
fashion: odious:to the Lord::and to humans:arrogance. Both God and humans 
view "oppression" (Heb <oseq, also= "extortion") as "a crime" (Heb ma<a/, 
also="treacherous act") (v 7b). The point ofvv 6 and 7 seems to be that the 
ruler should do no harm, "no matter what the wrong" of the neighbor (v 6a); 
otherwise, he may engage in oppression (v 7b), one of the evil fruits of arro
gance (vv 6b-7a). In this interpretation, the four cola of vv 6 and 7 are in an 
a:b::b:a parallelism: v 6a parallels v 7b, and v 6b parallels v 7a. Vv 6 and 7 
thus serve as the lead into the important statement in v 8. V 8 probably refers 
to the battles of Raphia (217 B.c.) and Panium (198 B.C.). At Raphia, the 
Seleucid Antiochus III the Great (223-187) attempted to gain Palestine back 
from Egypt, now ruled by Ptolemy IV Philopator (221-203); he was defeated 
decisively. Several years after the accession of the young Ptolemy V 
Epiphanes (203-181), Antiochus attacked the Egyptian army at Panium, near 
the headwaters of the Jordan. This time he was successful; Palestine now 
became part of the Seleucid empire. Cf. Dan 11: 10-19 with COMMENT in 
L. F. Hartman and A. A. Di Lella, The Book of Daniel (AB 23): 258, 290-93. 
Ben Sira lived through these violent times (cf. v Sb). Cf. INTRODUCTION, Part 
IL 

Vv 9-11 probably refer to another event in Ben Sira's lifetime-the sudden 
death of Ptolemy IV in 203 B.C. after a life of debauchery. Smend (p. 93) 
writes that according to Dio Cassius and Trogus, Ptolemy died a horrible and 
painful death. In v 9a, the colorful phrase "dust and ashes" (Heb <apar 
wa'eper), which occurs again in 17:32 (G and Syr; Heb not extant) and 40:3, 
derives from Gen 18:27, a text in which Abraham uses the words to describe 
his lowly condition when he haggles with the Lord in an attempt to save 
Sodom. In Gen 2:7, God formed the man, 'adam, out of the <apar min
ha'adama, "dust [or soil, clay] from the ground." Inv 9b, the Heb verb rmm, 
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"to rot" (lit., to become wormy), is found only once in the MT, in Exod 
16:20, where it is used to describe what happened to the manna that was kept 
overnight, contrary to Moses' instructions. The noun giwyo, "his [the human] 
body," means, lit., "his insides, intestines," as G understood the word. The 
first phrase of v IOa may be translated, lit.: "A whisper of disease." Cf. NOTE 

for the difficult yafjhfb. The meaning of v 10, however, seems clear: what on 
one day is simply a report of the king's illness about which the physician is 
not worried (v lOa) terminates the next day in the death of the patient (v 
!Ob). V 11 amplifies what Ben Sira states briefly in 7:17b where the noun 
rimma, "corruption, worms" (v I la), also occurs. Though the language is 
elusive to protect himself from the pagan overlords, Ben Sira's graphic de
scription of human frailty, impermanence, and corruptibility in vv 9-11 was 
probably meant as a stinging and grim diatribe against the Ptolemaic and 
Seleucid kings who claimed to be "gods on earth" and "masters of the 
world." 

The final stanza (vv 12-18) of this section contains no precepts. Instead, 
Ben Sira writes an essay on the origin of pride, its roots and its fruits, and 
God's punishment of the proud. V 12 may be translated, lit.: "The beginning 
of pride-the human becomes shameless [Heb mu'tiz, cf. v. 18b], and from his 
Maker his heart [cf. NOTE] withdraws." In 1:14a, Ben Sira says: "The begin
ning of wisdom is the fear of the Lord." Thus wisdom and pride are oppo
sites. The proud cannot be wise, nor are the wise proud. When a person's 
heart (=seat of intelligence and will) withdraws "from his Maker," he will 
not fear the Lord; rather, he "becomes shameless"-all of which is the "be
ginning (or origin, starting point) of pride." The thought is amplified in v 
13ab, which may also be translated: "For sin [Heb ~ef] is a reservoir of 
insolence [ztidon ·also means presumptuousness], and its source [mtiqor= 
spring, fountain] overflows with vice [zimma also means wickedness, deprav
ity]." The noun ztidon implies "aggressive wrongdoing-sinning with a high 
hand, contemptuous both of God and men" (so Box-Oesterley, p. 350). There 
is alliteration between the words miqweh ("reservoir") and umeqoroh ("and 
its source"), and ziidon and zimma. 

God's judgment of pride is given in vv 13cd-l 7. The Heb noun nega~ here 
translated "affliction" (v 13c), also means "plague, plague spot, mark," esp. 
of a disease, regarded as sent by God as a punishment; cf. Gen 12:17; Exod 
11:1; 2 Sam 7:14; I Kgs 8:37, 38; Pss 38:12; 39:11; 89:33; 91:10. When God 
strikes the proud, they suffer "utter ruin" (v l 3d). A similar conviction is 
found in Tob 4: 13: "Do not be so proud-hearted toward your kinsmen, the 
sons and daughters of your people, as to refuse to take a wife for yourself 
from among them. For in such arrogance there is ruin and great disorder." 
The thought of v 14 echoes I Sam 2:7-8 and Ps 113:78; cf. also Job 5:11; Ps 
147:6; Tob 4:19; Dan 4:14. Luke 1:52 rephrases v 14 but has basically the 
same ideas. V I 5, present in G and Syr, was omitted in MS A because of 
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homoioteleuton. "The root of wisdom is fear of the Lord" (1 :20a), but "the 
roots of the proud [cf. NOTE] God plucks up, to plant the lowly in their 
place," because the lowly fear the Lord. Even "the last traces [Heb <iqeb6t, 
lit., footprints] of the proud [so Syr] God sweeps away [cf. NoTE]" (v 16a). 
Not a single piece of the proud's roots will be left over in the "subsoil" (v 
16b). Cf. Ps 44:3; Ezek 16:49-50. The worst of all punishments takes place 
when God "effaces the memory of them from among men" v l 7b; cf. NOTE; 
cf. Deut 32:26 where the same verb (sbt) and direct object (zikriim) occur. Cf. 
also Pss 34: 17; 109: 15; Job 18: 17. Since it was not yet part of Israel's faith to 
believe in rewards and punishments after death-the doctrine of retribution 
in the afterlife was revealed later in Dan 12:2 and Wis 3: 1-5:23--children and 
a blessed memory were considered a vicarious immortality; cf. Prov 10:7. See 
INTRODUCTION, Part X, 4. Hence, for God to efface or destroy the memory 
of the proud would be their severest punishment. 

The section ends with a global statement applicable to commoners as well 
as to kings (v 18): "Insolence [ziidon, also in v 13a] is not allotted to a human, 
nor impudent anger [<azzut >ap, lit., fierceness of anger] to one born of woman" 
[ye/ad >issa]. The opening colon of the stanza and the closing colon contain 
the Heb root 'zz (mu'iiz in v 12a, and <azzut in v 18b), thus forming an 
inclusio. As regards the latter word, cf. 45: 18d, where the expression <ezuz 
>appiim occurs. In Job 14:1, yelud >issd is said to be "short-lived," hence, 
mortal. 

Ben Sira excoriates pride in all its forms not only in the Egyptian and 
Syrian kings of his day (vv 6-11) but also in ordinary mortals, for pride "is 
the mother of all vice" (St. Augustine). Pride and its ugly effects are men
tioned often in the Bible, beginning in Gen 3:4-6, which describes the first 
human sin as one of pride, of overstepping the bounds of creaturehood. See 
also Gen 11: 1-9 (the story of the city and tower of Babel); Ezek 28: 1-19 (the 
pride of the prince of Tyre and his punishment); and Dan 4:27-30, 37 (the 
arrogant claims made by Nebuchadnezzar and the dire consequences of his 
sin). Cf. Job 22:29; Prov 16:18; 29:1; Matt 23:12; Jas 4:6; and 1 Pet 5:5. 



17. True Glory 
(10:19-11:6) 

10 19 Whose offspring can be in honor? Human offspring. G 

Which offspring are in honor? Those who fear God. 
Whose offspring can be in disgrace? Human offspring. B 

Which offspring are in disgrace? Those who transgress 
the Commandment. 

20 Among kindred their leader is in honor; A 

such, in God's sight, is the one who fears him." 
22 Be it sojourner, wayfarer, alien, or pauper, B 

his glory is the fear of the LORD. 
23 It is not just to despise a person who is wise but poor, 

nor proper to honor any oppressor. 
24 The prince, the judge, the ruler are in honor; 

but none is greater than whoever fears God. A 

25 When the free serve a prudent slave, B 

the wise person does not complain. G 

26 Prate not of wisdom in doing as you please, A 

and boast not in your time of need. 
27 Better the worker who has goods in plenty 

than the boaster who is without sustenance. 

2s My son, with humility have self-esteem; 
prize yourself as you deserve. 

29 Who will acquit whoever condemns himself? 
Who will honor whoever discredits himself? 

30 The poor is honored for his wisdom 
as the rich is honored for his wealth; 

" 21 The beginning of acceptance is the fear of the Lord; 
the beginning of rejection, effrontery and pride. 

Gil 
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Jt Honored in poverty, how much more so in wealth! B 

dishonored in wealth, in poverty how much the more! 

11 t The poor person's wisdom lifts his head high 
and sets him among princes. 

2 Praise not a person for his looks; 
loathe not a person for his appearance. 

3 Least is the bee among winged things, 
but she reaps the choicest of all harvests. 

4 Mock not whoever wears a loincloth only, 
and jibe at no person's bitter day: 

For strange are the works of the LORD, 
hidden from humans his deeds. 

s The oppressed often rise to a throne, 
and some that none would consider wear a crown. 

6 The exalted often fall into utter disgrace; 
the honored are given into enemy hands. 

Notes 

A 

10 19. MS A lacks 19bc (omission by homoioarchton). The first extant leaf of MS 
B begins with 19cd, and extends to 11: I 0, see A. A. Di Lella in Bib 45 ( 1964): 156-59 
plus plates I, II. 

20b. in God's sight=G=be'enayw. MS A is defective, b'[ ; Smend supplied 
be'amm6. MS B (cf. Syr) has mimmennu. 

21. This expansion of Gii, unknown to Syr or Lat, imports the thought of 10:12, 
13, 18 into the new section 10:19-24. It was written by someone who knew a text like 
MS A's for 10:12-18. 

23. just ... proper=G, interpreting the Heb infinitives (after 'en). 
25a. MS B has a variant ( = 7 :21 a) copied three times, besides the form vouched for 

by G; MS A is garbled. 
28b. prize yourself= MS B weten /ah (i.e., nap.Seka) (a'am; MS A wytn. 
30b. as the rich=we'aSfr (cf. MS B) for weyes of MS A. 
3 lab. in poverty (2 X)=be'ony6=G, Syr; MSS A, B corrupt (be'enayw). For the 

wordy, late duplicate that appears in MSS A, B, see the discussion of A. A. Di Lella, 
The Hebrew TeJCt of Sirach, pp. 115-19. Retroversion from the Syriac is the best 
explanation for it. 

11 2b. Both MSS A and B+Bm• after a person add a qualifying gloss; A+Bm•= 
meko'ar, "ugly"; B=m'zb. 
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3. MS B duplicates the line. q(nh is suspect of being secondary to 'lyl (so MS A; MS 
B 'lw{) for "insignificant, small"---q(n is secondary in 51:27 (HTR 64 [1971]: 398), and 
in 30:12d (CBQ 36 [1974]: 539, 542). Was Prov 24:30 an influence on the transmission 
of Sir 11:3? 

4ab. Smend, p. 102, makes the case against G's "Of enveloping garments do not 
boast; and on a day of glory be not lifted up." Not personal pride, but a negative 
judgment of others is the theme called for by the context, cf. v 5. The line present in 
both MSS A and B is the correct one, and B's added alternative is a corrupt variant. 
With B read 'ezor, loincloth, and point, with Smend, bimerfrf y6m, "at the bitter 
(individual) of the day"--cf. Deut 32:24. B's alternative, kmryry ywm =Job 3:5, is 
meaningless here. 

5. The line present in both MSS A and B is the correct one; B again has a second
ary variant. 

6. Except for wehospelu yaf]ad, a gloss in both MSS A and B (lacking in G), the MS 
A form of this line is correct; for bi!yiid with no qualifier, cf. 1 Sam 26:23, 2 Chr 25:20. 
G's heteron, and enemy here, are interpretations. 

Comment 

In the translation above, this poem is divided into three stanzas: 9+4+ 7 
bicola. The poem, however, may also be divided into five symmetrical stan
zas: 5 (vv 19-20, 22-23) +4 (vv 24-27) +2 (vv 28-29) +4 (10:30-11:2) +5 
(11:3-6) bicola; it is this division that is discussed below. 

G, which is followed in the translation here of v 19ab and in the interpreta
tion of the Heb in v 19cd, has a question and an answer in each of the four 
cola. But v 19 may also be translated: "What can be an honorable seed? 
Human seed. (MS A) I The honorable seed is the one that fears God. (Syr) I 
What can be a dishonorable seed? Human seed. (MS B) I The dishonorable 
seed is the one that transgresses the Commandment" (MSS A and B). For a 
similar translation, cf. Box-Oesterley (pp. 350-51) and Duesberg-Fransen (p. 
138). For a discussion of the textual problems of this verse, cf. A. A. Di Lella, 
The Hebrew Text of Sirach, pp. 60-63. V 19 is the topic sentence of the whole 
poem: human beings can be in honor only when they fear God; they are in 
dishonor when they transgress the Commandment, summarized in Deut 6:4-
5; cf. Mark 12:28-30; Matt 22:36--38; Luke 10:26--28. There is a striking 
antithetic parallelism between vv l 9b and l 9d: the honorable (Heb nikblid) 
seed (v l 9b) and the dishonorable (Heb niqleh) seed (v l 9d); the one that fears 
God (v 19b) and the one that transgresses the Commandment (v 19d). The 
participles nikbiid and niqleh occur together in Isa 3:5. Instead of "the Com
mandment," Heb mi~wii, G, Lat, and Syr have "the commandments," a read-
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ing that perhaps depends on Qoh 12:13: "Fear God and keep his command
ments." Cf. G. T. Sheppard, "The Epilogue to Qoheleth as Theological 
Commentary," CBQ 39 (1977): 184-85. Here again Ben Sira alludes to the 
great equation-to fear the Lord= to keep the Law. Cf. l :25-27 with COM
MENT and 32:23-24. 

The translation above of v 20 brings out the comparison implied in the text. 
Heb 'a~fm, "kindred," also means "brothers, kin," members of the same 
religious or political community. As a religious or political leader is honored 
by his followers, so in God's eyes is the one who fears the Lord. The point of 
v 20 is that the honor which accrues to a person who fears the Lord is equal 
to the glory earthly leaders receive because of their office. V 20 is probably an 
allusion to the Joseph story (cf. Gen 42:1-47:12). In fact, Joseph, whom his 
brothers, in search for food in Egypt, do not recognize as yet, says of himself 
early in the story: "I fear God" (Gen 42:18), the words Ben Sira uses here. 
Gil adds a bicolon (v 21; see NOTE) in which are found two technical theo
logical terms: proslepsis ("acceptance") and ekbole ("rejection"), by God; 
proslepsis and apobole (a synonym for ekbole) are used by St. Paul in Rom 
11: 15. 

In v 22a, three of the four Heb words are monosyllabic; the fourth, bisyl
labic. The noun ger (translated "sojourner") occurs only here in the whole 
book, but very often in other books of the OT, where it means "temporary 
dweller, resident alien, newcomer (with no inherited rights)," as in Gen 23:4; 
Exod 12:19; Lev 24:16; Num 15:30. Used in the plural, gerfm usually refers to 
sojourners in Israel who had certain conceded rights; cf., for example, Exod 
20:10; 23:12; Deut 5:14. They also had the obligations incumbent on Israel; 
cf. Exod 12:19, 48, 49; Lev 16:29; 17:8, 10, 12, 13, 15; 18:26. Oppression of 
the ger(fm) was forbidden: Exod 22:20; 23:9; Lev 19:33; Deut 24:14, 17; Jer 
7:6; 22:3. Kindness to the ger(fm) was also enjoined by law: Lev 19:10, 34; 
23:22; Deut 10:18, 19; 14:29; 24:19-21; 26:12-13. The word ziir (translated 
"wayfarer") also means "stranger," and occurs several other times in the 
book: 8:18a; 14:4b; 37:5a; 40:29a; 45:13b. The feminine form, ziira, occurs in 
9:3a; cf. COMMENT above. The masculine plural, ziirfm, is found in 45:18a. 
The word nokrf (translated "alien") also means "foreigner," and occurs only 
one other time in the book, 49:5b. The word riis (translated "pauper") occurs 
only one other time in the book, 13: l 8b. It seems that Ben Sira refers to four 
distinct social groups, all of whom are disadvantaged. But the "glory" of 
these four groups is "the fear of the LORD" (v 22b); cf. Jer 9:22-23. 

The wise poor person (Heb dal maskfl, translated "a person who is wise 
but poor") should not be despised (v 23a), nor should "any oppressor" (kol "fs 
~iimtis, lit., any person of violence, or lawlessness) be honored (v 23b). The 
reason is that the wise, who keep the commandments and fear the Lord 
(1:25-27), should be in honor (v 19b) whereas the oppressor, who trans
gresses the Law, should be dishonored (v l 9d). The verb root kbd, "to 
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honor," occurs in the opening colon (v 19a) and closing colon (v 23b) of this 
stanza, thus forming an inclusio. In Gen 6: 13 (the P tradition), }Jiimiis, "vio
lence, lawlessness," is the reason for the Flood. The 'fs }Jiimiis, "the violent, or 
lawless, person," occurs also in Pss 18:49; 140:12; Prov 3:31; 16:29. In the 
Psalms, "the poor" are the stalwart believers who put their hope and trust in 
the Lord; cf., for example, Pss 35:9-10; 40:18; 70:6; 72:12-14; 74:18-21; 86:1-
7. The idea of the wise poor person being despised (v 23a) is found also in 
Qoh 9:15-16; cf. Jas 2:1-6. 

The next stanza (vv 24-27) begins with three groups of people in the upper 
classes of society: "the prince" (Heb far), "the judge" (sope!), and "the ruler" 
(mosel)-all of whom "are in honor" (nikbiidu) (v 24a). But Ben Sira insists 
that "none is greater than whoever fears God" (v 24b). It is to be noted that 
the niph<a/ of the verb kbd, "to be honored, to be in honor," 'and the expres
sion "the one who fears God" (yere' 'elohim) occur in the opening bicolon 
both of the first (v 19ab) and of the second stanza (v 24). There is alliteration 
and assonance in the first three words of v 24a: Sar sope{ umosel-three 
sibilants (s, s, S), two liquids (r, I), two labials (p, m), two o's, and two e's. 
Also far corresponds to the last syllable of umosel, i.e., sibilant+liquid. The 
words far and sope{ occur together in the plural in Prov 8: 16. As regards the 
thought of v 24b, cf. 40:25-27. 

By combining the evidence of G and the fragmentary evidence of MSS A 
and B, we may now reconstruct the Hebrew of v 25b: wegeber mas[kfl] (from 
MS B; cf. A. A. Di Lella, Bib 45 (1964): 156, I. 9) [1}6' yifoniin (from MS A). 
The phrase <ebed maskfl, "a prudent [or wise] slave," occurs also in Prov 
17:2. As the dal maskfl, the wise poor person, should not be despised (v 23a), 
so the <ebed maskfl will be served by "the fret:" or "nobles" (v 25a), and the 
geber maskfl, "the wise person," will not complain (v 25b). What counts most 
of all is wisdom, and not social or economic status. Cf. Prov 19:10; 30:22; 
Qoh 10:6-7. The words }Jorim, "the free, nobles," and sarfm, "princes" (cf. v 
24a) occur together in Isa 34:12. Inv 26a, MS Breads /a<asot ("to do, make") 
instead of /a<iibod of MS A ("to work, serve") }Jep~ekii ("your work"). The 
former reading is to be preferred on the basis of Isa 58: 13, where a similar 
phrase occurs. V 26a may be translated, lit.: "Make not a display of wisdom 
in doing your own business, or work, " as Gr ergon translates the last word. 
The point seems to be this: do not show off in doing the daily work required 
to sustain yourself; rather, do your job quietly and competently. The precept 
of v 26b then follows: "and boast not [i.e., do not make extravagant claims 
about what you might have done] in your time of need." The last word of v 
26a, IJeNekii, rhymes with the last word of v 26b, ~orkeka. 

There is a remarkable antithesis presented in v 27: "the [energetic] worker" 
is contrasted with "the [idle] boaster," and "goods [hOn, lit., wealth] in 
plenty" with "without [(}Jii}sa(r), lit., lacking in] sustenance" (read mazon, as 
suggested by G and Syr, rather than mattan of MS A). The words hOn and 
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mazon, the last words of v 27a and v 27b, respectively, rhyme, as do the 
corresponding words in v 26 (cf. above}--a good way to end the stanza. Inv 
27a, each of the four words has an o sound, creating assonance: ~ob <abed 
wey6ter hOn. For the thought and vocabulary of v 27, cf. Prov 12:9. 

The next stanza (vv 28-29), the central stanza of the five in the poem, 
opens with benf, "my son," and speaks of the value of accurate and humble 
self-esteem. V 28a may be translated, lit.: "My son, with humility honor 
yourself." On the importance and religious value of "humility" (Heb <anawd), 
cf. 3:17 with COMMENT. The noun <anawa occurs only four times in the MT: 
Zeph 2:3; Prov 15:33; 18:12; and 22:4. In the extant Heb text of Ben Sira, the 
word occurs a total of five times: 3: l7a; 4:8b; 10:28a; 13:20a; and 45:4a; cf. 
1:27. Regarding the thought ofv 28a, cf. 7:17; 10:14; and 13:20. The point of 
the verse is that one achieves proper self-esteem only when one thinks of 
oneself with humility and not with pride. In v 29, Ben Sira deplores self
depreciation, which (contrary to popular opinion) is not what humility (v 
28a) is all about. In the verse, there is a striking a:b::b:a chiastic pattern that 
underscores the thought: "whoever-condemns himself":"who will ac
quit"::"who will honor":"whoever-dishonors (discredits) himself" V 29b con
tains the two verb roots kbd ("to honor") and its antithesis qlh ("to dis
honor"), which are also found in the opening couplet of the poem (v 19); v 
29a likewise has two antithetic verbs, rs< ("to condemn") and ~dq ("to ac
quit"). Self-depreciation is wrong also because it prompts others to condemn 
and dishonor the one who engages in the unwholesome practice. 

The fourth stanza (10:30-11:2) of the poem speaks of the poor who are 
wise. The opening verse (10:30) again has the verb kbd in both cola, as do the 
opening verses of the first three stanzas (vv 19, 24, and 28). There is a remark
able balance in the strong sentiment expressed in v 30: the poor-honored for 
-wisdom; the rich (cf. NoTE)-honored for-wealth (cf. 13:21-23). Ben Sira 
clearly implies that the wise poor person is far better off than the rich who 
have wealth but no wisdom. V 31, which has the verbs kbd and qlh that occur 
also in v 19, restates and develops the thought of v 30: the wise poor, who are 
honored while they remain in poverty, will be even more honored when they 
become rich, whereas the rich, who are dishonored in wealth (presumably 
because they lack wisdom), will be even more dishonored when they become 
poor. In MS B and defective MS A, the reading b)'nyw ( =be<enayw, "in his 
eyes"), is a mistake for b'wnyw (=MT be<onyo. "in his poverty"), occasioned 
by the confusion of the first waw for a yod (cf. COMMENT on 4:2); at this 
period it is not uncommon to use the mater lectionis waw where the MT 
would use a simple o vowel. In fact, even a short o vowel of the MT can be 
written here with a waw as in 'wny (=MT <onf. "poverty") in 13:24b. For the 
duplicate of v 3 lab that is found in MSS A and B, see the reference to my 
book in the NOTE. 

The subject of the wise poor person continues in 11: l. The Heb expression 
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ns, ro's, "to lift up the head" (v la), occurs also in Gen 40: 13 and 2 Kgs 25:27, 
in both of which texts it means, in effect, "to release from prison, to free." 
Thus Ben Sira implies that "the poor person's wisdom" frees him from the 
(apparent) confinement of his economic condition. Cf. Prov 15:33. The 
thought expressed in v lb derives from I Sam 2:8c=Ps 113:8a (the same 
verb, hiph'il of ysb, and noun nedibfm, "princes,'' occur). The stanza con
cludes with the negative precept not to praise "a person for his [good] looks 
[or beauty]," or to loathe "a person for his [poor] appearance" (v 2). The 
reference again seems to be to the rich, who lack wisdom (cf. 10:30-31) but 
look good or beautiful because they can purchase expensive clothing, jewelry, 
and cosmetics (v 2a), and to the poor, who are wise (cf. 10:30-11:1) but lack a 
striking appearance because they cannot afford costly apparel or adornment 
(v 2b); cf. also vv 4-5. External appearances can be misleading, as Yahweh 
taught Samuel when the latter chose Eliab (1 Sam 16:6--7). Wisdom, which 
resides within a person, is all that really matters. 

The fifth, and final, stanza of the poem (vv 3-6) begins with a metaphor. V 
3 may be translated, lit., and with the same word order of the Heb: "Least 
among flying things is the bee [debora], but the best of produce is her fruit" 
[piryah]. The final words of each colon-debora and piryah-rhyme. There is 
also a striking antithetic parallelism between "least" (Heb Wf!, MS A, or 
qe(anna, MS B; cf. NOTE) and "the best" (ro'S. lit., the head). M. H. Segal 
(Tarbi?. 29 [1959-60]: 316) thinks that qe(anna is the better reading; I agree. 
An 6 assonance in the middle four words of the verse-ba'Op ("among flying 
things"), deb6ra, r6,s, and tenubOt ("produce")-adds to the poetic skill Ben 
Sira displays here. V 4ab may be translated, lit., and with the same word 
order of the eight Heb words: "Whoever-wears a-loincloth mock not, and 
scoff not at-the-bitter-person of-the-day." The a:b::b':a' rhetorical pattern em
phasizes Ben Sira's negative injunction. The noun ,ez6r, "loincloth, waist
cloth," occurs twice in Isa 11 :5 as a metaphor for "righteousness" (Heb 
!jedeq) and "fidelity" Cemuna). It is a relatively rare word (found also in 
45: lOc), occurring in 2 Kgs 1:8 (=part of apparel of Elijah); Jer 13: 1, 2, 4, 6, 
7 (2 X ), 10, 11 (=symbol of the closeness that Israel and Judah were intended 
to have with Yahweh); Job 12:18 (=a sign that a king is reduced to the 
condition of a slave whose garment is the waistcloth). For the expression "the 
bitter person of the day,'' cf. Amos 8: 10. The point of v 4ab is that one should 
not judge a person by the quality and quantity of clothing (cf. v 2), as if sparse 
apparel ("loincloth") were a punishment resulting from the person's sin (cf. 
COMMENT on 2:1-6). The reason for not judging is given in v 4cd and ampli
fied in vv 5-6; cf. Isa 55:8-9. Another a:b::b':a' structure can be seen in v 4cd: 
the-works:of-the-Lord:.from humans [Heb ,adam, MS A; MS B ,en6S]:his [the 
Lord's]-deeds. There are four m's and three other labials (two p's and a waw) 
in the seven words of v 4cd. In the three words of v 4d, there is also a 
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beautiful rhyme and rhythm: wene'liim me'iidiim po'olo; notice also the 'ayin-
1 +min ne'liim and thep (a labial like m)+'ayin-1 inpo'olo. 

V Sa may be translated, lit.: "Many oppressed [Heb nidkii'fm] have sat on a 
throne." In Isa S7:1S, Yahweh says: "On high I dwell, and in holiness, and 
with the crushed [dakkii1 and dejected in spirit, to revive the spirits of the 
dejected, to revive the hearts of the crushed" [nidkii'fm]. V Sb is in parallelism 
with v Sa. For the sentiment expressed in vv S and 6, cf. 10: 14; 1 Sam 2:7-8; 
Ps 113:7-8; and Luke 1 :S2. V 6 may be translated, lit.: "Many exalted ones 
[Heb rabbfm nissii'fm] have been dishonored (qlh] completely, and the honored 
[kbd] are given into the hands of the little ones [reading MS B: beyad zeirfm; 
cf. NOTE for a different opinion]." The thought and vocabulary probably 
derive from Isa 16:14: "The glory (kiibOd] of Moab shall be dishonored (qlh] in 
all its great [rab] multitude; there shall be a remnant, a little, a few [miz'iir], 
not much." The word zeirim was probably misread ziirfm, "strangers," by G 
(heteron =Lat alterorum ="others"); for in l 4:4b, G uses heteroi to translate 
ziir. Thus, in v 6, there is a sharp contrast between "many exalted ones" 
(rabbfm nisSii'fm) and "the little ones" (ze'frim), and between "have been 
dishonored" (niqlu) and "the honored (nikbiidfm). In fact, these words are in 
an a:b::b':a' pattern to highlight the antithesis: many exalted ones:have been 
dishonored::the honored:the little ones. This verse, the last of the poem, con
tains the same two verbs (niph'al of kbd and of qlh) found in the opening 
verse (10:19), forming an inclusio in an a:b::b:a chiastic pattern: honored (v 
19ab):dishonored (v 19cd)::dishonored (v 6a):honored (v 6b). Also the last 
word of the poem, ze'irfm, "the little ones," contains the same three conso
nants (but in a different order) as the first word in v 19, zera~ "seed," thus 
forming a second inclusio. 

For a fuller study of the strophic structure and text of this splendid poem, 
see A. A. Di Lella, "Sirach 10: 19-11 :6: Textual Criticism, Poetic Analysis, 
and Exegesis," in C. L. Meyers and M. O'Connor, eds., The Word of the Lord 
Shall Go Forth: Essays in Honor of David Noel Freedman in Celebration of His 
Sixtieth Birthday, pp. 1S7-64. 



18. Providence and Trust in God 
(11:7-28) 

11 7 Before investigating, find no fault; A 

examine first, then criticize. 
s Before hearing, answer not, B 

and interrupt no one in the middle of his speech. 
9 In what is not your quarrel do not become angry; A 

in the strife of the arrogant take no part. 

10 My son, why increase your anxiety, 
since he who is avid for wealth will not be blameless? 

If you chase after it, you will never overtake it, 
nor will you be safe if you take to flight. 

11 One may toil and struggle and drive, 
and fall short all the same. 

12 Another goes his way a broken-down drifter 
lacking strength and abounding in weakness

Yet the eye of the LORD looks kindly on him; 
he shakes him free of the stinking mire, 

13 Lifts up his head and exalts him 
to the amazement of the many. 

14 Good and evil, life and death, 
poverty and riches, are from the LORD.• 

B 

A 

11 The Lord's gift remains with the just; o 
his favor brings lasting success. A 

"15 Wisdom and understanding and knowledge of the Law, on 
love and virtuous paths, are from the Lord. 

16 Error and darkness were formed with sinners from their 
birth, 

and evil grows old with those who exult in evil. 
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18 A person may become rich through a miser's life, 
and this is his allotted reward: G 

19 When he says, "I have found rest, A 

now I will feast on my possessions," 
He does not know how long it will be 

till he leaves them to others and dies. 

20 My son, hold fast to your duty, busy yourself with it, G 

grow old while doing your task. 
21 Marvel not how sinners live, 

but trust in the Lord and wait for his light, 
For it is easy, as the Lord sees it, 

suddenly, in an instant, to make the poor man rich. 

22 God's blessing is the lot of the just, A 

and in due time his hope bears fruit. 
23 Say not, "What do I need? G 

What further benefit can be mine?" 
24 Say not, "I am self-sufficient. 

What harm can come to me now?" 
26 It is easy for the Lord on the day of death 

to repay a person according to his conduct. 

25 The day's prosperity makes one forget adversity; A 

the day's adversity makes one forget prosperity. 
27 Brief affliction brings forgetfulness of past delights; 

the last of a person tells his tale. 
28 Call no one happy before his death, 

for by how he ends, a person is known. 
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Notes 

11 7. MS B follows 6d with what seem to be two forms of vv 7, 8; for v 7, MS B's 
second form is that of MS A and is the original, cf. G. Syr goes its own way with a 
caution about choosing a marriage partner. 

Ba. MS B had the original word order (cf. G); the doublet in MS B, with MS A, 
distorts this. 

9a. Read be'en 'esqiik ('al titf;iir): in G chreia= 'eseq= 'eseq, cf. the neKt verse (for 
the sense, cf. the parallel 9b and Gen 26:20); 'al titl;iir=G, Syr; compare Ps 37:1. 

IOcd. MS B has this bicolon in two forms; that which matches G is the original one 
(vocalize tabrfaf; for tbrf;, and read timmiilef for tmlfnw). MS A and Syr share MS B's 
later and secondary form. 

12b. strength with G, supposing koal; for the kol of MS A. 
IS, 16. These verses are present in MS A. They are absent from GI and do not 

appear in Lat till the Paris Bibles of the mid-thirteenth century. The form they take in 
GII seems to be reflected in Syr, which probably has them from that source, as does 
the later Lat. The G II form of teKt has its own interest: its treatment of v I Sa borrows 
from GI of 33:3; also, agapesis, whatever the underlying Heb term, becomes thematic 
in GII, cf. already 1:10, 12, IB and (GI) 2:1S. Inv 16/ormed with (sinners) from their 
birth=Gr synektista1;· this understanding of the Heb (MS A nw!irh) has led to an 
eKpansion of the thought in 16b. The teKt of MS A yields: 

1s Wisdom and understanding and knowing how to speak are from the LORD; 
sin and virtuous paths are from the LORD. 

16 Folly and darkness were made for sinners 
and evil abides with evildoers. 

In this, "knowing how to speak" reflects I Sam 16: I B, where it is a quality of David; it 
recurs in 33:3. "Sin" in v I Sb is out of harmony with the rest of the verse (contrast v 
16), and some such term as 'ahiibri ( = G) was probably the original. With v 16a 
compare 39:28-31. The uneven lengths of the Heb lines go to show that the two verses 
are an eKpansion of Ben Sira's teKt. 

I Bb. The broken teKt of MS A here remains obscure. 
20, 21. MS A is here legible only in part. My son in 20a follows MS A and Syr; so 

also for his light in 21 b. 
22-26. These verses are lacking in Syr, possibly because of homoioarchton between 

2 lc and 26a. Segal has seen correctly that vv 25 and 26 have been transposed (before 
GI, the grandson's rendering); the unit in vv 22-24, 26 ends similarly to vv 20-21, and 
v 2S belongs with vv 27-28. MS A lacks v 26. 

27b. In MS A, wesop 'iidiim yaggid 'iiliiyw. After 2Sb, MS A has a doublet for 27b 
that shares a faulty reading of Syr. 
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Comment 

This section, which is not a single poem like the one in I 0: 19-11 :6, may be 
divided into six minipoems: 3+6+5+3+4+3 bicola. The first (vv 7-9) 
gives six admonitions against hasty and rash judgments. The second (vv 10-
13) is an essay (with no precepts) on the futility of undue anxiety. The third 
(vv 14, 17-19) is a discourse (again with no advice) on riches as a gift from 
the Lord. The fourth (vv 20-21) contains several injunctions urging fidelity 
and constancy in performing one's duty. The fifth (vv 22-24, 26) warns 
against presumption. The sixth (vv 25, 27-28) offers some observations about 
prosperity and adversity and concludes with a maxim not to evaluate a per
son's life until he or she dies. 

As regards the thought of vv 7-8-wise advice in any age and culture--cf. 
5:11-12. Failure to observe Ben Sira's admonitions would be not only unjust 
but also foolish and impolite; cf. Prov 18:13. A similar idea is found in Pirqe 
Aboth, v 10: "Seven things are in a clod, and seven in a wise man. [The wise 
man] ... does not interrupt the words of his companion, and is not hasty to 
reply ... " (cited by Box-Oesterley, p. 353). The one who keeps the maxim 
in v 9a will enjoy a more serene and pleasant life than the fool who ignores it. 
Apropos is the ditty of John Gay (1685-1732): "Those who in quarrels inter
pose, I Must often wipe a bloody nose" (Fables, xxxiv, "The Mastiff," I. 1). 
Moreover, the wise will take no part "in the strife of the arrogant [or proud]" 
(Heb zedfm) (v 9b). As regards the zed(fm), cf. 10:13a with COMMENT and 
12:5a; 32:18b; Prov 21:24; Pss 19:14; 86:14; 119:21, 51, 69, 78, 85, 122; Isa 
13:11; Jer 43:2. The zedfm are always spoken of as being opposed to Yahweh 
or to righteousness; hence, such people are to be avoided at all costs. 

The next poem (vv 10-13) begins with "My son," an indication of a new 
subject matter. In v 10a, Heb ?sqekii, "your anxiety," is, lit., your business. V 
!Ob may be translated, lit.: "he who hastens to increase (it) [Heb leharbOt] will 
not be blameless, or exempt from punishment." The thought and vocabulary 
are derived from Prov 28:20, where three of the four same words occur: "he 
who hastens to grow rich [Ieha<asfr] will not be blameless." Ben Sira has other 
warnings, too, on the possible evils of the business world and the pursuit of 
wealth; cf. 26:29-27:3 and 31:5-11. The meaning of v 10cd (cf. NoTE) is that 
one will never have enough wealth, no matter how energetically one chases 
after it (v 10c); nor will one be safe if one takes to flight with it (v 10d). For 
similar observations, cf. Prov 11:18, 28; 13:11; 15:27; 20:21; 21:6; 28:22; Qoh 
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5:9-11. The Pirqe Aboth, iv 14, has a similar precept: "Have little business 
[<eseq, the equivalent of <isqekii in v lOa] and be busied in Torah" (cited by 
Box.-Oesterley, p. 354). 

The accurate observations Ben Sira records in vv 11-13 receive emphatic 
confirmation in the experience of "many" (cf. v 13b). Some people are 
workaholics, totally involved in their jobs and almost oblivious of anything 
else; yet they still "fall short all the same" (v 11); cf. Qoh 4:8; 9: 11. The 
colorful translation ofv 12a captures the meaning of the tex.t, which says, lit.: 
"Another goes his way beaten down and lost." Such a person lacks strength 
(cf. NOTE) and abounds "in weakness" (v 12b). Yet the Lord in his gracious
ness and kindness (v 12c) picks him up out of the gutter, to use our idiom, 
though Ben Sira's language is more forceful: "he shakes_ him free of the 
stinking mire" (v 12d); cf. 1 Sam 2:8. Not only that; the Lord also gives him a 
position of honor (v 13a), "to the amazement of the many" (v 13b), Heb 
rabbim, i.e., the community, as in Isa 52:14 and 53:12. The main point of the 
poem is that success in life is not always the result of an individual's ambition 
and energy, for even those who seem to be going nowhere the Lord can raise 
on high. Cf. Pss 31:16; 127:1; Qoh 5:17-19. 

The next poem (vv 14, 17-18) is summarized in the opening bicolon: the 
antinomies (or contraries) of life come from the Lord-good/evil, life/death, 
poverty/wealth. Cf. Isa 45:7; Job 1:21; 2:10. Regarding vv 15-16 in MS A 
and Gil, see the ex.tensive NOTE. Most scholars consider these verses as 
secondary; cf., for ex.ample, Smend (pp. 106-7), Peters (pp. 98-99), and Spicq 
(p. 626). Duesberg-Fransen, however (p. 142), take them as orisinal but offer 
no reason why. In v 17, "the Lord's gift" and "his favor" are in parallelism; 
they abide "with the just, or righteous" [Heb :Jaddiq, as in the broken tex.t of 
MS A] and bring "lasting success." Cf. Prov 13:22. Such is not the case with 
the sinner, the unrighteous, whose success is ephemeral; cf. Ps 49:17-21; Job 
27:13-21; Prov 13:21. V 18a may be translated, lit.: "There is a man who 
becomes rich by afflicting himself," Heb mehit'annot, which G aptly inter
prets "by his wariness and pinching." Of such a person Ben Sira ironically 
notes: "this is his allotted reward" (v 18b). In other words, the miser has 
wealth but none of the enjoyment that wealth can bring; in fact, he suffers 
from self-imposed want. Cf. 14:3-10, 14. Finally, when the miser thinks he 
has accumulated enough wealth to be at rest (v 19a), he says to himself: Now 
I will enjoy all my good things (v 19b). For how long, he knows not (v 19c); at 
death, he leaves them to others (v 19d). Cf. Ps 49:7-12; Qoh 2:18-22; 6:1-3; 
and the parable of the rich fool in Luke 12:16-21. 

The next poem begins with beni, "my son," which G and Lat omit. V 20 
urges fidelity and devotion to duty. MS A, though fragmentary at this point, 
has the third word of v 20a, }Joqekii. Instead of "your [prescribed] duty" 
(}Joqekii), G and Lat read "your covenant, testament [with God]." For this 
use of }Joq, cf. Ex.od 5: 14. The principal duty prescribed for the Israelite was 
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to fulfill the stipulations of the Covenant (hence, the interpretation of G, 
followed by Lat); all other responsibilities flowed therefrom. Cf. Neh 10: 1-30. 
V 21 a may be translated, lit.: "Marvel not at the works of the sinner" (several 
Gr MSS and Lat read sinners). The upright should not envy the prosperity 
and apparent success that sinners enjoy, but only for a brief time; cf. v 17; 
Prov 3:31-34; 13:9; 23:17-18; 24:1-2, 19-20; Ps 37:1-2. Rather, the upright 
should "trust [or believe) in the Lord and wait for his light" (the last expres
sion is extant in MS A; G has your labor, though some Lat MSS have his 
light). The imperative to believe in (or trust in) the Lord is a fundamental 
obligation incumbent on the faithful; cf., for example, 2:6, 8, 10, 13; Gen 15:6; 
Exod 14:31; Num 14:11; Pss 78:22, 32; 106:12; 116:10; 119:66; Isa 7:9; 43:10; 
Hab 2:4; Rom 1:17; Gal 3:11; Heb 10:38. The "light" (Heb 'or) of the Lord is 
a common image for salvation or deliverance (as in the present verse); cf. Isa 
2:5; 10:17; 59:9-11; 60:19-20; Jer 13:16; Mic 7:8; Pss 27:1; 43:3; Tob 3:17; 
5:10; 14:10; Rev 21:23; 22:5. V 2lc is extant in MS A and may be translated, 
lit.: "for it is easy [nakoa~] in the eyes of Yahweh." The motivation in v 2ld 
should not be considered less than noble (so Edersheim, referred to in Box
Oesterley, p. 355) but articulates the firm conviction that deliverance (v 21b), 
now expressed by the metaphor of the poor believer being made rich, can 
come "suddenly, in an instant." Cf. v 22b. V 2lc is repeated in the first part of 
v 26a, the concluding bicolon also of the next poem. 

In v 22a, the expression "the lot [Heb g6ral, also=allotted portion] of the 
just [.i-addiq)" finds an echo in Dan 12: 13: "You [Daniel] will rise for your 
allotted portion [goraleka] at the end of the days." The just or righteous live 
not only by faith (see v 21 b with COMMENT) but also by hope, a hope that 
"bears fruit" (v 22b); cf. 1:18; Prov 3:26; 10:22. In contrast to the fidelity of 
the righteous (v 22) is the presumption of sinner, who boasts that he has all 
he needs and is self-sufficient (vv 23-24a) and as a result can suffer no harm 
or evil (v 24b). Such an attitude is foolish, for as Ben Sira affirms, "It is easy 
for the Lord on the day of death to repay a person according to his conduct 
[lit., his ways)" (v 26). Ben Sira means retribution in the present life, not in 
the afterlife; cf. 7:17 with COMMENT. In the next poem (vv 25, 27-28), he 
explains how the Lord will punish the self-sufficient rich, who are unfaithful 
to the Law, on the day of their death. His theology of rewards and punish
ments taking place only here on earth demanded that he make the affirmation 
of v 26. See INTRODUCTION, Part x, 4. 

In v 25, a carefully balanced a:b:c::c:b:a rhetorical chiasm gives emphasis to 
Ben Sira's explanation of how the Lord sets things right in the earthly life of 
both the righteous and sinners: prosperity (fob, lit., good):makes (one) 
forget:adversity (ra'a, lit., evil)::adversity:makes (one) forget:prosperity. V 27a, 
in synonymous parallelism with v 25b, may be translated, lit.: "A time of evil 
[ra'a] makes (one) forget delight [ta'anug=daintiness (cf. Mic 1:16; 2:9); lux
ury (cf. Prov 19:10; Qoh 2:8); exquisite delight (of love) (cf. Cant 7:7)]." V 
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27b may be translated, lit.: "and the end [sop] of a man will tell about him." 
The noun sop in the sense of "(death as) the end" occurs also in Qoh 7:2. The 
point of v 27a is that regardless of the prosperity and wealth one may enjoy 
now, a brief period of adversity and evil at the end of one's life will obliterate 
"past delights." Hence, in v 27b Ben Sira suggests that only the final hours of 
a person can tell us what kind of life he has lived: if he dies content and at 
peace, his past poverty and affliction count as nothing; if he dies in disgrace 
and anxiety, his past wealth and prosperity are meaningless. V 28 develops 
the sentiment expressed in v 27b; cf. Qoh 12: 14. In MS A, v 28 is given in two 
different forms; the one followed in the translation here=G. The other form, 
of which a few letters are illegible but easily reconstructed, "Before you ex
amine a person do not call him blessed (or happy), for in his end a person is 
blessed (or happy)"= Syr. In v 28b, G understood Heb bi!'a!Jiirft6-here 
translated "by how he ends" (lit., in his end}-in the sense of "in his poster
ity," and translated "in his children." In the MT and in Ben Sira, the noun 
'a~i'irft means "end" (cf., for example, 7:36a with COMMENT and 12:1 ld; 
16:3c; Job 8:7; 42:12; Prov 5:11) and "posterity, descendants, children" (cf., 
for example, 16:3e [MS B]; Pss 37:37-38; 109:13; Dan 11:4). Solon (ca. 638-
ca. 559 e.c.) has a similar proverb: "Until he is dead, do not yet call a man 
happy, but only lucky" (quoted by Herodotus, Histories, i 32). So too Aeschy
lus (525-456 B.c.): "Only when man's life comes to its end in prosperity can 
one call that man happy" (Agamemnon, I. 928). And Sophocles (ca. 496-406 
B.C.): "Let every man in mankind's frailty I Consider his last day; and let 
none I Presume on his good fortune until he find I Life, at his death, a mem
ory without pain" (Oedipus Rex, I. 1529). 



19. Care in Choosing Friends 
(11:29-12:18) 

11 29 Bring not everyone into your house, A 

for many are the wounds inflicted by the slanderer. 
JO Like a caged hunting falcon is the heart of the 

scoundrel; 
and like a spy he will pick out defects. 

31a The talebearer turns good into evil; 
32a with a spark he sets many coals afire. 
32b The ne'er-do-well lies in wait for blood, 
Jib and plots against your choicest possessions. 
33 Look out for the wicked, since he breeds only evil, 

lest you incur a lasting stain. 
34 Lodge a stranger with you, and he will subvert your G 

course, 
and make a stranger of you to your own household. 

12 I If you do good, know for whom you are doing it, 
and your kindness will have its effect. A 

2 Do good to the just and reward will be yours, 
if not from him, from the LORD. 

3 No good comes to him who gives comfort to the 
wicked, 

nor is it an act of mercy that he does. 
4 Give to the good person, refuse the sinner; 

refresh the downtrodden, give nothing to the proud: 
No arms for combat should you give him, 

lest he use them against yourself; 
With twofold evil you will meet 

for every good deed you do for him. 
6 God himself hates sinners, 

and requites the wicked with vengeance. 
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s In our prosperity we cannot know our friends; 
in adversity an enemy will not remain concealed. 

9 When a person is successful even his enemy is friendly; 
in adversity even his friend disappears. 

10 Never trust your enemy, 
for his wickedness is like corrosion in bronze. 

11 Even though he acts deferentially and peaceably toward 
you, 

take care to be on your guard against him. 
Treat him as one who would breach a confidence, 

and be sure that in the end envy will still be there. 
12 Let him not stand near you, 

lest he oust you and take your place. 
Let him not sit at your right hand, 

lest he then demand your seat, 
And in the end you appreciate my advice 

when you groan over my neglected warning. 

13 Who pities a snake charmer when he is bitten, 
or anyone who goes near a wild beast? 

14 So it is with the companion of the proud, 
who is involved in his sins: 

15 While you stand firm, he makes no move; 
but if you slip, he cannot hold back. 

16 With his lips an enemy temporizes, 
but in his heart he schemes to plunge you into the 

abyss. 
Though your enemy has tears in his eyes, 

given the chance, he will never have enough of your 
blood. 

17 If evil comes upon you, you will find him at hand; 
feigning to help, he will trip you up, 

1 s Then he will nod his head and shake his fist 
and hiss repeatedly, and show his true face. 

243 
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Notes 

11 29-34. For these six bicola, MS A has eleven to correspond (one after 12:1). 
These include Jer 5:27, garbled doublets, and to go with v 30 an astonishing zoo: "like 
a wolf in ambush for prey," cf. 30b, and "the peddler waits in ambush like a bear, for 
the house of scoundrels." The oddly behaved bear (cf. Lam 3:10) may come from a 
retroverted Aram source (other than Syr) in which it was transmogrified from a wolf 
(for the reverse transformation in I Sam 17 and in the Syriac Psalms 152, 153, cf. CBQ 
38 [1976]: 149-50, with discussion of the Aram forms). The wolf in its turn is an 
attempt to make something out of the caged bird in 30a, which the Gr calls a "hunting 
partridge"(!). MS A and Syr both have the caged bird (in Syr it is again a partridge), 
but in addition both proceed to turn the cage (Heb Mlub) into a dog (Heb keleb) that 
invades the house (cf. 29a) and snatches food or (Syr) throws the house into turmoil 
(cf. the Gr of 34a). Herkenne (pp. 127-29) already has in his Old Latin the partridge 
and an ensnared gazelle (cf. Sir 27:19-20), plus a line so obscure that he retroverts it 
into Gr and by rewriting a word gets dogs out of it, to match Syr. In the face of all 
this, the present translator should probably apologize for seeing in the partridge (Gr 
perdix) a caged hunting falcon (Gr hierax) compared to the heart of the scoundrel: 
kene!J !)ayyiid bikelub leb /i!!f. That the alliteration with lamed is not too much is 
suggested by 13:1; for hierax=ne!J cf. LXX Lev 11:16; Deut 14:15; Job 39:26; Job 
39: 13 Aquila. 

29b. wounds: compare Prov 27:6; G has "ambushes." 
30b. This colon reflects the language of Gen 42:9. 
31-32. Read these four cola in the sequence (Gl's) 3 la (omit enedreuei, cf. 32b), 

32a, 32b, 31 b. 
34a. your course=MS A deriikeku; the Gr en tarachais reflects the sound rather 

than the sense of the Heb. 
12 la. For the garbled form of this in MS A ('m {wb tdy' !my ttyb) and the same 

garbling as already underlying a Gii citation in Didache, 1,6 (hidrosatii=tdy~ see Bib 
44 (1963): 533-36. 

5d. will meet: MS A and Syr add "in time of need," a gloss. 
6. Gii adds "and he keeps them for their day of vengeance," cf. 5:7 and Deut 32:35 

LXX. "Day of vengeance" occurs three times in Isaiah. 
7. G repeats v 4 here. 
I led. Between these cola MS A adds a gloss, "so that he may not be able to harm 

you"; G reads I led in terms of a corroded bronze mirror, cf. !Ob. 
12f. over my neglected warning: conj. uletokal}tf; cf. Prov 5:11-12; MS A 

ule'anel}iitf. dubious. 
14a. proud [man]={'iS] ztidon: MS A has 'eset, "woman." 
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14b. After this colon, MS A introduces 23:16f, followed by a paraphrase of 12:15 
preceding the normal text of that verse. 

15. The verbs ta'iimod and timmof are misspelled in MS A. 

Comment 

This section, which advises care in choosing friends and associates, has an 
introductory poem (11:29-34) and a twenty-two-line poem in three stanzas, 
7 + 8 + 7 bicola. For the confused state of MS A in the first poem (11 :29-34), 
see the extensive NOTE. 

The exhortation in v 29a makes good sense. Indeed, if the householder 
offers hospitality and friendship to anyone indiscriminately, he may well suf
fer unpleasant consequences, viz., "the wounds of the slanderers" (v 29b), 
concerning whom see Prov 11:13; 20:19; Jer 6:28; 9:3. For the reading of v 
30a, cf. the clever emendation in the NOTE. In addition to the alliteration of 
the three rs noted there, there are also three ~·s: kene~ ~ayyad ("like a hunting 
falcon") ... le~ ("scoundrel"). The first word, kene~, also rhymes with the 
last word, le~. Thus the emendation not only makes good sense, but also 
embodies the type of poetic diction Ben Sira is capable of. The image in v 30a 
is powerful, suggesting that the scoundrel is on the watch for hapless prey. 
For similar imagery, cf. Jer 5:26-27. Ben Sira changes the metaphor in v 30b, 
comparing the scoundrel to a spy on the lookout for weak spots or "defects," 
Heb 'erwa, lit., "nakedness," language borrowed from Gen 42:9, 12. 

In v 3 la, Heb [nir]gtin (the reconstruction of MS A is virtually certain), 
here translated "talebearer," may also mean "backbiter, slanderer." The 
word in this sense is found only in Prov 16:28; 18:8; and 26:20, 22-all of 
which deplore the evils of the backbiter. Ben Sira probably borrowed the 
imagery of v 32a to complete the bicolon 3 la-32a (cf. NOTE) from Prov 
26:20: "For lack of wood, the fire dies out; and where there is no talebearer 
[backbiter], strife subsides." In the bicolon 32b--3 lb, "the ne'er-do-well" 
translates Heb 'fs belfya'al, lit., man of worthlessness, a good-for-nothing, a 
base fellow. The word belfya'al (used only here in the book) occurs also in 
Prov 6:12; 16:27; 19:28; Job 34:18. Here "the ne'er-do-well," in parallelism 
with the backbiter of v 3 la-32a, is compared to the murderer who "lies in 
wait for [Heb 'rb] blood" (v 32b). The verb 'rb occurs also in Prov I: 11 in a 
similar context. Inv 3lb, mal}iimaddekii, "your choicest possessions," refers 
to the injured person's good name and reputation, which the backbiter (v 
3 la), who is also a good-for-nothing (v 32b), turns from "good" to "evil" (v 
3 la) and so in effect acts like a killer lying "in wait for blood" (v 32b). 
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In the nine short Heb words of v 33, there are six liquids (three r's and 
three I's) and six m's, which give the bicolon a pleasant sound. "The wicked," 
or evil, man (Heb ra~ is to be avoided because "he breeds (only) evil," Heb 
ra~· cf. Isa S9:4. The Heb word mum in the expression "a lasting stain" (v 
33b) occurs also in 33:33lb; 44:19b; and 47:20a. The Gr word momos, which 
translates mum, occurs likewise in 18: l Sa and 20:24a, where the Heb text is 
not extant. The "lasting stain" one may incur by association with the wicked 
is a bad name. The word mum is used also in the sense of a physical defect or 
blemish which excludes a man from priestly service (Lev 21:17-18, 21, 23), or 
which disfigures a man (2 Sam 14:2S) or a woman (Cant 4:7), or which makes 
an animal unsuitable for sacrifice (Lev 22:20-21, 2S; Num 19:2; Deut 1S:21; 
17: 1. In v 34, the "stranger" who "will subvert your course" may be the 
pagan or the Hellenized Jew who has given up his faith. Either of these 
characters could "estrange you from your own" (the lit. translation of G, v 
34b), i.e., alienate you from your own people and your glorious Jewish heri
tage. Spicq (p. 629) interprets the verse in a similar way. 

The opening stanza (12: 1-6) of the twenty-two-line poem contains advice 
and exhortations that are typical of the mentality of Ben Sira and of the later 
rabbis. The maxims are at variance, however, with the teaching of the NT. V 
la is the topic sentence of the stanza. V lb may be translated, lit.: "And there 
will be hope for your goodness (or kindness)," i.e., hope for a return of the 
benevolence you have given. V 2 explains v lb: when you do good to thejust 
(Heb fiaddfq, also= "righteous") you will receive your reward, or recompense, 
"if not from him, from the Lord" (so the 0-group of Gr MSS, followed by 
Lat; all other Gr MSS have "the Most High"); Syr has "from his Lord." Cf. 
3S: 13. The words of Jesus in Matt S:43-47 flatly contradict the observations 
and precepts of Ben Sira in vv 3-6a; cf. also Rom 12:21. The meaning of v 3 is 
that benevolence to the wicked is not even accounted "an act of mercy" (Heb 
fiedliqa, also="alms(giving)," as in 3:14a, 30b; 7:10b; 16:14a). A similar 
thought is found in the Midrash, Qoh. rabba v (Tanch. ~qt § 1), where a 
proverb is attributed to Ben Sira, "Do not good to the evil, and evil shall not 
befall you," and then adds, "and if you do good to the evil, you have done 
evil" (cited in Box-Oesterley, p. 3S9). A parallel is seen in Theognis, IOS, 108 
(Sanders, p. 32). Compare the sentiments expressed here with Prov 2S:21-22: 
"If your enemy be hungry, give him food to eat, if he be thirsty, give him to 
drink; For live coals you will heap on his head, and the LORD will vindicate 
you." Cf. Rom 12:20. 

The order found in G is followed in vv 4-6; and v 7, found only in G, 
repeats v 4, except that v 4 has tQ eusebei, "to the godly person," whereas v 7 
reads tQ agathQ, "to the good person" (=Heb). After v 3, MS A has the 
following order: vv Sde, Sbc, 6ab, 4, Sa. Compare Ben Sira's advice in vv 4 
and Sa with the command of Jesus in Luke 6:27-28: "To you who hear me, I 
say: Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you; bless those who curse 
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you and pray for those who maltreat you." The exhortation in 5bc is prag
matic, appealing to common sense and legitimate self-interest. In v 5b, the 
rare word liil,em, "combat, war," occurs elsewhere only in Judg 5:8. V 5de 
amplifies the thought of v 3 (see above). Compare the statement of Ben Sira in 
v 6a with the conduct of Jesus in Luke 15:1-2: "The tax collectors and 
sinners were all gathering around to hear [Jesus], at which the Pharisees and 
the scribes murmured, 'This man welcomes sinners and eats with them.' " Cf. 
Luke 19:5-7. The punishment God metes out to the wicked (v 6b) who do not 
repent is spelled out fully in Deut 28:15--68. 

The next stanza (vv 8-12) offers practical notes and maxims about friends 
and enemies. V 8, which serves as the topic sentence of the stanza, is a 
commonsense observation: in prosperity it is impossible to know one's friend, 
and in adversity one's enemy will always be there. V 9 explains the reason 
why: m prosperity an enemy becomes a companion, or an acquaintance (Heb 
rea~, whereas in adversity a rea< disappears. Prov 19:4 contains a similar 
observation: "Wealth adds many friends [Heb re<fm ], but the friend [reoj of 
the poor man deserts him." Cf. Prov 14:20 and 19:7 and Sir 6:10-12; 13:21-
23. Cicero quotes (De Amicitia, 64) the elegant Latin proverb of Quintus 
Ennius (239-169 B.c.): Amicus certus in re incerta cernitur, "A sure [or cer
tain] friend can be discerned in an unsure [or uncertain] matter." Richard 
Barnfield (1574-1627) expresses a similar sentiment: "Every man will be thy 
friend I Whilst thou hast wherewith to spend; I But if store of crowns be 
scant, I No man will supply thy want. I He that is thy friend indeed, I He 
will help thee in thy need" (Poems: In Divers Humours [1598]). Ben Sira 
seems to distinguish between "(real) friend" (Heb '6heb, also= lover) in v Sa 
and rea~ "(mere) acquaintance," in v 9. The precept in v lOa is practical and 
is not meant to suggest a high religious ideal, as Jesus does in Luke 6:27. V 
lOb offers the explanation by comparing the enemy's wickedness with bronze, 
which corrodes in many different ways. The image of the rusting of metals is 
taken up again in 29: lOb and in Matt 6: 19 and Jas 5:3. The five bicola of vv 11 
and 12 provide examples of an enemy's potential wickedness. 

The point of I lab is that one should be on guard especially when an enemy 
begins to act "deferentially" and "peaceably" [or humbly (the literal meaning 
of benal,at)]. V I le shows one way in which a person can observe the maxim 
not to trust an enemy (v lOa). In v I Id, Ben Sira explains that envy is the 
usual result when an enemy sees another's prosperity. Compare this comment 
with the observation of Aeschylus (523-456 B.C.): "It is in the character of 
very few men to honor without envy a friend who has prospered" (Agamem
non, I. 832). V 12b and v 12d, in synonymous parallelism, give two illustra
tions of what the envy of an enemy can produce if Ben Sira's warnings in v 
12a and v 12c are not kept in mind. The stanza concludes (v 12ef) with an 
exhortation for one not to be slow to appreciate the sage advice Ben Sira 
offers, lest one "groan over [his] neglected warning" (see NOTE). Here again 
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Ben Sira appeals to his wide experience and his authority as a Wisdom 
teacher, implying that it would be foolish not to heed his advice. Apropos of v 
I 2ef is the famous maxim of Benjamin Franklin (1706-90): "Experience 
keeps a dear school, but fools will learn in no other" (Poor Richard's Almanac 
[1743]). 

The final stanza (vv 13-18) of this poem offers sage comments about the 
behavior of the proud who pretend to be friends. In v 13, the strong images
borrowed from Pss 22:14, 22; S7:S; and S8:S-7-are meant to dramatize the 
importance of Ben Sira's advice. In v I 3a, Heb IJober, here translated "a snake 
charmer," means, lit., "a charmer." In Ps S8:6, the word is used specifically 
of the snake charmer. Cf. Jer 8:17; Qoh 10:11. The same word is used in v 14a 
but with its more usual meaning of "companion, associate." The point of v 14 
is that the one who is foolish enough to be "the associate" (IJober) of the 
proud (cf. NOTE) so as to become involved with their sins deserves no more 
pity than "a snake charmer" (IJober) who gets bitten (v Ba), or the person 
who recklessly approaches "a wild beast" (lit., beast of tooth; cf. Ps S7:S) (v 
13b). Cf. 3:26 with COMMENT. "The proud" (v 14a), feigning friendship, 
"makes no move" as long as you stand firm (v !Sa) and show no weakness, 
economic or social. But should you fall, the proud reveals how false his 
friendship has been (v !Sb). Cf. Prov 6:12-14. Inv 16a, the false friend is now 
called ~iir, "adversary, enemy," who "with his lips ... temporizes" (cf. 
Prov 26:24a), "but in his heart" he plots your downfall (cf. Prov. 26:24b). 
Hence the comment in v 16cd, the background of which is the sneaky and 
treacherous behavior of Ishmael, son of Nethaniah. With tears in his eyes, he 
asked the eighty men from Shechem, Shiloh, and Samaria who were bringing 
offerings for the house of Yahweh to come to Gedaliah, whom unbeknownst 
to them Ishmael and his men had murdered two days before in Mizpah. 
When the eighty were inside the city, Ishmael and his men killed seventy of 
them; so Jer 41:4-7. In effect, Ben Sira urges extreme caution when your 
enemy weeps, for his are crocodile tears. A similar proverb was written by 
John Gay (168S-1732): "An open foe may prove a curse, I But a pretended 
friend is worse" (Fables, xvii, "The Shepherd's Dog and the Wolf," I. 33). 

Vv 17-18 explain further why the false friend should be avoided at all 
costs. If misfortune befalls you, he will be there (v I 7a). He will pretend to be 
"like a man who gives support" (the literal translation of ke'fs somek in v 
I 7b), but in reality "he will search for your heel" (v I 7b), i.e., he will make 
sure your downfall is complete. In v 18, the enemy now makes obscene ges
tures of utter contempt: he will shake [or wag] his head (ro's yanfa~· the same 
expression is used in 13:7e and in Pss 22:8; 109:2S; Lam 2:1S) and wave his 
hand (cf. Lam 2:1S; Ezek 2S:6; Nah 3:19) and "hiss repeatedly" (cf. Lam 
2: 1 S) and finally "show his true face" (lit., change his face, i.e., from that of a 
"friend" to that of the real enemy he is). Cf. Matt 27:39. On vv 10-18, cf. C. 
Selmer, "A Study of Ecclus. 12:10-19," CBQ 8 (1946): 306-14. 



20. The Rich and the Poor 
(13:1-14:2) 

13 1 Whoever touches pitch blackens his hand; A 

whoever accompanies a scoundrel learns his ways. 
2 Why take up a burden too heavy for you; 

why go with someone wealthier than yourself? 
How can the earthen pot go with the metal cauldron? 

when they knock together the pot will be smashed. 
3 The rich does wrong and boasts of it, 

the poor is wronged and begs forgiveness. 
4 As long as the rich can use you he will enslave you, 

but when you are exhausted he will have nothing to 
do with you. 

5a While you own anything, he will be part of your G 

household, 
6b and with smiles he will win your confidence; 

c He will. make you gracious promises and ask what you 

7a and embarrass you with gifts of delicacies. 
6a As soon as he needs you, he will trick you; 
7b twice or three times he will intimidate you, 
Sb then reduce you to penury without a qualm. 

need, 

7d Afterward he will gloat over you, pretend to be angry 
with you, 

e shake his head at your downfall 
c and finally laugh you to scorn. 

8 Guard against being easily upset, A 

and do not come to grief with the uninformed. 

9 When approached by a person of influence, keep your 
distance; 

then he will urge you all the more. 
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IO Be not too forward with him lest you be rebuffed, 
but be not too standoffish lest you be taken for an 

enemy. 
11 Do not suppose you can be free with him, 

trust not his fulsome conversations; 
For by prolonged talk he will test you, 

and though smiling he will probe you. 

§ xx 

12 Mercilessly he will store up your words as a threat Gii 

against your life, 
and he will be unsparing of oppression or chains. 

13 Be on your guard and take care A 

never to accompany men of violence." 

15 Every living thing loves its own kind, 
every person a human being like himself. 

16 Every living being keeps close to its own kind; 
with his own kind every person associates. 

11 Is a wolf ever allied with a lamb? 
So it is with the sinner and the just. 

is Can there be peace between the hyena and the dog? G 

Or between the rich and the poor can there be 
peace? 

19 Lions' prey are the wild asses of the desert; A 

just so the poor are feeding grounds for the rich. 
20 The proud abhors lowliness; 

so does the rich abhor the poor. 
21 When the rich stumbles he is supported by a friend; 

when the poor trips he is repulsed by a friend. 
22 Many are the supporters for the rich when he speaks; 

though what he says is repugnant, it wins approval. 
When the poor speaks they say, "Come, come, speak 

up!" 
but though he is talking sense, they will not give him 

a chance. 

0 
14 If you hear these things in your sleep, wake up! Gii 

With your whole life, love the Lord 
and call on him for your salvation. 
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23 The rich speaks and all are silent, 
his wisdom they extol to the clouds. 

The poor speaks and they say, "Who is that?" 
If he stumbles they knock him down. 

24 Wealth is good where there is no guilt; 
but poverty is evil by the standards of the proud. 

25 The heart of a person changes his looks, 
either for good or for evil. 

26 The sign of a good heart is a radiant look; 
withdrawn and perplexed is the toiling schemer. 

14 Happy the person whose mouth causes him no grief, 
whose heart brings him no remorse. 

2 Happy the person whose conscience does not reproach 
him, 

who has not lost hope. 

Notes 

251 

13 2d. will be smashed. MS A and Syr add the intrusive colon "or why should the 
rich man associate with the poor man?" 

5a-7c. The various sources here show textual confusion, already present in the Gr; 
Syr and MS A are weaker witnesses here. 

Sb. come to grief supposes fa/) tiddam for the ('I) tdmh of MS A; cf. Jer 25:37; 
49:26; 50:30; and especially 51:6. For similar thought patterns, cf. Hos 4:6; Prov 5:23. 

12a. Mercilessly he will store up your words is the reading of Origen's recension 
(253 + Syr); Lat is similar. As a threat against your life makes conjectural use of the 'I 
nps rbym of MS A and Syr, plus the animus illius of Lat (inmitis animus illius con
servabit verba tua); their widely different applications suppose the presence of nepes in 
the basic text. 

17. MS A has an extra colon, "and so for the rich man keeping close to the (poor) 
man," where "poor" ( = riiS) is a conjecture for 'fs of the MS, which makes no sense. 

18. MS A is garbled. 
20a. The proud=G=ge'eh here, though often G's hyperephanos=le:r; MS A has 

g'wh, "pride." Syr omits the verse. 
21b. repulsed by a friend: G= "repulsed by (his) friends"; MS A= "pushed off from 

friend to friend." 
22c. speaks=medabber=Syr; MS A has namo( (cf. v 21b). 
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14 I b. Read wi!/6' hebi' 'iiliiyw diiwon libbO; MS A wl' 'bh 'lyw dyn lbw. 
2a. reproach him= ~issedattu; MS A ~srtw. 

Comment 

§ xx 

This section contains various observations and maxims concerning the rich 
and poor and their association with each other. It may be divided into four 
stanzas: the first with seven bicola, two tricola, and a bicolon (ten poetic 
lines); the second six bicola; the third eleven bicola; and the fourth five bicola. 
Thus the first two stanzas (IO+ 6) have the same number of lines as the last 
two (11 +5). 

The first stanza (vv 1-8) opens with a general remark (v la) applicable to 
the many situations described later in the section. V la has become a popular 
proverb, being quoted twice in Shakespeare (1564-1616): "They that touch 
pitch will be defiled" (Much Ado About Nothing, III iii 61); "This pitch, as 
ancient writers do report, doth defile; so doth the company thou keepest" 
(King Henry IV, Part I, II iv 460). V lb makes an application of the proverb, 
as does Shakespeare in the second quotation. The /e:j, "scoundrel, scorner," is 
to be kept at a distance lest one learn "his ways." Regarding the /e:j, cf. 3:28a; 
8: l la; 15:8a; 32: l 8b. In v 1 b, each of the five words has a liquid (/ or r) in it: 
we~ober 'el le:j yilmad darko. A parallel to v l is found in Theognis, 35-36 
(Sanders, p. 32). In v 2ab, there is an ro alliteration in the comparative 
particle mimmeka and the interrogative mah, found in each colon. The color
ful images in the two bicola of v 2 emphasize the incompatibility of rich and 
not so rich. Ben Sira's comment in v 3 sediments what many people have 
observed or experienced. Cf. Prov 18:23. Rich and poor do not receive equal 
treatment either before the law or from society at large. 

In vv 4-7 (cf. NOTE), Ben Sira gives examples of how the rich abuse and 
manipulate the poor for selfish gain. In v 4a, the Heb expression ya'iibOd 
beka, "he will enslave you," occurs also in Jer 30:8. Though Ben Sira makes 
the remarks in vv 4-7c (note the order of the cola in the translation above) 
about individual rich people who use the poor for their own purposes, what 
he says is applicable in modern times also to rich nations which have pursued 
a policy of colonialism and subjugated poor peoples for economic, military, or 
geopolitical advantage, only to abandon them later. The bicolon in v 5a-6b, 
from G, may be translated, lit.: "If you have anything, he will live with you, 
and he will smile at you and give you hope." In other words, the rich will 
move in on you, ingratiate themselves with you, and give you hope of a better 
tomorrow. Vv 6c-7a describe further the scheming of the rich: they pretend 
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interest by making you promises (lit., he will speak fine things to you) and 
even inquire about your needs; they embarrass you with their expensive 
meals. But as soon as the rich need you for their own purposes, they trick 
you, intimidate you, and "reduce you to penury without a qualm" (lit., empty 
you out and not be sorry for it) (vv 6a, 7b, Sb). V 7dec may be translated, lit., 
from G: "Afterward when he sees you he will forsake [or abandon] you, and 
shake his head at you [cf. 12:18] and finally laugh you to scorn." The point is 
clear: after the rich have obtained through trickery what they want from you, 
they abandon you and ridicule you. V Ba may also be translated: "Be on your 
guard; do not act too boldly" (the Heb verb rhb in Isa 3:5 has such a mean
ing). For the verb in v Sb, cf. NOTE. If the alternate translation of v Ba is 
correct, then the colon urges against any bold conduct that would put one in 
the position of the persons Ben Sira speaks of in the previous seven verses. 
Failure to heed what is said brings one "to grief with the uninformed" (Heb 
Msere madda~ lit., those lacking in intelligence, or knowledge). 

The next stanza (vv 9-13) issues appropriate warnings about contacts with 
the nobility. Pirqe Aboth, ii 3, expresses similar sentiments: "Be cautious with 
(those in) authority, for they let not a man approach them b11t for their own 
purposes; and they appear like friends when it is to their advantage, and stand 
not by a man in the hour of his need" (quoted in Box-Oesterley, p. 363). In v 
9a, "a person of influence" translates Heb niidfb, lit., a noble, as in 1 Sam 2:8; 
Job 21:28; 34:18; Prov 8:16; Pss 47:10; 83:12; 113:8. The first two consonants 
of the verb qiireb (lit., when a noble approaches), the first word of the colon, 
are found in reversed order in the adjective at the end of v 9a, rii~6q, "[keep] 
distant." The reason for the advice is given in v 9b, which may be literally 
translated "and so much the more will he let you draw near." Cf. Prov 25:6--7 
and Luke 14:7-11. V 10 may be translated, lit.: "Do not draw [too] close [qrb], 
lest you be put at a distance [r~q], and do not stay at [too Jong] a distance 
[r~q], lest you be hated." The point is to avoid either extreme-getting too 
close or remaining too distant. Proper distance is the ideal; cf. 32:9b. Dom 
Calmet attributes to Alexander the Great (ruled 336--323 e.c.) the remark 
that one should approach nobility as one approaches a fire-dose enough to 
feel the heat, but far enough away not to be burned (quoted by Spicq, p. 635). 
In v 11, Ben Sira urges caution especially when the noble engages an inferior 
in extended and seemingly amiable conversation, the purpose of which in 
reality is to "test" and to "probe" the person (v I led). In making the observa
tion in v 12, Ben Sira may have had in mind undue familiarity of Jews with 
their pagan overlords who could and did oppress them; cf. Ps 120:6--7. One 
should avoid at all costs the company of "men of violence" (v 13); cf. 10:23b 
with COMMENT; 15:12b; Prov 1:10-15; 3:31; 16:29. The "men of violence" 
may also refer to the pagan nobility in the Holy Land; cf. 10:6--18 with 
COMMENT and INTRODUCTION, Part II. A parallel to vv 10-13 is found in 
Phibis, x 12-xi 23 (Sanders, pp. 92-93). Gil and Lat add v 14, a tricolon that 
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urges attention and watchfulness regarding what has been said in the stanza, 
and advises further that one "love the Lord" and "call on him for . . . 
salvation"-good advice that will help one avoid the temptations and dangers 
described in the stanza. 

The next stanza (vv lS-23) describes how like associates with like, and how 
the rich and poor are treated so differently. The maxim in v !Sa has many 
echoes, as, for example, in the proverb "Like loves like," which is the rough 
English equivalent of the Lat Simi/is simili gaudet, "Like rejoices in like." V 
l Sb is in parallelism with v l Sa. V l 6a and b give variations on the same 
proverb. Cicero has a similar saying: Pares autem vetere proverbio cum 
paribus facillime congregantur, "Indeed equals, according to the old proverb, 
most easily assemble with equals." In v 17a, the question-"Is a wolf [Heb 
ze'eb] ever allied with a lamb [kebe§]?"-has as background Isa 11:6, in 
which the same two Heb words appear; cf. Matt 7:1S; 10:16. The reason for 
stating the five proverbs in l Sab, l 6ab, and l 7a is to emphasize the point in v 
l 7b: the sinner (Heb r<isii~ lit., "the evil, or wicked, person") and the righ
teous (!$addfq) have no likeness to each other and nothing in common; cf. 
Prov 29:27 where the same Heb nouns occur in a similar context. The im
agery in v l 8a would suggest a great deal to Palestinians, for dogs were used 
to protect the troops in the field (cf. Isa S6:10) and flocks (cf. Job 30:1) from 
the strong and rapacious hyenas which were numerous at that time (cf. Jer 
12:9). The hyena and the dog were natural enemies. In like manner the rich 
and poor cannot live in "peace" (v l 8b ), for the rich (like hyenas) prey upon 
the helpless poor; cf. v 19. The powerful images of v l 9a and bare made even 
more emphatic by the liquid alliteration (three rs and five r's) in seven of the 
eight words: ma'akal (food for) 'arf (the lion) [are] pir'e (wild asses of) midbiir 
(the desert), ken (in like manner) mar<ft (the pasture for) <asfr (the rich man) 
[are] dallfm (the poor). There are also six labials (four m's and a p and b). It is 
to be noted that "the rich" and "the poor" in vv l 8b and l 9b are in synony
mous parallelism with the wicked and the righteous, respectively, in v 17b; cf. 
Jas 2:6. In Job 24:4-S, the poor are compared, as in v 19, to the "wild asses of 
the desert." For the lion as a figure for the wicked and the rich, cf. Pss 3S:17; 
S8:7. 

In v 20, "the proud" (cf. NOTE) is in parallel with "the rich," and "lowli
ness [or humility]" with "the poor." Rich and poor can never get along 
together, for "the poor is an abomination to [to<abat] the rich" (the literal 
translation of v 20b), just as in Prov 29:27, "the one whose path is upright is 
an abomination to the wicked." The observation Ben Sira makes in v 21 
receives empirical validation in the experience of many: when the rich are in 
trouble they find many to help them; when the poor need help, they are 
avoided even by their "friends." The poor have only God to turn to; cf. Ps 
13:4-S. In vv 22-23, Ben Sira gives other illustrations of the vast differences 
that exist between the lives and behavior of the rich and of the poor. Many 
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rally around the rich when he speaks, and approve of what he says though it 
be "repugnant" (Heb mi!k6'iirfm, also= "dark, ugly, repulsive, unseemly"; cf. 
NOTE on 11 :2b). But when the poor speaks modestly and humbly, people act 
condescendingly toward him and do not "give him a chance" (lit., there is no 
place for him) though he "is talking sense" (v 22cd). A similar sentiment is 
expressed in Qoh 9:16: "The wisdom of the poor man is despised and his 
words go unheeded." "The rich speaks" and commands respectful silence 
from the listeners (cf. Job 29:9), who extol his wisdom "to the clouds" (v 
23ab); cf. Job 20:6. "The poor speaks," and people ask the snide question, 
"Who is that?" (Heb mi zeh, Gr tis houtos) (v 23c). The same Gr pronoun is 
used in a sarcastic manner by the people of Nazareth when they refer to Jesus 
in Matt 13:55. Then if the poor person "stumbles they knock him down" (v 
23d), doubtless with unholy glee. A~iqar (55) has observations similar to Ben 
Sira's in vv 21-23: "He whose hand is full is called wise and honorable; but he 
whose hand is empty is called wicked, poor, needy, and indigent, and no one 
honors him" (cited in Duesberg-Fransen, pp. 151, 153). 

The final stanza (13:24-14:2) of this section offers various maxims about 
wealth and poverty and a good conscience. In v 24, there is an o assonance 
and an n and an 'ayin alliteration as well as rhyme at the end of the two cola: 
(ob (good) [is] hii'6ser (wealth) 'fm 'en (if there is no) 'aw6n (guilt), wi!ra' (but 
evil) [is] ha'onf (poverty) 'al pf zad6n (by the standards of pride). Ben Sira 
may be speaking ironically in v 24a, since it would be rare to find wealth 
without guilt; cf. 11: lOab with COMMENT and Prov 28:20; Matt 19:23-24. It 
is possible, however, for the rich to be blameless; cf. 31 :Sa. The point of v 24b 
is that poverty which is not due to a person's sin or laziness is not evil even 
though the proud consider it so. But poverty is deplorable when it results 
from laziness (Prov 6:6--11; 10:4; 20:4, 13; 24:30-34) or from idle talk (Prov 
14:23) or from idle pursuits (Prov 28: 19; cf. 12: 11) or from pleasure-seeking 
(Prov 21:17; 23:20-21; Sir 18:30-19:4). 

In v 25, Ben Sira makes the perceptive observation that a person's interior 
disposition (="the heart of a person" in Heb thought categories) manifests 
itselfoutwardly (="changes his looks," lit., changes his face); cf. Prov 15:13; 
Ps 104: 15; Qoh 8: 1; Matt 6: 16--18. V 26 gives illustrations of the two disposi
tions mentioned in v 25b: "a radiant look" (lit., a shining face) indicates "a 
good heart," a "perplexed" look indicates a "toiling schemer." The Heb text 
of v 26b is problematic. Syr has: "and a multitude of discourses are the 
thoughts of sinners." Gr reads: "and the finding [the meaning] of parables is a 
wearisome toil of the mind." The two beatitudes in 14: 1-2 refer to persons 
with a clear conscience. Since in the Heb mentality "the mouth" is the exter
nal instrument of "the heart" (the internal source of ideas, accountability, 
and sentiments), 14: 1 can speak of the former causing "no grief" and the 
latter bringing "no remorse." As regards the mouth, cf. 25:8c; Jas 3:2-10. For 
the combination of mouth (or tongue) and heart in contexts related to the 
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present text, cf. Pss 17:3; 39:4; 141:3-4. V 2a may be translated, lit.: "Happy 
the person whose soul [napso=his inner being, self (cf. 6:2 with COMMENT)] 

does not reproach him" (cf. NOTE); this colon is in parallel with v lb. The 
implication of v 2b is that the person whose conscience reproaches him or her 
is a person who has no hope (Heb t6}Jelet) of a blessed future; cf. Ps 39:8; Prov 
10:28-30; 11:7. The point of 14:1-2 is that true happiness and fulfillment do 
not come from the accumulation of wealth; rather, inner serenity results from 
a clear conscience. Indeed, one can experience a deep and abiding sense of 
satisfaction and peace only when one has honored the commitments and 
responsibilities of one's life; cf. Pss 1: 1-3; 34:9-23. 



21. The Use of Wealth 
(14:3-19) 

14 3 Wealth ill becomes the mean person; A 

and to the miser, of what use is gold? 
4 What he denies himself, he collects for someone else, 

and in his possessions a stranger will revel. 
s To whom will he be generous who is stingy with himself 

and does not enjoy what is his own? 
6 There is no one worse off than he who is stingy with 

himself; 
he punishes his own avarice. 

7 If ever he is generous, it is by mistake, G 

and in the end he displays his greed. 
8 An evil person is the miser: 

he refuses his neighbor and neglects himself. 
9 The greedy sees his share as insufficient, 

but his stinginess withers his appetite. 
10 Though the miser's eye is rapacious for food, A 

there is none of it on his table. 

11 My son, use freely whatever you have, 
and enjoy it as best you can; 

12 Remember that death does not tarry, 
nor have you been told the grave's appointed time. 

13 Before you die, be good to your friend, 
and give him a share in what you possess. 

14 Deprive not yourself of present good things, G 

let no choice portion escape you. 
1 s Will you not leave your riches to others, A 

and your earnings to be divided by lot? 
16 Give, take, and treat yourself well, 

for in the netherworld there are no joys to seek. 
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17 All flesh grows old, like a garment; 
the age-old law is: all must die. 

18 As with the leaves that grow on a vigorous tree: 
one falls off and another sprouts-

So with the generations of flesh and blood: 
one dies and another flourishes. 

19 All of a person's works will perish in decay; 
his handiwork will follow after him. 

Notes 

§ XXI 

14 Jb. of what use= liimmd zeh = G; Syr and MS A repeat the ill becomes of Ja 
(/6' nii'weh ). 

5b. enjoy=G, Syr; MS A yqrh, dubious. 
7-8. These are lacking in MS A; v 8 is lacking also in Syr. 7a: by mistake=Syr; G 

has "through forgetting." 
9b. his stinginess supposes 'ayin rii'a for G's adikia ponera ='ii won ra~· cf. 7 :2, where 

G's adikou (neuter)= 'iiwon. V 9 in MS A cannot be supposed to have been the 
original (so Segal). 

!Ob. Read m~'uma for MS A's mhwmh. MS A has two forms of v 10, one matching 
GI, the other related to Syr. 

12ab. MS A expands by introducing here the language of 16b. 
14b. For the formulation, compare Wis 2:7. Syr and MS A are of no help here. 
l 6b. Syr and MS A follow this with two cola in the spirit of Qoh 9: 10; 11 :9. 

Comment 

This poem on the proper uses of wealth may be divided into two stanzas: 
8 + 10 bicola. The strophic structure is reasonably certain because the first 
stanza has "the miser" in the opening bicolon (v 3) and in the closing (v 10), 
thus forming an inclusio; and the second stanza begins with bent, "my son" (v 
1 la), which is one of the usual ways to indicate the start of a new section. 
Each stanza also has a certain unity of subject matter. If we combine the last 
five bicola of the preceding section (13:24-14:2) with the present poem (note 
that 13:24 and 14:3 both begin with the word "wealth") we have a twenty-
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three-line poem used by Ben Sira to bring Part III of the book to a close just 
as he used a twenty-two-line poem to open this part (6:18-37). 

The first stanza (vv 3-10) deals with the miser and the miserable life he 
leads despite his wealth; cf. COMMENT on 14:1-2. V 3, which serves as topic 
sentence of the stanza, may be translated, lit.: "To the small heart [=the 
mean person] ill-becoming is wealth, and to the man evil of eye [=the miser] 
of what use [cf. Norn] is gold?" The colorful phrase "the small heart," Heb 
leb qafiin, is the reverse image of our English expression "big-hearted" ( = 

generous). The phrase "the evil of eye" (=greedy person or miser), Heb ra' 
'ayin, occurs in Prov 23:6; and in Prov 28:22 is found the expression 'fs ra' 
'ayin, "the man evil of eye," which Ben Sira uses here. "The small heart" (v 
3a) is in parallel with "the man evil of eye" (v 3b). Vv 4-6 explain why wealth 
is unbecoming to "the mean person," and why gold is useless to "the miser." 
The miser, by depriving himself of the benefits of his wealth, amasses a for
tune for a stranger who "will revel" in it (v 4); cf. Qoh 6:2-3. The point of v 
Sa is made more emphatic by an elegant a:b::b':a' rhetorical pattern: he-who
is-evil (ra~:to-himself (lenapso)::to-whom (lemf):wi/1-he-be-good (ye(ib). The 
miser "is evil to himself" by depriving himself of his own goods (v Sb). V 6 
may be translated, lit.: "He who is evil to himself, there is none more evil 
than he, and with him [is] the recompense of his evil." Cf. 11:18-19 with 
COMMENT and Qoh S:9-12. 

If the miser ever is "generous," it is "by mistake" (so Syr; Gr has "in 
forgetfulness, or inadvertently"); eventually, however, "he displays his greed" 
(v 7). The miser is evil because his wealth benefits neither others nor himself 
(v 8); cf. 4:4-S; Qoh 4-8; Tob 4:7-11. Like spoiled and unruly children, the 
greedy think their "share" is "insufficient'' (v 9a). But, ironically, their "stin
giness withers [their] appetite" (v 9b), i.e., they are so tight-fisted that they 
suppress their desire for the satisfaction of their legitimate needs in order to 
prevent any diminution of their wealth. Though the miser is greedy for food 
not his own (v lOa; cf. 31:12-13), his own table is bare (v lOb). Such is the 
miserable existence of the miser, whom Ben Sira cordially excoriates. Apro
pos of v lOb is the proverb attributed to John Davies of Hereford (ca. IS6S-
1618): "A man shall as soon break his neck as his fast I In a miser's house" 
(The Scourge of Folly, written in 1611). 

For the opening colon (v I la) of the next stanza, in which Ben Sira speaks 
of the good uses of wealth, MS A has two forms: "My son, if you have 
anything, serve yourself," which is the reading of Syr; and "If you have 
anything, do good to yourself," which is the reading of G. For the Heb idiom 
I' leyadeka (here translated "as best you can"), cf. COMMENT on S:lb. The 
reason why one should enjoy the blessings of prosperity is that death will 
eventually be one's lot (v 12). For the thought ofvv 11-12, cf. Qoh S:l7-19; 
Ps 49:18-20. Inv 12, Ben Sira emphasizes that while death is certain, "the 
grave's appointed time" for any individual (lit., the decree of Sheol) remains 
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uncertain; only God knows when one will die. Thus one is urged not only to 
do good to oneself (v 11) and so avoid the miseries of the miser, but also to do 
good to one's friend before one dies (v 13a). One is to be generous in sharing 
one's possessions. For the thought, cf. Prov 3:27-28. V 14 (cf. NOTE) re
phrases the thought of v 11: enjoy God's gift of the good life; cf. 11: 14; Qoh 
7:14; 9:7-10. If you do not, you will "leave your riches to others," and your 
earnings to those who cast the lot (v 15); cf. 11: 19; Ps 49: 11. Box-Oesterley (p. 
358) explain that in Palestine brothers divided their inheritance by lot as late 
as the second century B.C. Cf. Joel 4:2-3. 

V 16a takes up again the idea of vv 11 and 14, and vv 16b-19 develop 
further the thought of v 12. In Ben Sira's view, there are "no joys to seek" in 
Sheol, the netherworld (v 16b), because rewards for a life of virtue (and 
punishment for a life of sin) take place not in the afterlife but only in the 
present life; cf. COMMENT on 7: 17 and 11 :26, and Qoh 9:9-10. See INTRO
DUCTION, Part X, 4. The aphorism in v 17 is made more memorable by the b 
and k alliteration in the first colon and the 6 assonance in the second: kol 
habbiisiir (all flesh) kabbeged (like a garment) yibleh (wears out), we~oq '6/iim 
(and the age-old decree) [is:] giiwoa< yigwii<u (all shall surely die). The expres
sion kabbeged yibleh is found also in Isa 50:9; 51 :6; and Ps 102:27; cf. Job 
13:28. In the last century, R. C. Trench wrote this amusing comment: "The 
Italians have a proverb . . . of the tardiness of the despatch of all business in 
Spain . . . : 'May my death come to me from Spain' (Mi venga la morte da 
Spagna), for so it will come late or not at all" (On the Lessons in Proverbs, iii 
53, 1853). 

The imagery in vv 18-19 depicts graphically the precariousness of human 
existence; cf. also 30:17; 41:1-4; Pss 39:5-7, 12; 62:10; Qoh 6:12. In Isa 40:6-
8, human life is compared to grass that withers and the flower of the field that 
wilts; for similar metaphors cf. Job 8:11-13; 14:1-2; Ps 37:2; Jas 1:10; 1 Pet 
1 :24. In Isa 34:4, the figure of the leaf that wilts on the vine is used to 
underscore the transitoriness of the heavens and their host. Here Ben Sira 
uses the image of one leaf falling and another sprouting "on a vigorous tree" 
to portray the death of one generation and the growth of another (v 18); cf. 
Qoh 1 :4; Isa 64:5; Ps 1 :3. Homer employs a similar image: "People come and 
go as leaves year by year upon the trees. Those of autumn the wind sheds 
upon the ground, but when spring returns the forest buds forth with fresh 
ones. Even so is it with the generations of humankind, the new spring up as 
the old are passing away" (The Iliad, vi 146-49); cf. also The Iliad, xxi 463-
64. For the thought of v 18, cf. Qoh 2: 18-22. In v 18c, the expression "flesh 
and blood" (Heb biiSiir wediim, Gr sarx kai haima), which occurs also in 
l 7:3lb (not extant in Heb) is not found in the MT or in the nonbiblical 
Qumran fragments published prior to 1960. Interestingly, the expression sarx 
kai haima occurs in Matt 16:17; 1 Car 15:50; and Gal 1:16; and haima kai 
sarx in Eph 6:12 and Heb 2:14. The Heb phrase biisiir wediim is found fre-
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quently in the rabbinical literature (cf. M. Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targu
mim, the Talmud Bab/i and Yerusha/mi, and the Midrashic Literature, vol. I, 
p. 199). The Heb verb rqb, "to decay, rot," in v 19a is found only twice in the 
MT: in Isa 40:20 (to describe a timber "that will not rot") and in Prov 10:7 (to 
state that "the name of the wicked will rot"). In v 19, Ben Sira insists that 
human works are as transitory as men and women themselves, because there 
is no retribution in the afterlife; cf. COMMENT on 7: 17 and 11 :26. Later, when 
the doctrine of a blessed immortality for the righteous and of punishment for 
the wicked was revealed, human works were viewed in a different light; cf. 
Rev 14:13. 



PART IV (14:20-23:27) 

22. The Search for Wisdom and Her Blessings 
(14:20-15:10) 

14 20 Happy the person who meditates on Wisdom, 
and fixes his gaze on understanding; 

21 Who ponders her ways in his heart 
and pays attention to her paths, 

22 Pursuing her like a scout 
and watching her entryways; 

23 Who peeps through her window 
and listens at her doors; 

24 Who encamps near her house 
and fastens his tent pegs next to her walls; 

25 Who pitches his tent beside her 
and lives as her welcome neighbor; 

26 Who builds his nest in her leafage 
and lodges in her branches; 

27 Who takes refuge from the heat in her shade 
and dwells in her home. 

15 t He who fears the LORD will do this; 
he who is practiced in the Law will come to Wisdom. 

2 Motherlike she will meet him, 
like a young bride she will embrace him, 

3 Nourish him with the bread of learning, 
and give him the water of understanding to drink. 

4 He will lean upon her and make no misstep, 
he will trust in her and not be put to shame. 

s She will exalt him above his fellows; 
in the assembly she will make him eloquent. 

A 
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6 Joy and gladness he will find; 
she will endow him with an everlasting name. 

7 Worthless people will not attain to her, 
the haughty will not behold her. 

s Far from the impious is she, 
not to be spoken of by liars. 

9 Unseemly is praise on a sinner's lips, 
for it is not allotted to him by God; 

to But praise is offered by the tongue of the wise, 
and its rightful master teaches it. 

Notes 

14 2lb. her paths=netfbOtehii; MS A has tbwntyh; G and Syr diverge. 
22b. her entryways: MS A adds "all," not vouched for by G, Lat, or Syr. 
27a. Isa 4:6; the allusion explains G's choice of dox~ "glory," in 27b. 
27b. her home: more likely ubemiskenotehii (cf. Pss 84:2; 87:2) than MS A's im

probable wbm'nwtyh (cf. Job 37:8). 

Comment 

This discrete poem, which is neatly divided into two stanzas (8 + 10 bicola), 
describes the blessedness of the person who seeks Wisdom and her ways and 
her paths. In the first stanza (vv 20-27), a variety of images portray the 
person on the quest for Wisdom. 

In v 20a, the verb hgh, "to meditate," occurs also in 6:37b and 50:28a; cf. 
Ps 119: 15, 23, 148. That person is declared "happy" who "meditates on 
Wisdom" (Heb ~okmli) and its parallel, "understanding" (ti!bUnli) (v 20b). 
The same two Heb nouns are found in a similar passage in Prov 3:13: "Happy 
the person who finds wisdom, the one who gains understanding." The two 
nouns appear in parallel also in Exod 36: 1. Cf. 14: 1-2; 31 :Sa; 50:28a; and Ps 
1:1 for other beatitudes. In v 21, Wisdom's "ways," di!riikehii, and "her 
paths," netfbOtehii (cf. NOTE) occur together also in Prov 3:17: "[Wisdom's] 
ways are pleasant ways, and all her paths are peace." On the thought of v 21, 
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cf. Prov 8:32b: "Happy [are] those who keep my [i.e., Wisdom's] ways." In vv 
22-23, the pursuit of Wisdom is compared to the clandestine activity of "a 
scout," or "a spy." Cf. 2 Sam 10:3. For Wisdom's "entryways" (v 22b) cf. 
Prov 8:34: "Happy the person watching daily at my gates, waiting at my 
doorposts." In vv 22-25, Ben Sira employs metaphors in which Wisdom is 
assumed to dwell in a house; cf. Prov 8:34 and 9: 1. The searcher of Wisdom is 
to peer through the windows of her house (v 23a), as the lover gazes through 
the window of his beloved's house (Cant 2:9), and is to listen "at her doors" 
(v 23b) so that he may learn all he can about her. All this is in sharp contrast 
to the conduct of the fool described in 21 :22-24. 

The word "tent" (vv 24-25) in the OT usually refers to one's place of 
residence (as, for example, in Pss 52:7 and 69:26); but the word may also be 
used metaphorically to denote one's existence or moral life (as in Job 8:22; 
22:23; 29:4). In vv 24 and 25, Ben Sira seems to be using the tent imagery in 
both senses. By encamping next to the walls of Wisdom's house (v 24) and 
living as her "welcome neighbor" (v 25), the pursuer of Wisdom can come to 
learn her secrets and her instruction; cf. 4: 11-19; 6: 18-22. The metaphor 
changes in vv 26 and 27: Wisdom is now depicted as a tree with foliage and 
branches; and the person in search of Wisdom is compared to a bird building 
its nest in her branches; cf. Ps 104: 12. For the images in v 27, cf. Isa 4:6 and 
25:4. Wisdom alone, says Ben Sira, can provide security and protection from 
"the heat" of life's pains and misfortunes; cf. Prov 1:33; Qoh 7:12. 

The second stanza (15:1-10) details the blessings Wisdom bestows on those 
who energetically pursue her. In v la, there is a y alliteration in the middle 
three words: kf (For) yere, (he who fears) Yahweh (usually abbreviated in MS 
A, yy) ya<iiseh (will do) zo,t (this). A dental (t and d) alliteration occurs in the 
words of v lb: wetopes (and he who grasps, or is practiced in) t6ra (the Law) 
yadrfkennii (will come to her, i.e., Wisdom). The stanza opens with ki, "for, 
because," thus indicating a motive clause. V 1 repeats again Ben Sira's teach
ing that Wisdom becomes available only to those who fear the Lord by keep
ing the Law. Cf. COMMENT on 1:11-30 and 6:32-37. In contrast to those who 
fear the Lord are the "worthless" and "haughty" who will never achieve 
Wisdom or "behold her" (v 7). In Jer 2:8, the expression tapes torti (v lb) 
refers to the priests who were supposed to shepherd the people. Here the 
expression refers to the scribe, whether he be priest or not; cf. 38:24-39: 11. 
Eventually, a special office developed; it is to these scribes that the NT refers 
(cf. Matt 22:35; Luke 5: 17; 7:30; 10:25; 11 :45-53; 14:3; Acts 5:34; 1 Tim 1:7). 
The scribes devoted themselves to the study and teaching of Scripture, espe
cially the Law. 

In v 2, an a:b::b':a' rhetorical pattern lends emphasis to Ben Sira's point: 
And-she-wi/1-meet-him:like-a-mother::and-/ike-a-wife-of youth:she-will-re
ceive-him. For the mother imagery (v 2a), cf. Isa 49: 15 and 66: 13. The phrase 
"young bride" (v 2b) appears also in Prov 5:18; cf. also Prov 7:4; Cant 4:9, 12; 
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S:l-2; Jer 3:4. The point ofv 2 is that Wisdom will show a motherly concern 
for those who seek her by fearing the Lord and observing the Law, and she 
will also receive them as enthusiastically and passionately as a young bride. 
Another perfectly balanced a:b::b':a' pattern (v 3) continues the thought of v 
2: And-she-will-feed-him:with-the-bread-of learning::and-with-the-waters-of 
understanding:she-wi/1-give-him-to-drink. For the expression "bread of learn
ing," cf. Prov 9:Sa. Inv 3, Ben Sira speaks of Wisdom giving food and drink 
to those who seek her; in Isa SS: l, Yahweh gives the same things. Box
Oesterley (p. 369) mention that in the later Jewish literature the "water" and 
"bread" of the Torah are often referred to, e.g., in the Babylonian Talmud, 
Shabbath, l 20a, the Midrash Bereshit Rabba, lxx, and the Midrash Shir 
Rabba, i 4. Cf. also the words of Jesus in John 4:10-lS. 

Because the wise "lean upon" (Heb s<n) or depend on Wisdom, they "make 
no misstep" (v 4a); trusting in her, they are not "put to shame" (v 4b). In Ps 
18:19, it is Yahweh who is "the support" (miS'iin) of the afflicted person; and 
in Pss 22:6 and 2S:2, it is in Yahweh that the faithful trusted and were thus 
not put to shame. V Sb may be translated, lit.: "and in the midst of the 
assembly [qiihiil] she will open his mouth." The idea of Wisdom exalting the 
wise above their fellows (v Sa) is echoed later in Pirqe A both, vi 1: "And [the 
Torah] magnifies him and exalts him over all things" (cited in Box-Oesterley, 
p. 370). As regards v Sb, cf. 21: 17. Though the wise are to open their mouths 
to speak and teach in the assembly, the fool is to remain silent (cf. Prov 24:7). 
The artisan-important as he is for the people--does not enjoy a place of 
honor in the assembly (38:33). There is a sibilant alliteration in v 6: siison 
(joy) wesim~a (and gladness) yim:jii' (he will find) wesem <atam (and an ever
lasting name) torisennu (she will endow him with). For v 6a, cf. Isa S l :3. In 
Isa S6:S, it is Yahweh who gives the faithful eunuchs "an eternal, imperish
able name." 

Wisdom can never be attained by the wicked, those who disregard and 
disobey the commandments. In v 7a, the phrase "worthless people" (mete 
saw~ lit., men of emptiness, vanity, worthlessness), which occurs also in Job 
11: 11 and Ps 26:4, is in synonymous parallelism with "the haughty" ('anse 
zadon) (v 7b), an expression similar to one found in Jer 43:2. An a:b::b':a' 
structure to the words in v 7 dramatizes Ben Sira's observation: they-sha/1-
attain-her not:worthless men::and haughty men:sha/1-see-her not. Cf. v 1 b. 
Like the "worthless" and the "haughty," the "impious" (/e!ffm, lit., scorners, 
mockers, as in 3:28a; 8:lla; 11:30a; 13:lb; 31:26b; 32:18b) will never come 
near Wisdom, nor will "liars" ('anse kiizab, lit., men of deceit) speak words of 
Wisdom (v 8). For the thought of v 8, cf. Prov 14:6 and Wis 1:4-S. In vv 9a 
and lOa, there is a clever a:b::b:a chiastic pattern that sharply contrasts the 
wicked and the wise: (unseemly is) praise [tehil/a]:in-the-mouth-of the wicked 
[bepf riisa1;:in-the-mouth-of the wise [bepf (so MS B) ~iikiim]:praise [tehil/a] 
(is spoken). In Ps 148:3-4, 7-10, the sun and moon and stars, the highest 
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heavens and the waters above the heavens, the sea monsters and all depths, 
fire and hail, snow and mist and storm winds, mountains and hills, fruit trees 
and cedars, wild beasts and tame animals, creeping things and winged fowl, 
are all urged to praise Yahweh, for "he gave them a duty which shall not pass 
away" (Ps 148:6), i.e., all these creatures fulfill the purposes for which they 
were created. But praise has not been allotted by God to the wicked (v 9) 
because, as Ps SO: 17 explains, they "hate discipline and cast [God's] words 
behind [them]," i.e., they do not fulfill the purposes for which they have been 
created. Cf. also Prov 17: 7. Only the wise can utter the praises of an all-wise 
and all-holy God (v 10), for they fear God and keep the Law he established 
for them; cf. v 1 and Ps 33:1-5. The wise alone are the masters of praise and 
can teach it (v lOb); this colon may be a reference to the hymns of praise (Heb 
h6diiy6t) that the wise know how to compose and to teach others. 



23. Free Will and Responsibility 
(15: 11-16:23) 

15 11 Say not, "It was God's doing that I fell away"; 
for what he hates, he does not do. 

12 Say not, "It was he who set me astray"; 
for he has no need of the wicked. 

t3 Abominable wickedness the LORD hates; 
he does not Jet it befall those who fear him. 

A 

14 It was he, from the first, when he created humankind, B 

who made them subject to their own free choice. 
ts If you choose, you can keep his commandment; 

fidelity is the doing of his will. 
16 There are poured out before you fire and water; A 

to whichever you choose you can stretch forth your 
hands. 

11 Before each person are life and death; 
whichever he chooses shall be given him. 

ts Copious is the wisdom of the LORD; 

he is mighty in act, and all-seeing. 
19 The eyes of God behold his handiwork; 

he perceives a person's every deed. 
20 No one did he command to sin, 

nor will he be lenient with liars. 

16 t Do not yearn for worthless children, 
or rejoice in wicked offspring. 

2 Many though they be, rejoice not in them 
if they have not the fear of the LORD. 

3 Count not on their length of life, 
have no hope in their future, 

For one can be better than a thousand; 
rather die childless than have impious children! 
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4 Through one wise person a city can be peopled; 
through a clan of rebels it becomes desolate. 

5 Many such things my eye has seen, 
even more than these has my ear heard. 

6 Against a sinful band fire is enkindled; 
upon a godless people wrath flames forth. 

7 He forgave not the princes of old 
who were rebellious in their might; 

s He spared not the neighbors of Lot, 
abominable in their pride; 

9 Nor did he spare the doomed people 
who were dispossessed because of their sin; 

10 Nor the six hundred thousand foot soldiers 
who went to their graves for the arrogance of their 

hearts. 
11 And had there been but one stiff-necked person, 

it were a wonder had he gone unpunished; 
For mercy and anger alike are with him 

who remits and forgives, but also pours out wrath. 
12 Great as his mercy is his punishment; 

he judges people, each according to his deeds. 
13 A criminal does not escape with his plunder; 

a just person's hope God does not leave unfulfilled. 
14 Whoever does good has his reward, 

which each receives according to his deeds. 
15 [The LORD hardened the heart of Pharaoh so that he 

did not recognize him 
whose acts were manifest under the heavens; 

16 His mercy was seen by all his creatures, 
and his light and his darkness he apportioned to 

humankind.] 

11 Say not, "I am hidden from God; 
in heaven who has me in mind? 

Among so many people I pass unnoticed; 
what am I in the universe of spirits? 

is Behold, the heavens, the heaven of heavens, 
the earth and the abyss tremble at his visitation; 

B 

A 
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19 The very roots of the mountains, the earth's 
foundations, 

at his mere glance, quiver and quake. 
20 Of me, therefore, he will take no thought; 

with my ways who will concern himself? 
21 If I sin, no eye will see me; 

if all in secret I am disloyal, who is to know? 
22 Who tells him of just deeds; 

269 

or what expectation is there, since the end is far off?" G 

23 Such are the thoughts of the senseless, A 

which only the foolish knave will think. 

Notes 

15:11-16:7. MS B, of which a leaf first published in 1958 begins with 15:1 and 
continues through 16:7, runs textually very close to MS A in the first 10 verses (above) 
of chap. 15. From 15:11 on, MS Bis filled with doublets and glosses, though some of 
its readings are still superior to those of MS A. See Di Lella, "The Recently Identified 
Leaves of Sirach in Hebrew," pp. 160-63, with tabs. Ill, IV; and Rtiger, pp. 75-86 
with a further summation on pp. 86-93. 

15 11. MS B has an expanded double rendering of this verse, with variants. 
l 2b. he has no ~eed ='en lo :/Orek; MSS A, Bm• 'en :/6rek; MS B 'en Ii l]epe:/. 
13a. Abominable wickedness=rti'ii weto'ebii of MSS A, Bm•; the text of MS B, plus 

G's "every abomination," should not be taken to indicate the hendiadys was not 
original (otherwise, Rtiger). 

14b. MSS B, A both include here an extra colon, "and he puts him into the hand of 
his kidnappers," which is based on a verbal resemblance of the actual 15: 14b to Syr of 
4:19b; the expansion (see Di Lella, The Hebrew Text of Sirach, pp. 121-25) makes 
flagrant nonsense in this place. 

I Sb. fidelity= 'emunii; MSS A, Bm• have the secondary variant tebunii. MSS A, B 
add: "and if you believe (ta'iimfn) in him you too will live," based on Hab 2:4. In Syr 
this colon is present to the exclusion of 15b; Di Lella, Hebrew Text, pp. 127-29, sees 
the Heb of it as one more retroversion from Syr. It anticipates v 17 and could easily 
have been prompted by John 11 :25. 

16b. you can stretch forth= MS B tsll]=GI; MS A, Gll, Lat, Syr read the impera
tive. 

!Ba. Copius=stipeqii; in" earlier Heb spq, see I Kgs 20: 10. MS B has a doublet that 
looks suspiciously like retroversion from the Gr (otherwise, Riiger). 

19a. The Gr has been accommodated to Ps 32(33):18. 
20b. Read we/O' yal]mol 'al 'anse ktiztib; MS A has wel6' hel]ellm 'anse ktiztib, with 
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its verb not supported by either G or Syr. Compare Di Lella, Hebrew Text, pp. 129-
34. MSS A, B, and Syr all add further verbiage in efforts to repair the text. 

16 la. The "many" of G and Syr anticipates v 2; the tw'r of MS A is based on 
dittography. 

3b. The expansion after this colon by a later hand in Codex Sinaiticus and a few 
other Gr sources appears to be a purely Gr addition. It reads: "For you will groan in 
untimely mourning, and will know of their sudden end." Cf. Wis 14:1S; Sir LXX 
11:27. 

4a. MS A and Syr expand this colon slightly. MS B has two forms of it: a longer 
paraphrase and the form translated above, which is also that of the Gr; MSS A, B, and 
G agree on 4b, which MS B gives twice. 

Sb. Read ~mwt m'lh. G rightly also gives the comparative degree, ischyrotera, which 
Syr (with men) confirms. Neither k'lh (MS A) nor b'lh (MS B) can express this in the 
language of Ben Sira (vs. Riiger, etc.). 

6a. fire is enkindled = ywqdt 's of MSS A, Bm•; MS B's rsph lhbh is suspect: the 
frequent parallel 'es 11 lehiiba is varied here to 'es 11 IJema. Otherwise, Riiger, who 
compares 43:21. 

7a. The 'sr of MSS A, Bis not vouched for by G, Syr. The allusion to Gen 6:1-4 
seen by the Gr (archaion giganton) is certainly present; but the choice (MSS A, B) of 
nesfke qedem, princes of old, by Ben Sira, instead of the familiar nepflfm, is conscious 
avoidance of the mythological overtones to the Genesis narrative so familiar from the 
Enoch literature and (later) Jubilees. 

Sb. abominable=G=hammeto'iibfm; MS A's hmt'brym, which could be translated 
"overweening," does not reflect Ben Sira's use of the verb in question. 

9b. After this colon, the late hand in Codex Sinai tic us inserts the gloss "All these 
things he did to the hard-hearted nations, and toward the multitude of his holy ones 
he did not relent." Two Gr minuscules have the same gloss after v !Ob. 

!Ob. After this colon, Gii has the insert "Striking, sparing, smiting, healing, the 
Lord persisted in mercy and chastisement." For the thought and patterning of this 
gloss, cf. IS:l3. 

I Id. but also pours out wrath= G = wesopek IJema; for this, MS A substitutes a 
variant on S:6d. 

13b. a just person's hope= tiqwat ~addfq = G; MS A has t'wt ~dyq l'wlm. 
14a. Perhaps lekol ~ediiqli yes siikiir; the text of MS A is overburdened. 
14b. receives=yim~ii'=G; MS A has y~ /pnyw; Syr=ym~ lpnyw. 
1 S-16. These two verses are present in MS A (in I Sb read we/Jasko for wsb!Jw of the 

MS), in Gii, and in Syr; they are not vouched for by GI or Lat, and represent a late 
expansion of the text. The wsb!Jw, "and his praise," of MS A, using an Aram/late Heb 
stem that Ben Sira does not employ, shows concern to avoid a dualistic view of 
creation such as obtained currency at Qumran, with "children of light" opposed to 
"children of darkness." 

17d. spirits: MS A and Syr add "of all humankind," a gloss based on Num 27:16. 
Saadia quotes the line without the gloss, which is lacking also in Gii. 

!Sb. tremble at his visitation=bepoqdo yirgiizu=G, Lat; MS A varies (bpqdw 
wkrgsw) and includes also a seeming allusion to Isa 63:19-64:2. After this colon, Gii 
adds the line "The whole world past and present is in his willing [it]." 
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22b. To this colon Gil adds "and a scrutiny for all [will come] in the end/at death," 
which seems to depend on Wis 1 :9; 3: 17-19; and related passages. 

Comment 

This unit on free will, impious children, punishment of the wicked, and 
accountability for sin may be divided into four stanzas: 10 + S + 11 + 8 bicola. 
As is obvious, the stanzas are only loosely related. 

The first stanza (15:11-20), one of the key passages of the book, contains 
Ben Sira's theology of free will and sin. V lla may be translated, lit.: "Say 
not, 'From God is my sin.'" The Heb noun pesa< means "sin, transgression" 
against other human beings (cf. Gen 31 :36; SO: 17) or against God (cf. Amos 
5:12; Mic 1:5, 13; Isa 58:1; 59:12; Ezek 18:22, 28). The point ofv lla is that 
personal sin does not have its origin in God. V 11 b explains why one may not 
blame God for one's sins: "for what [God] hates, he does not do." Cf. Wis 
11 :24 and Jas 1: 13. In some of the earlier books of the OT there are state
ments that seem to imply that God was the cause of sin; cf., for example, 
Exod 11:10; 2 Sam 24:1; Jer 6:21; Ezek 3:20. Here Ben Sira explicitly denies 
that God has any part in human sin. V 12a may also be translated: "Say not, 
'It is he who made me stumble.' " The point of the colon is that God is not 
the occasion of sin either, "for he has no need of the wicked ['anse fJiimiis, lit., 
men of violence, lawlessness; cf. COMMENT on 10:23b]." Cf. Job 22:2-3. Inv 
13a, ra<a weto<ebii, lit., "wickedness (or evil) and abomination," is an hendia
dys (cf. NOTE); hence the translation "abominable wickedness." V 13a is in 
synonymous parallelism with v l lb--the Lord hates sin and wickedness. 
Those who fear the Lord will not commit "abdominable wickedness"; hence 
Ben Sira may affirm that God "does not let it befall those who fear him" (v 
13b). Cf. Prov 12:21. 

The next four bicola (vv 14-17) are crucial for an understanding of Ben 
Sira's doctrine of free will. In v 14a, instead of hu' mero's, "It was he, from 
the first," of MS B, MS A and MS Bm• read 'elohfm mibbere'sft, "God from 
the beginning [created humankind]," two words taken from Gen 1:1: "In the 
beginning God created the heavens and the earth." V 14b may be translated, 
lit.: "And he placed them in the hand of their free will [ye.fer]." Cf. F. Vat
tioni, "Genesi 1,1 ed Eccli. 15,14," Augustinianum 4 (1964): 105-8; and J.B. 
Bauer, "Sir. 15,14 et Gen. 1,1," VD 41 (1963): 243-44. In the MT, the noun 
ye.fer means "vessel (formed by the potter)," as in Isa 29: 16, or "form of man 
(made of clay)," as in Ps 103: 14, or "that which is formed in the mind, 
imagination, purpose," as in Gen 6:5; 8:21; Deut 31:21; 1Chr28:9; 29:18; Isa 
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26:3. Here the word means "free choice, free will," as is obvious from the 
next three verses. In 27:6b, ye~er means "(human) nature." In v 14, Ben Sira 
teaches that human beings from the time of their creation have enjoyed free
dom of choice. He explains this teaching in vv 15-17. Keeping "his com
mandment," i.e., the Law (cf. Prov 19:16; Qoh 8:5)-G and Syr have "the 
commandments"-is a matter of personal decision and not of fate or predesti
nation (v 15a): "If you choose." In v 15b, MSS A and Bm• read tebUna, 
"understanding," instead of "fidelity." The expression "to do God's will" (so 
MS B; MSS A and Bm• have "his will") is in parallelism with keeping "his 
commandment." Hence, to be faithful one must keep the Law and so do 
God's will. Faith in the biblical sense of the word implies not only an act of 
the intellect, which accepts God's word as true and normative, but also the 
activity of the will that puts belief into action. On the need for faith in OT 
theology, cf. also COMMENT on l 1:2lb. Ben Sira employs the verb "to 
choose," Heb }Jp~. three times in as many verses, thus emphasizing that hu
man beings enjoy personal freedom in deciding whether or not to observe the 
Law (v 15) and in choosing life or death (v 17). Though in Deut 4:24 Yahweh 
is described as "a consuming fire, a jealous God," "fire and water" in v 16a 
are not symbols of "good and evil" as are "light and darkness" (John 1 :5; 
3:19; 8:12; 12:46; I John 2:8). "Fire and water" correspond to "life and 
death" (v l 7a) merely as opposing elements; cf. 3:30a. By using these images, 
Ben Sira insists on the radical freedom human beings have of choosing one 
extreme or the other and, by implication, anything in between. The doctrine 
of free will is nothing new; Ben Sira found the elements of it in Deut 11 :26-28 
and 30:15-20, esp. v 19: "I [Moses] have set before you life and death, the 
blessing and the curse. Choose life, then, that you and your descendants may 
live." Cf. also Jer 21:8. For a fuller discussion of vv 14-17, cf. J. Hadot, 
Penchant mauvais et volonte libre dans la sagesse de Ben Sira (L 'Ecc/esias
tique), pp. 91-103; and G. L. Prato, II problema de/la teodicea in Ben Sira, 
pp. 237-46. Cf. also V. Pisani, "Acqua e fuoco," Acme l (1948): 94. 

In vv 18-19, Ben Sira extols the wisdom, power, and omniscience of the 
Lord. In the context of the present stanza, vv 18-19 imply that God knows 
not only every person's deeds but also all his or her choices for good or for 
evil; cf. 42:17-21. For the teaching that God sees all things (vv 18b and 19b), 
cf. Prov 15:3; Job 34:21-22; Pss 33:13-15; 90:8; 139:1-4; Heb 4:13. The 
omnipotence of God is also a given in the Bible; cf., for example, Pss 46:2-10; 
66:3-7. Inv 20a, the concluding verse of the stanza, Ben Sira resumes, by way 
of inclusio, the thought of v 11, the opening verse. God not only is not 
responsible for human wickedness (vv 11-12), but also commands no one to 
sin. Accordingly, one should not say about one's personal evil: "God made 
me do it." However, should one make such an affirmation, one would be a 
liar; hence the strong statement in v 20b. On the 'anJe kazab, lit., "men of 
deceit," cf. 15:8b. On free will in Ben Sira, see INTRODUCTION, Part X, 3. 
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The next stanza (16:1-4) tells why children, a blessing from God when 
they are pious, are undesirable when they are wicked, i.e., when they abuse 
their freedom (1S:14-17). This theme is commonly found in the Wisdom 
literature; cf. 40:1S-16; 41:S-13; Job 8:14-19; 27:14-lS. Cf. A. Eberharter, 
"Exegetische Bemerkungen zu Ekkli. 16, 1-S," Der Katho/ik, 4te Falge, 37 
( 1908): 386-89. Children were considered a sure sign of prosperity and well
being; cf. Gen 12:2; lS:S; 22:17; 24:60; Deut 28:4; Prov 17:16; Qoh 6:3; Pss 
127:3-S; 128:3-4. But it is pointless, says Ben Sira, to "yearn for worthless 
children, or rejoice in wicked offspring" (v l); cf. Wis 3: 11-12. V 2a may be 
translated, lit.: "And even if they are faithful, rejoice not in them." The point 
is that a large number of children and of grandchildren is no cause for joy 
unless "they have ... the fear of the LORD" (v 2b). The reason why one 
should not rely on "their length of life" (lit., their life) or "hope in their 
future" (v Jab) is that the wicked will come to an untimely end; cf. Ps SS:24; 
Deut 28:1S-19. The translation ofv 3c is based on an emended Heb text; MSS 
A and Bread: "For one who does the will [of God, so MS B] is better than a 
thousand." V 3d in MSS A and B also has a retroversion from Syr. For 
detailed discussion of the cumbersome verse in MSS A and B, cf. A. A. Di 
Lella, The Hebrew Text of Sirach, pp. 134-42. The point of v 3c is clear: one 
child who does the will of God (as the gloss has it in MSS A and B) and obeys 
the Law is better than a thousand wicked children. V 3d makes the point even 
more forceful: it is better to "die childless than have impious children!" (lit., a 
posterity of insolence)-a bold statement, since to be childless was considered 
a reproach (cf. Luke 1:2S). V 4b alludes to the story of Sodom in Gen 18:16-
32. MS A and a secondary form of MS B have as v 4a: "Through one childless 
person who fears. Yahweh a city can be peopled"-a clear reference to Abra
ham, who was childless by his wife, Sarah, when he bargained with God in an 
attempt to save Sodom from destruction; the conception and birth of Isaac 
are recorded later, in Gen 21 :2. The text of MS B translated here-"one wise 
person"-may be an allusion to the fact that Abraham, though he had only 
one son by Sarah, became the father of a numerous posterity. 

The next stanza (vv S-14) describes how God punishes without fail the 
wicked for their sins. In v Sa, Ben Sira appeals to his personal experience
apparently he had seen how evil men and women were afflicted because of 
their crimes. In v Sb, he tells how he had heard even more than he had seen
a reference not only to stories about contemporary sinners, but especially to 
stories of notorious sinners in the OT, as is clear from the rest of the stanza. 
The "sinful band" in v 6a are probably Korah, Dathan, and Abiram together 
with the two hundred and fifty Israelites who followed them; Num 16: l-3S 
tells the story how these rebels were destroyed by fire and earthquake. Cf. 
4S:l8-19. V 6b is an allusion to Num 11:1-3. The expression "godless [or 
impious, or apostate] people [or nation]," Heb g6y ~iinep, occurs also in Isa 
10:6. In v 7, Ben Sira alludes not only to the giants of Gen 6: 1-4 (cf. NOTE 
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and Wis 14:6) but also to such "princes of old" as the king of Babylon in Isa 
14:4-21 and Nebuchadnezzar in Dan 4:7-30 (a Daniel story Ben Sira proba
bly knew; cf. L. F. Hartman and A. A. Di Lella, The Book of Daniel, AB 23, 
pp. 173-74). 

In v 8, Ben Sira refers to the people of Sodom, "the neighbors of Lot." The 
reason why the Lord did not spare Sodom is that there were not even ten 
righteous persons to be found in the city (cf. Gen 18:32). It is to be noted that 
the crime of the Sodomites is one of "pride," Heb ga>awa (v Sb), as in Ezek 
16:49-50. In Gen 19:4-5, "the neighbors of Lot" committed a different kind 
of sin. The devastation of Sodom is described in Gen 19:24-25. In v 9, "the 
doomed people who were dispossessed because of their sin" are the Canaan
ites, who were notorious for their licentious fertility cults and other religious 
abominations; cf. Exod 23:33; 34:11-16; Deut 7:1-2; Num 33:51-56; Wis 
12:3-7. With regard to "the six hundred thousand foot soldiers," cf. 46:8b; 
Exod 12:37; Num 11:21, all of which refer to the number of people Moses led 
in the desert after the Exodus. Because they angered the Lord by murmuring 
against him, they were all slain despite the attempts of faithful Moses, Aaron, 
Joshua, and Caleb to intercede for them; cf. 46:1, 7-8; Num 14:1-12, 23-24, 
38; 26:65; Deut 1 :35-38. Interestingly, Ben Sira calls the sin of the disgrun
tled people "the arrogance [or insolence] of their hearts," Heb zed6n libbiim; 
cf. COMMENT on 10: 13a. In v I la, "stiff-necked" is a reference to Exod 32:9 
and 33:3, 5, in which Yahweh himself uses that expression to describe the 
sinful Israelites. The point of v I lab is that it would have been virtually 
impossible for even a single member of the Chosen People to "go unpun
ished" if he or she were insolent or proud. 

The pithy aphorism in v I le, found also in 5:6c, is made more elegant by 
the alliteration of the six labials (four m's, a w, and a p): kf (For) ralJiimfm 
(mercy) we,ap (and anger) 'imm6 (are with him). This lapidary statement 
about God conveys a key teaching of the Bible. V 1 ld simply rephrases v I le 
in a pedestrian way. For the expression "pour out wrath" (cf. NOTE), cf. Ps 
79:6; Isa 42:25; Jer 10:25; Ezek 14:19. The rhetorically balanced proverb in v 
12a is made more memorable by a k and an r alliteration and an o assonance: 
ker6b (As great as) ralJiimiiyw (his mercy is) ken (so is) t6ka1Jt6 (his punish
ment). This colon restates v I le. Inv 12b, Ben Sira speaks again of the Jewish 
doctrine of the efficacy of works-people are judged by God according to 
their deeds. Cf. 3:14-16, 30-31; 11:26; 15:19; 17:22-23; 29:11-12. Vv 13-14 
develop the idea in v 12b. For the emendation "(a just person's) hope" (cf. 
NOTE) in v 13b, cf. 44: 10. The point of v 13 is that the criminal and the 
righteous both receive what they deserve. The stanza comes to a close on a 
happy note: the one who does good (lit., righteousness) shall receive (cf. 
NOTE) the reward according to his deeds (v 14). For the added two bicola (vv 
15-16) that are here placed in brackets because they do not seem original, cf. 
NOTE. Peters (p. 137) considers these two verses original. The hardening of 
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Pharaoh's heart (v !Sa) is mentioned in Exod 7:3; 9:12; 10:27; 11:10; 14:4, S, 
17. As regards v !Sb, cf. Exod 7:3. For the thought of v !6a, cf. Exod 9:16 
and Rom 9:17. 

The final stanza (vv 17-23) deals with a recurring question: In such a vast 
and marvelous and mysterious universe, why would God take thought of 
insignificant me? In stark contrast to the thought of v 17, compare Ps 139:7-
IS. The questions in v 17 are often found in the hearts or on the lips of people 
in distress, perhaps with a greater poignancy nowadays because of our knowl
edge of the incredible expanse and complexity of the known universe with its 
numberless heavenly bodies. Vv IS and 19 seem to be a parenthesis because 
the questions of v 17 continue in vv 20-22. In v l S, "the heaven of heavens" 
is God's abode; "the heavens," the place of the sun, moon, and stars; "the 
earth," the habitation of human beings, plants, and animals; and "the abyss" 
(Heb tehOm, as in Gen 7:11), the subterranean waters. These were the four 
parts of the universe, according to the ancient Near Eastern mind. For the 
expression "the heaven of heavens," cf. Deut 10:14; I Kgs S:27; in 2 Cor 12:2, 
Paul uses the expression "the third heaven." The idea of the earth trembling 
(v !Sb) and the activity of the "roots of the mountains" in v 19 derive from 
Judg 5:4-5; Mic 1:3-4; Jonah 2:7; Pss IS:S-16; 97:5; 104:32; 114:4-7. The 
upheavals of nature described in vv 18-19 are the usual accompaniments of a 
theophany in the OT; cf., for example, Exod 19:16, IS; Nah 1:3-6. The "visi
tation" of God (v !Sb) often signifies punishment; cf. Isa 10:3, 12; Jer 9:24. 

The skeptical questions of v 17 resume in vv 20-22. V 20 serves as intro
duction to vv 21-22. The point of v 20 seems to be that the skeptic feels the 
individual to be inconsequential in view of the rest of creation. The questions 
in v 21 receive fuller expression in 23:1S; cf. also Ps 10:4, 11, 13. Inv 21, the 
skeptic says, in effect: Since no one sees me when I sin, who can know when I 
am unfaithful in secret, or who would care? In v 22, the skeptic is consistent 
because he disallows that "just [or righteous] deeds" make any difference 
either. Inv 22b, "the end" translates Gr diatheke=Heb }J6q, which in 14:12 
is equivalent to Heb miiwet, "death." The gloss in Gii (see NOTE) explains v 
22b in terms of death. The "expectation," or "hope" ( v 22b ), is that of reward 
for practicing virtue. V 22b seems to say that the hope of retribution for 
virtue is not sufficient to motivate one, for one never knows when retribution 
will take place or how one will be by the time of death, which is "far off." Cf. 
11 :2S with COMMENT. The questions of vv 17 and 20-23 Ben Sira describes 
as "the thoughts of the senseless [lit., those who are lacking in heart; cf. 
6:20b], which only the foolish knave [lit., foolish man] will think" (v 24). Cf. 
Pss 14:1; 53:2. 



24. Divine Wisdom and Mercy as Seen in the 
Creation of Humankind 

(16:24-18:14) 

16 24 Hearken to me, my son, take my advice, 
apply your mind to my words; 

25 I will pour out by measure the spirit that I have, 
and impart knowledge in a careful way. 

26 When God created the first of his works 
and, as he made them, assigned their tasks, 

21 He ordered for all time what they were to do 
and their domains from generation to generation. 

They were not to hunger, nor grow weary, 
nor ever desist from their rounds. 

28 Not one should ever crowd its neighbor, 
nor should they ever disobey his word. 

29 Then the Lord looked upon the earth 
and filled it with his good things. 

JO Its surface he covered with all manner of life 
which must return into it again. 

17 1 The Lord from the earth created humankind, 
and makes each person return to earth again. 

2 Limited days of life he gives them, 
with power over all things else on earth. 

3 He endows them with a strength that befits them; 
in God's own image he made them. 

4 He puts the fear of humans in all flesh, 
and allows them power over beasts and birds. a 

G 

A 

G 

a 5 They received the use of the Lord's five faculties; Gil 

of mind, the sixth, he granted them a share, 
as also of speech, the seventh, the interpreter of his 

actions. 
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6 Discretion, with tongues and eyes and ears, 
and an understanding heart he gives them. 

7 With wisdom and knowledge he fills them; 
good and evil he shows them. 

s He puts into their hearts the fear of him, 
showing them the grandeur of his works, 

9 That they may glory in his wondrous deeds 
10 and praise his holy name. 
11 He has set before them knowledge, 

a law pledging life as their inheritance; 
12 An everlasting covenant he has made with them, 

his commandments he has revealed to them. 
13 His majestic glory their eyes beheld, 

his glorious voice their ears heard. 
14 He says to them, "Avoid all evil"; 

to each of them he gives precepts about his neighbors. 
15 Their ways are ever known to him, 

they cannot be hidden from his eyes. 6 

17 Over every nation he places a ruler, 
but the Lord's own portion is Israel' 

19 All their actions are clear as the sun to him, 
his eyes are ever upon their ways. 

20 Their wickedness cannot be hidden from him; 
all of their sins are before the Lord.d 

22 A person's goodness God cherishes like a signet ring, 
a person's virtue, like the apple of his eye. 

23 Later he will rise up and repay them, 
and requite each one of them as they deserve. 
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6 16 Their ways are directed toward evils from their youth, on 
and they are unable to make their hearts fleshly rather 

than stony. 

'18 Israel, as his firstborn, he cares for with chastisement; 
the light of his love he shares with him without neglect. 

d21 But the Lord, being good and knowing how they are 
formed, 

neither neglected them nor left off sparing them. 
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24 But to the penitent he provides a way back; 
he encourages those who are losing hope! 

25 Return to the Lord, and give up sin, 
pray before him and make your offenses few. 

26 Turn again to the Most High and away from sin, 
hate intensely what he loathes; 

27 Who in the netherworld can glorify the Most High 
in place of the living who offer their praise? 

§ XXIV 

28 No more can the dead give praise than those who have 
never lived; 

they glorify the Lord who are alive and well. 
29 How great the mercy of the Lord, 

his forgiveness of those who return to him! 
30 The like cannot be found in humans, 

for not immortal is any human being. 
31 Is anything brighter than the sun? Yet it can be eclipsed. 

How obscure then the thoughts of flesh and blood! 
32 God holds accountable the hosts of highest heaven, 

while all humans are dust and ashes. 

18 I The Eternal is the judge of all alike; 
2 the Lord alone is just. 0 

4 Whom has he made equal to describing his works, 
and who can probe his mighty deeds? 

5 Who can measure his majestic power, 
or exhaust the tale of his mercies? 

6 One cannot lessen, nor increase, 
nor penetrate the wonders of the Lord. 

7 When a person ends he is only beginning, 
and when he stops he is still bewildered. 

s What is a human being, of what worth is he? 
the good, the evil in him, what are these? 

0 
2b and there is no other than he; Gil 

3 He controls the world within the span of his hand, 
and everything obeys his will; 

For he in his might is the King of all, 
separating what is holy among them from what is profane. 
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9 The sum of a person's days is great 
if it reaches a hundred years: 

10 Like a drop of the sea's water, like a grain of sand, 
so are these few years among the days of eternity. 

11 That is why the Lord is patient with human beings 
and showers his mercy upon them. 

12 He sees and understands that their death is grievous, 
and so he forgives them all the more. 

13 A person may be merciful to his neighbor, 
but the Lord's mercy reaches all flesh, 

Reproving, admonishing, teaching, 
as a shepherd guides his flock; 

14 Merciful to those who accept his guidance, 
who are diligent in his precepts. 

Notes 
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16 26a. God: with MS A and Syr; G has "the Lord." created=MS A=ktisei, 
Ziegler; the correction is modem: MSS krisei. 

26b. tasks=~uqqotiim=Syr; G has "their allutments"=~elqehem. 
17 5. This purely Gr gloss seems to have been prompted by the five items enumer

ated in v 6 and by the subsequent text of vv 7-10. It has nothing to commend it. 
Sa. the/ear (ofhim)=phobon: so Ziegler, with a few witnesses; most MSS ofG have 

ophthalmon, "eye," so that the colon reads: "He looks with favor on their hearts," lit., 
"He puts his eye on ... ," cf. Gen 44:21. 

Sb--10. At least two separate attempts to repair a damaged text have been made in 
the Gr here. As Sc Gii adds, "and he gave it them throughout the ages to glory in his 
wondrous deeds"; the placing of this, as also of vv 10, 9 (usually in that order) in the 
text is unstable from one witness to the next, and the verb form in v 10 clashes with its 
general context. It has here been assumed that vv Sb, 9, which in GI repeat an 
identical phrase, should contain once the grandeur of his works, and as an alternative 
in the other place, to "glory in his wondrous deeds" of Sc, which alone appears of that 
line in Syr and in some Gr witnesses. Then either showing them in Sb or "that they 
may recount" of GI in 9a overweights the text. Here the last named has been dropped 
in the reconstruction. Syr lacks vv 7, Sa, and the verb from Sc; its equivalent for v 9 is 
"That they may be recounting in the world his fear," which is followed by v 10. 

I lb. This is followed in Gii by the line "That they may know that they who are 
now alive are mortal." 

16. This gloss of Gii is built up out of Gen S:21 and Ezek 11:19; 36:26. 
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17a. Before this verse, Gil inserts "For in the dividing up of the nations of all the 
world," an allusion to Deut 32:8-9, on which Ben Sira's v 17 depends. 

18. This expansion by Gil is a blending of Prov 3:12; Exod 4:22; and Deut 31:6-8; 
compare the note on v 21 below. 

21. Cf. LXX Ps 102( 103): 14 and Deut 31 :6, 8, out of which this gloss was built up. 
22. After this verse, Gil adds "apportioning repentance to his sons and daughters"; 

compare v 24 and the gloss, v 18. 
26a. Gil follows this colon with "For he it is who leads out of darkness into the 

light of life," based on the narrative of Genesis I; cf. Luke 1:79; I Pet 2:9. 
30a. The like: reading tauta for G's panta; so Syr. 
18 la. the judge: reading ekrinen for G's ektisen; so Syr. Contrast 16:26a. 
2b-3. Gil's gloss here is again a pastiche of biblical expressions, from I Sam 2:2; Isa 

40:12; Lev 10:10; or Ezek 42:20, and elsewhere. 
4a. Whom=tini, with Gil, Lat, Syr; GI's outheni="No one." 
9. Gr has only one colon for this verse; Syr joins it (awkwardly) with v 10, but does 

not have enough for a second colon. Gil adds "but the death (koimesis) of each one is 
beyond the calculations of all." 

Comment 

This lengthy section may be divided into four smaller poems: 
8 + 19 + 8 + 13 bicola. It deals with God as Creator and with human beings as 
creatures whose dignity derives from being fashioned in the image of God 
(l 7:3b). It also details the relationships and bonds that exist between the 
Chosen People and their Lord, who called them to be his "own portion" 
(17:17b). 

The first poem (16:24-30) extols God's wisdom as seen in the order, 
beauty, and providence of created reality. Vv 24-25, which are introductory, 
set the scene for the new section-Ben Sira's personal reflection on the mar
vels of creation. In v 24a, "my son" is not found in MS A or Syr. Ben Sira 
begins by urging his students to "hearken," "to listen" (Heb sm~ Gr 
akouein), to him, to take his "advice," and to apply their "mind" (Heb leb, 
"heart"= seat of intelligence and will) to his "words" (v 24). To become wise, 
one must listen to the wise (cf. also 23:7a) and learn from their experience 
and skill. Cf. Prov 1 :8; 4: 10, 20. An a:b::b':a' rhetorical pattern adds elegance 
to v 25: I will pour out:by measure (my spirit)::in a careful way:/ will impart 
(my knowledge). Also the final words of v 25a and b rhyme: ro~f (my spirit) 
and de'f (my knowledge). In v 25a, Ben Sira boldly employs words placed in 
the mouth of personified Wisdom in Prov 1 :23: "/will pour out [Heb 'abb{a, 
same verb as here] to you my spirit [ru~i]." The verb nb~ "to pour out," also 
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occurs in 50:27c. For the images in v 25, cf. also Job 28:25; Prov 18:4; Sir 
18:29; 39:6, 8; Isa 29: 10. 

The rest of the poem (vv 26-30) extols God's wisdom in ordering his 
creation so marvelously. From the first moment of creation God "assigned" 
to all "his works" their [appointed] tasks" (v 26; cf. NOTE); cf. Gen 1:1, 20, 
25. "He ordered ... what they were to do," lit., "He set in order his 
works" (v 27a). Gr kosmeo, "to order, arrange," is the verb from which 
derives the noun kosmos, which originally meant "order, set form," and later 
came to mean "the universe" because of its perfect "arrangement." Cf. Ps 
104:24. The author of The Wisdom of Solomon (11:20) expresses a similar 
idea: "You [the Lord] have disposed all things by measure and number and 
weight." It is God who has arranged the "domains [of the heavenly bodies] 
from generation to generation" (v 27b); cf. 17:32; Gen 1:16, 18; Pss 103:22; 
136:8-9. In the OT theology of creation, Yahweh is sovereign Lord of nature, 
and the elements of nature are mere creatures and not personalized forces to 
be feared or placated or worshipped. Everything in nature was created to 
exist in harmony and equilibrium with the rest of creation and to do precisely 
what the Lord had intended (v 27cd; cf. 43: 10; Isa 40:26). All parts of nature 
function in their assigned places (v 28); that is to say, the heavenly bodies, 
because they have been set in order (v 27a), follow their prescribed courses 
without question and never interfere with each other. Cf. Pss 104: 19; 148:5-6. 
After creating the heavens and their host, God turned his attention to, or 
"looked upon," "the earth and filled it with his good things" (v 29); cf. Gen 
l :20-3 l; Ps 104:24, 28. The expression "all manner of life" in v 30a is similar 
to the LXX of Gen 1:21, 24. The point of the colon is that all life on earth is 
due to God's creative activity; cf. Ps 104:24-30. All life, however, must ulti
mately return into earth again (v 30b); cf. 40:11; Gen 3:19; Job 34:15; Ps 
104:29; Qoh 3:20; 12:7. 

The next poem, the longest of the section (17:1-4, 6-15, 17-20, 22-24), 
speaks of the creation of human beings, of the many gifts God has endowed 
them with, and of God's knowledge of all human acts and his recompense of 
human virtue and sin. Gen 2:7 and 3:19 are the texts on which v l is based; cf. 
also Ps 146:4. The creation of humankind from the earth explains human 
frailty, inconstancy, and incompatibility with divine commands and the 
penchant to transgress them (so Duesberg-Fransen, p. 165); cf. 8:5; 17:30-32. 
Though God allots human beings only a limited number of days (v 2a; cf. 
18:9-10; Ps 90:10; Job 14:1-2; Isa 65:20), he has granted them authority 
"over all things else on earth" (v 2b; cf. Gen 1 :28; 9:2; Ps 8:6-9; Wis 9:2-3). 
He has also endowed human beings "with a strength that befits them," Gr 
kath' heautous (v 3a). Ziegler, following Grotius and Rahlfs, emends the text 
to read heauton, "(like) his own." Smend (p. 155), Box-Oesterley (p. 375), 
and Duesberg-Fransen (p. 164) agree with the emendation, which in our 
judgment is uncalled for, since the reading of all the Gr MSS makes good 
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sense. The point of 3a is that God has given human beings all the strength 
they need in order to fulfill the purposes of their creation, viz., to subdue the 
earth and to "have dominion over the fish of the sea, the birds of the air, and 
all the living things that move on the earth" (Gen 1 :28). God made human 
beings "in [his] own image" (v 3b; cf. Gen 1 :26--27)---the charter statement of 
human dignity and equality of all men, women, and children in the sight of 
God. The affirmation in v 4a is based on Gen 1 :28 and esp. 9:2; v 4b, like v 2b, 
derives from Gen 1 :28; Ps 8:6--9; Wis 9:2-3. As regards the inner Gr gloss in 
v 5, cf. NOTE. Smend (p. 156) quotes Grotius to the effect that this addition 
was inserted by a Stoic reader of the book, for Stoics used to speak of three 
other senses in addition to the usual five (sight, touch, smell, hearing, taste); 
the third extra sense, however, is omitted in the gloss. 

God's splendid gifts to humankind are enumerated in vv 6--10. Sensory and 
psychological, intellectual and moral endowments (vv 6--8) the Creator has 
granted human beings so "that they may glory in his wondrous deeds and 
praise his holy name" (vv 9-10). In v 6a, Gr diaboulion, "discretion," is the 
same word the grandson employed to translate Heb ye~er in 15:14b, in which 
text the word means "free will" (cf. COMMENT on 15:14). The arrangement 
of the various human endowments in v 6 is interesting: the first (discretion) 
and last (understanding heart) are intellectual-moral; the middle three 
(tongue, eyes, ears) are sensory-physical. Regarding the "understanding 
heart" (lit., a heart to understand), cf. 1 Kgs 3:9. Wisdom and knowledge are 
not human accomplishments but are gifts with which God fills people (v 7a). 
V 7b is a clear allusion to Gen 2: 17 and 3:5, 22. Even the fear of the Lord is a 
divine gift, one of the purposes of which is to show human beings "the gran
deur of his works" (v 8); cf. 18:4. To glory in God's "wondrous deeds" and to 
"praise his holy name" (vv 9-10) are an essential part of Israelite life and 
religious observance, i.e., of the fear of the Lord. G. von Rad (Old Testament 
Theology, vol. l, pp. 369-70) writes: "Praise is man's most characteristic 
mode of existence: praising and not praising stand over against one another 
like life and death." Cf. vv 27-28; 15:9-10; 51:17, 22, 29. 

In v 11, the "knowledge," which God "set before" (read Gr proetheken 
instead of prosetheken of all the MSS and versions) the Chosen People, is 
explained as "a law pledging life" (lit., the law of life); that is to say, the Law 
is Israel's true knowledge and wisdom, which no other society can match. Cf. 
1:11-30 with COMMENT. "The law oflife," a phrase that occurs also in 45:5d, 
is described in Deut 30: 11-20; cf. Bar 4: 1-4. The "everlasting covenant" (v 
12a), which is called "the law that endures forever" in Bar 4:lb, is the cove
nant made on Sinai when God revealed "his commandments" (v 12b) to 
Moses; cf. Exod 19:2-20:17 and Deut 5:1-22. What the Israelites saw of 
God's "majestic glory" and heard of "his glorious voice" (v 13) is described 
in Exod 19:16--19 and 24:15-17; cf. 45:5; Isa 30:30. Inv 14a, the injunction to 
"avoid all evil" is a summary of all the negative commandments, "Thou shalt 
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not ... "--especially the prohibitions against idolatry, false worship, and 
work on the sabbath, about which the first part of the Ten Commandments 
(Exod 20:1-11; Deut 5:6-15) is concerned. The "precepts about [our] neigh
bors" (v 14b) refer to the second part of the Decalogue (Exod 20:12-17; Deut 
5:16-21). Thus v 14 alludes to the great commandments of the Law-to love 
God above all things (Deut 6:5) and to love our neighbor as ourself (Lev 
19:18); cf. Matt 22:34-40; Mark 12:28-34; Luke 10:25-28; l John 4:21; Rom 
13:8-10. Cf. J. De Fraine, "Het Loflied op de menselijke Waardigheid in Eccli 
17,1-4," BTFT 11(1950):10-22; and H. Duesberg, "La Dignite de l'homme: 
Siracide 16,24-17,14," BVC 82 (1968): 15-21. 

Some authors consider vv 15-24 as a separate poem-so Box-Oesterley 
(pp. 376-77); Spicq (pp. 653-54); Ziegler (pp. 203-4); and Duesberg-Fransen 
(pp. 166-67). These verses describe God's clear knowledge of human acts and 
thoughts and the divine retribution to be accorded to all men and women as 
they deserve. The Lord knows human "ways" because "they cannot be hid
den from his eyes" (v 15); cf. Ps 90:8. In the Law revealed on Sinai, Yahweh 
traced out the "way" the Israelites should walk; cf. Deut 5:32-33; 8:6; 10:12; 
11 :22; 19:9; 26: 17; 30: 16. But as the gloss in Gil (cf. NOTE) explains, the 
ways of human beings are "directed toward evils" rather than toward God. 
In v 17, Ben Sira refers either to the fact that Gentile nations have merely 
secular rulers whereas Israel has God himself as sovereign, or more probably 
to the belief that each of the pagan nations has an angel to act as God's 
intermediary in its behalf (cf. Deut 32:8; Dan 10:13-21), whereas Israel has 
no intermediary but has immediate access to God because Israel is "the 
Lord's own portion" (cf. Deut 32:9). The OT affirms that Israel was 
Yahweh's own "peculiar people," Heb 'am segulki; cf. Exod 19:5; Deut 7:6; 
14:2; 26:18; Ps 135:4; Mal 3:17. For the gloss (v 18) in Gil, cf. NOTE. What
ever people do is "clear as the sun" to God (v 19a), who knows "their ways" 
(v l 9b); cf. 16: 17, 20-23; 23: 19; Ps 94: 11. Their "wickedness" and "sins" are 
also "before the Lord" (v 20); cf. Qoh 12: 14; Ps 33: 15; Isa 65:6; Jer 51 :5; Dan 
7:10. Cf. NOTE for the gloss (v 21) in Gii. 

A person's "goodness," Gr eleemosyne (lit., almsgiving; cf. COMMENT on 
3:14-15), on the other hand, "God cherishes like a signet ring," i.e., like 
something very precious (v 22a; cf. 49: 11; Jer 22:24; Hag 2:23), and his "vir
tue [Gr charis], like the apple of his eye" (v 22b; cf. Deut 32: 10; Ps 17:8; Prov 
7:2; Zech 2:12). In 40:17, charis and eleemosyne, rendering Heb ~esed and 
!fed<iqri, respectively, also refer to human virtue. The "signet ring" or "seal" 
(Gr sphragis, Heb ~6t<im) was hung by a cord about the neck (Gen 38:18) or 
worn on a finger of the hand (Jer 22:24); both customs are alluded to in Cant 
8:6. The ~6t<im was used to attest a royal letter (1 Kgs 21:8) or to seal a 
precious article (Tob 7: 14; 9:5). For the idea that God "cherishes" (Gr synter
esei, lit., keeps, preserves) human "goodness" and "virtue," cf. Tob 12:12 and 
Acts 10:4. See NOTE regarding the extra colon found in Gii. V 23 resumes 
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the thought of v 20: God "will rise up" in judgment and repay sinners (v 23a). 
V 23b may be translated, lit.: "and their retribution he will render on their 
own head," a sentiment Ben Sira borrowed from Joel 4:4, 7, on the LXX of 
which the grandson modeled his Gr translation. Cf. also Ps 7: 17; Jer 23: 19; 
Ezek 22:31. In v 24, "the penitent" are those who "turn away" from their 
sinful ways and "turn back" (Heb sub) to the Lord; cf. COMMENT on 4:26a 
and 5:7a. The "way back" (v 24a) is to divine grace and favor. Repentance is 
a central message of the prophets (cf., for example, Isa 31 :6; 44:22; Jer 3: 12, 
14, 22; 18:11; 25:5; 35:15; Ezek 14:6; 18:30; 33:11; Hos 14:2) and of Jesus (cf. 
Luke 5:32; 15 :7; Rev 2:5, 16, 21, 22; 3:3, 19). For the belief expressed in v 24a, 
cf. Ezek 33: 11: "As I live, says the Lord Yahweh, I swear I take no pleasure 
in the death of the sinner, but rather in the sinner's turning away from his 
way, that he may live. Turn, turn from your evil ways! Why should you die, 0 
house of Israel?" For the idea in v 24b, cf. Ezek 37:11-14. V 24 serves as a 
transition to the next poem. 

Ben Sira opens the poem in vv 25-32 with a prophetic call to repentance. 
Vv 25-26 contain the various acts sinners must do and attitudes they must 
cultivate if conversion is to be sincere. "Return to the Lord" (v 25a; cf. 5:7; 
Mal 3:7) is the global invitation to repent. But one cannot return to the Lord 
unless one gives up sin and prays (cf. 39:5) and does one's best to minimize 
one's "offenses" (v 25b), which, owing to human weakness, are inevitable. To 
"turn to the Most High" means to "turn away from sin" (v 26a) and to "hate 
intensely what he loathes" (lit., the abomination; v 26b; cf. I 5: 13a). In 2 Chr 
33:12-19, Manasseh is reported to have undergone a conversion by doing the 
things Ben Sira describes here. Cf. NOTE for the gloss that Gll has between 
the two cola of v 26; regarding the idea that God "leads out of darkness into 
the light of life," cf. also Tob 14: 10. In vv 27a and 28a, Ben Sira expresses the 
belief, which was normative up to his time, that "the netherworld," or Sheol 
(Gr Hades), was not a place of retribution after death; rather in Sheol, the 
dead-saints and sinners alike-shared a dark, listless, dismal existence sepa
rated from God; cf. Ps 88:4-7. Cf. COMMENT on 7:17 and 11:26 and INTRO
DUCTION, Part X, 4; see also A. A. Di Lella, CBQ 28 (1966): 143-46. Only 
the living can "offer their praise" to God (vv 27b and 28b); cf. Pss 6:6; 30: 10, 
88:11-13; 115:17-18; Isa 38:18-19. Thus, in vv 27-28, Ben Sira suggests good 
reasons why sinners should repent, viz., to stay alive so that they may glorify 
the Lord. V 28a compares the dead to "those who have never lived"-an
other strong denial of life after death. Syr omits the verse, probably because of 
this denial, which was contrary to the Christian belief in rewards and punish
ments after death; on the Christian origin of the Syriac Peshi~ta translation of 
Ben Sira, cf. INTRODUCTION, Part VIII, 3c. 

In v 29, Ben Sira continues the theme of repentance by extolling the great
ness of the Lord's "mercy" and "his forgiveness." Cf. Pss 86:5, 15; 103:8; 
111 :4; 117:2; 145:7-9; Joel 2: 13; Jonah 4:2. God knows how weak and fragile 
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human beings are, how they tend to be wayward and unfaithful; hence he is 
merciful to those who, having sinned, "return to him" (v 29b); cf. 8:5; Gen 
6:5, 8:21; Ps 103:11-13; Jas 3:2. The point of v 30a seems to be that human 
beings are not as understanding, compassionate, and merciful as the Lord, for 
they are mortal (v 30b); cf. v l; Ps 103:15-18. For v 30b, Syr reads: "nor is his 
[God's] thought like the thought of human beings"-cf. Isa 55:8-9; Jdt 8: 16. 
In v 31, Ben Sira employs an analogy of peculiar logic to make his point: just 
as the sun, which is brightest of all, can be eclipsed, so "obscure" (lit., evil) 
are "the thoughts of flesh and blood." In more logical terms, the verse says: If 
the sun, most brilliant of the stars, can at times fail to give light, how much 
more can a human fail, who is but "flesh and blood." For similar metaphors, 
cf. Job 15:14-16; 25:4-6. V 32 continues the imagery ofv 3la; "The hosts of 
highest heaven" (v 32a) are the sun, moon, and stars (cf. 24:2; 42:16-17; Deut 
4: 19; 17:3; Isa 34:4; Matt 24:29). God holds them "accountable" because the 
pagans and even unfaithful Israelites worshipped them as gods; cf. Isa 24:21 
and Jer 8:2. In using the expression "the hosts of highest heaven," Ben Sira 
probably had in mind also the angels; cf. Job 38:7; Dan 12:3. The point of v 
32, therefore, is that if the heavenly bodies and angels come under God's 
judgment, how much more do human beings, who are but "dust and ashes," a 
phrase used also in l0:9a and 40:3b (cf. COMMENT on 10:9a); cf. Job 4:17-21; 
15:15-16; 25:4-6. God, however, does not judge human beings harshly but 
mercifully-a theme taken up in the next poem. 

The last poem (18:1, 2a, 4-14) of this section is a hymn extolling the Lord 
as righteous and merciful judge. In contrast to human beings, who are "dust 
and ashes" (l 7:32b), the Lord is "the Eternal" (lit., the One who lives for
ever) and "the judge [cf. NOTE] of all alike" (v 1). Regarding the divine title 
"the One who lives forever," cf. Dan 4:31; 6:27; 12:17. For the sentiment ofv 
2a, cf. Ps 5 l :6. Cf. NOTE for an explanation of the gloss (vv 2b--3) in Gil. In 
vv 4-7, Ben Sira states that it is impossible for men and women to appreciate 
the splendor and majesty of God as manifested in creation. The rhetorical 
questions in vv 4 and 5 make it clear that no one is capable of celebrating the 
Lord's works and majestic power in the measure they deserve. Cf. 1:3, 6; 
42: 17; Ps 145:3; Job 9: 10. For the thought of v 6, cf. also 42:21. The point of v 
7, which employs hyperbole to dramatize the conviction expressed in v 6, is 
that when a person "ends" contemplating "the wonders of the Lord" (v 6b; 
cf. Ps 77:12-13; 78:12) in order to "penetrate" them, he is "only beginning," 
and "when he stops" altogether, "he is still bewildered" by the impossibility 
of the task. The question in v Sa is an echo of Ps 8:5 that is found also in Ps 
144:3 and Job 7:17. In view of God's utter transcendence and of human 
insignificance in the presence of divine majesty, "the good" and "the evil" in 
men and women are hardly worthy of consideration (v Sb); cf. Job 35:5-8. Vv 
9 and 10 continue the idea of human smallness before God. Even if a person 
should live to be a hundred (v 9; cf. Ps 90: 10), "these few years" are "like a 
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drop of the sea's water [cf. Isa 40:15], like a grain of sand among the 
days of eternity" (v 10). For a parallel to v 9, see Phibis, xvii 21 (Sanders, p. 
71). Cf. 1:2; 17:2; Ps 90:3-6. For the addition after v 9 in Gii, cf. NoTE. 

Because human beings are so puny and short-lived, the Lord of the uni
verse "is patient" with them "and showers his mercy upon them" (v 11). 
Being all-knowing and all-seeing, God "understands that their death [lit., 
overthrow] is grievous [lit., evil]"; hence "he forgives them all the more" (v 
12). Cf. Ps 36:6--10. Vv 11and12 depict the tender love and mercy of God for 
men and women who are painfully conscious of their impermanence and 
mortality; cf. Matt 11 :28. A person tends to "be merciful to his neighbor," 
but the Lord, who makes no distinctions, has mercy on "all flesh" (v 13ab). 
The Lord will be the "shepherd" of all his people, guiding (lit., bringing back) 
his flock by "reproving, admonishing, [and] teaching" them (v 13cd). Cf. 2 
Mace 6: 12-16; Wis 12: 19-22. The beautiful image of the Lord as Shepherd 
derives from Isa 40:11; Ezek 34:11-16; Pss 23; 80:2. Jesus appropriates to 
himself the title of "Good Shepherd" in John 10:11-18; cf. 1 Pet 2:25; Heb 
13:20; Rev 7:17. The Lord is especially "merciful to those who accept his 
guidance" (lit., instruction; cf. 1 :27; 4: 17; 6: 18, 8:8) and "who are diligent in 
his precepts" (v 14; cf. Ps 119:20, 30, 43, 52, 62, 75, 102, 106, 108, 120, 164, 
175). Such are the wise who fear the Lord by keeping his commands; cf. 1: 11-
30; 6:32-37; 15:1; 21:6; Prov 10:8. Thus this lengthy section opens with an 
exhortation to the wise (16:24) and closes with a remark about the mercy 
accorded to the wise (18:14). For further study of this passage, cf. L. Alonso 
Schakel, "The Vision of Man in Sirach 16:24-17:14," in J. G. Gammie et al., 
eds., Israelite Wisdom: Theological and Literary Essays in Honor of Samuel 
Terrien, pp. 235-45. 



25. Prudential Warnings 
(18: 15-19: 17) 

18 15 My son, to your charity add no reproach, 
nor spoil any gift by harsh words. 

16 Like dew that abates a burning wind, 
so does a word transform a gift. 

17 Sometimes the word means more than the gift; 
both are offered by a kindly person. 

18 Only a fool upbraids before giving; 
a grudging gift wears out the expectant eyes. 

19 Be informed before speaking; 
before sickness prepare the cure. 

20 Before you are judged, examine yourself, 
and at the time of scrutiny you will meet with 

forgiveness. 
21 Before you fall, humble yourself; 

when you have sinned, show repentance. 

G 

Delay not to forsake sins, s 
neglect it not till you are in distress. 

Do not set a time for abandoning sin; 
remember that death will not delay. 

22 Let nothing prevent the prompt payment of your vows, G 

wait not to fulfill them when you are dying. 
23 Before making a vow have the means to fulfill it; 

be not one who puts the Lord to the test. 
24 Think of wrath and the day of death, 

the time of punishment when he will hide his face. 
25 Remember the time of hunger in the time of plenty, 

poverty and want in the day of wealth. 
26 Between morning and evening the weather changes; 

before the Lord all things are fleeting. 
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27 The wise is circumspect in all things; 
when sin is rife he keeps himself from wrongdoing. 

28 Any learned person should make wisdom known; s 
he who attains to her should declare her praise: 

29 Those trained in her words must show their wisdom, 
pouring out proverbs in a careful way. 

30 Go not after your lusts, G 

but keep your desires in check. 
31 If you satisfy your lustful appetites, 

they will make you the sport of your enemies. 
32 Have no joy in the pleasures of a moment c 

which bring on poverty redoubled; 
33 Become not a glutton and a winebibber 

with nothing in your purse. 
19 I Whoever does so grows no richer; 

whoever wastes the little he has will be stripped bare. 
2 Wine and women make the mind giddy, 

and the companion of prostitutes becomes reckless. G 

4 He who lightly trusts in them has no sense, 
and he who strays after them sins against his own life. 

3 Rottenness and worms will possess him, 
for contumacious desire destroys its owner. c 

s He who gloats over evil will meet with evil; s 
6 he who repeats an evil report has no sense. 
7 Never repeat gossip, 

and you will not be reviled. 
s Tell nothing accusing to friend or foe; G 

unless withholding it would be sinful, reveal it not, 
9 For he who hears it will hold it against you, 

and in time become your enemy. 
10 Let anything you hear die within you; 

be assured it will not make you burst. 
11 When a fool hears something, he is in labor, 

like a woman giving birth to a child. 
12 Like an arrow lodged in a person's thigh 

is gossip in the breast of a fool. 



18:15-19:17 PRUDENTIAL WARNINGS 

13 Admonish your friend-he may not have done it; 
and if he did, that he may not do it again. 

14 Admonish your neighbor-he may not have said it; 
and if he did, that he may not say it again. 

is Admonish your friend-often it may be slander; 
every story you must not believe. 

16 Then too, a person can slip and not mean it; 
who has not sinned with his tongue? 

11 Admonish your friend before you break with him; 
give due place to the Law of the Most High. 

Notes 

289 

18 28-29. For the language here, following Syr, compare the related passage 
16:24-25. 

29b. Gii adds here the gloss "Better is confidence in the one Lord than clinging 
with dead heart to a dead idol." 

33. G II follows this verse with "for you wiJI be plotting against your own life"; cf. 
19:4b. 

19 4, 3. V 3 is missing from Syr, which has v 4a (but in them is not present in 
either G or Syr). For 4b, Syr has "The one who 1.:ondemns himself, who wiJI acquit?" 
which is 10:29a transposed here. The excerpt in MS C breaks off after 19:1, 2a, 3b 
(with 2b, 3a lacking). Two MSS of Gii substitute "the one who is incontinent" for v 
4's he who strays, and it is this limited clue that suggests relating v 4 to the context of 
vv 1-3 rather than to vv 5-12, with which it seems to have no connection. (strays) 
after them (the prostitutes of 2b) interprets 4b of GI in that sense; Lat is not helpful. 

5. will meet with evil= yerau:· Syr read this as from r" II, hence, "it wiJI be the 
breaking of him"; G katagnosthesetai supposes yd~ 

5, 6. Between these two lines, Gii has two other lines apparently contrived to 
furnish, as Sb and 6a, parallels for each. They read: "But he who resists pleasures 
crowns his life" (compare perhaps 6:31); and: "he who controls his tongue will live 
without strife." Inv 6, for repeats=Ioneh=Syr, GI read sone'="hates," which ob
scures the sense. 

Sb. Both Syr and Lat read this line without the negative present in G, yielding "if 
you have a fault." G, ei me estin soi hamartia, unless (withholding it) would be sinful 
(for you), seems to be based on the circumstances of Lev 5:1, according to which it 
would be sinful for a properly adjured witness to withhold damaging testimony. The 
other versions have oversimplified the special case by supposing a personal fault in the 
speaker rather than information detrimental to a third party. Cf. Segal. 

17b. give due place to the Law: an allusion to Lev 19: 17. 
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Comment 

This section contains a series of minipoems filled with exhortations and 
wise observations about various activities in the life of the Israelite. There is 
little connection between the poems. 

The first poem (vv 15-18), one of the shortest of the group, with only four 
bicola, deals with the art of gift-giving. The inspiration of this poem comes 
from the subject matter of the previous poem (18:1-14) on God's benevolence 
and mercy, which serve as a model for the courtesy and kindness men and 
women should show one another. In the maxim of v 15, Ben Sira manifests 
again his truly human sensitivity and refinement. Readers can easily identify 
with the wisdom of his words; for indeed many a gift has been spoiled "by 
harsh words" (v 15b). A kind word, however, can "transform a gift" (v 16b) 
like the "dew that abates a burning wind" (v 16a); cf. 43:22; Hos 13:15; Jonah 
4:8. How one gives means more than what one gives (v 17a); both the courte
ous word and the gift "are offered by a kindly [or a charitable, gracious] 
person" (v l 7b). Thus, if one is to be truly charitable, one must offer kind 
words as well as goods. The fool, however, "upbraids before giving" (v 18a), 
and the ungracious and "grudging" manner in which he gives his gift ruins 
the excitement and expectation of the recipient (v 18b); cf. 20:14-15. It is 
noteworthy that Ben Sira implies that graciousness is part of wisdom, and 
discourtesy a manifestation of folly. In Jas 1:5, God is said to give "gener
ously and ungrudgingly to all"-it is this attitude in the art of giving that Ben 
Sira proposes. 

The next poem (vv 19-21) gives a series of practical injunctions that are 
related to the thoughts about God's abundant forgiveness in 18:1-14. One 
should not speak unless one is adequately informed (v 19a). V l9b states that 
one should be prepared for sickness before it strikes. For v 19, Syr reads: 
"Before you fight, seek for yourself a helper, and before you become ill, seek 
for yourself a physician"-a reading preferred by Box-Oesterley (p. 380) and 
Duesberg-Fransen (p. 170). Cf. 48:12-15. The two aphorisms about the need 
for being prepared in v 19 seem to serve as introduction to vv 20-21. Thus the 
point of this poem is that just as one should be properly informed before 
speaking so as to avoid embarrassment (v 19a) and be prepared for illness so 
as to avoid it altogether or shorten it as much as possible (v 19b), so one 
should be ready for God's judgment by examining oneself (v 20a) and thereby 
"meet with [God's] forgiveness" (v 20b). V 21 develops this thought further. 
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In v 2 la, "before you fall" is from Syr; G has "before you get sick." One 
prepares oneself for the inevitable "falls" all human beings are prone to by 
humbling oneself (v 2 la); on the need for humility, cf. 1 :27; 3: 17-24; 4:8; 
7:16--17; 10:26--28. Then when one sins, one should "show repentance" (v 
21 b), i.e., one should turn away from sin and turn back to God by seeking his 
forgiveness; cf. COMMENT on 4:26. Syr alone has v 2 lc-f, but then omits v 22. 
In v 2 lc-f, Ben Sira gives four more maxims urging that repentance be not 
neglected. V 21 f is a repetition of 14: 12a, but here the reminder about death is 
motivation for repenting of sin without delay, for sin brings on the sinner an 
untimely death; cf. Deut 28: 15-20. Repentance is a key doctrine of Jewish 
and Christian faith. In the Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 43b, for example, 
we read: "He who sincerely repents is doing as much as he who builds temple 
and altar, and brings all sacrifices" (cited in Box-Oesterley, p. 380). Cf. COM
MENT on 17:24. 

The next poem (vv 22-26) opens with two bicola about the need to be 
circumspect in making vows. If one makes a vow, one should fulfill it in due 
time (v 22a) and not wait till the time of death (v 22b); cf. Qoh 5:3; Num 30:3; 
Deut 23:22-24; Ps 50:14. One should not vow rashly (v 23a), for to make a 
vow and not keep it is to put "the Lord to the test" (v 23b); cf. Deut 6:16; 
Prov 20:25; Qoh 5:4-5; Mal 1:14. The rest of the poem is a reminder that the 
Lord holds men and women accountable for their religious and moral life. 
"Wrath" is the divine response to human infidelity, which then occasions an 
untimely death for the sinner (v 24a; cf. COMMENT on v 2lf). "The day of 
death" (v 24a) is "the time of punishment" (v 24b); cf. 11 :27-28, with COM
MENT. When the Lord hides, or turns away, "his face," he repudiates and 
punishes the sinner; cf. Deut 31:17-21; 32:20-25; Ps 10:1. To "think of 
wrath" and "the time of punishment" can, therefore, be salvific, for it may 
motivate one who is tempted to compromise to remain faithful instead. V 25 
continues the same idea: in time of plenty and of wealth one should remember 
that sin can result in "hunger" and "poverty"-two of the divine punish
ments the sinner was repeatedly told to expect; cf., for example, Deut 8: 10-
20; 28:31-34. The image about the changeability of the weather (v 26a) un
derscores how "before the Lord all things are fleeting" (v 26b), so that one 
should not become proud or think one is self-sufficient when one has been 
blessed with wealth and plenty (v 25); cf. Job 4: 17-21; Ps 90:4-6; Luke 
12: 16--21. 

The next poem, only three bicola (vv 27-29) in length, describes the atti
tude and conduct of the wise with regard to the questions discussed in the 
three previous poems ( vv 15-18; 19-21; and 22-26). The wise are, of course, 
those who heed the exhortations Ben Sira writes in this section. Being "cir
cumspect" or discreet (Gr eulabethesetai; the noun from this verb occurs in 
the LXX of Prov 28: 14) "in all things," the wise always walk the way of the 
Lord and keep themselves "from wrongdoing" regardless of the outside pres-
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sure to give in to sin (v 27). To be wise means to keep the Law by fearing the 
Lord; cf. COMMENT on 1: 11-30 and INTRODUCTION, Part x, 1. It is the 
responsibility of the wise to "make wisdom known" and to "declare her 
praise" (v 28) so that others may be encouraged to pursue her. Since the wise 
are "trained in her words" (cf. Prov 1 :23; 13: 13) they "must show their 
wisdom" by "pouring out proverbs in a careful way" (v 29), as Ben Sira is 
doing in this passage; cf. 20:30-31; Prov 18:4. In 39:6; 47:8; and 51:17, it is 
God himself who is praised as Source of wisdom. See NOTE for the gloss that 
Gil adds after v 29b. 

In the next poem (18:30-19:3), Ben Sira warns against sensual desires that 
are inordinate, hence unlawful. Syr opens the poem with "My son." Most Gr 
and Lat MSS have before v 30 the title "(On) self-control of the soul." V 30 
serves as topic sentence of the poem. The following verses specify which 
"lusts" and "desires" in particular need to be held "in check" (v 30); cf. 2 
Tim 2:22; Jas 1: 14. Giving in to "lustful appetites" makes one "the sport of 
[one's] enemies" (v 31). A similar thought is expressed in 6:4; cf. also 42: 1 la
d. The reason why one should beware of "the pleasures of a moment" (v 32a) 
is that the sinful satisfaction of carnal desires brings financial ruin (cf. 9:6; 
Prov 5:10) and poor health together with untimely death (cf. Prov 2:16--19; 
5:3-6, 11-12; 7:27), the "poverty redoubled" of v 32b. For the prohibition 
against gluttony and drunkenness (v 33a), cf. Deut 21 :20 and Prov 23:20. The 
idea of drinking (and eating) "with nothing in your purse" (v 33b) brings to 
mind the lines of Henry Sambrooke Leigh (1837-83): "The rapturous, wild, 
and ineffable pleasure I Of drinking at somebody else's expense" ("Stanzas to 
an Intoxicated Fly"). For the addition after v 33b in Gil, cf. NOTE. These 
two forms of overindulgence lead to poverty (19:1); cf. Prov 21:17 and 23:21. 
For the idea that wine as well as whores can be a source of evil (v 2), cf. 
31 :25-30; Hos 4: 10-11; Prov 20: 1; 31 :3-5. See also Phibis, v 22 (Sanders, pp. 
71-72). For the sense and arrangement ofvv 4 and 3, in that order, see NOTE. 
It is the fool, the person with "no sense," who "lightly trusts in" prostitutes 
(v 4a), for such a person sins "against his own life" (v 4b), a thought already 
mentioned in 18:31-32. "Rottenness and worms will possess him," i.e., he 
will die an early death; cf. Gal 6:8. Cf. 10: 11 for what happens to all people 
when they die. V 3b repeats 6:4a verbatim. Petrarch (1304-74) has a variant 
of the thought in v 3b: "A short cut to riches is to subtract from our desires" 
(Epistolae de rebus familiaribus, vii 10). 

In the next poem (vv 5-12), Ben Sira warns against the evils of gossip. Not 
only is repeating gossip a wicked thing and a sign of folly (v 6), but to gloat 
over or rejoice in evil will result in evil for the perpetrator (v 5). For the two 
extra cola that Gil has between vv 5 and 6, see NOTE. As a keen observer of 
the human scene, Ben Sira implies here that sins of the tongue as well as 
carnal desires are among the principal vices men and women are prone to; cf. 
22:27-23:27 and 28:13-26. Gossipmongers, though they have a ready audi-
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ence, are trusted by no one and reviled by all, for one never can be sure when 
one will become the subject of gossip from such persons-the point of v 7; cf. 
Prov 17:9; 25:9-10. Gossip is vicious because, as Alexander Pope (1688-
1744) remarked: "At every word a reputation dies" (The Rape of the Lock, iii, 
16). Gossip is tempting because it "is vice enjoyed vicariously" (Elbert Hub
bard [1856--1915], Philistine, xix). What is said in v 7 is an echo of the famous 
saying of Hesiod (eighth century B.c.): "If you say a bad thirig, you may soon 
hear a worse thing said about you" (Works and Days, 721). V Ba repeats the 
idea of v 7a. The point of v 8b is that one should not speak of another's faults 
unless by keeping silence one should become an accomplice in another's sin 
by withholding testimony after one has sworn to tell the trt1th (cf. NOTE). 
The person who hears the gossip "will hold it against you, and in time be
come your enemy" (v 9) for, as the Spanish proverb puts it, "Whoever gossips 
to you will gossip about you." The advice in v !Oa to let any gossip "you hear 
die within you" is sound. The thought of v lOb derives from Job 32:18-19. 
When the fool hears gossip, "he is in labor, like a woman giving birth" (v 11); 
he simply cannot refrain from gossiping. Another colorful image (v 12a) 
suggests how powerful is the fool's urge to get out gossip once it lodges in his 
"breast" (lit., belly). 

The last poem ( vv 13-17) in this section is concerned with the fraternal 
correction one owes one's friend after hearing gossip about him. The impera
tive "admonish" (Gr elegxon) occurs from time to time in the five bicola. Vv 
13-14 states delicately the situation one is often confronted with when one 
hears unsavory st9ries about friends. The gossip you heard may have no truth 
in it, but still it is wise to tell or "admonish" your friend about it, lest his 
reputation be hurt even more (vv 13a, 14a). And if he did (v 13b) or said (v 
14b) what the gossip alleges of him, you should admonish him, "that he may 
not do it again" (v 13b) or "say it again" (v 14b). Often the malicious gossip 
you hear is nothing but slander (v 15a), which "you must not believe" (v 
15b). "What some invent the rest enlarge" (Jonathan Swift [1667-1745], 
Journal of a Modern Lady). Cf. Deut 13:13-15; 17:4; 19:18. The charitable 
and courteous admonition one owes a friend in the circumstances described 
in vv 13-15 should be given in a spirit of mercy and kindness because the 
friend may have slipped and not meant it (v 16a). One should also be keenly 
aware of one's own weakness, and should be especially careful not to sin 
"with [one's] tongue" (v 16b); cf. 20:18a; 21:7(G); 25:8c; 28:26. Cf. John 8:7; 
Matt 7:1-5. You should admonish your friend "before you break with him" (v 
17a; Gr apeilesai, lit., threaten, but in the LXX of Gen 27:42 this verb renders 
Heb mitna~em, which means "ease oneself [by taking vengeance]"; it is this 
Heb that probably lay at the basis of G; hence the translation here). But 
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above all, "give due place to the Law of the Most High" (v 17b), a reference 
to Lev 19: 17-18: "Though you may have to reprove your fellow man, do not 
incur sin because of him. Take no revenge and cherish no grudge against your 
fellow countrymen. You shall love your neighbor as yourself." 



19 

26. Wisdom and Folly in Word and in Deed 
(19:18-20:32) 

20 The whole of wisdom is fear of the Lord; G 

complete wisdom is the fulfillment of the Law.b 
22 The knowledge of wickedness is not wisdom, 

nor is there prudence in the counsel of sinners. 
23 There is a resourcefulness that is detestable, 

while the fool may be free from sin. s 
24 Better those with little understanding who fear God, G 

than those of abounding intelligence who violate 
the Law. 

25 There is a shrewdness, keen but dishonest, 
which turns to duplicity to win a judgment. 

26 There is the wicked who is bowed in grief, 
but is full of guile within; 

21 He bows his head and feigns not to hear, 
but when not observed, he will take advantage of 

you: 

• 18 Fear of the Lord is the source of a welcome; GII 

and wisdom from him obtains love. 
19 Knowledge of the Lord's commandments is life-giving 

instruction; 
those who do what pleases him will harvest the fruit of 

the tree of immortality. 

b 2oc and awareness of his universal sovereignty. 
21 The slave who says to his master, "What pleases you I will 

not do," 
even if afterward he does it, provokes the one who has 

him in his care. 
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THE WISDOM OF BEN SIRA § XXVI 

28 Even if lack of strength keeps him from sinning, 
when he finds the opportunity he will do harm. 

29 One can tell a person by his appearance; 
the prudent is known as such when first met. 

30 A person's attire, his hearty laughter, and his gait 
proclaim him for what he is. 

1 An admonition can be untimely, 
and a person may be wise to hold his peace. 

2 An admonition is too good to be resented, 
3 for one who admits his fault will be kept from 

disgrace. 
4 Like a eunuch lusting for intimacy with a maiden 

is he who does right under compulsion. 
s One person is silent and is thought wise; 

another, for being talkative, is disliked. 
6 One person is silent because he has nothing to say; 

another is silent, biding his time. 
7 The wise is silent till the right time comes, 

but a boasting fool ignores the proper time. 
8 He who talks too much is detested; 

he who pretends to authority is hated. 

9 Some misfortunes bring success, 
some things gained are a person's loss. 

10 Some gifts do no one any good, 
and some must be paid back double. 

11 Humiliation can follow fame, 
while from obscurity a person can lift up his head. 

12 A person may purchase much for little, 
but pay for it seven times over. 

13 A wise speaker makes himself accepted, 
but fools' blandishments are poured out in vain. 

14 A gift from a rogue will do you no good, 
for in his eyes his one gift is equal to seven. 

is He gives little and criticizes often, 
and like a crier he shouts aloud. 

He lends today, he asks it back tomorrow; 
hateful indeed is such a person. 

16 The fool says, "I have no friends, 
nor thanks for my generosity"; 

c 

G 



19:18-20:32 WISDOM AND FOLLY IN WORD AND IN DEED 

Those who eat his bread, with mocking tongue 
17 again and again laugh him to scorn. 

18 Lost footing is not as bad as a slip of the tongue; 
that is why the downfall of the wicked comes so 

quickly. 

297 

19 A delicacy served up insipid is the tale untimely told; s 
the heedless are always ready to offer it. G 

20 A proverb when spoken by a fool is unwelcome, 
for he does not utter it at the proper time. 

21 A person through want may be unable to sin; 
when he comes to his rest he need not have regrets. 

22 One may destroy oneself through shame, c 
and bring on one's own ruin by foolish posturing. 

23 One may give false hopes to a friend out of shame, 
and have him for an enemy needlessly. 

24 A lie is a foul blot in a person, G 

yet it is constantly on the lips of the heedless. 
25 Better a thief than an inveterate liar, 

yet both will suffer disgrace; 
26 A liar's way leads to dishonor, 

his shame remains ever with him. 

27 A wise speaker advances himself; 
a prudent person pleases the great. 

28 He who works his land has a heaping yield; 
he who pleases the great can make amends for guilt. 

29 Favors and gifts blind the eyes; 
like a muzzle over the mouth they silence reproof. 

30 Hidden wisdom and unseen treasure-
of what value is either? 

31 Better the one who hides his folly 
than the one who hides his wisdom." 

a 32 It is better to await the inevitable while serving the Lord Gii 

than to be the ungoverned helmsman for the careening of 
one's life. 
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Notes 

19 18-22. Gil here clusters several glosses around the beginning ofa new section 
of Ben Sira's text (vv 20, 22). 

23b. free from sin=Syr; G="lacking in wisdom." 
25c. Gil adds the gloss "and there is the wise who judges justly." 
20 3. disgrace= ~esed II, cf. 41 :22 (M); G's elatt6se6s supposes ~6ser. 
4. This verse appears again in GI and Syr with some variation as 30:20, where it is 

attested in two separate forms in MS B. In the present context, a case could be made 
for reading it before 19:28. 

5b. for being talkative=beriib (sfa~)=Syr; MSC has bMb (Ha~); G=meriib. 
7b. a boasting fool= GI. MSC has no equivalent for boasting; its form of this line is 

reflected in Gii as an addition to 18:27. From GI, Syr, and Lat, it is not clear what 
qualification is to be added to fool here, though each supposes an added term. 

Sb. Gii adds "How good it is to show repentance when rebuked; for thus you will 
flee deliberate sin." This seems a paraphrase of v 3 as it has been understood above. 

13. MSC has a secondary form of this verse after its citation of 37:26. For discus
sion, cf. Rilger, pp. 2-3; he argues against en oligois, which Ziegler has taken from 
G II. V 13a seems to have been influenced (also in MS C) by an expanded form of 27a. 

14a. After this line, Gii adds "and likewise that [gift] from a miser out of some 
need of his." 

17. After this line, Gii has "For he did not hold in esteem his having what he had, 
and not having it is all the same to him." 

19. A delicacy served up insipid: the image in Syr is quite specific, in the much 
expanded rendering "Just like the fatty tail (of a sheep), which cannot be eaten with· 
out salt, is the word untimely spoken." The special portion reserved by Samuel for 
Saul at a feast (I Sam 9:24) included the fatty tail for which Near Eastern sheep were 
noted; that text has been obscured in the extant Heb because of a seeming conflict with 
the laws of sacrifice in Exod 29:22; Lev 3:9; 7:3; 8:25; 9:19. See Peters (1913); Segal. 
Syr does not have 19b, which in G is identical with 24b. The Gr of 19a has "[Like] an 
unpleasant man [is] an untimely tale." 

27. A heading, "Proverbial Sayings," precedes this verse in G (later recensions 
omit it); it appears also (garbled) in Syr. It is an inappropriately placed gloss. 

29a. blind the eyes: GI adds "of the wise"; Lat and Bohairic add "of judges"; Syr 
has neither of these glosses. 

30-31. These verses recur in 41:14-15 already in G, where the two halves of41:16 
are separated by them. M (in chap. 41) has the Heb form of the two verses without the 
confusion that attends the Gr (and Lat) texts; so does Cairo MS B. 

32. This verse is present in a single Gr manuscript (248). The image in 32b is that 
of a charioteer rather than a navigator; the vehicle is hurtling aimlessly. 
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Comment 

This section on the nature of true wisdom and folly contains several loosely 
connected poems. The expression "the Law" in vv l 7b and 20b serves as a 
mot crochet that links this section to the previous one (18: 15-19: 17). 

Gii inserts two bicola (vv 18-19) before, and adds three cola (vv 20c-21) 
after, the opening bicolon (v 20) of this new section; cf. Non~ .. "The fruit of 
the tree of immortality" (v 19b) is a clear reference to a blessed afterlife (cf. 
Rev 22: 19)-a doctrine foreign to the thought of Ben Sira. Cf. COMMENT on 
7:17; 11:26; and INTRODUCTION, Part X, 4. Inv 20, Ben Sira again equates 
"wisdom" with "fear of the Lord" and "fulfillment of the Law." Cf. COM
MENT on 1:11-30; 6:32-37; 15:1; 21:6. V 21 in Gii is a Christian interpola
tion based on Matt 21:30. The Greeks, who gloried in their knowledge of 
philosophy, science, and technology, considered themselves wise. But Ben 
Sira asserts: Not all knowledge is wisdom (v 22a), nor is "the counsel of 
sinners" (cf. Wis 1:3-5) prudence (v 22b); cf. Ps l:l. For a certain type of 
"resourcefulness" (Gr panourgia) is "detestable" (lit., an abomination). Pan
ourgia (v 23a) means, lit., "ability to do all things," hence, "craftiness, savoir 
faire." For the Jew, such an attitude is indeed an "abomination," for it leads 
to arrogance and. an attitude of total self-sufficiency, which are contrary to 
authentic religion. Cf. 21: l 2b; 23: l. There is, however, a "resourcefulness" 
that is quite legitimate; cf., for example, Prov l :4a, where panourgia is used 
by the LXX to translate Heb 'ormd, "prudence, skill," a noun in parallel with 
da'at, "knowledge," and mezimmd, "purpose, discretion." In contrast to the 
sinner who is clever and resourceful (v 23a) there is "the fool" who is "free 
from sin" (v 23b). The point of v 23 is that it is better to be considered "a 
fool" in the eyes of others but "free from sin" in the eyes of God than to be a 
clever person who is an abomination. V 24 restates the thought of v 23: it is 
better to be less intelligent and to "fear God" than to be very intelligent and 
to "violate the Law." This short poem is important for an understanding of 
Ben Sira's view that wisdom is essentially a practical matter of fearing the 
Lord (vv 20a and 24a) and keeping the Law (v 20b), and not a speculative 
matter of intelligence or schooling alone (vv 22-24). See INTRODUCTION, 
Part X, l. 

The next poem (vv 25-30) is connected to the previous one by the mot 
crochet panourgia (v 25a), now translated "shrewdness" (cf. above). It deals 
with the attitudes and conduct of the wicked who are crafty. Then as now, 
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people often consider a person to be shrewd, if through dishonesty and "du
plicity" he or she knows how "to win a judgment" (v 2Sb), but God considers 
such injustice an abomination (cf. Exod 23:6-8; Ps 18:27-28=2 Sam 22:27-
28). For the gloss after v 2Sb, cf. NOTE. Even when the wicked are "bowed in 
grief," one should be on guard, for they are hypocrites, "full of guile within" 
(v 26); cf. 12:1 lab; Ps 42:10; Mal 3:14. "To show an unfelt sorrow is an 
office I Which the false man does easy" (Shakespeare, Macbeth [1605-6], II 
iii 142). "With devotion's visage I And pious action we do sugar o'er I The 
devil himself" (Shakespeare, Hamlet [1600], III i 47). With head bowed, the 
wicked schemer pretends "not to hear" what is going on about him, "but 
when not observed, he will take advantage of you" (v 27). Hence the wily 
hypocrite cannot be trusted even when he seems humbled. "Spread yourself 
upon his bosom publicly, whose heart you would eat in private" (Ben Jonson, 
Every Man Out of His Humour [1599], iii 1). If the cunning hypocrite keeps 
from sinning for "lack of strength" (v 28a), when the occasion presents itself 
"he will do harm" (v 28b). In v 29a, Ben Sira affirms that a person can be 
known by his appearance. (Apparently he did not subscribe to the old adage 
"You can't tell a book by its cover.") After stating that "the prudent is known 
as such when first met" (v 29b), Ben Sira lists three things that "proclaim [a 
person] for what he is" (v 30b): his "attire, his hearty laughter [lit., laughter 
of the teeth], and his gait" (v 30a). Evidently Ben Sira believes these three 
things will enable one to judge whether others are hypocrites (vv 26-28) or 
"prudent" persons (v 29b). Cf. 13:25-26; 21:20; 2 Mace 6:18-28; 15:12-13. 

The next poem (20:1-8) gives wise comments and observations on the value 
of silence and of appropriate speech. Though admonitions may be called for 
in certain circumstances (cf., for example, the cases discussed in 19:13-17), 
there are other occasions when "an admonition can be untimely" (lit., not in 
season) (v la). Under such circumstances, the wise will keep silent (v lb). 
"We need a reason to speak, but none to keep silent" (Pierre Nicole [1625-
95), De la paix avec /es hommes, ii 1). "A sage thing is timely silence, and 
better than any speech (Plutarch, "The Education of Children," Moralia [ca. 
A.D. 100]). V 2 may also be translated: "It is much better to admonish than to 
be angry [Gil adds: secretly]." The reason is that the one admonished may 
admit "his fault" and thus "be kept from disgrace" (v 3; see NOTE here and 
on v 8b); cf. 19:13-14. The point of v 4 is that just as a eunuch cannot 
deflower a virgin, so a sinner cannot be compelled to do what is upright. The 
aphorism in v Sa has many echoes. "Let a fool hold his tongue and he will 
pass for a sage" (Publilius Syrus, Moral Sayings [first century B.C.], 914), 
which is a variant of Prov 17:28: "Even a fool, if he keeps silent, is considered 
wise." "Silence is the wit of fools" (Jean de La Bruyere [1645-96], Les 
Caracteres). "Silence is golden." "Blessed is the man who, having nothing to 
say, abstains from giving us wordy evidence of the fact" (George Eliot [Mary 
Ann Evans, 1819-80], The Impressions of Theophrastus Such, iv). Nobody 
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likes a babbler (vv Sb and Sa); cf. 22:6a. "They always talk, who never think" 
(Matthew Prior, "Upon This Passage in Scaligerana" [1697]). V 6a is a varia
tion of the idea expressed in v Sa: having nothing to say, a person remains 
silent (6a) and is thus thought to be wise (v Sa). V 6b and v 7a are in 
synonymous parallelism: the wise remain silent "till the right time comes." 
Cf. Prov 1S:23; 2S:l l; 26:7. "Let your speech be better than silence, or be 
silent" (Dionysius the Elder [fourth century B.C.]). But the "boasting fool 
[hendiadys; lit., the braggart and the fool; cf. NOTE] ignores the proper time" 
(v 7b). Cf. 20:20; Qoh 3:7. V Sb adds another dimension to the thought 
expressed in vv Sb and 8a: the babbler is despised also because he "pretends 
to authority," presumably the authority of the wise who have the right to 
speak; cf. Ps 12:4-S. 

The next poem (vv 9-17) contains perceptive remarks about the appear
ances of things. The observation in v 9 rings true in the experience of many: 
what at first seemed to be a "misfortune" later brought "success," and what 
seemed to be a "gain" turned out to be a person's "loss." The end result of a 
situation determines whether it is a success/gain or loss/misfortune. The 
following verses give illustrations. Even a gift may prove to be expensive 
because the giver expects double in return (v 10). "That is the bitterness of a 
gift, that it deprives us of our liberty" (Thomas Fuller, Gnomo/ogia [1732], 
43S9). "You pay a great deal too dear for what's given freely" (Shakespeare, 
The Winter's Tale [1610-11], Ii lS). The thought ofv 11 has several biblical 
counterparts: 1 Sam 2:4-9; Pss 7S:S; 113:7-9; Luke 1 :S l-S3. V 12 is a timely 
comment about the price one may ultimately pay for what one thinks was at 
first a bargain. Inv 12b, the "seven times," according to the biblical symbol
ism of the number being employed, means many times; cf. 7:3; Gen 4: l S, 24. 
The acceptance that the wise speaker wins for himself (v 13a; cf. NOTE) is the 
antithesis of the abhorrence one feels for the fool "who talks too much" (v 
8a). Even the "blandishments" or pleasantries (Gr charites, lit., "kindnesses") 
of the fool are utterly wasted (v 13b). The "wise speaker" is again discussed in 
v 27. 

When a "fool" (Gr aphron, here translated "rogue") gives you a gift, he 
does you no good, for he thinks his one gift is worth seven (v 14). The number 
"seven" in v 14b comes from Lat and Syr (cf. v 12b); G has "many." Cf. v 10. 
The fool thinks that the "little" he gives entitles him to criticize much (Gr 
pol/a; v lSa). Moreover, his criticisms are not quiet and private but loud and 
public (v l Sb). Because he is an impatient lender who expects quick repay
ment (v l Sc), he is "hateful" (v l Sd; Gil and Syr add "to God and to men"
cf. 10:7a). The reason why the fool has no friends or thanks for his generosity 
(v 16ab) is that he always seeks to be repaid for any gift he gives; cf. v 10. 
Even those who share his table mock him for his foolish attitudes about 
generosity (vv 16c-17); compare the sentiment expressed in Ps 41:10. Cf. 
NOTE for the two extra cola Gil adds after v 17. 

The next three verses ( 1 S-20) form a mini poem about inappropriate 
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speech. The maxim in v 18a is an echo of the proverb attributed to Zeno of 
Citium, the Stoic (335-263 B.C.): "Better to slip with the foot than with the 
tongue" (cited by Diogenes Laertius, Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philoso
phers, vii 26 [third century of our era]). As quick as a slip of the tongue is 
"the downfall of the wicked" (v 18b). For the literal translation of v 19a and 
its background, cf. NOTE. The colorful image used to deride "the tale un
timely told" (v l 9a) would be especially meaningful to Near Eastern people 
who prized as a delicacy the fatty tail of a sheep. Cf. Job 6:6. It is only "the 
heedless," "the uneducated, ignorant" (Gr apaideuto1) who tell such tales (v 
l 9b). Even a proverb from the mouth of a fool loses its worth because it is out 
of place (v 20); cf. 15:9; Prov 26:7, 9. 

The next poem (vv 21-23) contains maxims about poverty and shame. 
Poverty may help one avoid the occasions of sin (v 2la) so that at the end of 
the day one "need not have regrets" (v 2lb). Cf. 19:28. For the thought ofvv 
22-23, cf. 4:21; 41:14-42:8. V 22b may be translated, lit.: "and destroy one
self by folly of face." Ben Sira may be referring to the activity of those Jews 
who in order to gain social acceptance and economic advantage compromised 
their religious faith by becoming Hellenized (="foolish posturing"); cf. COM
MENT on 4:20-22 and INTRODUCTION, Part II. Cf. also Luke 9:24-26. In v 
23, the reason why one may tum a friend into "an enemy needlessly" is that 
one either gives promises that one cannot fulfill or raises "false hopes" "out of 
shame." 

The next poem, which like the previous two is only three verses in length 
(24-26), deals with the evils of lying, a subject Ben Sira discusses also in 7:13 
and 25:2; cf. Prov 6:16-19; Ps 5:7. Though "a lie is a foul blot in a person, it is 
continually in the mouth of the heedless [or uneducated, ignorant]" (v 24) 
(Gr en stomati apaideut6n endelechisthesetai, the same words found in v 19b). 
Even a thief is preferable to "an inveterate liar," though to be sure, "both will 
suffer disgrace" (v 25). In 5:14, the thief and the two-faced (or double
tongued; see COMMENT) are also said to be the objects of disgrace. Dishonor 
and shame are ever present to the liar (v 26). "In plain truth, lying is an 
accursed vice. We are not men, nor have other tie upon one another, but by 
our word" (Montaigne, "Of Liars," Essays [1580-88]). 

The next poem (vv 27-31; cf. NOTE on v 27) contains various maxims 
about the wise and the prudent, and the dangers of gifts and the uselessness of 
hidden wisdom. In v 27a, "a wise speaker" (Gr ho sophos en /ogois) is the 
same expression as in v 13a (cf. NOTE). The "prudent person" (v 27b), in 
synonymous parallelism with "a wise speaker," "pleases the great"-a refer
ence to Jewish sages at the court of the Gentile rulers of Palestine (so Smend, 
pp. 187-88). The idea expressed in v 27b occurs also in the romance of the 
successful or wise courtier. Several examples of this literary genre are found 
in the OT: Joseph at the court of Pharaoh (Genesis 37-41); Mordecai in the 
Book of Esther; Al,iiqar at the court of Esarhaddon {Tob 1 :22); and Daniel at 
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the courts of Nebuchadnezzar (Daniel 1-4), of Belshazzar (Daniel 5), and of 
Darius the Mede (Daniel 6). Cf. L. F. Hartman and A. A. Di Lella, The Book 
of Daniel, AB 23, pp. 55-61. In v 28, Ben Sira compares the diligent farmer 
who "has a heaping yield" with the wise "who pleases the great" at court and 
can thus "make amends for guilt," i.e., the displeasure of the foreign rulers 
because of some Jewish practice or custom incompatible with the Helleniza
tion policy of the crown. Cf. Dan 1:5-20; 3:4-23, 27[94]-30[97]; 6:5-29; Prov 
14:35; 16:13-14; 22:11. Inv 29a, after "eyes" G adds "of the wise," a gloss 
(see NOTE) based on Deut 16:19. For the thought of v 29a, cf. Exod 23:8; 
Deut 16:19. The taking of bribes was severely condemned in the OT; cf. Prov 
15:27; 17:23. It is the responsibility of the wise to reprove the unlearned and 
the young. Gifts tend to "silence reproof" (v 29b); hence it is risky for the 
wise to accept them. Vv 30-31 (cf. NOTE) speak of the futility of "hidden 
wisdom." These verses are related to v 29b in that the wise who remain silent 
hide their wisdom; cf. Matt 25:14-30. As regards the extra bicolon found in 
Codex 248, cf. NOTE. 



27. Sin and Folly of Various Kinds 
(21:1-22:18) 

21 1 My son, if you have sinned, do so no more, 
and for your past sins pray to be forgiven. 

2 Flee from sin as from a serpent 
that will bite you if you go near it; 

Its teeth are lion's teeth, 
destructive of human souls. 

3 Every offense is a two-edged sword; 
when it cuts, there can be no healing. 

4 Panic and pride wither wealth away; 
it is thus the household of the proud is uprooted. 

5 Prayer from the lips of the poor is heard at once, 
and justice is quickly granted him. 

6 Whoever hates correction walks the sinner's path, 
but whoever fears the Lord repents in his heart. 

7 Widely known is the ready speaker, 
but the wise knows when he is at fault. 

8 Whoever builds his house with another's money 
is collecting stones for his funeral mound. 

9 A band of criminals is like a bundle of tow; 
it will end in a blazing fire. 

10 The path of sinners is smooth stones 
that end in the depths of the netherworld. 

11 Whoever keeps the Law controls his impulses; 
whoever is perfect in fear of the Lord has wisdom. 

12 He can never be taught who is not shrewd, 
but one form of shrewdness is thoroughly bitter. 

13 The knowledge of the wise wells up in abundance, 
and his counsel is a life-giving spring; 

G 
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14 A fool's mind is like a broken cistern: 
no knowledge at all can it hold. 

IS When the intelligent hears words of wisdom 
he approves them and adds to them; 

The wanton hears them with distaste, 
and casts them behind his back. 

16 A fool's chatter is like a load on a journey, 
but there is charm to be found on the lips of the 

wise. 
17 The views of the prudent are sought in an assembly, 

and his words are taken to heart. 

1s Like a house in ruins is wisdom to a fool; 
to the stupid, knowledge is incomprehensible 

chatter. 
19 Like fetters on the legs is learning to a fool, 

like a manacle on his right hand. 
21 Like a chain of gold is learning to the wise, 

like an armlet on his right arm. 

22a The fool steps boldly into a house, 
23b while the well-bred person remains outside; 
23a A boor peeps through the doorway of a house, 
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22b but a tactful person keeps his glance cast down. s 
24 It is rude for one to listen at a door; a 

a cultured person would be overwhelmed by the 
disgrace of it. 

20 A fool raises his voice in laughter, 
but the prudent at the most smiles gently. 

2s The lips of the arrogant talk of what is not their Gil 

concern, 
but the words of the prudent are carefully weighed. a 

26 Fools' thoughts are in their mouths, 
the words of the wise are in their hearts. 

27 When the godless curses his adversary, 
he really curses himself. 
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2s A slanderer besmirches himself, 
and is hated by his neighbors. 

22 1 The sluggard is like a filthy stone 
so vile that everyone hisses at it. 

2 The sluggard is like a lump of dung; 
anyone who picks it up scours his hand. 

3 An unruly son is his father's shame; 
if it be a daughter, she was born for his disrepute. 

4 A sensible girl will be a treasure to her husband; 
a shameless one is her father's grief. 

s A hussy shames her father and her husband; 
by both she is despised. 

6 Like a song in time of mourning is inopportune talk, 
but lashes and discipline are at all times wisdom." 

9 Teaching a fool is like gluing a broken pot, 
or like disturbing someone in the depths of sleep; 

10 He talks with a slumberer who talks with a fool, 
for when it is over, he will say, "What was that?" 

11 Weep over the dead, for his light has gone out; 
weep over the fool, for sense has left him. 

Weep the more gently over the dead, for he is at rest; 
but worse than death is the life of a fool. 

12 Seven days of mourning for the dead, 
but for the fool, a whole lifetime. 

13 Speak but seldom with the stupid, 
be not the companion of a brute; 

Stay clear of him lest you have trouble 
and be spattered when he shakes himself; 

"7 Children whose upbringing leads to a wholesome life 
veil over the ignoble origins of their own parents. 

s Children whose pride is in scornful misconduct 
besmirch the nobility of their own family. 

Gil 
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Turn away from him and you will find rest 
and not be wearied by his lack of sense. 

14 What is heavier than lead-
what but "Fool" is the name for it? 

15 Sand and salt and an iron lump 
are less of a burden than the stupid. 

16 Masonry bonded with wooden beams 
is not loosened by an earthquake; 

Neither is a resolve constructed with careful 
deliberation 

shaken in a moment of fear. 
11 A resolve that is based on prudent understanding 

is like the carved embellishment on a smooth wall. 
1s Small stones lying on an open height 

will not remain when the wind blows; 
Neither can a timid resolve based on foolish plans 

withstand fear of any kind. 

Notes 

307 

21 4b. uprooted=Lat and Syr; thus (ekriz6theseta1) Smend and Ziegler restore 
GI, which in the manuscripts has the same verb as in 4a (erem6theseta1). 

7. ready speaker= "one wise (=skilled) with his tongue"; the description is ironic. 
when he is at fault: either the ready speaker or, more likely, the wise himself. 

13-14. These verses echo the language of Jer 2:13; for cistern the Lat (vas confrac
tum, "a broken jar") obscures this, and the Gr is at best ambiguous, cf. Prov 5:15 
LXX. 

13a. wells up: with Syr, which read mabbUa~ "well, source" where G read mabbiil, 
"flood." 

18. house in ruins: Syr reads "prison," which may be the original; for incomprehen
sible chatter, Syr has "like fiery coals." The Gr speaks of the wisdom of the fool, the 
knowledge of the stupid; Syr and the context call for how wisdom appears to the fool, 
how knowledge is seen by him. Since the terms used for comparison by G and Syr do 
not provide us with a parallel pair, the precise imagery of the lost Heb verse seems 
beyond recovery. 

19, 21. These verses are a matching pair, like 13-14; 15ab, cd; 16--17. V 20, here 
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transposed before v 25, does not belong between them, though both G and Syr have it 
in that place. 

21 a. chain of gold: G does not specify the nature of the ornament; Syr has "armlet," 
transposed from 21 b. The chain (Gen 41 :42) and the armlet (2 Sam I: 10) were 
princely insignia. 

22b, 23b. G and Syr both transpose these lines: the parallels with 22a, 23a require 
the order given here. 22b, tactful supposes G's polypeiros= 'fs mezimmot of the citation 
in Pirqe' derabbenu haqqadoI 14; cf. Smend (1906), Vattioni. 

20b. at the most is interpretive expansion in G. 
25a. arrogant=zedim, cf. Syr, "the wicked man"; G supposes zlirim. what is not 

their concern is an attempt by Gil to restore a damaged text: GI "these things" is 
meaningless; Syr may reflect a text meaning "(according to) his whim." 

22 3b. disrepute supposes ~esed in the pejorative sense, as in Syr; so in 41:22 (MS 
Bm•, M). G and Syr read ~eser/~oser, "poverty." 

4a. be a treasure to supposes tan~il; G read tin~al, and Syr lacks the verse. 
7-8. These verses, secondary in G, are an expansion lacking the concrete imagery 

Ben Sira employs consistently in the context into which they have been placed. 
I lab. The syntax followed is that of Gil (synesis) and Lat; in GI (synesin) the dead 

and the fool have left behind them, respectively, the light and good sense. 
12b. for the fool: G and Lat have "for the wicked fool," or "for the fool and the 

wicked." This probably represents a duplication of the term for worse in I Id. 
13b. of a brute: after this, Gil adds "for he will treat you with total and callous 

disregard." 
l 7b. carved: supposes glymmatos (with Smend, Ziegler)= Syr for the psammotos of 

the manuscripts. 

Comment 

This section on the various kinds of sin and folly opens with two poems 
(21:1-21), each containing eleven bicola, for a total of twenty-two lines-a 
characteristic feature of Ben Sira's poetry. The rest of the material is divided 
into shorter units mostly of two or three bicola; a ten-bicolon poem (22: 13-
18) concludes the section. 

The opening poem (21:1-10) begins with "my son," which usually is found 
at the start of a new unit. The first four bicola (vv 1-3) speak about sin in 
general; vv 4, 6--9 give examples of different types of sin; and the poem ends 
with a general comment on the outcome of the sinner (v 10). It may be 
significant that the middle bicolon of the poem (v 5) affirms that the prayer of 
the poor is efficacious and justice is granted him. The poem opens with an 
exhortation to stop sinning and to pray for past sins (v 1). The translation 
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"(pray) to be forgiven" is interpretive, as is the Lat (deprecare) ut tibi remit
tatur. Cf. l 7:2S. V 2a alludes to the serpent who tempted the woman in the 
Garden of Eden (Gen 3:1-S). As regards v 2b, Prov 23:32 compares overin
dulgence in wine to the bite of a serpent. For the lion imagery of v 2c, cf. 
27:10 and Joel 1:6. The statements in 1 Pet S:8-"Stay sober and alert. Your 
opponent the devil is prowling like a roaring lion looking for someone to 
devour"-are an allusion to v 2. The lethal capability of "a two-edged sword" 
(v 3) was proverbial; cf. Judg 3:16; Prov S:4; Ps 149:6--7; Heb 4:12; Rev 1:16; 
2:12. In vv 2-3, Ben Sira employs the powerful images of serpent, lion, and 
two-edged sword to evoke in his readers a horror of sin. In v 4a, the Gr noun 
kataplegmos is a hapax legomenon in the LXX. As Smend (p. l S9) points out, 
the word may have a transitive or an intransitive meaning; hence, either 
"intimidation, striking panic (in others)," or "panic (in oneself)." In the 
former sense, the wicked instill fear in those with whom they deal; in the 
latter sense, the wicked themselves are in "panic" over what to do with their 
wealth or how to protect it. In either sense, kataplegmos, like pride, is inap
propriate and only hastens the loss of one's wealth. The thought of v 4b is 
derived from Prov IS:2S. In composing v 4, Ben Sira may have also had in 
mind the sad case of Rehoboam in 1 Kgs 12:12-19 (=2 Chr 10:12-19). In 
contrast to the proud and wealthy who will suffer adversity are the poor 
whose prayer "is heard at once" (lit., comes to his [God's] ears) (v Sa), and 
for whom justice "is quickly granted" (v Sb); cf. Ps 17:1-2. 

In v 6a, Ben Sira again speaks of those who walk the sinner's path and thus 
hate "correction"; cf. v IO and 32: 17. On the need for "correction, discipline" 
(Heb musar), cf. COMMENT on 6: l S-22. The antithesis of the arrogant sinner 
is the person "who fears the Lord" and accordingly "repents in his heart" (v 
6b); for a discussion of the concept of repentance in the OT, cf. COMMENT on 
4:26a; 17:24; and IS:2l. V 7a may be translated, lit.: "Widely known is he 
that is mighty in tongue" (cf. NOTE); the description is ironic, as is clear from 
the contrast with "the wise" (v 7b) who has the humility to recognize and 
confess "when he is at fault." "To build one's house" (v Sa) is a metaphor 
that means "to become wealthy"; cf. Ps 49:17. The colon refers to the amass
ing of wealth by oppressing the defenseless poor; cf. 40: 13-14. By so doing, 
the unjust rich are building their "funeral mound" (v Sb), i.e., they shall die 
prematurely as punishment for their exploitation of the disadvantaged; cf. 
COMMENT on 7:17. The reading "funeral mound" (chOma) is from Gil (the 
L'-group of MSS) and Syr; GI reads: ch(e)imona, "winter." An early death 
also awaits "criminals" (Gr anomoi, lit., the lawless, the ungodly), who are 
compared to "a bundle of tow" that will "end in a blazing fire" (v 9). Cf. Isa 
1:31; Judg 16:9; Mal 3:19. The images of "tow" and "blazing fire" are meant 
to suggest the impermanence of the wicked in the present life, and not their 
punishment by fire in the afterlife; cf. COMMENT on 7: 17 and 11 :26 and 
INTRODUCTION, Part X, 4. Inv 10, Ben Sira rephrases the belief in the early 
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death that awaits the sinner. "The netherworld," or Sheol in Heb (Hades in 
Gr), was not a place of retribution, but merely the place where all the dead
saints and sinners alike-were believed to be gathered; cf. COMMENT on 
14:16; 17:28; and 22:11, as well as Qoh 9:9-10. On v 10, cf. F. Stummer, 
'"Via peccantium complanata lapidibus' (Eccli 21, 11)," in Colligere Frag
menta-A. Dold, pp. 40-44. 

In v 11, Ben Sira restates his doctrine that wisdom=keeping the Law= 
fear of the Lord; cf. COMMENT on 1:11-30. The "impulses" in v I la are 
presumably temptations to violate the Law. Instead of "impulses" (Gr en
noematos), Syr reads ya!freh, "his ye!fer" (cf. COMMENT on 15:14), a reading 
preferred by Box-Oesterley (p. 388). One must be "shrewd" (Gr panourgos) in 
order to be taught (v 12a), but "one form of shrewdness" (panourgia) is 
undesirable, "thoroughly bitter" (v 12b), i.e., a cause of grief or pain to 
others. Cf. COMMENT on 19:23, where panourgia is also used in a pejorative 
sense. 

On the next couplet (vv 13-14), see NOTES. The image Ben Sira employs 
here is taken up in Pirqe Aboth, vi l, where it is said that the one who 
concerns himself with the Law is like "a spring that ceases not, and like a 
river that continues to flow on." In the same Jewish tractate, ii 10, Rabbi 
Eleazar ben Arak is called a "welling spring" because he studied the Law 
with untiring devotion (Box-Oesterley, p. 389). In stark contrast to the wise, 
the fool has a mind "like a broken cistern" (cf. Jer 2: 13); it can hold no 
knowledge (v 14). 

In the next couplet ( v 15), Ben Sira again contrasts the conduct of the wise 
(=virtuous) and the fool (=sinner). The "intelligent" not only welcome and 
appreciate "words of wisdom," but they also add their own perceptive com
ments for the benefit of others. But the fool (the reading of Syr), who is here 
called "the wanton," has no taste for wisdom and rejects it. For the image of 
the wanton casting words of wisdom "behind his back," cf. 1 Kgs 14:9, in 
which Jeroboam, unlike faithful David, who followed the Lord with his 
whole heart (1 Kgs 14:8), angered the Lord and "cast [him] behind [his] 
back." Ezekiel (23:35) uses the same image to describe the infidelity of Jerusa
lem; cf. also Neh 9:26. 

The next couplet (vv 16-17) depicts another contrast between the foolish 
and the wise. The fool's "chatter" (lit., discourse, explanation) is "like a load 
on a journey," i.e., burdensome and disagreeable (v 16a). But the conversa
tion of the wise is charming (16b); cf. Ps 45:3; Prov 22: 11; Qoh 10: 12. More
over, "the views [Gr stoma, lit., mouth] of the prudent are sought in an 
assembly" (v 17a), the religious place of honor; cf. Luke 4:14-15. For the 
thought of v 17, cf. 15:5; Job 29:7-23; Wis 8:10. 

For the textual problems of v 18 and for the arrangement of vv 19, 21, cf. 
NOTES. To a fool, wisdom is as unappealing as "a house in ruins," or, ifSyr is 
to be preferred, "a prison" (v !Sa). To the stupid, "knowledge is incompre-
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hensible chatter" (or, talk without sense; Syr has "like fiery coals"). The 
undisciplined and pitiable fool considers wisdom to be a wasteland, and 
knowledge incomprehensible speech; cf. v 15. To emphasize the point, Ben 
Sira employs the powerful images of fetters and manacle (v 19)-the fool 
considers learning a hampering of his person. Contrast this passage with the 
advice and images given in 6:23-31. The wise person, however, cherishes and 
displays learning "like a chain of gold" and "like an armlet on his right arm" 
(v 21); cf. NOTE. Leaming is something to be prized and to be proud of. 

As regards the order of the cola in vv 22-23, cf. NOTE. In vv 22-26, Ben 
Sira compares the social conduct of the foolish and the wise. In his typical 
impetuous and indiscreet way, the fool "steps boldly into a house" (v 22a); 
courtesy and consideration of others are virtues he fails to practice. But "the 
well-bred [lit., the educated] person remains [lit., stands] outside" (v 23b), 
presumably until he is invited inside after the usual amenities are extended at 
the door. The "boor [lit., fool] peeps through the doorway of a house" (v 
23a), being nosy and totally insensitive to the right of privacy of people in 
their own homes. The "tactful person" (cf. NOTE), because he respects the 
rights of others, "keeps his glance cast down" (v 22b). The fool is also "rude" 
because he listens "at a door" (v 24a), again oblivious of the rights of others. 
The "cultured person," being "the mirror of all courtesy" (as "bounteous" 
Buckingham is described by Shakespeare in Henry VIII [1613], II i 53), is 
"overwhelmed [or grieved] by the disgrace [or dishonor]" of eavesdropping (v 
24b). 

The fool raises his voice when he converses with others, and his laughter is 
boisterous (v 20a) and annoying-further evidence of his lack of restraint. 
But the "prudent .[Gr panourgos, as in v 12a] smiles ... gently" (cf. NOTE). 
In v 25a, the fool is now described as "arrogant" (cf. NOTE); he is a person 
who talks "of what is not [his] concern" (cf. NOTE), a person who cannot 
mind his own business. The "words of the prudent" (Gr phronimoi, wise), 
however, "are carefully weighed [lit., are weighed in the balance]," for such 
people are ever conscious of right order in their relationships with others (v 
25b). For the image of "weighing in the balance," cf. 16:25 and esp. 28:25a; 
cf. also Prov 16:23. A clever a:b:c::c:b':a rhetorical arrangement makes the 
point of v 26 even more forceful; it may be translated, lit.: "In the mouth:of 
fools:(is) their heart (=seat of intelligence)::in the heart:of the wise:(is) their 
mouth." The fool talks without thinking; the sage thinks before talking. 
"They never taste who always drink; I They always talk, who never think" 
(Matthew Prior [1664-1721], Upon This Passage in Scaligerana). "Speech is a 
mirror of the soul: as a man speaks, so is he" (Publilius Syrus [first century 
B.c.], Moral Sayings, 1073). 

The next couplet (vv 27-28) deals with cursing and slander. In v 27a, "his 
adversary" translates Gr ton satanan, presumably based on Heb hassiifiin, 
which originally meant "adversary" and not "Satan" (as a proper noun); cf. 
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Num 22:22, 32; I Sam 29:4; 2 Sam 19:23; 1Kgs5:18; 11:25. The meaning ofv 
27 probably is that the "godless" in cursing his adversary (who is presumably 
a Jew) "really curses himself" because his curse recoils on his own head; cf. 
Gen 12:3: "I will bless those who bless you and curse those who curse you." 
Cf. also Gen 27:29 and Num 24:9. The "slanderer" attempts to dirty his 
victim but instead "besmirches himself" (v 28a) and at the same time "is 
hated by his neighbors" (v 28b); cf. 5:14-6:1; 28:13; Jas 3:6. "Slander, like 
coal, will either dirty your hand or burn it" (Russian proverb). "He that flings 
dirt at another dirtieth himself most" (Thomas Fuller, Gnomologia [1732], 
2107). 

The sluggard is the subject of the next couplet (22: 1-2). He is compared to 
"a filthy stone" (v la), i.e., a stone {presumably smooth) that was used by the 
ancients (and by some desert Bedouin today) for wiping oneself after a bowel 
movement. Cf. Job 2:8. For v lb, Syr has a more graphic reading: "and 
everyone flees from its stench." Hissing (in the G of v lb) was a sign of 
derision and contempt; cf. Jer 19:8; 49:17; 50:13; Lam 2:15, 16; Ezek 27:36; 
Zeph 2: 15. The sluggard is also likened to "a lump of dung" (v 2a), an even 
stronger metaphor that Ben Sira employs to evoke a feeling of disgust. The 
point of v 2b is that the sluggard, like dung, is so foul that anyone who comes 
in contact with (Lat reads touches) him "shakes out [the literal meaning of Gr 
ektinaxez] his hand." Cf. Isa 33:15. Sloth is excoriated by the sages; cf. Prov 
6:9-11; 10:4-5; 15:19; 20:4; 24:30-34; 26:13-16. 

Ben Sira now turns his attention to wicked children. V 3a may be trans
lated, lit.: "A father's shame is in having begotten an untrained [or unedu
cated] son." For the thought expressed here, cf. Prov 17:21 and Sir 16:1-5. 
The sentiment in v 3b is misogynistic, reflecting an ancient Near Eastern and 
Jewish bias against women in general. The Jew of that time considered it a 
misfortune to beget daughters; cf. Menachoth, 43b, where it is urged that a 
man bless God daily for not having made him a woman or a slave. In the 
daily morning prayer of the Jewish liturgy is the following: "Blessed are you, 
0 Lord our God, King of the Universe, who have not made me a woman." If 
a daughter be "sensible," or prudent, however, she was said to be "a treasure 
to [cf. NOTE] her husband" (v 4a); but even here the woman's value derived 
from the benefit she brought to her husband and not from what she was in 
herself. Cf. 26:1-4, 13-18; Prov 12:4; 18:22; 31:10-12, 23-28. A "shameless" 
daughter is a "grief" to her father (v 4b) not primarily because her conduct is 
deplorable but because it implies that he failed in his duty to discipline her 
properly from her youth; cf. 42:9-14. Again in v 5, the "hussy" is despised by 
both her father and her husband principally because she brings them shame, 
and not because her bold behavior damages her own reputation. Regarding 
Ben Sira's attitude toward women, see INTRODUCTION, Part X, 7. 

The "inopportune talk" (v 6a) probably refers to merely using words to 
correct a child when stronger measures are required, viz., "lashes and disci-
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pline," which "are at all times wisdom" (v 6b); cf. Prov 22:15; 29:15. For the 
added vv 7-8 in Gil, cf. NOTE. The imagery of v 9 is colorful and dramatic: 
just as it is futile to glue a "broken pot" because it becomes virtually useless, 
or to expect a person awakened out of a deep sleep to be alert right away, so it 
is a waste of time to teach a fool. Cf. Prov 1:7; 27:22. V lOa varies the image 
of v 9b but makes the same point; v !Ob emphasizes how ineffective it is to 
speak with a fool. The fool simply cannot understand sensible talk any more 
than a sleeper can hear what you say. "Talk sense to a fool/ and he calls you 
foolish" (Euripides, The Bacchae [c. 405 B.C.]). 

In the next three bicola, Ben Sira continues to deplore the life of the fool. 
Weeping for the dead person is appropriate, "for his light has gone out" (Gr 
exelipen; v I la), i.e., his life has ended, and there is nothing to expect beyond 
the grave; cf. COMMENT on 7:17; 11:26; 14:16; and 17:28. Cf. also Prov 20:20, 
27. The fool should also be mourned, "for sense [or understanding; cf. NOTE] 
has left him" (exelipen; v 11 b); in other words, the fool is already dead 
because he lacks intelligence, which is essential for a life that claims to be 
human. The dead, who are "at rest" (i.e., free of the toils and pains of life), 
are to be mourned Jess (v I le) than the fool those life is "worse than death" (v 
I Id), because he lacks wisdom, which alone makes life meaningful and 
worthwhile. In other words, the fool was never really alive in the first place. 
"Seven days of mourning for the dead" (v 12a) is the customary period even 
for orthodox Jews today; it is called "shibah" (from the Heb word sib'ri, 
"seven"). Cf. Gen 50:10; Jdt 16:24. The fool (cf. NOTE), however, should be 
mourned "a whole lifetime" (v 12b), lit., "all the days of his life." Vv 11-12 
contain Ben Sira's severest indictment of the fool. These verses also speak of 
the two great tragedies that occur in life-death and folly. 

The final poem (vv 13-18), which serves as conclusion to this section, again 
deals with the fool, whom the wise are urged to avoid. Even speaking with 
"the stupid [or foolish]" is to be kept to a bare minimum (v 13a), Jest one "be 
... the companion of a brute" (lit., an unintelligent being; v 13b). Instead of 
"brute," Syr reads "pig," a reading preferred by Smend (p. 199), Box-Oester
ley (p. 391), and Duesberg-Fransen (p. 188). For the extra colon after v 13b in 
Gii, cf. NOTE. The wise are to "stay clear" of the fool lest they "have trouble 
[v 13c] and be spattered when he shakes himself" (v 13d)-a colorful refer
ence to the outpouring of a fool's nonsense, which is compared to the filth 
that the pig shakes from itself after having wallowed in the mire (so Box
Oesterley, p. 391). The pig was considered in the OT to be an unclean animal, 
which the Israelites were forbidden to eat; cf. Lev 11 :7-8. Only by keeping 
one's distance from the fool can one "find rest" (v 13e) and "not be wearied" 
by "his lack of sense" (or folly, or madness; v 13f). Inv 14, the fool is said to 
be "heavier than lead"-a graphic image suggesting that the fool is intolera
ble, a dreadful bore; cf. 21:16. Inv 15, the "stupid [or senseless]" is depicted 
as more of a burden than "sand and salt and an iron lump"-three elements 
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traditionally viewed as heavy and troublesome to carry; cf. Prov 27:3; Job 6:3; 
Deut 28:48; Jer 28:13-14. In Syriac AJ::iiqar 45-46, lead, salt, and iron are also 
used as images for heavy burdens difficult to bear. 

In striking contra5t to the fool is the "resolve" (Gr kardia, lit., heart 
[=mind]) of the wise who make up their minds after "careful deliberation" (v 
16c). Hence, their "resolve," which is not "shaken in a moment of fear" (v 
16d), is compared to a skillfully planned and constructed building, the ma
sonry of which cannot be "loosened by an earthquake" (v 16b). The bonding 
of masonry "with wooden beams" (v 16a), a common practice in antiquity, 
assured solid construction; cf. 1 Kgs 7: 12. The "resolve" of the wise is also 
compared to "the carved [cf. NOTE] embellishment on a smooth wall" (v 17), 
such as was carved in the walls of Solomon's temple (1 Kgs 6:29). The poem 
ends with a derogatory comment on the "timid resolve based on foolish 
plans" (v 18c), which cannot "withstand fear of any kind" (v 18d). Ben Sira 
uses construction imagery again when he compares such a resolve to "small 
stones ... on an open height" (v 18a), which "will not remain when the 
wind blows" (v 18b). The reference in v 18a is to the small stones placed on 
top of the walls around vineyards and gardens in Palestine. These were put 
there so that when jackals or foxes jumped onto the wall to enter the area, the 
stones would rattle and thus alert the watcher. Since these stones were in an 
exposed position on the wall, they were easily blown down by gusty winds. So 
Ryssel (pp. 343-44). 



28. The Preservation of Friendship 
(22:19-26) 

22 19 One who jabs the eye brings tears: o 
he who pierces the heart bares its feelings. 

20 He who throws stones at birds frightens them off; 
and he who insults a friend breaks up the friendship. 

21 Should you draw a sword against a friend, 
despair not, it can be undone. 

22 Should you speak sharply to a friend, 
fear not, you can be reconciled. 

But a contemptuous insult, a confidence broken, 
or a treacherous attack will drive any friend away. 

24 Before flames burst forth comes billowing smoke; s 
so does abuse come before bloodshed. 

23 Make fast friends with a person while he is poor; G 

thus you will enjoy his prosperity with him. 
In time of trouble remain true to him, 

so as to share his inheritance with him when it comes. 
25 From a friend in need of support s 

do not hide in shame; 
26 If harm comes to him on your account o 

all will stand aloof from you who hear of it. 

Notes 

22 22cd. With these two cola should be considered the intrusive line in Heb MS 
B following 31:2, which reads: "A trusty friend, insult will drive away,/ but one who 
keeps secrets concealed is an intimate friend." Where MS B has it, the only function of 
the line is as a gloss on the expression "drive away sleep" in 31 :2. For the rest, it is 
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closer (with Strack) to reflecting the content of 22:22 than that of 27:16, where some 
attempt to put it. Its vocabulary rings true, but the line is loosely constructed (with 
"insult" and "one who keeps secrets concealed" as parallel subjects), and is scarcely 
authentic in that form. Most likely the line originated as a gloss on 22:22 that said: "A 
trusty friend wards off (yiinfrf) insult, I and one ... " (as above). 

24. Both GI and Syr carry this verse after 23d, share his inheritance with him. 
There it so breaks the continuity between vv 23 and 25-26 that it must have been 
transposed from elsewhere; the present placement is an attempt to reduce the lack of 
sequence. In the Gr, the smoke comes from an oven; Syr suggests the language of Joel 
3:3; Cant 3:6. 

23d. After inheritance with him (and before v 24), Gil adds the two cola "For there 
should never be any despising of a person's appearance, I nor is the senseless rich to 
be marveled at." 

25-26. Both G and Syr appear to have had difficulties with these verses; in G, the 
verbs are largely first-person forms, very likely influenced by v 27, which, however, 
begins a new section of Ben Sira's discourse. 

Comment 

The relatively brief poem in this section contains two stanzas: 6+4 bicola. 
The first stanza (vv 19-22, 24) offers observations on the ways friendship can 
be destroyed and advice on how to avoid hurting a friend. The second stanza 
(vv 23, 25-26) speaks of the duties one has toward a friend. 

The eye and the heart are two of the body's most delicate and sensitive 
organs. The heart is the seat not only of intelligence, but also of a person's 
higher emotions. The eye is the organ that expresses externally the sentiments 
found inside the heart. Thus tears flowing from the eyes can indicate the joy 
or sorrow that fills the heart. In v l 9a, Ben Sira refers to the physical jabbing 
of the eye, which immediately fills with tears. He uses this image to suggest 
that the metaphorical piercing of the heart just as surely "bares its feelings" (v 
19b). By speaking of these two sensitive organs, v 19 aptly introduces this 
poem on friendship and the sensitivity one should cultivate in relationships 
with friends. An insult can end a friendship just as throwing a stone frightens 
off birds (v 20). Cf. 20:15. The point ofvv 21-22 is that a legitimate quarrel or 
even a serious disagreement with a friend (drawing "a sword against a friend" 
[v 21a] and speaking "sharply to a friend" [v 22a]) can be resolved amicably 
(vv 2lb, 22b). But "a contemptuous insult, a confidence broken, or a treach
erous attack" will put an end to any friendship (v 22cd; cf. NOTE); there is no 
hope of reconciliation, for the guilty party has no genuine sensitivity toward 
his erstwhile friend. Cf. 27:16--21; 42:1; Prov 11:13; 20:19; 25:9. The maxim 
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in v 24a (cf. NOTE on the placement of the verse) is a variant of the modern 
proverb "Where there's smoke, there's fire." Ben Sira uses his maxim to 
illustrate the equally inevitable truth that "abuse [comes] before bloodshed" 
(v 24b); cf. 27:15. 

Ben Sira also urges compassion and fidelity in friendship. If you are a 
steadfast friend to a person "while he is poor" (v 23a), you will still be a 
friend if his economic situation improves, in which case you too can enjoy 
some of his prosperity (v 23b). Remaining true to your friend "in time of 
trouble" (v 23c) also has its rewards-you can share in "his inheritance with 
him" (v 23d). When a friend needs help (v 25a; cf. NoTE on vv 25-26), don't 
be ashamed to assist him (v 25b ). Otherwise, if he suffers harm because of you 
(v 26a), all "who hear of it" "will stand aloof from you" (lit, will watch out 
for you; v 26b). Compare this stanza with 6: 10-12, 13-17, and with 19: 13-17. 
The advice Ben Sira gives on friendship is quite pragmatic and self-serving. 
The attitudes he describes cannot be considered disinterested. The teaching of 
Jesus on friendship and on the duties of Christian love (Gr agapf) is totally 
different; cf. Luke 6:27-38. 



29. Warning Against Destructive Sins 
(22:27-23:27) 

22 21 Who will set a guard over my mouth, 
and upon my lips an all-purpose seal, 

That I may not fail through my lips, 
that my tongue may not destroy me? 

23 la Lord, my Father and the Master of my life, 
1c permit me not to fall because of them! 

2 Who will apply the lash to my thoughts, 
to my mind the rod of discipline, 

That my failings may not be spared, 
nor the sins of my heart overlooked; 

3 Lest my failings increase, 
and my sins be multiplied; 

Lest I succumb to my foes, 
and my enemy rejoice over me? 

4a Lord, my Father and God of my life, 
lb abandon me not into their control: 
4b A brazen look allow me not; 
s ward off passion from my heart, 
6 Let not the lustful cravings of the flesh take hold of 

me, 

G 

nor shameless appetites rule over me. s 

7 Give heed, my children, to the instruction I pronounce, G 

for he who keeps to it will not be ensnared. 
s Through his lips is the sinner caught; 

by them are the railer and the arrogant tripped up. 
9 Let not your mouth form the habit of swearing, 

nor become too familiar with the holy Name. 
10 Just as a slave that is constantly under scrutiny 

will not be without welts, 
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So one who swears continually by the holy Name 
will not remain free from sin. 

11 A person who often swears heaps up offenses; 
the scourge will never be far from his house. 

If he swears in error, he incurs guilt; 
if he neglects his obligation, his sin is doubly great. 

If he swears without reason, he cannot be found just, 
and all his house will suffer affliction. 

12 There are words which merit death; 
may they never be heard among Jacob's heirs. 

For all such words are foreign to the devout, 
who do not wallow in sin. 

13 Let not your mouth become used to coarse talk, 
for in it lies sinful matter. 

14 Keep your father and mother in mind 
when you sit among the mighty, 

Lest in their presence you commit a blunder 
and disgrace your upbringing, 

By wishing you had never been born 
or cursing the day of your birth. 

15 A person who has the habit of abusive language 
will never mature in character as long as he lives. 

16 Two types of people multiply sins, 
a third stirs up wrath: 

Burning passion is a blazing fire, 
not to be quenched till it burns itself out; 

The man who is lewd with his own kindred 
never stops till the fire breaks forth; 

17 The rake to whom all bread is sweet 
is never through until he dies. 

IB The man who dishonors his marriage bed 
says to himself, "Who can see me? 

19 

Darkness surrounds me, walls hide me; 
no one sees me; who is to stop me from sinning?" 

Of the Most High he is not mindful, 
fearing only the eyes of humans; 

319 

s 
G 
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He does not understand that the eyes of the Lord, 
ten thousand times brighter than the sun, 

Observe every step a person takes 
and peer into hidden corners. 

20 The One who knows all things before they exist 
still knows them all after they cease to be. 

§ XXIX 

21 Such a man will be denounced in the streets of the city; s 
when he least expects it, he will be apprehended. G 

22 So also with the woman who is unfaithful to her 
husband 

and offers as heir her son by a stranger. 
23 First, she has disobeyed the law of the Most High; 

second, she has wronged her husband; 
Third, in her wanton adultery 

she has raised up children by another man. 
24 Such a woman will be dragged before the assembly, 

and her punishment will extend to her children; 
25 Her children will not take root; 

her branches will not bring forth fruit. 
26 She will leave an accursed memory; 

her disgrace will never be blotted out. 

27 Thus all who dwell on the earth shall know, s 
and all who remain in the world shall understand, 

That nothing is better than the fear of the Lord, G 

nothing sweeter than obeying his commandments. 0 

a 28 It is a great glory to follow after God, Gil 

and for you to be received by him is length of days. 
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Notes 

23 I. of my life: after this, G gives the colon (lb) that has been read here after 4a, 
where it is found in Lat and Syr. 

2. Syr, with lash and rod, retains a concrete parallelism that has been weakened by 
the terms used in G. 

3d. rejoice over me: after this colon, G II adds "for these things, the hope of your 
mercy is remote," a gloss on 2cd, 3ab. 

I b. See the note on v I above. It appears likely that Syr first used for *b~tm, the 
obvious Heb source for G's en boul~ auton, an equivalent b'!thwn (cf. Dan 2: 14, also 
Egyptian Aram and Job 22: 18 in 11 QtgJob ). The noun does not survive in Syriac 
literature, and has been corrupted into bi!{ayutehon in Syr as we have it. 

5. For this line, Gil (with Clement of Alexandria) has "Remove always from your 
servant vain hopes I and improper desires turn aside from me I and sustain always 
him who wishes to serve you." 

I la. heaps up offenses: supposes that the Heb underlying G will have read marbeh 
sebu'a marbeh pe!a~ and that the translation was free. 

16b. stirs up wrath: Prov. 15:1, cf. Ps 78:21; so Syr. 
I Se, 19a. These two cola are lacking in Syr; G construes I Se with what precedes, 

obtaining "no one sees me; why should I be afraid? The Most High will not be mindful 
of my sins." 

Comment 

This section, which concludes Part IV of the book (14:20-23:27), opens 
with a prayer consisting of two stanzas (3 + 7 bicola) structured in parallel. 
The first stanza (22:27-23: 1) becomes the theme of 23:7-15 while the second 
(23:2-6) is thematically pursued in 23:16--26. The entire section (as well as 
the first four parts of the book) is summed up in the concluding phrases, "the 
fear of the Lord" (23:27c) and "obeying his commandments" (23:27d), which 
are prepared for by the phrases "the lash to my thoughts" (23:2a) and "the 
rod of discipline" (23:2b). Cf. P. C. Beentjes, "Sirach 22:27-23:6 in zijn con
text," BTFT 39 ( 1978): 144-51. Other prayers are found in 36: l-13a, l 61r22, 
and 51:1-12. 

The opening stanza of this prayer asks God to protect Ben Sira, and the 
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person who recites the prayer, from sins of the tongue. For the thought and 
wording of 22:27a, cf. Ps 141:3a. Cf. also 28:24-26. "An all-purpose seal" 
(22:27b) is, lit., "a seal of shrewdness." The dangers of the lips and tongue 
(22:27cd) are detailed also in Prov 13:3; 18:7, 21; cf. also Prov 21:23; Ps 39:2; 
Jas 3:5-12. Invoking God as "Lord, my Father, and the Master of my life" 
(23: la) manifests the filial confidence with which the faithful are to pray and 
their willingness to obey the commandments (cf. 4:7-10). In other books of 
the OT, God is called Father of the Israelite people (I Chr 29:10; Isa 63:16; 
Mal 2: 10). In our book, the pious Jew can call God "my Father" (cf. 23: la, 4a 
in Syr and 51: la, lOa). Since God alone is the source of the moral life (cf. Ps 
36:10; Jer 2:13; 17:13), only he can help one avoid sins of the tongue (23:lb). 
Cf. NOTE on 23: 1 for the arrangement of the text. 

The second stanza (vv 2-6) of this prayer asks God for help in avoiding 
sins of Just and illegitimate passion. As regards "lash" and "rod" in v 2ab, cf. 
NOTE. "The rod of discipline" (v 2b) is an expression that derives from Prov 
22: l 5b. Ben Sira insists, as do other Wisdom writers, that only through lashes 
and discipline (cf. 22:6) can one avoid the "failings" and "the sins of [one's) 
heart" (v 2cd) and stop multiplying one's faults and moral compromises (v 
3ab ). Sin brings adversity in the present life (cf. COMMENT on 14: 16); hence 
the sentiment expressed in v 3cd (cf. 12:16-18). For the thought of the enemy 
rejoicing over one's downfall (v 3cd), cf. Pss 13:5; 38: 17. For the extra colon 
found in Gil after v 3d, cf. NOTE. V 4a is a variant on the titles found in v la. 
As regards the placement of v lb, cf. NOTE. In v lb, Ben Sira prays to be 
delivered from the control (cf. NOTE) of his "thoughts" and "mind" (lit., 
heart) mentioned in v 2ab, since it is here that sin has its origin. He also prays 
to be freed from the tyranny of impure desires. There is an a:b::b':a' structure 
in vv 4b, 5, 6ab: a brazen look (lit., a lifting up of the eyes, which expresses 
externally what the heart desires; cf. COMMENT on 22: l 9):passion::lustful 
cravings oftheflesh:shameless appetite (which exists inside the heart). For the 
variant of v 5 in Gil, cf. NOTE. The "brazen look [or eye)" (v 4b) does not 
refer to pride in this instance, as the expression usually does (cf., for example, 
Isa 2:11; 5:15; Ps 131:1; Prov 21:4), but, as the structure mentioned above 
demonstrates, it refers to the depraved eye that fuels the fires of lust in the 
heart. Cf. 26:9; Gen 39:7; Prov 6:25; Matt 5:28. "The brazen eye," as used 
here, suggests the gleam of unholy passion. 

The next two stanzas (vv 7-11 and 12-15) take up the theme introduced in 
the first part of Ben Sira's prayer (22:27-23:la,c). Before v 7, many Gr MSS 
have the title "Instruction concerning the mouth," which is hardly accurate 
in this place, for the title conflicts with the structural and thematic elements 
of 22:27-23:27, as Beentjes points out (BTFT 39 [1978): 144-51). This title is 
taken from the first two words of v 7a (paideian stomatos). In v 7a, "the 
instruction I pronounce" is, lit., "the instruction of my mouth," the reading 
of only one Gr MS (with some versions dependent on G) and Syr; all the 
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other Gr MSS and Lat read "the instruction of the mouth [or about the 
mouth]." This stanza and the next deal with the sins the mouth is capable of; 
cf. Jas 3:1-12. The one who heeds the present instruction "will not be en
snared" (v 7b) by what one says, for as Ben Sira states in v 8, "the sinner [is] 
caught" and "the railer and the arrogant tripped up" by their "lips." Cf. 
20: 18; Prov 6:2; 11 :6. 

"The habit of swearing" (v 9a), especially when one calls upon "the holy 
Name [of God]" in oaths (v 9b) when there is no sufficient reason, is to be 
avoided; cf. Matt 5:34-37; 23:18-22; Jas 5:12. V 9b may be translated, lit.: 
"Do not make a habit of naming the Holy One." "The Holy One " is one of 
the titles of God in the OT; cf. Isa 1:4; 5:19, 24; 10:20; 41:14, 16, 20; 45:11; 
47:4; 48:17; 49:7; 54:5; 55:5; Job 6:10; Sir 4:14; 43:10; 47:8; 48:20; Bar 4:22; 
5:5. In v lOa, the phrase "that is ... under scrutiny" may also be translated 
"that is being questioned." The Gr verb here, exetazo, means "to examine 
well or closely" or "to scrutinize," and also "to question, examine by tor
ture"; cf. Acts 22:24. It is the latter meaning that is intended here, as is 
obvious from v lOb. The person "who swears continually" (v lOc) is presum
ably one who has no serious reason to do so (cf. v l le). He is guilty of sin (v 
lOd), because he profanes "the holy Name" by using it to lie under oath; cf. 
Exod 20:7; Lev 19:12; Deut 5: 11. V l lef is a variation of v l lab. The 
"scourge" (v l lb; cf. Ps 39:11) and "affliction" (v l lf; cf. Ps 91:10) that come 
on the "house" (v I lb,f) of the person who swears "often" (v l la), i.e., 
"without reason" (v l le), are punishment for his "offenses" (v l la) and lack 
of justice (v l le). In the Deuteronomic theory of retribution in this life, sin 
brought with it affliction and even disaster; cf. COMMENT on 7: 17. "If a 
person swears in error" (the reading of Syr; Gr reads, lit., "if a person of
fends"), "he incurs guilt" (v l lc), as Lev 5:4 states. If a person "neglects" to 
do what he has sworn, "his sin is doubly great" (v l ld): the first sin is 
swearing rashly; the second is failure to fulfill the oath. Cf. Wis 14:28-31; 
Prov 19:5, 9, 29; 21:28; 25:18. 

The next stanza (vv 12-15), also devoted to abuses of the tongue, advises 
against blasphemy, "coarse talk," and "abusive language." In v 12, the ex
pression "words which merit death" is a reference to blasphemy, the punish
ment for which was the death penalty; cf. Lev 24:11-16; 1 Kgs 21:10, 13; 
Matt 26:65-66; John 10:33. Ben Sira had such a horror of the crime of 
blasphemy that he uses a euphemism to describe it and prays that it may 
"never be heard among Jacob's heirs" (v 12b). The "devout" (v 12c), i.e., 
those who fear the Lord and so "do not wallow in sin" (v 12d), never are 
tempted to utter such heinous words. Moreover, "coarse talk" is to be 
avoided because it, too, is sinful (v 13). What Ben Sira refers to is indecent 
and lewd conversations or remarks; cf. Gal 5: 19. You should be mindful of 
your parents (v 14a) by being careful to avoid improper speech particularly 
when you sit "among the mighty" (v 14b) in whose presence you may "com-
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mit a blunder and disgrace your upbringing" (v 14cd). Social disasters of this 
sort make one wish one "had never been born" (v 14e; cf. 3: 11, 16; Jer 20: 17-
18) and curse "the day of [one's] birth" (v 14f; cf. Job 3:3-10; Jer 20:14). Ben 
Sira concludes this two-stanza section on improper speech (vv 7-15) by the 
general observation that the person accustomed to "abusive language" (v 15a) 
"will never mature in character" (lit., will never become educated, v 15b). 
Such a person is indeed a boor and a fool, completely lacking in wisdom. Cf. 
A. J. Desecear, "La necedad en Sirac 23,12-15," SBFLA 20 (1970): 264-72. 

The next three stanzas (vv 16--26: 4+ 7 +6 bicola) resume the theme of 
illegitimate passion introduced in the second part of Ben Sira's prayer (vv 
2-6). The first stanza ( vv 16--17) describes and denounces lewd desires, incest, 
and adultery. In this stanza, Ben Sira employs a literary convention called the 
numerical proverb. Other examples of this proverb are found in 25: 1-2, 7-11; 
26:5-6, 28; 50:25-26; Prov 6:16--19; 30:15b-16, 18-19, 21-23, 29-31; Job 
5:19-22; 13:20-22; 33:14-15; Ps 62:12 (cf. INTRODUCTION, Part IV, 1). 
Three types of lecherous persons "multiply sins" (v 16a) and thereby "[stir] 
up wrath" (v 16b; cf. NOTE): (1) the one whose "burning passion" is not 
"quenched till it burns itself out" (v 16cd), i.e., the person of unrestrained 
sexual desires (cf. v 6); (2) the person who commits incest (v 16ef), the 
various forms of which are described and condemned in Lev 18:6--18 and 
20:11-12, 14, 17, 19-21; and (3) the adulterer ever on the quest for new 
liaisons ("to whom all bread is sweet," v 17a; cf. Prov 9: 13-18), who never 
stops looking "until he dies" (v 17b). Inv 16f, the clause "till the fire breaks 
forth," is a reference to the divine punishment that will come upon the person 
guilty of incest. 

In the next stanza (vv 18-21), Ben Sira offers accurate observations about 
the psychology of the adulterer and the rationalizations he alleges in order to 
dull his conscience. For the thought of v 18b, cf. Job 24: 15. As regards the 
expressions in v 18cd, cf. Isa 29: 15 and Ezek 8: 12. The adulterer is "not 
mindful" "of the Most High" (v 18e; cf. NOTE). Thus he violates the Deuter
onomic injunction to remember the Lord and all the great wonders Israel 
experienced in her history because of divine election and mercy; cf. Deut 
5:15; 7:18; 8:2, 18; 9:7, 27; 15:15; 16:3, 12; 24:9, 18, 22; 25:17; 32:7. Deuteron
omy also commands the Israelite not to forget the Lord or the Covenant or 
the marvelous deeds he performed on behalf of his Chosen People; cf. Deut 
4:9, 23, 31; 6:12; 8:11, 14, 19; 9:7; 25:19; 26:13; 31:21. On the Deuteronomic 
theology of remembering, cf. A. A. Di Lella, "The Deuteronomic Back
ground of the Farewell Discourse in Tob 14:3-11," CBQ 41 (1979): 384-85. 

The adulterer fears "only the eyes of humans" (v l 9a), i.e., he is careful not 
to be caught in the act of adultery because of the public disgrace he would 
have to suffer (cf. v 21). Because of his unbridled lust, the adulterer does not 
want to "understand," or to "know, perceive" (Gr egno), that the "eyes of the 
Lord" are "ten thousand times brighter than the sun" (v 19c) and can see 
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everything human beings do (v 19d) or think, no matter how hidden or 
unobserved they feel their activity may be (v 19e). Cf. 17:19-20; Prov 15:3, 
11; Ps 33:13-15. Divine omniscience is total-God knows not only all things 
that exist but even those things that are yet to be (v 20a) and things that later 
"cease to be" (v 20b). Cf. 42:18; Ps 139:1-16. Despite all precautions taken to 
remain undetected in his sin, the adulterer is often caught and "denounced in 
the streets of the city," i.e., publicly (v 2la). The adulterer is "apprehended" 
"when he least expects it" (v 21 b), i.e., when he thinks his sin has been 
adequately concealed. V 2lb may also be translated: "and where he does not 
suspect he will be taken"-the reference would then be to the public place of 
punishment. Apparently, in Ben Sira's day death by stoning, the penalty the 
Law decreed for adulterers (cf. Lev 20:10; Deut 22:22-24; Ezek 16:36-40; 
John 8:4-5), was not enforced since it is not alluded to in v 21 or in vv 22-26. 
Under Talmudic law the adulterer was scourged. Perhaps the same penalty is 
referred to in the alternative translation ofv 2lb given above; cf. Prov 5:11-
14; 6:32-33. Cf. JE, vol. l, p. 217a. 

The next stanza (vv 22-26) describes the evils the adulteress commits and 
the punishment she will receive. In v 22a, the "so also" may refer to the 
adulteress being brought to the public place (of scourging) alluded to in the 
alternative translation of v 2lb. "The woman who is unfaithful to" is, lit., 
"the woman who leaves" (her husband); Syr has ". . . who sins, or trespasses, 
against." V 22b assumes that the adulteress will have a child by the man, "a 
stranger," with whom she sins; so also in vv 23d, 24b, 25. In v 23, Ben Sira 
lists three reasons why the adulteress will be punished, the number three 
perhaps being used here to balance the numerical proverb given in v 16ab 
("two types of people . . . a third"). The first, and of course principal, rea
son is that she broke "the law of the Most High" (v 23a; cf. v 18e), a clear 
reference to Exod 20:14 and Deut 5:18: "You shall not commit adultery." 
Second, she commits an injustice against her husband (v 23b). Third, she may 
have children "by another man" (v 23d). It is to be noted that Ben Sira does 
not speak at all about the injustice the adulterer commits against his wife, or 
about the possibility that the adulterer may also have children by another 
woman. Like the adulterer in the alternative translation of v 2lb, the adulter
ess will also "be dragged before the assembly" (v 24a) for public punishment 
(perhaps scourging; see COMMENT on v 2lb). Under Talmudic law, the hus
band of the adulteress was forbidden to condone her crime (Sotah, vi 1), but 
was compelled to divorce her; she also lost all her property rights under her 
marriage contract. Cf. JE, vol 1, p. 217a. 

As regards the punishment that "will extend to her children" (v 24b and v 
25), cf. Wis 3:16-19. For the imagery of her children "not [taking] root," and 
her branches "not [bringing] forth fruit" (v 25), cf. Isa 37:31; Mal 3: 19; Wis 
4:3-6; and Hos 2:6. The children born of adulterous unions were not consid
ered as belonging to the congregation of Israel (cf. Qiddushin, 78b); so Box-
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Oesterley, p. 396. Instead of a blessed memory (cf. 45: l; 46: 11), the adulteress 
leaves "an accursed memory" (v 26a); cf. Pss 9:6; 34: 17; 109: 15; Jer 29:22. 
The "disgrace" of her adultery "will never be blotted out" (v 26b); cf. Ps 
109:14. Compare the punishments described here with the blessings and 
honor the faithful scribe receives in 39:9-11, and with the hallowed memory 
the godly ancestors enjoy in 44: 10-15. 

This section comes to a close with v 27, which neatly sums up the first four 
parts of the book (l:l-23:27) as well as the present poem (22:27-23:27). Cf. 
50:28-29. In v 27ab, the reading of Syr is to be preferred to the Gr, which has 
only one colon: "And those who remain shall know." There is a rhythmic 
balance and synonymous parallelism between "all who dwell on the earth" (v 
27a) and "all who remain in the world" (v 27b), and between "shall know" (v 
27a) and "shall understand" (v 27b), and also between "nothing better than" 
(v 27c) and "nothing sweeter than" (v 27d), and between "the fear of the 
Lord" (v 27c) and "obeying his commandments" (v 27d). The point of this 
elegant conclusion is that those who have paid heed to the contents of this 
section and of the rest of the first four parts of the book will "know" and 
"understand" that "the fear of the Lord," which equals "obeying his com
mandments" (cf. COMMENT on l:l l-30; 6:32-37; 15:1; 19:20; 21:6), is the 
best and sweetest (i.e., most satisfying) course of action one can pursue. There 
is no other way, Ben Sira says in effect, to live fully and well and to achieve 
happiness in one's sojourn here on earth. See INTRODUCTION, Part X, l. 

The gloss in Gil expands the thought but disturbs the balance of v 27cd by 
adding a third element (v 28a): "great glory" it is "to follow after God" (two 
Gr MSS and many Lat MSS have "the Lord"). The "length of days" (v 28b) 
is probably an allusion to eternal life, which Gil has several references to (cf. 
INTRODUCTION, Part X, 4). The gloss, which also was meant to serve as a 
conclusion to the first four parts of tht:: book, seems to be a deliberate applica
tion of the language of Ps 73:24 in the LXX to the thought of v 27. 



PART V (24:1-33:18) 

30. Praise of Wisdom 
(24: 1-33) 

24 1 Wisdom sings her own praises, G 

among her own people she proclaims her glory; 
2 In the assembly of the Most High she opens her 

mouth, 
in the presence of his host she declares her worth: 

3 "From the mouth of the Most High I came forth, 
and mistlike covered the earth. 

4 In the heights of heaven I dwelt, 
my throne on a pillar of cloud. 

s The vault of heaven I compassed alone, 
through the deep abyss I took my course. 

6 Over w·aves of the sea, over all the land, 
over every people and nation I held sway. 

7 Among them all I sought a resting place: 
in whose inheritance should I abide? 

s "Then the Fashioner of all gave me his command, 
and he who had made me chose the spot for my 

tent, 
Saying, 'In Jacob make your dwelling, 

in Israel your inheritance.' 
9 Before the ages, from the first, he created me, 

and through the ages I shall not cease to be. 
10 In the holy Tent I ministered before him, 

and then in Zion I took up my post. 
11 In the city he loves as he does me, he gave me rest; 

in Jerusalem is my domain. 
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12 I have struck root among the glorious people; 
in the portion of the Lord is my inheritance. 

13 "Like a cedar on Lebanon I am raised aloft, 
like a cypress on Mount Hermon. 

14 Like a palm tree in Engeddi I stand out, 
like a rose garden in Jericho; 

Like a fair olive tree in the foothills, 
like a plane tree I am lofty beside the water. 

15 Like cinnamon, or fragrant cane, or precious myrrh, 
I give forth perfume; 

Like galbanum and onycha and mastic, 
like the odor of incense in the holy Tent. 

16 "I spread out my branches like a terebinth, 
my branches so bright and so graceful. 

17 I bud forth delights like the vine, 
my blossoms yield to fruits fair and rich." 

19 Come to me, you that yearn for me, 
and be filled with my fruits; 

20 You will remember me as sweeter than honey, 
better to have than the honeycomb. 

21 He who eats of me will hunger still, 
he who drinks of me will thirst for more; 

22 He who obeys me will not be put to shame, 
those who work with me will never fail." 

• 18 I am the mother of fair love, of reverence, 
of knowledge, and of holy hope; 

To all my children I give 
to be everlasting: to those named by Him. 

§ xxx 

Gii, Lac 

Gii 
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23 All this is true of the book of the Most High's 
covenant, 

"the Law which Moses enjoined on us 
as a heritage for the community of Jacob. "b 

2s It is brimful, like the Pishon, with wisdom
like the Tigris at the time of the new crops. 

26 It runs over, like the Euphrates, with understanding; 
like the Jordan at harvesttime. 

27 It floods, like the Nile, with knowledge; 
like the Gihon at vintage time. 

28 The first human never knew wisdom fully, 
nor will the last succeed in fathoming her. 

29 Deeper than the sea are her thoughts; 
her counsels, than the great abyss. 

30 Now I, like a rivulet from her stream, 
channeling the waters forth into a garden, 

31 Said to myself, "I will water my plants, 
my flower bed I will drench"; 

And suddenly this rivulet of mine became a river, 
then this stream of mine, a sea. 

32 Again will I send my teachings forth shining like the 
dawn, 

to spread their brightness afar off; 
33 Again will I pour out instruction like prophecy, 

and bequeath it to generations yet to come. 

b 24 Do not grow weary of striving with the Lord's help, Gii 

but cling to him that he may reinforce you. 
The Lord Almighty alone is God, 

and apart from him there is no savior. 

329 
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Notes 

24 1-33. For a reconstructed Heb of this poem, concerned to illustrate its strophic 
divisions, cf. CBQ 41 (1979): 374-79. 

12b. my inheritance: with Ziegler; the Gr MSS have, "in the portion of the Lord, 
his inheritance," but compare v 7b. 

14d. beside the water: restored with Gii and Syr; GI omits. 
15. The division in the Gr (and in Heb) between 1 Sa and 1 Sb comes after cane. 
18a,b. These two cola of Gii are followed in the Lat by "In me is every gift of life 

and truth [or: of the way and of truth]; I in me is all hope of life and of virtue." At 
least in its final form this would seem to have been shaped in Lat for alliterative 
effects. 

18c,d. Not present in the Lat. The Gr is obscure, and the translation follows a 
conjecture of de Groot (aei genesthai for aeigeneis/-es of the MSS), cited by Ziegler. 

24. Lord Almighty is the conventional equivalent for the Gr Kyrios pantokrator, the 
underlying Heb would be Yhwh ~eba'ot, not used in the extant Heb of Ben Sira. The 
Gr title occurs in GI only in 42:17 (a text misread by G) and in SO:l4, 17 by way of 
expansion on the Heb. 

27a. The Gr of this colon is based on a false reading in (or of) the Heb, combining 
the verb used in 32b with 'or, "light"; the Nile is, in Heb, ye'or. Syr reflects the correct 
text. 

33. The Gr text that follows this, as v 34, has its proper place as 33:18. In chap. 24 
(where it is not present in the Syr), it is a harmonizing expansion by a copyist; cf. CBQ 
41 (1979): 376. Though it is plausible enough in this place to have won acceptance 
from modern scholars (e.g., Segal) there is perhaps an additional reason at work, 
besides the "harmonizing" one, for the presence of this bicolon after 24:33. Toward 
the end of Sirach, G II repeats the last colon from the end of chap. 43 (and to those who 
fear him he gives wisdom) at the end of chap. 50, and follows it with a doxology. This 
cannot be separated from the circumstances that chaps. 44-50 were lacking com
pletely in the basic African (Old Lat) rendering of Sirach and (with chap. 51 as well) 
in two early forms of the Armenian; nor from the colophons for the end of the book 
quoted by Ziegler from two Gr MSS, one Lat MS (Q, dated c. A.D. 900), and the 
Armenian, as appearing at the end of chap. 43. A similarly truncated edition of the 
book passing over 2S:l-33:18 altogether could have achieved its object with some 
finesse by appending the bicolon 33: 18 to the end of chap. 24; this would have had to 
occur before the transposition within the Gr tradition that affects chaps. 30-36 in our 
extant codices. Collation of one such truncated copy against a text of the full book 
could then have brought the traveling bicolon into the Gr tradition of chap. 24 on 
which our codices depend. 
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Comment 

Part V (24:1-33:18) begins the second major division of the book (chaps. 
24-50), which has a total of four parts, as does the first division. As an 
introduction to this division, there is a long poem in praise of wisdom (24: 1-
33), as was the case also at the opening of the first division ( 1: 11-30). 

This splendid poem, which in most of the Gr MSS has the title "Praise of 
Wisdom," has seven stanzas (2+5+6+5+6+6+5 poetic lines): all bicola 
(but note that v 23a is prose). After a brief introduction (vv 1-2), Wisdom 
delivers in the first person a twenty-two-line speech (vv 3-17, 19-22), which 
has four stanzas (5+6+5+6 Jines). Next comes a six-line stanza (vv 23, 25-
29) equating Wisdom with the Law. The final stanza, 5 lines (vv 30-33), 
contains Ben Sira's description of his own functioning as a Wisdom teacher. 
In this composition, Ben Sira shows his awareness of the five-line stanzas with 
which the author of Proverbs 8 developed his theme. Ben Sira's poem has 
thirty-five Jines, exactly the number in Proverbs 8 (seven stanzas, each of five 
Jines). In shortening Wisdom's speech in his own poem, Ben Sira adopts for it 
the conventional length based on alphabetic acrostic considerations (cf. Prov
erbs 2; 31: 10-31; and Lamentations). He composed two other poems in 
lengths of twenty-two lines each: 1: 11-30; 6: 18-37; cf. 51: 13-30. Finally, this 
chapter is not a single draft composition like Proverbs 8 but rather the put
ting together of three related themes. The longest theme is developed in 
Wisdom's speech; the second theme (vv 23, 25-29) and the third (vv 30-33) 
each receive a single stanza. The lengths of these latter stanzas (6+5) were 
determined by the earlier pattern of 5s and 6s employed in Wisdom's speech. 
So P. W. Skehan, "Structures in Poems on Wisdom: Proverbs 8 and Sirach 
24," CBQ 41 (1979): 375. In this chapter, the most famous part of the whole 
book, Ben Sira is at his best in displaying his poetic skills. 

In the introductory couplet, the theme of the poem is stated: "Wisdom 
sings her own praises" and "proclaims her glory" "among her own people" (v 
1), i.e., among the Israelites, as "the People of God," the reading of Syr, 
clearly suggests; cf. v 8cd. Smend (p. 216), however, thinks that the expres
sion refers to the heavenly companions that Wisdom has. In v 2, "the assem
bly of the Most High" and "his host" are indeed the angelic attendants at 
God's throne, where Wisdom personified is also said to reside; cf. Ps 82: 1; Isa 
34:4. The phrase "she opens her mouth," derives from Prov 8:6-8; cf. also 
Prov 31 :8-9, 26. Thus, in vv 1-2, Wisdom addresses herself to God's people 
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on earth and to her companions in heaven. Wisdom alone is capable of speak
ing of her excellence because she came forth "from the mouth of the Most 
High" (v 3a). 

In the first stanza (vv 3-7) of her twenty-two-line speech, Wisdom speaks 
of her origin from God and of her activity in heaven and on earth. It is to be 
noted that Gr ego, "I," is the first word of vv 3a and 4a, the opening bicola of 
Wisdom's address, and also the first word of vv 16a and 17a, the opening 
bicola of the final stanza of her speech. This feature is reminiscent of the two 
stanzas in Prov 8:12-16 and 17-21 that were introduced by Heb 'anf, "I." So 
Skehan, CBQ 41, p. 377. The personification of Wisdom is an idea Ben Sira 
borrowed likewise from Proverbs (1 :20-33; 8:4-36; 9: 1-6, 11). Folly is also 
personified in Proverbs (9: 13-18). Though Wisdom is personified and has her 
origin from God (v 3a), she remains nonetheless a creature (cf. v 8ab). Wis
dom is said to come forth from God's mouth (v 3a) and accordingly is consid
ered to be a spirit-an idea derived from Prov 8:23a, which speaks of Wisdom 
as "poured forth." Because she is a spirit, Wisdom is compared to a mist 
covering the earth (v 3b); cf. Gen 1:2, where the spirit (or wind) of God 
hovers over the primeval waters of chaos prior to the creative word that 
comes forth from God's mouth (Gen 1:3; Jdt 16:14). Thus Wisdom is poured 
out on the whole earth and is manifested in creation, which in turn proclaims 
the glory and handiwork of God (cf. Ps 19:2-5). In vv 23, 25-27, the Law or 
Torah (Heb taro), which in the thought of Ben Sira is identified with Wisdom 
(cf. COMMENT on 1:11-30 and 6:32-37), is compared to a river at high water, 
which "runs over" and "floods, like the Nile." So the Law, too, is viewed as a 
spirit. In v 33a, Ben Sira says of himself, "I pour out instruction"-the im
agery used of Wisdom in Prov 8:23a. 

"In the heights" and "I dwelt" of v 4a are echoes of Prov 8:2, 12. The 
"pillar of cloud" (v 4b) in Exod 13:21-22; 14:19-20; 33:9-11; and 40:38 was 
the means by which the Lord manifested his presence to the Israelites during 
the period of the Exodus. By using these images in v 4, Ben Sira states that 
Wisdom dwells with God. According to Philo Judaeus (a Hellenizing Jewish 
philosopher of Alexandria, ca. 15 B.C.--<:a. A.D. 45), the "pillar of cloud" was 
Wisdom (Quis Rer. Div. Heres., 42). Cf. v 10 and Exod 33:9-10. In Wis 10:17, 
Wisdom is said to have conducted the Israelites "by a wondrous road" and 
become "a shelter for them by day and a starry flame by night" (cf. Exod 
13:21). She is the one who "took them across the Red Sea and brought them 
through the deep waters" (Wis 10:18). Cf. Exod 14:15-29. In Wis 9:4, Solo
mon prays for Wisdom, "the attendant of [God's] throne" (cf. Wis 9: 10 and 
John 1: 1). 

"The vault of heaven" imagery (v 5a; cf. 43:12a and Job 22:14) derives 
from Prov 8:27-28, and "the deep abyss" (v 5b; cf. 1 :3) from Prov 8:24. The 
idea that Wisdom "held sway" (v 6b) over the sea (cf. Prov 8:29), the land 
(Prov 8:28), and every people and nation (v 6ab) reflects the theme of Prov 
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8:15-16; cf. v 1 lb, which states that Wisdom's special "domain" is Jerusalem. 
In vv 5-6, Ben Sira declares that Wisdom has been present and active 
throughout history, as she was present in the days of creation (Gen 1:1-31); 
cf. Prov 8:27-30. Finally, Wisdom sought for herself an earthly "resting 
place" (v 7a) "among them all," i.e., among "every people and nation" (v 6b), 
asking herself where she should abide (v 7b). In the Midrash Pesiqta, 186a, it 
is said that the Law was originally offered to all, but that Israel alone of the 
nations accepted it; so Box-Oesterley, p. 397. Cf. Bar 3:37. Like the dove, 
which sought "a resting place" (Gr anapausin, the same word found in the 
LXX of Gen 8:9, the MT of which has manoa}J) after Noah sent it forth from 
the Ark, so, too, did Wisdom seek such a place (v 7a). The stanza opens with 
"I" (Gr ego, Heb 'iinf) and closes with a first-person-singular verb, "should I 
abide." Cf. H. Conzelmann, "Die Mutter der Weisheit [Sir 24:3-7]," Fest
schrift R. Bultmann 2, pp. 225-34. 

The second stanza (vv 8-12) of Wisdom's speech begins with "then" (Gr 
tote, Heb 'az) followed by a perfect-tense verb in Heb (aorist in Gr). In Ps 
89:20, a new stanza begins in exactly the same way. So Skehan, CBQ 41, p. 
377. This stanza describes how Wisdom, after searching for a place to reside 
on earth, was commanded by the Creator to make her dwelling in Israel (v 8). 
In v Ba, the expression "Fashioner of all," an allusion to Prov 8:27-29, also 
occurs in the litany of praise (v iv) that follows 51: 12 in MS B of the Cairo 
text: yo~er hakkol, a phrase found also in Jer 10: 16 and 51: 19. V Sb implies 
that God himself had to choose "the spot for [Wisdom's] tent" because she 
was unsuccessful in her search (v 7). In v 8cd, there is perfect balance and 
synonymous parallelism between "in Jacob" and "in Israel," and between 
"make your dwelling" (Gr katasken6son; cf. John 1: 14) and "(make) your 
inheritance" (cf. v 7b). V 9a alludes to Prov 8:22-23; cf. 1:1, 4, 9, 15. Wisdom 
is everlasting, "shall not cease to be" (v 9b). In v lOa, Wisdom is said to 
minister before the Creator "in the holy Tent"-an allusion to Wisdom ( = 
the Law) stipulating the religious and liturgical rules to be followed in the 
worship of the Lord. The "Tent" is the Tabernacle or Dwelling that Yahweh 
commanded Moses to build; cf. Exod 25:8-9; 26:1-37. V lOb refers to Wis
dom ministering to the Lord when the Jerusalem (=Zion) Temple took the 
place of the Tent. V 11 is in parallel with v 8: the Creator gave Wisdom rest 
(cf. vv 7a and Sb) "in the city he loves [cf. Ps 50:2] as he does me [ = 
Wisdom]," i.e., "in Jerusalem" (v 1 lb). As regards Wisdom's "domain" (v 
1 lb), cf. the verb phrase "I held sway" (v 6b): both words derive from the 
same Heb root ms! (cf. 10:4a in Heb and G). "The glorious people" (v 12a) is 
an obvious reference to Jacob-Israel (v Bed). Wisdom's "inheritance" (v 12b; 
cf. NOTE) is "in the portion of the Lord," i.e., in Israel; cf. 17: l 7b; Deut 32:9; 
Zech 2: 16. It is to be noted that the word "inheritance" occurs in the last 
colon (v 7b) of the first stanza of Wisdom's speech and in the last colon (v 
12b) of the second stanza; cf. also v 8d. 
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The five bicola or lines of the third stanza of Wisdom's speech (vv 13-lS) 

are linked together in a formal unity by the word "like" (Gr hos, Heb ke-), 
which begins each line (vv 13a, 14a,c, !Sa,c), and by "and like" (the "and" 
does not appear in the translation here), which opens the second colon of 
each line (vv 13b, 14b, !Sb,d), with a variation in word order only in v 14d 
(where the "like" appears as the third word in G so as to ward off monotony; 
so Skehan, CBQ 41, p. 378). In Proverbs 8, the only plant imagery is found in 
v 19. In this stanza, Wisdom proclaims her excellence and desirability by a 
series of images, some of which may strike a modem Western reader as 
bombastic. The trees and plants (some of the finest among the flora of Pales
tine) and other exotic elements (some of which are used in the liturgy) are 
meant to evoke in the reader or listener a feeling of pleasure and a desire for 
Wisdom. The "cedar of Lebanon" (v 13a) is the most majestic and celebrated 
tree in Syria-Palestine and was used as a metaphor for strength and beauty; 
cf. Ps 92:13; Num 24:6; Cant S:IS. Cf. L. Fonck," 'Quasi cedrus exaltata sum 
in Libano .. .' (Eccli. 24,17)," VD I (1921): 226-31. The "cypress" (v 13b) 
was noted for its great height; cf. SO:IO. "Mount Hermon" (v 13b) is located 
in the northeastern border of Palestine, over against Lebanon. Adjoining the 
tableland of Bashan, it stands at the southern end and is the culminating 
point of the range of the Anti-Lebanon Mountains. Mount Hermon towered 
high above the ancient city of Dan and the sources of the Jordan; cf. Ps 133:3; 
Cant 4:8. "Engeddi" (v 14a), a town located on the western shore of the Dead 
Sea, in the wilderness of Judaea, was widely known for its date palms (cf. 
Josephus, Antiquities, xiv 4, !), which grew splendid featherlike leaves and 
produced delicious clusters of dates. The town was also known as Hazazon
tamar, i.e., Hazazon of the palms; cf. 2 Chr 20:2. "Jericho" (v 14b), the 
famous city of Benjamin in the Jordan plain west of the river, was a fertile 
garden spot, well watered and luxuriant. It was also called "the city of palm 
trees" (2 Chr 28: 1 S). Apparently the rose gardens in Jericho were spectacular, 
as v 14b implies; cf. 39:13. Cf. A. Vaccari, "'Quasi plantatio rosae in Iericho' 
(Eccli. 24,18)," VD 3 (1923): 289-94. 

The "olive tree" (v 14c) is the principal fruit-bearing tree of the Holy Land 
(and of the other Mediterranean countries). It is described here as "fair" or 
"beautiful in appearance" as it grows in abundance "in the foothills," the area 
known as the Shephelah (cf. Josh 10:40; 12:8). The "plane tree" (v 14d), 
mentioned only two other times in the OT (Gen 30:37 and Ezek 31:8), is 
found chiefly in the north of Palestine and in small numbers. For the phrase 
"beside the water," cf. NOTE and 39: 13; Ps I :3; Jer 17:8. Inv IS (cf. NOTE), 
Ben Sira changes the imagery to the perfumes and incense used in the service 
of the Meeting Tent in the desert. "Cinnamon" (cf. Prov 7: 17; Cant 4: 14), 
"fragrant cane,'' and "precious myrrh" (v !Sa) were combined with cassia 
(the bark of a tree, used as a spice) and blended with olive oil to produce a 
sacred perfume ointment to be used in the anointing of the Tent, the ark of 
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the commandments, and many other sacred appurtenances, as well as Aaron 
and his sons (Exod 30:23-30). "Galbanum" (v 15c) is a bitter, aromatic gum 
or resin extracted from a plant; "mastic" is the aromatic gum of the mastic 
tree. "Onycha" is "generally believed to be the operculum of some species of 
marine mollusc. The operculum is a horny or calcareous plate attached to the 
foot of certain Gasteropodous molluscs, the function of which is to close the 
aperture of the shell when the animal has withdrawn into the interior" (Ency
clopedia Biblica, vol. 3, p. 3511). Galbanum, onycha, and mastic were 
blended with pure frankincense to produce the incense used in the liturgical 
service of the Tent (Exod 30:34-35). In v 15d, Wisdom compares herself to 
"the odor of incense in the holy Tent," i.e., something sacred, acceptable, and 
pleasing to the Lord; something which was forbidden to be used for non
liturgical purposes (cf. Exod 30:38) and which was to be offered only by 
authorized personnel (cf. Num 16:6--7, 17-35; 2 Chr 26:16--19). The pleasant 
smell of incense was proverbial; cf. Prov 27:9; Cant 3:6. V 15 adds a new 
dimension to Wisdom-Wisdom serves a liturgical and priestly function; it is 
an intermediary between God and human beings; cf. 2 Cor 2:15. 

Like the opening stanza of Wisdom's speech, the final stanza (vv 16--17, 
19-22) has "I" as the first word of the first two bicola; cf. COMMENT on v 3. 
The imagery returns to flora, as in vv 13-14. The "terebinth" (v 16a), a 
deciduous tree with pinnate leaves and red berries, was noted for its far
reaching and lovely branches. In Judg 6:11, the angel of Yahweh who spoke 
with Gideon sat under the terebinth in Ophrah. In Israel's past, the terebinth, 
probably because it was such a prominent and lofty tree, had been associated 
with cultic prostitution at idol shrines; cf. Isa 1 :29; 57 :5; Hos 4: 13. Like the 
vine (v 17a) which produces the grape for wine that "cheers gods and men" 
(Judg 9: 13), Wisdom buds forth "delights" (lit., grace). When her blossoms 
fall off, Wisdom produces "fruits fair and rich" (v 17b), lit., fruits of honor 
and wealth-the classical fruits of Wisdom. Cf. 4:2lb; Prov 3:16; 8:18-19, 21. 
As regards v 18, found in Gil, cf. NOTES. For a good study of the symbolism 
of the tree and vine images, cf. A. Fournier-Bidoz, "L' Arbre et la demeure: 
Siracide xxiv 10-17," VT 34 (1984): 1-10. 

In v 19, Wisdom now offers the customary invitation to her disciples, 
whom she calls "you that yearn for me." One must accept her invitation in 
order to "be filled with [her] fruits," which are "fair and rich," as v 17b puts 
it. Cf. 6: 18-38; Prov 8:4-10, 32-36; 9:4-6, 11; Matt 11 :28-30. Wisdom de
scribes herself as "sweeter than honey" (v 20a) and "better . . . than the 
honeycomb" (v 20b); cf. Ps 19: 11, where the "ordinances of Yahweh" are said 
to be "sweeter than syrup or honey from the comb." Cf. also Ps 119: 103; 
Prov 16:24; 24:13-14. The point ofv 21 is that the one who eats and drinks of 
Wisdom's delights (cf. vv 17, 19-20) "will hunger" and "thirst for more." 
Compare the words of Jesus in John 4:14; 6:35. The one who "obeys" Wis
dom (cf. Prov 8:32a) "will not be put to shame" (v 22a; cf. Ps 22:6), whereas 
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the fool, i.e., the person who does not keep the Law, will experience shame 
and disgrace (cf. 5: 14; 6: l; 20:26). Moreover, "those who work with [Wis
dom]," i.e., those whose obedience to her is put into practice, "will never fail" 
(Gr hamartesousin, Heb ye~{ii'u in Skehan's retroversion). Skehan writes 
(CBQ 41, p. 378): "Perhaps the most interesting lexical link between [Prov
erbs 8 and Sirach 24] occurs with ~o{e'f in Prov 8:36 and lO' ye~{ii'u in Sir 
24:22. 'He who misses me [that is, Wisdom]' is the sense in Proverbs, and 
'will not fail' is the meaning in Sirach-the only two cases in biblical litera
ture in which ~r has its basic physical sense of falling short, missing the 
mark, and does not rather convey the derived sense of 'sin.' " It is also to be 
observed that the Heb verb ~r (Gr hamartanein) occurs in the last line of the 
poem in Proverbs 8 (v 36a) and in the last lines of Wisdom's speech in our 
poem (v 22b). 

The next stanza (vv 23, 25-29), in which Ben Sira is again the speaker, 
identifies Wisdom with the Law (Torah). Skehan remarks (CBQ 41, p. 379): 
"[V] 23a can only be described as a descent into prose; I know of no one who 
tries to make of it a full line." V 23a is, however, one of Ben Sira's most 
emphatic statements that Wisdom is the Torah of Israel. Cf. COMMENT on 
1:11-30; 6:32-37; 15:1; 19:20; 21:6; 23:27. "The book of the ... covenant" 
(v 23a) is an expression taken from Exod 24:7. V 23bc is a direct quotation of 
Deut 33:4, the LXX of which G quotes word for word. The Torah given to 
Moses to enjoin on the people is Jacob's "heritage" (v 23bc). For further 
study of v 23, cf. G. T. Sheppard, "Wisdom and Torah: The Interpretation of 
Deuteronomy Underlying Sirach 24:23," in G. A. Tuttle, ed., Biblical and 
Near Eastern Studies, pp. 166-76. For v 24 in Gil, cf. NOTE. The Torah, like 
Wisdom in v 3, is viewed as a spirit. Hence Ben Sira can speak of the Torah 
being "brimful, like the Pishon [the first river that branched from the river in 
Eden; Gen 2: 11], with wisdom" (v 25a), or "like the Tigris at the time of the 
new crops" (v 25b), i.e., in spring, when many rivers are at their high-water 
mark. The Torah is not only full with Wisdom (v 25a), but it also "runs over, 
like the Euphrates [a river which flows some 2,235 miles from east-central 
Turkey, through northeastern Syria and central Iraq, to the Tigris, with 
which it forms the Shatt-al-Arab] with understanding" (v 26a), or "like the 
Jordan [Palestine's own best-known river] at harvesttime" (v 26b); cf. l Chr 
12: 15. Instead of "at harvesttime," Syr reads "in the days of Nisan," the first 
month of the religious year, i.e., March-April, when the harvest was brought 
in. The flooding, in September, of the Nile (cf. NOTE) (at 4, 145 miles in length 
the longest river in Africa, and in the Near East) was proverbial (cf. Amos 
8:8; 9:5); so, too, the Torah "floods ... with knowledge" (v 27a). The 
Gihon (v 27b) was the second river that branched from the river in Eden; cf. 
Gen 2:13. In the LXX of Jer 2:18, the Gihon is identified with the Nile. The 
omission of ka1; "and," before "like" in v 27b in GI seems to reflect the same 
identification. But the kai is well attested in Gil and many other Gr MSS, as 
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well as Syh and Syr. Most likely, the original Heb text had "and" before 
"like," thus giving perfect balance to vv 25-27, one river in each of the six 
cola. The "vintage time" was September-October. It should be observed that 
the names of the first and sixth rivers in vv 25-27 derive from Gen 2:11, 13, 
which together with the rest of Genesis 1-11 contain the prehistory of Israel, 
whereas the other rivers named are connected with the real history of Israel
the Tigris and Euphrates with Assyria and later Babylon, which were Israel's 
enemies, and where Israel went into exile after the destruction of Jerusalem in 
587 s.c.; the Jordan, which was the principal river of Palestine; and the Nile 
in the land of Egypt, where the children of Abraham were oppressed by the 
Pharaohs. 

"The first human" (v 28a), i.e., Adam (another reference to Genesis 2) 
"never knew wisdom fully" because the Torah, which is wisdom, was not yet 
revealed; Moses was the one to whom the Torah was given. Israel's wisdom, 
her Torah, is so inexhaustible and profound that not even "the last [human]" 
on earth could "succeed in fathoming her" (v 28b). The reference to "the first 
human" and "the last human" implies a merism: i.e., wisdom is beyond all 
human beings and their attempts to attain her. In the Bible, water was often 
employed as an image of divine bounty and goodness; cf., for example, Isa 
12:3; Jer 2:13; 17:13; Ps 36:9-10; John 4:14; 7:37. Inv 29, Wisdom is com
pared to water that is "deeper than the sea . . . than the great abyss," the 
abyss being another reference to prehistory in Genesis (1 :2). There is in v 29 a 
well-balanced a:b::b':a' chiastic structure that emphasizes the point and also 
brings the stanza to a close: (deeper) than the sea:her thoughts::her coun
se/s:than the great abyss. 

The final stanza of this superb poem, which now has as speaker Ben Sira 
himself, opens with "and I" (Gr kago, Heb wa'iini), translated here "now I." 
The same pronoun opens the first (v 3) and the last stanzas (v 16) of Wis
dom's speech; cf. COMMENT on vv 3-4. Because he is a Wisdom teacher, Ben 
Sira boldly compares himself to "a rivulet from her stream" (v 30a), thus 
continuing the imagery of vv 25-27. Wisdom's "stream" (lit., river) is so 
abundant that it can be channeled imo many rivulets (like Ben Sira and other 
sages). Since Ben Sira is "a rivulet . . . channeling the waters forth into a 
garden" (v 30b; cf. 40:27a; Isa 58: 11 ), he says to himself, "I will water my 
plants, my flower bed I will drench" (v 3 lab); i.e., he is of a mind at first to 
use the waters of Wisdom for his personal benefit. But suddenly his "rivulet 
... became a river" (v 3 lc), his "stream [lit., river] ... a sea" (v 3 ld), 
apparently even bolder metaphors because Wisdom herself is compared to a 
river in v 30a (cf. vv 25-27) and to the sea in v 29a. Cf. Ezek 47:1-12; Joel 
4: 18. But Ben Sira's "teachings" (v 32a) are not really his own, nor are they 
to be viewed as a personal achievement (like Aristotle's); but rather his wis
dom is simply the Torah, which he learned from his glorious tradition, and of 
which he was the first to benefit. Accordingly, he can send forth the teachings 
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of the Torah "shining like the dawn" (v 32a), "to spread their brightness afar 
off," i.e., even to the Diaspora, so that they are not confined merely to the 
Jewish inhabitants of the Holy Land. The image of the Law as light is found 
also in Ps 119: 105; Isa 2:5; Wis 18:4. Finally, Ben Sira says he will "pour out 
[cf. COMMENT on v 3) instruction like prophecy" (v 33a), i.e., he is aware of 
his own inspiration from God, as the prophets of old were of theirs (cf. Jer 
1:7, 9); and like them, he utters his wisdom for the benefit of others. He 
bequeaths his instruction "to generations yet to come" (v 33b), so that not 
only his contemporaries will profit from his teachings but also all future 
believers all over the world (cf. v 32b). 

For a more detailed study of this chapter, see the excellent article by M. 
Gilbert, "L'Eloge de la Sagesse (Siracide 24)," RTL 5 (1974): 326-48. 



31. Gifts That Bring Happiness 
(25:1-12) 

25 1 With three things I am delighted, s 
for they are pleasing to the Lord and to humans: 

Harmony among kindred, friendship among neighbors, G 

and the mutual love of husband and wife. 
2 Three kinds of people I hate; 

their manner of life I loathe indeed: 
A proud pauper, a rich dissembler, 

and an old person lecherous in his dotage. 

3 What you have not gathered in your youth, 
how will you acquire in your old age? 

4 How becoming to the gray-haired is judgment, 
and a knowledge of counsel to those on in years! 

5 How becoming to the aged is wisdom, 
understanding and prudence to the venerable! 

6 The crown of the elderly is wide experience; 
their glory, the fear of the Lord. 

7 There are nine who come to my mind as blessed, 
a tenth, whom my tongue proclaims: 

Happy is whoever finds joy in his children, 
and whoever lives to see his enemies' downfall. 

B Happy is whoever dwells with a sensible wife, 
and whoever is not plowing with an ox and a donkey s 

combined. 
Happy is whoever sins not with his tongue, G 

and whoever serves not his inferior. 
9 Happy is whoever finds a friend, 

and whoever speaks to attentive ears. 
10 Whoever finds wisdom is great indeed, 

but not greater than the one who fears the Lord. 
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11 Fear of the Lord surpasses all else, 
its possessor is beyond compare.° 

• 12 Fear of the Lord is the beginning of loving him, 
and fidelity is the beginning of clinging to him. 

Notes 

§ XXXI 

Gil 

25 lab. Ziegler restores the corrupt Gr text for these two cola, on the basis of the 
Syr and following the analogy of similar numerical proverbs; see his introduction, pp. 
76--78. 

7cd-10. The pattern of this numerical proverb calls for ten separate types named 
for approval. In the Gr, there are only nine, in the Syr, eleven; of these, eight are in 
more or less agreement. 

Sb. Lacking in G, this colon is taken from Syr. Two words only of it survive in a 
damaged leaf of Heb MS C; they are }Jwr§ Hwr, "one plowing as (with) a bull .... " 
But the Syr has betawr<i weba}Jemtirti 'ak}Jed<i, with an ox and a donkey combined, the 
normal allusion to Deut 22: 10. The allusion in the context of Sirach is certainly to an 
incompatible marriage; here it is being understood of one man married to two incom
patible women (compare 37: I la). That the incompatible pair should be husband and 
wife is an application that has been made (viz., to Dinah and Shechem, Genesis 34; see 
Segal); since the terms more precisely mean "with a bull and a jackass combined," 
such an application multiplies incongruities to the straining point. 

9a. a friend: so Lat and Syr; G has "knowledge"; compare !Oa. 
12. Note here a recurrent theme of Gii, last seen in 19:18-19 and 24:18, 24. 

Comment 

This section, comprised of three loosely connected poems (4+4+ 7 bicola), 
contains numerical proverbs in the first (vv 1-2) and third (vv 7-11) units. Cf. 
COMMENT on 23:16--17 and INTRODUCTION, Part IV, 1. 

The first poem (vv 1-2), with two numerical proverbs, introduces in v ld 
the theme of this section and the next (25: 13-26: 18[27]), viz., the blessings of 
a good marriage and the kinds of husbands and wives that are found in such 
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marriages. On v lab, cf. NOTE. "Harmony among kindred" (v le) is a cher
ished grace in any society, but particularly in a society with close family 
bonds as in ancient Israel; cf. 7: 12; Psalm 133. "Friendship among neighbors" 
(v le) was also important, because the Israelites viewed other individuals of 
their group as kinsmen; cf. Tob 4: 13. But the third, and hence finest, thing is 
"the mutual love of husband and wife," lit., a husband and a wife who are 
suited to each other (v Id); cf. 40:23b. Curiously, GI has the word order "a 
wife and a husband." Gil, Lat, and Syr have husband before wife. As could 
be expected from a writer of that day and culture, Ben Sira devotes only two 
bicola (v 2) to evil men and husbands. The rest of this section (vv 3-11) 
speaks of the blessings that the good husband experiences. In the next section 
(2S:l3-26:18[27]), however, Ben Sira has far more to say about the evil 
woman or wife (2S:13-26; 26:S-12, 22-27) than about the good one (26:1-4, 
13-18). See INTRODUCTION, Part X, 7. Ben Sira hates "a proud pauper" (v 
2c) because pride is a vice that is despicable in anyone (cf. 10:7-18, with 
COMMENT), but especially in the poor, who have little to boast of in the first 
place. Lying is also loathsome (cf. 20:24-26, with COMMENT), but particu
larly in the rich (v 2c), who have all their needs satisfied and thus have little 
temptation to lie or use fraud. V 2d may be translated, lit.: "and an old man 
who is an adulterer lacking in sense." The old man is supposed to be, in view 
of his age and experience, a model of virtue and wisdom (cf. vv 4-6). When 
he commits adultery, however, he is despicable because he violates his station 
in life by proving to be "lacking in sense" as well as in virtue. It is bad enough 
when a young man gives in to youthful lust; but when an old man succumbs 
to illicit passion, it is utterly degenerate, as in the case of the two lecherous 
elders of the people who conspired to commit adultery with beautiful 
Susanna. She repelled their sinful advances even though they attempted to 
blackmail her (Dan I 3:S-27). 

The next stanza (vv 3-6) continues the theme of old age, opening with a 
strong reminder that what one has not gathered in youth it is too late to 
acquire in old age (v 3); cf. 6:18-37. Vv 4-6 may be autobiographical, for Ben 
Sira was well "on in years" (v 4b) when he published his book; cf. INTRODUC
TION, Part II. These verses describe the wisdom and virtue that should be the 
possessions of the aged who throughout their lives have feared the Lord (v 
6b), as Ben Sira apparently did. "Judgment" (v 4a) and "a knowledge of 
counsel" (v 4b), "wisdom" (v Sa), "understanding and prudence" (v Sb), and 
"wide experience" (v 6a; cf. 21 :22b) are becoming to old age and are "the 
crown of the elderly" (v 6a; cf. 1: 18a). But above all else is "the fear of the 
Lord," which is the "glory" of the aged (v 6b; cf. 1:11). Compare v 2d. 

The final stanza (vv 7-11) contains Ben Sira's ten beatitudes; cf. Matt S:3-
11; Luke 6:20-22. Cf. NOTE on vv 7cd-10. The stanza is a typical example of 
an "x and x+ I" numerical proverb; cf. INTRODUCTION, Part IV, I. Children 
were considered a blessing from the Lord (cf. Ps 127:3-S; Sir 40: 19a); but not 
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all children gave "joy" (v 7c) to their parents; cf. 16:1-4. The sentiment about 
living long enough to see the downfall of one's enemies (v 7d) is hardly 
Christian; compare Matt 5:43-47. That sentiment, however, was not uncom
mon in the OT; cf., for example, Pss 18:38-39, 40-43, 48-49; 54:7; 112:8. 
Dwelling "with a sensible wife" (v 8a) was another divine blessing the Jewish 
male hoped for; cf. v 1 d and 26: 1-4. On the face of it, v 8b calls happy the 
man who does not plow with an ox and an ass yoked together-something 
explicitly forbidden in the Law (Deut 22: 10); cf. 2 Cor 6: 14. But as the 
context clearly indicates, a statement about an undesirable marriage is being 
made; cf. NOTE. Cf. also vv 13-26; 26:7-9. Ben Sira gives another beatitude 
about the person who controls his tongue (v 8c) in 14:1a; cf. Jas 3:2. Serving 
an inferior (v 8d) was considered a social disgrace; compare Luke 22:27 and 
John 13:13-16. Friendship (v 9a; cf. NOTE) was another great blessing, about 
which Ben Sira had much to say; cf. 6:5-17 and 37:1-6. The wise are indeed 
happy if there are "attentive ears" (v 9b) to speak to; cf. 3:29b, which in G 
reads: "An attentive ear is the desire of the wise." The ninth beatitude calls 
great the one who "finds wisdom" (v lOa), and the tenth extols as even 
greater the one "who fears the Lord" (v lOb). Since in the thought of Ben Sira 
wisdom is identified with fear of the Lord (cf. COMMENT on 1:11-30; 6:32-
37; 24:23-29), the ninth and tenth beatitudes-the two most significant in the 
series-call happy the person who does the same thing, i.e., "finds wisdom" 
and "fears the Lord." To emphasize the supreme value and importance of 
fear of the Lord, Ben Sira adds an extra line (v 11) to the ten beatitudes; cf. 
1:11-21, 25-27. See INTRODUCTION, Part X, l. Gil goes one better by adding 
another line (v 12); cf. NOTE and l:lOcd. 



32. Wicked and Virtuous Women 
(25: 13-26: 18 [27]) 

25 13 Worst of all wounds is that of the heart, 
worst of all evils is that of a woman. 

14 Worst of all afflictions is that from one's foes, 
worst of all vengeance is that of one's enemies: 

15 No poison worse than that of a serpent, 
no venom greater than that of a woman. 

16 With a dragon or a lion I would rather dwell 
than live with an evil woman. 

17 Wickedness changes a woman's looks, 
and makes her sullen as a female bear. 

18 When her husband sits among his neighbors, 
a bitter sigh escapes him unawares. 

19 There is scarce any evil like that in a woman; 
may she fall to the lot of the sinner! 

20 Like a sandy hill to aged feet 
is a railing wife to a quiet man. 

21 Stumble not through a woman's beauty, 
nor be greedy for her wealth: 

22 Harsh is the slavery, great the shame, 
when a wife supports her husband. 

23 Depressed mind, saddened face, 
broken heart-these from an evil wife. 

Feeble hands and quaking knees-
from a wife who brings no happiness to her husband. 

24 In a woman was sin's beginning: 
on her account we all die. 

25 Allow water no outlet, 
and be not indulgent to an erring wife; 

G 

s 

G 
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26 If she walks not by your side, 
cut her away from your flesh with a bill of divorce. 

26 1 Happy the husband of a good wife, 
twice lengthened are his days; 

2 A worthy wife brings joy to her husband, 
peaceful and full is his life. 

3 A good wife is a generous gift 
bestowed upon him who fears the Lord; 

4 Be he rich or poor, his heart is content 
and a smile is ever on his face. 

s There are three things at which my heart quakes, 
a fourth before which I quail: 

Though false charges in public, trial before all the 
people, 

and lying testimony are each harder to bear than 
death, 

6 A wife jealous of another wife is heartache and 
mourning 

and a scourging tongue like the other three. 

7 A bad wife is a chafing yoke; 
whoever marries her has a scorpion in his grasp. 

s A drunken wife arouses great anger, 
for she does not hide her shame. 

9 By her eyelids and her haughty stare 
an unchaste wife can be recognized. 

10 Keep strict watch over an unruly wife, 
lest, finding an opportunity, she make use of it; 

11 Follow close if her eyes are bold, 
and be not surprised if she betrays you: 

12 As a thirsty traveler with eager mouth 
drinks from any water that he finds, 

So she sits down before every tent peg 
and opens her quiver for every arrow. 

13 A gracious wife delights her husband, 
her thoughtfulness puts flesh on his bones; 

14 A gift from the Lord is her governed speech, 
and her disciplined virtue is of surpassing worth. 
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15 Choicest of blessings is a modest wife, 
priceless her chaste person. 

16 Like the sun rising in the Lord's heavens, 
the beauty of a virtuous wife is the radiance of her 

home. 
11 Like the light which shines above the holy lampstand 

are her beauty of face and graceful figure. 
IS Golden columns on silver bases 

are her shapely limbs and steady feet." 

0 
19 My son, keep intact the prime of your life 

by not surrendering your strength to strangers; 
20 Single out from all the land a goodly field 

and there with confidence sow the seed of your 
increase-

21 So shall you have your offspring around you 
growing up confident in their breeding. 

22 Though a woman for hire be thought of as a trifle, 
a married woman is a deadly snare for those who 

embrace her. 
23 An impious woman will be given as spouse to the lawless 

man, 
but a devout wife is given to whoever fears the Lord. 

24 The shameless hussy wears out reproach, 
but an exemplary daughter will be modest even before 

her husband. 
25 The unruly wife will be thought of as a bitch, 

but the one with a sense of shame fears the Lord. 
26 The woman who respects her husband will be seen by 

everyone as wise, 
but the one who proudly scorns her spouse all will know 

to be impious. 
Happy the husband of a good wife; 

each year of his life counts for two. 
27 But a loud-mouthed, scolding wife can be recognized 

as a battle trumpet signaling attack. 
Any human being who matches that challenge 

will spend his life amid the turbulence of war. 

345 

Gil 
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Notes 

25 15. poison ... venom: the Heb will have been ro's and }Jemli, cf. Deut 32:33. 
The Gr has misunderstood the terms. 

16a. dragon ... lion: these creatures come from Ps 91:13. 
17a. Wickedness changes a woman's looks: "The wickedness of a woman turns her 

husband's face green," says Syr. It is sure from G, Syr, and MSC that "her husband" 
belongs in I Ba; the earlier shift of reference is unwarranted. Cf. v 23. 

18. sits=Syr, MS C (ysb); the Gr seems to have read swb. unawares=Gll (cod. 
248), Syr, and MSC; so Ziegler, repairing the corrupt akousas, "having heard," of GI. 
The bitter in G may be an expansion. 

22a. great=G; Syr has biStii'="dire." 
26b. with a bill of divorce: based on Gil (248), with Syr. GI does not have this 

explanation. 
26 3b. him who fears: with Syr and MS C; G makes this plural. 
toa. unruly wife: the context and Syr require this. G has fused the language of !Oa 

here and of the similar colon 42:1 la, as the Masada text of the later passage helps to 
prove. The "daughter" of G, instead of wife, comes from 42: 11, where in tum the 
adiatrepte. unruly, has been added by way of expansion. The Heb here in !Oa will have 
had 'azzat piinlm (so Segal), which is to be understood of a wife rather than of an 
unmarried person. 

12c. sits: a euphemism for "lies"; in the basic Heb, this will have been tsb for tskb. 
19-27. This series of expansions on 25:13-26:18 has been transmitted in both Gil 

and Syr. The presumption is that the verses were composed in Heb, though they are 
not extant in that language. 

22. Cf. Prov 6:26. deadly snare: both Gil and Syr have "tower of death"; but in 
view of the dependence on Proverbs, the presumption is very strong that the Heb read 
me!iudat miiwet, and that not a tower but a snare was meant; cf. also Qoh 7:26; 9:12; 
Sir 9:3; and CBQ 16 (1954): 154. 

22-26cd. This series of antitheses is built up out of the language and thought 
patterns of 25: 13-26: 18, with the doublet of Prov 6:26 (v 22) to open the series, and a 
doublet of Sir 26:1 (v 26cd) to conclude it. V 23 is an elaboration of 25:19; 26:3. 

26d. for two. After this, Syr has the line "Complaint by a wife should be made in 
meekness, I and show itself in a slight flush"; this is accepted by Peters (instead of 
26cd=26:1, see above) and by Segal. It breaks, however, the pattern otherwise visible 
both in G and in Syr whereby in vv 22-27 seven successive sayings begin with the 
same word for "woman/wife." That pattern suggests that vv 22-26 were compiled out 
of familiar materials (see above) to provide a setting for the longer v 27, which (what
ever else one thinks of it) is not found elsewhere. 

27c. that challenge: both Gil and Syr are vague, saying only "these"; but the 
reference should be to the trumpet blasts of 27b. 
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Comment 

This section on wicked and virtuous women resumes the theme introduced 
in 25: ld. As was noted in the COMMENT on 25:2, Ben Sira (like other authors 
of that society and age) writes a great deal more about the evil woman or wife 
(25:13-26; 26:5-12, 22-27) than about the good one (26:1-4, 13-18). The 
unflattering observations made here should not be explained away or exagger
ated; they are simply accurate reflections of the kind of training for life the 
young Jewish male received in the early second century e.c. See INTRODUC
TION, Part X, 7. 

In the opening stanza (vv 13-18, six bicola), the first verse sets the somber 
tone for the comments Ben Sira makes about the evils women are capable of. 
Heartache indeed hurts more than any other pain (v l 3a), and what a wicked 
woman can do to one's heart is the "worst of all evils" (v 13b). Vv 14-15 refer 
to the evils of polygamy, which was still practiced in Ben Sira's day (so 
Smend, p. 229, and Box-Oesterley, p. 401); cf. 25:8b; 26:6a; 37: 1 la. If a man's 
wives did not get along with each other, they became "foes" to each other as 
well as to their husband, and all suffered the "worst of all afflictions" (v 14a). 
V l4b is in parallel with v 14a; the "vengeance" (v 14b) refers to what the 
rival wives, who have become "enemies," try to wreak on one another. The 
"venom" (v 15b; cf. NOTE) of the feuding wives is said to be even greater than 
the dangerous "poison" of a serpent (v 15a). As regards the problems, envy, 
and jealousy that arose in polygamous marriages, cf. Gen 29:31-30:24. 

Ben Sira states he "would rather dwell" "with a dragon or a lion" (v 16a; 
cf. NOTE) than "with an evil woman" (v 16b)-a somewhat daring, if not 
preposterous, hyperbole. Prov 21: 19 and 25:24 make the point more subtly; 
cf. Prov 27:15. For the reading ofSyr in v 17a, cf. NOTE. The Heb text of MS 
C is also extant for v 17a; it reads: "The wickedness of a woman makes black 
the appearance of (her) husband." The point of v l 7a in G, which is closest to 
the original wording of Ben Sira, is that a woman's wickedness manifests 
itself in her appearance. V 17b may be translated, lit.: "and it [wickedness] 
darkens her face like a bear" (=MS C and most Gr MSS; Codex B of G has 
like sackcloth; Syr, like the color of sackcloth; Lat, like a bear and like sack
cloth). The bear was known for its ferocity; cf. 47:3 (where bears are men
tioned in parallel with lions); 1 Sam 17:34, 3~37; 2 Sam 17:8; Hos 13:8. In 
English and in French, the bear is a symbol of an ill-mannered person. When 
the wicked woman's husband "sits [cf. NOTE] among his neighbors" (v 18a), 
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they receive an inkling of the grief he experiences in his marriage by the 
"bitter sigh [which] escapes him unawares" (v 18b; cf. NOTE). Contrast such 
a husband with the husband of the good wife described with lyrical enthusi
asm in Prov 31 :23, 28. 

In the next stanza (vv 19-22), Ben Sira continues the dismal litany of woes 
that an evil woman brings upon her husband. The harsh statement in v 19a 
should be taken as an example of Semitic hyperbole, for Ben Sira must have 
known from the history of his own people that men caused more evil than 
women; cf., for instance, the history of the monarchy in Israel and in Judah 
as well as the prophetic denunciation of kings and princes, nobles and priests. 
An evil woman is such a misfortune that Ben Sira expresses the wish that she 
become the wife of a sinner (v I 9b), and not of a righteous man; cf. 7:25; Qoh 
7:26. The point of the vivid comparison in v 20 is that just as it is difficult, or 
even impossible, for the aged to climb a hill where the footing is poor because 
of sand, so it is troublesome, if not intolerable, for "a quiet man" to live with 
"a railing wife" (cf. 8:3). The advice in v 21 is sound: a man should not marry 
a woman simply for her beauty or her wealth. Smend writes (p. 231): "The 
rich woman is bait and trap together." Cf. 31 :6. An interesting variation on 
the ideas expressed in vv 20b-2 I is the saying of Thomas Fuller: "Choose a 
wife rather by your ear than your eye" ( Gnomologia [ 1732], 1107). In com
paring a wife who "supports her husband" (because he married her for the 
money she brings in) to "harsh slavery," Ben Sira alludes to the oppressive 
service the wealthy Egyptians imposed on the Israelites; cf. Exod 1: 14; 6:9; 
Deut 26:6. 

The next stanza (vv 23-26) describes the distress an evil wife brings on her 
husband and gives some advice on what he should do with her. Just as a 
woman's wickedness manifests itself exteriorly in her "looks" (v l 7a), so a 
husband's grief, his "depressed mind" (v 23a) and "broken heart" (v 23b), at 
being married to "an evil wife" (v 23b) shows itself in his "saddened face" (v 
23a) and "feeble hands [cf. Jer 47:3] and quaking knees [cf. Ps 109:24]" (v 
23c); cf. Isa 35:3; Job 4:3-4; Heb 12: 12. It is to be noted that "an evil wife" is 
defined in the parallel v 23d as "a wife who brings no happiness to her 
husband." Contrast what is said here with Prov 31:10-12. Inv 24a, Ben Sira 
alludes to Gen 3:6-chronologically the woman in the Garden of Eden was 
the first to sin; her husband ate the forbidden fruit afterward. A similar idea is 
expressed in 2 Cor 11 :3 and I Tim 2: 14. With regard to the statement that 
"on her account we all die" (v 24b), it is to be observed that later Jewish 
theology generally taught that Adam was the real cause for the entrance of 
sin and death into the world (so Box-Oesterley, p. 402). St. Paul says the 
same thing in Rom 5:12, 14-19; 1 Cor 15:22. Cf. Wis 2:23-24. Cf. F. R. 
Tennant, "The Teaching of Ecclesiasticus and Wisdom on the Introduction of 
Sin and Death," JTS 2 (1900-1): 207-23; T. Gallus, "'A muliere initium 
peccati et per illam omnes morimur' (Sir 25,24 [33])," VD 23 (1943): 272-77; 
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H. Cazelles, VT 9 (1959): 212-15, a review of A.-M. Dubarle, Le Peche 
originel dans l'Ecriture (Paris, 1956). J. Levison ("Is Eve to Blame? A Con
textual Analysis of Sirach 25:24," CBQ 47 [1985): 617-23) argues on the basis 
of the context and of a fragmentary poem from 4Q that v 24 "refers not to 
Eve but to the evil wife. Therefore it must be translated: 'From the [evil] wife 
is the beginning of sin, I and because of her we [husbands) all die' " (p. 622). I 
find Levison's argument unconvincing. As one dams up water to prevent a 
flood (v 25a), so a husband should not give free rein "to an erring wife" (v 
25b). Cf. 1Cor14:34 and 1Tim2:11-12. If the erring wife does not become 
properly submissive (v 26a), the husband is advised to divorce her (v 26b). Cf. 
24:1-4; Matt 5:31; 19:3-9. Gen 2:24 speaks of a husband and wife becoming 
"one flesh." Hence Ben Sira uses the strong language, "cut her away from 
your flesh," when he refers to divorce (v 26b); cf. NOTE. 

Finally, in the next stanza (26: 1-4), Ben Sira speaks, however briefly, of the 
good wife. But even here the woman is not extolled for what she is in and of 
herself, but only for what she is and does for her husband. Cf. 36:26--31. In v 
la, there is an elegant a:b::b':a' rhetorical arrangement to the four words also 
extant in Heb MSC: a wife:good::happy:her-husband. Cf. Prov 12:4. A good 
wife even gives length of days to her husband's life (v 1 b); modern psychology 
and medicine have proved the validity of this ancient observation. For the 
thought ofv 2, cf. Prov 31:10-12. V 13a is a rephrasing ofv 2a. A long life (v 
1 b) that is "peaceful and full" (v 2b) was the desire and prayer of the pious 
Jew; cf. Prov 3:2, 16--17; Pss 37:11; 119:165; 122:6--9; 128:1-6. V 3 is impor
tant for a proper perspective on Ben Sira's ideas about the good wife: she is "a 
generous gift [presumably from God] bestowed on him who fears [cf. NOTE] 
the Lord." Accordingly, the key to finding a good wife and enjoying a happy 
marriage is fear of the Lord. Cf. Prov 18:22; 19: 14. Wealth, though it helps, is 
not necessary in marriage (v 4a); what is essential is a cheerful (lit., good) 
heart on the inside and "a smile" on the outside (v 4b), and these come only 
when the husband, who is himself God-fearing (v 3b), has "a good wife" (v 
3a). Cf. 36:29. 

The next stanza (vv 5-6) is a numerical proverb; cf. COMMENT on 23:16--
17. The first three things (v 5cd), which Ben Sira describes as each being 
"harder to bear than death" (v 5d), are (1) public judicial proceedings in 
which (2) "false charges" are made and (3) "lying testimony" is given. Cf. 1 
Kgs 21:8-13. The first and third things are sins of the tongue, concerning 
which cf. 28:18-21. The fourth thing is "a wife jealous of another wife [or 
woman)"-she is "heartache and mourning" (v 6a). Here Ben Sira again 
alludes to the difficulties and tensions of polygamy; cf. COMMENT on 25:14-
15 and 37:11. "A scourging tongue" ( v 6b; cf. Job 5 :21) is "like the other 
three" (lit., like all [the rest]), i.e., like the first three things ofv 5cd; cf. 28:17. 

The theme of the bad wife continues in the next stanza (vv 7-9). She is "a 
chafing yoke" (v 7a), a constant irritation; and her husband can be said to 
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have "a scorpion in his grasp" (v 7b)-a vivid image because the scorpion's 
sting was thought to be deadly (cf. Deut 8: 15; Luke 10: 19; Rev 9:3, 5). If the 
husband were to correct or reform such a wife, he would be sure to feel her 
sting, which indeed could be described, with the words used earlier in a 
similar context, as "harder to bear than death" (v Sd). Another evil is "a 
drunken wife," whose inhibitions are taken away by alcohol; she boldly com
mits adultery (i.e., "she does not hide her shame"), thereby arousing in her 
husband "great anger" (v 8). Others can recognize "an unchaste wife" (lit., 
the whoredom of a woman/wife) by her looks (cf. 25: l 7a), i.e., "by her eye
lids and her haughty stare" (v 9); cf. v 11; 23:4b; Prov 6:25. For the ancient 
Near Eastern customs and methods of making up the eyelids and eyebrows, 
cf. 2 Kgs 9:30; Jer 4:30; Ezek 23:40. 

The "unruly wife" (v lOa; cf. NOTE) is the theme also of the next stanza 
(vv 10-12). The husband is urged to "keep strict watch" (v lOa) over such a 
woman, "lest, finding an opportunity, she make use of it" (v lOb), for she is 
ever on the quest for new lovers (cf. v 12). The "unruly wife" occurs also in v 
25. Special surveillance is necessary "if her eyes are bold" (v I la; cf. v 9a), for 
she is seeking ways to betray her husband (v I lb). The graphic and blunt 
comparison in v 12 is meant to dramatize how eager the unruly wife is to 
commit adultery with any man she meets. For "drinking water" as a meta
phor for adultery, cf. Prov 9:17 and also Sir 23:16--17. As regards the verb 
"sits" (v 12c), cf. NOTE. The "tent peg" and "arrow" in v 12cd are euphe
misms for the penis, as "quiver" (v 12d) is for the vagina. 

In stark contrast to the unruly wife of the preceding stanza (vv 10-12) is 
the "gracious wife" of the present stanza (vv 13-18). She not only "delights 
her husband" (v 13a) but also fattens him up (the Gr is, lit., "her thoughtful
ness will fatten his bones"); cf. Prov 15:30 for the phrase "fatten the bones." 
In those days, being fat was considered a desirable condition to be in and a 
sign of God's blessing; cf., for example, Deut 31 :20 and Neh 9:25. "Her 
governed speech" (v 14a) renders Gr gyne sigera, lit., "a silent wife" (Lat has 
"a sensible and silent wife"); cf. 36:28. "Her disciplined virtue" (v 14b) is, lit., 
"a well-instructed (or disciplined) soul (or mind)." Discipline (Heb musar) is 
essential not only to the wise man but also to the good wife; cf. COMMENT on 
6:18-22. "A modest wife" is "choicest of blessings" (v 15a), lit., grace upon 
grace. After "modest," Gr Codex 248 adds, "and faithful." Lat reads "a holy 
and modest wife." In v I Sb, "(her chaste) person" renders Gr (egkratous) 
psyches, lit., (her chaste) soul, person; G, and the English translation here, use 
a euphemism for the euphemism of the original Heb extant in MS C, which 
reads (~erorat) peh, "(restricted, shut up of) mouth, " a euphemism for the 
vagina (cf. v 12d). For ~erorat, cf. 2 Sam 20:3. A "modest" and "chaste" wife 
is "priceless" (v !Sb); cf. 6:15; 7:19; Prov 31:10-11. On the beauty of the sun 
and "the Lord's heavens" (lit., the Lord's heights), with which the "virtuous 
wife" (v 16) is compared, cf. 43:1-5, 9. The good wife also has the "face and 
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graceful figure" that are as beautiful as "the light which shines above the holy 
lampstand" (v 17; cf. 1 Mace 1 :22; 4:49-50); i.e., she has the dignity and 
splendor one finds in the sacred liturgy of the Temple-the highest praise Ben 
Sira can think of, for to him the liturgical service was of supreme value (cf. 
50: 1-21 ). The same imagery continues in v 18; "her shapely limbs and steady 
feet" (lit., heels in S* and three minuscule MSS; Lat reads "soles [of the 
foet]"; most other Gr MSS read sternois, "breast, chest [as seat of affection], 
heart") are like the columns of the Temple, which presumably were covered 
with gold; cf. 1 Mace 1:22. The daring metaphors of vv l7 and 18 are to be 
taken into account when one evaluates Ben Sira's attitude toward women. 

As regards vv 19-27, cf. NOTE. The view is taken here that these verses are 
an integral part of the original book; so also Peters, p. 218. The next stanza 
(vv 19-21) begins with "My son," a usual way to indicate a new start. The 
stanza is an exhortation to the young men of that day not to ruin their health 
by pursuing erotic adventures with loose women, but rather to find a good 
wife and beget children they can take pride in. The advice in v 19 is common
place in the Wisdom literature; cf. 9:6; Prov 5:7-14; 7:24-27; and esp. 31:3 
for the idea of giving one's "strength" (i.e., one's seed; cf. v 20b) to "strange" 
(i.e., immoral) women. In v 20, the young man is urged to find a good wife 
("a goodly field") from among the Jews ("from all the land") and beget a 
family ("sow the seed"); cf. Tob 4:12-13. The children born in such a mar
riage will "[grow] up confident in their breeding" (v 2lb), i.e., they are certain 
that their father is the husband of their devout mother (the "goodly field" of v 
20a). Compare th~ situation described here with the deplorable case of the 
wife who wantonly commits adultery (23:22-26). 

The final stanza (vv 22-29) of this section contrasts the impious wife and 
the devout wife and admonishes the young man that he must fear the Lord if 
he wishes to find a good wife. In v 22a, the Gr word siale. here translated "(as 
a) trifle," means, lit., "spittle," a term that graphically depicts the scorn with 
which the men of that day looked upon the prostitute, even though many 
were willing to pay for her sexual favors. "A married woman," however, is 
more of a danger; in fact, Ben Sira calls her "a deadly snare [cf. NOTE] for 
those who embrace her" (v 22b). "The lawless man," i.e., one who does not 
fear the Lord (cf. COMMENT on 1: 11-30; 6:32-37), will have "as spouse" (lit., 
as [his] portion) "an impious woman" (v 23a), i.e., a woman as bad as he is. 
Cf. 25: 19. But the man who "fears the Lord" (i.e., who keeps the Law) will be 
given "a devout wife," i.e., a woman as pious as he is (v 23b). Cf. 11: 17; 26:3. 
"The shameless hussy" (v 24a), a parallel to the "impious woman" (v 23a), 
"wears out [lit., rubs down, rubs away, exhausts] reproach [or shame]"; i.e., 
any shame she might have had has long since disappeared. The "exemplary 
daughter," lit., the "daughter with a sense of shame," however, "will be 
modest even before her husband" (v 24b); cf. v 15. "The unruly wife" (v 25a), 
also mentioned in v lOa (cf. COMMENT), is another way to describe the 
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"impious woman" (v 23a) and the "shameless hussy" (v 24a). Such a woman 
will be considered "a bitch," a term of opprobrium that was much stronger 
for the ancient Jew than it is for us today; cf. Deut 23: 19. The wife "with a 
sense of shame fears the Lord" (v 25b); cf. v 23. The good wife will respect 
her husband and will thus be considered "by everyone as wise" (v 26a). It is 
significant that Ben Sira applies the same standard for women as he does for 
men: to be wise (v 26a)=to fear the Lord (v 25b); cf. COMMENT on 2:15-17; 
15: 1; 19:20. The bad wife "proudly scorns her spouse" and will thus be seen 
by all "to be impious" (v 26b), i.e., lacking in wisdom. V 26c repeats verbatim 
v la, and v 26d is a variant form of v 1 b; cf. COMMENT above. See NOTE on v 
26d. The unflattering metaphors in v 27 are meant to suggest how dreadful it 
is for a man to be married to a "loud-mouthed, scolding wife." For this 
military imagery, cf. Josh 6:4-20; Job 39:24-25; Amos 2:2; Zeph 1:16; Zech 
9:14. 



33. Hazards to Integrity and to Friendship 
(26:28-27:21) 

26 2s These two things bring grief to my heart, G 

and the third rouses my anger: 
A wealthy person reduced to want; 

the intelligent held in contempt; 
And the person who passes from righteousness to sin

him the Lord makes ready for the sword. 

29 A merchant can hardly remain without fault, 
or a shopkeeper free from sin; 

27 1 For the sake of profit many sin, 
and the struggle for wealth blinds the eyes. 

2 Like a peg driven between fitted stones, 
between buying and selling sin is wedged in. 

3 Unless one holds fast to the fear of the Lord, 
with sudden swiftness one's house will be thrown 

down. 

4 When a sieve is shaken, the husks appear; 
so do a person's faults when he speaks. 

s As the test of the potter's work is in the furnace, 
so in his conversation is the test of a person. 

6 The fruit of a tree shows the care it has had; 
so too does a person's speech show the bent of his 

mind. 
7 Praise no one before he speaks, 

for it is then that people are tested. 

s If you strive after righteousness you will attain it, 
and put it on like a splendid robe. 

9 Birds nest with their own kind, 
and fidelity comes to those who live by it. 
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10 As a lion crouches in wait for prey, 
so does sin for evildoers. 

11 Ever wise are the discourses of the just, 
but the fool is inconstant as the moon. 

12 Limit the time you spend among fools, 
but frequent the company of the thoughtful. 

13 The conversation of the wicked is offensive; 
their laughter is wanton guilt. 

14 Their oath-filled talk makes the hair stand on end, 
their brawls make one stop one's ears. 

15 Wrangling among the haughty ends in bloodshed, 
their cursing is painful to hear. 

16 Whoever betrays a secret destroys confidence; 
he will never find an intimate friend. 

11 Cherish your friend, keep faith with him, 
but if you betray his secret, follow him not; 

18 For as one might kill another, 
you have killed your neighbor's friendship. 

19 Like a bird released from the hand, 

§ XXXIII 

you have let your friend go and you cannot recapture 
him. 

20 Follow him not, for he is far away; 
he has escaped like a gazelle from the snare. 

21 A wound can be bound up, and railing speech forgiven, 
but whoever betrays secrets does hopeless damage. 

Notes 

27 16. See the NOTE to 22:22cd. 
18. another: reading nekron with Ziegler, based on limited Gr and Lat evidence 

(most MSS echthron); in Syr, too, the received m~nateh seems a corruption for mfteh/ 
mayfteh, which then matches Ziegler's reading. 
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Comment 

This section on hazards to integrity and friendship opens with a numerical 
proverb (26:28, three bicola); cf. COMMENT on 23:16--17. The reading 
"wealthy person" (26:28c) is from Syr, which has, lit., "a free person, noble, 
well-born." Gr has "man of war, warrior," an inferior reading. In view of the 
antitheses in 26:28de, the antithesis in 26:28c should be between "wealthy 
person" and "want," and not between "warrior" and "want." As Smend (p. 
240) suggests, G mistranslated either Heb 'fs ~ayil (lit., person of strength or 
wealth) or gibbOr ~ayil (lit., mighty man of valor or wealth; cf. Ruth 2: 1). The 
second thing that grieves Ben Sira and rouses his anger (26:28ab) is: "the 
intelligent [Gr andres syneto1] held in contempt" (26:28d). It is precisely such 
a dismal plight that Job found himself in; cf. esp. Job 29:2-30:10. Cf. also 
Qoh 9:11, 13-16. The third thing is the one who turns from righteousness (Gr 
dikaiosyne) to sin (26:28e). Such a person "the Lord makes ready for the 
sword" (26:28f); cf. Ezek 18:24. 

In the next poem (26:29-27:3), Ben Sira speaks of the moral dangers in
volved in commerce. The proverbs in 26:29-27:2 sediment feelings shared by 
many in every age and place; cf. Amos 8:4-6; Lev 19:35-36; Prov 11:1; 20:10. 
"The usual trade and commerce is cheating all round by consent" (Thomas 
Fuller, Gnomologia [1732], 4814). "Honour sinks where commerce long 
prevails" {Oliver Goldsmith, The Traveller [1764], I. 91). "It is difficult but 
not impossible to conduct strictly honest business. What is true is that hon
esty is incompatible with the amassing of a large fortune" (Mohandas K. 
Gandhi, Non-Violence in Peace and War [ 1948], vol. 2, p. 127). The literal 
translation of 27:lb is: "and whoever seeks to enrich himself turns away his 
eye{s)." The italicized expression derives from the LXX of Prov 28:27b. In 
this minipoem, Ben Sira may have had in mind the unfortunate social situa
tion of his day which required even Jewish merchants to deal with the pagans, 
and which tempted them to engage in unethical practices. Cf. 31:5-11; Jas 
4:13; Rev 18:11-19. The colorful metaphor of 27:2a would be meaningful to 
the people of that day: as a tent peg was driven in "between fitted stones" to 
ensure that it not be shaken loose, so firmly is sin "wedged in" "between 
buying and selling" (27:2b). Having made these observations about the ethi
cal perils one encounters in business (26:29-27:2), Ben Sira now issues a stem 
warning in 27:3: if one does not hold "fast to the fear of the Lord," no matter 
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how much money one has acquired, "one's house will be thrown down." Cf. 
13:16; Prov 3:33; 12:7; 14:11; 1S:2S. 

The next poem (vv 4-7) deals with the criteria for appraising a person's 
value. The Gr word logismos is used in vv 4b, 6b, and 7a; it can mean 
"reckoning, computation; consideration, reasoning, reflection." In v Sb, di
alogismos is used; it can mean "settling of accounts; calculation, reasoning; 
discourse, conversation." In the LXX, logismos renders Heb maMsebet/ 
ma~iisabd ("thought; device; plan; purpose") or ~e5b6n ("account, reckon
ing"), or ~issabOn ("device, invention")-nouns derived from the verb root 
~sb, "to think, account; devise, plan, mean; esteem, regard." The underlying 
Heb original probably had ~dbOn in each case, for in vv Sb and 6b (where MS 
A is extant) that is the noun which is used. The translation of vv 4-7 here 
interprets (dia)/ogismos/~e5b6n in the sense of "speech, conversation." In v 
4a, "the husks" is, lit., "dunghill, dung, refuse" (Gr kopria). The wheat that 
"has been threshed for the first time is placed in [the sieve] and sifted; the 
refuse, i.e., the dung of the oxen which has been trodden into the straw, 
remains behind, while the grain passes through the sieve" (so Box-Oesterley, 
pp. 40S-6, and Smend, p. 243). The point of the comparison in v 4 is that a 
person's faults (lit., "filth") remain behind "when he speaks," i.e., his filth 
becomes obvious to all who hear him. The imagery and comparison in v S are 
less startling, at least to a modern reader, and more to the point: as a potter 
tests his vessels "in the furnace," so others test a person "in his conversa
tion." Cf. 13:11. V 6 uses an agricultural metaphor that would have had 
immediate significance for the people of that day: as the fruit shows how well 
a tree has been cultivated and tended, so speech shows the thoughts of a 
person's mind (lit., heart), i.e., whether or not he has a disciplined, trained, 
and upright mind. Cf. Matt 7:16--19; 12:33-37. Ben Sira concludes this poem 
with a general aphorism (v 7) that summarizes vv 4-6: one should not praise 
another before testing him by his speech. Cf. 20:S-S with COMMENT. 

The next poem (vv S-1 S) may also be split into two units, viz., vv S-10 and 
11-lS; so, for example, Box-Oesterley (p. 406), Spicq (pp. 702-3), and Dues
berg-Fransen (pp. 212-lS). The first unit (vv S-10) contains general observa
tions on righteousness and sin. For one to attain righteousness (or justice) it is 
necessary to "strive after" or "pursue" it (v Sa); wishful thinking will hardly 
do. Cf. Zeph 2:3. By seeking righteousness, one will "put it on like a splendid 
robe" (v Sb), lit., a robe of glory; cf. 6:31; Isa 61: 10; Job 29: 14; Rev 1: 13. The 
image here calls to mind the splendid robes of the high priest described in 
4S:7-13. Cf. also Wis 1S:24. In v 9, Ben Sira gives a variant form of our 
English proverb "Birds of a feather flock together" (so, as far back as George 
Wither, Abuses [1613], 72), an aphorism made more memorable by the alliter
ation between "feather" and "flock," and by the rhyme between "feather" 
and "together." Cf. INTRODUCTION, Part IV, 1. See also 13: l S for a similar 
saying. As like associates with like (v 9a), so "fidelity [Gr aletheia, also means 
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truth; Heb 'emet] comes to those who live by it" (v 9b; lit. practice, or work 
at, it). V 10 is a counterpart to v 9; the "lion" (v lOa) appears also in 21:2c; cf. 
Ps 17: 12. In vv 9-10, "fidelity" and "sin" are personified. Cf. E. Pax, "Dialog 
und Selbstgesprach bei Sirach 27,3-10," SBFLA 20 (1970): 247-63; and P. C. 
Beentjes, "De Getallenspreuk en zijn reikwijdte: Een pleidooi voor de literaire 
eenheid van Jesus Sirach 26:28-27:10," BTFT 43 (1982): 383-89. 

The second unit (vv 11-15) takes up the theme of speech introduced in vv 
4-7. Since a person can be tested by his conversation (vv 5-7), the speech of 
the upright (or just) is "ever wise" (v 1 la; lit., always wisdom). But "the fool 
is inconstant [lit., changes] as the moon" (v l lb}--a phenomenon obvious to 
all; cf. 5: 10; 43:8. In vv 11-12, there is an a:b::b:a chiastic arrangement in the 
order of the cola: the upright (or just) are mentioned in v I la; the fool in v 
lib; the fool in 12a; and the "thoughtful" (=upright) in v 12b. Duesberg
Fransen (p. 215) are of the opinion that v 12 interrupts the flow of thought 
between vv 11 and 13, and suggest that it be placed after v 15. But in view of 
the chiastic arrangement I just noted, the order as we have it in G is in no 
need of correction. Since time among fools is a total waste, one is urged to 
keep to a minimum "the time [one spends] among fools" (v 12a) when one 
cannot avoid them altogether. Cf. 22: 13-15. As regards "the company of the 
thoughtful" (v 12b), however, one should delight in their presence, for with 
them there is no such thing as a waste of time. "The conversation of the 
wicked [the reading of Lat peccantium, lit., sinners; G and Syr, fools] is 
offensive" (v 13a; lit., an offense, Gr prosochthisma, which in the LXX of 2 
Kgs 23:13, 24 and Ezek 5:11; 7:20 renders Heb siqqu~, "abomination"). For 
the thought of v 13b, cf. 21: l 5cd; Prov 10:23a. As regards the "oath-filled 
talk" (v 14a) one hears from the mouth of the fool, cf. 23: 11. For the expres
sion "makes the hair stand on end" (v 14a), cf. Job 4: 15. V 14b implies that 
when fools gather together, their "oath-filled talk" (v 14a) invariably leads 
them into a brawl that is so vile that one stops one's ears. In v 15, the fools 
are now called "the haughty" (cf. 10:7, 12; 16:8), whose "wrangling ... 
ends in bloodshed" (cf. 22:24). "Their cursing [Gr dia/oidoresis, also means 
reviling; cf. /oidoria, "railing speech," in v 2 la] is painful to hear" (lit., 
wretched hearing). 

The final poem (vv 16-21) of this section deplores a common vice, viz., 
revealing a confidence. In the opening colon (v 16a) and the closing (v 2lb), 
there occurs the phrase "whoever betrays a secret [or secrets]" thus forming 
an inc/usio, which gives the poem a definite unity. As regards the thought of v 
16, cf. 22:22cd and its NOTE; Prov 20:19; 25:8-10. Without respecting anoth
er's confidence, one can never "find an intimate friend" (v 16b). The rest of 
the poem is devoted to the need for friends to observe mutual trust and 
confidence, which are essential components of friendship. In v l 7a, "cherish" 
and "keep faith" are parallels which emphasize the truth that genuine love 
for a friend involves fidelity; cf. 29:3. If, however, one breaks faith by be-
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traying a friend's secret, one should no longer follow him (v 17b), for the 
friendship has been destroyed, as v 18 (cf. NOTE) states in strong language. 
The image of the "bird released from the hand" (v 19a) suggests how irre
trievable is the friendship one has lost by betrayal ofa friend's secrets (v 19b). 
V 20 restates the same idea, using instead the metaphor of a gazelle that has 
escaped from a trap. The imagery of a bird (v 19) and gazelle (v 20) is found 
also in Prov 6:5. "A wound can be bound up" (i.e., can be healed), and 
"railing speech [Gr loidoria] forgiven" (v 2la), since loidoria is far less dam
aging than Gr oneidos, "(contemptuous) insult," in 22:22c; cf. COMMENT on 
that verse. But the one who "betrays secrets does hopeless damage" (v 2lb; 
lit., has no hope). In addition to the inclusio mentioned in the COMMENT on v 
16, there is a theological relationship between the words pistin, "confidence, 
faith" (v 16a) and (aph}elpisen, "he has (no) hope" (v 2lb), for faith (,pistis) 
and hope (elpis) are essential virtues one must have if one is to be an authentic 
believer; cf., for example, Pss 16:9-10; 22:5--6, 9; 78:7-8; Rom 4:18. 



34. Malice, Anger, Vengeance, and the Evil Tongue 
(27 :22-28 :26) 

27 22 Whoever has shifty eyes plots mischief; G 

whoever knows him will give him a wide berth. 
23 In your presence he uses honeyed talk, 

and admires your every word, 
But later he changes his tune 

and twists your words to your ruin. 
24 There is nothing that I hate so much, 

and the Lord hates him as well. 
25 As a stone falls back on the head of the one who 

throws it up, 
so a blow struck in treachery injures more than one. 

26 As the one who digs a pit falls into it, 
and whoever lays a snare is caught by it, 

27 Whoeve~ does harm will be involved in it 
without knowing whence it came upon him. 

28 Mockery and abuse will befall the proud, 
and vengeance lies in wait for them like a lion. 

29 Traps and snares seize those who delight in them, s 
and pain will consume them before they die; G 

30 Wrath and anger are loathsome things, 
which the sinful person has for his own. 

28 1 The vengeful will suffer the Lord's vengeance, 
for he remembers their sins in detail. 

2 Forgive your neighbor's injustice; 
then, when you pray, your own sins will be forgiven. 

3 Should a person nourish anger against another 
and expect healing from the Lord? 

4 Should a person refuse mercy to another, 
yet seek pardon for his own sins? 
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5 If one who is but flesh cherishes wrath, 
who will forgive his sins? 

6 Remember your last days, set enmity aside; 

§ XXXIV 

remember death and decay, and cease from sin! s 
7 Think of the commandments, hate not your neighbor; G 

of the Most High's covenant, and overlook faults. 

Avoid strife and your sins will be fewer, 
for the quarrelsome kindles disputes, 

9 Commits the sin of disrupting friendship, 
and sows discord among those at peace. 

10 The more wood, the greater the fire, 
the more underlying it, the fiercer the fight; 

The greater a person's strength, the sterner his anger, 
the greater his power, the greater his wrath. 

11 Resin and pitch make fires flare up, s 
and insistent quarrels provoke bloodshed. G 

12 If you blow upon a spark, it quickens into flame, 
if you spit on it, it dies out; 
yet both you do with your mouth! 

13 Cursed be the gossiper and the double-tongued, 
for they destroy the peace of many! 

14 A meddlesome tongue subverts many, 
and makes them refugees among the peoples; 

It destroys walled cities 
and overthrows powerful dynasties. 

15 A meddlesome tongue can drive virtuous women from 
their homes 

and rob them of the fruit of their toil; 
16 Whoever heeds it will have no rest, 

nor can he dwell in peace. 

17 A blow from a whip raises a welt, 
but a blow from the tongue smashes bones; 

18 Many have fallen by the edge of the sword, 
but not as many as by the tongue. 

19 Happy is whoever is sheltered from it, 
and has not endured its wrath; 
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Who has not borne its yoke, 
nor been fettered with its chains; 

20 For its yoke is a yoke of iron 
and its chains are chains of bronze! 

21 Dire is the death it inflicts, 
beside which even the netherworld is a gain. 

22 It will not take hold among the just; 
they will not be burned in its flame, 

23 But those who forsake the Lord will fall victims to it, 
as it bums unquenchably among them! 

It will hurl itself against them like a lion; 
like a panther, it will tear them to pieces. 

24a As you hedge round your vineyard with thorns, 
2Sb set barred doors over your mouth; 
24b As you seal up your silver and gold, 
2sa so balance and weigh your words. 
26 Take care not to slip by your tongue 

and fall victim to your foe waiting in ambush. 

Notes 

361 

27 22b. In most Gr MSS this colon reads: "and no one can ward him otr'; Ziegler 
repairs the text with materials from G II. 

29. Traps and snares: so Syr; compare the structure of 28a, 30a. G recasts and 
expands this colon. 

28 I b. remembers . . . in detail: supposes the minority Gr reading diater6n 
diateresei, supported by Lat, accepted by Ziegler. 

6b. and cease from sin!: so Syr, where G "and abide by the commandments" breaks 
down the interlinear parallelism of vv 6, 7. Segal reconstructs the two cola of v 6 with 
an end rhyme (wa~iida/ lifo6' ... umena' me~iif6) that appears altogether plausible. 

I la. Resin and pitch: so Syr; as in 27:29, see above. G has obscured the concrete 
imagery-this time by duplicating a phrase from 11 b. 

13. Cursed: the form is that indicated by Syr and Lat; the Gr MSS have it garbled. 
24-25. In most Gr MSS these four cola appear as 24a, 25b, 24b, 25a; Ziegler has 

reestablished the normal sequence with Syr, Lat, and some Gr evidence. 
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Comment 

This section contains a series of poems on various subjects: malice (27:22-
27), anger and vengeance (27:28-28:1), forgiveness (28:2-7), quarreling 
(28:8-ll), and evils of the tongue (two poems: 28:12-16 and 28:17-26). 

In the first poem (27:22-27), Ben Sira deplores the evils of malice coupled 
with insincerity and treachery. "Whoever has shifty eyes" (27:22a) is, lit., 
"Whoever winks with his eye(s)," Gr dianeuon ophthalme (-mois), an expres
sion similar to the LXX of Prov 6: 13, enneuei ophthalmQ, "he winks with his 
eye," and Prov 10:10, enneuon ophthalmois, "whoever winks with his eyes." 
Winking was considered a sign of duplicity (cf. Prov 16:30 and Ps 35: 19), for 
such a person "plots mischief" For the italicized expression, in Heb ~ri rii'(ti}, 
cf. 11:33; Prov 3:29; 6:14. The reason why those who know such a person 
"give him a wide berth" (27:22b; cf. NOTE) is that they are never certain what 
his external actions may mean, as 27:23 makes clear. "He uses honeyed talk" 
(lit., he sweetens his mouth, the same verb found in G of 12: 16a; cf. 6:5a and 
Prov 16:21), "and admires your every word" (27:23ab), i.e., he gives all the 
appearances of being friendly and appreciative of what you say. "Later," i.e., 
when you are no longer present, "he changes his tune" (27:23c), lit., he will 
twist his mouth, Gr diastrepsei to stoma autou. He "twists your words to your 
ruin" (27:23d), lit., "he makes a stumbling block with your words," thus 
combining hypocrisy and treachery. For the stumbling block, cf. 7:6d in G. 
For a parallel to 27:22-23, see Theognis, 93-96 (Sanders, pp. 33-34). In 
27:24, Ben Sira expresses his strong feeling toward such a person: many 
things are detestable, but nothing is as hateful as the hypocritical double
dealer, whom the Lord himself hates as well. In 27:24b, Syr reads: "God also 
hates him and curses him." Without the extra phrase in Syr, the colon may be 
too weak and short (so Smend, p. 248). Cf. Prov 6:16-19; 8:13. 

The last part (27:25-27) of this poem tells of how the evil that the schemer 
plans comes right back to him. The first image employed (27:25a) is a variant 
of the one in Prov 26:27b, which reads: "A stone comes back upon him who 
rolls it" (cf. Qoh 10:9). The translation of 27:25b is an interpretation of G, 
which reads, lit.: "and a deceitful blow opens wounds," a reading that makes 
little sense. Syr has "and he who strikes in secret will be given over to de
struction." In view of the parallelism in 27:25a, 26ab, and 27a, the original 
text of 27:25b must have contained something similar to the translation given 
here. Cf. Pss 7: 17; 9: 17. For the imagery of "pit" and "snare" in 27:26, cf. Ps 
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9:16; Prov 26:27a; Qoh 10:8. The final bicolon (27:27) restates in general 
terms, and without specific imagery, the principle that "whoever does harm" 
(lit., evil things) will himself experience the evil he plans for others, "without 
knowing whence it came upon him." 

The next poem (27:28-28: 1) continues the same line of thought. "Mockery 
and abuse will befall the proud" (27:28a) according to the principle articu
lated in 27:27a, because mockery and abuse are what they pour out on others. 
The same is true of "vengeance" (27:28b); cf. 28:1. Perhaps, in composing 
this poem, Ben Sira had in mind proud Haman's vicious plot to kill Mordecai 
and all the other Jews because Mordecai refused to "kneel and bow down to" 
Haman (Esth 3:2, 5). The "traps and snares" (27:29a; cf. NOTE) may be an 
allusion to the gibbet Haman had erected with the intention of hanging 
Mordecai on it (Esth 5:14). Because Haman in his anger at Mordecai had 
conspired to kill all the Jews, "mockery and abuse" (27:28a) and "pain" 
(27:29b) befell him when King Ahasuerus ordered him to clothe Mordecai, 
his enemy, with the royal robe and place him on the royal horse to ride in the 
public square of the city (Esth 6:6-12). Haman became angry when Mordecai 
refused to pay him homage (Esth 3:5; 5:9); Ben Sira says: "Wrath and anger 
are loathsome things, which the sinful person [i.e., Haman] has for his own" 
(27:30). Because Haman sought to have his revenge by hanging Mordecai, he 
suffered "the Lord's vengeance" (28: la) when he himself was hanged on the 
gibbet he had erected for the execution of Mordecai (Esth 7:9-10; 9:1-16, 24-
25). For the idea of the Lord's vengeance, cf. Deut 32:35-36; Rom 12: 19. The 
word "vengeance" (Gr ekdikesis) occurs in the opening (27:28b) and the 
closing bicolon (28: la) of the poem, thus forming an inclusio. Regarding the 
Lord's remembering "sins in detail" (28: 1 b; cf. NoTE), cf. Ps 130:3; Job 
14:16-17. 

The following poem (28:2-7) addresses the duty to forgive others and not 
to hold grudges. The "injustice" (28:2a) is Gr adikema, lit., injury, hurt, 
wrong done. It is interesting to see how, in 28:2, Ben Sira connects one's 
forgiveness of others with the Lord's forgiveness of oneself. Cf. 8:5. Although 
the sentiments expressed in 28:2-5 sound Christian (cf. Matt 6:12, 14-15; 
18:32-35; Mark 11:25; Luke 11:4; Jas 2:13), there are other Jewish writings 
that contain similar ideas: "Love one another from the heart; and if a person 
sin against you, speak peaceably to him, and in your soul hold not guile; and 
if he repent and confess, forgive him. But if he deny it, do not get into a 
passion with him, lest catching the poison from you, he take to swearing, and 
so you sin doubly .... But if he be shameless, and persist in his wrongdo
ing, even so forgive him from the heart, and leave to God the avenging" (Test. 
XII Patr., Gad vi 3-7). "God forgives whoever forgives his neighbor" (Rosh 
Ha-shanah, l 7a). "In the measure with which a person has had mercy on his 
neighbor, in that same measure the Lord will have mercy on him .... 
Therefore, have compassion in your hearts, for as a person acts toward his 
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neighbor, so does the Lord act toward him" (Test. XII Patr., Zebulon v 3). 
The texts just cited from Test. XII Patr. may, however, be interpolations in 
the Christian copies of that document. Not only must a person forgive his 
neighbor if he wishes to be forgiven by the Lord (28:2), but he must not 
"nourish anger" against his fellows if he expects "healing from the Lord" 
(28:3). The healing here is to be understood in general-healing from sin (i.e., 
forgiveness, as in 28:2, 5) and healing from sickness and pain (cf. Jer 17:14). 
Cf. Isa 6:10; Matt 13:15; Jas 5:15-16. The point of28:3 is that one who holds 
a grudge against another (presumably with the notion of getting even with 
him by inflicting pain on him) cannot expect the Lord to heal him from his 
own hu1is (especially injured feelings) and sins (especially of anger); cf. 28:5. 
For the notion of God as healer, cf. Gen 20: 17; Exod 15:26; Hos 6: l; 7: l; 14:5. 
The one who refuses mercy to his neighbor should not expect the Lord to 
pardon his own sins (28:4). Cf. Matt 12:7. "So long as we are merciful, God is 
merciful to us; but if we are not merciful to others, God is not merciful to us" 
(Megillah 28a, cited in Box-Oesterley, p. 408). "The quality of mercy is not 
strained, I It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven I Upon the place be
neath: it is twice blessed; I It blesseth him that gives and him that takes" 
(Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice [1596-97], IV i 184-87). For the ex
pression, "one who is but flesh" (28:5a), cf. 17:31. V 5 restates the thought of 
28:3. The poem concludes with two bicola that begin with Gr mnestheti 
(28:6a and 7a), "remember" (in v 7a, the translation "think of" is only for 
variation in English). The reason why one should remember one's "last days" 
(Gr ta eschata, lit., the last things) is that the Lord will set all things right 
before one's death; cf. 11 :26-28. Remembering is considered a salutary activ
ity for the believer; cf. 7:16, 36; 8:5, 7; 9:12; 14:12; 18:24-25; 38:20; 41:3. One 
should "set enmity aside" and "cease from sin" (cf. NOTE); otherwise "death 
and decay" (28:6) may come prematurely. One should remember "the com
mandments," especially the commandment "You shall love your neighbor as 
yourself" (Lev 19: 18), which Ben Sira states negatively: "Hate not your 
neighbor" (cf. Lev 19:17) and "overlook faults" (28:7). Cf. Matt 19:19; 22:39-
40; Luke 10:26-27. 

The next poem (28:8-11), the subject of which is quarreling, has in its 
opening (28:8ab) and closing bicola (28:1 lb) the Gr word mache, "strife, 
dispute, quarrel," thus forming an inclusio that gives the poem a tight unity. 
Avoiding strife diminishes the number of one's sins (28:8a). The "quarrel
some" (Gr thymodes, lit., passionate, hot-tempered) "kindles disputes" (lit., 
strife, mache). Cf. Prov 15:18; 26:17, 21; 29:22, in the LXX of which 
thymodes is also found. V 9a may be translated, lit.: "And a sinful person 
disrupts (or troubles) friends." The expression "sinful person" is in synony
mous parallelism with the "quarrelsome" or hot-tempered of 28:8b. Such a 
person "sows [lit., casts] discord [Gr diabole, lit., slander, calumny; Lat and 
Syr, enmity] among those at peace" (28:9b). Perhaps the original Heb noun 
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was si(na, "opposition, hostility," as in Gen 26:21, where the Syr uses 
be<e/debiibUta, "enmity," as here (so Smend, p. 2Sl). Instead of promoting 
peace as one should (cf. Ps 34: 1 S), the hot-tempered person spreads hostility 
(28:9b). For the image of wood in 28: JOa, cf. Prov 26:20-21 and Jas 3:S. The 
more there is to a dispute (machiJ), "the fiercer" will it be (28: JOb), just as the 
greater the wood, the larger the fire (28: JOa). There is synonymous parallel
ism between 28: lOc and d: the greater a person's "strength" (28: JOc) and 
"wealth" (28: JOd, Gr ploutos, "riches," here translated power), the greater his 
"anger" (28: JOc, Gr thymos) and his "wrath" (28: JOd, Gr orgiJ). As "resin 
and pitch [cf. NOTE] make fires flare up" (28:lla; for the imagery, cf. Isa 
34:9-10), so "insistent [lit., hasty] quarrels provoke bloodshed" (28:1 lb). As 
regards the thoughts contained in this poem, compare Matt S:21-26. 

The last two poems of this section deal with evils of the tongue. The first 
(28:12-16) deplores "the double-tongued" and "the third tongue" (Gr glossa 
trite, here translated meddlesome tongue). Regarding the vivid images and the 
point of 28:12, compare S:l3; Prov IS:!; and Jas 3:9-10. Ben Sira calls down 
a curse (cf. NOTE) on "the gossiper [lit., whisperer] and the double-tongued" 
(28: l 3a), "for," as the Gr has it, lit., "they destroy many who were at peace" 
(28:13b); cf. 28:9. Cf. S:l4-6:1 with COMMENT for more material on "the 
double-tongued." The "third tongue" (28: 14a) is an expression that appears 
also in the rabbinical literature; it means "the tongue of the slanderer." So 
Box-Oesterley (p. 409), who write: "cp. e.g. Arakin lSb: 'The third tongue 
kills three,' viz. the slanderer, the slandered, and he who believes the slander; 
on the last of these see v. 16." Such a tongue is called "third" because it butts 
in between two others as a third and sows discord (cf. Knabenbauer, p. 301). 
In 28:14-lS, Ben Sira is probably speaking in general about the great evils the 
"third tongue" can cause, although he may also have had in mind such 
historical episodes as the slanderous letter the Samaritans wrote to King 
Artaxerxes because the Jews refused to allow them to assist in rebuilding the 
Temple (Ezra 4:1-16). The "third tongue" can also "drive virtuous women 
from their homes" (28:1Sa, lit., drive out virtuous [or worthy, brave] women), 
because their husbands will divorce them on the basis of false allegations 
reported to them; cf. 2S:26. For the expression "virtuous woman" (Gr gyne 
andreia), cf. 26:2. In 28: I Sb, "the fruit of their toil" is an interpretive transla
tion ofG, which simply says, lit., "their labors." What is meant is the "fruit," 
i.e., the acceptance, praise, and gratitude, which the virtuous woman has a 
right to enjoy because she has been a good wife and mother; cf. Prov 31: 10-
31. Whoever heeds slander "will have no rest" or "peace" (28: 16, lit., quiet), 
because the listener is also a victim of the sin; cf. the quotation from Arakin 
!Sb, above, regarding 28:14. The point of this verse is especially true of the 
husband whose wife has been slandered. 

The final poem (28: 17-26) of this section also excoriates the mischief the 
wicked tongue can cause. The thought of 28:17b derives from Prov 2S:!Sb: 
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"A soft tongue will break a bone." Cf. also Prov 15:4. The Japanese have a 
proverb similar to 28:18: "The tongue is more to be feared than the sword." 
Contrast, however, the children's jingle "Sticks and stones may break my 
bones, but words can never hurt me." As regards 28: l 9a, cf. Ps 31 :21. For the 
wrath that the tongue can arouse (28:19b), cf. 28:8-11. It is interesting that 
Ben Sira uses the images of "yoke" and "chains" (28: 19cd-20ab) also with 
regard to personified Wisdom in 6:24-25, 29-30. The "yoke of iron" (28:20a) 
is an allusion to Jer 28:13-14, where it signifies the oppressive service the 
people will endure under Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. The person who 
is victimized by another's tongue may accurately be described as bearing "a 
yoke of iron" and "chains of bronze" (28:20). Indeed, calumny is an intolera
ble burden to bear. "The death [the wicked tongue] inflicts" is "dire" (28:2 la, 
lit., an evil death); cf. COMMENT on 28:14a. "The netherworld" (28:2lb), i.e., 
physical death, is preferable to the living death (28:2la) the "third tongue" 
can cause; cf. 26:5cd. In 28:22, Ben Sira engages in a bit of wishful thinking, 
for the "just" (or upright) are also "burned in [the wicked tongue's] flame"; 
cf. 28: 14. For the image of the tongue as a flame (28:221>-23ab), cf. Jas 3:5-6. 
But the unrighteous, "who forsake the Lord," are natural victims for the 
tongue's flame, which "burns unquenchably among them" (28:23ab), for their 
evil deeds provide adequate fuel for the fire of calumny. The imagery now 
changes from flame to "lion" and "panther" (28:23cd), wild animals whose 
ferocity is proverbial. The tongue, "like a panther," can indeed "tear [some
one] to pieces" (28:23d), or completely mutilate, the literal meaning of the Gr 
verb lymaneitai. Regarding the order of the cola in 28:24-25, cf. NOTE. 

By way of conclusion to these two poems on the potential evils of the 
tongue, Ben Sira issues some good advice on how to avoid sin through speech. 
The image of the vineyard in 28:24a would be especially meaningful to a 
Palestinian. As a person places a hedge of thorns around the vineyard to keep 
wild animals from overrunning and destroying it, so he should "set barred 
doors [hendiadys, lit., door and bar (pl. in one form of Gil and Lat)] over 
[his] mouth" (28:24a, 25b). Cf. 22:27; Pss 39:2; 141:3. For the custom of 
binding up or sealing silver and gold (28:24b), cf. 2 Kgs 5:23 and Tob 9:5. 
Though Ben Sira uses a mixed metaphor in 28:24b, 25a, he nonetheless makes 
a valid point: just as a person uses great care in sealing up silver and gold, so 
he should be equally careful in balancing and weighing his words (lit., [one 
should] make a balance and a weight for [one's] words; cf. 16:25; 21:25b). 
One is to "take care not to slip by [one's] tongue" (28:26a); cf. 25:8c and also 
14: 1 a. "Better to trip with the feet than with the tongue" (Zeno of Ci ti um [ c. 
300 e.c.], quoted in Diogenes Laertius [third century of our era], Lives and 
Opinions of Eminent Philosophers). Cf. Jas 3:2. If one does slip with the 
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tongue, one "fall[s] victim to [one's] foe waiting in ambush" (28:26b, lit., 
fall[s] before him who lies in wait), i.e., an enemy will rejoice over the slip of 
the tongue and use it against one. Lat adds: " ... and your case will become 
incurable, leading to death." 



35. Loans, Alms, and Surety 
(29:1-20) 

29 1 He does a kindness who lends to his neighbor, G 

and he fulfills the precepts who holds out a helping 
hand. 

2 Lend to your neighbor in his hour of need, 
pay back your neighbor when a loan falls due; 

3 Keep your promise, be honest with him, 
and you will always come by what you need. 

4 Many a person who asks for a loan 
adds to the burdens of those who help him; 

s Till he gets it, he kisses the lender's hand 
and speaks softly of his creditor's wealth; 

But when payment is due, he puts it off, 
makes excuses, and asks for time. 

6 If the lender is able to recover barely half, 
he considers it a find; 

If not, he is cheated of his wealth 
and acquires an enemy at no extra charge; 

With curses and revilement the borrower pays him back, 
with abuse instead of honor. 

7 Many refuse to lend, not out of meanness, 
but from fear of being cheated to no purpose. 

s With the poor, however, be generous; 
keep him not waiting for your alms: 

9 Because of the precept, help the needy; 
do not send them away empty-handed in their want. 

10 Spend your money for kindred or friend, 
and leave it not under a stone to rot; 

11 Dispose of your treasure as the Most High commands, 
for that will profit you more than the gold. 

s 
G 
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12 Store up almsgiving in your cash box, 
and it will save you from every evil; 

13 Better than a stout shield or a sturdy spear 
it will fight for you against the foe. 

14 A good person goes surety for his neighbor, 
and only the shameless would play him false; 

15 Forget not the kindness of your backer, 
for he offers his very life for you. 

16 The wicked turns the favor of a pledge into disaster, 
17 and the ungrateful schemer abandons his protector: 
18 Going surety has ruined many prosperous people 

and tossed them about like the surging sea, 
Has exiled the prominent 

and sent them wandering through foreign lands. 
19 The sinner through surety comes to grief, 

and whoever undertakes too much falls into lawsuits. 
20 Go surety for your neighbor according to your means, 

but take care lest you fall thereby. 

Notes 

369 

29 4a. who asks for a loan: with Syr; the Gr here introduces the language of 6b. 
lOb. to rot: the Gr supposes the corrosion of copper coins. 

Comment 

This section contains three poems on related themes: making loans (vv 1-
7), giving alms (vv 8-13), and going surety (vv 14-20). Each of these themes 
is concerned with the person in need of assistance, to whom one should be 
generous. The section contains exactly twenty-three bicola; cf. COMMENT on 
1:11-30 and 51:13-30. 

The expression "to do a kindness" (v la) is Gr poiein eleos, Heb 'asa ~esed, 
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as in 46:7a and 49:3b (MS B). To lend to one's neighbor "in his hour of need" 
(vv la, 2a) was considered an act of piety (cf. Pss 37:26; l 12:S) and the 
fulfillment of the commandments (v lb); cf. Exod 22:24-26; Lev 2S:3S-37; 
Deut 1S:7-ll; 23:20-21; 24:10-13; Ezek 18:8, 17; Prov 19:17. Ben Sira says 
nothing about interest on the loan, for interest-taking was explicitly forbid
den; cf. Exod 22:24; Lev 2S:36-37. Deut 23:20-21 disallowed interest on a 
loan made to a fellow Israelite but permitted it on a loan made to a Gentile. 
One also is obliged to pay back a loan when it is due (vv 2b, 3a); cf. Ps 37:21. 
Compare Luke 6:34-3S. By repaying a loan on time (v 2b), i.e., by keeping 
one's "promise" (lit., word) and being "honest" (v 3a, lit., keeping faith), one 
will have no trouble obtaining a future loan, the point of v 3b. Hence prompt 
repayment of a loan is not only a religious obligation, but also a sound prac
tice in terms of one's self-interest. For the text of v 4a, cf. NOTE. The rest of 
the poem (vv 4-7) offers sage comments and keen observations about abuses 
in borrowing and about the failure to repay a loan graciously and promptly. 
V 4 sets the tone for the remarks to follow: the prospective borrower often 
causes grief to those who help him. To obtain the loan he hypocritically 
"kisses the lender's hand" (v Sa) and "speaks softly [i.e., with hushed awe] of 
his creditor's wealth" (v Sb), thus suggesting, none too subtly, that the money 
requested would be a trifling sum in view of such wealth. When it is time for 
repayment, however, "he puts it off, makes excuses, and asks for time" (v 
Scd). In v 6, Ben Sira reflects the unpleasant experience many have had 
throughout the ages. Getting back the loan or even part of it is a "find" (v 
6ab). Often it is never recovered (v 6c), with the result that the lender "ac
quires an enemy at no extra charge" (v 6d, Gr dorean, lit., freely, as a free 
gift: note the irony). Or if the borrower does repay, he does so "with curses 
and revilement" (v 6e), "with abuse instead of honor" (v 6f), i.e., obnoxiously 
instead of gratefully. It is no wonder, then, that "many refuse to lend, not out 
of meanness [Gr poneria, lit., wickedness; cf. COMMENT on vv l-2a regarding 
the duty to lend to one's neighbor], but from fear of being cheated to no 
purpose" (v 7; dorean here has the derived meaning of "undeservedly"--cf. v 
6d). The point of vv 4-7 was neatly and concisely summarized in the famous 
advice Polonius imparted to his son, Laertes: "Neither a borrower nor a 
lender be; I For loan oft loses both itself and friend" (Shakespeare, Hamlet 
[ 1600], I iii 7S-76). 

The following poem (vv 8-13) opens with a big "but, however" (Gr plen), 
to emphasize that the case of the poor is totally different from that of the 
unprincipled borrower. Though one may have reasons for refusing a loan (v 
7), one may not refuse alms (Gr e/eemosyne) to the poor or keep them waiting 
for alms (v 8). Cf. 3:14-lS and 3:30-4:6 with COMMENT; Prov 14:21, 31; 
19:17; 21:13, 26; 22:9; 2S:21-22. One must "help the needy" "because of the 
precept" (v 9a), which is contained in Deut l S:7-l l. For v 9b, Syr reads: 
"and if there is a loss, do not bring it to mind," i.e., pay no attention to it. Inv 
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10, "spend" is, lit., "lose" (Gr apoleson); and v !Ob may be translated, lit.: 
"and let it not rust under a stone to be lost" (cf. NOTE). For the idea of 
rusting, cf. 12: lOb. The point of v 10 is that one should be generous toward 
"kindred or friend" in distress and not allow money to rust away in its hiding 
place, "under a stone." Cf. Isa 45:3 and Matt 25:18. For the thought of 
wealth rotting and money rusting away, cf. Matt 6:19 and Jas 5:2-3. One is to 
dispose of wealth in accord with the commandments of the Most High (v 
l la); cf. COMMENT on v 9a, above. Such generosity is more profitable "than 
the gold" (v l lb) one loses for the sake of others (cf. v lOa). V 12 continues 
the same notion: locking up (the literal meaning of G) almsgiving in one's 
treasuries (note the paradox) "will save [one] from every evil." .. Cf. Matt 6:20; 
19:21; Luke 12:33; 16:9. For the efficacy of almsgiving, cf. COMMENT on 
3:14-15, 30-31; 12:2; and Tob 1:3; 2:10; 4:7-11; 14:9, 10-11. The images ofv 
13 dramatize the value of almsgiving. 

In the final poem (vv 14-20) of this section, Ben Sira offers advice and 
observations about the pitfalls involved in going surety. Cf. also 8: 13 with 
COMMENT. The Book of Proverbs (6:1-5; 11:15; 17:18; 20:16; 22:26--27; 
27:13) uniformly advises against providing surety (or collateral) for another. 
Ben Sira, however, considers going surety for one's neighbor to be an act of 
virtue (v 14a), but he also urges restraint lest one be ruined (vv 18-20). It is 
only "the shameless" who would take advantage of one who provides surety 
(v 14b). Yet despite this risk, one should provide collateral when another is in 
need (v 14a). If you have received the benefit of collateral, you should not 
forget "the kindness of your backer" (v 15a) because he risks his life for you 
(v 15b)-an exaggeration to dramatize the point. Cf. Prov 22:26--27. The 
"wicked" (v 16, lit., sinner, Gr hamartolos), however, who is called in the 
parallel "the ungrateful schemer" (v 17), takes advantage of his benefactor, 
"his protector" ( v 17), by failing to honor the obligations of his debt that were 
backed by another's collateral. Because of such irresponsibility, "many pros
perous people" (v 18a) have suffered financial ruin, with the result that they 
were forced to leave their homeland in order to make a living in "foreign 
lands" (v 18bcd, lit., strange nations). In v 19a, Ben Sira speaks of "the 
sinner" (hamartolos, as in v 16) coming "to grief" because he tried to take 
advantage of others "through surety"; e.g., he would keep garments taken as 
collateral if the one who borrowed money failed to repay it. Such a practice 
was explicitly forbidden in the Law (cf. Exod 22:25 and Deut 24:12-13); and 
Amos 2:8 mentions it as a crime committed by the wealthy. The expression 
"whoever undertakes too much" (v l 9b) is in parallel with "the sinner" (v 
19a), and probably refers to the person who readily accepts the pledge of 
debtors in the hope that they cannot repay the loan, which would then give 
him the right to keep the pledge. But by undertaking too much, such a person 
"falls into lawsuits" (v 19b), perhaps because his victims hale him into the 
religious courts for his violation of the law stated in Exod 22:24-26 and Deut 
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24: 10-13; cf. also Lev 25:39-43. In v 20a, "go surety" is from Syr; Gr has 
"assist, help." The final exhortation of the poem is to go surety for the neigh
bor "according to [one's] means" (lit., power), but at the same time one 
should be careful not to suffer harm thereby (v 20); cf. also 8: 13. The Gr word 
plesion, "neighbor," occurs in vv 14a and 20a, in the opening and closing of 
the poem, thus forming an inc/usio. 



36. Frugality and the Training of Children 
(29:21-30: 13) 

29 21 Life's prime needs are water, bread, and clothing; G 

a house, too, for decent privacy. 
22 Better a poor person's fare under the shelter of one's 

own roof 
than sumptuous banquets among strangers. 

23 Be it little or much, be content with what you have, 
so as not to hear reproach as a parasite. 

24 A miserable life it is to go from house to house, 
for as a guest you dare not open your mouth. 

2s The visitor has no thanks for filling the cups; 
besides, you will hear these bitter words: 

26 "Come here, stranger, set the table; 
give me to eat the food you have in hand! 

21 Away, stranger, for one more worthy; 
for my relative's visit I need the room!" 

28 Painful things to a sensitive person 
are rebuke as a parasite and insults from his 

creditors. 

30 1 Whoever loves his son chastises him often, 
that he may be a joy to him when he grows up. 

2 Whoever disciplines his son will benefit from him, 
and boast of him among his intimates. 

3 Whoever educates his son makes his enemy jealous, 
and shows delight in him among his friends. 

4 At the father's death, he will not seem dead, 
since he leaves after him one like himself, 

s Whom he looks upon through life with joy, 
and even in death, without regret: 

6 The avenger he leaves against his foes, 
and the one to repay his friends with kindness. 
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7 Whoever spoils his son will have wounds to bandage, 
and will quake inwardly at every outcry. 

8 A colt untamed turns out stubborn; 
a son left to himself grows up unruly. 

9 Pamper your child and he will be a terror for you, 
indulge him and he will bring you grief. 

10 Share not in his frivolity lest you share in his sorrow, 
when finally your teeth are gritted in remorse. 

11 Give him not his own way in his youth, B 

and close not your eyes to his follies. 
12 In his lack of discipline, belabor his ribs, GI 

and smite his flanks while he is still a boy, B 

Lest he become stubborn, disobey you, GI 

and your last breath be brought on by him. B 
13 Discipline your son, make heavy his yoke, 

lest through his impudence you be thrown down G 

headlong. 

Notes 

29 23b. Ziegler's reading here follows Bretschneider in reconstructing the Gr 
(paroikias ou mi) on the basis of the Lat, against the Gr codices. 

28. as a parasite: the readingparoikias (cf. 23b) is from Smend, accepted by Ziegler; 
it is attested (hospitalitatis) by two Lat codices only: the Amiatinus (A), where it 
occupies the place of creditors (most Lat codices, foenoratoris), and the now destroyed 
Codex Z, from Metz, in which it was the reading of the first hand, later "corrected." 

30 11. A portion of MS B is extant from this point to 33:3, by which time it 
overlaps with MS E (from 32:16). 

l l-12cd. For these three bicola, GI was able to translate only the first colon in each 
case, evidently because the grandson's Heb prototype was stichometric by the full line 
(like the Masada MS and 2Q 18--see the NOTES above at 1: 19-20 and 6:22), and the 
left-hand (second) colon of each line was damaged in that source. Thus 30: 11 b is 
missing from GI; present in Gii, Lat, Syr, and MS B, it is certainly authentic. Inv 12, 
Gii has introduced (12a in Ziegler) a borrowing from 7:23b; see the NOTE in that 
place. This was because by the time of Gii the Heb text of the original first colon in v 
12 had become hopelessly garbled (kepeten ... in MS B). After substituting the 
colon from chap. 7, Gii became confused by the similarity of the Heb second colon in 
30: 12 to G I's translation of the first colon in the verse (thlason . . . , now l 2b in 
Ziegler) and left that to fill out his bicolon-so that the Gr tradition now shows no 
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real equivalent at all for the second colon. Here the first colon is rendered from GI 
(which reconstructs to kptyw :jl'tyw r:j:j); on the basis of two forms of it in MS B, plus 
Syr, the second colon is being read as wpg' mtnyw 'wdnnw n'r. V 12c occupies the same 
relative position in all witnesses; the ysqh of MS B's running text should be read 
yaqseh=G's sk/eryntheis (with Smend, cf. Exod 13:15). For 12d, GI is lacking, Syr is 
defective, Gii is weak, and MS B is the best source: perhaps read wenolad leka. note 
the ease with which the leka (G soi) could be lost by haplograpy. Cf. CBQ 36 (1974): 
535-42. 

13b. With G and Syr; the verb in MS B (yt/'/yt'l bk) is unintelligible. 

Comment 

This section, which has exactly twenty-two poetic lines, contains proverbs 
and observations about two unrelated subjects: the satisfactions of the simple 
life (29:21-28) and the necessity of strict training of sons (two poems: 30: 1-6 
and 7-13). 

Ben Sira states that the basic necessities of life are: "water, bread, and 
clothing" and "a house ... for decent privacy" (29:21, lit., to cover shame). 
He expresses a similar notion but adds a few more items in 39:26. The point 
of this poem is that the wise are content with what they have (cf. 29:23a) and 
would never trade their independence by living beyond their means (cf. 
29:24-28): sound advice in any age. In 29:22a, "(a poor person's) fare" is, lit., 
life; as regards the thought of the verse, cf. 40:29. Being satisfied with what 
one has (29:23a) is not only a mark of wisdom but also an indication that one 
is truly rich; cf. 1 Tim 6:8; Heb 13:5. On the contrary, if a person is not 
content with the "little or much" he has, he is not only foolish but poor, for 
he risks the charge of "parasite" ("freeloader" in American slang) when he 
enjoys more sumptuous food and drink in the houses of others (29:23b; cf. 
NOTE). It is also "a miserable life" to depend on others for food and lodging, 
"for as a guest you dare not open your mouth" (29:24}--a painful fact of life 
many have experienced when, either by choice or by necessity, they have 
lived with, and depended on, others. A literal translation of 29:25a is "You 
will entertain and give drinks without thanks," i.e., as a person who depends 
on the largess of others, you will be pressed into service as a house servant 
who receives no gratitude for his labors. Moreover, you will receive com
mands that will be "bitter words" (29:25b), especially because of the manner 
in which the householder speaks to you: "Come here, stranger, set the table" 
(29:26a}--words that hardly promote cordiality or a feeling of being wel
come. You cannot even enjoy the meals because the householder begrudges 
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you your food (29:26b). Then, if he expects a visit from a relative ("brother" 
in the Semitic sense of the word), he asks you to leave "for one more worthy" 
(29:27). In other words, he tolerates you only because no one else in his 
family has claimed his hospitality. "Painful things to a sensitive person [lit., 
one who has understanding; Syr, a wise person] are rebuke as a parasite [cf. 
NOTE] and insults from his creditors" (29:28). By this comment, Ben Sira 
connects this poem to the preceding one on going surety (29: 14-20); cf. esp. 
29:16-17. 

In the next poem (30: 1-6), the first of two on the proper training of sons, 
Ben Sira extols the value of strict discipline if one hopes to rear a good son. In 
many Gr and Lat MSS this section is entitled "On Children." The father who 
"loves his son chastises him often" (30: la; lit., will continue the whips with 
him). The physical punishment of children was taken for granted in Israelite 
society; cf. 22:6b; Prov 13:24; 19:18; 22:15; 23:13-14; 29:15. Ifa father disci
plines his son in youth, he will have joy in him as an adult (30: lb); cf. Prov 
22:6. "Train up a fig-tree in the way it should go, and when you are old sit 
under the shade of it" (Charles Dickens, Dombey and Son [1848], p. 19). A 
father "will benefit" from the son he has disciplined (30:2a) and "boast of 
him" to his friends (30:2b); cf. Prov 29:17. Sound discipline includes the 
education or training of a son (30:3a). Why a person's enemies become jeal
ous (30:3a) is that his son is so well behaved and wise. Such a person delights 
in his son "among his friends" (30:3b), because the son gives the father reason 
to be proud. " . . . Men pray to see dutiful children grow up around them in 
their homes-that such may requite their father's foe with evil, and honor, as 
their father does, his friend. But he who begets unprofitable children-what 
shall we say that he has sown, but troubles for himself, and much triumph for 
his foes" (Sophocles, Antigone [442-441 B.c.], 640-45). In death, a father 
"will not seem dead, since he leaves after him one like himself" (30:4). In Tob 
9:6, Gabael says to Tobiah: "O noble and good child, son of a noble and good, 
upright and charitable man. . . . Blessed be God, because I have seen the 
very image of my cousin Tobit!" Since there was no belief in a blessed immor
tality at that time, children gave parents a sense of continuance; hence it was 
important to train children to be upright, wise, and pious. See INTRODUC
TION, Part X, 4. In life, a father can look upon his disciplined son "with joy" 
(30:5a; cf. 25:7c); and when such a man dies, he has no regrets (30:5b) since 
his son, who is "like himself" (30:4b), carries on his good name. Cf. Prov 
27: 11. The son becomes the father's "avenger ... against his foes" (30:6a), 
i.e., those who threaten his family because he has died; cf. Ps 127:5. The 
dutiful and well-trained son also repays his father's friends "with kindness" 
(30:6b), thus adding to the blessedness of his father's name. 

The second poem (30:7-13) on child-rearing spells out many of the sad 
results that occur when a father fails to discipline his son. The spoiled or 
pampered son will incur wounds from his recklessness and folly; the father 
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who was negligent in his duty to train such a son must then bandage the 
wounds (30:7a). "Every outcry" the father hears will make him "quake in
wardly" (30:7b), for his son has either been injured in one of his senseless 
escapades or caused injury to another. The image of the untamed colt in 30:8a 
emphasizes the need to check a son "left to himself" lest he become "unruly" 
or "headstrong" (Gr proales, lit., springing forward; abrupt); cf. Prov 29: 15. 
Syriac Al:iiqar offers advice similar to the comments of Ben Sira: "My son, 
withhold not your son from stripes, for the beating of a child is like manure to 
the garden, or like rope to an ass [the gloss adds: or any other beast], or like 
tether on the foot of an ass. My son, subdue your son while he is yet a child, 
before he grows stronger than you and rebels against you, and you become 
ashamed of all his corrupt doing" (3,32). There is intralinear parallelism 
between the two cola of 30:9: to pamper a child is to indulge him with the 
result that "he will be a terror for you ... and ... bring you grief." The 
parent foolish enough to share in his child's "frivolity" will "share in his 
sorrow" and grit his teeth "in remorse" (30:10); cf. Jer 31:29; Ezek 18:2; Matt 
8:12; 13:42; 22:13; 24:51; 25:30; Luke 13:28. 

As regards the text of 30:11-12, cf. NOTE. Giving a son "his own way in 
his youth" (30: 1 la) is a sure way for a father to spoil him. A son's "follies" 
(30: 1 lb) indicate a "lack of discipline" (30: 12a), in which case a father should 
"belabor" or "beat" his son's "ribs" (30:12a) and "smite his flanks" (30:12b). 
Otherwise, the boy will become "stubborn" and "disobey" his father (30: 12c) 
and bring on his "last breath" (30: 12d). The Law provided severe penalties 
for a stubborn, unruly, and disobedient son; cf. Deut 21:18-21; Ps 78:8. Ben 
Sira concludes this section by urging a father to discipline his son by making 
"heavy his yoke" (30:13a; the phrase derives from 1Kgs12:10-11); cf. 7:23. 
A father should do this not only because he loves his son (30: 1 a), but also 
because it is in his self-interest to do so (30: l3b; cf. NOTE). 



3 7. Health, Cheerfulness, and Riches 
(30: 14-31: 11) 

30 14 Better the poor in vigorous health B 

than the rich with bodily ills. 
15 I had rather sturdy health than gold, 

and a blithe spirit than coral. 
16 No riches surpass a healthy body; 

no happiness matches that of a joyful heart! 
17 Rather death than a wretched life, 

unending sleep than constant illness. 
18 Dainties set before one who cannot eat 

are like food offerings placed before a tomb. G 

19 Of what use is an offering to an idol 
that can neither eat nor smell? 

So it is with the one being punished by the Lord, 
20 who groans at the good things his eyes behold! 

21 Do not give in to grief 
or afflict yourself with brooding; 

22 Gladness of heart is the very life of a person, 
and cheerfulness prolongs his days. 

23 Distract yourself, renew your courage, B 

drive resentment far away from you; 
For grief has brought death to many, 

nor is there aught to be gained from resentment. 
24 Envy and anger shorten one's life; 

anxiety brings on premature old age. 
(27) One who is bright and cheery at table G 

benefits from his food. 

31 1 Wakefulness over riches wastes away the flesh; 
2 more than a serious illness, it washes out sleep. 
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The rich labors to pile up wealth, B 

and if he rests, it is to enjoy pleasure; 
4 The poor toils for a meager subsistence, 

and if ever he rests, he finds himself in want. 
The lover of gold will not be free from sin; 

whoever pursues profit is led astray by it. 
6 Many have they been who were entrapped by gold, 

who put their confidence in corals; 
7 This is a stumbling block for fools-

by it any simpleton will be ensnared. 

8 Happy the rich found without fault, 
who turns not aside after wealth! 

9 Who is he, that we may praise him? 
He, of all his kindred, has done wonders, 

10 For he has been tested by gold and come off safe, G 

and this remains his glory: 
He could have gone wrong but did not, B 

could have done evil but would not, 
11 So that his possessions are secure, 

and the assembly recounts his praises. 

Notes 

30 17. In MS B, 17c,b are the original line; its 17a,d and Syr 17b are a debased 
text. 

18b. before a tomb: so G, Syr; MS B, "before an idol." Despite the ingenuity that 
relates gil/iil of MS B to go/el, the rolling stone closing the entrance to a tomb, the 
evidence of G and Syr deserves to be respected in its own right; who knows how MS B 
came by gillzW 

19-20. Here there are five cola in GI (Gil adds 20:4b as a borrowed sixth), seven in 
the Syriac, and nine in MS B. Certainly out of place is the addition from 20:4b, though 
it is present in Gil, Syr, and MS B. The first four cola of GI contain the basic text and 
are translated above. They are followed in GI by the line "like a eunuch embracing a 
maiden and groaning"; though this appears also in Lat, Syr, and (with a doublet) in 
MS B, it is best seen as an inept application of 20:4a to the present context, to which 
GI links it by repetition of who groans (as: kai stenazon, "and groaning") from v 20b. 
Both Syr and MS B (in its doublet) link this expansion with the language of Sir 5:3b by 
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adding, "but the LORD will require it at his hand." Sir 5:3b is also the source of being 
punished in Gl's v 19c. In the latter colon, ekdiokomenos was read by Syh as 
ekdikoumenos (mttb~, as Ziegler notes, following Smend and Hart. For comparison, 
Ziegler refers to 39:30; this passage is also a reflection of 5:3. 

21, 22. The text of MS Bis again corrupt, and would need to be rewritten in the 
light of GI, Syr; but in 2lb read be'e:jeb, with or without a suffix, for G's en bou/€ sou 
(see Segal). In 22b, MS B has been contaminated from Prov 19: 11 under the influence 
of v 23 (Segal). 

23c. grief=diiwon=G, lype; MS B din, false copy of an older diiwon. 
24a. and anger=G, Syr; MS B wedtn, compare 23c above. 
(27). Though there are only twenty-four verses counted in the preceding Gr of this 

chapter, Ziegler numbers this last one 30:27 in deference to the Lat, which has chap. 
30 in proper sequence, and has been made to count twenty-seven verses. This is the 
first verse of the several chapters that have undergone a major transposition in the Gr, 
in which it comes to be numbered 33: 13b, with the following chapters 31 and 32 
becoming 34 and 35. Further confusion occurs with chap. 33 (36), in which the other 
half of the transposition begins: see INTRODUCTION, Part VIII, 3. 

27a. bright and cheery (of heart): this is G's double translation of (ob (!eb) in a colon 
that appears corrupt in MS B. 

31 1-2. These verses are a nearly hopeless jumble. Before GI and Syr, 42:9b, "and 
anxiety for it drives away sleep," had already been imported here to become 31:lb. V 
31 :2a in G, "The anxiety of wakefulness drives away slumber," is a tautology created 
(before G) to provide a new parallel to the sickness colon, now 2b in the Greek. In Syr, 
the "wakefulness" of the tautology became "sustenance" (miiz6nii~, which the medi
eval Heb offers as mi~ya (cf. Judg 6:4) and carries back also into 31: I to provide a 
noun instead of the vague pronoun attached to "anxiety" there. MS B then imports a 
line that plays on 22:22 (see NOTE in that place) for no other purpose than to illustrate 
another verb for "drive away" than the two incredible ones (tpry' and tpryg) it already 
had in the three cola preceding. Here the first colon ofG has been kept as 31:1, and its 
fourth colon as 31 :2 (note the parallel verb forms ektekei, eknipsei/eknepsel). The 
corresponding Heb is in its 31: la, 2b (also flawed: seqer for seqed; taprta'?). Where MS 
B got its comparative particle to go with sickness (me~iJ!i) one might wonder; but the 
point of the colon would seem to be a comparison between the sick man of vv 16-18 
and the plight of the miser (31: 1-7), and that is supposed in the translation given here. 
washes out ( =eknipsei, with a few MSS and Grotius cited by Ziegler; the received 
eknepsei is hopeless) is dubious-but some verb of similar form and meaning is re
quired. 

3a. Read 'iimel 'iisfr liqb6!i lo hon, cf. Syr; for 3b, cf. 41: Id (M). 
4. In MS B's double recording, 4ab is the better line; read mi~ya, cf. the Gr, for 

beto/ko~o (for the latter, cf. again 41: Id, M). 
5. MS B has the verbs in this line transposed, cf. G, Syr. 
6. Read hazziihiib and wehabbO(e~fm. Note that the Gr understood the latter word 

(which it saw followed by 'al penehem) as from b(~ II (cf. HALAT. 116), "to fall flat," 
in the light of Jer 12:5, and recognized that root though LXX Jer did not (vs. Segal). 
After this verse, Syr adds: "But they [i.e, their possessions, in the underlying Heb 
pentntm] were unable to deliver them from disaster, or to save them on the day of 
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wrath." This is a gloss that cuts v 7 away from its context. Of this Syr, the Heb of MS 
B is a manifest retroversion, reading we/ii' 'eskafJw, "but they were unable," as we/6' 
mii!Je'u, "but they did not find (a way)," and changing the subjects of both that verb 
and the two following infinitives (vs. Segal). 

7. Where MS B reads lii'ewf/, for fools, G's enthousiazousin autq (so Ziegler, on 
limited direct evidence) probably represents lif'6we /O; the Lat, with vae ( = 'oy) ill is 
shows another misreading of l'wyl. 

8. For 'is of MS B, read 'iilir, the rich, cf. G, Syr, Lat. The Lat liturgical reading 
beatus vir reflects rather the text of Pss 1:1; 112:1; and the like, than any Heb reading 
for this passage in Sir. 

lOab. Here MS B and its margin have a spate of jumbled phrases. 
11 b. his praises: G reads: "his pious deeds"= fJasiidiiyw. 

Comment 

This section contains four loosely connected poems: the blessing of good 
health (30: 14-20); the benefits of cheerfulness (30:21-[27]); the anxieties of 
the rich (31:1-7); and the blessedness of the blameless rich (31:8-11). 

The proverb in 30: 14 receives hearty endorsement from perceptive people 
everywhere: "vigorous health" with poverty is preferable to wealth without 
health. "The firi;;t wealth is health" (Ralph Waldo Emerson, "Power," The 
Conduct of Life [1860]). "Sturdy health" is preferable to "gold" (30:15a, Heb 
paz, "refined, pure gold"), and "a blithe spirit" (Heb nlal] fobti. lit., "a good 
spirit") than "coral" (30:15b). For the images, cf. Prov 3:14-15; 8:10-11; 
31: 10. "Look to your health; and if you have it, praise God, and value it next 
to a good conscience; for ht:alth is the second blessing that we mortals are 
capable of; a blessing that money cannot buy" (Izaak Walton, The Comp/eat 
Angler [1653], i 21). Before 30:16, some Gr MSS (B*, S, 248, and other 
cursives) have the title "On Foods" (Codex A, "On Health"). V 16 may be 
translated, lit.: "There is no wealth above the wealth of a sound body, and no 
good above a good heart" (=disposition). The sentiment in 30:17 (cf. NOTE) 
has been expressed by many sufferers; cf., for example, Tob 3:6, 10, 13, where 
Tobit in Nineveh and Sarah in Ecbatana both pray for death in order to be 
relieved of their miseries. Cf. also Job 3: 11, 13, 17; Qoh 4: 1-2. For the expres
sion "constant illness" (30: l 7b), cf. Deut 28:59. V 17 is close to the thought of 
Theognis, 181-82 (Sanders, p. 34). Good food "set before one who cannot 
eat" (30: l 8a) is as useless as "food offerings placed before a tomb" (30: l 8b; cf. 
NOTE), a custom perhaps alluded to in Tob 4:17; cf. COMMENT on 7:33. This 
thought is amplified in 30: 19-20 (cf. NOTE), with a change of imagery: the 
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person who has before him good things he cannot eat because he is ill (his 
illness is here considered divine punishment; cf. John 9:2) feels like an idol 
"that can neither eat nor smell." Cf. Qoh 6:2. For the pagan custom of 
offering food and drink to idols, cf. Isa 57:6; Dan 14: 1-22 (the story of Bel). 
The biblical authors ridiculed both idols and their devotees; cf. Deut 4:28; Ps 
115:4-7; Isa 44:9-1 l. 

As regards the text of 30:21-22, cf. NOTE. The sound advice given in 30:21 
reminds us of the words of Jesus in Matt 6:34. Cf. Qoh 11: IO. Modern psy
chology and medicine have proved the validity of the comments made in 
30:22-24, (27). For the thought of 30:22, cf. Prov l 7:22a; Qoh 11 :9. Resent
ment and grief (cf. NOTE) can be fatal (30:23). "Nothing on earth consumes a 
man more quickly than the passion of resentment" (Friedrich Nietzsche, Ecce 
Homo [1888]). "Sorrow breaks seasons and reposing hours, I Makes the night 
morning and the noon-tide night" (Shakespeare, Richard III [1592-93], I iv 
76-77). Envy, anger (cf. NOTE), and anxiety also "shorten one's life (30:24). 
"As iron is eaten away by rust, so the envious are consumed by their own 
passion" (Antisthenes [5th-4th century B.c.], quoted in Diogenes Laertius, 
Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers [third century of our era]). "The 
envious die not once, but as oft as the envied win applause" (Baltasar 
Gracian, The Art of Wordly Wisdom [1647], 162). "To be angry is to revenge 
the fault of others upon ourselves" (Alexander Pope, Thoughts on Various 
Subjects [1727]). "Anger would inflict punishment on another; meanwhile, it 
tortures itself" (Publilius Syrus, Moral Sayings [lst cent. B.C.], 1009). "Care 
is no cure, but rather corrosive, I For things that are not to be remedied" 
(Shakespeare, Henry VL Part I [1591-92], III iii 3-4). Cf. Wis 17: 12. As 
regards the numbering of 30:(27), cf. NOTE. Ben Sira concludes this poem 
with a clinically accurate observation: being "bright and cheery" (cf. NOTE) 
enables one to derive the most benefit from the food one eats. Cf. Prov 1S:1 S. 

The text of 31: 1-2 is in a confused state; cf. NOTE for an attempt to make 
sense out of this jumble. The sinner, the fool (cf. 31 :7), in the present case the 
rich, are said to suffer from insomnia because of their bad consciences (31: 1-
2); cf. 40:5-8; Qoh 5:11; Wis 17:11-15. Concern for an unmarried daughter 
also causes sleeplessness (42:9ab). In Ben Sira's perspective, the sinful rich 
(31:S-7) labor for only one reason, "to pile up wealth" (31 :3a), and when they 
relax, "it is to enjoy pleasure" (31 :3b)-ideas that are embodied in Jesus' 
parable of the rich fool in Luke 12: 16-20; so Peters (p. 252). For the text of 
31 :3ab, cf. NOTE. Poverty, which makes life miserable and subsistence pre
carious (31 :4a; cf. NOTE), is, however, not something desirable, for the poor 
can rest and relax only at the risk of experiencing "want" (31 :4b). The poor 
and their plight are mentioned here only to provide a sharp contrast with the 
rich and their surfeit of the "good things" of life. The Jewish ideal was a 
virtuous life together with sufficient wealth to ensure the necessities of life and 
to enjoy some degree of prosperity (cf. 31:8-11). Those who are avid for 
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wealth, however, "will not be free from sin," and those who seek "profit" are 
"led astray by it" (31:5; cf. NOTE); cf. 14:3; Prov 28:20b; Qoh 5:9; 1 Tim 6:9-
10. The avaricious are trapped by the very "gold" they yearn for, because 
they "put their confidence in corals" (31 :6; cf. NOTE), i.e., in their assets and 
other wealth yet to be hoped for. Thus greed becomes "a stumbling block for 
fools," a trap for the "simpleton" (31:7; cf. NOTE); cf. Prov 11:4. "Riches 
serve a wise man but command a fool" (English proverb). "There are men 
who gain from their wealth only the fear of losing it" (Antoine Rivaroli, 
L 'Esprit de Rivara/ [1808]). 

In the next poem (31:8-11), Ben Sira lauds the rich who are wise, i.e., who 
are "without fault," who "turn not aside" or "stray not" "after wealth" (Heb 
miimon, whence derives our English word "mammon"). Ben Sira is the first 
to use the Heb word miimon; the word (mamona in Gr) occurs also in Matt 
6:24 and Luke 16:9, 11, 13. The question "Who is he ... ?" (31 :9a) clearly 
implies that a rich person who is also righteous was as rare in Ben Sira's day 
as he was in Jesus' day; cf. Matt 19:23-24; Mark 10:23-25; Luke 16:13. 
Indeed, the rich without fault, "of all [their] kindred," are said to do "won
ders" (31 :9b ), another indication of the rarity of such people. What makes the 
virtuous rich praiseworthy is that they have been "tested" by gold and "come 
off safe" (31: lOab; cf. NOTE); they "could have done evil but would not" 
(31: lOd). "There is a time when a man distinguishes between the idea of 
felicity from the idea of wealth; it is the beginning of wisdom" (Ralph Waldo 
Emerson, Journals [ 1830]). Cf. Matt 16:26. Because virtue, according to the 
Deuteronomic theory of retribution Ben Sira believed in, is rewarded only in 
this life, the "possessions" of the pious rich are "secure" (31: 1 la; cf. COM
MENT on 2:1-6), and "the assembly recounts [their] praises" (3l:llb; cf. 
NOTE), as it does the praises of the Ancestors in 44: 15. The rabbis had a 
saying, "The salt of mammon is almsgiving" (so Box-Oesterley, p. 419). 



38. Food, Wine, and Banquets 
(31: 12-32: 13) 

31 12 Are you seated at a banquet table? a 
Bring to it no greedy gullet! 

Say not, "What a spread this is!" 
13 Remember, gluttony is a bad thing. 

God hates the eye's greed; B 

was ever any creature greedier? 
That is why it shifts with everything it sees, 

and sends tears streaming down the face. 
15 Recognize that your neighbor feels as you do, 

and keep in mind your own dislikes; 
14 Toward what he is looking at, do not put out a hand; 

nor reach when he does, for the same dish. 
16 Eat, like anyone else, what lies before you a 

and be not rapacious, lest you become loathed. B 

11 Be the first to stop, as befits good manners; 
gorge not yourself, lest you be despised. 

18 If there are many with you at table, 
be not the first to reach out your hand. 

19 Does not a little suffice for a well-bred person? 
When he lies down, it is without wheezing. 

20c Bilious distress, and loss of sleep, G 

d and restless tossing for the glutton! 
a Moderate eating ensures sound slumber 
b and a clear mind next day on rising. 

21 If perforce you have eaten too much, B 

once you have emptied your stomach, you will have 
relief. 

22 Listen to me, my son, and scorn me not; 
later you will find my advice good. 
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In whatever you do, be moderate, 
and no addiction will afflict you. 

23 On a person generous with food, blessings are invoked, 
and this testimony to his goodness is lasting; 

24 Whoever is miserly with food is denounced in public, 
and this testimony to his stinginess is lasting. 

2s Let not wine-drinking be the proof of your strength, 
for wine has been the ruin of many. 

26 As the forge probes the work of the swordsmith, 
so does wine the hearts of the insolent. 

27 Wine is very life to humans, 
if taken in due measure. 

Does one really live who lacks the wine 
which was created from the first for his joy? 

2s Joy of heart, good cheer, and delight 
is wine enough, drunk at the proper time. 

29 Headache, wormwood, and disgrace 
is wine drunk amid anger and strife. 

30 More and more wine is a snare for the fool; 
it lessens his strength and multiplies his wounds. 

385 

31 Rebuke not your neighbor when wine is served, G 

nor put him to shame while he is merry; 
Use no harsh words with him 

and distress him not in the presence of others. 

32 I If you are chosen to preside at dinner, be not puffed 
up, 

but with the guests be as one of them; 
Take care of them first before you sit down-

2 see to their needs, then take your place, 
To share in their joy 

and win praise for your hospitality. 
You who are older, it is your right to talk, 

but temper your wisdom, not to interrupt the 
singing. 

B 

G 

B 

4 Where listening is in order, do not pour out discourse, G 

and flaunt not your wisdom at the wrong time. 
s Like a seal of carnelian in a setting of gold 

is a company singing when wine is served. 
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6 In a gold mounting, an emerald seal 
is string music with delicious wine. 

7 Young man, speak only when necessary, 
when they have asked you more than once; 

8 Be brief, but say much in those few words, 
be like the wise, taciturn. 

9 When with officials, be not forward, 
and among your elders be not too insistent. 

10 Like the lightning that flashes before a hailstorm 
is the esteem that shines on modesty. 

II When it is time to leave, tarry not; 
be off for home without delay, 

12 And there enjoy doing as you wish, 
but without sin or words of pride. 

13 Above all, give praise to your Maker, 
who showers his favors upon you. 

Notes 

31 12a. This omits (with G) the Mni 'im of MS B and Syr; keeping the 'im. one 
would read: "When you are seated . . . " 

13. G has only 13a,c,e; the Heb and Syr call for two bicola (13b--e) after 13a. MS B 
has also an alternative form for 13b, and a contraction of l 3de into one colon different 
from G's 13e-"That is why its juice flees (!) before anything." 

IS, 14. This order of the verses provides the (otherwise missing) subject for the 
verbs of v 14. 

14b. dish: so G and Syr, evoking associations with Mark 14:20 and parallels; MS B 
has "basket." 

16. In 16a, MS B here appears corrupt, see Segal; after loathed of 16b, MS B has 
three more cola. Of these latter, the first duplicates I Sa; the others repeat l 6ab in a 
form, tied to Syr, that can scarcely be anything other than retroversion from that 
source. 

20. The two bicola of v 20 are in the reverse order in G. the glutton of G, Syr, is, in 
the Heb, 'is kesil; does this use of kesil carry an allusion to fat covering the loins, cf. 
Job IS:27? 

20cd, 21. There were doublets for both verses in MS B; much of the text for these is 
eaten away in the MS. 

22-27. In this section, MS B has doublets, partially garbled or expanded, for vv 
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22cd, 26, 27cd. That for 27cd, which in the MS follows v 28, has an end rhyme (tfr6S. 
mero'S) that looks suspiciously like a medieval development. 

26b. hearts of the insolent: reading libb6t le~im, with G; so Segal. In G, en mach~I 
en meth~ (Ziegler, cf. Clem. Alex., Lat, and v 32) is an expansion parallel to en baph~. 

also an expansion, in the preceding colon. 
28a. and delight: a third noun seems needed in the colon; compare the contrasting v 

29a. Since MS B's 'dwy, and the 'dwn suggested (Segal) on the basis of Syr, are hardly 
to be credited, 'eden as a common noun (plural in Ps 36:9) appears most likely. 

28b. wine enough: reading at the end of the line, for MS B's wr'y, rather (be'itt6) 
day, compare G (autarkes) here and in 11 :24. This seems to fit also Syr Mwiilitii~ used 
already for a related notion at the end of v 27b. 

29a. wormwood: G's pikria three times (in Deuteronomy, Amos, and Lamenta
tions)= la'ami; also (vs. Segal), Syr's "poverty" supposes the 'a yin-nun of 'oni. which 
again are traces of la'anti; la'anti is present in MS B. 

31. These two bicola are damaged in MS B. 
3 ld. in the presence of others: G's en apaitesei is a manifest corruption from en 

apantesei anthropon (or, anon, abbreviated), as seen by Smend; compare Syr and Heb. 
32 I. Two cola of this verse are missing (with the bottom of a page) in MS B; v I b 

as found on the same line with a crowded v 2 at the top of the following page in the 
MS has beside it a note in Persian (in Heb letters) saying: "This half-verse and this 
verse are from another copy." The Syr, with "and take no prominent place among the 
rich" between la and lb, probably shows what sort of reading stood in the second 
colon of the missing line. For the Persian note, besides the facsimile of MS B, cf. 
Smend, Die Weisheit ... hebriiisch und deutsch (1906), p. 27. 

2bc. With Smend, G's di' aut611=ba'i1buriim. For this, MS B's bikeb6diim is a 
garbled copy. The sekel with which MS B ends the verse is then a substitute by a 
confused copyist for kiib6d turning up again at the end of the verse, where G seems to 
have rendered that term by stephanon, "crown"--<:f. again Smend, who points 25:6 
for a parallel rendering in G. 

4. The copyist of MS B draws from two sources again for this verse, as is shown by 
his writing of 4a normally, then uf a variant on 4a plus 4b in a smaller, crowded hand 
in the space intended for the second colon in the line. Neither his "in the place of 
wine/in place of the wine" nor his "and without music" matches G's Where listening 
is in order. That supposes bimeqom ha'iizin, which if written without the aleph would 
make easy the distortion to bimeqom hayyayin as it appears in MS B (1" loco) and Syr. 

5-6. These two comparisons become four for MS B, with a number of confusions 
and enlargements. 

7-8. Here G and MS B run closer together, though v 7 in MS B is still padded; Syr 
lacks these verses. 

9. MS B transposes officials and elders in this verse, cf. G, Syr. The verb (rd in 
Sirach occurs only here (in MS B) and in 11 QPs• for 51: l 9c, beginning the (eth line of 
the alphabet acrostic ((rty for (rdty, with the daleth assimilated). The usages are 
compatible and mutually illustrative. 

10. hailstorm: so the Lat and MS B; Ziegler shows no variant to "thunder" in this 
place for the Gr tradition. The wordplay bariid, biiriiq confirms that "hail" is original 
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here. MS B gives the verse in two forms, plus a rewritten lOa in the margin; Syr lacks 
the verse. 

11-12. G here has four cola; Syr diverges widely, with about the same amount of 
text. MS B has six cola, two of which are an identical conflation of elements from I la, 
12a. Only G has recognizable continuity. 

Comment 

This section has three related poems: moderation in eating (31: 12-21 ); the 
blessing of wine and its abuse (31 :22-31 ); and proper conduct at a banquet 
(32:1-13). The advice given here is, in general, what is dictated by good 
manners and courtesy. 

When invited to a banquet, one should not be greedy or make ill-advised 
comments (31:12; cf. NOTE), for gluttony (Heb 'ayin rii'd, Gr ophthalmos 
poneros, lit., evil eye) "is a bad thing" (31: 13a). For the text of 31: 13, cf. 
NOTE. It could be considered a sign of envy or cupidity to make comments 
about the large quantity of food placed on the table; cf. Prov 23: 1-3. Eder
sheim writes: "The praising of the food in Oriental countries is done by the 
host; the mere act of admiration by any one else would be regarded as danger
ous" (cited by Box-Oesterley, p. 419). The eye, whose greed "God hates" 
(31: 13b), is considered the greediest of all creatures (31: 13c) and, accordingly, 
a source of sin; cf. Num 15:39; Job 31:1. The greedy and envious eye "shifts 
with everything it sees, and sends tears streaming down the face" (31: 13de), 
because it cannot have all its desires, and begrudges others the good they 
receive; cf. 14:10; Matt 20:15. On the order of the verses in 31:15, 14, cf. 
NOTE. One should be sensitive to others at a banquet; they have feelings, too 
(31: 15a). Hence, that which one dislikes should not be done to others 
(31: 15b); cf. Tab 4: 15. If your neighbor eyes a particular dish and reaches for 
it, do not reach for it at the same time (31: 14; cf. NOTE). In sum, at a dinner 
one should be responsive to others and their tastes. The literal translation of 
31: 16a is "Eat like a human being what lies before you," i.e., do not bolt your 
food (31: 16b), as animals do, or chew so loudly that you annoy your neigh
bors (so Spicq, p. 720). Otherwise, you will be "loathed" (31: l 6b; cf. NOTE). 
It is "good manners" to stop eating first (31: 17a) and not to appear to 
"gorge" yourself, for otherwise you will "be despised" (31: l 7b). Cf. 37:29-31. 
The point of 31: 16-17 is that you should eat in moderation and with courtesy, 
not too slowly lest you prolong the meal and hold up those who serve, and 
not too fast lest you be considered a ravenous parasite whose appetite was 
sharpened by the invitation to dinner. If there are many other guests you 
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should not be the first to reach for the food (31: 18). Derek ere~ rabba vii 
states: "When two are sitting at table, the elder begins to eat first, and the 
younger after him; and if the younger begins first he is a glutton." Moderation 
not only is a mark of "a well-bred person" (lit., a person of understanding) 
but also enables one to sleep comfortably (31:19). On the contrary, gluttony 
brings on indigestion and "restless tossing" when one attempts to sleep 
(31 :20cd; cf. NOTE). Moderation enables one to sleep soundly and to awake 
refreshed and with "a clear mind" (31:20ab); cf. 37:29-31. If, however, one 
has "eaten too much" (as can happen on a festive occasion even when one 
intends to eat moderately), vomiting will bring "relief" (31:21; cf. NoTE). 
Ben Sira's advice sounds earthy, but it is practical nonetheless. There is no 
point in getting sick after unintended overindulgence in food and drink. And 
even if one was a glutton, it is still better to avoid illness by vomiting. Ben 
Sira, however, is not urging the disgusting custom, practiced by wealthy 
Romans, of a person using an emetic to induce vomiting after he has over
eaten, so that he may continue to eat some more. The modern version of this 
practice, which is called bulimia, often has disastrous results for health. 

In the next poem (31 :22-31), Ben Sira continues his observations and ex
hortations about the use of food and especially of wine. For the text of 31 :22-
27 in MS B, cf. NOTE. The text of 31 :22cd translated here is found before 
31 :21 in MS B. As regards the opening phrase, "listen to me," cf. COMMENT 
on 6:23. Ben Sira urges his student, whom he calls "my son" in accordance 
with the usage of other Wisdom authors, to "be moderate" in everything he 
does (31 :22c), so that no "addiction" (Heb >ason, lit., harm, evil, mischief) 
may "afflict" him (31 :22cd). In other words, moderation is a form of enlight
ened self-interest. One should be "generous with food" and so receive "bless
ings" from others (31 :23a) and a good reputation that is "lasting" (31 :23b ). 
Cf. Prov 22:9. Conversely, one should not be "miserly with food" for fear of 
being "denounced in public" (31 :24a) and receiving a bad reputation that also 
lasts (31 :24b ). The reading "testimony" (Heb <edut) in 31 :24b is from MS Bm•; 
MS B"' reads "knowledge" (da<at; note that these are the same consonants of 
'edut but in a different order). Cf. 14: 10; Prov 23:6--8. V 25a is an allusion to 
Isa 5:22. 

There was a Hellenistic institution called in Gr symposion (the basis of our 
English word "symposium"), at which food and drink were served as at a 
banquet; large quantities of wine were usually consumed at these events. In 
31 :25, Ben Sira warns of the perils of excessive wine-drinking at such ban
quets; cf. I Mace 16: 15-16. In Scripture, there are many other exhortations 
about the risks of drinking too much; cf. Prov 20: I; 23:29-35; 31 :45; Amos 
6:6; Hos 7:5; Isa 5:11-12; 28:1. The case of Holofernes (Jdt 13:2-8) is dra
matic proof of the statement in 31 :25b. The "forge" and "wine" are parallel 
in 31 :26; as the former tests the quality of metal, the latter shows that the 
hearts (cf. NOTE) of the foolish are "insolent." Cf. the Lat proverb Jn vino 
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veritas, "In wine, the truth." Another parallel can be seen in Theognis, 499-
500 (Sanders, p. 34). The first word of 31:27a should be read as lemo; MS B 
has !my instead of /mw-another case of confusion of waw and yod; cf. COM
MENT on 4:2. The word lemo is a poetic form of the particle le-; cf. Job 27:14; 
29:21; 38:40; 40:4. Smend (p. 283) and Box-Oesterley (p. 423) point the word 
as leme, "waters of(life)." Syr reads: "like the waters of life." The comments 
Ben Sira makes in 31 :27-28 should gladden the hearts of readers who enjoy a 
glass of wine. "Wine is very life to humans" but only when taken in modera
tion (31:27ab); cf. l Tim 5:23. He does not "really live who Jacks the wine 
which was created from the first for his joy" (31 :27cd)-a clear and unambig
uous affirmation of the goodness of wine as a creation by the Lord "from the 
first" (Heb mere,sit, lit., from the beginning; cf. bere'Sit in Gen l: l ). Cf. Judg 
9: 13; Ps 104: 15. A goodly supply of wine, "drunk at the proper time" (31 :28b; 
cf. NoTE) is "joy of heart, good cheer, and delight" (31:28a; cf. NOTE); cf. 
40:20a. The sentiments expressed in 31 :25-28 have echoes in many other 
literatures and cultures. "Bronze is the mirror of the form [in antiquity mir
rors were made from polished bronze]; wine, of the heart" (Aeschylus [525-
456 e.c.], Fragments, 384). "Where there is plenty of wine, sorrow and worry 
take wing" (Ovid, The Art of Love [ca. A.D. 8], 1). "Good wine is a good 
familiar creature, if it be well used" (Shakespeare, Othello [1604-5], II iii 
313). "Wine is like rain: when it falls on the mire it but makes it the fouler, I 
But when it strikes the good soil wakes it to beauty and bloom" (John Hay, 
"Distichs" [1871?], 7). Cf. J. Bauer, "'Kein Leben ohne Wein' (Jesus Sirach 
31,27): Das Urteil der Hl. Schrift," Bibel und Liturgie 23 (1955-56): 55-59; 
and A. A. Wieder, "Ben Sira and the Praises of Wine," JQR 61 (1970-71): 
155-66. 

In contrast to wine "drunk at the proper time" (31 :28b) is "wine drunk 
amid anger and strife" (31 :29b). In the latter case wine is not "joy of heart 
... " (31 :28a) but rather "headache, wormwood [cf. NOTE], and disgrace" 
(31 :29a). "What the sober man has in his heart, the drunken man has on his 
lips" (Danish proverb). "To dispute with a drunkard is to debate with an 
empty house" (Publilius Syrus, Moral Sayings [first century e.c.], 4). Too 
much wine becomes "a snare for the fool" because "it lessens his strength and 
multiplies his wounds" (31 :30). Cf. Prov 23:29-35. "Drunkenness does not 
create vices, but it brings them to the fore" (Seneca, Letters to Lucilius [first 
century of our era], 83, 20). "Bacchus [the god of wine] hath drowned more 
men than Neptune" (Thomas Fuller, Gnomologia [1732], 830). The drunkard 
often causes violence or becomes its victim because of his intemperate words 
or actions. The four cola of 31 :31 provide a transition to the following poem 
on proper conduct to be observed at banquets. Since wine tends to loosen the 
tongue and the inhibitions, Ben Sira's advice here is sound. Cf. 20: l. It is 
discourteous and foolish to become rowdy at a banquet and to abuse your 
neighbor "in the presence of others" (31 :3 ld; cf. NOTE), for wine was created 
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to promote good cheer among people (31 :27-28) and not to provoke discord. 
Cf. 18:18; 20:15ab; 22:22. For other parallels to 31:24-31, see Theognis, 467-
510 (Sanders, pp. 34-35). 

The final poem of this section (32:1-13) offers many bits of advice and 
warnings about behavior at a banquet. Doubtless the mind~set and attitudes 
expressed here were commonly shared by the cultivated Jews of that time. 
Ben Sira includes in his exhortations the different kinds of people present at 
the sumptuous banquets of the day: the banquet master (32: 1-2), the older 
guests (32:3-6), and the younger guests (32:7-10). The poem concludes with 
general aphorisms applicable to all (32: 11-13). "If you are chosen to preside 
at dinner" (32: la, Gr hegoumenon, lit., to be leader, chief) is a reference to 
the custom of selecting a banquet master, called in Gr literature sympo
siarchos or architriklinos (this word is used to describe the official of the 
wedding feast at Cana in John 2:8-10). From John 2:8-10 and what Ben Sira 
says here, it must have been the responsibility of the banquet master to ar
range the seating, prepare the menu, select the wines, and ensure good service 
for all the guests; cf. Esth 1 :8; 2 Mace 2:27. Since it was a great honor for a 
person to be chosen banquet master, Ben Sira urges him to be modest in the 
performance of his assigned tasks and to act like one of the guests (32: lab; cf. 
NOTE). As befits courtesy and consideration, he should take care of their 
needs first and then take his place (32: le, 2a) "to share in their joy and win 
praise for [his] hospitality" (32:2bc; cf. NOTE). 

Next comes advice to the elder guests. They have, of course, the "right to 
talk" (32:3a), but they should "temper [their] wisdom, not to interrupt the 
singing" (32:3b). The wise guest knows when to speak and to keep silent 
when there is singing. The reference here is to the singers who performed (cf. 
32:5b) at these sumptuous banquets; cf. 2 Sam 19:26; Isa 5:12; 24:7-9; Qoh 
2:8. The elder who is wise knows when "listening is in order" (32:4a; cf. 
NOTE), and he does not "pour out discourse" like a bore, or "flaunt ... 
[his] wisdom at the wrong time" (32:4b). In 32:5-6 (cf. NOTE), the images of 
jewelry are used to evoke the pleasures one experiences when listening to a 
good "company singing" along with "string music" and enjoying "delicious 
wine." Cf. Prov 25:11; Exod 28:17-20. Ben Sira's advice to the young guest is 
typical, and expected. If he is wise, he will "speak only when necessary" and 
when the other guests "have asked [him] more than once" (32:7; cf. NOTE); 
cf. the words of Elihu in Job 32:6--7. The young should "be brief, but say 
much" and then be quiet "like the wise" (32:8). The two cola of 32:9 (cf. 
NOTE) are in synonymous parallelism: "when with officials" or "elders," "be 
not forward" or "too insistent"; cf. Job 29:7-10. For the possible dangers of 
being overfamiliar with "officials," cf. 13:9-13 with COMMENT. "The esteem 
[Heb ~en, Gr charis, lit., grace] that shines on modesty" may be compared to 
the brilliance and swiftness of "the lightning that flashes before a hailstorm" 
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(32:10; cf. NOTE), i.e., the modest youth receives immediate and dazzling 
recognition. 

The final three verses (32: 11-13) of this poem are applicable to all guests at 
a banquet. "When it is time to leave, . . . be off . . . without delay" 
(32: 11 ). Overstaying your welcome is a gross violation of good manners. 
Home is the place to do or talk "as you wish, but without sin or words of 
pride" (32: 12; cf. NOTE). Consideration for others at a banquet demands that 
you be discreet and circumspect in the way you eat, drink, and speak. "Above 
all, give praise to [Heb biirek, Gr eu/ogeson, lit., bless] your Maker" (32: 13a) 
-a reference to the ancient practice of saying grace, or giving thanks, at 
meals; cf. Deut 8: 10. The faithful and grateful believer acknowledges that it is 
the Lord alone who is the Source of the "favors" (lit., the good things) he 
receives not only at table but also elsewhere in his life. Even the pagan Greeks 
had the custom after meals of offering praise to their gods; cf. Plato (ca. 428-
348 e.c.), Symposium, 176. 



39. The Providence of God 
(32:14-33:18) 

32 14 Whoever seeks to learn from God will obtain guidance; B 

whoever seeks God out will receive his answer. 
is Whoever studies the Law masters it, 

but the reckless is caught in its snare. 
16 Whoever fears the LORD will know what is right 

conduct; 
out of obscurity he draws forth a course of action. 

17 The sinner turns aside warnings 
and distorts the Law to suit his purpose. 

is Whoever is well advised will not neglect what he learns; G 

the proud and insolent person is deterred by nothing. 
19 Do nothing without counsel; B 

then, having acted, have no qualms. 
20 Go not ·on a way that is set with snares, 

and let not the same thing trip you twice. 
21 Trust not the road, for bandits; 
22 be careful on all your paths. 
23 Whatever you do, be on your guard, 

for in this way you will keep the commandments. 
24 Whoever keeps the Law preserves himself; 

and whoever trusts in the LORD shall not be put to 
shame. 

33 I No evil can harm the one who fears the LORD; 
through trials, again and again he is safe. E 

2 Whoever hates the Law is without wisdom, B 

and is tossed about like a boat in a storm. G 

3 The prudent trusts in the word of the Lord, 
and the Law is dependable for him as a divine oracle. 

4 Prepare your words and you will be listened to; 
bind your training to your person, and then give your 

answer. 
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s Like the wheel of a cart is the mind of a fool; E 

his thoughts revolve in circles. 
6 An unscrupulous friend is like the distracted stallion 

that neighs, no matter who the rider. 

7 Why is one day more important than another, 
when the same sun lights up every day of the year? 

8 By the Lord's knowledge they are kept distinct; G 

among them he designates seasons and feasts. s 
9 Some he exalts and sanctifies, G 

and others he lists as ordinary days. E 

10 So, too, all people are of clay, 
for from earth humankind was formed; 

11 Yet in the fullness of his understanding the Lord makes G 

people unlike: 
in different paths he has them walk. 

12 Some he blesses and makes great, E 

some he sanctifies and draws to himself. 
Others he curses and brings low, 

and expels them from their place. 
13 Like clay in the hands of a potter, 

to be molded according to his pleasure, on 
So are people in the hands of their Maker, E 

to be requited according as he judges them. G 

14 As evil contrasts with good, and death with life, E 

so are sinners in contrast with the just; 
IS See now all the works of the Most High: 

they come in pairs, the one the opposite of the other. 

16 Now I am the last to keep vigil, 
as one gleaning after the vintagers; 

11 Since by God's blessing I too have made progress 
till like a vintager I have filled my winepress, 

18 Take notice that not for myself only have I toiled, 
but for every seeker after guidance. 
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Notes 

32 14-IS. Of the four bicola in MS B here, the two that provide the basic text are 
the second and the fourth. The first is a combination of 14a with !Sb. The third is a 
weak reworking of v 14. Syr has v 14 only. G reflects the earlier, related verses 2:16 
and 4:12. 

16. Here MS E runs parallel with MS B, doublets and all; its single folio is defective 
at one side, so that, on the recto, 32: 16-33: 14 lack the first word or two of each 
bicolon. V 16 in MSS B, Eis correct in the first of its two forms; the second, a:Jd the 
Syr, are debased. 

17. In 17a, MS B's margin supplies the correct fJiimiis for a mistaken fJiikiim; in 
17b, MS B's text is correct, though its margin and MS E combine to present a dis
torted form of it. 

18. With two forms of this verse in the text of MSS B, E, and another in B's 
margin, plus Syr, only G relates adequately to the context. 

21. for bandits: me!Jetep. So with MS B (1° loco), compare S0:4a and Prov 23:28. 
Though byd !Jwtpw in IS:l4 (MS A) is a gloss borrowed from Syr of 4:19, the other 
occurrences are unexceptionable, and "of the wicked" of MS B's doublet and margin, 
plus Syr, is here a vague substitute (influenced by Ps I: I?). As for G's (en hodil) 
aproskope. it is presumably a corruption from apo proskopi5n = me!Jetep. 

22. all your paths: iibe'i5rfJi5tekii with MS B 2° loco. MSS B (I" loco), E, and G lose 
the parallelism by reading wb'!Jrytk; the reverse confusion occurs in Prov I: 19. all is an 
expansion. 

23. MS B again has a doublet; 1° loco=Syr, 2° loco=G. The latter is followed here. 
MS E lacks the verse. 

33 1-3. The second (left-hand) colon in each verse is damaged in MS B, which is 
then lacking for 33:4-3S: 10 inclusive. MS E lacks v 3 and Syr lacks vv 2, 3. 

2b. Apparently G translated iimitmo(et=tossed about (MSS B, E) in the same 
manner as it had iimitlahleah in 32: !Sb. ship will have been 'onfyd, for which MS E 
has 'znw (Marcus) or perhaps 'wny (Margolis, cited by Marcus); the difficult reading 
cannot be verified from the facsimile. 

3a. trusts in: would suppose ya 'iimfn, and the parallel favors this. MS B yiibfn. 
33:4-34: I. MS E is here the only Heb witness; it no longer (after 32: 18) has the 

doublets characteristic of MS B. Its direct witness is limited throughout by the word 
or two missing on its right margin (to 33: 14a) or its left edge (on the verso, 33: 14c-
34: I); there are a few letters illegible elsewhere, but usually comparison with G and 
Syr leaves little doubt as to what must be supplied. 

4. MS E's "Prepare your words and afterward you will do I and a place of rest, and 
afterward tgyh (!)" hardly fits the context; Segal sees it as possibly related to 32: 19 and 
belonging at that point. MS E's we'a!Jar . . . we'a!Jar can hardly be correct; in 4a, G's 
kai houtos suggests iibeken, compare 32:1c where MS B's margin offers iibeke(y)n; the 
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same expression occurs in 13:7 (MS A), and cf. already Qoh 8:10; Esth 4:16. For G's 
14b, Segal rightly refers to Prov 3:3; 6:21; and 7:3. The verb used here by G (syndeson) 
is that ascribed (for qfr) to Theodotion in Prov 6:21, and to Aquila in all three places 
named; the occurrence in Sirach is unique. 

6. unscrupulous: supposes le!f, with G, Syr; MS E's sane' is surely secondary. dis
tracted: this conveys the effect implied. The missing second word in the verse in MS E 
will have been a participle, either meyuzziin, "rutting," cf. Jer 5:8, as supposed by G, 
or, less likely, mukiin, "caparisoned (for battle)" as supposed by Syr, cf. Prov 21 :31 
and Job 39:19-25. 

7. The form in MS Eis debased; to judge by G, the original may have read liimmii 
yam miyyom yiikol I wekol 'or hassana me'im siimes. 

8. G and Syr again prove MS E defective. 
9. exalts: MS E and Syr read "blesses," cf. v 12, where that verb belongs. 
11. MS E has a garbled alternative before the second colon. 
12. MS E can be rebuilt from G with the appropriate text; but in 12a read wehe

rfmiim with suffix, and in 12d mimma'iimaddehem (besides G, cf. the frequency of 
ma'iimiid at Qumran and the easy confusion of beth and mem for both auditory and 
visual reasons). 

13b. Ziegler has repaired the Gr reading on the basis of Gil (p!asai auto) and Lat; 
as to the Heb, this calls for lf!j6r kire!j6n6 rather than MS E's le'efJ6z kerii!j6n. 

13d. to be requited according as he judges them: this reference to retribution in G 
does not go beyond the expectations in the context, cf. 12cd. Syr has "to raise him up 
among all his works," and MS E has "to be stationed before him, a share." In this last, 
an approximation to G can be supposed if the fJeleq, "share," conceals fJ6q, "decree, 
limit," which (41 :3, 4) G of Sirach renders by krima (though not krisin), and for 
which (41:4) MS B reads fJ/q (but M, qe!f). But no assurance as to an original text 
seems obtainable, and of the extant forms MS E is the least worthy of credit. Segal 
reads fJiiliiq here, and makes it mean "creature," referring also to 31: 13; but in that 
place fJiilaq ="create" is in a doublet, and the normal text has biirii '. fJlq in the 
meaning "create" is no part of the authentic language of Ben Sira, even in those 
passages where G uses ktizein to translate the verb. 

14b. MS E adds, "and darkness with the light," a reading that it shares with Syr. 
But since Syr does not have sinners in contrast with the just, MS E is suspect of having 
derived its pair of readings from two sources, one related to G and the other to Syr. 
An added possibility is that the "darkness ... light" theme derives from a copy of 
Sirach that passed through Essene hands. Original it could be; but proof is not in the 
extant materials. 

16b--33. Here again Ziegler restores the correct sequence of the text as preserved in 
Lat, and provides the verse numeration standard for that source. In the Gr MSS, some 
three chapters were shifted backward from this point, so that this portion of chap. 33 
becomes 30:25-40; chaps. 34, 35 become chaps. 31, 32, and the beginning of chap. 36 
becomes chap. 33, vv 1-13. For the materials transposed forward in the Gr MSS, see 
the NOTE at chap. 30, v (27) above and also INTRODUCTION, Part VIII, 3b. 

16ab. G and Syr show MS E's w- at the beginning of each colon to be a weakening 
expansion of the text; Segal, working from the facsimile, challenges Marcus's reading 
wgm rather than gm in 16a. the last: supposes 'afJi!ron with G, Syr. Marcus convinced 
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himself that MS E reads '~ryw; but the facsimile shows the final nun clearly enough, 
and Segal reads '~rwn from the facsimile. after the vintagers: so MS E is restored on 
the basis of Syr, and cf. Ruth 2:3, 7; G's "after the vintage" renders freely. 

18. Take notice ... toiled: reading, with G, re'ii ki 16' If lebaddi 'iimalti. G has 
been supposed to read de'U rather than MS E's re'ii, for which see G in 24:34 (idete); 
but in 41 :21 (M) mehabbif 'el, of gazing at, is rendered in G by apo katanoeseos, and 
the presence of habbef (G emblepson) in v 15 above will have influenced the katanoe
sate for re'ii here. guidance: G's paideian supposes miisiir, here as in 32:14a, with 
which the present line forms an inclusio. 

Comment 

The Heb word musar, "guidance, discipline," occurs in the opening 
(32: 14a) and closing colon (33: l 8b) of this section, thus forming an inclusio. 
There is little else that gives unity to the section, which contains miscellane
ous aphorisms and comments about the conduct of the pious (=wise) Jew 
and the sinful (=foolish) one. 

In 32:14-17, which may be considered a unity (so, e.g., Box-Oesterley, pp. 
426-27, and Ziegler, p. 276), Ben Sira compares and contrasts the person who 
"seeks God" and "studies the Law" and the person who is "reckless" and 
"distorts the Law" for his own purposes. As regards the Heb text of 32:14-
15; cf. NOTE. V 14a may be translated, lit.: "Whoever seeks God will receive 
discipline" (Heb musiir, Gr paideia). Discipline/musiir is a key concept in the 
book; cf., e.g., 6:22; 21:19, 21; 22:6; 23:7; 42:5, 8; 50:27. It is impossible to 
seek God without discipline, which here means "fear of the Lord" (cf. 32: 16). 
The person "who seeks God out" sincerely and energetically "will receive his 
answer" (32: 14b), i.e., the light and the help to conduct his life wisely (=in 
keeping with the Law). Cf. 18:14 with COMMENT. The pious Jew "studies the 
Law" and "masters it" (32: l 5a) so that he may live his life in accord with its 
precepts. Cf. 2:16; 4:12; 6:37; and Ps 119:44-48. In contrast to the righteous 
Jew, "the reckless" (Gr has hypocrite; cf. 1:29) "is caught in [the Law's] 
snare" (32:15b), with the result that the Law, instead of being a source of life, 
becomes because of his bad will a trap. The pious person (who "fears the 
Lord") "will know what is right conduct" (32: l 6a, Heb mispiif) because he 
finds it in the Law; cf. Prov 28:5. In 32:16b, "obscurity" refers to the uncer
tainties of life for which the Law, like a beacon, provides sure guidance, "a 
course of action." Perhaps Ben Sira alludes here to the great lighthouse of 
Pharos off Alexandria, which he may have seen (so Smend, p. 292). Cf. Prov 
6:23; Ps 119:105. "The sinner" (cf. NOTE), however, is not interested in 
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guidance but "turns aside warnings" that the Law provides in abundance, 
and even "distorts the Law to suit his purpose" (32: 17b); cf. 21 :6. The sinner, 
in other words, uses the Law when it suits his purposes or his life-style but 
ignores it when it does not. 

A new unit may be seen in 32:18-24 (so, e.g., Box-Oesterley, pp. 427-28, 
and Ziegler, pp. 276-77). It speaks primarily of the person who is "well 
advised," the sage who pays heed to "what he learns" (32:18a); cf. Tob 4:19. 
In contrast, "the proud and insolent person is deterred by nothing" (lit., does 
not cringe in fear), but like the arrogant of Prov 21 :24, he "acts with scornful 
effrontery." It is a mark of wisdom to "do nothing without counsel" (32:19a), 
nothing on impulse, nothing on whim; cf. 37:16; Prov 12:15. Once the wise 
have acted with forethought and prudence, they should "have no qualms" 
(32: 19b). For to have regrets after a carefully planned course of action is not 
only a foolish waste of time, but also a source of discontent and uneasiness in 
one's inner life. For the imagery of snares and stumbling in 32:20; cf. Isa 
8:14-15. There is an a:b::b':a' chiastic pattern in 32:20, which may be ren
dered, lit.: on the way of snares:walk not::and stumble not:on a stumbling 
(stone) (twice). The meaning is: avoid paths that are treacherous; but if you 
err on a particular course you have chosen after careful thought, do not 
repeat the same mistake. In 32:21-23 (cf. NOTES), there is another a:b::b':a' 
rhetorical pattern, which gives emphasis to the thought: trust not:in the road 
(for bandits)::and in your paths:be careful. Bandits who preyed on travelers 
were common in that day and also later; cf. Luke 10:30-35, the parable of the 
Good Samaritan. Ben Sira may be using this practical advice also in a meta
phorical sense: the road or course of action you have chosen may have hidden 
pitfalls (bandits); so do not be overconfident; rather, be careful on the path 
you walk. Cf. Prov 22:5. V 23a (cf. NOTE) restates the idea of 32:20-22: be on 
guard in "whatever you do." A new note is added by 32:23b, which may be 
rendered, lit.: "for whoever does this keeps the commandment." "The com
mandment" (Heb mi~wti) is a reference to Deut 4:9, which uses the same Heb 
phrase found here (32:23a): semor napseka, "be on your guard"; or "watch 
yourself." Keeping the Law not only is a mark of wisdom, but also enables 
one to preserve oneself (32:24a); cf. Prov 13:3; 16:17; 19:16. It is interesting 
that Ben Sira makes trusting in the Lord (32:24b) a parallel to keeping the 
Law. The point of 32:24 is that by doing both these activities, a person 
promotes his own self-interest at the deepest level, i.e., he preserves himself 
and is not "put to shame." This verse serves as a transition to the following 
unit. 

In 33: la, the expression "the one who fears the Lord" is in synonymous 
parallelism with the phrases "whoever keeps the Law" (32:24a) and "who
ever trusts in the LORD" (32:24b). It is such a person who is truly wise; cf. 
COMMENT on 1:11-30; 6:32-37; 15:1; 19:20; 21:6; 23:27; 24:23-29. Just as 
those who are loyal to the Lord by their observance of the Law and their trust 
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in him will be preserved and "not be put to shame" (32:24), so those who fear 
the Lord will not be harmed by any evil (33:la). Cf. Job 5:19; Prov 12:21; 
Dan 13: 1-63 (the story of faithful Susanna). Through repeated trials they will 
be safe (33:lb; cf. NOTE); cf. 1Cor10:13. Those who hate the Law, however, 
are not wise (33:2a); cf. COMMENT on 32:24 above. Such persons are "tossed 
about like a boat in a storm" (33:2b; cf. NOTE), i.e., they are in grave peril, 
unlike the faithful, who are "safe" (33: 1 b ); recall the fate of the wicked elders 
in the story of Susanna. For an image similar to the boat here, cf. Jas 1 :6. The 
G of 32:3a has nome. "the Law,'' repeated from 32:2a, instead of loge. "the 
word" (here translated "the word of the Lord"). In his text, Ziegler prints 
loge not on any Gr evidence but on the basis of MS B's diibiir, which is 
certainly original. "The prudent," unlike the one who "hates the Law" 
(33:2a), "trusts in" or "believes in" (cf. NOTE) "the word" (33:3a) because it 
was spoken by God himself. In tum, "the Law," in parallel with "the word,'' 
becomes for the loyal believer as "dependable . . . as a divine oracle" 
(33:3b), concerning which cf. Exod 28:30; Lev 8:8; Deut 33:8; 1 Sam 14:41. 
The point of this verse is that for the faithful who observe the Law perfectly 
the Lord will fulfill all his promises contained in the Law; cf., for example, 
Lev 26:1-13 and Deut 28:1-14. The advice in 33:4 (cf. NOTE on the textual 
problems) is sound in any age and culture. Preparing your words before 
speaking and putting your learning and experience into an answer are the best 
ways to get others to listen. Cf. 32:19a and 37:16. In addition to Prov 3:3; 
6:21; and 7:3, mentioned in the NOTE, cf. Isa 8:16 for the image of binding up 
one's training (33:4b) in order to preserve it and keep it in mind. 

In the next brief unit (33:5-6), Ben Sira speaks of the fool and the "unscru
pulous friend," two characters devoid of wisdom. "The mind of a fool" is like 
a cartwheel, and "his thoughts revolve in circles" (33:5)-strong and distaste
ful images-because he lacks instruction, discipline, and firm convictions. In 
other words, because his folly makes him incapable of weighing his words 
before speaking, as the wise are urged to do in 33:4, he constantly changes his 
mind like a wheel that is revolving. Hence, what he says makes little or no 
sense. "An unscrupulous [cf. NOTE] friend is like the distracted [lit., rutting, 
cf. NOTE] stallion"-another forceful image-"that neighs, no matter who 
the rider," i.e., such a "friend" speaks up or acts impulsively, no matter who 
is present; considerations of time or place, of courtesy or confidence, mean 
nothing to him. 

The next poem (33:7-15) is important for an understanding of Ben Sira's 
thought on the antinomies or polarities or opposites that are found in cre
ation. The poem also provides a general orientation to his teaching on theod
icy. From the beginning of this section (32: 14), he has characterized, on the 
one hand, the pious Jew as wise, sincere, prudent, intelligent, disciplined, and 
conscientious about the Law, and, on the other hand, the wicked as foolish, 
insincere, imprudent, arrogant, stupid, undisciplined, and unconcerned about 
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the Law. In the present poem, Ben Sira attributes the differences between 
these two types of people to the divine ordering of the cosmos in general and 
of human beings in particular. In his infinite wisdom, God has established in 
creation a series of opposites or contrasts or contraries. All days, in and of 
themselves, are identical, for "the same sun lights up every day" (33:7b). Yet, 
according to his unfathomable will, "he designates [certain days] seasons and 
feasts" (33:8b), and other days "he lists as ordinary" (33:9b). God acted in 
like manner with regard to human beings, all of whom are the same in terms 
of their origin, i.e., "of clay," "from earth" (33: 10). Nonetheless, for reasons 
that are beyond human scrutiny, God has also made "people unlike" 
(33:1 la), blessing some and cursing others (33:12); the Israelites, of course, 
belong to the former, the Gentiles to the latter. I agree with Smend (p. 279) 
that the poem was directed against Jewish Hellenizers who questioned Is
rael's divine election; cf. INTRODUCTION, Part IL 

The poem opens with an engaging question (33:7): "Why is one day more 
important than another, when the same sun lights up every day of the year?" 
This question sets the tone for the rest of the poem. All days seem to be the 
same, except for the obvious differences in length of daylight. Yet they are 
not, for the Lord in his "knowledge" has designated certain days to be "sea
sons and feasts" (33:8), exalting and sanctifying particular days while listing 
others as "ordinary" (33:9). Cf., for example, Gen 2:3 ("God blessed the 
seventh day [the sabbath] and made it holy"); Deut 16:1-15 (the laws con
cerning the time and manner of celebrating the seven days of Passover, the 
Feast of Weeks, and the Feast of Booths). The literal translation of 33:9b is 
"and others he placed in the days of number," i.e., these days are distin
guished only by their number in the week or month. In 33: 10, there is an 
a:b::b':a' chiastic arrangement in the order of the nouns: people:clay::earth:hu
man(kind). The point of the verse is that all human beings have a common 
origin, viz., from the clay of the earth; cf. Gen 2:7; 3:19; 18:27; Job 4:19; 10:9; 
34:15; Pss 103:14; 104:29; 146:4; Qoh 3:20; 12:7; Tob 8:6; Wis 7:1. Despite 
this fact, however, the Lord "in the fullness of his understanding," i.e., for his 
own mysterious and impenetrable reasons, "makes people unlike" and "has 
them walk" "in different paths" (33: 11), i.e., he assigns to them different 
destinies. As Smend notes (p. 298), "path" in the OT often means "destiny." 
Some people the Lord "blesses and makes great" (33: I 2a)-the reference is to 
the call and blessing of Abraham and his descendants in Gen 12:2; 15:5; 
22:17; 24:60; 28:14; Exod 32:13; Deut 1:10; Sir 44:21-23. Some the Lord 
"sanctifies and draws to himself" (33: 12b)-the reference is to the election 
and role of the priests in Israel; cf. Num 16:5-7; Ezek 40:46; 42:13; 45:4. 
Others the Lord "curses and brings low" (33: 12c)-the reference is to the 
Gentiles in general, who were not chosen as Israel had been, and in particular 
the Canaanites, whom the Lord had expelled "from their place" (33: 12d; cf. 
NOTE); cf. Gen 9:25-27; 12:6--7; Exod 33:1-3; Deut 34:1-4; 1 Sam 2:6--8. In 
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10:7-18, Ben Sira gives another reason why God brings low people and na
tions-pride and arrogance. 

The image of the potter working the clay "according to his pleasure" 
(33:13ab; cf. NOTE) emphasizes how completely the destinies of human be
ings are "in the hands of their Maker" (33: 13c), "according as he judges 
them" (33:13d; cf. NOTE). For this imagery, cf. Isa 29:16; 45:9; 64:7; Jer 18:3-
6; Wis 15:7; Rom 9:20-23. The three great pairs of opposites in the world are 
evil and good, death and life, and sinners and the just (33: 14), to which series 
MS E adds darkness and light, but cf. NOTE. The reference to darkness and 
light (in MS E and in Syr) is an allusion to Gen 1:2-3, in which darkness is a 
concomitant of chaos (noncreation) and light is the first of God's creatures. 
These opposites or contraries, and others in the cosmos, are "all the works of 
the Most High" (the reading of G; MS E, God): "they come in pairs, the one 
the opposite of the other" (33:15). The thought expressed here is similar to 
that of Qoh 7:13-14: "Consider the work of God. Who can make straight 
what he has made crooked? On a good day enjoy good things, and on an evil 
day consider: Both the one and the other God has made, so that man cannot 
find fault with him in anything." See INTRODUCTION, Part x, 3. 

A quotation from 0. S. Rankin neatly summarizes the theology of this 
poem: "Sirach speaks of the harmony and purpose of opposites, and of physi
cal and moral good and evil being necessary counterparts in creation. . . . 
The thought which he develops upon the perfect harmony and adjustment of 
creation would seem to be his own contribution to theodicy" (Israel's Wisdom 
Literature: Its Bearing on Theology and the History of Religion, pp. 34-35). 
For a detailed study of this poem, cf. G. L. Prato, II problema de/la teodicea 
in Ben Sira, pp. 13-61. Cf. also P. Winter, "Ben Sira (33[36],7-15) and the 
teaching of 'Two Ways,'" VT 5 (1955): 315-18. 

As regards the numbering of 33:16b--33; cf. NOTE. In the final poem 
(33:16--18) of this section, Den Sira provides a brief autobiographical note 
that attempts to legitimate his right to teach all who seek to become wise. He 
frankly confesses that he is "the last t0 keep vigil" (33:16a; cf. NOTE), i.e., he 
is last in a long line of Wisdom teachers, and that he is like "one gleaning 
after the vintagers" (33:16b; cf. NOTE), i.e., he writes what he gleaned from 
the earlier books of the Bible, esp. Proverbs; cf. INTRODUCTION, Part VI. For 
the image of gleaning, cf. Deut 24:21; Isa 24:13; Jer 49:9; Mic 7:1. Thanks to 
"God's blessing," Ben Sira "made progress till like a vintager [he] filled [his] 
winepress" (33: 17), i.e., from his careful and diligent study of the Scriptures 
and of Israel's traditions he was able to become wise enough to teach what he 
learned to others; cf. 39: 1-11. What he learned from his lifetime of study and 
reflection was not for himself alone (33:18a; cf. NOTE) "but for every seeker 
after guidance" (33:18b; cf. NOTE). For other notices about the life of Ben 
Sira, see the Prologue by his grandson as well as 24:30-34; cf. also 39: 12-13 
and 51: 13-28. 



PART VI (33:19-38:23) 

40. Property and Servants 
(33:19-33) 

33 19 Listen to me, leaders of the people; E 

rulers of the assembly, give ear! 
2oa Let neither son nor wife, neither kindred nor friend, 

b have power over you as long as you live. 
21 While breath of life is still in you, 

let no human being take your place. G 

20c Yield what you have to no one else, 
d lest then you must plead for support yourself; 

22 Better that your children plead with you E 

than that you should look to their generosity. 
23 Keep control over all your affairs; 

let nothing tarnish your glory. 
24 When your few days of life reach their limit, G 

at the time of death distribute your inheritance. 

25 Fodder and whip and loads for an ass; 
food, correction, and work for a slave. 

26 Make a slave work and he will look for his rest; Gii 

let his hands be idle and he will seek to be free. 
21 Yoke and harness are a cure for stubbornness; GI 

and for a refractory slave, punishment in the stocks. 
28 Force him to work that he be not idle, 
29 for idleness is the teacher of much mischief. 
30 Give him work to do such as befits him; 

but if he fails to obey you, load him with chains. 
Yet never lord it over any human being, 

and do nothing that is not just. 
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3ta If you have but one slave, treat him like yourself; 
d you would miss him as though it were you who was 

lost. 
c If you have but one slave, deal with him as a brother; 
b your life's blood went into his purchase. 

32 If you mistreat him and he runs away, 
33 in what direction will you look for him? 

Notes 

403 

33 19a. people: MS E has 'am nib, "multitude," cf., e.g., Gen 50:20. The rob is 
expansion, Jacking in G, Syr; so Segal. 

20ab. kindred: with G, Syr; MS E 'whb (wr'), "friend (or companion)." over you: 
MS E lacks this ( = bekii, cf. G, Syr, and v 21 b ). 

21ab. In G, this bicolon is preceded (as 20cd) by that which here (with MS E and 
Syr) follows it as 21 ed. 

25b. MS E seems to reflect a copyist's loss of le~em ="food" after the very similar 
la~iimor, "for an ass"; so Marcus. correction =G's paideia; this would normally sug
gest an underlying Hebrew musiir. Here, however, MS E agrees with Syr (mardutii'") in 
reading the regularly Aram mardut. With musar having taken on a range of meanings 
that allows it to be a practical equivalent for ~okma, "wisdom" (compare 6:18, 22), it 
is possible Ben Sira himself chose mardut to convey physical chastisement more di
rectly. In 42:8, MS B's margin gives mardut as alternative to the musiir of its running 
text; and Yadin sees the longer word called for by the size of the lacuna in the Masada 
scroll in that place. The Syr usage throughout Sirach is inconclusive evidence for a 
choice. The homonym for marduta' that means "rebellion" is never employed in the 
book (compare I Sam 20:30, where the Heb hapax legomenon mardut [from mrd] is 
dealt with by the Peshitta as though it meant "discipline" instead of "rebellion"; 
Marcus's reference to this Samuel text is unclear). In 6:23, Syr uses marduta' as a 
synonym for yulpiinii' in the other half of the same bicolon; we have no Heb for this, 
but G's counsel and advice suggest that neither musar nor mardut was in the original 
(cf. HTR 64 [1971): 400). In 22:6, the two Syriac terms occur together again (here, 
lashes and discipline), and it is marduta' that corresponds to G's mastiges, "lashes," 
for corporal punishment; no Heb is extant. In 31:17, marduta'corresponds to musar 
in a derived sense, here rendered "good manners." In 51 :23b, 26b, first yulpana' and 
G's paideias combine to suggest that musiir, and not MS B's midriili. was the authen
tic Heb reading; then G's paideias combines with mardutii' of Syr in treating massii'iih, 
"her burden," as implying "her message" and a practical equivalence with musiir (the 
massii' term is guaranteed by the parallel her yoke in the matching colon 26a)---cf. 
again HTR 64 (1971): 397-98. Confronted at least a dozen times with musiir in the 
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underlying Heb, Syr used yulpiinii' for it twice, ~ekmi!tii' once, mardutii' once-plus 
three variant or confused passages and a number of places where no Syr equivalent is 
preserved. All in all, there remains a real likelihood that the present colon and 42:8a 
are witnesses to a borrowing of mardut, in the sense of corporal punishment, into the 
Heb of Sirach at the time of its composition. 

26. In 26a, GI is a rewritten text-"Work at/with discipline and you will find rest." 
Though a few MSS have paidi, which could be construed to mean slave, rather than 
paideia, "discipline," Ziegler (BZAW 77 [1958]: 284=Sylloge, MSU 10 [1971]: 460) 
points out that the grandson uses only oiketes for "slave." Codex 248 supplies and he 
will look for (his rest); similarly Lat, et quaerit. Syr lacks the first two words of 26a 
because their similarity to Syr's own ending for v 25 (wi!pul~iinii' lifabdii) has brought 
about their loss. Both Syr and MS E transform and he will look for his rest into "and 
give him no rest/that he may not seek rest." G, Syr agree on and he will seek to be 
free, but for let his hands be idle, Syr has "if you lift up his head." MS E confounds 
this further with "if he lifts up his head, he will play you false." In this, Syr and MS E 
carry overtones of Gen 40:13; Sir 11:13. 

27a. are a cure for stubbornness: lit., in G, "bend the neck." Compare 7:23; 30:12, 
and NOTES to both places. For this, MS E has, in broken context, w~{r twmkw, "and 
the staff of its wielder(?)." Segal emends the second word to wi!makkot, "and blows," 
but concedes that it is G which retains the original reading. Syr is lacking for v 27. 

28, 29. For that he be not idle, Syr and MS E have "that he rebel not"; for is the 
teacher of. they both have "does (much mischief)." 

30. Give him work to do such as befits him: for this, Syr has "As may suit him, give 
him authority in your house," a clear allusion to Joseph in Gen 39:4; Segal, following 
Marcus, rebuilds the text of MS E to conform to this, but for G's load ( = hakbed) him 
with chains has to read "multiply his chains/bonds" with the harb[eh] that alone 
survives in the MS: this he concedes to be inferior to the Gr. 

31-33. These verses, the last (with 34:1) to survive in MS E, are defective in the 
MS; with Syr, they help to establish the order of the cola in v 3 la-d, which G presents 
in the less cogent order a,d,c,b. 

3 la,c. If you have but one: reading heis (estin soi) each time for G's ei, with MS E 
and (for 3 lc) Syr. In 3 lc, a brother is the usual Gr reading; Codex B and two other 
witnesses read yourself 

Comment 

The section contains various maxims about personal independence and the 
treatment of slaves-important subjects for the middle-class Palestinian Jew
ish householder. It may be divided into three units: 7 + 6 + 3 bicola. 

The opening bicolon (v 19) has an a:b::b':a' chiastic pattern that attracts 
the reader's attention: listen to me/sim'u 'elay:leaders of the people/sore 
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'am::rulers of the assemb/y/umosele qiihiil:give ear/hafiizfnu] There is also a 
liquid (/ and r) and sibilant (S, s, and z) alliteration. This rhetorical pattern is 
employed not only in the Heb text (MS E) but also in G, Lat, and Syr. By the 
imperative "listen to me," Ben Sira again appeals to his own authority as a 
Wisdom teacher; cf. 6:23; 16:24; Prov 4: IO; 7 :24. The titles "leaders of the 
people" and "rulers of the assembly" are figurative; cf. Wis 1: I. Ben Sira uses 
these titles for the purpose of motivating his readers to model themselves on 
the Jewish "leaders" and "rulers," who were considered to be learned and 
wise; cf. 45:26; Matt 11:25; Luke 10:21. The command to "hear" is common 
also in the NT: Matt 13:9; Rev 2:7, II, 17, 29; 3:6, 13, 22; 13:9. The rest of the 
poem, in effect, urges the reader not to imitate the sorry example of King 
Lear (so Duesberg-Fransen, p. 243). 

Inv 20, "son," "wife," "kindred" (cf. NOTE), and "friend" are the signifi
cant others in the life of a Jewish adult male; the absence of "daughter" is 
noteworthy. None of these persons should be given "power over you [cf. 
NOTE] as long as you live" lest you become subject to, and dependent on, 
them, to your dismay. V 2 la may be translated, lit.: "While you are still alive 
and breath is in you." "Alive," Heb }Jay, and "breath," Heb nesiima, are an 
allusion to Gen 2:7, where the phrase nismat }Jayyfm, "breath of life," occurs. 
Ben Sira urges care lest others "take your place" (v 21b) and run your life. 
You should not be so generous as to yield your wealth to others and thus 
become indigent yourself (v 20cd). Charity begins at home. It is more in 
keeping with your dignity to have "your children plead with you than that 
you should look to their generosity" or be at their mercy (v 22), which would 
be a reversal of roles. Cf. 40:29 and Ps 123:2. A firm hand in personal affairs 
is essential (v 23a); nothing should tarnish your glory (v 23b). The Heb 
expressions of v 23b are used of Abraham in 44: l 9b; cf. also 18: l 5a. Only 
when your death seems imminent, "distribute your inheritance" (v 24). This 
verse seems to prove that the practice of writing a last will and testament was 
not common in the Palestine of Ben Sira's day (so Smend, p. 301). 

Some of the maxims on how to treat a slave may appear harsh to modern 
readers. But since slavery was a socially and religiously accepted and accept
able fact of life at the time, Ben Sira saw fit to include this institution in his 
writing. Though he advocates firmness and even severity for lazy or refrac
tory slaves (vv 27-30ab), he also urges that one be just in treating them (v 
30cd). The two cola of v 25 are in parallel, word for word. The demeaning 
comparison between "an ass" (v 25a) and "a slave" (v 25b) says much about 
the institution of slavery in any period of history; cf. also v 27a. For the text 
of v 25b, cf. NOTE. For the thought of v 25b, cf. Prov 29: 19. The point of v 26 
(cf. NOTE) is that if you make a slave work hard, he will be content just to 
"look for his rest" at the end of the day (cf. Exod 5:4; 6:9); but if you allow 
him to be idle, "he will seek to be free"-something that slave owners have 
known in every age and culture. In v 27a, "yoke and harness," which are 
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things used on beasts of burden, are suggested as "a cure for [a slave's] 
stubbornness" (cf. NOTE); cf. v 25 and Prov 29:21. "For a refractory [lit., 
knavish, villainous, evildoing] slave" Ben Sira suggests "punishment in the 
stocks" (v 27b ). As regards this humiliating form of punishment, cf. Jer 20:2; 
29:26; 2 Chr 16:10. V 28 (cf. Norn) restates v 26. The point of v 29 (cf. 
NOTE) is that a slave's idleness can become the occasion of "much mischief 
[lit., evil]," i.e., he can do evil to others because he does not have enough to 
keep himself busy (cf. 2 Thess 3:11-12); or he can "seek to be free" (v 26b), 
which would be "evil" (=a loss) to his master. In Ben Sira's view, since a 
slave is made for work, give him enough to do (v 30a; cf. NOTE). But if he 
disobeys you, "load him with chains" (v 30b; cf. Norn); cf. Lam 3:7. Phibis, 
xiv 6-11, parallels the advice given in vv 25-30ab (Sanders, p. 95). Ben Sira 
tempers his maxims on slaves with a concluding exhortation: "never lord it 
over any human being, and do nothing that is not just" (v 30cd). The Law 
protected the limited rights of slaves; cf. Exod 21:1-11, 20-21, 26-27; Lev 
25:44-55; Deut 15:12-18; 23:16-17. 

The last poem of the section offers advice to the householder who has only 
one slave. For the order of the cola in v 31, cf. NOTE. If as a Jess affluent Jew 
you have "but one slave" (3 la,c; cf. NOTE), you would be well advised to 
treat him well, "like yourself" (v 3 la), or "as a brother" (v 3 lc). V 3 ld may 
be translated, lit.: "for you have need of him as (you need) your soul." The 
meaning is this: since you have purchased your only slave with "your life's 
blood" (v 31 b ), you should treat him kindly in order to ensure his faithful 
service to you. Only in this way can you get your money's worth out of him. 
In other words, your own self-interest should motivate you to be good to your 
slave, as you are good to yourself. Cf. 7:20-21. If, however, "you mistreat 
him," he may run away (v 32); then where "will you look for him?" (v 33), 
for he is gone forever. Indeed, according to Deut 23:16-17, it was forbidden 
to return a runaway slave to his master; moreover, the slave had the right to 
live unmolested in any community he chose. Thus, to Jose a slave because you 
mistreated him could bring you personal and economic misfortune. The rela
tionships between masters and slaves were complex in that day. The slave was 
considered part of the family household, and apparently could voice his opin
ion (cf. 37:11 ). He could also rise to power; cf. Prov 19: l O; 22:29; 30:22; Qoh 
10:7. A Jew could become a slave through carelessness in managing his af
fairs; cf. Prov 11 :29. But prisoners of war constituted the largest source of 
slaves; cf. l Mace 8: 10-11. On the question of slavery in second-century e.c. 
Palestine, cf. M. L. Vincent, RB 29 (1920): 161-68; F.-M. Abel, RB 33 
(1924): 566-74; and Duesberg-Fransen, pp. 244-45. 



41. Trust in the Lord and Not in Dreams 
(34:1-20) 

34 1 Empty and false are the hopes of the senseless,· G 

and fools are sent winging by dreams. 
2 Like one grasping at shadows or chasing the wind 

is whoever puts trust in dreams. 
3 What is seen in dreams is a reflection 

that mirrors the vision of the onlooker. 
4 Can the unclean produce the clean? 

can the liar ever speak the truth? 
5 Divination, omens, and dreams are unreal; 

what you already expect, the mind depicts. 
6 Unless it be a vision specially sent by the Most High, 

fix not your heart on it; 
7 For dreams have led many astray, 

and those who based their hopes on them have 
perished. 

s The Law is fulfilled without fail, 
and well-rounded wisdom is in the discourse of the 

faithful. 

9 A person with training gains wide knowledge; 
a person of experience speaks sense. 

10 One never put to the proof knows little, 
11 whereas with travel a person adds to his 

resourcefulness. 
12 I have seen much in my travels, 

learned more than ever I could say. 
13 Often I was in danger of death, 

but by these attainments I was saved. 

14 Lively is the courage of those who fear the Lord, 
15 whose hope is in their Savior; 
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16 Whoever fears the Lord is never frightened, 
never discouraged; for the Lord is his hope. 

11 Happy the soul that fears the Lord! 
1s In whom does he trust, and who is his support? 
19 The eyes of the Lord are upon those who love him; 

he is their mighty shield and strong support, 

§ XLI 

A shelter from the heat, a shade from the noonday sun, 
a guard against stumbling, a help against falling. 

20 He buoys up the spirits, brings a sparkle to the eyes, 
gives health and life and blessing. 

Comment 

In the first poem (vv 1-8) of this section, Ben Sira deplores the practice of 
relying on dreams, divination, and omens. In the second poem (vv 9-20), he 
extols the person who through discipline and fear of the Lord gains wide 
experience while trusting in God. 

Inv 1, Ben Sira states unequivocally his position on the futility of belief in 
dreams: it is the "senseless" and the "fools" who take dreams seriously, and 
"the hopes" they derive from their dreams are "empty and false." Belief in 
the significance of dreams was widespread in antiquity, even in the OT; cf. 
Gen 40:8-19; 41:1-32; Dan 2:1-19, 27-45. Box-Oesterley (p. 433) write: "In 
his strong repudiation of belief in dreams Ben-Sira is much in advance of his 
time. Even the later Rabbis failed to reach so discriminating a standard, belief 
in the efficacy of dreams being practically universal among them." Trusting in 
dreams, which is the mark of the fool, is the same as "grasping at shadows or 
chasing the wind" (v 2)-an exercise in utter futility. For the imagery, cf. Hos 
12:2; Qoh 1:14; 2:11, 17, 26; 4:6, 16; 6:9. Dreams have no reality in them
selves; they merely reflect "the vision of the onlooker" (v 3), i.e., what the 
dreamer worries about or desires becomes the subject of the dream; cf. v 5b. 
Another possible interpretation: dreams can be made to mean whatever the 
dreamer reads into them. As regards v 4a, cf. Job 14:4. The point of v 4 is that 
one should not be guided by dreams because in many cases they can be 
notoriously bad leaders (so Smend, p. 306), unclear and deceptive. "I talk of 
dreams; I Which are the children of an idle brain, I Begot of nothing but vain 
fantasy" (Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet [1594-95], I iv 96-98). 

It is interesting that Ben Sira lumps together "divination, omens, and 
dreams" (v 5a), all of which are "unreal" (Gr mataia, "idle, foolish, meaning-
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less"). Divination and paying heed to omens were explicitly forbidden in Lev 
19:26 and Deut IS:l0-14. Such practices were pagan and unworthy of the 
true Israelite; cf. 1 Sam 6:2; Isa 44:25; Ezek 13:6-S; 21:26. "The mind de
picts" in divination, omens, and dreams "what you already expect" (v 5). Ben 
Sira displays here a psychological insight that is remarkably modem. 
"Dreams, which, beneath the hovering shades of night, I Sport with the ever
restless minds of men, I Descend not from the gods. Each busy brain I Cre
ates its own" (Thomas Love Peacock, "Dreams," Petronius Arbiter [ l S06]). 
Ben Sira makes an exception for visions "specially sent by the Most High" (v 
6a), because such experiences happened in Israel's history; cf., for example, 
Gen 28:12-16; 31:10-13, 24; 37:5-10; 40:8-19; 41:1-32; Dan 2:1-19, 27-45. 
Yet one still had to be careful not to be deceived. The Law is sufficient for 
guidance in the living of one's personal life. Dreams, visions, and the like are 
unnecessary; cf. Luke 16:27-31. As regards v 7, cf. Jer 23:25-27; 29:S-9. V Sa 
may be translated, lit.: "Without deceit the Law can be fulfilled," i.e., no 
deceitful practices (such as omens, dreams, and divinations) are needed, or 
desirable, for one to fulfill the Law. The point of v Sb is that only the faithful 
person has perfect wisdom, i.e., fulfills the Law exactly, and accordingly 
never has recourse to dreams or omens or other exotic and often deceptive 
means. For the equation ofwisdom=keeping the Law, cf. 1:11-30 and 24:23-
29. V S serves as a connective between this poem and the next. 

The next poem (vv 9-20) develops the implications and benefits of true 
wisdom and fidelity to the Law. The two cola of v 9 are in parallel. The 
"person with training" (reading Gr pepaideumenos with Codices B, A, and 
many cursives) is the one who is disciplined, who fears the Lord, who keeps 
the commandments. Such a person "gains wide knowledge" (v 9a, lit., knows 
much); he is "a person of experience" (Gr polypeiros; cf. 21 :22b; 25:6a 
[polypeiria]; 36:25b), who "speaks sense" (v 9b), because he is wise. One who 
has never been "put to the proof knows little" (v 10, cf. v 9a), for he has little 
experience of the real world. "But the person who travels increases his re
sourcefulness, or skill" (the literal translation of v 11). The implication of vv 
10-11 is that travel puts a person to the test and enables him to put his 
knowledge into practice. It is thus that one becomes even more wise. "He that 
travels much knows much" (Thomas Fuller, Gnomologia (1732], 2335). Ben 
Sira refers here to the value of travel for the wise (cf. v 9). The foolish would 
gain little from travel. "If an ass goes travelling, he'll not come home a horse" 
(Thomas Fuller, Gnomologia, 266S). In vv 12-13, Ben Sira gives an autobio
graphical note, unfortunately with no details, about his own travels, which 
apparently were frequent; cf. 39:4. He saw much in his travels (v 12a)--other 
cultures, other religions, other customs; and "learned more than ever [he] 
could say" (v 12b)--his experiences abroad and what he learned were too 
much for words. Travel, however beneficial for the wise, was nonetheless 
dangerous (v 13a). One had to cope with disease and discomfort, which a 
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change in food and water can occasion, as well as bandits who preyed on 
travelers (cf. Jesus' Parable of the Good Samaritan, Luke 10:29-35) and ship
wreck (cf. Acts 27:9-44; 2 Car 11:25-26). Despite the "danger of death" Ben 
Sira often found himself in, he "was saved" "by these attainments" (v 13b, 
lit., by these things), i.e., by his wisdom, training (v 9a), experience (v 9b), 
and resourcefulness (v 11). 

The rest of the poem (vv 14-20) extols the virtues and blessings of the wise, 
of which Ben Sira himself is a prime example. The translation ofv 14 above is 
one possible interpretation; cf. also the NAB of Pss 22:27 and 69:33. The 
verse may also be translated, lit.: "The spirit of those who fear the Lord will 
live"-an allusion to Isa 38:16-17. The reason is given in v 15, lit.: "for their 
hope is in the One who saves them." The one who fears the Lord need never 
be "frightened" or "discouraged," "for the Lord [lit., he himself] is his hope" 
(v 16). With the Lord at a person's side, he can face with courage any of life's 
perils and difficulties. Thus Ben Sira declares: "Happy the soul that fears the 
Lord" (v 17); cf. Ps 23:1-4. For more on vv 16-17, cf. M. L. Margolis, "A 
Passage in Ecclesiasticus," ZAW2l (1901): 271-72. The questions in v 18 are 
rhetorical, introducing the answers found in vv 19-20. A similar rhetorical 
question, followed immediately by an answer, is seen in Pss 24: 10; 121: l. V 
19a repeats Ps 33:18 and the G of 15:19a except for the verb; the latter texts 
have "fear" (as do two Gr MSS here) instead of "love." Cf. Ps 34:16. The 
images of the Lord as "shield" and "support" (v 19b) are taken from Gen 
15:1; Deut 33:29; Pss 3:4; 7:11; 18:2-3, 19, 36; 61:3-4; 91:1-4; Prov 2:7; 30:5. 
The "heat" in v 19c is Gr kauson, "burning heat; scorching wind," i.e., the 
sirocco or khamsin, the hot, dry wind that blows in the Mediterranean region 
in the changes between the dry (summer) and the rainy (winter) seasons, viz., 
in the spring and autumn. It is an unpleasant and distressing wind often 
charged with sand and dust. For the images of God as "shelter" from such 
heat and as "shade from the noonday sun" (v l 9c), cf. Isa 4:6; 25:4-5; Ps 
121:5-6. For the images of "a guard" and "a help" (v 19d), cf. Pss 22:20; 
91:11-12; 121:3. The Lord is Source of all the best things in life (v 20). As 
regards v 20a, cf. Ps 19:9: "The precepts of Yahweh . . . rejoice the heart; 
the command of Yahweh . . . enlightens the eye." For the last phrase, cf. 
also l Sam 14:29. For the thought of the Lord bestowing: health (v 20b), cf. 
1:18; Ps 30:3; life, cf. Pss 21:5; 36:10; and blessing, cf. Ps 133:3. "Blessing," 
Gr eulogia (Syr has the word in the plural), the last word of the poem, sums 
up all the material and spiritual goods God has bestowed on his people from 
the time of Abraham onward; cf., for example, 44:21; Gen 12:2-3; 22:17-18. 



42. True Worship of God and His Response 
(34:21-36:22) 

34 21 Tainted his gift who offers in sacrifice ill-gotten .goods! G 

22 Presents from the lawless do not win God's favor. 
23 The Most High approves not the gifts of the godless, 

nor for their many sacrifices does he forgive their sins. 
24 Like one slaying a son in his father's presence 

is whoever offers sacrifice from the holdings of the 
poor. 

25 The bread of charity is life itself for the needy; 
whoever withholds it is a person of blood. 

26 He slays his neighbor who deprives him of his 
living; 

27 he sheds blood who denies the worker his wages. 

2s If one builds up and another tears down, 
what do they gain but trouble? 

29 If one prays and another curses, 
whose voice will God hear? 

30 If a person again touches a corpse after he has bathed, 
what did he gain by the purification? 

31 So with a person who fasts for his sins, 
but then goes and commits them again: 

Who will hear his prayer, 
and what has he gained by his mortification? 

35 1 To keep the Law is a great oblation, 
2 and whoever observes the commandments sacrifices a 

peace offering. 
3 In works of charity one offers fine flour, 
4 and when he gives alms he presents his sacrifice of 

praise. 
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s To refrain from evil pleases the Lord, 
and to avoid injustice is an atonement. 

6 Appear not before the Lord empty-handed, 
7 for all that you offer is in fulfilment of a precept. 
8 The just person's offering enriches the altar 

and rises as a sweet odor before the Most High. 
9 The just person's sacrifice is welcomed, 

and the memory of it will never be lost. 
10 In generous spirit pay homage to the Lord; 

be not sparing of freewill gifts. 

§ XLII 

11 With each contribution show a cheerful countenance, B 

and pay your tithes in a spirit of joy. 
12 Give to the Most High as he has given to you, 

generously, according to your means; 
13 For he is God who always repays, 

and he will give back to you seven times over. 

14 But offer no bribes; these he does not accept! 
is Trust not in sacrifice of the fruits of extortion, 

For he is the God of justice, 
who knows no favorites. 

16 He does not take sides against the weak, 
but he hears the grievance of the oppressed; 

17 He does not reject the cry of the orphan, 
nor the widow when she pours out her complaint: 

1 s Do not the tears that stream down her cheek 
19 cry out against the one that causes them to fall? G 

20 One bitterly distressed is given a sympathetic hearing; 
his plea reaches the heavens. 

21 The prayer of the lowly pierces the clouds; 
it does not rest till it reaches its goal, B 

Nor will it withdraw till the Most High responds, 
22 judges justly and affirms the right. 

God indeed will not delay, 
and like a warrior, will not be still 

Till he breaks the backs of the merciless 
23 and wreaks vengeance upon the nations; 
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Till he destroys the scepter of the proud 
and breaks off short the staff of the wicked; 

24 Till he requites humankind according to its deeds, 
and repays people according to their thoughts; 

25 Till he defends the cause of his people, 
and gladdens them by his saving help. 

413 

26 Welcome is his mercy in time of distress G 

as rain clouds in time of drought. 

36 1 Come to our aid, God of the universe, B 

2 and put all the nations in dread of you! 
3 Raise your hand against the foreign folk, 

that they may see your mighty deeds. 
4 As you have used us to show them your holiness, 

so now use them to show us your glory. 
5 Thus they will know, as we know, 

that there is no God but you. 

6 Give new signs and work new wonders; 
7 show forth the splendor of your right hand and arm; 
s Rouse your anger, pour out wrath, 
9 humble the enemy, scatter the foe. 

IO Hasten the ending, appoint the time 
when your mighty deeds are to be proclaimed: 

11 Let raging fire consume the fugitive, 
and your people's oppressors meet destruction; 

12 Smash the heads of the hostile rulers, 
who say, "There is no one besides me!" 

G 

13 Gather all the tribes of Jacob, B 

16 that they may inherit the land as in days of old. 
17 Show mercy to the people called by your name: 

Israel, whom you named your firstborn. 
1s Take pity on your holy city, 

Jerusalem, the foundation for your throne. 
19 Fill Zion with your majesty, 

your temple with your glory. 
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20 Give evidence of your deeds of old; 
fulfil the prophecies spoken in your name, 

21 Reward those who have hoped in you, 
and let your prophets be proved true. 

22 Hear the prayers of your servants, 
for you are ever gracious to your people; 

Thus it will be known to all the ends of the earth 
that you are the eternal God. 

Notes 

§ XLII 

34 22. presents: with Gil, Lat, Syr, Ziegler reads doremata; GI and a doublet in 
Lat have for this make ma ta, "mockeries," which in a number of codices is accommo
dated to the memomemene of v 21 by a distortion into momemata. 

25. charity: supposes Heb ~esed, as read by Syr, for G's epideomenon, which sup
poses ~eser, "want/need.'' 

35 I. oblation: GI has the plural for this, but vv 2-4 show that a singular is called 
for (with Syr and other oriental versions; the Lat evidence is divided). 

8-12. In these verses especially, Syr redirects the language centered on temple 
sacrifices and tithes in such a way as to make almsgiving (with prayer and observance 
of divine Law, vv 1-7) the avenue for offerings to God. 

11. MS B is again extant from this point to 38:27b, and is the unique Heb witness 
(except for a few citations in the Talmud) as far as 36:26. With each contribution 
reflects G, Syr, which retain the association with sacrifices and tithes that is lost in MS 
B's bekol ma'iisekii, "With all that you do." 

12, 13. the Most High, God. G picks up the divine name Most High from v 8 (its 
Lord in v 10 may have been supplied for clarity); MS B has simply "to Him," and its 
margin supplies le'el. God in MS B is 'eloah where G has Kyrios and Syr 'aliihii~ 'eloah 
is witnessed to only three times in the Heb of Sirach-here, in the margin of v 22b 
below, and at 45:23b, again in MS B. In that last place it is a dubious reading; see 
NOTE there. In general, 'eloah as a construct is rather rare (here before taslumot, a 
noun not found in MT)-five times in MT. This can serve to illustrate the hazards of 
determining the divine name chosen by Ben Sira for use in a particular place, from the 
versions and MSS at our disposal. Cf. CBQ 38 (1976): 147. Choice of an equivalent in 
translation is yet another problem. 

13. Before this verse, MS B's margin would insert the gloss "He makes the Lord his 
debtor who gives to the poor; and who is the source of recompenses if not He?" 
Compare Prov 19:17. The gloss is already in Syr. 

16. against the weak: so with G (epi =Heb 'al); MS B has 'el, "toward.'' Syr does 
not have v 16. 
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18-20. After v 17 Syr has "The bitterness of feelings of the poor he [God] hears I 
and their prayer tilts downward the clouds. The prayer of the poor ascends above the 
clouds/ and enters before the Lord of majesty." This is followed by vv 2 lc-22a; "tilts 
downward the clouds" seems to reverse the imagery of Ps 18:10. 

19. the one that causes them to fall, with G =Heb morfdiih; MS B has merodehii, 

"her homelessness." Syr does not have vv 18-19. 
20a. For this colon, MS B gives tmrwry r.fwn hn}Jh, which as it stands is unintel

ligible. G's therapeuon, beginning v 20, does not fit the context; it is here supposed that 
the term reflects rp~ and that mar nepeI underlies the corresponding Syr (cf. Job 3:20; 
7: 11; IO: I). Perhaps, for the whole colon, read, mar nepe! berii.fon yerii.feh? 

2la. MS B has a garbled reading (}JI 'm) for pierces the clouds (=G). 
22b. God: so MS B; G, Syr both have "the Lord," and MS B's margin has 'iidon; see 

NOTE at vv 12, 13 above. 
25b. saving help: with MS B's ye!u'iito; G has "his mercy," and Syr, "his recom

pense." 
26. MS B is damaged at the beginning of this verse; and in 26b it reads ke'et for the 

ke'iibe underlying G, Syr. The following line, which seems to have contained a doublet 
of v 26, is eaten away in the MS, which also contains in Persian the marginal note 
"This verse is from other copies, and was here left out and not written." 36:26 is 
missing from the verso of the same leaf, in the corresponding position, because of the 
same defect. 

36 I. The Gr adds "sovereign" (despota) before God of the universe; it also adds, 
"O Lord," at the end of v 5. The divine name Yhwh does not occur in the prayer, vv 
1-22. 

3a. your hand: supplied from G, Syr, and the margin of MS B. 
4b. them: so with MS B's margin, G, and Syr; MS B's text reads biinu, "us." The 

whole verse is also repeated in the margin of B, with them, and with a slight change in 
word order that matches G and Syr. 

5. Lat introduces much of this verse, along with a form of v lOb, into both v 2 and 
v 13. 

6, 7. MS B's text of this bicolon adds a verb (we'amme.f) which would make v 7 
read, "show forth the splendor of your hand and strengthen your arm and your (right) 
hand." The margin of MS B repeats the whole bicolon in a somewhat garbled form 
which, however, agrees with G and Syr on the shorter reading for v 7. The other 
occurrences of 'm.f in Sirach (42: 17; 45:2) and elsewhere make it seem inappropriate to 
this context, and the allusion to Isaiah it might carry (e.g., Isa 28:2; 40:26) is already 
fully provided for with zeroa~ "arm," cf. Isa 51 :9, 10. 

lOa. MS B, and with it Syr, show a break in the structure after this colon. The 
break is resolved in both by a borrowing from Job 9:12, "for who can say to you, 
'What are you doing?'" cf. also Qoh 8:4; Wis 12:12. MS B's margin further distorts 
this by substituting for ta'iiseh, "doing," the synonym tip'al, an allusion to Isa 41 :4; 
43:13. 

!Ob. This colon, in the form "that they may proclaim your wondrous/mighty 
deeds" is introduced, along with much of v 5, into both vv 2 and 13 by Lat. 

11. This bicolon is vouched for by G and Syr, the latter in the form "In anger and 
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in fire destroy the enemy, and all the rulers and princes of the nations." It is not 
present in MS B. 

12. The Syr form of this verse (partly anticipated in l lb; see above) is, "Put an end 
to the crown of the enemy I who says, 'There is none like me!' " MS B has, "Put an 
end to the head of the temples of Moab [cf. Num 24: 17] I who says, 'There is none like 
me!'" B's margin reads 'oyeb, "enemy," for "Moab." The Gr renders "heads," in the 
plural, and gives 12b accordingly as "who say, 'There is no one besides ourselves.'" 
Segal sees the allusion to Moab's temples (sides of the skull) as a reference to the 
Seleucid kingdom, arguing from the use of "Moab" as the typical enemy in Isa 25: 10, 
11. The "temples" (pa'ate) he understands with LXX, Targ., Peshitta as metaphorical 
for "nobles." The Gr could have reached the same point with a reading of bero'I 
pinnot 'oyeb: for pinnot metaphorical for "nobles," cf. Judg 20:2; I Sam 14:38; Isa 
19:13 (repointed from pinnat); Zech 10:4. 

13. This marks the end of the major dislocation in the Gr MSS of Sirach. The verse 
numbers 1-13 come from the placement of these verses, in Gr, at the head of chap. 33. 
V 13 here is the first half of a bicolon, the matching part of which in the Gr tradition is 
numbered 36:16b, with the rest of the book following in normal sequence (see the 
INTRODUCTION, Part VIII, 3b). Adherence to the Gr verse numbers on either side of 
this join has the effect that while no text at all is missing, the verse numbers 14, 15 are 
not used in chap. 36. 

17a, 22a,d. Kyrios as the divine name is added in these three cola by Gr; it is not in 
MS B or Syr-compare with v la above. 

Comment 

Having discussed the vanity and futility of belief and trust in dreams (34:1-
8), Ben Sira now turns his attention to abuses in offering sacrifices (34:21-27) 
and to insincerity in performing certain religious acts (34:28-31). He then 
extols the keeping of the Law as the greatest form of divine worship (35: 1-5). 
The manner in which the true believer offers sacrifice is the subject of the 
poem in 35:6--13. There follows an exhortation (35:14-22a) to practice social 
justice, esp. with regard to the persones miserabiles-the disadvantaged peo
ple of society. See INTRODUCTION, Part X, 5 and 6. The justice of God, who 
requites the evil that sinners (esp. Gentiles) are guilty of, and has mercy on 
those in distress (esp. Israel), is detailed in 35:221>--26. The section concludes 
with a moving and lengthy prayer for the deliverance and vindication of the 
nation Israel (36:1-22). Other prayers are found in 22:27-23:6 and 51:1-12. 

In the first poem (34:21-27), Ben Sira deplores the offering of sacrifices by 
the ungodly. The theme is set forth in the opening verse: presenting "ill
gotten goods" for sacrifice is a "tainted" "gift" (another well-attested reading 
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has "mocking gift"). Since the Lord hates robbery and injustice (Isa 61 :8), 
"ill-gotten goods" are "tainted." The Law forbade the offering of an animal 
with any blemish or defect (Lev 22:18-25); cf. also Deut 15:21; 17:1; Mal 1:8, 
14. "Presents [cf. NOTE] from the lawless" are not pleasing to the Lord 
(34:22); cf. Prov 15:8 and 21:27. This important idea is repeated in 34:23a; cf. 
Amos 5:21-24. God does not forgive the lawless, who are also called the 
godless (Gr asebeis), when they offer "many sacrifices" for their sins instead 
of turning away from them (34:23b); cf. 7:9; Hos 8: 13; Isa 1: 11-15; Jer 7:21-
23; Qoh 4:17; Ps 51:18-19. Offering in sacrifice what one has stolen from "the 
poor" is a heinous crime comparable to "slaying a son in his father's pres
ence" (34:24)-a powerful metaphor, derived from the horror described in 2 
Kgs 25:6-7, to emphasize a central theological truth of social justice. The 
poor are especially dear to God, and to exploit them is to sin against the Lord 
of justice and compassion, "the father of orphans and the defender of wid
ows" (Ps 68:6). "The bread of charity" [cf. NOTE] is what sustains the very 
life of the needy (34:25a), and to withhold such assistance is to be "a person 
of blood" (34:25b); cf. Ps 5:7. Thus helping the poor is not simply an optional 
act of virtue, but is a mandate the violation of which is the moral equivalent 
of murder. Depriving a neighbor "of his living" and denying "the worker his 
wages" are also viewed as murder (34:26-27). Cf. 4:1-6; Lev 19:13; Deut 
24:14-15; Jer 22:13; Mal 3:5; Tob 4:14; Jas 5:4. 

The cola in 34:28a and 29a are in parallel and develop the idea introduced 
in 34:21. In 34:28a, the one "who builds up" is the poor person whose goods 
the wicked rich. person seizes, i.e., "tears down," and offers as a sacrifice. 
Neither gains a thing but "trouble" (34:28b), i.e., the poor is deprived of what 
is rightfully his, and the rich sins by his theft. In 34:29a, the one who "prays" 
is the godless rich; the poor is the one who "curses" the rich for the social 
injustice of which he is guilty. In this case, God will hear (34:29b) the voice of 
the poor; cf. 4:6. In 34:30, Ben Sira describes as futile the performing of ritual 
acts of purification when one does not intend to avoid the source of defile
ment. (Touching a corpse [34:30a] rendered a person ritually unclean for 
seven days [Num 19: 11]. A person so defiled had to purify himself on the 
third and seventh day with the lustral water in the preparation of which the 
ashes of a red heifer were used [Num 19:9, 12].) Similarly, it is useless for a 
person to fast "for his sins" and then to commit them over again (34:3 lab). 
Cf. 2 Pet 2:20-22. Fasting, however, when combined with sincere repentance 
of one's sins, is praiseworthy (cf. 2 Sam 12:16; Joel 2:12-13; Pss 69:11; 
109:24). The prayer of the hypocrite who fasts without repenting will not be 
heard (34:3lcd); cf. Isa 58:3-7; Jer 14:12; Zech 7:5-14. 

The next three bicola (35: 1-5) form a small unit that describes what true 
worship of God is all about. Here Ben Sira insists that the moral prescriptions 
of the Law (charity toward the poor and avoidance of evil) take first place, 
and that external cultic practices are efficacious only when joined to interior 
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conversion and repentance; cf. 1 :28; Hos 6:6; 14:2-3; 1 Sam 15:22-23. The 
opening bicolon (35: 1-2) with its a:b::b':a' rhetorical pattern neatly summa
rizes Ben Sira's thought: whoever keeps the Law:makes great (his) oblation (cf. 
NoTE)::he sacrifices a peace o.ffering:who observes the commandments. Re
garding the peace offering (35:2), cf. Leviticus 3. Contrast what is said here 
with the conduct of the wicked described in 34:21-27. "Fine flour" (35:3) was 
the principal ingredient of the cereal offering one brought as an oblation to 
the altar in the Temple; cf. Leviticus 2. When one does works of charity 
(35:3) for others in their need, one in effect "offers fine flour" to the Lord. The 
"sacrifice of praise" (35:4, Heb tOdd) was a type of "peace offering" one made 
in thanksgiving; cf. Lev 7:12-21. Ben Sira again insists on almsgiving (35:4) 
as an essential part of Jewish religion; cf. COMMENT on 3:14-15; 3:30-4:6; 
29:8-13. The assertion that works of charity and almsgiving are like sacrificial 
offerings to the Lord (35:3-4) calls to mind the words of Jesus in Matt 25:40: 
"As often as you did it [a work of charity] for one of my least brothers or 
sisters, you did it for me." In addition to doing positive acts of virtue (35:1-
4), one is urged "to refrain from evil," which "pleases the Lord," and "to 
avoid injustice," which "is an atonement" (35:5). Cf. Job 28:28b: "Avoiding 
evil is understanding." As regards "atonement," Gr exilasmos, cf. 5:5a (Heb 
self~d); 17:29b; 18:12b, 20b; Ps 130:4; Neh 9:17; Dan 9:9. 

The next poem (35:6-13) prescribes attitudes and interior dispositions that 
the righteous Jew should have when he makes an offering to the Lord. "To 
appear before the Lord" is a technical expression for going to the Temple, 
which the pious Jew visited on the pilgrim festivals of Passover or Unleav
ened Bread, Pentecost or Weeks, and Tabernacles (cf. Tob 1:6); it was explic
itly forbidden to appear before the Lord "empty-handed" (35:6); cf. Exod 
23:14-17; 34:20; and Deut 16:16. Although a moral life of obedience to the 
Lord, works of charity, and avoidance of evil, esp. injustice (35: 1-5), is the 
best offering one can make to God (cf. Prov 21 :3), one still was bound to 
fulfill the cultic obligations because the Law stipulated them (35:7); cf. 7:29-
31. It was obedience to God's will as manifested in the Law that gave sacri
fices their essential religious value; cf. 1 Sam 15:22; Hos 6:6-7; Amos 5:21-24. 
That is why Ben Sira affirms that the offering of the righteous Jew "enriches 
[lit., makes fat] the altar" and "rises as a sweet odor [Gr euodia=Heb rea~ 
nf~oa~. as in Lev 1 :9 and 3:5] before the Most High" (35:8)-only the sacri
fice offered by the righteous is acceptable to God. For the Syr of 35:8-12, cf. 
NOTE. In 35:9a, "sacrifice" renders Gr thysia, which in the LXX of Lev 2: 1 is 
used to translate Heb min~d. "the cereal, or meal, offering" (cf. 35:3 with 
COMMENT). In 35:9b, "the memory (of it)," Gr mnemosynon, Heb 'azkiird 
(as in 38: I la and 45: 16c), is the portion of the cereal offering that was burned 
on the altar as "a sweet-smelling oblation to Yahweh" (Lev 2:2); cf. Ps 20:4. 
Thus 35:8 and 9 are in parallel. "In generous spirit" (35: lOa) is, lit., "with a 
good eye." Compare with "the evil eye" in 14:10a (=the eye of the miser) 
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and 31: 13a (=gluttony). "Pay homage to" (35: lOa) is, lit., "glorify," Gr 
doxason, as in 7:3la. The point of 35:10a is that one should be generous in 
offering sacrifices to the Lord. As regards "freewill gifts," Gr aparche cheiron 
sou (35: !Ob), lit., "the firstfruits of your hands," cf. LXX of Deut 12: 11 and 
Sir 7:3 ld with COMMENT. "God loves a cheerful giver" (2 Car 9:7); hence 
one should make contributions and "pay . . . tithes in a spirit of joy" 
(35:11; cf. NOTE); cf. 7:31; 45:20-21; and Tab 1:6-8. For the divine titles in 
35:12-13, cf. NOTE. One should give to God "generously," lit., with goodness 
of eye; cf. 35:10a. You should give "according to your means," Heb behassii
gat yiid, lit., "as (your) hand has attained" (cf. 14: 13b for theHeb phrase); for 
the expression of similar ideas with regard to almsgiving, cf. 1 Sam 25:8 and 
Tob 4:8. Before 35:13, MS B has a marginal gloss, concerning which cf. 
NOTE. Generosity to God will be rewarded "seven times over" (35: 13); cf. 
12:2, which speaks of the Lord requiting the one who does a service for the 
just. Cf. also Prov 19: 17 and Jer 51 :56. For the expression "seven times over" 
or "sevenfold," cf. COMMENT on 7:3b and 20:12b. 

In the next poem (35:14-22), Ben Sira urges his affluent readers to beware 
of exploiting the powerless-the poor and the oppressed, the orphan and the 
widow, the persones miserabiles of the Bible, for whom the Lord has a special 
love and concern. Because a person is rich, perhaps at the expense of the 
weak, he should not assume that God is like a corrupt judge, for he cannot 
bribe him by offering lavish sacrifices, for "these he does not accept" (35: 14); 
cf. Deut 10:17. The only way to win divine favor is by sincere repentance of 
one's sins. Even worse is the case of the Jew who "trusts . . . in sacrifice of 
the fruits of extortion" (35: 15a), as if he could atone for his crimes by offering 
in oblation what he has unjustly wrung from the disadvantaged; cf. 34:21-24. 
The lapidary statement in 35: 15b is the central affirmation of the poem: "For 
he is the God of justice," Heb kf 'elohe mispa( hu~ words taken from Isa 
30:18c; cf. Mal 2:17. Accordingly, God "knows no favorites" (35:15c), lit., 
"and with him there is no lifting up of the face" -for the idiom cf. COMMENT 
on 4:22a. For the thoughts expressed in 35:14-15, cf. Deut 10:17-18; 2 Chr 
19:7; Job 34:17, 19; and Wis 6:7. Cf. also Acts 10:34; Rom 2:11; Gal 2:6; Col 
3:25. Using the same idiom, 35:16a repeats 35:15c, but specifies the group 
against which (cf. NOTE) God will not take sides, viz., "the weak," lit., "the 
poor," Heb diil, Gr ptochos; cf. Prov 22:22-23. In fact, God pays special heed 
to "the grievance [lit. supplication] of the oppressed" (35: l 6b ). 

Two particular groups of oppressed are mentioned in 35: 17, "the orphan," 
whose cry God "does not reject," and "the widow," whose "complaint" also 
receives a favorable hearing. As regards these two social groups, which re
ceive special protection in the Law because they have no one to plead their 
cause, cf. Exod 22:21-23; Deut 10:18; 24:17-18; 27:19; Zech 7:10; Ps 68:6; 
Prov 23: 10-11. The widow's tears "cry out against the one that causes them 
to fall" (35:18-19; cf. NOTE). In Lam 1:1-2, Jerusalem is described as a 
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widow who weeps bitterly at night, "with not one to console her of all her 
dear ones." Cf. also Bar 4:12, 16. The text of 35:20a is uncertain; cf. NOTE. 
But the meaning of 35:20 seems clear: the cry of the distressed will be heard; 
their plea "reaches the heavens" (lit., the clouds); cf. Gen 18:20-21; Exod 
3:7-9; Pss 68:5; 104:3. For the background of 35:2la (cf. NOTE), in synony
mous parallelism with 35:20b, cf. Lam 3:44: "You wrapped yourself in a 
cloud which prayer could not pierce." The prayer of the lowly is so insistent 
and efficacious that "it does not rest till it reaches its goal" (35:21b), i.e., "till 
the Most High [so G; MS B, God] responds, judges justly and affirms the 
right" (35:21c, 22a). The Heb of 35:22a may be translated, lit.: "and the 
righteous Judge [lit., Judge of righteousness] executes judgment." Cf. 18:25. 

In the next poem (35:22b-26), which serves as a lead into the long prayer 
for the deliverance of the Chosen People (36: 1-22), Ben Sira turns his atten
tion from the individual victims of oppression to the nation Israel, which in 
that day was under foreign domination. He affirms his staunch faith in the 
power and will of God to break [lit., to smite] "the backs [lit., the loins] of the 
merciless" and wreak "vengeance upon the nations" (35:22d, 23a). Cf. Deut 
33: 11 for the image of God smiting the loins of a human enemy. Nor will God 
delay (35:22b) in executing his judgment on the oppressors of his holy people; 
for a similar sentiment, cf. Luke 18:7-8 and 2 Pet 3:9. Rather, "like a warrior, 
he will not be still" (35:22c, Heb li5' yit'appaq, lit., he will not restrain himself, 
a rare verb Ben Sira borrowed from Isa 42: 14; 63: 15; 64: 11). The language in 
this poem has a prophetic ring and style. An elegant a:b::b':a' chiastic pattern 
reinforces the strong statement in 35:23bc: he destroys: the scepter of pride::and 
the staff of wickedness:he cuts in two. For the image of cutting a staff in two, 
cf. Zech 11:10, 14. For the phrase "staff of wickedness," cf. Ps 125:3; Isa 14:5; 
Ezek 7:11. As regards the evil of pride, Heb ziidon, cf. 10:13, 18, with COM
MENT. God also "requites humankind [Heb 'enoS. here used as a collective 
noun to designate the Gentiles as in Ps 56:2] according to its deeds" (35:24a); 
cf. Prov 24: 12. And he "repays people [Heb 'adiim, also a collective noun, in 
synonymous parallelism with 'enoS] according to their thoughts" (35:24b), 
presumably their evil designs against his Chosen People. God himself "de
fends the cause of his people" (35:25a); the wording here comes from Isa 
51 :22. Cf. also Mic 7:9. By this action, he "gladdens them by his saving help" 
(35:25b; cf. NoTE)-a thought derived from Isa 25:9; cf. also Sir 2:9. God's 
mercy "in time of distress" is "welcome" (Gr hi5raion, lit., seasonable) as 
"rain clouds [cf. NOTE] in time of drought" (35:26). For the imagery, cf. Ps 
72:6; Prov 16:15; Isa 45:8; Zech 10:1. 

The prayer (36: 1-22) that concludes this section may be divided into four 
stanzas--4+5+4+4 bicola. It flows naturally from Ben Sira's sure faith in 
the God of Israel and his prophetic hope of relief from pagan oppressors 
(35:22b-26). In the prayer, which is a lament, he urgently pleads with God to 
come to the rescue of his Chosen People. Cf. Ps 44:2-9 and 2 Mace 1 :24-29. 
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Ben Sira appeals to the past signs and wonders God performed on Israel's 
behalf and asks that the prophecies of deliverance be now fulfilled, so that all 
peoples may come to know that the Lord is "the eternal God" (36:22d); cf. 
the Prayer of Azariah in Dan 3:26-45. The opening colon (36: l) summarizes 
the prayer; it may be translated, lit.: "Save us, 0 God of all" (cf. NOTE). This 
title of God occurs also in 45:23c and in 50:22a (in G only); cf. also Rom 9:5. 
It is interesting in that it does not address the Lord as God of Israel, but 
rather as God of all. i.e., Jews, Gentiles, the whole universe. Two similar 
expressions are found in apocryphal Ps 151 :4 from Qumran (l l QPs' xx viii 7-
8): Heb 'ad on hakkol, "the Lord of all," and 'eloah hakkol, "the God of all." 
This epithet has a long history, deriving from the Canaanite phrase ba'alu 
'ar~i, "Lord of earth," which became in Heb, when applied to Yahweh, 'adon 
kol-ha'iire~, "The Lord of all the earth" (Josh 3:11, 13; Mic 4:13; Zech 4:14; 
6:5; Ps 97:5). Cf. F. M. Cross, "David, Orpheus, and Psalm 151 :3-4," 
RASOR 231 (1978): 69-71. The imperative "Save us" and the mention of 
God form the typical abrupt beginning of a lamentation psalm; cf., for exam
ple, Psalms 43, 54, 55, 56, 57, 109, 140, 141, and 143. 

The rest of this stanza (36:2-5) and all of the next (36:6-12) contain pleas 
to humble Israel's foes, i.e., the Seleucid overlords, who after the Battle of 
Panium in 198 a.c. were in charge of the Holy Land. In 36:2, the phrase "all 
the nations," Heb goyfm, may also be translated, "all the Gentiles," i.e., the 
Seleucids. For the wish expressed in the verse, cf. 1 Chr 14: 17. The reason 
why the Gentiles deserve to have the "dread" of God instilled in them is 
given in a gloss i~ the Syr, "they do not know [i.e., recognize as true] [God]." 
Cf. Ps 79:6 and Jer 10:25. "The foreign folk" (36:3a) are again the Seleucid 
rulers. Regarding the "hand" of God (36:3a; cf. NOTE) being raised against a 
foe, cf. Isa 19:16. For the expression "your mighty deeds," Heb gebUroteka 
(36:3b), cf. 15:18b and Deut 3:24; Pss 20:7; 71:16; 106:2; 145:4, 12; 150:2; Isa 
63: 15. A literal translation of 36:4 shows the a:b::b:a' chiastic structure of the 
Heb text: (As) you have been sanctified:before their eyes (in us)::(so) before our 
eyes:glorify yourself (in them; cf. NOTE). What is meant is that just as God 
has manifested his holiness (and his hatred of evil) by punishing Israel for her 
sins by allowing the nation to become subject to foreign domination (35:4a; 
cf. Deut 28:36-37; Ezek 20:41; 28:25; 38:16; 39:27), so now God is asked to 
show his glory by punishing the Gentiles for their crimes of oppression of the 
Jewish people (35:4b; cf. Deut 28:7-13; Ezek 28:22; 38:21-23). It is thus that 
the Gentiles "will know," as the Jews know, "that there is no God but you" 
(36:5; cf. NoTE). Cf. 1 Kgs 8:60; 1 Chr 17:20; Isa 45:14. The word "God," 
Heb 'elohfm, occurs in 36: 1 and Sb, the opening and closing cola of the 
stanza, thus forming a rhetorical inclusio. 

In the next stanza (36:6-12), Ben Sira continues his plea to punish the 
enemies of the Jews. The opening bicolon (36:6-7; cf. NOTE) is an appeal to 
God to repeat the "signs" and "wonders" that long ago he had done in Egypt 
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when he liberated his people from bondage. For the combination "signs and 
wonders," cf. Dan 3:32(99)-33(100); 6:28. As regards the imagery of 36:7, cf. 
Exod 15:6; Isa 51:9; 62:8; 63:12; Ps 98:1. For the ideas of God's anger being 
roused and his wrath poured out (36:8), cf. Pss 78:38; 79:6; Jer 10:25. In 36:9, 
"the enemy" to be humbled and "the foe" to be scattered are the Seleucids. 
"The ending," or "end," Heb qeif, Ben Sira prays God to hasten (36:10a) is 
the end of the Seleucid oppression of the Jews and rule of the Holy Land. 
"The time," Heb mo'ed (lit., appointed time), is the moment of the hoped-for 
deliverance from the hated Syrians, "when [God's] mighty deeds are to be 
proclaimed" (36: I Ob; cf. NOTES); cf. 36:3b with COMMENT. In Dan 11 :35, qeif 
and mo'ed occur together in a similar context. The mighty deeds that Ben 
Sira prays for are specified in 36:11-12. For the background of 36:11 (cf. 
NOTE), cf. Num 24:18:22 and Obad 18. In 36:12a (cf. NOTE), "the heads of 
the hostile rulers" may refer to the Seleucid Antiochus III the Great (223-
187 B.c.), who had crushed a large part of the Egyptian army in 198 at 
Panium, thus gaining control over the Holy Land and the Jews, and may also 
refer to his son, Seleucus IV Philopator (187-175 o.c.); but this identification 
is less probable, for Seleucus had none of the grandeur of his father. Anti
ochus III was arrogant enough to say, "There is no one besides me!" (36:12b); 
cf. Dan 11: 18 with COMMENT in L. F. Hartman and A. A. Di Lella, The 
Book of Daniel, AB 23, pp. 292-93. The hybris of pagan rulers will not go 
unpunished; cf. Isa 47:8-10 and Zeph 2:15. In 190 o.c., Antiochus was deci
sively defeated in the Battle of Magnesia, between Sardis and Smyrna. The 
victorious Roman general Lucius Cornelius Scipio forced him to come to 
humiliating peace terms, including payment of a large indemnity; cf. INTRO
DUCTION, Part II. The stanza ends with the Heb preposition zulat, "besides 
[me]," the same word that concludes the previous stanza (36:5b), "besides, or 
but [you]." 

Ben Sira's prayer in 36: 13 (cf. NOTE about the numbering of the verses 
here) is for God to bring back to the Holy Land all the Jews who never 
returned after the Exile. Cyrus had allowed the Judeans exiled in Babylon to 
return home, but most preferred to stay put. Moreover, many Jews lived in 
other parts of the world. Hence Ben Sira asks God to complete the restora
tion of his people to the Promised Land, "that they may inherit the land as in 
days of old" (36: 16). As regards the gathering of "the tribes of Jacob" (36: 13), 
cf. Isa l l:l l-12; 27:13; Jer 3:18; 29:14; 30:3; 31:8, 10; 32:37; Ezek 36:8-11; 
39:25-27; Amos 9: 14. Like the prophets here cited, Ben Sira expresses the 
hope for the return to Palestine of all the tribes of Jacob (=Israel). Israel is 
"the people called by [Yahweh's] name" (36: 17a); cf. Deut 28: 10; Isa 63: 19; 
Jer 14:9; 15: 16. Israel is also named Yahweh's "firstborn" (36: l 7b); cf. 44:23; 
Exod 4:22; Jer 31 :9. See also Hos 11: 1 and Wis 18: 13. Jerusalem is the Lord's 
"holy city" (36:18a); cf. 49:6; Isa 48:2; 52:1; Neh 11:1, 18; Dan 9:16. It is also 
"the foundation of [his] throne" (36: 18b)--Heb mlkon sibtekti also may be 
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translated "the place of your dwelling." Cf. Exod 15:17; Ps 132:8; 2 Chr 6:41. 
In 36: 19, an a:b::b':a' chiastic pattern gives emphasis to the petition Ben Sira 
addresses to God: (Fill) Zion:with your majesty::and with your glory:your tem
ple. Cf. Hag 2:7. Since Zion/Jerusalem is the Lord's earthly dwelling, it is the 
place where he manifests his majesty and glory; cf. Isa 2:2~3; Mic 4: 1-2; Jer 
31:6. The last four cola (36: 18-19) of this stanza have an end rhyme, Heb -kii, 
"your." 

The last stanza (36:20-22) of the prayer opens with a petition that God 
"give evidence of [his] deeds of old" (36:20a), i.e., his great interventions in 
Israel's behalf, as, for example, the call of Abraham, the -bestowal of the 
Promised Land, the Exodus, the Covenant on Sinai, the Conquest of the Holy 
Land. V 20b may be translated, lit.: "Make stand, or establish, the vision 
spoken in your name," Heb wehiiqem ~iiz6n dubbiir bisemekii, a colon similar 
to one found in the "Apostrophe to Zion" (1 lQPs' Zion), col. xxii, II. 13-14: 
q~y ~zwn dwbr 'lyk, "Accept the vision speaking [or spoken] about you" (i.e., 
Jerusalem). The vision Ben Sira refers to is, as G and the translation here 
interpret the word, "the prophecies" spoken long ago in Yahweh's name, esp. 
the prophecies of deliverance and salvation. The word "vision," ~iiz6n, often 
occurs in the superscriptions of the prophetic books; cf., for example, Isa 1: 1; 
Obad 1; Nah 1: 1. In 36:2 la, "those who have hoped in [God]" are, of course, 
the faithful Jews who look to the Lord for vindication. V 2lb, in synonymous 
parallelism with 36:20b, resembles the colon that follows after the one already 
cited from the "Apostrophe to Zion" (col. xxii, II. 13-14): w~lmt nby'ym 
ttb'k, "and may. you [i.e., Jerusalem] seek for yourself the dreams of the 
prophets." This passage from the "Apostrophe to Zion" also has a remark
able relationship with Dan 9:24; cf. Hartman-Di Lella, The Book of Daniel, 
AB 23, p. 45. In 36:22a, Ben Sira makes his final appeal, which recapitulates 
the entire prayer: "Hear the prayers of your servants [or, as in MS Bm•, 
servant,]," i.e., Israel; cf. 1 Kgs 8:30; Dan 9: 17. V 22b may be translated, lit.: 
"according to your good favor toward your people." Cf. Ps 106:4. For the 
imagery of"all the ends of the earth" (36:22c), cf. Isa 52:10. The title "eternal 
God," Heb 'el '6/iim, derives from Gen 21:33 and Isa 40:28; cf. Tob 13:6. The 
words "all," Heb kol, and "God," 'elohfm!'el, occur in the opening (36: 1) and 
the closing bicola (36:22cd) of the poem in an a:b::b:a chiastic pattern 
('eh6he:hakk6l::k6l:'el). For a fuller study of this prayer, cf. J. Marbbck, "Das 
Gebet um die Rettung Zions Sir 36, 1-22 ... im Zusammenhang der Ge
schichtsschau Ben Siras," in Memoria Jerusalem, pp. 93-116. 
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43. Choice of Associates 
(36:23-37:15) 

The gullet can swallow any food, 
yet some foods are more agreeable than others; 

The palate is the judge of delicacies put forward as 
gifts: 

so it is with the discriminating mind and deceitful 
tidbits. 

A double-dealing character causes grief, 
but an experienced person can turn the tables on 

him. 

Though any man may be accepted as a husband, 
yet some women are better wives than others. 

A woman's beauty makes her husband's face light up, 
for it surpasses all else that charms the eye; 

And if, besides, her speech is soothing, 
his lot is beyond that of mortal men. 

A wife is her husband's richest treasure, 
a help like himself, a staunch support. 

A vineyard with no hedge will be overrun; 
a man with no wife becomes a homeless wanderer. 

Who will trust an armed band 
that skips from city to city? 

Or a man who has no nest, 
but finds lodging where night overtakes him? 

Every friend declares his friendship, 
but there are friends who are only so-called friends. 

Is it not a sorrow to bring death close 
when your other self becomes your enemy? 

3 "Alas, my intimate! What are you made of, 
to blanket the earth's surface with deceit?" 

B 

c 

B 

G 

B 

D 
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4 A harmful friend will look to your table, B 

but in time of trouble he stands aloof. 
s A good friend will fight with you against the alien foe; D 

against your enemies he will hold up your shield. 
6 Forget not your comrade during the battle, 

and neglect him not when you distribute your 
spoils. 

7 Every counselor points out a way, 
but some counsel ways of their own. 

Be on the alert when one proffers advice, 
find out first of all what he wants; 

He too may have himself in mind
"Why should the opportunity be his?" 

9 He may tell you how good your way will be, 
and then stand by to see you impoverished. 

10 Seek no advice from your father-in-law; 
from one who is envious of you, keep your 

intentions hidden. 
11 Consult not with a woman about her rival, 

nor with a coward about war, 
with a merchant about business, 
with a buyer about value, 
with a miser about generosity, 
with a cruel person about physical fitness, 
with an indifferent worker about his work, 
with this year's hired person about next year's 

sowing, 
with an idle slave about a great task: G 

pay no attention to any advice they give. 

12 Instead, associate with a religious person o 
who you are sure keeps to God's directives, 

Who is like-minded with yourself 
and will feel for you if you fall. 

13 Then, too, heed your own heart's counsel: 
there is nothing that you can depend on more-

14 A person's conscience can tell him his situation 
better than seven watchers on a pinnacle of rock. 
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15 Then with all this, pray to God 
to steady your steps in the true path. 

Notes 

36 23, 26. In the damaged state of MS B for these two lines (bicola), which occur 
together at the bottom of a page (the reverse side of the leaf that ends on its obverse 
with 35:26; see NOTE there), any citations or reconstructions of the Heb are very 
tentative, both as to running text and as to what is said to be, or to have been, in the 
margins. This is complicated by the fact that on the next leaf (and page) of MS B, vv 
24, 25 stand at the top, and are followed before v 27 by what can only be a parallel 
bicolon to v 23; it, too, has (nbr) one damaged word; see below. Syr does not have 
v 26. Vattioni's arrangement is specially confusing here and for v 27. 

23. The first colon is clear in MS B, but has a word (grgrt) for "gullet" that lacks 
agreement with the verb ('okel); Syr (napiii) can hardly mean "gullet," though it 
might reflect Heb nepeI with that meaning. G has koi/ia, "belly," and Smend judged 
he could read two letters of kiires (Jer 51 :34) with that meaning in the faded margin of 
MS B. In view of 31: 12, perhaps giiron, "gullet," was the original reading. V 23b is 
clear as to meaning, from G, Syr, and MS B's margin; of restorations of B's running 
text, with Peters, Strack, Smend, Segal, 'ak yeI 'okel me'okel nii'im is the most likely 
and would represent the basic form. The seemingly parallel line to v 23 in MS B (see 
above) reads kl nbr t'kl ~yh I 'k yI mkh mmkh tn'm; Segal's nekes for nbr cannot be 
got from the facsimile. For this doubtful word, Levi already read nbr, as did Strack, 
the latter with a footnote offering n-b/k-r!d as the possible readings. Smend speaks of 
the line (he reads, doubtfully, nkd) as "eine sinnlose Variante," "a meaningless vari
ant." The solution is furnished by J. Strugnell, in "Of Cabbages and Kings--0r 
Queans," The Use of the Old Testament and Other Essays ... in honor of W. F. 
Stinespring, ed. James M. Efird (Durham, N.C.: Duke University, 1972): 204-9. Rec
ognizing that mkh is a transposition for kiimeh, "truffles" (at least currently, the 
individuating form is kemehii, "truffle"/"mushroom") he can account both for the 
presence of the animal (qyh), presumably a hog, and the sense of nbr, "to scratch, to 
root." The kmh term is also Aram; in Ar, kam' is the cognate. Reading kol niibiir 
to'kel qayyii I 'ak yeI kiimeh mikkiimeh nii'im (Strugnell would read nibbiir or neber), 
the resultant sense is, "An animal will eat whatever has been dug up (by its snout) I 
but some kinds of truffles are better than others." With v 23 as given, this added 
bicolon can be related meaningfully to vv 24, 25, and it would seem to have survived, 
garbled, from Ben Sira's original discourse. Neither the accepted v 23 nor this addi
tional bicolon can be intelligibly related to v 26 of G, though G builds its vv 23, 26 on 
strictly parallel lines. 

24. The correct Heb text of 24a is that furnished by MS C in an isolated colon at 
the bottom of a page containing 5:7c, 9-13 (!)--qyk Yf'm m('my zbd. It has (with MS 
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B's text) an expanded orthography for !Jek. Its yi!'am (so G, Syr) is correct rather than 
MS B's bw!Jn, "tests," found both in the text and (twice) in the margin. ma(amme 
ziibed (so Segal) is the reading of MS C, vs. Smend-the (eth of mt'my in the MS was 
made in two strokes that failed to join; hence Smend's mnw'my. The phrase is repeated 
twice in MS B's margin (cf. also 40:29, Bm•); B's running text has a corrupt (m(my) 
dbr. The sense of yi('am is illustrated by the parallelism in Job 12:11; 34:3, where the 
palate tasting (!'m) food is compared to the ear testing (b!Jn) words; Job is the likely 
source of the bw!Jn reading here in Sirach. G's bromata theras, "food from the hunt," 
conveys the gratuitous and unexpected nature of the gift (ziibed); the grandson may 
have been thinking of the food as God's gift (cf. Gen 30:20), from the hunt (cf. Gen 
27:20). If so, a wordplay at work in the Heb between ziibed and kiiziib makes it likely 
that the grandson was wrong, and that Ben Sira did not have in mind the gift delica
cies as a sincere benefaction, much less as a divine gift (cf. 29:22-26; Prov 23: 1-8). V 
24b is correct in MS B's running text, and the parallelism relates to that of Job 12: 11; 
34:3, mentioned above: in ma(amme kiiziib, as contrasted with ma(amme ziibed, the 
"tidbits" are words, which is how G and Syr have rendered them. The phrase 
ma(amme kiiziib should be compared with the deceitful, or elusive, riches (adikQ 
mamonq) of Luke 16: 11; the riches are deceitful because undependable, and so it is 
with the "tidbits" of gossip, only too likely to be false. 

25a. double-dealing character: cf. Jer 17:9; causes grief: cf. Prov 10:10. 
25b. For an experienced person MS B has the expression, unique in Ben Sira as we 

have it, 'fs wiitfq; the Gr is anthropos polypeiros, and Segal uses this expression to relate 
this passage to 21:22b; 34:9b, where the same polypeiros occurs (cf. also 1:7, Gil). 
None of these passages is likely to reflect wiitfq; the Semitic term is at home in Aram 
and in Ar, though the Heb Bible does not have it. 

26. See NOTE for vv 23, 26 above. Only the Gr tradition offers a full text of this 
verse. In MS B, beneath the hole where v 26b has been eaten away, stand the words 'k 
ys 'sh yph. These are generally taken to show that G's thygater thygatros are a slight 
paraphrase for 'issii me'issii, and do not suppose a twofold bat, "daughter," "girl," as 
might appear at first glance. Here v 26 is rendered as meant by Ben Sira to introduce 
VY 27-3 J. 

27-31. MSS B and C both supply text for these verses. They are joined for vv 29b, 
30, 31 by MS D, the single leaf of which includes 36:29b--38: la. 

27a. The verb in MS B, text and margin (whlyl, yhll), need not be rewritten to yii'fr, 
from 7:29; read yiihel, cf. Isa 13:10 (already rewritten to yii'frU in lQlsa•) or yehallel 
(so Syr, but with the wrong meaning: nefabba!J, "praises"), makes . . . light up. 

28b. Lit., "her husband is not [one] of the sons of men"-hyperbole. 
29b. a help like himself: G and Syr have this correct (Syr, "like yourself"). All 

three Heb MSS show a breakdown of the reading into 'fr mib~iir, "a fortified city." 
The original reading will have been 'ezer ke'a~m6; once 'zr was corrupted into yr, the 
mb~r (Josh 19:29, and often) from k'~mw was inevitable. The ke'a~m6 is a play on Gen 
2:23, "bone of my bones"; Ben Sira uses 'e~em as a term for identity in 43: 1 (M), 'e~em 
siimayim, heaven itself staunch support: lit., "supporting column." 

37. For this chapter, MS Dis taken as basic because its text runs almost unbroken 
and without marginal glosses (it gives out after three words of 38:1). MS B has some 
damage, and longer than usual marginal alternatives, which frequently coincide with 
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the readings of MS D. Both complete editions of Segal (1953, 1958) contain by over
sight a confused identification of the sources for 37:7-15. On the right-hand page the 
bottom six lines, vv 7-11, are all from MS B, as are the top nine lines of the left-hand 
page. The continuation, vv 7-13 (plus vv 14-15 overleaf), is from MS D. 

37:2. sorrow=G=d<iwon; MSS D, B, and B's margin all read din, an error common 
to the medieval MSS each time d<iwon occurs: cf. 14:1 (MS A); 30:21, 23; 38:18. See 
Di Lella, The Hebrew Text of Sirach, p. 73; Ruger, p. 98, allows for deyon as a possible 
reading; but the waw is strong in all cognates of this term. 

3a. What are you made of?=me'ayin no:)artli. The interrogative phrase=G's 
pothen; with G, the verb should be second person (cf. 3b). MSS D, B have maddua' 
no:farti, "Why was I formed?" This is introduced in D by "Alas! an intimate; he says, 
[etc.]"; in B by "Alas! an intimate; that he should have said, [etc.]." Syr runs 2b-3a 
together, reads ra' for rea~ and obtains "the enemy and the wicked, why were they 
created?" G is furthest off in some respects; its 6 poneron enthymema is for hoy leye:)er 
ra' "Alas! evil inclination": the ye:fer (see 15:4; 27:6) represents the same kind of 
borrowing of le:)lir from the end of v 2 that produced "the enemy" with "and the 
wicked" in Syr (hay le- is a standard construction, and Y:fr for :fr was read after it). 
pothen enekylisthes is, as Ziegler has seen, a direct allusion to G of 27:27. Either the 
enekylisthes was the translator's choice for no:)artli as a conscious variant on ektisthes 
(Smend: the Lat has creata es) or enektisthes (Peters)-Ziegler quotes both of these-
or the Lat reading reflects the primitive Gr and a later hand read enekylisthes (the 
verb appears also in Sir 23:12) to get "how did you become involved?" or the like. At 
least for Sir 27:27 there is a further deliberate allusion to LXX Prov 26:27b, ho de 
kylion lithon eph' heauton kyliei, "He who rolls a stone rolls it (back) upon himself" 
(the play on the verb is not in the Heb of Proverbs). The passages in their current Gr 
form all carry the implication that evil done reverts back upon its perpetrator. In the 
Heb, the first-person form no:farti is medieval, supported by neither G (nor Lat) nor 
Syr; the maddua'has been introduced in the spirit of Job 3: 12. The me'ayin seen above 
as underlying G appears in MS A once in 13:18b and may or may not be primitive 
twice in that verse (13:18a for me'iI. erroneous before sli/om). Syr 'tbryw here seems to 
have been influenced by 39:28-29. 

4. but in time of=ube'et with MS D, G, and Syr; MS Blacks the conjunction, but 
otherwise (with Syr) has the better text in this bicolon. The merea' with which the 
verse begins represents two homonyms: one a favorable description, meaning the 
friend of the bridegroom (Judg 14:20; 15:2, etc.), and the other, one who is harmful or 
an evildoer. The listener to 4a would know only from 4b which was meant. In 4b, 
"aloof," minneged, is from MS B; MS D's mnwb is faulty; cf. v 9, where minneged 
recurs. With v 4 compare 6:8, 10. 

5a. G read ya~mo/ for yill<i~em and destroyed parallelism and sense. 
5b. For your enemies, MS D has 'lirim, which Smend would accept on the basis of 

later Aramaizing usage in Heb. But in this colon the sibilant alliteration is unmistak
able (5a ends with ziir; then :)lirim, ya~aziq, :finnti) and :)lirim is called for. Compare 
NOTE at 47:7b. 

7a. points out a way= ylinip y<id, MS B; the 'omer ~azeh, "says, 'Look!'" of MSS D, 
Bm• is a clarifying variant (for the relationship of ylinip ylid to G, see Smend). 

7b. of their own= 'el<iyw, cf. G; MS D has 'lyw, MS B '/ I:) (!). 
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Be. have himself in mind= li!napso yaljs6b =MS B; MS D lacks the lamed. 
Bd. G resolves the direct discourse with "lest he take chances against your inter

est," which is reading yappil for the yipp61 of MSS D and B and rewriting the preposi
tional phrase. 

9. MS B is fragmentary here, and MS D has faulty readings. G and Syr agree on 9a 
( = we'amar leka mah (ob darkeka); 9b follows MS D, with reseka for "you impover
ished." 

10. GI, Syr, and Heb (MSS D, B) agree on the place of this verse; early, but not 
primitive, Lat evidence also agrees. GU and the oldest Lat read the verse after v 6. 
with your father-in-law is the oldest Lat reading, unmatched in the extant Gr MSS. 
The consonants for this reading (!Jamika) are those of MS D-in MS B, the bicolon is 
missing with the bottom of a leaf. The earliest G (I) appealed to the Palestinian Aram 
verb ~my, "to see," to get for these same consonants a (Heb!) participial form ljameka, 
"him who looks (askance) at you," in the sense of "him who is jealous of you," thus 
finding a parallel to !Ob mqn~ "one who is envious of you." Syr avoided both ~myk 
and mqn' and settled for "enemy," once, in an abridged line. ·~am, "father-in-law," 
instead of the usual Heb ~oten, is the old Semitic word, at home in Akk, Aram, South 
Ar-Eth, and (in suffixed forms only) the MT at Gen 38:13, 25; 1 Sam 4:19, 21. In 
those two contexts, however, it is used from the perspective of a daughter-in-law, 
which is not the case in Sirach. Still, with 'owen/'oyen employed for the notion "look
ing (with envy)" in 1 Sam 18:9, and with several verbs of seeing in Hebrew (r'h, ~zh, 
hbby() available to convey this sense of invidious conduct, GI's solution is so far 
incredible that the father-in-law choice imposes itself. Was Ben Sira so influenced by 
Aram that he looked beyond his broad Heb vocabulary for a verb, in such a case as 
this? 

11. Consult not:· supplied for clarity. The Heb construction is "With a woman, 
about her rival," etc., giving a series of nine situations for which the rule to be 
followed, Pay no attention to any advice, is given only in the tenth and last colon. In 
fact, the ninth instance about the idle slave, plus the final recommendation, is a 
bicolon missing from the Heb MSS and needing to be supplied from G. For the detail, 
G is the best witness throughout; next would be the combination of MS D and the 
marginal readings of MS B (which agree with D); then the text of MS B, which is 
inferior; and finally Syr, worse still. MS D has false readings as regards coward (Heb 
rak); about business (Heb 'al teger, with Segal; the corresponding noun for merchant is 
in the Masada MS at 42:5); indifferent (worker), (Heb p6'el saw~ with MS B). 

12a. Reading 'ak 'im 'ls mepa~ed histayyed. For 'im, "with," MSS D, B have 'im, 
"if"; for 'fs, "man" (so MS D), MS B hasye.i', "there is." Both variants result from the 
presence of tamfd in the MSS (to be discussed below); G read 'im 'ls. religious=G 
eusebous; mepa~ed (MSS D, B) is more precisely "(god-)fearing," with a stronger 
emphasis on the emotion of fear than either eusebes or the customary yere' 'el6hfm 
would convey: compare the use of mepaljedet in 42:14b (M). Since in 12b "God" 
needs to be introduced explicitly in this translation as the source of mi!fwa, "direc
tives," the broader term ofG is rendered in 12a. Superficially, there is a strong case for 
seeking a verb form cognate with tamfd for this context: see the data for tamid= 
endelech6s, etc., in NOTE on 9:3-4, and also NOTE on 41:6. Peters (1913) would find 
the verb for 12a continued from Seek ... advice in !Oa, and read the tamfd as 
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merely an adverb. But in view of the negative in !Oa (seek no advice) and the pay no 
attention . . . to any advice that must be supplied from G at the end of v 11 (Segal: 
'al tib/a~ (al 'el/eh] 'al k6/ 'e~ii; Syr is similar), that solution is surely too contorted. 
Here it is supposed that even if the Gr read tiimid or the like for its endelechize, the 
basic text will have had histayyed, "associate." Syr uses 'emar, "dwell with, be with," 
here and in 41 :6, which again might suggest tiimid; but after with an indifferent worker 
in v 11 above it supplies the clause Iii' teq(or riizii~ "do not agree/conspire," which 
points to the presence in the context of histayyed, see again NOTE on 9:3-4. The 
confusion of samek and medial mem in the early second century e.c. would be quite 
easy; compare the samek open at bottom left that is still employed in !Qlsa', 125-100 
e.c. Since histayyed is rather special to the vocabulary of Ben Sira, a confusion of its 
forms at times with tiimid might be expected. A similar confusion of samek and mem 
in the transcription of Isa 49:21 led to go/ii wesurii as a doublet for the preceding 
wegalmudii (CBQ 22 [1960): 50). 

l 2cd. 'riser ki/ebiibO kileblibekii; MSS D, B have 'riser 'im, MS B /ebiibO, MS D 
bilebiibO (error, b- fork-). we'im tikkiisel ye'iiker biik: tikkiisel=MS B, MS D yikkiisel; 
ye'iiker=G (MS D ya'ribod, -b- for -k-, -d for -r); MS B ygy' 'lyk. 

13. heed=hiiben, MS B; MSS Bm•, D kiik (medieval!); G=hiiken. !Jb ki 'en /ekii 
('iimun mimmennu); 'en=G (MSS D, B 'im); /ekii=MS B. 

!Sb. steps=~e'iidekii with MS B; MS D omits yod as though reading singular. 

Comment 

The text of this section, which urges discernment in the choices one must 
make in daily life, is difficult, as is obvious from the lengthy NOTES to the 
translation. The units are related only insofar as they speak of the different 
types of persons one may choose to associate with. 

In the first unit (36:23-25), Ben Sira draws a parallel between the trained 
palate, which can distinguish between foods of varying qualities, and the 
discriminating mind, which can discern the character of people. The opening 
bicolon (36:23; cf. NOTE) states a general principle: all foods can be eaten, but 
some are better than others. For the text and interpretation of 36:24, cf. the 
Jong NOTE. In 36:25a, "a double-dealing character" renders Heb leb 'iiqob, 
lit., "an insidious, or deceitful, heart," a phrase that derives from Jer 17:9. 
"Heart" here refers to an individual, as in 3:26a. The next two Heb words, 
yitten 'a!!!!iibet, "causes grief, or trouble," are taken from Prov 10: lOa; 'a!!!fiibet 
occurs also in 38: I Sa. "An experienced person" (36:25b; cf. NOTE), i.e., a 
wise person, can, however, "tum the tables on him" (lit., can tum it [the 
grief, or trouble] back on him), because he has intelligence and foresight to 
anticipate, and so ward off, the other's deceitful actions. 
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The next unit (36:26--31), on the selection of a suitable wife, opens with a 
chauvinistic comment, which may be translated, lit.: "A woman will accept 
(as husband) any male" (36:26a). But a man has to be careful, implies Ben 
Sira, for "some women are better wives than others" (36:26b; cf. NOTE). As 
regards the effect of "a woman's beauty" (36:27; cf. NOTE), cf. the story of 
Jacob being attracted by Rachel, who was "well formed and beautiful" (Gen 
29:17). Cf. 7:19 and 26:16--18. In 36:28a, the phrase, "(her) speech (is) sooth
ing," renders Heb marpe' lason, lit., "healing of tongue," an expression taken 
from Prov 15:4a. Cf. 26:14. G paraphrases: "If there is on her tongue mercy 
and meekness (Gil adds: and healing)." For the literal translation of 36:28b, 
cf. NOTE; the typically Semitic hyperbole suggests that the husband of such a 
woman is unusually blessed and lucky. For the thought of 36:29a, cf. 26:1-4. 
The Heb phrase re'sft qinyan, "richest treasure," clearly derives from the 
middle two words of Prov 8:22a: yhwh qtinani re'sit darko; note that the verb 
qanani has the same consonants as qinytin (with yod and second nun re
versed). Thus, by describing the wife as a man's re'sit qinytin, Ben Sira dis
tinctly implies that she is to be compared to Lady Wisdom, "the firstborn of 
[Yahweh's] ways," in the majestic poem of Prov 8:22-36-a comparison that 
is high praise indeed. The expression "a help like himself" (36:29b; cf. NOTE) 
is an allusion to Gen 2:18, the LXX of which has boethon kat' auton, the 
reading of G here; cf. also Gen 2:20. "A vineyard with no hedge will be 
overrun" (36:30a, Heb yeb6'ar, lit., consumed by grazing) by cattle and will 
thus be ruined; for the imagery of the vineyard deprived of its hedge and the 
use of b'r in the sense "to graze," cf. Isa 5:5. See also Isa 3: 14 and Prov 24:30-
31. Without a wife, a man "becomes a homeless wanderer" (36:30b), Heb na' 
wtintid, lit., "a vagabond and a wanderer," the exact words applied to Cain in 
Gen 4:12, 14. For the imagery of "an armed band" (36:3la) in the sense of 
plunderers, cf. Jer 18:22; a form of the Heb expression gedud fitiba' occurs 
also in 1 Chr 7:4. The "nest" (36:3 lc) is the home; cf. 14:26a and Prov 27:8. 
Since the man has no wife, he has no "nest." The point of 36:31, which 
expands the thought of 36:30b, is that a man without a wife and home is 
unreliable and restless, wandering from place to place, unwelcome and un
wanted. Cf. 29:21-28. 

The third unit of this section (37: 1-6) deals with the friend who turns into 
an enemy and then with the true friend who stands by you in adversity and so 
deserves to be treated generously. Longer poems on true and false friendship 
are found in 6:5-17 and 22:19-26. 

In 37:1, there is a striking 'aleph and labial alliteration: kol 'oheb 'om er 
'ahtibtf, 'ak yes '6heb sem 'oheb. Note also thee assonance in v 1 b. The point is 
clear: many friends are friends only in name; hence, one needs to be cautious; 
cf. Prov 20:6. Otherwise, the keen observations of 37:2-4 will come true. For 
sentiments similar to those in 37:2, cf. 8:18-19; 22:19-26; 27:16--21. See the 
long NOTE on the corrupt text of 37:3a. Inv 3, Ben Sira expresses the anguish 
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of the person whose friend has become an enemy through betrayal or hypoc
risy; cf. Pss 41:10; 55:13-15. Cf. NOTE on 37:4. The idea of looking "to your 
table" (37:4a) is developed from another perspective in 40:29ab. What is 
meant in 37:4 is the fair-weather friend who as a matter of fact is "harmful," 
and when trouble strikes "stands aloof" (cf. 2 Sam 18:13; Obad 11). For other 
incisive observations along the same line, cf. 6:8, 10-12. With regard to 37:5a, 
cf. 22:25. For the sibilant alliteration in 37:5b, cf. NOTE. The thought of 
holding "up your shield" (37:5b) derives from Ps 35:2. The true friend is one 
who will stand by your side in adversity when you are attacked by enemies 
(37:5). The injunction of 37:6 probably is to be taken figuratively, too; i.e., 
forget not your friend when he is in adversity and surrounded by enemies; 
and when your condition becomes prosperous again, be generous to him. Cf. 
27: 17. In the last two words of 37 :6a, there is a clever reversal of the b and r 
in ~iiber, "comrade," and baqqeriib, "during the battle." 

The fourth poem (37:7-11) and the fifth (37:12-15) offer sound admoni
tions and observations about seeking counsel. One must be careful in choos
ing not only a wife (36:26--31) and friends (37:1-6) but also counselors, ifone 
wishes to enjoy a serene and happy life. The first qualification of good advice 
is the disinterest and objectivity of the person who offers it (37:7-11). It is not 
easy to find a person who will counsel you with no self-interest in mind. Yet 
one should do nothing major without first seeking advice, as Ben Sira urges in 
32: 19. Nonetheless, one must beware, for "nothing is given so profusely as 
advice" (FranCiois, Due de La Rochefoucauld [1613-80], Reflections, 110); or 
as Ambrose Bierce writes in The Devil's Dictionary (1906): "Advice, n. the 
smallest current coin." Among the worst counselors is the person who sug
gets a course of action that will profit not you but himself (37:7-8). Another 
one to avoid is the jealous person who reinforces your current determination 
only because it will lead to your downfall, in which he will take great pleasure 
(37:9). See the lengthy NOTE on the phrase "your father-in-law" (37:10a). In 
37:10-11, Ben Sira lists the people to avoid when seeking advice. One's fa
ther-in-law heads the list. The reason is not stated, unless perhaps he is the 
"one who is envious of you" (37: lOb), in the sense that you are not good 
enough for his daughter. The "rival" in 37:11a (cf. NOTE) is a woman a man 
intends to marry as a second wife, or a woman who is already a man's second 
wife; cf. 26:6 with COMMENT. The jealousy and conflict that could arise 
between a wife and her rival in a polygamous marriage is dramatized in 1 
Sam 1:2-7; cf. also Gen 30:1. When writing 37:1 lb (cf. NOTE), Ben Sira may 
have had in mind Deut 20:8, which allows the cowardly soldier to return 
home "lest he make his fellows as fainthearted as himself." Cf. also Judg 7:3. 
One should not consult the merchant and the buyer (37: 1 lcd) because of their 
obvious interest in the result of any possible transactions; cf. Prov 20: 14. 
Asking a miser for advice about generosity (37: 1 le) would be even more 
senseless; cf. 14:5-10. The individuals in 37:1 lf-i, "a cruel person," "an indif-
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ferent worker," "this year's hired person," and "an idle slave," are all unfit 
counselors because of their defects of character and their unconcern or inex
perience regarding "physical fitness" (lit., the good of the flesh), "his work," 
"next year's sowing," and "a great task," respectively. Cf. A. Vaccari, "Eccle
siastico 37, 10.11: critica ed esegesi," Est Eel 34 ( 1960): 705-13. 

In the final poem (37:12-15) of this section, Ben Sira describes the kind of 
person who would give good counsel. One should "associate with a religious 
person" (37:12a; cf. the long NOTE), because he "keeps to God's directives" 
(lit., the Commandment; cf. NOTE); cf. 10:19-20, 22, 24. The counselor, 
"who is like-minded with yourself" "will feel for you if you fall" (37:12cd; cf. 
NOTE) because like a true friend he is your other self; cf. 37:2b. You should 
also "heed your own heart's counsel" (37: 13a; cf. NOTE), because as one who 
fears the Lord you will be wise and prudent; cf. 1:11-30 and 6:32-37. Your 
"conscience" (37: 14a, lit., heart) can give better advice with regard to your 
"situation" "than seven watchers on a pinnacle of rock" (37: 14b}-an allu
sion to astrologers, to whom the Jews of Ben Sira's day apparently would go 
for consultation (so Smend, p. 332). The number seven in a context like this 
means "many," as in Prov 26:16, 25; Jer 15:9. Above all, "pray to God to 
steady your steps [cf. NOTE] in the true path" (37:15, lit., in truth); cf. Prov 
16:9. Prayer is essential if one is to be enlightened to follow the best course. 
On the need for prayer in other situations, cf. 38:9; Isa 38:2-3. In 37:12-15, 
there is an ascending order of importance in the counselors one should con
sult: "the religious person" (v 12), your own heart and conscience (vv 13-14), 
and God (v 15). 



44. Wisdom and Temperance 
(37: 16-31) 

37 16 A word is the source of every deed; 
a thought, of every act. 

17 The root of all conduct is the mind; 
18 four branches it shoots forth: 

Good and evil, death and life, 
with the tongue as their absolute mistress. 

19 A person may be wise and benefit many, 
yet appear to himself to be foolish. 

20 Though one may be wise, if his speech is rejected, 
he will be deprived of all enjoyment. 

22 When one is wise to his own advantage, 
the fruits of his knowledge are seen in his own 

person; 
23 When one is wise to his people's advantage, 

the fruits of his knowledge are lasting. 
25 (Limited are the days of one's life, 

but the life of Israel is days without number.) 
24 One wise for himself has full enjoyment, 

and all who see him praise him; 
26 One wise for his people wins a heritage of glory, 

and his name lives on and on. 

D 

27 My son, while you are well, govern your appetite: B 

see that you allow it not what is bad for you; 
28 Not every food is good for everyone, 

nor do all dishes appeal to every taste. 
29 Go not to excess with any enjoyment, 

neither become a glutton for choice foods, 
30 For sickness alights on overeating, 

and gluttony drives the system to revolt. 



37:16--31 WISDOM AND TEMPERANCE 

31 Through lack of self-control many have died, 
but the abstemious person prolongs his life. 

Notes 

37 16b. Omit hi' with MS B's margin, which otherwise= MS B for v 16. 
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D 

l 8c. mistress= (u)moselet with MS B's text and G (Syr similarly); Bm• and MS D 
have umeiallealJ. 

19-26. The verse numbers are those of G; the order followed here is that of MS D. 
V 21 appears only in G; its 21 b relates to an already corrupt G form of 20 b (with 
sophias for 11yphes), and 2la is a gloss on 20a in the pejorative form (with sophizome
nos) given it in G. V 23 appears in MS B only in the margin, so that its order of verses 
is 19, 20, 22, [23], 25, 24, [26]; from 25b on, it is defective at the bottom of a page. In 
MSC are present vv 19, 22, 24, 26, on a page that contains 20:7 before, and 20: 13 after 
them; the anthological character of MS C lends itself to this juxtaposition of verses 
about the wise. Syr lacks v 25; Segal sees the omission as based on odium for Israel. 
He also regards the verse as a gloss, which he compares to 17: 17, another instance of 
specific reference to Israel in a quite generalized context. This may be true in both 
cases, but the verses are firmly fixed in the Gr tradition. In the present instance (v 25), 
the continuity of the surrounding verses is broken whether one follows the order of G 
or that of MSS D and B; and in the Heb the form of the verse is unstable, with text 
and margins of the two witnesses showing little agreement among them. As Segal says, 
v 25 is really an expansion on v 31 to clarify its implications; for this reason it has been 
put in parentheses in the translation. 

20b. With Smend and Peters, the ma'iikal before ta'iinug in MSS D, B is rather a 
corrupt <littograph of the preceding mikkol than a reflection of the inner-Greek cor
ruption of tryphes (cf. v 24) to trophes. Segal refers to Job 33:20 (ma'iikal ta'iiwd) and 
keeps the doublet. 

22b. in his own person= Heb (MSS D, B) 'al gewiyato; for this, Ziegler restores epi 
somatos as the Gr equivalent: the MSS have epi stomatos. 

23b. are lasting, for G's pisto1; is the approximate sense called for by the context. In 
fact, however, the only thing to which this reading relates directly is a Gr reading 
pistin in 26a, where the Heb is kabOd, "glory," and where Smend and Ziegler read for 
the Gr rather timen, the equivalent for kabOd in 3: 11; 45: 12. The Heb of both MSS D 
and B in the present place is bgwytm, a corrupt variant on the 'I gwytw of 22b. In Syr 
one cannot be sure whether its 22b or 23b holds the intended equivalent for this place, 
and neither points to a Heb reading that would fill the gap. If ne'emiin, "dependable, 
constant," underlies pistoi, it matches poorly with the image in peri, "fruits," to con
vey the notion of lasting, unless one thinks of the fruits as continually growing anew. 

26. For 26a, compare Prov 3:35. lives on and on, for G's zesetai eis ton aiona. The 
only Heb we have for this is MS D's (usemo) 'omed belJayye 'olam, with the first and 
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last words of the colon preserved also in MS C. Syr (wasemeh) qayyiim le~ayye 

dale'iilam appears very close to this, but is in fact speaking of eternal life. That the 
sense of the original was different can be gathered from 39:9-11; 41:11-13; 44:12-15. 

27b. for you: literally, "for it," the appetite. 
29. Go not to excess with= 'al tiizid 'el, with MS D; MS B 'I tzr' 1-, tzr for tzd and 'l 

for 'l. become a glutton=tesuppak, "lose control," cf. Ps 73:2, loss of balance and 
footing (figurative). In 29b omit kol with MS D, G, and Syr. 

30. overeating=berob 'okel with MS D; MS B berob ta'iinug. alights on, lit., "nests 
on"; cf. Zechariah's image of the flying scroll (Zech 5: 1-4). gluttony= G's aplestia; for 
MS B's wehammarbeh or the wehammezia' of MSS D, Bm•, perhaps with Segal read 
wehammezid; compare 29a. 

Comment 

This section contains two poems: on wisdom (37:16--20, 22-26), and on 
temperance (37:27-31) or practical wisdom applied to eating and drinking. 

The first poem opens with some perceptive remarks on speech and thought 
(37:16--18). In 37:16, it is interesting to observe how Ben Sira places in synon
ymous parallelism "word" and "thought," which are the sources "of every 
deed" and "act," for as he explains, "the root of all conduct is the mind" 
(37: 17). The mind produces "four branches," which are given in an a:b::b':a' 
chiastic order: good:evil::death:/ife; "their absolute mistress" [cf. NOTE] is the 
tongue (37:18). The tongue of the wise brings forth good, which leads to life; 
the tongue of the fool, evil, which leads to death. Cf. 27:6; 33:14; and Prov 
18:21. For the Deuteronomic connection between doing good and achieving a 
long life, and between doing evil and dying prematurely, cf. Deut 30: 15-20; 
Sir 15: 1 5-17. 

The remainder of the poem is concerned with the diverse types of wise 
people, not all of whom are of service to others (37: 19-26; cf. NOTE regarding 
the order of verses). The point of 37:19 seems to be that a person may be 
judged wise because he benefits many, but in his own eyes he appears to be 
foolish because he cannot manage his own affairs. Another may be wise but 
not wise enough; hence, "his speech is rejected," perhaps because of his im
prudent manner of speaking, and he is "deprived of all enjoyment" (37:20; cf. 
NoTE); cf. 20:20; 21:16--17. V 21, found only in G (cf. NOTE) and Lat, may 
be an attempt to interpret v 20; it reads: "For grace has not been given to him 
from the Lord, because he is deprived of all wisdom." One who is truly wise 
shows "the fruits of his knowledge ... in his own person" (37:22); i.e., he 
enjoys even material benefits from his wisdom. The real sage is wise for 
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himself first before being wise for others; cf. 37:19. Cf. also Prov 12:14; 13:12; 
I B:20. Such a person is also "wise to his people's advantage," with the result 
that "the fruits of his knowledge are lasting" (37:23; cf. NOTE); i.e., the 
community experiences long-term benefits from his wisdom, and because of 
this he achieves enduring fame; cf. v 26; 39:9-11; Prov 3:35. Regarding the 
fruits of wisdom, cf. Prov 8:19. V 25 seems out of place (cf. NOTE on 37:19-
26); its content is rephrased, in another context, in 44: 13-14. The idea that 
Israel (so MS B; MS Dreads yesiirlin, lit., upright one, a poetic name for the 
nation in Deut 32:15; 33:5, 26; Isa 44:2) is immortal can be seen also in 2 
Mace 14:15. For the thought of 37:24, cf. Job 29:11. Note that vv 22-23 are 
developed further in vv 24, 26, and that these four verses prepare the reader 
for the lengthy poem in praise of the professional wise person or scribe in 
39: 1-11. The wise person who employs his wisdom in the service of the 
community will enjoy an immortal memory (37:26; cf. NOTE); cf. 39:9-11; 
41:11-13; 44:13-15; Ps 112:6, 9. Contrast this sentiment with the perhaps 
more realistic assessment of Qoheleth (Qoh 2: 16). 

The next poem (37:27-31) offers hygienic reasons for practicing modera
tion, esp. in eating. Overindulgence is to be avoided, says Ben Sira, simply 
because it is not good for your health, whereas self-control at table prolongs 
life and well-being; cf. 31: 19-31; Prov 25: 16. The poem serves as a transition 
to the next section (38:1-15), which is devoted to the physician. 

The point of 37:27 is clear: be moderate at table while you are still feeling 
well; if you overeat, it's too late. Cf. 36:23 for a variation on the theme in 
37:28; cf. also I Cor 6: 12; 10:23. Ben Sira excoriates the vice of gluttony in 
37:29-30 (cf. NO.TES) by alluding to the episode in Num 11:18-20 in which 
the greedy Israelites complain in the hearing of Yahweh that they have no 
meat for food. As punishment for their grumbling Yahweh says he will give 
them so much meat to eat that it will come out of their nostrils and become 
loathsome to them; i.e., they will become nauseated and vomit. Nausea, 
vomiting, and diarrhea (or perhaps even dysentery, so Smend, p. 33B) are the 
results of gluttony (37:30); cf. 31:20. "Intemperance is the physician's pro
vider" (Publilius Syrus, Moral Sayings [first century B.c.], 483). In 37:3 la, 
"(through lack of) self-control" renders Heb (be/61 musiir, lit., "(through no) 
discipline"; cf. 31:17a. The one who lacks musiir is a fool; cf. Prov 1:7; 5:12-
14; 15:5. The habit of intemperance can lead to an early death (cf. Prov 5:23), 
whereas moderation at table, like other manifestations of wisdom, prolongs 
life (37:31). "The glutton digs his grave with his teeth" (English proverb). 
"Nothing in the world is so incontinent as a man's accursed appetite" (Ho
mer, Odyssey [ninth century B.C.], 7). 



45. Sickness and Death 
(38:1-23) 

38 1 Make friends with the physician, for he is essential to B 

him also God has established in his profession. 
2 From God the doctor has his wisdom, 

and from the king he receives his sustenance. 
3 Knowledge makes the doctor distinguished, 

and gives him access to those in authority. 
4 God makes the earth yield healing herbs, 

which the prudent should not neglect. 
s Was not the water sweetened by a twig 

that people might learn his power? 
6 He endows humans with the knowledge 

to glory in his mighty works, 
7 Through which the doctor eases pain 
s and the druggist prepares his medicines; 

you; 

Thus God's creative work continues without cease 
in its efficacy on the surface of the earth. 

9 My son, when you are ill, delay not, 
but pray to God, for it is he who heals. 

10 Flee wickedness; purify your hands, 
cleanse your heart of every sin. 

11 Offer your sweet-smelling oblation and memorial, 
a generous offering according to your means. 

12 Then give the doctor his place 
lest he leave; for you need him too. 

13 There are times that give him an advantage, 
14 and he too beseeches God 

That his diagnosis may be correct 
and his treatment bring about a cure. 



38:1-23 SICKNESS AND DEA TH 

1 s Whoever is a sinner toward his Maker 
will be defiant toward the doctor. 

16 My son, shed tears for one who is dead 
with wailing and bitter lament; 

As is only proper, prepare the body, 
do not absent yourself from his burial: 

17 Weeping bitterly, mourning fully, 
pay your tribute of sorrow, as he deserves, 

A day, two days, to prevent gossip; 
then compose yourself because of what grief can do-

18 For grief can bring on an extremity 
and heartache destroy one's health. 

439 

19 In affliction, grief persists; G 

the curse that rankles makes for a wretched life. 
20 Set your heart on him no longer; B 

cease to recall him; think rather of the end. 
21 Recall him not, there is no hope of his return; 

no good can it do, but it will do you harm. 
22 Remember that his fate will also be yours; 

for him it was yesterday, for you today. 
23 With the dead at rest, let memory cc::ase; 

rally your courage once the soul has left. 

Notes 

38 1-23. After v la (MSS D, B) the Heb is witnessed only by MS B and by sparse 
reflections of vv I, 4 in Talmud and Midrash. 

I. Reading re'eh rope' lepi :Jorko I ki gam 'oto ~iilaq 'el. lepi is from MS D; ki is MS 
Bm• and was lost from the text after -kw of the preceding :frkw. him also: this phrase fits 
38: 1-15 within the framework of 37: 16-26 and 38:24-39: 11, which treat of the more 
traditional type of Heb wisdom; Ben Sira singles out the practice of medicine for that 
high place in religious and civic affairs alike which doctors came to occupy among 
both Jews and Christians in the Near East in the centuries that were to follow: Sergius 
of Reshaina, the Bokhtishos, l:lunayn ibn lsl:Jaq, Maimonides, Bar-Hebraeus .... 

6. his mighty works: pl. with G and Syr; MS B, "his might." In 7a, through which 
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goes back to healing herbs of v 4, a manifestation (Sb) of God's power. For geburiit6, 
his might, cf. 43:15 (with M). 

8. on the surface of the earth: both G and Syr suppose an expression of this kind, 
while MS B has mibbene 'iidiim; Bm• reads mibbene mippene (!) and then 'ar~6 for 
'iidiim. Segal suggests (construed after lema'an 16' yisbot in Sb) me'al pene hii'i:idiimii. 

!Oa, I la, 12ab are damaged in MS B. 
10. In !Oa, MS B's text is much debased. Restoring the first two words as does 

Segal, the colon reads: sur mimma'al wehakker piinfm. G, Syr, and MS Bm• all suppose 
hiiser for the first word; after it G (cf. 10:7) reads ma'al. For the following clause, it 
would seem on the surface that G's kai euthynon cheiras should equal wehiiken kap
piiyim; compare 37:15, and so Segal. In fact, however, 51:20a as preserved in l IQPs' 
(kappay hi:iber6ti 'elehii) shows two things: first, that Segal is right in restoring wehiiber 
kappiiyim in the present place with MS Bm•; and second, that the Greek euthynon is 
being used here as an approximation for hiiber. In 51 :20a, G with kateuthyna makes 
the same equivalence while substituting psychen for kappay: see the NOTE there, and 
HTR 64 (1971): 388, 395. For related passages in MT, Segal points to Jer 4:11; Job 
9:30; Ps 24:4; Gen 20:5; for further Qumran references, see with 51 :20 below. In !Ob, 
every sin should, with G, read peia' in the singular, vs. MS B. The bicolon as a whole 
should then read: hiiser ma'al wehiiber kappiiyim I umikkol pefa' faher leb; note the 
alliteration and assonance of the three imperatives, a feature of Ben Sira's style seen 
already in 36:6. purify your hands is partly figurative of the proper moral dispositions 
for offering sacrifice (v 11); compare Ps 26:6. 

11. memorial: Heb 'azkiirii, as in 45:16. generous: Heb desen, the fat of animal 
sacrifices, also used here in a partly figurative sense. Offer your sweet-smelling oblation 
is supplied from G (MS B is defective). In 11 b, MS B again has a garbled text, bekanpe 
h6nekii for kepi h6nekii; cf, G. 

16d. his burial: with G, Syr; MS B bigewi'iitiim with faulty plural suffix (also Bm•, 
bigewi'iim ). 

17. weeping=beki, with MS Bm• and G; MS B"' beni, cf. v 16. to prevent gossip= 
ba'i:ibur dibbat 'iim, cf. G and 51:2; MS B ba'i:ibur dim'ii, a nonsense. because of what 
grief can do: ba'i:ibur diiw6n, cf. v 18; MS B ba'i:ibur 'iiw6n, another nonsense. For the 
incapacity of MSS A, B to deal with diiw6n, see NOTE at 37:2. 

18. For=G, Syr; MS B Jacks the corresponding kf. destroy one's health: reading, 
with Segal, yaknia' 'o~mii, cf. G kampsei ischyn, for MS B's ybnh ~bh. 

19. Both G and Syr suppose here a bicolon not preserved in MS B; in G its text is 
poorly transmitted; see Ziegler. Syr is more wordy-"For thus the sad heart, rather 
than death, breaks the poor with cares and brings on grief; because the life of the poor 
becomes the heart's curse"-but hardly more helpful. The translation given for the 
verse is subject to grave doubts. 

20a. Set . . . no longer: 'al tiiiet with MS Bm•; MS B"' 'al tiiseb. 
21, 22. MS B transposes these two verses. 
21 a. no hope of his return: includes the Gr elaboration (ou gar est in epanodos) of the 

Heb 'en 16 tiqwii, "there is nothing for him to expect." The Gr reference is to a coming 
up from Sheol-compare Wis 2:1, 5. 

23a. With MS Bm•, kiiebot met yiibot zikr6; MS B'" has muibat met, weiiibat zikro. 
Note the play on two different connotations of Ibt. 
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Comment 

This section contains two poems: a two-stanza poem on the physician and 
his healing art (38:1-15); and one on mourning for the dead (38:16-23). It is 
interesting that Ben Sira places this section right after the one that deals with 
temperance and the evils attendant upon intemperance as if to imply that 
even though one observes moderation at table, one still cannot avoid all 
sickness. Cf. Matt 9: 12. 

In composing the poem on the physician and his healing ability, Ben Sira 
probably had in mind those who on religious grounds refused or were reluc
tant to consult a physician in their illness. The poem may also be directed to 
those who were skeptical of doctors. "God heals, and the doctor takes the 
fees" (Benjamin Franklin, Poor Richard's Almanack [1732-57]). Cf. Luke 
8:43-44. "A doctor is nothing more than a mental consolation" (Petronius 
Arbiter, Satyricon [first century of our era], xiii). "Cured yesterday of my 
disease, I I died last night of my physician" (Matthew Prior [1664-1721], 
The Remedy Worse than the Disease). "I observe the physician with the same 
diligence as he the disease" (John Donne, Devotions [1624], vi). 

You are, says Ben Sira, to make friends with the physician and to respect 
the practice of medicine (cf. NOTE on 38: 1), for if you are sick you will need 
him (38:la). After all, "God has established [him] in his profession" (38:lb). 
Heb halaq, here translated "has established," was taken to mean "has cre
ated" by G (ektisen) here and in 7:15b; 31:27d; 39:25a; 40:1a; and 44:2a. "The 
physician" renders Heb rope~ lit., "healer," as in IO:lOa. In Exod 15:26, 
Yahweh is called Israel's "healer" (cf. Sir 38:9b). In the poem here, however, 
the emphasis is on the healing "wisdom" the physician has received from 
God (38:2a); cf. 1:1 with COMMENT. The physician was a member of the 
royal court and so received "from the king ... his sustenance" (38:2b). It is 
his medical "knowledge" (a gift from God), which "makes the doctor distin
guished" (38:3a, lit., lifts up his head); hence, "he can stand before princes" 
(cf. 11: 1), the lit. translation of 38:3b-another reference to physicians in the 
oriental courts of that day; cf. Gen 50:2. Instead of "princes," MS Bm• has 
"kings," a reading that would make the colon equal Prov 22:29b. Since it is 
God who "makes the earth yield healing herbs" (lit., medicines), "the pru
dent should not neglect" (or despise, reject) them (38:4), even when they may 
be unappealing; 38:4 corresponds to Phibis, xxxii 12, xxiv 2 (Sanders, p. 75). 
Gilead was noted for its healing balm; cf. Jer 8:22; 46: 11. In 38:5, Ben Sira 
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alludes to the miracle of the sweetening of the water in Exod 15:23-25; he 
implies that the "twig" (lit., tree or wood) had of itself, by God's design, the 
ability to make the bitter water fresh. Thus, "people might learn [God's) 
power" in creating such wood. The "mighty works" of God (38:6b; cf. 
NOTE), in which one should glory are the "healing herbs" (ofv 4a), which the 
doctor prescribes to ease pain and the pharmacist uses to prepare "his medi
cines" (38:7-8a). The point of 38:8bc is that "God's creative work" (lit., his 
work)-i.e., the "healing herbs" whose nature comes from the Lord-never 
ceases to do what God has ordained for it. Thus in sickness one should not 
despise or refuse these herbs but make use of them, since God created them 
precisely for healing. In vv 6-8, Ben Sira encourages further study to discover 
other plants and herbs with medicinal power: the God of nature has endowed 
human beings with the ability to learn the mysteries of nature in order to 
alleviate sickness and pain. Ancient Egyptian papyri list over five hundred 
plants that could be used for medicinal purposes (so Spicq, p. 758). 

The second stanza (38:9-15), which begins with the typical "My son," 
emphasizes the need for prayer and other religious exercises when one is ill. 
In 38:9, the topic sentence of the stanza, there is an elegant labial (b and p) 
and liquid (/and r) alliteration that highlights the importance of the thought: 
benf be~olf >a/ tit'abber, hitpallel >et >et kf hu> yirpa. The advice Ben Sira gives 
here was ignored by the impious king Asa, who in his illness "did not seek 
Yahweh, but only the physicians" (2 Chr 16:12). Thus, when one is sick, one 
should pray as well as seek the help of physicians. The idea of God as healer 
derives from Exod 15:26; cf. Job 5:18; Hos 6:1. For the alliteration and asso
nance of 38: 10, cf. NOTE; the verse is an allusion to the Deuteronomic theory 
of retribution according to which illness is viewed as a punishment for infidel
ity to the Law (cf. Deut 28:21-29; Prov 3:7-8). But note that this theory also 
made allowance for probationary suffering to test the faithful Israelite; cf. 
COMMENT on 2:1-6. Clean or pure hands (38:10a) symbolize righteousness 
and freedom from sin; cf. Job 17 :9; Isa l: l 5-16. The injunction to "cleanse 
your heart of every sin" (38: lOb) alludes to Ps 51:3-4, 12. The "sweet-smell
ing oblation and memorial" in 38:11 (cf. NOTE) is a reference to Lev 2:1-3. 
For the value of sacrifice joined with prayer (38:9, 11), cf. Ps 20:2-6. Righ
teousness and innocence (38: 10) together with the offering of sacrifice (38: 11) 
are found also in 35:1-15. By the progression of thought in 38:10-11, Ben 
Sira clearly implies that sacrifice without innocence or freedom from sin is 
worthless; cf. Ps 5l:18-19. 

In 38:12, Ben Sira returns to the theme of the first stanza (38:1-8)-con
sulting a physician when necessary. In sickness, one should pray, avoid all 
evil, and offer sacrifice (38:9-11), yes; but one should have recourse to a 
physician, for illness is a time that gives him "an advantage" because of his 
medical knowledge and wisdom (38:2-3, 13); cf. Qoh 3:3. The doctor, aware 
of his limitations, also prays to God that he may be correct in his diagnosis 
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and treatment of the patient (38: 14). A remarkable o and e/e assonance 
brings this poem to a close (38: 15): 'aser hate' /ipne 'osehu. yitgabber lipne 
rope~ The noun rope~ "doctor," in the first (38:la) and last colon (38:15b), 
serves as an inclusio, another rhetorical device that signals the end of the 
poem; cf. 10:19-11:6, with COMMENT on 11:6. The point of 38:15 is clear: 
since the sinner does not revere his Maker, he "will be defiant [or arrogant; cf. 
Job 15:25; 36:9] toward the doctor" whose skills derive from God (38:2). This 
reading of 38: l 5b is from MS B. MS Bm•, G, and Syr read: "he will be 
delivered (G [most MSS]: may he fall; Syr: he will be given) into the hands of 
the doctor," a reading preferred by Smend (p. 342), Peters (p. 311), Box
Oesterley (p. 450), and Duesberg-Fransen (pp. 264-65). But this reading, 
which puts the doctor in an unfavorable light, hardly is in keeping with the 
tone of the rest of the poem. 

For further study of this poem, cf. A. Sovie, "Enkomij lijecnicima u 
Svetom Pismu [Sir 38, 1-15]," Bogos/ovsia Smotra 26 (1938): 165-79; H. 
Duesberg, "Le medecin, un sage (Ecclesiastique 38, 1-15)," BVC 38 (1961): 
43-48; A. Stager, "Der Arzt nach Jesus Sirach (38, 1-15)," Arzt und Christ 
11 (1965): 3-11; P. C. Beentjes, "Jesus Sirach 38:1-15, Problemen rondom 
een symbool," BTFT 41 (1980): 260-65; and J. T. Nelis, "Sirach 38:15," 
AOAT 211(1982):173-84. 

The next poem (38:16-23) is related to the preceding one, for sickness often 
is followed by death. The emphasis here is on proper burial and mourning for 
the dead; but sorrow must be not excessive (the wise do nothing in excess, as 
the Latin prove.rb has it: ne quid nimis) but moderate, lest it "do you harm" 
(38:21 b). 

The mourning rites Ben Sira prescribes-weeping, wailing, and lamenting 
bitterly (38:16ab)-are traditional. The Heb noun qfnd in 38:16b is the techni
cal term to designate the ritual lamentation for the dead; cf. 2 Sam l: 17; Jer 
7:29; 9:9, 19; Ezek 19:1; 26:17; 27:32; 32:16; Amos 5:1; 8:10. Weeping and 
wailing (38:16ab) were normal in lamentation; cf. Jer 9:16-19. At funerals 
there often were professional mourners (cf. Amos 5:16) whose loud cries were 
made to the accompaniment of flutes (cf. Matt 9:23). Respect for the dead 
included the obligation of an honorable burial (38:16cd; cf. NOTE); cf. Tob 
1:17-18; 4:3-4; 6:15; 12:12; 14:12-13. The dead person, because he or she is 
your relative or friend, deserves to have you participate in the weeping and 
mourning rites (38: l 7ab; cf. NOTE). "A day, two days" (38: 17c) is apparently 
a reference to the duration of the wailing and loud laments (38:16ab, 17ab) at 
the time of the funeral and burial, for the customary period of mourning 
(even for orthodox Jews today) was seven days, as in 22:12; Gen 50:10; and 
Jdt 16:24. If one did not take part in the public weeping and wailing for a day 
or two, one risked the possibility of gossip or criticism (cf. NOTE). Presum
ably the mourning for the remainder of the seven-day period was more sub-
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dued. After the initial day or two of intense mourning, you should "compose 
yourself because of what grief can do" (38: l 7d; cf. NOTE). 

Ben Sira spells out the problems excessive grief can cause (38:18-21). Heb 
'iison (38:18a), here rendered "extremity" (G: "death"), can also mean sud
den death occasioned by accident or misfortune; cf. Gen 42:4; 44:29; Exod 
21 :22-23. Death can be contagious, as Duesberg-Fransen (p. 264) remark 
about 38:18a. "Heartache" can also "destroy one's health" (38:18b; cf. NOTE) 

-a keen observation. The text of 38: 19 is uncertain and the translation 
doubtful (cf. NOTE). If this rendering be correct, the meaning would be: with 
health destroyed (38: l 8b) one would be "in affliction" and have reason to 
grieve further (38: l 9a); "the curse that rankles" (38: l 9b) is the death of a 
person's loved one, which causes him undue grief, i.e., "a wretched life." 
Because of the ill effects of uncontrollable mourning (38: 18-19), Ben Sira 
urges the bereaved not to think about the deceased (38:20); the implication is: 
life must go on (cf. 30:21-23). "Think rather of the end" (38:20b), i.e., your 
own death; in that way you will make the most of the life you have left. 
Thinking about the deceased will not bring him back to life again (38:2 la; cf. 
NOTE), and will not do you any good but only harm (38:2lb); cf. 2 Sam 
12:23; Job 7:9. Since death comes to all sooner or later (38:22; cf. also 14:12, 
17), it is pointless to keep thinking about the dead; rather, one should put an 
end to mourning and go on living (38:23; cf. NOTE). Ben Sira perhaps is 
alluding to the conduct of David after learning of the death of his son born of 
his adulterous union with Bathsheba (2 Sam 12:19-24). 

It is ironic that Patrick W. Skehan, my colleague and coauthor, suffered his 
fatal heart attack right after he completed the translation and notes of this 
section. See the Preface. 



PART VII (38:24-43:33) 

46. Vocations of the Skilled Worker and the Scribe 
(38:24-39: 11) 

I 

38 24 The scribe's profession increases wisdom; 
whoever is free from toil can become wise. 

25 How can one become wise who guides the plow, 
who thrills in wielding the goad like a lance, 

Who guides the ox and urges on the bullock, 
and whose concern is for cattle? 

26 His determination is to plow furrows, 
and he·is careful to fatten the livestock. 

27 So with every engraver and designer 
who, laboring night and day, 

B 

Fashions carved seals, G 

and whose concern is to vary the pattern. 
His determination is to produce a lifelike impression, 

and he is careful to finish the work. 

28 So with the smith sitting by the anvil, 
intent on the iron he forges. 

The flame of the fire sears his flesh, 
yet he toils away in the furnace heat. 

The clang of the hammer deafens his ears, 
His eyes are on the object he is shaping. 

His determination is to finish the work, 
and he is careful to perfect it in detail. 
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29 So with the potter sitting at his work, 
turning the wheel with his feet. 

He is always concerned for his products, 
and turns them out in quantity. 

30 With his hands he molds the clay, 
and with his feet softens it. 

His determination is to complete the glazing, 
and he is careful to fire his kiln. 

31 All these are skilled with their hands, 
each one an expert in his own work; 

32 Without them no city could be lived in, 

§ XLVI 

and wherever they stay, they do not hunger. s 
But they are not sought out for the council of the G 

people, 
33 nor are they prominent in the assembly. 

They do not sit on the judge's bench, 
nor can they understand law and justice. 

They cannot expound the instruction of wisdom, 
nor are they found among the rulers. 

34 Yet they are expert in the works of this world, s 
and their concern is for the exercise of their skill. G 

How different the person who devotes himself to the 
fear of God 

and to the study of the Law of the Most High! 

II 

39 I He studies the wisdom of all the ancients 
and occupies himself with the prophecies; 

2 He treasures the discourses of the famous, 
and goes to the heart of involved sayings; 

3 He studies the hidden meaning of proverbs, 
and is busied with the enigmas found in parables. 

4 He is in attendance on the great, 
and has entrance to the ruler. 
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He travels among the peoples of foreign lands 
to test what is good and evil among people. 

s His care is to rise early 
to seek the Lord, his Maker, 
to petition the Most High, 

To open his lips in prayer, 
to ask pardon for his sins. 

6 Then, if it pleases the Lord Almighty, 
he will be filled with the spirit of understanding; 

He will pour forth his words of wisdom 
and in prayer give praise to the Lord. 

7 He will direct his counsel and knowledge aright, 
as he meditates upon God's mysteries. 

8 He will show the wisdom of what he has learned 
and glory in the Law of the Lord's covenant. 

9 Many will praise his understanding; 
his fame can never be effaced; 

Unfading will be his memory, 
through all generations his name will live. 

10 The congregation will speak of his wisdom, 
and the assembly will declare his praises. 

11 While he lives he is one out of a thousand, 
and when he dies he leaves a good name. 

Notes 

447 

B 

G 

38 24a. The scribe's profession: lit., "the scribe's wisdom." After the verb, Syr 
adds /eh, "for himself." 

25a. the plow: Heb ma/mad is usually translated "oxgoad" in Judg 3:31, the only 
other occurrence of the word; the translation here follows G arotrou =Lat aratrum, 
"plow." 

25b. wielding the goad like a lance=Heb ba!Jiinlt mardea~ suggested by Gen dorati 
kentrou (so Smend); MS B has ba!Jiinft mehli'ir, "in wielding the lance" (cf. 2 Sam 
23:8 and 1 Chr 11:11, 20). 

26. The order of the cola is from G and Syr; MS B reverses the order. 
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26a. The last word is not fully legible in MS B; scholars commonly restore bite
liimfm, "furrows," on the basis of G aulakas. 

26b. to fatten the livestock, lit., "to complete the fattening." 
27b. The last word is illegible in MS B"'; Bm• has yinhiig (=G diage1), which is 

translated here. 
38:27c-39:15b. This section is missing from MS B; it is translated from G. 
38:28a. the anvil: so G; Syr has "the furnace," a less likely reading since the furnace 

is mentioned in v 28d. 
28b. iron he forges: lit., "the work(s) of iron." 
28c. flame: so Syr; G at mis, "breath." sears: so Lat interprets G texei (lit., "melts"). 
28d. toils away in: lit., "contends with." 
28e. deafens= Heb ya~iirfS; G kainiei = ye~adde!= "renews" (G misread the third 

consonant of the verb as daleth instead of resh-not an uncommon scribal error). 
28f. object he is shaping: G may also be rendered "pattern (or model) of the object." 
30d. to fire= Heb lebii'er, which means "to fire" and "to clean"; G katharisai mis

takenly took the latter sense. 
32b. Syr= Heb uba'iiser yiiguro lo' yir'iibu. G, which makes no sense, reads, "and 

they neither sojourn nor walk around"; G peripatesousin misread yir'iibu ("they hun
ger") as ya'iiboru ("they walk around")-an error that then led to the present corrupt 
text. 

32c. This colon is found only in G MSS S' L-672 and Syr. Cf. 21: 17a. 
33c. law and justice= Heb ~oq umispii(. the same phrase as in 45: 17b, where both G 

and Syr have expressions similar to the ones here. 
33d. instrnction of wisdom: so Syr; G has "instruction and justice (or judgment)"

the final word is taken from v 33c, its proper place. 
33e. the rulers= Heb bemoselfm, which was misread by G as bimesiilim =en 

parabola is, "in parables." Cf. P. W. Skehan, CBQ 23 (1961 ); 40. 
34b. concern= G diegesis (as in v 25d), suggested by Syr rnyhwn, "their thought"; 

the G MSS have deesis, "prayer," which hardly suits the context. Perhaps, as Smend 
suggests, Syr and G (deesis) are based on an original Heb hiigut, which means "medi
tation" as well as "thought, musing." 

34c. to the fear of God: so Syr; G omits the phrase. 
39 2b. involved sayings: G parabolon (also in v 3b)= Heb mesiiltm; see INTRODUC-

TION, PART IV, "LITERARY GENRES." 
7b. God's: G autou="his," with the antecedent being God (cf. v 6d). 
9b. his fame: lit., "his name," so Syr; G omits. 
!Oab. =44: 15 (except for the change of number) from the Heb, from which the 

verse here is translated; v !Ob also= 31 ; 11 b. 
I la. =Heb 'im ya'iimod [=Gean emmeinfl 'e~iid me'elep (cf. Qoh 7:28). Both G 

and Syr are corrupt. 
I lb. =kai ean anapausetai (from G] onoma kataleipsei [from G v I la]. a good 

name: lit., "a name" (cf. v 9b). 
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Comment 

The present section contains two poems: one on the vocation of the skilled 
worker (38:24-34), and the other on the vocation of the scribe (39: 1-11 ). The 
first poem has exactly twenty-two lines (see COMMENT on l: 11-30 and 51: 13-
30) in three groups: (a) 1+3+3; (b) 4+4; (c) 6+1. Though the poem is 
concerned with the manual laborer, it opens (38:24) and closes (38:34cd) with 
a couplet extolling the life of the scribe, thus forming an inc/usio. The final 
bicolon of the first poem (38:34cd) also serves as a lead into the second poem 
on the scribe, a poem with fifteeen lines: 3+4+4+4. 

What we have in the present section is roughly analogous to an Egyptian 
work entitled "The Satire on the Trades" (ANET, pp. 432-34), written at the 
beginning of the Twelfth Dynasty (ca. 1991-1786 B.c.). The text is often 
called "The Instruction [or Maxims] of Duauf," but the author was appar
ently a person by the name of Khety, as A. H. Gardiner has pointed out in 
Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum, Third Series, Chester Beatty Gift, l, 
40, n. 1 (cited in ANET, p. 432). Though it was entitled an "instruction" or 
"teaching,'' this composition introduced into the Wisdom literature of antiq
uity the literary genre of satire. 

Khety describes, with obvious relish and graphic detail, the wretchedness, 
tedium, and foul odors of the various Egyptian artisans. To extol the vocation 
and life of the scribe, he ridicules the sculptor and smith, the carpenter, the 
gem worker, the barber, the itinerant merchant, the mud-brick maker, the 
wall builder, the gardener, the tenant farmer, the weaver, the arrow maker, 
the courier, the embalmer, the cobbler, the laundryman, the bird catcher, and 
the fish catcher. The author conclude!>, "There is no profession free of a boss 
-except for the scribe: he is the boss." The scribe has the greatest office in 
the land; he loves writing more than his own mother. Khety concludes the 
work, which he addresses to his son, with these words: "Behold, I have set 
thee on the way of god .... [The scribe] reaches the halls of magistrates. 
. . . Behold, there is no scribe who lacks food, from the property of the 
House of the King-life, prosperity, health! ... His father and mother 
praise god, he being set upon the way of the living." 

The satire achieved such great notoriety that many copies were written 
during the New Kingdom (ca. 1552-1100 B.c.), especially during the Nine
teenth Dynasty (1350-1200 B.c.). There are some parallels between this work 
and the present poems (see COMMENT below on 38:28). If Ben Sira was 
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familiar with the satire, he not only removed from his own composition all 
traces of ridicule, but showed a positive appreciation for manual workers and 
their essential contributions to society (see 38:3 l-32ab, 34ab). Nonetheless, 
the vocation of the skilled worker is definitely inferior to that of the scribe 
(38:24, 34cd, and 39:1-11). One should not conclude that Ben Sira disdained 
all manual labor; his teaching in 7:15, 22 clearly indicates that the wise 
should also work with their hands. In fact, the later rabbis did just that. Saul 
of Tarsus, who had been a Pharisee and later became known as Paul, was a 
tentmaker (Acts 18:3); and he supported himself by practicing his trade even 
though he had the right to compensation from the Christian communities he 
served (1 Cor 9:3-15). 

The first poem is divided into seven stanzas: introduction (38:24); the 
farmer (38:25-26); the seal maker (38:27); the smith (38:28); the potter 
(38:29-30); the products of skilled workers (38:3 l-34ab); concluding couplet 
(38:34cd). The end of four stanzas of the poem is clearly indicated by the use 
of the same phrases in the last bicolon of each stanza (38:26, 27ef, 28gh, 
30cd): "His determination is to ... , and he is careful to .... " 

The introductory bicolon sets the tone of the whole section: the scribe can 
increase wisdom because, free from a life devoted primarily to physical labor, 
he himself has first become wise (38:24). For v 24a, G has "The wisdom of the 
scribe [is acquired] in the opportunity of leisure," thus emphasizing the neces
sity of free time in which one can study and reflect. In contrast, the farmer 
who wearies himself with the heavy work of plowing and caring for his 
livestock, and is content to do so, can hardly have the energy or disposition to 
study so as to become wise (38:25-26). In the Judaism of Ben Sira's time, the 
scribe (in Heb soper) was a well-traveled, cultured, and pious Jew who was 
highly trained in the Sacred Scriptures, especially the Law; his principal re
sponsibility was to instruct others in the glories of Israel's religious heritage 
and wisdom. In order to fulfill the demands of his vocation properly, the 
scribe needed adequate leisure, free from physical fatigue; hence the point of 
the present stanza. 

The designer and engraver of seals, though his work is less strenuous than 
the farmer's, also lacks the leisure and talent to become wise (38:27). Yet the 
products his skilled hands manufactured were important for society; cf. 45: 11 
and Exod 28: 11. 

The work of the smith (38:28) seems to be the most difficult, since he must 
work in intense heat that "sears his flesh" and clanging noise that "deafens 
his ears" (see NOTE on v 28e). Obviously, at the end of a day at the anvil and 
furnace the smith would not be disposed to acquire the training necessary to 
become wise. Yet his work is necessary in everyday life. Compare this digni
fied description of the smith's labor with the unflattering words of "The Satire 
on the Trades": "I have seen the metalworker at his work at the mouth of his 
furnace. His fingers were somewhat like crocodiles [note: they were tough and 
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wrinkled]; he stank more than fish-roe" (ANET. pp. 432-33). For some of the 
imagery in our poem, cf. Ezek 22:18-22. 

The work of the potter (38:29-30) is perhaps the most obviously signifi
cant, for his products--drinking cups, dinner plates, storage vessels, cooking 
pots, and the like-were used in daily life. As often even today, the potter 
turns "the wheel with his feet" (v 30b); cf. Jer 18:3. The reason the potter 
turns out his products "in quantity" (v 29d) is clear: being fragile, they break 
easily; and so they must be replaced. It is thanks to this fragility that pottery 
fragments are found so plentifully in archaeological excavations and surface 
explorations. As regards the potter's feet softening the clay (v 30b), cf. Isa 
41:25. 

In the sixth stanza on skilled workers (38:3 l-34ab), Ben Sira speaks of 
their abilities and the essential contributions they make to the community: 
"Without them no city could be lived in" (v 32a). Nevertheless, he empha
sizes the inability of these people to serve in positions of responsibility in the 
public domain (vv 32c-33). The reason why artisans "do not hunger" "wher
ever they stay" (v 32b) is that they readily find work to support themselves 
and their families. But they are not in demand "for the council of the people, 
nor are they prominent in the assembly" (vv 32c-33a). The reason is simple: 
they are not trained for civic or religious leadership in general. In particular, 
they are not to be found "on the judge's bench," for they cannot "understand 
law and justice" (v 33bc). And since they are not trained in wisdom, they are 
not "found among the rulers" (v 33de; see NOTE). "Yet they are expert in the 
works [ =Syr 'abfdiitii~ which can also mean "business" or "occupations"] of 
this world" [lit., ·of the world] (v 34ab). Hence they perform an important 
function in society. It is noteworthy that Ben Sira accords a place of honor to 
the artisan that he denies to the merchant, who "can hardly remain without 
fault" (26:29), for, as he explains, "between buying and selling sin is wedged 
in" (27:2). 

The ideal scribe, who was introduced in the opening bicolon (38:24) of the 
poem on skilled workers, is now described in this final stanza: he is "the 
person who devotes himself to the fear of God [see NOTE] and to the study of 
the Law of the Most High" (38:34cd). The ideal scribe Ezra is depicted in 
similar fashion: "He was a scribe, well-versed in the law of Moses which was 
given by the LORD, the God of Israel. . . . Ezra had set his heart on the 
study and practice of the law of the LORD and on teaching statutes and 
ordinances in Israel" (Ezra 7:6, 10). Fear of the Lord and devotion to the 
Law are indispensable; without them the scribe can in no way be considered 
wise. The second poem (39:1-11) now describes in detail the noble life of the 
scribe. A major responsibility of the scribe is the study of the rest of the OT
the Wisdom books and the Prophets (39: 1). Only then will the scribe pursue 
other learning and public service and travel in order to gain experience (39:2-
4). 
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The contrasts between the artisans of 38:25-34ab and the ideal scribe of 
38:34cd-39: 11 are now seen as dramatic. Instead of the artisan's narrow 
determination on a single product or activity (38:26, 27ef, 28gh, 30cd), the 
scribe studies and occupies himself with a wide range of subjects (39: 1-3). 
Artisans are not to be found in "the council of the people, nor are they 
prominent in the assembly" (38:32c-33a) or "found among the rulers" 
(38:33e; see NOTE); the scribe, because he has traveled widely (39:4cd) and 
devoted himself to the pursuit of wisdom (39:1-3, 6-8) "is in attendance on 
the great, and has entrance to the ruler" (39:4ab). Artisans cannot "under
stand Jaw and justice" or "expound the instruction of wisdom" (38:33cd); the 
scribe, thanks to his diligent studies (39: 1-3) and the Lord's gift of under
standing (39:6ab), "will pour forth his words of wisdom and ... direct his 
counsel and knowledge aright" (39:6c, 7a). 

Ben Sira alludes to the threefold division of the OT in a manner similar to 
that of his grandson's Prologue: "the Law of the Most High" (38:34d), "the 
wisdom of the ancients" (39:la), and "the prophecies" (39:lb). It is interest
ing that the order of the material here-Law, Wisdom books, Prophets-is 
the same as in the LXX and Latin Bibles; the order found in the grandson's 
Prologue-Law, Prophets, rest of the books (=chiefly Wisdom books)--is 
the same as that in the MT MSS. 

In addition to his study of the OT, the scribe becomes particularly adept in 
the Wisdom lore not only of his own tradition, but also of other cultures 
(39:2-3); cf. Prov. 1:2, 6 and Wis 8:8. See INTRODUCTION, Part VII. Because 
of his vast learning and wide experience he is called to serve at the court of 
the ruler (39:4ab); cf. Dan 1:3-4, 17-21; 2:49; 3:30 (97); 5:29-30. The scribe 
also travels to "foreign lands" to see how other peoples live (39:4cd); the 
subject of his own travels Ben Sira discusses in 34:9-13. 

But personal diligence and perseverance in study are not sufficient to make 
the scribe truly wise; prayer must be the first priority of his daily routine 
(39:5). The scribe at prayer will also "ask pardon for his sins" (39:5e) because 
these are the principal obstacles to wisdom (cf. Wis 1 :4-6; Ps 51 :8-9). See 
INTRODUCTION, Part X, !. Ben Sira acknowledges once again that all wis
dom comes from God alone, who created her (39:6ab); cf. 1:1, 6, 8-10; 33:17; 
1 Kgs 3:9. With the divine gift of understanding in his purified mind (cf. Isa 
11 :2), the scribe is now able to engage in a threefold activity: (1) he will 
compose his own literary works of wisdom (39:6c), which include prayers of 
praise (39:6d), just as Ben Sira himself has done (cf. 39: 12-35 and 50:27); (2) 
he will have some clear perception of God's mysteries upon which he medi
tates (39:7; cf. 1:2-4, 6, 8-10); and (3) he will teach others how to acquire 
wisdom and to glory in the Law as he does (39:8; cf. 42:2a). 

Because of what in his wisdom the scribe has done for the community, 
many will praise him, and he will enjoy a blessed and unfading memory and 
lasting fame (39:9). To be remembered after death and to have an enduring 
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name or reputation was crucial in the OT period; cf., for example, 37:26; 
41:11-13; 44:14; 45:1; 46:1 ld; 49:1. As in 41:11-13, Ben Sira uses the word 
"name" three times in the final verses of the poem, in order to emphasize its 
significance: 39:9b (see NOTE), 9d, and l lb (see NOTE). Prov 10:7: "The 
memory of the just will be blessed, but the name of the wicked will rot." "The 
congregation" (39: lOa; see NOTE: G has "the nations") acknowledges his 
wisdom, and "the assembly" of the elders of the people (cf. l Mace 12:35) 
declares his praises. Thus the scribe receives public recognition for his contri
bution to the community. The scribe is indeed "one out of a thousand" 
(39:1 la; see NOTE), and after death his reputation is assured (39:1 lb; see 
NOTE). 

For further study of this poem, cf. J. Marbi:ick, "Sir. 38, 24-39, 11: Der 
schriftgelehrte Weise. Ein Beitrag zu Gestalt und Werk Ben Siras," in La 
Sagesse de l'Ancien Testament, ed. M. Gilbert (BETL 51): 293-316. 



4 7. Praise of God the Creator 
(39:12-35) 

39 12 Once more I will set forth my theme 
to shine like the moon in its fullness! 

13 Listen, my faithful children: open up your petals 
like roses planted near running waters; 

14 Send up the sweet odor of incense, 
break forth in blossoms like the lily. 

Raise your voices in a chorus of praise; 
bless the Lord for all his works! 

15 Proclaim the greatness of his name, 
give thanks and sing his praises, 

G 

With music on the lyre and all stringed instruments; B 

sing out with joy as you proclaim: 

16 The works of God are all of them good; 
for every need in its own time he provides. 

17 With a word he makes the waters stand forth as though 
in a waterskin; 

his merest utterance makes his storehouse ready. 
1 s He has but to command and his will is in effect; 

nothing can limit his achievement. 
19 The works of all humankind are present to him; 

nothing is hidden from his eyes. 
20 His gaze spans all the ages: 

is there any counting what he achieves? 
To him, nothing is small or insignificant, 

and nothing resists or surprises him. 
21 No cause then to say: What is the purpose of this? 

Everything is chosen to satisfy a need. 

22 His blessing overflows like the Nile; 
like the Euphrates it enriches the surface of the earth. 
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23 Again, his wrath expels the nations, 
and turns fertile land into a salt marsh. 

24 For the virtuous his paths are level, 
to the haughty they are clogged with stones; 

25 Good things for the good he provided from the 
beginning, 

but for the wicked, good things and bad. 
26 Chief of all needs for human life 

are water and fire, iron and salt, 
The heart of the wheat, milk and honey, 

the blood of the grape, and oil, and cloth; 
27 For the good all these are good, 

but for the wicked they turn out evil. 

455 

28 There are storm winds designed to punish, G 

which in their fury can dislodge mountains; 
When destruction must be, they hurl their force 

and appease the anger of their Maker. 
29 Fire and hail, famine, disease: B 

these too were created for punishment; 
30 Ravenous beasts, scorpions, vipers, 

and the avenging sword to exterminate the wicked: a 
All these were created to meet a need B 

and are kept in his storehouse for the proper time; 
31 When he commands them, they rejoice, 

and in their assignments they do not disobey his 
bidding. 

32 This is why from the first I took my stand, 
and wrote down as my theme: 

33 The works of God are all of them good; 
for every need in its own time he provides. 

34 No cause then to say: This is not as good as that
each shows its worth at the proper time. 

35 Now with full heart and voice proclaim 
and bless his holy name! 
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Notes 

39 12-1 Sb. This is the last portion of the book for which the relevant page of MS 
B is not extant. 

l 3a. my faithful children: G has huioi hosioi, but this form of address is more than 
the Heb line would carry. Lat, with divini fructus for this (thefructus is because of the 
floral imagery in vv 13-14) understands G to mean God's children. But the obvious 
equivalent for hosioi in such a phrasing, Heb ~iisfdfm, is nowhere used by Ben Sira: it 
occurs only in the borrowing from Ps 148: 14 that ends the liturgical litany appended 
to Sir 51: 12 in MS B. Syr has zaddiqi? to match hosioi; and in v 24, both versions use 
these same terms to render tammim (so MS B), "the virtuous," on its only attested 
occurrence in the book. It is to be supposedfaithful implies a relationship to God. Lat, 
before Listen, contrives to introduce Jn voce dicit, which makes God the speaker for at 
least 13a-14b. This, however, is very contorted, and influenced by a misunderstanding 
of v 12b, where G for "mid-month" has become Lat in furore, suggesting a mantic 
state and God speaking through Ben Sira. Since tammfm is quite unlikely as a form of 
direct address, the sense of G is here retained, as what remains from an unknown 
original. 

14a. incense: in G, libanos, which occurs again in 50:8c, 9a, 12d: the first and the 
third times=lebonon, the mountain, but in 9a=leb6nli, frankincense. A similar collo
cation in 24:13a, 15d (Lebanon. incense) makes the choice difficult; but the reference 
here to the odor would seem to decide the matter. Syr, which has "like the odor of 
Lebanon with its cedars" is then the version that is in error (cf. 24: l 6a, where Syr is 
spectacularly wrong, introducing rhodadaphne, the oleander, in a typical description 
of a wide-branching tree identified by G as the terebinth). 

16b. for: !(kl) with MS Bm•, as in v 33b. 
17. Before this bicolon, G has another that is a variant form of v 21. In the same 

place, Syr introduces variant forms ofvv 21, 34; MS B has that combination at v 21, 
where Syr lacks it. The earlier insert belongs only at v 21, with G and MS B; the later 
one only at v 34, with G, Syr, and MS B. For the Heb of v 17, read bideboro ya'iimid 
kanno'd moyim I umo!fo' pfw '6!for6. In l 7a, MS B's damaged text preserves only 
(y)'ryk. corrupt for ya'iimid k-; compare G, though it read qal ("the waters stood") 
and not hiph'il. Syr misread mo!fti' to mean "sunrise" and emerged with "At his word 
the sun rises, and at his word it sets." V l 7b in MS B is as given above; 'o~arot (Strack, 
Vattioni) is a false reading, and ubemo!fti' (Smend's reconstruction) begins with too 
many labial sounds, and the ellipsis was to be expected. The verb needed for l 7b is the 
ya'iimid that carries over from 17a. Ben Sira uses such forms of 'md, cf. 12:12 and 
40: 19, and the basic sense for the qa/, "to stand forth, assume/maintain a station/ 
function," is frequent with him. The real crux is with waterskin in l 7a, for which the 
reminiscence of the Exodus implicit in a reading ned, "mound, heap" (Exod 15:8), 
goes back to G of this passage. The alternative no'd has, however, a life of its own; and 
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along with the present place, kanno'd (or kannod with loss of the unspoken aleph) 
belongs also in Ben Sira's source, Ps 33:7, where it is attested by G (askon), Syr, Targ. 
Literally, of course, a skin container for water is meant; waterskin is as close as 
modem Western experience will permit for a rendering. 

!Sa. He has but to command=G en prostagmati autou; compare perhaps be,fawwoto 
of MS B, v 31 a. Syr of I Sa looks to v 31 for its borrowed paraphrase; its /epuqdiineh, 
"his command," comes at the end of the verse, and not at the beginning as in I Sa. MS 
B's ta/][tiiyw]. partly restored, is unintelligible here (cf. Segal to the same effect). Prato 
(p. 74) makes it mean "beneath him," but the ancient translators saw nothing of the 
kind. 

20. Of the four cola here, following MS B, G has only the first and the last. Syr has 
only the second and third. V 20b, is there any counting what he achieves?, is often set 
aside as a faulty duplication of I Sb; but in view of the way v 29b is taken up in 30c, 
there is no structural argument against a similar linkage here, and v 20c, which is left 
hanging if 20b is removed, would be hard to account for as simply an intrusive gloss. 

21. MS B follows this verse with the bicolon that is properly v 34, where it recurs in 
its normal place. 

22a. His blessing=birkiitr5, with MS Bm•; MS B"' has brkwt. 
23b. salt marsh=mele/]ii as in Ps 107:34; MS B has me/a/], "salt," a faulty reading. 
24-28. The first cola of five successive lines, vv 24-27, are damaged in MS B; as it 

happens, restoration with the help of G is easy. The two bicola of v 28 are missing 
with the bottom of the page in MS B-2Sab almost completely, 2Scd entirely. 

24a. For the virtuous=ltmym; MS B has tmym, and its marginal reading is lysrym, 
which provides the lamed, read also by G, his paths='or/]otiiyw with MS Bm• and G; 
B'"=frhw]t. 

24b. the haughiy=lazzedim. which G and Syr render freely; MS B lzrym, the fault 
of reading resh for daleth. 

25b. and bad= wiira~· MS B wry~ a flawed reading. 
26ab. MS B puts the caesura after mayim, "water"; it belongs after le/]ayye 'iidiim, 

for human life. 

26c. heart of the wheat: lit, "fat of the wheat," figurative, as in Deut 32:14; Pss 
81:17; 147:14. 

27-32. Extant line-ends in the Masada MS support the order of verses in MS B. 
2Ba. Traces show MS B read no.fiinl here (=designed); there is a marginal reading 

that Strack says is illegible; the nibrii'u of Segal and Vattioni is rather wishful than 
real. Smend offers three doubtful letters, n'S[ . 

2Sb. The verb ya'tfqu, "dislodge," is extant in MS B and the rest of the colon is in 
no doubt, from G (kai en thyme auton=ube'appiim) and Syr (fure'=hiirfm, moun
tains). 

29a. famine=rii'iib with G and Syr; MS B has ra~ 
29b. created=nibrii'u (M preserves the ending, [nb]r'w). 
30b. to e:x:terminate the wicked: G and Syr both read "to destroy." From the facsim

ile, MS B clearly has lh/]ryb in its text, and the term for the wicked is eaten away; there 
is no way of determining to which word the -ym (with final mem) in Bm• belongs. The 
choice of e:x:terminate for "destroy" agrees with those who expect to find (rather than 
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those who think they see) lehaqiirim in this place. For the qal of qrb, "be desolate," cf. 
16:4; for the noun qerem, "doom," cf. 16:9; 46:6. 

30cd. See NOTE on vv 27-32, above. in his storehouse ... time: with MS ems 
be'o:fiiro ulii'et; G, in v 31, has "on the earth, for needs," which represents the corrupt 
reading bii'iire:) and the noun :)Orek instead of 'et. 

32. took my stand=hitya:):)abti, which is the reading required from the facsimile, 
despite Segal and others; and so G. 

33a. works=ma'iise, with yod; MS e ma'iiseh, for which reason em• reads hkl for 
kulliim. 

33b. provides= yaspiq, compare v 16b, and G (choregese1) in the present place. MS 
e here has [yis]poq, so Smend and Strack; Segal, Vattioni read yspyq, against the 
facsimile. 

34a. not as good as that=ra' mizzeh (as MS e has it in the doublet following v 21) 
with G; MS e here has ra' miih zeh. 

34b. shows its worth: MS e in the doublet following v 21, yigbar; here, yagbfr. For 
the last centuries B.C. there would be little to choose between these forms; the qal is 
attested at 36: 7. 

35a. and voice=upeh with MS em• and G. 
35b. his holy name=sem qodso, with MS em•. MS e"' makes this sem haqqiidos, but 

the nearest to such a reading that occurs elsewhere in the Heb of Sirach is qedos 
yisrii'el in 50: 17; and neither G nor Syr supposes "the Holy One" in the present text. 
See NOTE at 48:20c. 

Comment 

This long poem may be divided into five stanzas: 6 + 7 + 7 + 6+4 bicola. Its 
theme is the goodness and purposefulness of creation and divine providence, 
which are manifest to the wise, who are invited to sing the praises of the 
Creator: hence its position here after the panegyric on the ideal scribe. 

The first stanza (39:12-15), which serves as an introduction, is in the form 
of an invitatory, calling the faithful to proclaim with joy the greatness of the 
Lord. Ben Sira begins by setting forth his theme "to shine like the moon in its 
fullness" (39: 12); for the image, cf. 50:6. He then invites his "faithful chil
dren" (39:13a; cf. NOTE), i.e., the young men he instructed, to "open up 
[their] petals like roses planted near running waters." In 24: 14b, Ben Sira 
compares himself to a rosebush in Jericho. "Running waters" (39: 13b) ensure 
abundant growth and vigor; cf. Ps 1:3; Num 24:6; Ezek 31:3-9. "The sweet 
odor of incense" (39: 14a; cf. NOTE) in the cult was something pleasing to 
God; cf. 24:15; 50:9; Ezek 20:41; 2 Cor 2:15. "The lily" (39:14b) is another 
metaphor of luxuriant growth; cf. 50:8; Hos 14:6. The verbs of praise in 
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39:14cd and 15ab are all in synonymous parallelism. Praise of God "is man's 
most characteristic mode of existence: praising and not praising stand over 
against one another like life and death" (G. von Rad, Old Testament Theol
ogy, vol. l, pp. 369-70). The verb "bless" occurs in 39:14d and 35b (the final 
colon of the poem), and the noun "name" in 39:15a and 35b, thus forming a 
double inclusio. The lyre and other stringed instruments (39: 15c) were cus
tomarily used in such songs of praise; cf., for example, Ps 33:2-3; 43:4; 57:8; 
150:3-4; 1 Chr 13:8; 2 Chr 5:12-13. 

Now comes the content of the song of praise (39: 16-31), in three stanzas. 
The theme of the song is this: All God's works are good (39: L6a; cf. Gen 1 :4, 
10, 12, 18, 21, 25, 31); this colon is repeated in 39:33a. God is provident: he 
takes care of "every need in its own time" (39: l 6b; cf. NOTE); this colon is 
also repeated in 39:33b. Everything in creation has its appropriate time; cf. 
39:34 and Qoh 3: 11. The imagery of 37: l 7a (cf. NOTE) derives from Ps 33:7. 
The reference in 3 7: l 7b is to God's creation, through a word, of the basin that 
contained the waters under the firmament; God called this basin of water 
"the sea" (Gen 1 :9-10). Here Ben Sira calls the basin "[God's] storehouse." 
The theology of creation through word has a broader application in 39: 18a 
(but cf. NOTE); cf. 16:26-27; 43:26. "Nothing can limit [God's] achievement 
[lit., salvation]" (39:18b). Here Ben Sira alludes to creation as being an act of 
salvation; cf. Isa 40: 12-31. No one can stand in the way of God's saving 
activity; cf. 1 Sam 14:6; Wis 11 :22--26. The Creator-Savior also knows all the 
works of human beings and sees all things (39:19); cf. 15:19; 17:15, 19; 42:20. 
"His gaze spans all the ages" (39:20a)--past, present, and future. The works 
of the Lord are strange and hidden from men and women (11:4cd; 43:31-32), 
but the works of men and women of all times and places are known com
pletely by the Lord of history. In 39:20b (cf. NOTE), "what he achieves" 
translates Heb tesu'iito, lit., "his salvation," as in v 18b above. For the 
thought of 39:20, cf. Ps 147:5; Sir 42: 18-25. God's creative and saving activ
ity includes the smallest details of human history (39:20bc). Since God is all
powerful, "nothing resists" him; and since he is omniscient, nothing "sur
prises him" (39:20d). The all-wise Lord created everything for a purpose 
(39:21); cf. Qoh 3:11. We, however, may not always be able to discover the 
purpose or function of certain created things; cf. 42: 17. 

The next stanza (39:22-27) opens with God's blessing being compared to 
the two great rivers of the Bible-the Nile and the Euphrates (39:22). Both 
rivers were noted for their benefits to agriculture: the Nile, thanks to its 
annual flooding (cf. 47:14), fertilized the land with its silt laden with nutri
ents; the Euphrates, extensively tapped for irrigation, watered the fertile val
ley through which it flowed. Cf. 24:25-27. Presumably, God's blessing falls 
on the righteous, for "his wrath expels the nations" (39:23a)-a reference to 
the expulsion of the Canaanites; cf. COMMENT on 16:9. The "fertile land" 
that God turns "into a salt marsh" (39:23b; cf. NOTE) is Sodom and Gomor-
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rah, located at the southern end of the Dead Sea; cf. Gen 13:10; 19:24-28; 
Deut 29:22; Ps 107:34. Sowing a field with salt, which rendered the soil 
barren and useless, was a severe punishment a conqueror would inflict on a 
defeated adversary; cf. Judg 9:45; Jer 17:6; Zeph 2:9. 

In 39:24-31, Ben Sira spells out the doctrine of equilibrium in creation, i.e., 
how persons, things, and events ultimately fulfill God's will and design in 
creation. Cf. Prov 16:4. For the axiomatic thought of 39:24 (see NOTE), cf. 
Hos 14: 10; Ps 18:26--27. In 39: 16 above (cf. COMMENT), Ben Sira refers to the 
goodness of creation as described in Genesis I. Now, in v 25, he states that 
these "good things" are "for the good" according to God's plan "from the 
beginning" (cf. 16:26); "but for the wicked, good things and bad" (cf. NoTE) 
-an allusion perhaps to the leather garments ("good things") God made for 
the man and woman after they sinned and to their subsequent expulsion 
("bad [things]") from the Garden of Eden (Gen 3:21-24). The verse also 
means that while the wicked share in the good things of v 26, they will also 
partake of the bad things of vv 28-30. Cf. also Gen 4: 13-15. In 39:26 are 
listed ten indispensable items for human life in ancient Palestine; the list in 
29:21 includes only water, bread, clothing, and a house. Several of the items 
in the longer list are traditional: for grain ("the heart of the wheat," 39:26c; 
cf. NOTE), wine ("the blood of the grape," 39:26d; cf. Gen 49: 11), and oil, cf. 
Hos 2:10; Jer 31:12; Neh 10:38; 2 Chr 32:28; for "milk and honey," the 
formulaic pair of words used to describe the Promised Land, cf., for example, 
Exod 3:8; 13:5; 33:3; Lev 20:24; Num 13:27; 14:8; 16:13-14; Deut 6:3; 11:9; 
26:9; Jer 11 :5; 32:22; for water and cloth, cf. Hos 2:7. The pairing of iron with 
salt (39:26b) in this list is noteworthy: manufactured iron goods were appar
ently considered essential for daily life in Ben Sira's day. All these items are 
good for the good (39:27a) because the good use them for the purpose God 
intended; "but for the wicked they turn out evil" (39:27b), because the wicked 
use them to perpetrate evil. 

The next stanza (39:28-31) is devoted to a description of the forces of 
nature, wild beasts, and other instruments of destruction that God created in 
order to punish the wicked. These nine destructive creatures counterbalance 
the ten good things listed in 39:26. The Creator can remove mountains di
rectly (as in Job 9:5) or indirectly through the fury of storm winds (39:28ab; 
cf. NOTES). These winds cause destruction, when called for, and so "appease 
the anger of their Maker" (39:28cd); cf. 5:6d. "Fire and hail" (39:29a) are 
found in a different context in Ps 148:8. Yahweh rained down sulfurous fire to 
destroy Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen 19:24). Hail was the seventh plague to 
afHict the Egyptians prior to the Exodus (Exod 9: 13-26). Famine and disease 
(39:29a) are mentioned as possible punishments for David's census of the 
people (2 Sam 24: 13); since he was given the choice, David chose pestilence 
(2 Sam 24:15). In Jer 29:17-18, sword, famine, and pestilence are mentioned 
together as punishments for infidelity to Yahweh. Famine and pestilence were 
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the usual accompaniments of a prolonged siege; cf. Lev 26:25-26; Jer 21 :2-9; 
Ezek 5: 12; 7: 15. "Ravenous beasts" (lit., beasts of tooth) and reptiles (39:30a) 
are agents of destruction also in Deut 32:24. "Scorpions" (39:29a) are an 
image of chastisement in 1 Kgs 12:11, 14 ( =2 Chr 10:11, 14). "The avenging 
sword" (39:30b) is an allusion to Lev 26:25. All these instruments of destruc
tion God created "to meet a need" (39:30c), i.e., to requite the evil of the 
wicked, for the Deuteronomic theology insisted that the wicked would not go 
unpunished in their lifetimes. See INTRODUCTION, Part X, 4. The image of 
God's "storehouse" (39:30d; cf. NoTE) occurs again in 43:14; cf. Job 38:22-
23. "The proper time" (39:30d; cf. NOTE) is the moment of retribution, which 
will come sooner or later; cf. 11 :26 with COMMENT. The natural forces are 
personified in 39:31: when God commands them to perform a mission of 
destruction, "they rejoice," and they do precisely what they are commanded, 
obeying without question the divine will. Unlike human beings, who are 
prone to disobedience (cf., for example, Gen 3:1-6; 1 Sam 13:12, 13; 15:1-11, 
22; Lev 26:14-41; Deut 28:15-68; and the history of infidelity in Israel), 
nature does God's bidding unfailingly. 

The final stanza (39:32-35) serves as epilogue to the poem. Ben Sira repeats 
his "theme" (39:32b) in 39:33, a repetition, by way of inclusio, of v 16, the 
first bicolon of the second stanza. Since all of God's works are good (39: 16a, 
32a), even those that are destructive (39:28-31), serving as each does to ad
dress a particular need in the divine plan of creation (39:16b, 32b), we have 
no reason to say, "This is not as good as that" (39:34a; cf. NOTE); cf. 39:2 la. 
For "each shows its worth [cf. NOTE] at the proper time" (39:34b); cf. 39:2lb, 
30cd. As regards the double inclusio in 39:14d and 35b, and in 39:15a and 
35b, cf. COMMENT on vv 14-15 above. In the final verse of this splendid 
poem, Ben Sira again invites his students to "proclaim and bless [God's] holy 
name" (cf. NOTE) "with full heart and voice" (cf. NOTE). 

This long poem has as its deep intent to provide a theodicy, and so can be 
compared to the books of Job and Qoheleth. For a detailed study, cf. the 
excellent chapter on the functional duality of creation in G. L. Prato, II 
problema de/la teodicea in Ben Sira, pp. 62-115. 



48. Joys and Miseries of Life 
(40: 1-41: 13) 

40 1 A great anxiety has God allotted, B 

and a heavy yoke, to the children of Adam: 
From the day a person leaves his mother's womb 

to the day he returns to the mother of all the living, 
2 His thoughts, the fear in his heart, G 

and his troubled forebodings till the day he dies-
3 Whether he sits on a throne in exultation B 

or grovels in dust and ashes, 
4 Whether he wears a splendid crown 

or is clothed in the coarsest of garments-
5 Are of anger and envy, trouble and dread, 

terror of death, strife, and contention. 
Even when he lies on his bed to rest, 

his cares disturb his sleep at night. 
6 So short is his rest it seems like none, 

till in his dreams he struggles as he did by day, 
Troubled by the visions in his mind, 

like a fugitive fleeing from the pursuer. 
7 As he reaches safety, he wakes up, G 

astonished that there was nothing to fear. 
s To all flesh, both human and beast, 

but for sinners seven times more, 
9 Come plague and bloodshed, fiery heat and drought, B 

plunder and ruin, famine and death. 
10 For the wicked evil was created, 

and because of him destruction hastens. 

11 All that is of earth returns to earth, 
and what is from above returns above. 
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12 All that comes from bribes or injustice will be wiped o (M) 

out, 
but loyalty remains forever. 

13 Wealth from injustice is like a flooding wadi, B (M) 

like a mighty stream with lightning and thunder, 
14 Which in its rising rolls along the stones, 

but suddenly, once and for all, comes to an end. 
15 The offshoot of violence will not flourish, 

for the root of the godless is on sheer rock; 
16 They are like reeds on riverbanks, M (B) 

withered before all other plants; 
17 But goodness, like eternity, will never be cut off, 

and righteousness endures forever. 

18 A life of abundance and remuneration can be sweet, 
but better than either is finding a treasure. 

19 A child and a city will preserve one's name, 
but better than either is finding wisdom. 

Cattle and orchards make a person flourish, 
but better than either, a devoted wife. 

20 Wine and strong drink delight the heart, B (G) 

but better than either, the affection of friends. 
21 Flute and harp offer sweet melody, 

but better than either, a pure tongue. 
22 Grace and beauty delight the eye, 

but better than either, the produce of the field. 
23 A friend and a neighbor are timely guides, 

but better than either, a sensible wife. 
24 Kindred and helper for times of stress; 

but better than either, charity that rescues. 
2s Gold and silver make one's way secure, o 

but better than either, sound judgment. 
26 Wealth and vigor make the heart exult, B (M) 

but better than either, fear of God. 
In the fear of the LORD there is no want; 

whoever has it need seek no other support. 
21 The fear of God is a paradise of blessings; 

its canopy is over all that is glorious. 
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28 My son, live not the life of a beggar; 
better to die than to beg. 

29 When one has to look to a stranger's table, 
one's life is not to be considered a life. 

§ XLVIII 

The delicacies offered bring revulsion to one's spirit, 
and to the intelligent inward torture. 

30 In the mouth of the shameless begging is sweet, 
but within him it burns like fire. 

41 1 0 death! how bitter the remembrance of you 
for the person at peace in his home, 

For the one who is serene and always successful, 
who still can enjoy life's pleasures. 

2 0 death! how welcome your decree M (B) 

to the weak person of failing strength, 
Stumbling and tripping on everything, 

with sight gone and hope lost. 
3 Fear not death, the decree for you; 

remember it embraces those before you and those 
after. 

4 From God this is the decree for all flesh; 
why then should you reject the Law of the Most 

High? 
Whether one has lived ten years, a hundred, or a 

thousand, 
in the netherworld there are no arguments about 

life. 

5 A reprobate line are the children of sinners, 
and witless offspring are in the homes of the 

wicked. 
6 Dominion is lost to the son of the unrighteous, 

and reproach remains with his seed forever. 
7 Children curse their wicked father, 

for they are in disgrace because of him. 
s Woe to you, 0 wicked people, M 

who forsake the Law of the Most High. 
9 If you have children, mischief will be theirs; M (B) 

and if you become a father, it will only be for 
groaning. 
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When you stumble, there is lasting joy; 
and when you die, you become a curse. 

10 All that is of naught returns to naught, 
so too the godless-from void to void. 

11 The human body is a fleeting thing, 
but a virtuous name will never be annihilated. 

12 Have respect for your name, for it will stand by you 
more than thousands of precious treasures; 

13 The good things of life last a number of days, 
but a good name, for days without number. 

Notes 

40 2b. till the day=heos hemeran (so Syr); G hemera. MS Blacks v 2. 

465 

3b. Read we'ad leia}J be'tipiir wti'eper (cf. G); MS B: 'ad ltisub [Bm• tabes, ltiba!j 'tiptir 
wti'eper. 

4a. a splendid crown: hendiadys, lit., "a crown and head ornament." See COM

MENT. G has "purple and a crown," probably to correspond to the garment men
tioned in v 4b; Syr has only "crown." 

4b. is clothed: read 'o{ep, the verb that occurs in 11 :4a of MS B, which also gives an 
alternate form of the colon using the verb 'o{eh; here MS B wrongly repeats 'o{eh from 
v 4a. '(p=Gr periballein in Job 23:9 and Ps 73:6; and in Sir l 1:4a, where '(p occurs in 
one fonn of MS B, G gives the noun peribol~. the coarsest of garments: reading simlat 
se'tir, lit., "garment of hair" (cf. Gen. 2S:2S; Zech 13:4); in the last word, only part of 
the sin and the yod can be read in MS B. 

Sa. anger and envy='ap weqin'a=G thymos kai zelos (Syr also begins the series 
with "wrath"); MS B has 'ak qin'a. 

Sb. strife: reading ta}Jiira (also found in 31 :29b ), the reading of MS Bm• (abbreviated 
ti}; the scribe of MS B often abbreviates in the margin); B'" has tahiira, which gives no 
sense. Here and in 31 :29b ta}Jiira is rendered by Syr ~eryana, "strife, controversy, 
dispute, contention." 

Sc. =46:19a, but the meaning is different; see below. 
Sd. =senot lay/a tesanneh da'iigtito; for a similar thought cf. 42:9, in which the 

noun de'aga also occurs. MS B"' has senat lay/a [t]esanneh rti'ato (Bm• da'to); G gnosin 
autou read the last word as da'to (resh and daleth are often confused). 

6b. =umikken ba}Jiilomot kebayyom yfga~· so G, reading with Smend, however, 
kopiq (=Arm [II]) for skopias found in most MSS; MS B is defective, containing only 
one complete word. 

6c. Troubled=G. MS B m'{ {'yields no sense. 
6d. =kesarfd b[orea~ mippene] rodep of MS B as reconstructed from Syr. 
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7-8. These verses are fragmentary in MS B. 
9a. fiery heat and drought=!Jar!Jur wii/J6reb (so point MS B); the two words occur 

also in Deut 28:22, but the second is pointed !Jereb, "sword." G has "sword" here. Vv 
9-10 are missing in Syr. 

9b. /amine=rii'iib=G limos; MS B has rii'a, "evil." 
!Ob. = iiba'iibUro [so MS Bm•] tii/Jiis kiilti; MS B'" has iiba'iibar tiimiis kiila, which 

gives no sense. 
11-17. Fragments of these verses are extant in the Masada MS, but only vv 16-17 

are relatively intact; more letters are extant in the first colon of each respective verse 
than in the second. 

11 b. =MS B wa'iiser mimmiirom 'el miirom = Syr; G kai apo hydat6n eis thalas
san = wa'iiser mimmayim 'el yiim, "and what is from the waters (returns) to the sea." 

12. This verse was omitted by MS B. Only the first four letters are extant in M: k61 
miSS6{1Jad .. . ]; the rest of the verse is from G (note that G omits the translation of 
the preposition min near the beginning of v 12a). 

13a. Wealth from injustice= Masada !Jayil me'iiwel; neither MS B'" me/Joi 'el !Joi nor 
Bm• !Jayil me!Jol makes sense in the context. is like a flooding wadi=kena!Jal [from MS 
B] s6tep [MS B has 'etiin, "perennial, ever-flowing," cf. Amos 5:24]; Syr netgarepiin 
(with its "deceitful riches flooding" like a wadi) provides the clue to s6tep; cf. Isa 
30:28; 66:12; Jer 47:2 (so P. W. Skehan, CBQ 30 [1968]: 570-71). 

13b. like a . . . stream= MS Bm• wake'iipiq; B"' iime'iipiq. 
14a. ='im se'to kepim [so Mand MS Bm•] yiig61; MS B'" 'im 'im .ftw kpym yiigilii. 

!Sa. =ne!jer /Jiimiis 16' [so Mand MS Bm•] yirbeh [cf. G]; as the first two letters of 
the broken last word, M has either yk- or yn-. MS B"': nw.rr me!Jiimiis 16' yinniiqeh [Bm• 
yakkeh b6]. 

!Sb. As the last word, read .riir with M and MS Bm•. B"' has sela~ "crag, cliff," 
which is, however, a synonym of .rur; the phrase sen sela' of B'" is taken from I Sam 
14:4 and Job 39:28. 

16a. =M kaqeriimit 'al giipot na!Jal; "we may regard the word [qeriim~] as presum
ably Greek kalame accommodated to Aramaic, then Hebrew, usage, by a typical 
Aramaic permutation of the liquid -I- to -r-, and an accommodation to the usual 
morphology of feminines in -i. thought of as an abridged absolute from -it" (so P. W. 
Skehan, CBQ 30 [1968]: S71). "It is unnecessary to emend [gpwt] to: spt, as most 
editors; for: gp, in the sense of 'bank of a stream' (cf. Aramaic: gyp, and Syriac: gp), see 
Makshirin I, 4: 'I gp hnhr . ... "(so Yadin). 

16b. =lipne kol [so MS B"'•] /Jii.rir [M IJ.rr] nid'ak [so M]; only the last two words 
are extant in M. "The verb nd'k has as its subject n.rr in v l S, and is masculine for that 
reason" (so P. W. Skehan, CBQ 30 [1968]: 572). 

17a. = we!Jesed [so MS B; M omits we-] kii'ad 16' yikkiiret [M tikkiiret]; MS B 
we!Jesed le'oliim 16' yimmof. 

!Sa. =IJayye y6ter wesiikiir [M omits we-] yimtiiqii. MS B"' misread the third word 
as wesekiir, "strong drink," and then read the second word as yayin, "wine" (cf. 
40:20a); em• has yoter sekel, "an abundance of understanding ... 

19bc. These two cola, attested in MS B, M, and Syr, are missing in G probably 
because of homoioarchton (miinehem). 
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l 9c. a person =se'er (so M; MS B sem ), lit., "flesh, blood relation, self" (parallel to 
nepes; cf. Prov 11: 17). 

20a. Wine and strong drink= MS B yayin wesektir (cf. NOTE on v !Sa); Syr has 
"old wine," G "wine and music" (reading sir, as in v 2la, for sekar). 

20b. friends=MS B dodim, which can also mean "lovers." 
2lb. a pure tongue=MS B ltison btirii=Syr; G has "a sweet (or pleasant) tongue." 
22a. Grace and beauty=G; MS B has a lacuna. 
23a. A friend and a neighbor=G and Syr; MS B has a lacuna. 
24a. kindred [lit., brother] and helper=Syr; G has "brothers and help." MS B has 

a lacuna. 
27b. over all that is glorious=M we'al kol ka[bod]=G=Syr; Ms·B has weken kol 

ktibOd. 
28a. My son=beni=MS Bm•=G=Syr; B'" has minnf. "from me." the life of a 

beggar, lit., "a life of gifts." 
28b. than to beg= M mimmelJa!f!fep (or mimmalJii!ffp), the reading of J. Strugnell, 

Erisr 9 ( 1969): 112; Yadin reads mippene IJ!fP. MS B has mimmistolel. In Jewish Aram 
and Syr the verb IJ!fP is used in the pa'el and aph'el with the meaning "to act with 
impudence, brazenness, insistency; to be imprudent, brazen, persistent; to beg impor
tunately." The noun IJu!fPli' ("brazenness, gall, boldness, impudence, daring, inso
lence") became a Yiddish word, popularly spelled "chutzpah," and is used today as a 
slang word in English. 

29c. Read mig'al [MS B m'gl reversed the consonants] napso ma(amme zebed: so 
B",l!. 

29d. Read leis yodea' yissur me'im: so MS Bm•; M supports the reading of the last 
two words. MS B'" has sOd me'fm 

30a. In the mouth of the shameless= M bepi 'az nepe5= G = Syr; MS B is corrupt: 
le'iS 'oz nepe5. 

30b. it burns likefire=M ke'es tib'ar= Ps 83: I Sa; MS B'" tib'ar kemo 'es= Pss 79:5b 
and 89:47b; Bm• ke'es bO'eret=Jer 20:9c. 

41 la. 0 death=hoy lammtiwet=MS Bm•=G=Syr; the first two consonants are 
also in the fragmentary Masada scroll. B'" IJayyim is corrupt. 

lb. in his home=M and MS B 'al mekontito; mekonii means "home, residence" also 
in 44:6b. G "among his possessions"=Syr. 

Id. Lit., "and who still has strength to enjoy pleasures," in M and MS B; M has 
koalJ, "strength," whereas MS B reads the synonym IJayil. Instead of "life's pleasures, 
or luxury," Heb ta'iinug, G has trophen, "food," an inner Gr corruption for tryphen 
(=ta'iinug in Prov 19:10; Qoh 2:8; Cant 7:7; Mic 2:9). 

2a. O=MS B he'alJ=G=Syr; Mis corrupt: h~ how=M mii=GM"; MS B kf. your 
decree=IJoqekii=G; MS B'" has the plural IJuqqekti (M has only the first letter, IJ-); 
Bm• gives three variants: IJ6q, hzq (which makes no sense), and hu(w)qqo. 

2b. to the weak person= /e'en 'onim, lit., "to the one without might" ('on, pl. 'onim ). 
M has [lefen 'wynym; MS B, leis '6nenim, "to the man of sorrow" (Smend's reading 
and translation). Levi, Peters, Box-Oesterley, and Segal read leis 'onim; Peters and 
Box-Oesterley translate, "to the man of bad luck" ('awen, pl. 'onim). of failing 
strength, lit., "and who lacks strength." It is certain Ben Sira based his text on Isa 
40:29: ule'en 'onim 'o!fmii yarbeh, "and to him without might he increases strength." 
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2c. stumbling and tripping=M and MS Bm• 'ff kosel wenoqes: B"', 'ff kosel yinnliqeS. 

2d. with sight gone=M and MS B"'• 'epes hammar'eh (=M hmrh, so Yadin; J. 
Strugnell suggests the reading fJmdh and renders "bereft of (sexual) delight" [Erlsr 9 
(1969) 113]); B'", srb. 

3a. the decree for you= M fJoqi!kli, lit., "your decree," as in v 2a (see NOTE); MS B 
has IJu(w)qqeka as in v 2a. Syr has "for it is your portion, lot." 

3b. those before you and those after= MS B ri's6nfrn we'afJiir6nim = Syr; M qadmon 
wi!'afJiiron in the singular. The adjective qadmon is a synonym of ri'son; cf. Isa 43: 18. 

4a. decree= fJ6q = G krima, as in vv 2a and 3a; fJ6q also is the right parallel to tora 
in v 4b (cf. Amos 2:4). M has qeif ("end"), a reading found also in Syr; MS B reads 
fJeleq, "portion, lot," the reading of Syr in v 3a (see NOTE). 

4c. ten years, a hundred, or a thousand=the order in M and G; MS B reverses 
"ten" and "thousand." 

4d. =MS Bm• 'en toke1!6t ~zayyim bise'ol=G; B"', 'is tokcifJot bisi!fol]. M has a hole 
where the colon should be. 

Sa. the children of sinners= M to{li!d}ot rli'im; MS B has debar [read dor, so Smend] 
rli'im. 

Sb. =MS B (restored from G) wi!neked 'ewfl [bimedor rlislif; M has extant only the 
last two consonants of rasa'. 

6a. =[mibben 'aww]cil t6'bad mems{li/)a, so M reconstructed at the beginning from 
MS B, the last two words of which are mimselet rli~ a corrupt reading. Syr supports M 
mems[cil]a; G has kleronomia, which in the rest of the LXX never renders memsli/a. 

6b. =[we'im zar'o] tlimf{d} fJerpa, so M restored from GMss; cf. Syr. MS B has only 
the first two letters, wr-, which are to be restored wer[iS} (so Segal)= Syr fJusrlinti, 
"want." 

7b. =[kl bl]glcilo hliyii biiz, so M, restored from MS B, which is missing the end of 
the colon. The reading biiz=bebiiz, the preposition bi!- being omitted because the first 
consonant of the noun is b, as often elsewhere in the OT and the inscriptions, esp. in 
the expression byt=bbyt. 

Sa. =foy lcikem] 'anse 'aw[/a]. so M, restored from G; MS B is missing most of v 
Bab. 

9a. =MS B"'• 'im tiprii 'al yad 'ason; B"' is fragmentary, and M has only the / of 'al. 
Only the Lucianic MSS (L) have this colon; the rest of the GMss omit it. 

9b. MS B=M. 
9c. This colon is omitted by G, but that it belonged to Ben Sira's original text is 

proved by its presence in M and MS B. 
!Oab. M lacks only the first three letters of this bicolon; otherwise M =MS B. all 

that is of naught ... to naught=k61 me'epes 'el 'epes= Mand MS B. G pan ta hosa ek 
ges eis gen= kol me'lipiir 'el 'liplir; see Gen 3: 19, where LXX translates MT 'apar by ge. 
In 40:1 la, Ben Sira expresses a similar thought. void to void=mittohii 'el tohii; tohii is 
the classical expression of void or nothingness in Gen I :2. 

12b. precious treasures= MS Bm• simot fJemda, lit., "treasures of desire"; B"' has 
'oiferot fJokma, "treasures of wisdom." M is too fragmentary to decide which is the 
better reading. G has "great treasures of gold," and Syr, "treasures of deceit." Inter-
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estingly, Lat reads thesauri magni pretiosi (some MSS: magni et pretios1;· others: preti
osi et magnz); one MS (Z*) has thesauri pretios1; which supports MS em•. 

13a. =[t]obat ~ay mispar yiimfm, so M and MS em•; e1
", yeme mispiir. 

Comment 

This section contains five poems: (1) 40:1-10 (thirteen bicola); (2) 40:11-17 
(seven bicola); (3) 40:18-27 (twelve bicola); (4) 40:28-41:4 (eleven bicola); 
and (5) 41:5-13 (ten bicola). The first two poems (twenty bicola) have a 
pronounced pessimistic tone that contrasts sharply with the optimistic out
look Ben Sira articulates in the previous poem (39:12-35). The third poem 
(twelve bicola) relieves the heaviness and melancholy by a series of "better 
than" proverbs about the good things of life that are available in full measure 
only to those who fear the Lord (39:26-27). The fourth and fifth poems 
(twenty-one bicola) then return to the somber strains of the first two. The 
arrangements of these poems should be seen as deliberate: the third poem 
with its upbeat mood is at the center; the first two poems and the last two 
with their gloomy reminders provide the top and bottom parts of the sand
wich construction. The literature of pessimism has a long history in antiquity; 
see, for example, "A Dialogue about Human Misery," sometimes called "The 
Babylonian Ecclesiastes," the extant tablets of which date to the seventh 
century B.C. (ANET, pp. 438-40). 

Though "the works of God are all of them good" (39: I 6a, 33a) and God's 
providence in creation is marvelous and praiseworthy (39: 16-35), human be
ings still experience anguish, anxiety, and dread. That is the point of the first 
poem (40:1-10). God, who is in control of the universe and of human destiny, 
"has allotted" to men and women "a great anxiety" and "a heavy yoke" from 
the time of birth to the day of burial (40: I). Ben Sira attributes to God 
himself the hard life human beings experience. Interestingly, the grandson in 
his Greek translation omits the mention of God, thus altering v la to read, 
"Much labor [or hard work] was created for every person." The expression 
"the mother of all the living" ( 40: Id) is a reference to the "dust" of the 
ground from which humankind was created in the Yahwistic account (Gen 
2:7) and to which all must return (Gen 3:19); cf. Sir 16:29-30; 17:1-2; and 
esp. 51:5a, with COMMENT. For the thought of 40:1, see Job 7:1-2; 14:1-2; Ps 
90: 10; Qoh 2:22-23; Matt 6:34. The Fathers of the Church attributed the 
"heavy yoke" of human "anxiety" and other afflictions, which are detailed in 
this poem, to original sin with which all human beings are conceived; cf. 
25:24. 
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No one is spared the pain of human existence; all classes of people from the 
highest (40:3a, 4a) to the lowest (40:3b, 4b) are subject to fears and "troubled 
forebodings" till death (40:2). Note the interlinear synonymous parallelism 
between "he sits on a throne in exultation" (40:3a) and "he wears a splendid 
crown" (40:4a), and between "[he] grovels in dust and ashes" (40:3b) and 
"[he] is clothed in the coarsest of garments" (40:4b). The "thoughts" we 
experience ( 40:2a) "are of anger and envy, trouble and dread, terror of death, 
strife, and contention" (40:5ab); note that the expressions used here add up to 
seven to suggest total or complete misery. The number seven is used again in 
40:8b to connote the completeness of the sinner's destruction. In 40:3a, the 
reference is to the supreme civil authority; and in v 4a, to the high priest, the 
supreme religious authority, who wore "a splendid crown," lit., "a crown 
[Heb .fdnijJ] and head ornament" [Heb wd.ff.f] (cf. Exod 28:36-37). "The 
coarsest of garments," lit., "a garment of hair" (40:4b; see NOTE), was the 
clothing of the poor, or as Syr translates the phrase, "the garment of pov
erty." Such a garment was also worn as a protest against luxury or as a sign 
of simplicity or prophetic vocation (cf. 2 Kgs I: 8; Zech 13 :4; Matt 3 :4; and 
Mark 1:6). As regards the expression "terror of death" (40:5b), cf. Ps 55:5. 

The thought of 40:5cd (see NOTES) echoes the sentiment expressed in Qoh 
2:23: "Even at night [a person's] mind is not at rest." The graphic and realis
tic imagery of 40:5cd-7 is something every adult can relate to: prolonged 
anguish or unusual anxiety results in restless sleep and nightmares; cf. Job 
7 :4. One nightmare that commonly afflicts men, women, and children is de
scribed in 40:6d (see NOTE): the chase by a terrifying person. The text of G in 
40:7a, translated here "as he reaches safety" (lit., "in the time of his deliver
ance"), is probably corrupt, since it does not correspond to what usually 
happens in these nightmares. Smend, whom Ziegler follows in his edition, 
suggests that chreias should be read instead of soterias in all Gr MSS. This 
reading gives better sense: "in the time of his [greatest} need he wakes up"
the common experience of people who have such dreams. 

The preceding troubles and terrors that afflict human beings are primarily 
psychological and emotional, hence internal. Now Ben Sira turns to external 
woes that befall "all flesh, both human and beast, but for sinners seven times 
more" (40:8ab). "Plague and bloodshed ... plunder and ruin" (40:9) are 
the usual results of war (cf. Isa 51: 19; 60: 18). "Fiery heat and drought," 
occurring often in the Holy Land, result in "famine and death" (40:9; cf. 
Ezek 5:16-17; Deut 28:22). The victims of war and drought are the innocent 
as well as the wicked. The idea in 40: 10 (see also 39 :29-31) that evil was 
created for the wicked is related to the Deuteronomic doctrine of retribution; 
see COMMENT on 2:1-6. For 40:10b (see NOTE), G reads, "and because of 
him the flood came" (cf. Gen 6:5-7, 11-13). 

In the next poem (40: 11-17) Ben Sira speaks of the ill effects that come 
from the practice of evil and of the calamity that lies in store for the wicked. 
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The saying in 40:lla derives from Gen 3:19 and finds parallels in Qoh 3:20; 
12:7a; Job 34:15; see also Sir 4l:l0a. "What is from above" is the breath of 
life or human spirit that "returns above" ( 40: 11 b ), i.e., to God who breathed 
it into humans (Gen 2:7); Qoh 12:7b conveys the same idea: "the life breath 
returns to God who gave it." In these verses, Ben Sira and Qoheleth do not 
teach the doctrine of personal immortality or of eternal reward with God; 
that doctrine will come later (see COMMENT on 7:17; 11:26; 14:16; 17:28; and 
INTRODUCTION, Part x, 4). See also Ps 146:4. For 40:1 lb, G reads, "and 
what is from the waters returns to the sea"-the reference is to Qoh 1:7; see 
also Enoch 17:5-8. The point of 40:11, which serves as introduction to the 
poem, is that the impious who are prosperous will perish as do all other living 
beings (cf. Ps 49:6-21). 

Bribery (40:12a) was severely and repeatedly condemned in the OT: 35:14 
(cf. 20:29); Exod 23:8; Deut 10:17; 16:19; 27:25; 1 Sam 8:3; 2 Chr 19:7; Ps 
15:5; Prov 17:23. Ben Sira affirms that what results from bribery or injustice 
"will be wiped out," hence will do the sinner no good. But "loyalty" or 
fidelity "remains forever" (40:12b); see v 17 (with COMMENT) for an expan
sion of the idea here. For the imagery of 40:13-14 (see NOTES), which con
tinue the thought of v 12a, see Job 6:15-17 and Jer 15:18. What is said in 
40:15 is analogous to 23:25, which speaks of the fate of the children of the 
adulteress. The images of40:15-16 are similar to those in Job 8:11-12. For 
other descriptions of the punishment of the wicked, see 10:7-17; 41:5-10. 
Regarding "the rc;>ot of the godless . . . on sheer rock" ( 40: l 5b ), compare 
Matt 13:5, 21. In contrast to the godless and the impermanence of their 
prosperity, "goodness [Heb ~esed], like eternity, will never be cut off" 
( 40: l 7a; see NOTE), "and righteousness [Heb .redaqa] endures forever" 
( 40: l 7b )-ideas that were introduced earlier in v l 2b; cf. 41: 11 b, 13b; Prov 
10:25. The nouns ~esed and ~'i!daqa occur in a similar context in 17:22. The 
final verse of this poem ( 40: 17) serves as a lead into the following one. 

In this poem (40:18-27), Ben Sira offers a series often "better than" prov
erbs, which culminate in the highest of human attainments, fear of the Lord. 
This is not the usual type of "better" proverb ((6b-Spruch in Hebrew-Ger
man), for it does not use the adjective (ob, "good," in the first colon + min, 
the comparative particle, in the second colon, as, for example, in 10:27 and 
20:31=41: 15. Rather, it employs a series of two nouns in a verbal or nominal 
sentence in the first colon and then in the second colon uses the preposition 
min +senehem, "better than either [lit., both]," to make the comparison. For 
a study of the normal "better" proverb, see G. S. Ogden, "The 'Better'
Proverb (Tob-Spruch), Rhetorical Criticism, and Qoheleth," JBL 96 ( 1977): 
489-505. The "better" proverb is found also in the ancient Egyptian Wisdom 
literature. Ogden (p. 489) cites some examples from "The Teaching of Ame
nophis the Son of Kanakht": "Better is poverty at the hand of God than 
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riches in the storehouse. Better is bread with a happy heart than riches with 
vexation." 

The "finding a treasure" of 40: l 8b is to be understood as a parallel to 
"finding wisdom" in 40: l 9b. "Wisdom" and "treasure" are paired also in 
41:14b. Thus the first two parts of the series refer to wisdom, and the tenth 
and final part to fear of the Lord, which is "the beginning of wisdom" (I: 14; 
Ps 111: 10; Prov l :7; 9: 10). Children perpetuated one's name (40: l 9a), a com
mon conviction to this day; cf. 16:1-3; Deut 25:5-6. In writing that "a city 
preserve[s] one's name" (40:19a), Ben Sira must have had in mind the many 
ancient cities that were called after their founders, such as Alexandria, Rome, 
and Antioch; cf. 2 Sam 5:9. A "devoted wife" is more valuable than "cattle 
and orchards" ( 40: l 9cd); the good wife is described as "sensible" in v 23b (see 
also 7:19; 25:8a; 26:1-4, 13-18). Ben Sira had a wholesome appreciation for 
"wine and strong drink" ( 40:20a; see NOTE), as is clear also from 31 :27-28 
and 32:5-6; but wine is not to be abused (cf. 31:25-26, 29-30). "The affection 
of friends" (or "lovers"; see NOTE on 40:20b) is, however, far more signifi
cant; for Ben Sira's other maxims on friends and friendship, see 6:14-17; 
7:18; 9:10 ("a new friend is like new wine"); 37:5. Ben Sira places a premium 
on "a pure tongue" (40:2lb; see NOTE); on the use and abuse of the tongue 
see 5:13-6:1, 5; 7:13; 19:6--17; 20:5-8, 13, 18-27; 22:6, 27; 23:1, 8-15; 27:4-7; 
28:12-26. 

Regarding the image of "the produce of [lit., the plants of] the field" de
lighting the eye more than "grace and beauty" (40:22), compare the words of 
Jesus in Matt 6:28-30. The Heb noun :fim~e, pl. construct (with siideh, "the 
produce of the field") is found in the plural absolute in 43:2lb; elsewhere in 
the Heb Bible the noun appears only in the singular. The expression :fema~ 
hassiideh, "the plant of the field," appears in Ezek 16:7 to describe faithless 
Jerusalem. The good wife, now called (40:23b) "a sensible wife" (Heb >;ssa 
maskiilet, the expression found also in 7: l 9a and 25:8a), is featured a second 
time in this ten-part series (see v l 9d with COMMENT). Here Ben Sira doubt
less had in mind Prov 19:14: "Home and possessions are an inheritance from 
parents, but a prudent wife [>issii maskii/et] is from the LORD." Almsgiving, 
which is a religious as well as a social obligation, is a central teaching of the 
Judaism of Ben Sira's day; here it is called "charity [or alms(giving)] that 
rescues," Heb :fedeq ma:f:fii/et (40:24b); see COMMENT on 3:14-15; 3:30-4:6; 
29:8-13; 35:3-4. For the thought of "kindred and helper for times of stress" 
(40:24a), see Prov 17:17. The value of"gold and silver," the proverbial metals 
to designate wealth, is obvious for the good life; but "sound judgment" is 
better (40:25) if one wants to live a full and happy life. Without sound judg
ment one could scarcely be considered wise. 

Now Ben Sira turns his attention to the best or highest in the series of 
personal possessions-the fear of the Lord, a central theme of the book (see 
INTRODUCTION, Part X, 1). "Wealth and vigor" (or physical strength, well-
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being) are needed in order to "make the heart exult, but better than either, 
fear of God" (40:26ab). "Fear of God/the LORD" occurs three times, once in 
each of the three bicola that conclude the poem, thus emphasizing by this 
number (it connotes the superlative) the importance of the concept. See also 
1: 11-30; 15: 1; 19:20; 21 :6; 23:27. The one who has fear of the Lord is the only 
one who can be considered wise as well as virtuous (see 1:11-20, 25-27). 
According to the Deuteronomic doctrine of retribution, only the virtuous will 
prosper; hence the point of 40:26cd-27 (see also v 17). The one who possesses 
fear of the Lord shall have all else besides; for similar ideas, cf. Psalms 27 and 
34. The phrase "a paradise [or Eden, cf. Gen 2:8-17; 3:23-24; Ezek 28:13] of 
blessings" ( 40:27a) echoes Isa 51 :3. The source of 40:27b, "its canopy . . . 
glorious," is Isa 4:6. 

The next poem has two stanzas, one on begging (40:28-30) and one on 
death (41:1-4). Though Ben Sira affirms elsewhere that "poverty and riches, 
are from the LORD" (11: l 4b ), here he urges his disciples against any lack of 
industry or independence that may force them to "the life of a beggar" 
(40:28a; see NOTE). The maxim "Better to die than to beg" (40:28b) sums up 
his conviction, which he develops in 40:29; see also 29:24-28; 30: 17; 37:4a. 
The beggar's "life is not to be considered a life" (40:29b); compare this 
maxim with 4: 12; 17: 11; 21: 13. If a person is "intelligent," what is offered him 
brings "revulsion to [his] spirit and ... inward torture" (40:29cd). How
ever, "the shameless" is another story; in his mouth "begging is sweet" 
(40:30a; see NOTE). "But within him it burns like fire" (40:30b; see NOTE for 
the biblical allusions). The point of the stanza is that the wise may be poor 
(cf. 31:8-11) but should not be reduced to begging (cf. 31:19), a form of 
activity not in keeping with their personal dignity. 

The second stanza of this poem (41:1-4) makes three comments about 
death: it is bitter for the one who is happy, healthy, and successful; it is 
welcome to the weak, disheartened, and disabled; it is inevitable for all. See 
Job 21 :23-26 for three somewhat different comments. On the idea of death 
being "bitter" (41:la), see 1 Kgs 15:32. In his terrible misfortunes, a form of 
death, Job says: "I was in peace, but [God] dislodged me" (Job 16:12a)
perhaps the background of 4l:lbcd about the person "at peace" (cf. 44:6), 
"serene and always successful," still able to "enjoy life's pleasures." These 
expressions suggest the quality of the life of the wise, who do not deserve 
premature death. Compare Luke 12:16--20. As regards death's "decree" 
(41:2a), compare 14:12b, "the grave's appointed time," lit., "the decree of 
Sheol." For more graphic and colorful images of the physically impaired 
person who welcomes death (41:2; see NOTES), cf. Qoh 12:1-6. "Nobody dies 
prematurely who dies in misery" (Publilius Syrus, Maxims). Because "death, 
the decree for you" (41:3a; see NOTE) is inevitable, embracing everybody 
sooner or later (41:3b; see also 38:22), Ben Sira urges one not to fear it
something of a non sequitur. Death as "the decree for all flesh" (41:4a; see 
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NOTE) comes from God and is "the Law of the Most High" (41:4b); for that 
reason, one should accept it without question. "In the netherworld there are 
no arguments about life" ( 41 :4d; see NOTE) simply because nothing takes 
place there except dark, dismal, shadowy existence devoid of any real life or 
joy (see 14:16 and 17:28, with COMMENT). See INTRODUCTION, Part x, 4. 
Hence it makes little difference there "whether one has lived ten years, a 
hundred, or a thousand" (41:4c; see NOTE); cf. Qoh 6:3-6. 

The final poem has two stanzas, one dealing with the fate of the wicked and 
their reprobate children ( 41 :5-10), and the other with the lasting value of the 
good name of the wise (41: 11-13). The Heb nouns nin, "line, posterity," and 
neked, "offspring, progeny," are always used in parallel with each other, not 
only here in 41:5 but also in 47:22cd; Gen 21:23; Job 18:19; and Isa 14:22, the 
only other occurrences of the words in the Heb Bible. The "reprobate line" 
and "witless offspring" are the Hellenizing Jews who compromised their faith 
by adopting pagan Greek practices and customs, or who actually formally 
apostatized (see v Sb). These ungodly Jews can be compared to the faithless 
kings of Judah (49:4-5). Especially despicable were the members of the high
priestly family who did not follow the pious example of their illustrious father 
Simeon II, who receives lyrical praise in 50:1-21. See INTRODUCTION, Part 
II, "Ben Sira and His Times." Ben Sira calls these Jews "reprobate," "sin
ners," "witless," "wicked" (41:5), and "unrighteous" (41:6a; see NOTE); cf. 1 
Mace 3:5-8 for similar descriptions of the Hellenizers of a later day. The 
Greek-loving high priests, who are severely condemned in 41 :6, would have 
been well advised to consider the doom that befell the priestly house of Eli 
because of the unprincipled behavior of his sons Hophni and Phinehas (1 Sam 
2: 12-36). Because of family solidarity and responsibility, children "are in 
disgrace because of" their wicked father whom they "curse" ( 41: 7) rather 
than bless. 

In 41 :8-10, Ben Sira issues a stern warning to all Jews who give up their 
faith for the Greek way of life; he calls them "wicked people, who forsake the 
Law of the Most High" (41:8; see NOTE). Children are normally a blessing 
and source of joy (see 25:7c); but the children of the godless will have only 
"mischief" ( 41 :9a; see NOTE). Instead of rejoicing, the father of such children 
will experience only "groaning" (41:9b). When he stumbles, "there is lasting 
joy" (41:9c; see NOTE) instead of grief; cf. Ps 35:15. And when he dies, he 
becomes "a curse" (41:9d) on the lips of his reprobate children (cf. v 7a) 
because he did not leave behind a good name (cf. vv 11-13). The Heb term 
~iinep, here translated "godless" (41:10b), also means "apostate" (see Job 
8:15; 13:16; 20:5; 37:8; Isa 10:6; 33:14). The nouns 'epes, "naught," and tohu, 
"void" (41:10), occur as a parallel pair also in Isa 40:17; the word tohu 
(41:10b; see NOTE), which designates the antithesis of creation in Gen 1:2, 
can also refer to moral emptiness or worthlessness (cf. Isa 24: 10; 59:4), appar
ently the meaning here. 
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In dramatic contrast to the ungodly, the virtuous, i.e., the wise in the 
viewpoint of the biblical Wisdom writers, have a proper perspective on life 
and authentic human prosperity, realizing that "the human body is a fleeting 
thing" ( 41: I la) and should not count for much. But their "virtuous name will 
never be annihilated" (41: I lb), and that is what really matters; cf. 40: 12b, 17. 
In this stanza, the word "name" (Heb sem) occurs once in each of its three 
bicola, thus emphasizing the superlative value of one's reputation; see 40:26-
27, with COMMENT, where the threefold mention of "fear of God/the LORD" 

performs a similar function. An evil name will be blotted out or remembered 
as a curse (41:9-10; cf. Prov 10:7b), but the good name of the wise "will stand 
by" them "more than thousands of precious treasures" ( 41: 12; see NOTE); cf. 
Qoh 7: la; Prov 10:7a. Ben Sira concludes this poem by comparing social and 
economic prosperity, which lasts only "a number of days," with the posses
sion of "a good name," which lasts "for days without number" ( 41: 13; see 
NoTE); cf. also 37:26; 40:12b. For a parallel to 41:12-13, see Phibis, xx 1 
(Sanders, pp. 84-85). 



49. True and False Shame; 
a Father's Care for His Daughter 

(41: 14-42: 14) 

41 J4b Hidden wisdom and concealed treasure
c of what value is either? 

is Better the person who hides his folly 
than the one who hides his wisdom. 

14a My children, listen to instruction about shame; 
16 judge of abashment according to my rules, 

For not every kind of shame is shameful, 
nor is every kind of abashment to be approved. 

17 Before father and mother be ashamed of immorality, 
before prince and ruler, of falsehood; 

18 Before master and mistress, of deceit, 
before the public assembly, of crime; 

Before associate and friend, of disloyalty, 
19 and in the place where you settle, of theft. 

Be ashamed of breaking an oath or agreement, 
and of stretching your elbow at dinner; 

Of refusing to give when asked, 
21a and of rebuffing your own kin; 

b Of defrauding another of his appointed share, 
2oa and of failing to return a greeting; 
21c Of gazing at a man's wife, 
20b and of entertaining thoughts about another woman; 
22 Of trifling with a servant girl of yours, 

and of violating her bed; 
Of using harsh words with friends, 

and of following up your gift with an insult; 
42 1 Of repeating what you hear, 

and of betraying any secret. 

M (B) 
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Be ashamed of the right things, 
and you will find favor in the sight of all. 

But of these things be not ashamed, 
lest you sin to save face: 

2 Of the Law of the Most High and his precepts, 
and of justice to acquit the ungodly. 

3 Of sharing the expenses of a business or a journey, 
and of dividing an inheritance or property; 

4 Of accuracy of scales and balances, 
and of tested measures and weights; 

Of acquiring much or little 
5 and of bargaining in dealing with a merchant; 

Of constant training of children, 
and of beating the back of a disloyal servant; 

6 Of a seal to keep a foolish wife at home, 
and of a key where there are many hands; 

7 Of numbering every deposit, 
and of recording all that is taken in or given out; 

s Of chastisement for the silly and the foolish, 
and for the tottering old person occupied with 

immorality. 
Thus you will be truly refined. 

477 

and recognized by all as discreet. B (M) 

9 A daughter is a treasure that keeps her father M (B) 

wakeful, 
and worry over her drives away sleep: 

Lest in her youth she remain unmarried, 
or when she is married, lest she be childless; 

!Oa While unmarried, lest she be defiled, 
c or lest she prove unfaithful to her husband; 
b Lest she become pregnant in her father's house, 
ct or be sterile in that of her husband. 

11 My son, keep a close watch on your daughter, 
lest she make you the sport of your enemies, G 

A byword in the city and the assembly of the people, M (B) 

an object of derision in public gatherings. 
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See that there is no lattice in her room, 
no spot that overlooks the approaches to the 

house. 
12 Let her not reveal her beauty to any male, 

or spend her time among married women; 
13 For just as moths come from garments, 

so a woman's wickedness comes from a woman. 
14 Better a man's wickedness than a woman's 

goodness, 
but better a religious daughter than a shameless 

son. 

Notes 

§ XLIX 

41: 13-42:8. These verses, except for parts of 41: 19-20, are missing from Syr. 
41:14bc-IS. These two bicola, which are found in M, MS B, G, and Lat, are given 

also in 20:30-31, where the Heb text is not extant. The order of the text-vv l 4bc, l S, 
14a-16a, 16bc as given in our translation-comes from Mand MS B; the verse num
bers are from G, which has jumbled the correct order of the verses. 

14b. and concealed treasure=M wi!simo mi!suttaret=MS Bm• wi!simo mi!su(w)t
tiiret; B"' wi!'o~ar mu(w)star. Here, as often elsewhere, M agrees with Bm• against B"'; 
see, e.g., NOTES on 40:14a, !Sa, b, 29d; 41:2c, d, 13a, 17a, b, 18c, 19a, 22c; 42:8b. 

!Sa. who hides (his folly)=M ma(m{fn]; MS B mawin, as in v !Sb (Mand MS B). 
16a. judge of abashment, lit., "be put to shame, be abashed." 
l 6bc. This verse also occurs in the ftorilegium MS C (=MS B). 
16b. is shameful=M na'weh li!bOI, lit., "is it proper to be ashamed of." MS B nii'eh 

lism6r, "is it proper to observe." G diaphylaxai supports MS B liim6r; the variant 
li!b6s points to a second ancient form of this text. 

l 7a. of immorality= M and MS Bm• 'al pa}Jaz; B"' 'el [a mistake for 'al] zi!nut, a 
synonym of pa}Jaz, which is a rare word occurring only once in the MT, Gen 49:4. 
Here again these readings point to two ancient recensions of the Heb text. 

l 7b. and ruler, of (falsehood)= M and MS Bm• wiisar 'al; nas.i" and far are in paral-
lelism also in Prov 8: 16. B"' y6Ieb 'el. 

!Sb. the public assembly, hendiadys; lit., "the assembly and the people." 
18c. Before associate=M and MS Bm• miisotiip; B'" me}J[ober] 
19-22. The order of the cola given in the translation comes from M; the number

ing, from G, which has jumbled the order. 
l 9a. of theft= M and MS Bm• 'a[I] yad, lit., "of[your] hand"; cf. 42:6b with COM

MENT. B"' 'al ziir. 
l 9b. of breaking= M mehiiper; MS B is broken at this point. 
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2la. your own kin=M se'erekii; MS B'" re'ekii; em• re'ekii. 
21 b. = M me~iH6t ma~leq6t miina; MS e 1

" mehas[bit]; ems ma~iisiib6t. 
20a. As the last word of the colon, M ha~iiris is preferable to MS e"' meha~iiris or 

em• m'~rysw (Smend) or meha~iirisu (Segal). 
2lc. =mehabbif 'e[l 'eset 'fs]. so M restored from G (cf. 9:9); the last two words of 

MS B are damaged. 
20b. another woman=M ziiro. In Prov 2:16; 5:3, 20; 7:5; 22:14; 23:33, ziirli= 

"strange woman, loose woman, prostitute," which may also be the meaning here; cf. 
9:3. 

22a. =mit'asseq 'i[m sip]~li lekii, so M restored from G; MS Bis damaged here and 
in v 22b. 

22c. harsh words=M and MS Bm• dibre (em• debar) ~esed, lit., "words of reproach"; 
B'" ~erpli is the more common MT word for "reproach." The noun ~esed (=reproach, 
shame) is an Aramaism used in the MT only twice (Lev 20:17 and Prov 14:34) and in 
Ben Sira only here; ~esed is the preferred reading because in v 22d the parallel is the 
infinitive ~iirep. 

22d. =M ume'a~ar mattiit ~iirep; MS B 'ume'a~iire mattiit 'al tin'a~ (Smend)=G. 
42 lb. =M ume~iis6p kol debar 'e~a (cf. G); MS B ume~iis6p kol sod 'e~a. 
Sb. =[we'al musar biinim harb]eh, so M restored from G; MS B lacks the colon. 
Sc. =M we'ebed ra' we~ela' mehullemet (so J. Strugnell, Erlsr 9 [1969): 114-15); cf. 

Prov 18:6. As the last word, Yadin reads mhlkt. MS Blacks the colon. 
6a. =fa! 'issa me/uppe]set ~6tiim, so M restored by Strugnell on the basis of MS 

em• tpsh: lit., "upon a woman who plays the fool [set) a seal." 
6b. key and many=M maptea~ and rabb6t; MS B tpt~ and riip6t. 
7a. =M 'al me[q6m) tapqid mispiir; MS B 'al meq6m tapqid [Bm• mpqd] yiid tisp6r 

(B"'• ta~s6b). 
7b. =M s[e'et u]mattiit hakkol biketiib; MS e umattiit weleqa~ (Bm• wsw'h wtth). 
Ba. ='al m[ardut p]6teh ukestl, so M restored from MS Bm•; B"' has musar for 

mardut. 
Sb. =M and MS Bm• [wes)iib k6sel '6neh [Bm• we'6neh] bizenut; B'" wesiib weyiisis 

wen6fel 'e~a bizenut. 
Sd. =[we'fs ~iinuaf lipne kol ~ay, so M restored from MS B. Since G has a different 

reading-"and you will be approved before all"-M may have had in the lacuna a 
different reading from that of MS B. 

9a. =[bat) le'iib mafm6n siiq[ed]. so M restored from G; MS B bat le'iib ma/monet 
[B"'• mafm6n) siiqer. 

9b. =[wedii'iigiitiih (so MS Bm•; B de'iigo) tapr]fd numo, so M restored from MS B, 
G, and Syr. 

9c. she remain unmarried= M timmii'es, lit., "she be rejected"; cf. G. MS B 
tagur= "she commit adultery." 

9d. = ube'iilehii pen t[e'a~er]. so M as read and restored (and translated) by 
Strugnell (Erlsr 9 [1969): 115). 

lOacbd. This is the order found in Mand MS B. 
!Oa. she be defiled=M=te~al=G; MS B tepu(w)tteh. 
!Oc. = M we'al 'fsah [pen] tiff eh; MS B is partially damaged but read at the begin

ning ubebet [ba'Jla[hJ 
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!Ob. = M bet 'libihli pen tazrfa~· MS B bebet 'tibfhli pen [ ]. Note in M the 
absence of the preposition before bet; as often when a word begins with b, the preposi
tion be- is omitted. 

!Od. = M iiba'lri[h pen te'ri]!![er] as restored from G. Note that bet in the first colon 
(v !Ob) does double duty for ba'lrih. 

I la. = M [bi!ni] 'al bat }Jazzeq miSmar; MS B is fragmentary but has traces of beni 
( =Syr). 

I lb. Translated from G; both M and MS B are too fragmentary to restore. Syr 
reads: "lest you make for yourself a bad name." 

I Id. =MS em• weh6bfsatekii [ =G, Syr; B"' wehosfbatekli] [ba'ii]dat sii'ar; M has a 
lacuna. 

l lef. This bicolon is missing in G. 
I le. =MS B [m]eq6m tligiir 'al yehf 'esnlib; M omits the last word, presumably by 

mistake. Strugnell suggests, however, that M makes sense without 'einrib, the transla
tion being "let there not be an opportunity for her to have illegitimate intercourse"; cf. 
gwr II in MH and Syr (Erlsr 9 [1969]: 116). 

I If. =MS B; M has a lacuna. 
12a. reveal=tapen, Strugnell's correction of M tbn; MS B titten. 
12b. among=iiben=G kai en mesq=Syr; MS B iibet. M has a lacuna. 
13a. moths=M sas=Syr=slisa=MS B 'lis=G ses. 
14a. M and MS em• fob roa' 'fs mif(ob [so Strugnell; Yadin mif{fb] 'issa; B'" is 

corrupt: miU6b r6a' 'is mifffb 'issa. 
14b. =iibat mepul]edet mibben lel]erpa, so M corrected (and translated) by F. M. 

Cross in J. Strugnell, Erlsr 9 (1969): 116. According to Strugnell, the last two words 
in M are mbwl [Yadin mikk6!] l]erpa; Cross corrected the third consonant to read nun 
and then placed the lamed before }Jerpa. Cross offers an alternative translation: "but 
better a daughter of a religious wife than a son of the shameless one." MS B"' uben 
(Bm• iibat) mel]rirepet tabbfa' 'iSSa (Bm• }Jerpii). 

Comment 

In this section there are two distinct poems: the first on true and false 
shame (41:14a, 16-42:8), and the second on a father's care for his daughter 
(42:9-14). There is a two-bicolon introduction (41:14bc-15; see NOTE); for an 
explanation, see COMMENT on 20:30-31. Cf. also 18:28-29 and Matt 10:27; 
25:24-30. 

In MS B before 41:14a, there is the title musar boset, "Instruction about 
Shame," which is also the opening phrase of the poem (41:14a); this title is 
not found in G, Lat, or Syr. Since shame, a natural human emotion, can be 
good or bad, like most other things in life, Ben Sira gives the general principle 
in the opening couplet (14a, 16abc): we should follow his rules about shame, 
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for not all shame is to be approved. See also 4:20-31 and 20:22-23. The poem 
may be divided into two stanzas: (1) on true or correct shame (41:14a, 16-
42:1d); and (2) on false shame (42:le-8). 

As regards those before whom one should feel shame, Ben Sira refers to the 
persons who were significant in the society of his day: parents, prince and 
ruler ( 41; 17), master and mistress, the public assembly. associate and friend 
( 41: 18), relatives ( 41 :21 a), wife ( 41 :2 lc ), other women ( 41 :20b ), and servant 
girls (41:22ab). We should be ashamed of immorality (41:17a; see NOTE), a 
subject on which Ben Sira has written several other maxims (9:6; 18:30-32; 
19:2-4; 23:16-21), and of falsehood and deceit (41:17b, 18a); see also 7:13 
and 20:24-26. "Crime," Heb pesa~ is to be deplored because of the disgrace 
one would bear "before the public assembly" ( 41: l 8b; see NOTE). "Disloy
alty" (Heb ma'a/, which can also mean "treachery, infidelity") brings a swift 
end to a friendly relationship (41:18c); see also Job 21:34. "Theft" (41:19a; 
see NOTE) is a shameful deed condemned also in 5:14c and 20:25. The 
"oath," Heb 'ala. and "agreement," berit, which also means "covenant" 
(41: l 9b; see NOTE), were sacred and inviolable; breaking either was a serious 
moral lapse deserving severe punishment; see Ezek 17: 13-18. 

Bad manners by "stretching your elbow" at table to reach for something 
not close to you are deplorable; see also 31: 12-20. "Refusing to give when 
asked" ( 41: 19d) is another serious fault, for the duty of almsgiving was in
cumbent on all, rich and poor alike; see 3:30-4:6; 7:32-33; 29:8-13; and esp. 
Tob 4:7-11, 16. "Rebuffing your own kin" (41:2la; see NOTE), i.e., turning 
away from your own people so as to ingratiate yourself with the Seleucid 
overlords, was particularly shameful; cf. 41:5-10; 1 Mace 1:11-15; 2 Mace 
4:7-17. The "appointed share" (41:21b; see NOTE) refers to the sacrificial 
portions reserved for the priests (cf. 7:31; Exod 29:26-28; Lev 7:31-36; 2 Chr 
31:19). There was an obligation "to return a greeting" (41:20a; see NOTE); cf. 
also 4:8b and Tob 5:10; 7:1. "Gazing at a man's wife" (41:2lc; see NOTE) was 
morally dangerous, for it could lead to adultery; cf. 9:7-8; Prov 6:25-29; Matt 
5:28. "Entertaining thoughts about another woman" (or, a prostitute, 41:20b; 
see NOTE) was also perilous; cf. 9:5-6; 19:2-4. "Trifling with a servant girl of 
yours" and "violating her bed" (41:22ab; see NOTE) were not only sexual sins 
but also sins of exploitation and abuse of power; cf. 2 Sam 11: 1-4. "Harsh 
words with friends" (41:22c; see NOTE) are to be avoided, or else the friend
ship may cease (cf. 37:2). To follow up "your gift with an insult" (41:22d; see 
NOTE) was despicable, for it was contrary to the spirit of kindness and gener
osity that were the hallmarks of the God-fearing Jew; see also 18: 15-18. 
Gossip is condemned in 42:la; see also 19:7. Betraying a secret (42:lb; see 
NOTE) destroyed friendship; cf. 22:22 and 27:16-21. In conclusion, Ben Sira 
urges us to "be ashamed of the right things," and thus will we "find favor in 
the sight of all" (41: led); cf. 42:8cd, the concluding bicolon of the next 
stanza. "The man that blushes is not quite a brute" (Edward Young, Night 
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Thoughts [1742-45], 7. 496). "Man is the only animal that blushes. Or needs 
to" (Mark Twain, "Pudd'nhead Wilson's New Calendar," Following the 
Equator [1897], l, 27). 

In the following stanza (42: lef-8) Ben Sira presents a list of things of which 
you should not be ashamed, lest you "sin to save face" ( 42: lf). Heading the 
list is "the Law of the Most High and his precepts" (42:2a), lit., "the statute," 
i.e., each individual application of the Law; the colon serves as a reminder to 
the Jews who are tempted to compromise their faith for the blandishments of 
the Greek way of life. One should not be afraid to practice "justice to acquit 
the ungodly" (42:2b) when they are not guilty of the charge made against 
them; cf. Deut 1:17 and 16:18-20. In fairness, one should share "the expenses 
of a business or a journey" (42:3a), and should not be ashamed of settling 
accounts. Nor should one be ashamed of the complicated details and atten
tion to the rights of all involved when "dividing an inheritance or property" 
(42:3b). The "accuracy [lit., the dust, cf. Isa 40: 15] of scales and balances, and 
of tested measures and weights [lit., ephah and stone]" (42:4ab, G omits v 4b) 
is a matter of justice about which other biblical writers also speak: Lev 19:35-
36; Prov 11:1; 16:11; 20:10, 23; Amos 8:5; Hos 12:8; Mic 6:11. One need not 
be ashamed "of acquiring much or little" (42:4c) as long as one does so fairly 
and honestly; cf. 26:29-27:2. Haggling over the price to be paid to a merchant 
has apparently been the custom for centuries (42:5a); one needs to have pa
tience and to be a good actor, without shame, in order to get the best price 
(cf. 37: 11). The "constant training of children" (42:5b; see NOTE) is a duty 
incumbent on every parent; cf. 30:1-13, with COMMENT. Ben Sira urges the 
householders of his day not to be ashamed "of beating the back of a disloyal 
servant [or slave]" (42:5c; see NOTE). Slavery was an unfortunate reality of 
that society and age (cf. also 33:25-30ab and Prov 29: 19); but justice and 
kindness were enjoined in treating slaves (cf. 7:20-21 and 33:30cd-33). 

A husband should not be ashamed "of a seal [cf. 22:27b and Dan 14: 11, 17] 
to keep a foolish wife at home" (42:6a; see NOTE); cf. also 7:26; 23:22-26; 
25: 13-20). "A key," metonymy for a lock, is necessary "where there are 
many hands" (42:6b; see NOTE) to prevent theft and the temptation thereof 
(cf. 41:19a, above). Keeping accurate records of every financial transaction 
(42:7; see NOTES) is a prudent measure that helps one avoid future injustice 
or embarrassment. The wise will never be ashamed to chastise "the silly and 
the foolish" (42:8a; see NOTE) in order to improve their lot (cf. 20:7b, 13b), 
and old people "occupied with immorality" (42:8b; see NOTE), as were the 
two lecherous elders in the Susanna story (Dan 13:5, 8-21); see also 25:2d. 
When one is not ashamed to do the things Ben Sira mentions, one "will be 
truly refined and recognized by all as discreet" (42:8cd; see NOTE); see the 
concluding bicolon (42: led) of the previous stanza. 

The next poem (42:9-14) deals with a father's concern and worry over his 
daughter, a subject on which Ben Sira offers advice also in 7:24-25. A <laugh-
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ter is compared to "a treasure that keeps her father wakeful" and sleepless 
(42:9ab; see NOTES). Although the image of treasure is somewhat flattering, 
the rest of the poem manifests the author's misogynistic male chauvinism, 
which reaches its climax in 42: 14a: "Better a man's wickedness than a wom
an's goodness." Ben Sira no doubt affirmed the sentiments of the Jewish 
morning prayer: "Blessed are you, 0 Lord . . . who have not made me a 
Gentile ... a slave ... a woman." For a daughter to "remain unmarried" 
(42:9c; see NOTE) "in her youth" was a father's worry because women usu
ally did not marry later in life. In 42:9d (see NoTE) and lOd (see NOTE) is 
reflected the common ancient notion that childlessness was always attribut
able to the wife's sterility, never to the husband's; cf., e.g., Luke 1:25. For a 
girl to "be defiled" (42: lOa; see NOTE) "while unmarried," lit., "in her virgin
ity," or to "become pregnant in her father's house" ( 42: lOb; see NOTE) was a 
disaster, for virginity was demanded in a bride: see Deut 22:20-22. After 
marriage, a daughter's adultery is also a disgrace to her father ( 42: lOc; see 
NoTE); cf. Deut 22:22; Ezek 16:38-41; John 8:4-5. 

In view of all these concerns, Ben Sira urges "a close watch on your daugh
ter" ( 42: l la; see NOTE), as he urges the same with regard to "an unruly wife" 
(26: lOa). Otherwise your daughter may "make you the sport of your ene
mies" ( 42: 11 b; see NOTE) and bring public disgrace on you ( 42: l lcd) because 
of the penalties the community was enjoined to impose on the woman guilty 
of fornication or adultery (cf. Lev 18:20; 20: 10; Deut 22:20-22). Since the 
"lattice" of a room provides the opportunity for looking out at passersby (cf. 
Prov 7:6: Lady Wisdom looks through her lattice), the father is urged to put 
his daughter in a room without one and in a "spot" that does not overlook 
"the approaches to the house" (42: l lef; see NOTES). These precautions were 
apparently deemed necessary to help the girl avoid temptations to immoral
ity. For her to reveal her beauty to a male is also to be avoided ( 42: 12a; see 
NOTE), presumably because one or both may be tempted to commit sin. She 
should not be allowed the company of married women (42:12b) because "just 
as moths come from garments" (42:13a; see NOTE, and compare Job 13:28 
and Isa 50:9), "so a woman's wickedness comes from a woman" (42:13b)--a 
cynical comment that conveniently and unjustly disallows the male element 
in the sins of women. In 25:24, Ben Sira gives a decidedly chauvinistic inter
pretation of Gen 3:1-6, 19 when he states: "In woman was sin's beginning; on 
her account we all die." Perhaps Ben Sira tempers his meanest and grossest 
comment of all, "Better a man's wickedness than a woman's goodness" 
(42:14a; see NOTE), by observing "better a religious daughter than a shame
less son" (42:14b; but see NOTE on the difficulty of the text). Cf. 16:1-3. See 
INTRODUCTION, Part x, 7. 
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50. The Works of God in Creation 
(42:15-43:33) 

Now will I recall God's works; 
what I have seen, I will repeat. 

Through the LORD's word came his works; 
he accepts the one who does his will. 

As the shining sun is clear to all, 
so the glory of the LORD fills his works; 

Yet even God's holy ones must fail 
in recounting all his wonders, 

Though the LORD has given his hosts the strength 
to stand firm before his glory. 

He searches out the abyss and the human heart; 
their secrets he understands. 

For the Most High possesses all knowledge, 
and sees the things that are to come forever. 

He makes known the past and the future, 
and reveals the deepest secrets. 

No understanding does he lack; 
no single thing escapes him. 

He regulates the mighty deeds of his wisdom; 
he is from eternity one and the same. 

With nothing added, nothing taken away; 
no need of a counselor for him! 

How beautiful are all his works, 
delightful to gaze upon and a joy to behold! 

Everything lives and abides forever, 
and to meet each need all things are preserved. 

All of them come in twos, one corresponding to the 
other; 

yet none of them has he made in vain. 
One exchanges its specific good with the other; 

can one ever see enough of their splendor? 

M (B) 
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43 1 The beauty of the celestial heights and the pure 
firmament, 

heaven itself manifests its glory. 
2 The sun at its rising shines at its fullest, 

a wonderful instrument, the work of the Most 
High! 

3 At noon it scorches the surface of the earth, 
and who can bear its fiery heat? 

4 Like a blazing furnace of solid metal, 
the sun's rays set the mountains aflame; 

Its fiery tongue consumes the world; 
the eyes are burned by its fire. 

s Great indeed is the LORD who made it, 
at whose orders it urges on its steeds. 

6 It is the moon that marks the changing seasons, 
governing the times, their lasting sign. 

7 By it we know the sacred seasons and pilgrimage 
feasts, 

a light which wanes in its course. 
B The new moon like its name renews itself; 

how wondrous it is when it changes! 
An army signal for the cloud vessels on high, 

it paves the firmament with its brilliance. 
9 The beauty of the heavens and the glory of the stars, 

a shining ornament in the heights of God, 
10 By the LORD's command it keeps its prescribed 

place, 
and does not fade as the stars keep watch. 

11 Behold the rainbow! Then bless its Maker, 
for majestic indeed is its splendor; 

12 It encompasses the heavenly vault with its glory; 
the hand of God has stretched it out in power. 

13 His rebuke marks out the path for the hail, 
and makes brilliant the flashes of his judgment. 

14 For his own purposes he has let loose his storehouse, 
and he makes the rain clouds fly like vultures. 

is His might gives the clouds their strength, 
and lops off the hailstones. 

485 
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17a The thunder of his voice makes the earth writhe; 
16a by his power he shakes the mountains. 
16b A word from him drives on the south wind, 
17b whirlwind, hurricane, and storm wind. 

He makes his snow fly like birds; 
it comes to settle like swarms of locusts. 

18 Its shining whiteness dazzles the eyes; 
the mind marvels at its steady fall. 

19 He pours out frost like salt; 
it shines like blossoms on the thombush. 

20 Cold northern blasts he sends 
that harden the ponds like solid ground. 

He spreads a crust over every body of water, 
and clothes each pool with a coat of mail. 

21 When the mountain growth is scorched with heat, 
and the flowering meadows as though by flames, B 

22 The dripping clouds restore them all, 
and the scattered dew enriches the parched land. 

23 His is the plan that calms Rahab 
and plants the islands in the deep. 

24 Those who go down to the sea tell of its extent, 
and when we hear them we are thunderstruck; B (M) 

25 In it are his creatures, stupendous, amazing, 
all kinds of life, and the monsters of Rahab. 

26 For him each messenger succeeds B 

and at his bidding accomplishes his will. 

27 More than this we will not add; 
let the last word be "He is the all." 

28 Let us praise him the more, since we cannot fathom 
him, 

for greater is he than all his works. 
29 Awesome indeed is the LORD, 

and wonderful is his power. 
30 Lift up your voices to glorify the LORD 

as much as you can, for there is still more. 
Extol him with renewed strength, 

and weary not, though you cannot fathom him. 
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31 For who has seen him and can describe him? 
or who can praise him as he is? 

32 Beyond these, many things lie hid; 
only a few of his works have I seen. 

33 It is the LORD who has made all things, 
and to those who fear him he gives wisdom. 

Notes 

487 

G 

B (G) 

42 l 5b. I will repeat= M wi!'esnennd = Syr 'end mi!tanne; MS B wa'iisapper{i. 
15c. the LORD's=M 'iid6nay=G; MS B 'i!l6him. his works=M and MS Bm• 

ma'iisiiy; B"' ri!~r5nr5 (cf. the second colon). 
l 5d. = M and MS B'" wepo'el ri!~r5nr5 li!qii/Jo (Bm• liiqalJ ). But the text may also be 

pointed thus: wi!p6'al ri!~r5nr5 liq/Jo (Bm• leqa/J) ="and his [Bm• omits "his"] teaching is a 
work of his will (or grace)" (so similarly Peters and Yadin). If the last word is pointed 
liiqii/Ju (so NAB), then the colon= "and they [the works of v l 5c] accept the doing of 
his will," which is close to Syr, "and all his creatures do his will." This colon is 
missing in most Gr MSS, being present with variants in only three MSS (S' 339, 679) 
and two of G's daughter versions (the Sahidic 11nd Armenian). 

16a. shining=M z6heret=G; MS B zor[elJ]et=Syr. 
16b. LORD= MS B yyy=M 'iid6nay. fills his works=M mi/le' ma'iisiiyw (cf. G); MS 

B 'al kol ma'iisiiyw=Syr. 
17b. all his wonders=M kol niplii'6tiiyw=G; MS B"' nipli!'ot yyy. Bm• niple'ot 

gi!biirotiiyw= "the wonders of his mighty deeds"; Syr reverses the words, "the mighty 
deeds of his wonders." 

17c. the LoRD=M 'iid6niiy; MS B 'i!l6him. 
l 8a. the human heart, lit., "the heart." 
18b. theirsecrets=M ubi!ma'iirummehem=G; MS B ubi!kol ma'iiru(w)mmehem 
18c. =M ki yiida' 'elyon kol [dii'at]=G; MS Bis missing v 18cd. 
18d. =M wayyabbf! 'otiyot 'oliim; cf. 39:19-20. G misread the consonants 'tywt 

( = 'r5tfyr5t) as 'otot=semeia found only in MSS 248--672 (the rest of the MSS made the 
word a singular, semeion); cf. A. A. Di Lella, CBQ 28 (1966): 540. The word 'otiyot 
occurs also in Isa 41:23; 44:7; 45:11. 

19a. =M mi!IJawweh IJiilfpot [wi!nihyot], restored from MS Bm• and G; B'" nihyot. 
20a. = M 16' ne'dar mippiiniiyw [so Strugnell with whom Yadin agreed (Erlsr 9 

[ 1969]: 116)] sake!; MS B [16' ne']dar mimmenu k6l sake!. 
20b. = M wi!l[6'} 'abii[rjr5 [MS B IJiiliipo] kol diibiir; in Isa 24:5, 'br and IJ!p are in 

parallelism. 
21a. =M gi!burot 1Jokma[tr5 tikken], restored from MS B. Since Bm• has gi!burot 

( =G) (as I am reading M gbwrt), presumably B"', which is broken here, had gi!burat. 
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21c. With nothing added=M 16' no'siip; here the form=nosiip. nothing taken 
away= MS B we/6' ne'e:;el; Mis partly illegible. 

2 ld. = M wel{6' :;arfk] lek6l mebfn, restored from MS B. 
22. This bicolon is missing in MS B. 
22a. = M halo' k61 ma'iisiiyw neqemiid{fm] 
22b. =M 'd ny:;w:; wqzwt mar'eh, as corrected (and translated) by Strugnell (Erlsr 9 

[1969]: 116-17) to read 'dny-!J!:; wqzwt (=weqiidut) mar'eh. 
23a. =M hakk6l hay we'6med lii'ad=G (so similarly Syr). MS B has as the first 

word hu~ which="God," a deliberate scribal correction to avoid giving offense (so 
Peters). 

23b. =M [ule]kol :;6rek hakk6l nismiir; MS B has as the last word yiSmii~ "obey," 
with which G hypakouei is in agreement. 

24a. =M kulliim [snayim snayim zeh] le'ummat zeh, restored from Syr; MS B 
shortens and alters the colon: kullam sonfm zeh mizzeh, "all things are different, one 
from the other." 

24b. = M wel6' 'iisa mehem {Siiw'J, restored from Syr; the last word of MS B is 
fragmentary. 

2Sa. its specific good=M (obiim, lit., "their good." 
2Sb. =M [u]mi yisba' lehabbff hOdiim=Syr. MS B"' has as the first word ume, 

which is clearly corrupt (Bm• corrects to umi); the end of the colon is damaged. 
43 la. =M t6'ar miirom weriiqia' let6har; MS Bis corrupt. 
lb. =M 'e:;em siimayim [mar'eh hiidii]ro; MS B'" we'e:;em siimayim marbff hiidiiro 

(Bm• nehiira). 
2a. =M semes mopfa' be:;e'to nksh; Yadin relates nksh to keseh, "full moon," in Ps 

81 :4. MS B"' semes mabbia' be:;iiriito [Bm• mopia' bese'to] qamma. 
2b. =M ke/i norii' m'sy [read ma'iiseh, as in v 4a] fe]lyon=G=Syr; MS B mah 

norii' ma'iise yyy. 
3c. =M we/ipne q6reb mi yitkal[kii]l (or yitko/e/, so P. W. Skehan, JBL 7S [1966]: 

262); MS B /ipne qorbO mi yitkalkiil. The reading qorbO of MS B may be better, since 
it is reflected in G, Lat, and Syr. 

4a. =M kur niipuah m'Sy [read ma'aseh, as in v 2b] mu:;iiq, lit., "a blazing furnace, 
the work of casting." MS B is corrupt. 

4b. =siil{uaq se]mes [so M restored from MS Bm•] yassfq [so BmB, B'" yadlfq] hiirim. 
4c. =Mand MS Bm• leson [B'" ls'wn] miir'or ti[q]mor nosiibet. 
4d. From MS B; M has a lacuna. 
Sa. the LORD=M 'iid6nay=MS B'" yyy=G=Syr; Bm• has 'elyon. 
Sb. = ubidebiiriiyw [so G; cf. Syr] yena:;:;ah 'abbiriiyw (so MS B'"; BmB yn:;h). M has 

only part of the first word. For 'abbirim as "steeds, horses," cf. Jer 8:16; 47:3; and 
SO: 11. The colon is difficult and subject to various translations; cf. G and Syr. Smend 
reads udebiiro yena:;:;ah 'abbiro, "and his [God's] word assures victory to his mighty 
servant" [=the sun]. Commentators (and translators) are not in agreement on the 
meaning of the colon. 

6a. = M wegam [yii]reaq ya'iiriah 'ittot, lit., "and the moon indeed makes the times 
(or seasons) travel." 

6b. From MS B; M has a lacuna. 
7a. =M lo mo'ed umimmennu qiig, lit., "By it [comes] the sacred season and from 
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it the pilgrimage feast." MS B'" barn [B""' M] mo<ed iizemanne [Bm• iimimmennii] }Joq, 
"By them [i.e., sun and moon] [comes] the sacred season and prescribed times." 
G reads: "From the moon (comes) the sign of the feast day"; Syr, "For from the moon 
(come) the signs of the feast days." The reading of B"' (barn, the plural referring to sun 
and moon) is important in religious history, for, as Yadin observes, "we may assume 
that Btext here is perhaps influenced by the Ben Sira recension originating with the 
Dead Sea Sect, where a deliberate attempt was made to introduce the sun as a factor in 
determining the seasons .... " 

7b. = G and Syr; MS B, which is not fully legible, is difficult to restore. 
Ba. = M }Jodes kisemo hii' mit[}Jaddes]. restored from MS B. MS B"' }Jodes be}Jodso 

[Bm• k1semo] hii' [Bm• wehu1 mit}Jaddes. The reading of M and Bm' receives support 
from G and Syr, though these versions apparently had difficulty in rendering the Heb 
play on words. For the reading of B'", cf. Num 2S: 14 and Isa 66:23. 

Sb. From MS B'"; M has a lacuna. G="it increases marvelously in its changing"= 
Syr. 

Sc. An army signal= Mand MS B ki!li !flibii~· the reference is to the fire signals used 
to control and direct the movements of an army or camp (so Smend and Box-Oester
ley). cloud vessels on high= M and MS B nible miirom, lit., "the waterskins of the 
heights"; in Job 38:37, the phrase is nible siimayim, which is parallel to se}Jiiqfm, 
"clouds." 

8d. From MS B'"; M has only the first word intact, mera!f!fep=B'"; Bm• m<~. 
9a. = M tor [ = to'ar of MS B, as also in v I Ba] siimayim wehOd [MS B wahiidar] 

kokeb. G makes the stars the subject of vv 9-10. 
9b. =M <ad; masrfq bimero[me 'el]. restored from MS B; as the first two words, 

Yadin reads cd wemasrfq; Bm• wa'iidf masrfq supports my reading of M. For 'iidf ma§rfq, 
B'" has we'oro ma~hfr. 

!Oa. by the LORD's command= M bidebar 'iidi5nay (MS B 'el). G and Syr have "by 
the commands of the Holy One." 

!Ob. = M and MS B'" weli5' yiisi5a}J be'asmiirotiim; Bm• has yswn for yiisi5a}J. as the 
stars keep watch, lit., "in their watches," the reference being to the stars mentioned in 
v 9a; cf. Bar 3:34. 

11-33. Syr omits these verses. 
I lb. =M kl me'od nehdiir[a bekiibOd), restored from MS Bm•; B'" ne'diira. 
12a. =M }Jug [hiqqfpiih] bikebOdiih, restored from MS B; as the first word, B"' has 

l]oq, Bm• }Jod, both of which are corrupt. 
12b. =M [we]yad 'el nii[attiih bigeb[iira] the hand of God: G has "the hands of the 

Most High." in power: omitted by G. 
l 3a. = M ga'ariito [so also MS Bm•] [tatwe]h biiriid; B'" gebiiriito tatweh biiriiq (Bm• 

biiqiir, corrupt), "His power marks out the path of the lightning." G, "By his com
mand he sends the driving snow." 

l 3b. = M iitena!f!falJ zfqot mispii[; the last word of MS B is damaged. 
14a. = M lema'iino [so also MS Bm•] para' 'o!fiir; B'" lema'an biirii' 'o!fii[r] 
14b. =M wayyii'ap 'iibfm ke'iiyi{; MS Bis damaged after the first word. 
15ab. =M; MS Bis damaged throughout. For the second word of the first colon, 

}Jzq, read te}Jazzeq, a feminine verb like the verb wategaddea' in the second colon. 
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17a, 16ab, I ?bed, 1 S. The order of these bicola is from M, MS am•, and a significant 
number of G MSS (0-V L'-157") as well as the Sahidic. 

17a. makes ... writhe=M and MS am• yiilJil (cf. Ps 29:S)=G 6dinesen (so MSS 
A 248-315 a-534 b 336 542 543 679 Sa); a•" yiilJiU. 

16a. he shakes= M yiinip; MS am• yaz'fm, "he makes indignant." 
l 6b. = M 'imriito talJiirip temiin; MS a 'emiito tehiirep temiin. 
17b. = M and MS am• 'il'ol supii use'iirii; B'" zal'iipot ~iipon supii use'iird. 
17c. = M keresep [also MS Bm•; B"' (be)resep] yepiirealJ Si/go. For yepiirealJ, an 

Aramaism, MS B'" hasyiinip (cf. NOTE on v 16a); Bm• has a variant but is not legible. 
17d. = M and MS am•; a•" drtw reverses the first two consonants of rid to. 
!Sa. dazzles=yiqqd, lit., "pierces, stings"; M has yhq, MS a1

" yagheh, Bm• yehgeh. 
!Sb. marvels at=yitmah; M ytmyh, MS a yehemeh. 
19a. pours out=M and MS Bm• yisp6k=G; B'" yiskon. 
l 9b. = M wayyi~malJ kiseneh [fi~~im; MS a weyc4i~ kassappir #(y)~~im. 
20b. = M ukeregeb yaqpf miiqor; MS a"' ukeriiqiib ... meqoro (am• miqweh). like 

solid ground, lit., "like clods." 
20d. From MS a; M is completely damaged. 
2la. =M [yebul hiiri]m IJoreb yass[iqj, so P. W. Skehan's reading, restored from 

MS a (JBL 85 [1966]: 262); MS a has 1Jorbt5. 
21b--23a. From MS B'"; Mis completely damaged. 
22b. Read wefiil (MS a fii/) as the first word of the second colon. enriches= yedas

sen = G; MS B ledassen. 
23a. calms Rahab=masqi! rahab (cf. G); MS a maisiq rabbd. 
23b. and plants= wayyi(!a'= G; MS a wayyef. Only the last word, 'iyim, "the is

lands," survives in M. 
24a. its extent= MS a qii[fehu, lit., "its end, boundary." 
24b. we are thunderstruck=MS a nistomiim; M, which has the complete colon, 

jumbled the consonants of the word: nsmtm. 
25b. and the monsters of Rahab=M [u]gebilrot rahab=G; MS a rbh (=rabbii) 

reversed the second and third consonants. 
26-33. M lacks these verses. 
29b. and wonderful= weniple't; MS a weniplii'ot. his power= am• gebilriito = G; a'" 

debiiriiyw. 
30c. =MS Bm• meromemiiyw [a"' meromim] halJiilipil k6alJ. 
31. This verse was omitted by MS B. For= MSS S 336 542 753; the other Gr 

witnesses omit gar. 
32a. =G; MS a has only the first word and part of the last word. 
32b. have I seen= MS a rii'iti; G ="have we seen," thus disrupting the inclusio with 

42:15b at the beginning of this lengthy poem. 
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Comment 

This lengthy poem may be divided into four substantial stanzas: 
15+ 14+ 16+8 bicola. In form and content, it is similar to Job 38-41, Prov 
30:15-16, 18-20, 24-31, and Wis 7:17-22a, all of which bear a striking resem
blance to the "onomasticon" from Egypt. See also Job 28; 36:27-37:18; and 
Sir 38:24-39: 11. The onomasticon was a type of literature devised as an aid to 
the scribes. It contained a list of names of places, occupations, titles, flora and 
fauna, natural phenomena, and the like. See INTRODUCTION, Part IV, "Liter
ary Genres," and R. J. Williams, "Wisdom in the Ancient Near East," IDB
Sup, p. 950. Our present poem has one overriding theme: the praise of God, 
who is the omnipotent and omniscient Lord of all creation. 

The first stanza (42:15-25) opens with an allusion to Ps 77:12, the recalling 
of God's mighty works in creation (42:15ab; cf. NOTE); v 15b=Job 15:17. 
The world exists thanks to "the LORD's word" (42:15c; cf. NOTE), a reference 
to creation by word in Genesis l; Ps 33:6; Wis 9:1; Jdt 16:14; cf. also John 
1:1-3. The meaning of 42:15d is uncertain (cf. NOTE); if my translation is 
correct, then the meaning is that God is favorable to "the one who does his 
will" (see 43:33b, the last colon of the poem), as he is to the created works 
that obeyed his will by coming into existence. As clear as the shining sun 
(42:16a; cf. NOTE) is "the glory of the LORD" that "fills his works" (42:16b; 
cf. NOTE). One would have to be physically and spiritually blind not to see 
God's glory in creation; cf. Ps 19:2-5 and Rom 1:19-22. "God's holy ones," 
Heb qedose 'el (42:17a), are the angels, as in Job 5:1, 15:15; Ps 89:8; Zech 
14: 15; Dan 8: 13. The point of 42: 17 is that, even though the LORD gives the 
angels, called "his hosts" in v 17c (cf. also Pss 103:20-21; 148:2), "the 
strength to stand firm before his glory," they are incapable of recounting 
adequately the splendors of creation; how much less capable are human be
ings! Cf. also 18:4-7; 43:27-31. 

God's omniscience is the subject of 42: 18-21. The Lord knows all about 
"the abyss" (Heb tehOm) and "the human heart" (42:8la; cf. NOTE), two 
realities that are inscrutable to ordinary mortals. The tehOm, a word used in 
the myths of the Ancient Near East, recalls not only "the abyss" or "the 
deep" (as in Gen l :2) but also the monster Tiamat in the Babylonian creation 
story Enuma elis (ANET. pp. 60-72). God has not only complete knowledge 
(42:18c) but also sovereign control over all the mysterious and chaotic forces 
of the tehOm; cf. Pss 33:7; 36:7; 89:10-11; Isa 51:9-10; Job 9:13; 26:12-13; 
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38: 16. As regards the secrets of "the human heart" or mind, cf. Jdt 8: 14; Prov 
15: 11. Divine omniscience extends not only to the past but also to the future 
(42:18d, 19a; cf. NOTES, and cf. Isa 41:21-23) as well as to "the deepest 
secrets" (42:19b). God's understanding knows no limits (42:20; cf. NOTES); 
cf. 39:19-20; Ps 139:1-6; Wis 1:6-10. "The mighty deeds of[God's] wisdom" 
are all in order (42:2la; cf. NOTE); nothing in creation is out of place (cf. also 
16:26-28). Since God is immutable, "from eternity one and the same" 
(42:21b), nothing can be added or taken away from him or his marvelous 
creation (42:2lc; cf. NOTE); cf. also 18:6 and Qoh 3:14. Nor does he have 
"need ofa counselor" (42:2ld); for the thought, cf. Isa 40:13-14; Rom 11:34. 

The concluding verses (42:22-25) of this stanza praise the beauty, har
mony, and splendor of creation. All God's works are beautiful, a delight and 
joy to the eye (42:22; cf. NOTES) and an inspiration to the poet. "Beauty being 
the best of all we know I Sums up the unsearchable and secret aims I Of 
nature" (Robert Bridges, The Growth of Love [1876], 8). "Everything" cre
ated "lives and abides forever" (42:23a), not in the sense of being eternal (cf. 
NOTE for the change of subject from "everything" to "God," which is more 
dogmatically acceptable), but in the sense of being stable in its nature. Every
thing also has a specific purpose in creation (42:23b; cf. NOTE), an idea 
mentioned also in 39:33-34. The words of 42:24a (cf. NOTE) are found also in 
33:15b: all things "come in twos, one corresponding to the other"--e.g., night 
and day, light and darkness, hot and cold, dry and wet, good and evil, high 
and low. Nothing was created "in vain" (42:24b); one thing "exchanges its 
specific good with the other" (42:25a) in harmonious equilibrium (cf. Qoh 
7: 14). The stanza ends with "their splendor," Heb h6dlim, an expression that 
characterizes all created things. 

The second stanza (43:1-12) depicts specific creatures and the beauty and 
usefulness with which God in his wisdom and might has endowed them: the 
heavens, the sun, the moon, the stars, the rainbow. The heavens with their 
"celestial heights" and "pure firmament" (cf. Gen 1:6-8; Exod 24:10) are not 
only beautiful but manifest their own glory (43:1; cf. NOTES), which is a 
reflection of God's glory; cf. Ps 19:2. The sun, one of the greatest works of 
creation, is described as "a wonderful instrument, the work of the Most 
High" (43:2b; cf. NOTE for MS B's different reading). The "fiery heat" of the 
sun at noon is a common image (43:3); cf. 14:27. "O dark, dark, dark, amid 
the blaze of noon, I Irrecoverably dark, total eclipse" (John Milton, Samson 
Agonistes [1671], I. 80). "The sun's rays" are so strong that they "set the 
mountains aflame," and "its fiery tongue consumes the world" (43:4bc)-
hyperbolic images to give one a feeling of the sun's awesome power, which 
was derived from "the LORD [who] made it" (43:5a; cf. NOTE). It is at God's 
orders that the sun "urges on its steeds" (43:5b; cf. NOTE for the problems of 
the text and its various translations); if my translation is correct, the sun is 
pictured as having steeds to pull it across the firmament (cf. Ps 19:7). 
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The moon receives even more space in the poem than the sun. The reason 
is that the moon marks the religious festivals (43:7a), which were of great 
significance for Ben Sira. Since the Jews of antiquity followed a lunar calen
dar, the moon is said to mark "the changing seasons, governing the times" 
(43:6; cf. Norns); cf. Ps 104:19 and Phibis, xxxii 2 (Sanders, p. 79). By the 
moon people knew "the sacred seasons and pilgrimage feasts" (43:7a); cf., 
e.g., Num 28:11; Hos 2:13; Amos 8:5; Isa 1:13. See the NOTE on 43:7a for the 
reading of MS B, which suggests that the sun was also used to mark the 
festivals; cf. also S. I wry, "A New Designation for the Luminaries in Ben Sira 
[43:5] and in the Manual of Discipline (IQS)," RASOR 200. (1970): 41-47. 
For the pilgrimage feast, Heb ~ag, see Exod 10:9; 23:14, 17; Judg 21:19; 1 Kgs 
12:32-33; Isa 30:29; Amos 8: 10; Nah 2: 1; Tob 1 :6. For the wordplay on the 
Heb words for "new moon" and "renews itself," see NOTE on 43:8a. The 
moon is described as "an army signal" for the clouds (43:8c; see NOTE for an 
explanation of the image). At night, the moon "paves the firmament with its 
brilliance" ( 43:8d), a striking image; cf. Gen 1: 16. Ben Sira now uses a series 
of lyrical metaphors to depict the splendor of the moon: "the beauty of the 
heavens and the glory of the stars, a shining ornament in the heights of God" 
(43:9; cf. NOTES). The moon does exactly what God wills (43:10a) and "does 
not fade" even when "the stars keep watch" (43: lOb; cf. NOTE); indeed, the 
moon outshines even the brightest stars. 

The stanza concludes with a couplet on the rainbow. When we look at the 
rainbow, we should be prompted to "bless its Maker, for majestic indeed is its 
splendor" ( 43: 11 ). The rainbow was often used as an image of spectacular 
beauty; cf. 50: 7b and Ezek 1 :28. The rainbow was also the sign of the cove
nant that God made with Noah after the Flood (Gen 9:12-17). The "glory" 
of the rainbow in "the heavenly vault" is remarkable because "the hand of 
God has stretched it out in power (43:12; cf. NOTES). 

The next stanza (43:13-26) speaks of the various elements in nature doing 
the will of their almighty Creator: hail, lightning, rain clouds, hailstones, 
thunder, earthquakes, storm winds, snow, frost, ice, rain, dew, and the sea 
with all its marvelous creatures. Like other biblical authors, Ben Sira, who 
probably had in mind Psalm 29 with its graphic description of God's majesty 
and might in the storm, attributes meteorological phenomena and the other 
forces of nature directly to God himself. The image of God's "rebuke" mark
ing out "the path of the hail" (43:13a; cf. NOTE on the textual variants) is 
derived from Ps 18:16 ( =2 Sam 22:16): "The bed of the sea appeared, and the 
foundations of the world were laid bare, at the rebuke of the LORD, at the 
blast of the wind of his wrath," and Ps 104:7; cf. also Job 26: 11; Isa 50:2; 
51:20. Lightning is described as "the flashes of [God's] judgment" (43:13b); 
the thunderstorm with its awesome displays of lightning, winds, and hail may 
be viewed as a foretaste of God's judgment of the world; cf. Ps 18:8-20 ( = 2 
Sam 22: 8-20); Isa 29:6. Thus God lets "loose his storehouse" (Heb 'o~ar) of 
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the forces of the storm "for his own purposes" (43: 14a; cf. NOTE), one of 
which is for judgment. Job 38:22 also speaks of "the storehouses ['o~erot] of 
the snow" and "the storehouses of the hail"; cf. also Sir 39:30d; Deut 28: 12; 
J er 51: 16. The "rain clouds," Heb 'abim, are compared to "vultures," Heb 
'ayi( (43:14b; cf. NOTE), which means "bird(s) of prey" in general; cf. Isa 
60:8. God's "might gives the clouds [Heb 'anan] their strength" to produce 
rain and "lops off the hailstones" (43: 15) as if from a block of ice in the sky. 

"The thunder of his voice [or, more lit., the sound (or voice) of his thunder] 
makes the earth writhe [or, shakes the earth]" (43: 17a; cf. NOTE), a clear 
reference to Ps 29:8. "By his power he shakes the mountains" (43:16a; cf. 
NOTE) through earthquakes; see Ps 18:8, 16=2 Sam 22:8, 16. God's mighty 
word (43:16b; cf. NOTE) makes "the south wind" blow as well as the "whirl
wind, hurricane, and storm wind" (43:17b; cf. NOTE); these winds are often 
cited in contexts dealing with the divine wrath and judgment (cf., e.g., Isa 
29:6; 40:24; 41: 16; Jer 23: 19; 30:23; Ezek 13: 11, 13). In contrast to the earth
quake (43:17a, 16a) and destructive winds (43:16b, 17b), which are symbols 
of God's anger, "[God's] snow" is depicted serenely as flying "like birds" 
(43:17c; cf. NOTE) and settling "like swarms of locusts" (43:17d), i.e., in an 
orderly fashion (the locust swarm was considered well organized; cf. Prov 
30:27); cf. Ps 147: 16a. "Its shining whiteness [lit., the beauty of its whiteness] 
dazzles the eyes" (43:18a; cf. NOTE); children of all ages take delight in snow. 
The snowfall itself is marvelous to behold (43:18b; cf. NOTE). People who live 
in places where snow is plentiful and often unpleasant may react more sympa
thetically to Hal Borland's comment, "A snowdrift is a beautiful thing-if it 
doesn't lie across the path you have to shovel or block the road that leads to 
your destination" ("Snowdrifts-January 26," Sundial of the Seasons [1964]). 

The frost is also lovely, shining "like blossoms on the thombush" (43: l 9b; 
cf. NOTE); God pours it out "like salt" (43:19a; in Ps 147:16b, God "strews" 
frost "like ashes"). The cold north wind, which God sends, freezes the ponds 
solid (43:20b; cf. NOTE); cf. Ps 147: 17. God "spreads a crust over every body 
of water, and clothes each pool with a coat of mail"--colorful images that 
suggest Ben Sira enjoyed the sight of a frozen pond. When "the mountain 
growth" (cf. Job 40:20) and "flowering meadows" are burned up and dried 
out (43:21), "the dripping clouds" and "scattered dew" bring them back to 
life (43:22; cf. NoTE). For a parallel, see Phibis, xxxii 6 (Sanders, p. 79). An 
important source of moisture in Palestine, dew (like rain) was considered a 
blessing (cf. Gen 27:28; Deut 33:28; Job 29:19; Ps 133:3; Prov 19:12; Hos 
14:6); and the lack of dew, a curse (cf. Gen 27:39; l Sam 17: 1). 

The most convincing evidence of God's great wisdom and almighty power 
is 43:23a: his "plan that calms Rahab" (the mythical sea monster in Isa 30:7; 
51:9; Job 9:13; 26:12; Pss 87:4; 89:11; cf. NOTE). Rahab is parallel to "the 
deep," Heb tehOm (43:23b). In Job 26:12 and Ps 89:11, Rahab is parallel to 
"the sea," Heb yam (43:24a), which in tum is parallel to tehom in Job 28:14; 
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38:16, 30. Regarding this section on the majesty and splendor of the sea 
(43:23-26), cf. Ps 104:24-26. The imagery in 43:23 is employed to give poetic 
expression to creation theology. "Rahab" is the personification of "the deep," 
tehOm, which, as in Gen 1 :2, represents the antithesis of creation. For the 
phrase "that calms Rahab" (43:23a; cf. Norn), cf. Mark 4:39; 6:50-51. When 
God conquers the deep, it sinks, and then the islands appear. Cf. also v 25f 
and 42: 18, with COMMENT above. The phrase "those who go down to the 
sea" (43:24a) is found also in Ps 107:23a. Sea voyagers tell us of the grandeur 
and "extent" of the sea (43:24a; cf. NOTE), and we marvel at what we hear 
(43:24b). In the sea are God's "creatures, stupendous, amazing, all kinds of 
life, and the monsters of Rahab" ( 43 :25); cf. Pss 104:25-26; 107 :23-24 for the 
background of this verse. "The monsters of Rahab" (43:25b; cf. NOTE) are 
Leviathan, "the fleeing ... coiled serpent," and "the dragon that is in the 
sea" (Isa 27: l; cf. also Job 3:8); "the helpers of Rahab" (Job 9: 13); the "mon
ster in the sea" (Ezek 32:2); and the "large fish, that swallowed Jonah" 
(Jonah 2: 1). But all sea creatures, including "the monsters of Rahab," are 
under God's sovereign control; nothing in the sea can get out of hand to 
threaten creation or reduce it to primeval chaos (Gen 1:2); cf. Wis 14:1-7. 
Each one of the sea creatures, as well as all the other works of God men
tioned earlier in the poem, is now called a "messenger," Heb maPak, Gr 
angelos, which "succeeds" because at God's bidding it "accomplishes his 
will" (43:26), thus fulfilling the purpose for which it was created. Cf. Ps 
104:4. 

The final stanza (43:27-33) of this masterful poem, which corresponds to 
the opening stanza (42:15-25), begins with Ben Sira's humble comment that 
he has said enough about the wonders of creation: "More than this we will 
not add" (43:27a). "The last word" (cf. Qoh 12:13) is "He [God] is the all" 
(43:27b), i.e., all of creation as a whole and in each of its parts cannot be 
explained except through God, who is the source and abiding sustainer of 
everything (so Spicq). Cf. Col 1: 17; Heb 1 :3. Although the clause "He is the 
all" (Heb hu' hakkol) could be taken at face value in a pantheistic sense, such 
a meaning would be contrary to all of Ben Sira's thought, esp. in the present 
poem, which celebrates the uniqueness of God and his creative activity. The 
Latin renders the sense well: ipse est in omnibus, "He is in all," i.e., God is 
revealed in the splendid creatures he has made. The idea that God is beyond 
human comprehension and so is to be praised (43:28a), is found also in Ps 
145:3. Since God is "greater ... than all his works" (43:28b), which are 
themselves magnificent, Ben Sira describes the LORD as "awesome" and "his 
power" as "wonderful" (43:29), ideas found also in Ps 96:4-6, 10; cf. Dan 9:4. 
He then invites you to "lift up your voices to glorify the LORD as much as 
you can, for there is still more" (43:30ab). The contemplation of the beauties 
of creation should inspire not only awe and reverence but also songs of praise 
for the all-wise and all-powerful Creator; cf. also Psalm 104. We should never 
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weary of extolling God even though we "cannot fathom him" (43:30cd); see 
v 28a above, where the verb "fathom" occurs again. "For who has seen [God] 
and can describe him? or who can praise him as he is?" (43:31; cf. NOTE). In 
42: l 7ab, in the opening stanza of the poem, Ben Sira put this idea in a 
different way: "Even God's holy ones," who presumably see God, "must fail 
in recounting all his wonders." Cf. also Ps 106:2. 

In the final couplet of the poem, Ben Sira makes four statements that are 
typical in Wisdom literature: (l) Beyond the marvels he has described, "many 
things lie hid" (43:32a); for a similar thought, cf. Job 26:14. (2) Ben Sira says: 
"Only a few of [God's] works have I seen" (43:32b; cf. NOTE), Heb ra'ftf, 
which forms an inclusio with the parallel verb ~lizftf in 42: 1 Sb, in the opening 
bicolon of the poem. Our author admits that the universe is vast, and that he 
has seen only a small part of it. (3) He confesses his faith in Yahweh, "who 
has made all these things" (43:33a); cf. Gen l:l-2:4a. The universe and all 
that is in it are not self-explanatory; only the creative work of God can 
explain the existence and presence of all things. ( 4) God "gives wisdom" only 
"to those who fear him," Gr tois eusebesin (43:33b; MS B has only part of the 
expression, ute'a[nse ~esed]. lit., "to the pious, or the godly")-a sentiment 
Ben Sira affirms emphatically in the opening poem of the book, 1:1-10; cf. 
also 1:11-30 and 50:28-29. Cf. 42:1Sd, with COMMENT. 

This stanza, which concludes the poem on creation and its splendors, also 
prepares us for the next section, entitled in MS B "Praise of the Ancestors of 
Old." In fact, the phrase 'anse ~esed, "the pious, godly," in the final colon of 
the stanza (43:33b; cf. above) also occurs in the opening colon of the next 
section ( 44: la) to designate the noble ancestors oflsrael. For further study of 
this stanza see H. Duesberg, "II est le Tout: Siracide 43, 27-33," BVC 54 
(1963): 29-32. 

For a detailed study of the entire poem see G. L. Prato, JI problema de/la 
teodicea in Ben Sira, pp. 116-208. 



PART VIII (44:1-50:24) 

51. Praise of Israel's Great Ancestors 
(44: 1-16) 

44 I I will now praise those godly people, 
our ancestors, each in his own time-

2 The Most High's portion, great in glory, 
reserved to himself from ancient days: 

3 Rulers of the earth, of royal rank, 
persons renowned for their valor, 

Or counselors with their shrewd advice, 
or seers of all things in prophecy; 

4 Resolute governors of the folk, 
or lawgivers with their rules: 

Sages with their literary discourse, 
or framers of proverbs and pointed maxims; 

5 Composers of melodious psalms, 
or authors with lyric themes; 

6 Stalwart, self-reliant persons, 
at peace in their own estates-

7 All these were glorious in their time, 
each illustrious in his day. 

8 Some of them have left behind a name 
so that people recount their praises; 

9 But of others no memory remains, 
for when they perished, they perished completely, 

And are as though they had never lived, 
they and their children after them. 

10 Yet these also were godly people 
whose virtues will not be forgotten; 

11 Their wealth remains in their families, 
their heritage with their descendants. 

M (B) 
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12 Through God's covenant with them their family 
endures, 

and their offspring for their sakes; 
13 For all time their progeny will last, 

their glory will never be blotted out. 
14 Their bodies are buried in peace, 

but their name lives on and on; 
IS At gatherings their wisdom is retold, 

and the assembly declares their praises.• 

16 •ENOCH walked with the LORD and was taken up, 
a sign for the knowledge of future generations. 

Notes 

§ LI 

B 

44 1-17. The Masada MS in this, its last extant column, has usually only the first 
colon preserved in each line; it is eked out here with the aid of MS B, except as noted 
below. 

I. For the opening 'iiha//e/a-nii~ with MS B (M is defective), compare 42:15a 
'ezkera-nii' in M, both text and margin. 

2. Reading riib kiib6d }Jeleq 'e/y6n I wegorii/6 mim6t 6/iim, for which the translation 
is rather a paraphrase. The language comes in part from Deut 32:7-9, from which the 
understanding of }Jeleq 'ely6n here derives: the phrase stands for the collectivity of 
Israel, which is equated with the heroes of the past (vv 9-13 make this possible). The 
phrase riib kiib6d anticipates }Je/eq and modifies it grammatically-compare the way 
in which the individual figures of Moses (45: I), Aaron (45:6), Joshua (46: I), Samuel 
(46: 13), David (47:2), and Simeon the high priest (50: I) are characterized before being 
named. In the second colon, the expression wegorii/6 is understood as parallel to }Jeleq: 
the Lord's possession for the future (cf. Ps 125:3; Sir 11:22), with no reference to an 
acquisition by lot. M already has wgdlh for this, and G's ten mega/osynen autou 
supposes (w)gd/w; the parallel would then be with kiib6d. In vv 7 and 13, however, the 
"glory" in this context is that of the forefathers, not of the Most High directly; and 
coherent sense and syntax are not obtainable with the gd/ reading. For this and other 
details in 44:1-15, cf. P. W. Skehan, "Staves, Nails and Scribal Slips (Ben Sira 44:2-
5)," BASOR 200 (1970): 66-71. 

4b. ru/es=(bl)me}J6qeq6tiim, lit., "staves," cf. Num 21:18 and BASOR 200, pp. 67-
68. 
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4d. G omits this colon, and Syr merged it with Sa. pointed maJCims=masmi!rotiim, 
lit., "nails," or "spikes"; cf. Qoh 12:11 and BASOR 200, p. 69. 

Sa,b. melodious='al ~oq (MS B); Mand Bm• have ('al) qiiw. lyric=(bi!)miktiim, a 
term confined to Psalm titles, and conjectured for Isa 38:9, the song of Hezekiah. 
Nobody knows the actual meaning of the word, but its presence here (against MS B, 
G, and Syr: biki!tiib, "in writing," which conflicts with authors=nosi!'e, referring to a 
vocal activity) is guaranteed by an elaborate end-rhyme pattern in -tiim, vv 1-8; see 
BASOR 200, pp. 69-70. 

10. not . . . forgotten: by God, that is; see the following verses. MS B is flawed; 
forgotten follows G (=tissakea~; cf. 3:14, MSC). 

I lb. with their descendants: MS B is flawed; read libne biinim. Cf. Ps 103: 17; Prov 
13:22. 

12b. for their sakes=ba'iiburiim; cf. G. 
16a. MS B includes the words nim~ii' tiimim, which belong in v 17. This reference 

to Enoch, who is spoken of again in 49: 14, is not present in the Masada fragments or 
Syr, though G and MS B do have it. His popularity in the last centuries B.C. as the 
custodian of ancient lore would seem to have prompted this expansion on Ben Sira's 
text, putting Enoch at the head of the list of ancient ancestors. Cf. Gen 5:24. 

Comment 

Chaps. 44-49. form a distinct and unified division of the book, having as 
subject matter "Praise of the Ancestors of Old," the title that appears before 
44: 1 in MS B. In most of the MSS of G as well as Lat and Syr, the title reads: 
"Praise of the Ancestors." Cf. 24: 1. In some MSS of G and Syr, the title is not 
present. Ben Sira himself may have inserted the title (so Smend, p. 415). 
Peters (p. 375) thinks the original title is preserved in G, suggesting that Heb 
'6/am, "of old," in MS B repeats the last word of 44:2b. The present section 
(44:1-15) serves as introduction to the historical panorama of Israel's heroes 
who are worthy of praise. If MS B and G are correct, Enoch is the first 
individual named (44:16), and the list of ancestors comes to an end with 
another mention of Enoch in 49: 14a, thus forming an inclusio, which signals 
the conclusion of this division. But cf. NOTE on 44:16 above. 

The present chapters flow quite naturally from the preceding section 
(42:15-43:33), which extols the power and glory of God displayed in the 
splendor and might of the natural world. An appendix (SO: 1-24) sings the 
praises of the high priest Simeon II, who as a contemporary of Ben Sira can 
hardly be reckoned as one of the Ancestors of Old. Similar historical surveys 
are found also in Ezek 20:4-44; Neh 9:6--37; Psalms 78; 105; 106; 135; 136; 
Jdt 5:5-21; Wis 10:1-12:27; 1 Mace 2:51-64; Acts 7:2-53; Jas 5:10-11; and 
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Heb 11:2-39. In these chapters, Ben Sira emphasizes God's gracious call and 
election of Israel and the divine covenant with Abraham and his descendants. 
What the God of the universe and of all peoples had done in his loving
kindness toward Israel is gloriously proclaimed by the long line of patriarchs, 
matriarchs, kings, prophets, teachers, and other heroes of the faith. It is 
primarily for this reason that these individuals are admirable and praisewor
thy. This portrait gallery drawn from Israel's sacred history is meant to 
reinforce the conviction and courage of Ben Sira's contemporaries. 

Throughout these chapters, Ben Sira manifests an easy and thorough famil
iarity with the earlier Scriptures-the Pentateuch (the Law), Deuteronomy, 
Joshua, Judges, Samuel and Kings, Chronicles, Nehemiah, Psalms, Proverbs, 
and Job. Following the basic narrative contained in these sources, he attempts 
to show how Israel's ancestors have something significant to say to believers 
of his day. 

In this introductory section, Ben Sira lists in general terms the twelve 
categories of heroes (44:3-6) about whom he will write in some detail. He has 
in mind only the stalwarts of Israel. The pagan worthies who could also fit 
into these categories are simply not part of his purview. Cf. J. L. Duhaime, 
"El elogio de los Padres de Ben Sira y el Cantico de Moises (Sir 44:50 y Dt 
32)," EstBib 35 (1976): 223-29. All of Israel's ancestors (44:1b) were "godly 
people," Heb 'anse }Jesed, lit., "people of piety" (44: la; cf. also 44: lOa)---the 
essential quality that makes them worthy of note and praise and imitation. In 
40:17, }Jesed is in synonymous parallelism with ~i!daqd, "righteousness." Cf. 
41:1 lb; 46:7a; 49:3b; Isa 57:1; Hos 6:6; Neh 13:14; 2 Chr 35:26; 1 Mace 2:42. 
It is from such godly people that Ben Sira's contemporaries are descended. In 
44: 1 b, the expression "each in his own time" (lit., in their generations), indi
cates that Ben Sira will speak of the ancestors in chronological order. 

For the text and meaning of 44:2, cf. NOTE. In the twelve cola of 44:3-6, 
Ben Sira lists the twelve classes of individuals to be praised. Cf. 24:13-17, 
where Gr hos, "like," is used twelve times. The number twelve was consid
ered sacred in the Bible: twelve tribes of Israel (cf. 44:23e), twelve months in 
the year, twelve Apostles, twelve courses of foundation stones and twelve 
gates in the heavenly Jerusalem (Rev 21:12-14). In 44:7, all these categories 
of people are said to be "glorious in their time," lit., in their generation 
(44:7a). It is to be observed that 44:1-7 form a single periodic sentence, with 
the expressions "in their generations" ( 44: lb) and "in their generation" 
(44:7a) forming an inclusio. The "rulers" in 44:3a include people such as 
David (cf. 47:1-11) and Solomon (cf. 47:12-22). The "persons renowned for 
their valor" (44:3b) are Joshua (cf. 46:1-8), Caleb (cf. 46:9-10), and the 
Judges (cf. 46:11-12). The "counselors" (44:3c) are Nathan (cf. 47:1); Isaiah, 
who served at the royal court (cf. 48:20, 22); and Jeremiah (cf. 49:6). The 
"seers" (44:3d) are prophets such as Samuel (cf. 46:13-20), Elijah (cf. 48:1-
11), Elisha (cf. 48:12-16), Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel (cf. 49:8), and the Twelve 
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Minor Prophets (cf. 49:10). The "resolute governors" (44:4a) are people such 
as Joseph (cf. 49: 15); and the "lawgivers" ( 44:4b ), those such as Moses (cf. 
44:23f-45:5). The "sages" (44:4c) include Solomon and Job (cf. 49:9). The 
"framers of proverbs and pointed maxims" (44:4d) are those such as Solo
mon, the supposed author of Proverbs and Qoheleth, and presumably scribes 
such as Ben Sira himself. The expression "composers of melodious psalms" 
(44:5a) is a reference to David (cf. 2 Chr 7:6) and the guilds of temple singers. 
The phrase "authors with lyric themes" (44:5b; cf. NOTES), refers to people 
such as Solomon, the reputed author of the Song of Songs, and to Hezekiah 
(cf. Isa 38:9). "Stalwart, self-reliant persons" (44:6a) are th(! patriarchs Abra
ham (cf. 44:19:21), Isaac (cf. 44:22), and Jacob (cf. 44:23a-e). "[Persons] at 
peace in their own estates" (44:6b) probably refers to those such as Job. The 
twelve categories of ancestors are summed up in the phrase "all these" 
(44:7a). Israel's ancestors were not only "glorious in their time [and] illustri
ous" (44:7), but are also a source of pride for the contemporary believer. 
There is a pleasing rhyme in -iim at the end of each of the seven bicola in 
44:1-7-a further indication that these verses form a single period. 

Some of those alluded to in a general way in 44: 1-7 "have left behind a 
name" (44:8), i.e., an honorable reputation. For a good parallel, see Phibis, ii 
12 (Sanders, p. 94). These are the "godly people" who are spoken of in detail 
in 44:16--49:16. The "others" of whom "no memory remains," for they per
ished completely (44:9)--they and their children-may be the impious and 
disloyal Israelites of the past, esp. the godless kings of both southern and 
northern kingdoms whom Ben Sira passes over in silence (so Smend, p. 419, 
and Box-Oesterley, p. 481). But, more probably, as Spicq (pp. 801-2) argues, 
the "others" in 44:9 belong to a class of the pious who are simply not remem
bered by future generations; cf. Isa 57: 1-2. The phrase "these also" in 44: lOa 
naturally refers to the forgotten ones of the preceding verse. The point of 
44: 10, therefore, is that the faithful who for whatever reason are no longer 
remembered by later generations of Israelites were themselves "godly people 
whose virtues will not be forgotten" (cf. NOTE) by God; cf. Wis 3:1-3. Ben 
Sira then devotes the rest of this section ( 44: 11-15) to singing the praises of 
these "forgotten " heroes of the faith. The remembered heroes will be extolled 
at length in 44:16--49:16. 

For the thought of 44:11, cf. 45:25cd. In 44:11-15, Ben Sira recounts the 
blessings that come upon those who remain loyal to the Lord; cf. Deut 28:1-
14; Lev 26:3-13. These blessings are part of the Deuteronomic theory of 
retribution to which Ben Sira subscribes; see COMMENT on 2:1-6 and INTRO
DUCTION, Part X, 4. Fidelity to the Sinaitic Covenant is what ensures the 
safety of one's family, offspring, and reputation (44:12-13). Cf. P. A. H. de 
Boer, "bbrytm 'md zr'm Sirach xliv 12a," VTSup 16 (1967): 25-29. In 44:13a, 
the reading of the Masada MS, "their progeny," Heb zar'iim (so also G), is to 
be preferred to that of MS B, "their memory," Heb zikriim (so also Syr), a 
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reading influenced by 39:9c. "Their glory" ( 44: 13b) is the reading of M, G, 
and Syr; MS B has "their righteousness." It is to be noted in 44: 13 that "their 
progeny" is in synonymous parallelism with "their glory," the reason being 
that children made secure a person's "glory" or "name" (cf. 44: 14b), i.e., 
good reputation (cf. 44:8a). The faithful also receive a decent and honorable 
burial (44:14a); cf. 38:16c; Tob 14:1, 12-13. For the thought of 44:14b, cf. 
41:1 lb. See COMMENT on 39:10, a verse that is repeated here as 44:15. 



52. The Early Patriarchs 
(44:17-23e) 

44 11 NOAH, the just man found without reproach, 
in the time of destruction kept the race alive: 

Because of his worth there were survivors, 
and with a pledge to him the deluge ended. 

18 A lasting sign sealed the assurance to him 
that never should all flesh be destroyed. 

19 ABRAHAM, father of many peoples, 
kept his glory without stain: 

20 He obeyed the Most High's command, 
and entered into a covenant with him; 

In his own flesh the ordinance was incised, 
and when tested, he was found steadfast. 

21 For this reason, God promised him with an oath 
to bless the nations through his descendants, 

To make him numerous as the grains of dust, 
and exalt his posterity like the stars, 

Giving them an inheritance from sea to sea, 
and from the River to the ends of the earth. 

22 For ISAAC, too, he renewed that promise 
because of Abraham, his father: 

The covenant with all his forebears God fulfilled for 
him, 

23 and the blessing rested upon the head of ISRAEL. 
God acknowleged him as the firstborn. 

and gave him his inheritance; 
He fixed the boundaries for his tribes 

and their division into twelve. 

B 

G 

B 
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Notes 

44: 17-51 :30. For this portion of Ben Sira, the only available Heb witness is MS B; 
except that 44:17a survives in the Masada MS, and 51:13-20a (from the alphabet 
acrostic poem) is extant in 11 QPs•. Of the eighteen lines on each page of MS B, as far 
as 49:11, the bottom six are partly eaten away. 

44 2la. In the translation here, in v 23b, and in 45:2-4, God is introduced as 
subject, as the context demands, but the subject is not expressed in Heb. 

2lb--d. The bicolon 21cd is lacking from MS B, and G and Syr differ. For 21b--d, 
Syr has "that through his descendants all the nations of the earth would be blessed; 
that he would make his descendants numerous as the sands of the seashore, and that 
he would set his descendants above all other nations." 

22. that (promise)=ken, with MS em• and G; MS B"' has "(he raised up) a son"= 
ben. 

23b. as the firstborn=bibek6rd; cf. Deut 21:17; so MS em•. Syr sees this as an 
allusion to Exod 4:22 and Sir 36:17. MS B"' and G read biberiik4/bebirk6tiiyw, "with a 
blessing/his blessings." 

23d. fixed the boundaries: an allusion to Deut 32:8-9. 

Comment 

Ben Sira now begins his historical survey of Israel's glorious ancestors. 
Enoch ( 44: 16, the text of which is found at the end of the previous section) 
may be the first person in the long list of names; and if so, this division of the 
book (44:16--49:16) begins and ends by way of inclusio with the name of 
Enoch (44:16a and 49:14a), as I noted above. But cf. NOTE on 44:16. 

If, however, Noah ( 44: 17) is the first name, then Ben Sira has bracketed his 
list with the second founder of the human race, after the Deluge, and Adam, 
the father of the human race, who appears as the last name and last word of 
49: 16. Noah is called "the just [or righteous] man," Heb !jaddfq, who was 
found "without reproach," or blameless, Heb tiimfm (44:17a). These two Heb 
words were taken from the description of Noah in Gen 6:9 and 7:1. Job is also 
described as tam (Job 1:1, 8; 2:3), "blameless." Because of his righteousness 
in the midst of a depraved and lawless human race (Gen 6:5, 11), Noah was 
spared by an act of divine graciousness so that he could keep "the race alive" 
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(44:17b) after the devastation of the Flood (cf. Gen 7:1, 9:1). The "pledge to 
him" ( 44: l 7d), Heb berfto (lit., "covenant with him"), is God's commitment 
to Noah that he would never again destroy bodily creatures or devastate the 
earth by the waters of a flood (Gen 9: 11-lS). The "lasting sign" (44: 18a; cf. 
also 43:6b) is the rainbow which would remind God and Noah and his de
scendants that the covenant of divine commitment had been made (cf. Gen 
9: 12-17). 

Ben Sira now turns his attention to the other persons with whom God had 
made a covenant: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob/Israel, Moses, Aaron, Phinehas, 
and David (44: 19-47: 11). 

Abraham is called in 44: l 9a the "father of many peoples," Heb 'ab hiimon 
goyfm, lit., "the father of a multitude of peoples," words taken directly from 
Gen 17:4-S; cf. also Gen 12:2-3; lS:S; Isa Sl:2; Matt 3:9; Rom 4:1, 16; Gal 
3:7. Abraham "kept his glory without stain" (44:19b), i.e., neither Pharaoh 
nor Abimelech touched Sarai even though to protect himself Abraham had 
said she was his sister; cf. Gen 12:10-20; 20:1-18. Compare what is said of 
Solomon in 47:20. The reference in 44:20a is to Abraham's unquestioning 
obedience to God's commands; cf. Gen 12:1-4; lS:l-6; Neh 9:8. The cove
nant with Abraham (44:20b) is described in Gen 17:9-14. This covenant had 
as its sign circumcision (44:20c). The moving account of Abraham's test by 
God (44:20d) is found in Gen 22:1-14; cf. 1 Mace 2:S2; Jas 2:21. The expres
sions in 44:2la-d are echoes of Gen 22:16--18. The thoughts and phrases of 
44:2lef are derived from Exod 23:31; Deut 11:24; Josh 1:4; Ps 72:8; and Zech 
9:10. "The Rive(' (44:2lf), as in Gen 31:21; Exod 23:31; Num 22:S; Josh 
24:2, 3, 14, lS, is the Euphrates. 

As regards Isaac (44:22ab) and the renewal of the great promise (cf. NOTE) 
originally made to Abraham (Gen 12:2-3, 7; 1S:l8; 17:1-8; 22:17-18), cf. 
Gen 17: 19; 26:3-S, 24. The reference to "the covenant with all his forebears" 
(44:22c) is to the covenant with Noah (Gen 9:11-17) and the covenant with 
Abraham (Gen 17:9-14). For the story of the blessing of the firstborn son 
(44:23a-c), which Jacob (=Israel) conspired with his mother Rebekah to 
steal from his brother Esau, see Gen 27:1-29; cf. also Gen 28:3-4. In 44:23b, 
Ben Sira alludes to the recognition God gives to Jacob/Israel as the firstborn 
(cf. NOTE) in Gen 28:13-lS; cf. also Exod 4:22: "Thus says the LORD: 'Israel 
is my son, my first-born.' " Cf. Hos 11: 1. For the twelve tribes of Israel 
(44:23de; cf. Norn), cf. Gen 49:1-28. 



5 3. Praise of Moses, Aaron, and Phinehas 
(44:23f-45:26) 

44 23f From him he had spring the man B 

who should win the favor of all the living: 
45 I Dear to God and humans, 

MOSES, whose memory is a boon. 
2 God made him like the angels in honor, 

and strengthened him with fearful powers, 
3 Wrought swift miracles at his words 

and sustained him in the king's presence. 
He gave him the Commandments for his people, G 

and revealed to him his glory. 
4 For his trustworthiness and meekness B 

God selected him from all humankind; 
s He permitted him to hear his voice, 

and led him into the cloud, 
Where he gave into his hand the Commandments, 

the law of life and understanding, 
That he might teach his precepts to Jacob, 

his covenant decrees to Israel. 

6 He raised up also, like Moses in holiness, 
AARON his brother, of the tribe of Levi. 

7 He made his office perpetual 
when he endowed him with its dignity; 

He brought him to the fore in splendor 
and enveloped him in an aura of majesty. 

s He clothed him with sublime magnificence 
and adorned him with the glorious vestments: 

Breeches and tunic and robe 
9 with pomegranates around the hem, 

And a rustle of bells round about, 
through whose pleasing sound at each step 
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He would be heard within the sanctuary, 
and the families of his people would be remembered; 

10 The sacred vestments of gold, of violet, 
and of crimson, wrought with embroidery; 

The breastpiece for decision, the ephod and cincture 
11 with scarlet yarn, the work of the weaver; 

Precious stones with seal engravings 
in golden settings, the work of the jeweler, 

To commemorate in incised letters 
each of the tribes of Israel; 

12 On his turban the diadem of gold-
a frontlet engraved with the sacred inscription, 

Majestic, glorious, renowned for splendor, 
a delight to the eyes, beauty supreme. 

13 Before him no one was adorned with these, 
nor may they ever be worn by any 

Except his sons and them alone, 
generation after generation, for all time. 

14 His cereal offering is wholly burned 
as an established offering twice each day; 

is For Moses ordained him 
and anointed him with the holy oil, 

In a lasting covenant with him 
and with his family, as permanent as the heavens, 

That he should serve God in his priesthood 
and bless his people in his name. 

16 He chose him from all humankind 
to offer holocausts and choice offerings, 

To burn sacrifices of sweet odor for a memorial, 
and to atone for the people of Israel. 

11 He gave to him his laws, 
and authority to prescribe and to judge: 

To teach the precepts to his people, 
and the norms to the descendants of Israel. 

18 Strangers were inflamed against him, 
were jealous of him in the desert, 

The followers of Dathan and Abiram, 
and the band of Korah in their defiance. 

507 
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19 But the LORD saw this and became angry; 
he destroyed them in his burning wrath. 

He brought against them a miracle, 
and consumed them with his flaming fire. 

20 Then he increased the glory of Aaron 
and bestowed upon him his inheritance: 

The sacred offerings he allotted to him, G 

with the showbread as his portion; 
21 The oblations of the LORD are his food, 

a gift to him and his descendants. 
22 But he holds none of the people's land, 

nor shares with them their heritage; 
Rather, the LORD is his portion and inheritance 

in the midst of the Israelites. 

23 PHINEHAS, too, the son of Eleazar, B 

was the courageous third of his line 
When, zealous for the God of all, 

he met the crisis of his people 
And, at the prompting of his noble heart, 

atoned for the people of Israel. 
24 Therefore on him again God conferred the right, 

in a covenant of friendship, to provide for the 
sanctuary, 

So that he and his descendants 
should possess the high priesthood forever. 

25 For even his covenant with David, 
the son of Jesse of the tribe of Judah, 

Was an individual heritage through one son alone, 
but the heritage of Aaron is for all his descendants. 

So now bless the LORD 
who has crowned you with glory! 

26 May he grant you wisdom of heart 
to govern his people in justice G 

Lest the benefits you confer should be forgotten, B 

or the virtue of your rule, in future generations. 
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Notes 

44 23fg. Lat, Syr, and Eth, following a faulty ("Lucianic") Gr text, read these 
two cola as referring to more than one person (Moses and Aaron?), and as belonging 
with the preceding lines; that chap. 45 begins in the middle of a. sentence in the 
standard numbering of the Gr verses (followed here as elsewhere) is a consequence of 
this. 

45 l-3d. The first cola of each of these four lines, and nearly all of v 3cd, are 
largely eaten away in MS B. 

la. Dear='iihiib, lacking in MS B, supplied from G and Syr, which are in agree
ment; cf. 46: 13a. 

2a. God made him like the angels in honor=[wayekabbedehu ke']lohim, following 
Peters, Segal, and the sense of G; cf. Exod 4:16; 7:1; Ps S:6. 

2b. fea1ful powers: with MS B's margin, bemorii'fm=G, Syr; MS B's text has an 
erroneous bmrwmym="in the heights." 

3a. Restored from G; MS B is defective, and Syr lacks this colon. 
3cd. Following G and Syr, which agree; MS B is defective. 
6ab. MS B compresses two cola into one and lacks kiimohu and 'ii/Jiw, supposed by 

G. It is possible that the name of Aaron was first mentioned only in v 20, and that its 
addition here in G, Syr, and MS B has unbalan..:ed the cola and the lines. 

7c. brought him to the fore in splendor=waye'asserehii bekiib6d=G; MS B 
wayesiiretehu bikeb6d6, in which the subject is erroneously changed from God to 
Aaron, "and he ministered to him in his glory." 

7d. in an aura of majesty=bet{/iipot to'ar=G; to'ar is also in MS Bm•. B'" is 
beto'iipot re'em, an uncalled-for harmonization with Num 23:22; 24:S, the flaring 
horns of the wild ox. to'iipot finds its most natural etymology in a transposed form 
from yp' < older wp~ with the idea of looming, hence prominence and loftiness. 
Following v 7d, MS B has an added colon, patched together out of vv Sa, 9a. 

Sb. with the glorious vestments: bigde 'oz; both G and Syr suppose bikle 'oz, but MS 
B's bekiib6d wii'oz is more easily understood as a corruption from a teKt containing 
big de. 

9-14. Syr omits this description of the habiliments of the high priest. 
9a. A Persian note in the margin of MS B says: "This copy reaches to here," 

indicating a fragmentary source. 
9a,b. pomegranates followed by bells, as in G; MS B has the reverse order, but 

hiimon belongs with pa'iimonfm both for alliteration and for sense. 
11 be. MS B unbalances these Jines by adding "on the breastpiece" and "every 

precious stone," cf. Ezek 27:22; 2S:l3, omitting from I le ma'iiSeh /Jiiriis or the like, 
and reading only bemillu'fm or the like (reconstructed from a flawed text) for in 
golden setttings, the work of the jeweler, as in G; compare Sir 35:6a millu'ot piiz. 

l ld-l3a. In these five Jines, the second colon in MS Bis largely eaten away at I le, 
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12b,d; at 13a,b, the whole line is lacking; 14a is also damaged. The missing text is 
supplied from G. 

l 2a. On his turban the diadem of gold= 'ii(eret piiz me'al mi~napto = G; MS B erro
neously read me'fl umi~niipet (with we.ff~ for~;~ in 12b). 

20c-21b. The order of the cola follows G; the sequence in MS Bis 20c, 21a, 20d, 
21 b, and of these the first two are damaged in the MS. 

22a--<l. Only the second of the four cola is preserved in MS B; and 22d is lacking in 
G and abridged in Syr. In MS B, a lamed where 22d should end lends credit to the 
Israel reading of Syr. 

23b. Here again, MS Bis damaged. With Segal, read bigebura [nii~al se/fSI]. though 
Segal notes the reading is quite doubtful. 

23c. MS B has le'eloah ko/, "corrected" (with a yod and a ~ere!) to le'lohe kol; the 
presumption is that the error was rather one of passing from one he to another, and 
that the basic reading should be /'/why hkl; compare 36: 1 (so Smend; and see CBQ 38 
[1976]: 147). 

25c. MS B has n~lt 's lpny kbwdw: in the light of G and the parallelism, this should 
read na~iilat 'fs libno lebaddo, whence the translation given. 

25e,f. Both cola, present in MS B, are lacking in G; Syr lacks 25f. After yyy=the 
Lord, MS B adds haf(ob, an expansion that destroys the balance of the poetic line. 

26b. This colon, lacking in MS B, is supplied from G. 
26d. in future generations=ledorotiim, with G; MS B's ledorot 'oliim overweights 

the line, as also does Syr. 

Comment 

In this section, Aaron receives the lion's share of attention, thirty-two 
bicola. Obviously the levitical priesthood was of special interest to Ben Sira. 
There are only nine bicola devoted to Moses, and ten to Phinehas. For the 
reason why chap. 45 begins in the middle of a sentence, cf. NOTE on 44:23fg. 

The phrase "from him" (44:23f) refers to Jacob. Curiously, Ben Sira skips 
from Jacob to Moses. Jacob's sons, except for a passing notice of Joseph in 
49: 15, receive no further mention. Moses did indeed "win the favor of all the 
living" (44:23g)-of his own people, obviously; of Pharaoh's daughter (Exod 
2:5-10); of Reuel the priest of Midian and his daughters (Exod 2: 16--22); and 
of the Egyptians, in particular Pharaoh's servants (Exod 11 :3). Since Moses 
was loved by God and chosen to save the people from bondage in Egypt and 
was regarded highly by others, Ben Sira describes him as "dear [cf. NOTE] to 
God and humans" (45:la); cf. Exod 33:11; Num 12:7-8; Deut 34:11. The Heb 
phrase zikro le(obd, "his memory (is) a boon" (45:1b) (G and Syr have a 
blessing), is a variant of the fuller expression yehi zikram liberiikd, "may their 
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memory be for a blessing" (46:lld), a pious prayer used also by later Jews 
when they recalled their dead. For the text of 45:2a, cf. NOTE; here 'ehohim, 
which usually means "God" or "gods," is translated "angels," as is Ps 8:6; cf. 
Gr hagion, "(honor of) the holy ones." The "fearful powers" (45:2b; cf. 
NOTE) and "swift miracles" (45:3a) refer to the signs Moses performed to 
help the people believe in him (Exod 4:1-9) and the wonders performed in 
Egypt prior to the Exodus (Exod 7:8-11: 10; Deut 4:34; 26:8; 34: 11-12). The 
reference in 45:3b is to Moses standing in the presence of the Pharaoh (Exod 
7:1-7). "The Commandments" (45:3c), if the Decalogue is meant, are found 
in Exod 20:2-17 and Deut 5:6-21. But cf. also Exod 6:13. Moses has promi
nence among the ancestors because God "revealed to him his glory" (Exod 
33: 18-23; 34:5-8). The "trustworthiness and meekness" of Moses (45:4a) are 
mentioned in Num 12:3, 7; cf. Heb 3:2, 5. As Smend (p. 427) correctly notes, 
the phrase "all humankind" (lit., "all flesh") in 45:4b means all Israel (as in 
50: l 7a), and not all human beings. Cf. 45: l 6a. Moses was privileged to hear 
God's voice (45:5a); cf. Exod 33:11; Num 12:8; Deut 34:10. God also led 
Moses "into the cloud" (45:5b); cf. Exod 20:21; 24:18. In 45:5c, "the Com
mandments" are certainly the decalogue (cf. COMMENT on 45:3c above). 
"Into his hand" is a reference to Exod 32:15 and Deut 9:15. Ben Sira de
scribes the Decalogue as "the law of life and understanding" (45:5d); cf. 
17:11; Lev 18:5; Deut 30:15-16; 32:46-47; Ezek 20:11. The thought of 45:5ef 
echoes Ps 147:19. 

Ben Sira now turns his attention to his fav0rite subject, the levitical priest
hood, esp. as embodied in the high priest, whose vestments and liturgical 
functions are described here in great detail (45:6-22). The only other section 
that is comparable in length is the appendix to this part of the book, which 
praises the High Priest Simeon II (50: 1-24). For the text of 45:6ab, cf. NOTE. 
Aaron is called a holy one (45:6a) also in Ps 106:16b; cf. Num 16:1-7. In 
Exod 4:14 (the J tradition), Aaron is described as Moses' brother (45:6b). The 
parents of Moses and Aaron, according to Exod 6:20 (the P tradition) are 
Amram and Jochebed; but cf. Exod 2:1-2 (the E tradition), where the parents 
of Moses are described simply as "a certain man of the house of Levi" and "a 
Levite woman." Exod 29:9 and 40:15 describe the priesthood of Aaron and 
his sons as "perpetual" (45:7a). Aaron's "dignity" (45:7b) derives from the 
fact that God consecrated him and his sons to be priests (Exod 29:44; 40: 13-
15). Now comes a lengthy description (45:8-13) of the "splendor" and "maj
esty" (45:7cd; cf. NOTES) of Aaron's "glorious vestments" (45:8b; cf. NOTE). 

The stipulations for making the "breeches" (45:8c) are given in Exod 
28:42; the "tunic" of fine linen (i.e., the ordinary outer garment), in Exod 
28:39; and the special violet "robe" (45:8c-9; cf. NOTE), in Exod 28:31-35; 
39:20-26. "The breastpiece for decision" (45:10c) was a pocketlike square 
receptacle for holding the Urim and Thummim, used to ascertain God's will 
in doubtful matters (Exod 28:30), and formed part of "the ephod," to which 
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it was attached by chains and rings of gold; cf. Exod 28:6-30. "The ephod" 
(45: lOc) is a priestly vestment the nature of which is uncertain; it probably 
was a kind of apron that hung from the priest's shoulders by means of straps 
and was secured around his waist by means of an attached belt (cf. Exod 
28:6-14). The "cincture" (45:10c) and its manufacture are described in Exod 
28:4-5, 39-40. "Scarlet yam" and "precious stones with seal engravings in 
golden settings" ( 45: l la-c; cf. NOTE) were employed in making the breast
plate and ephod; cf. Exod 28:6-21. The breastplate had on it twelve precious 
stones, arranged in four rows, each with three stones. On each stone was 
inscribed the name ofone of the tribes oflsrael (45: l lb-e); cf. Exod 28: 17-21. 
On the ephod there were two onyx stones, on each of which were inscribed 
six of the names of the sons of Israel (Exod 28:9-12). The "turban" (or miter) 
to which was attached "the diadem of gold-a frontlet engraved with the 
sacred inscription" (45:12ab) is mentioned in Exod 28:36-38; the inscription 
read: "Sacred to Yahweh" (Exod 28:36; 39:30). Apparently, this diadem was 
a spectacular sight to behold ( 45: l 2cd). Ben Sira prays in 45: 13 that the 
sacred and splendid high priestly vestments may not be worn by "a stranger," 
Heb ziir, here translated "any (except ... )." Aaron's sons alone had the 
right to be high priests. Unfortunately, only a few years after Ben Sira wrote 
these lines, the high priesthood became not a matter of legitimate succession 
but of paying a suitably large bribe to the pagan Antiochus IV Epiphanes; cf. 
INTRODUCTION, Part II. 

Now Ben Sira describes the liturgical functions and the grandeur of Aaron 
as high priest ( 45: 14-22). The "cereal offering," Heb min~a, offered "each 
day" (45: 14), half in the morning and half in the evening, was "wholly 
burned" according to the prescriptions of the Law (Lev 6:12-16). This was 
"an established [or continual] offering," Heb tiimfd ( 45: 14b ), the name it was 
called in Ben Sira's day and later. The ordination of Aaron and his sons by 
Moses (45:15) is described in Lev 8:1-13; cf. Exod 28:41. The anointing "with 
the holy oil" (45:15b) became a sign of "a lasting covenant with [Aaron] and 
with his family" ( 45: l 5cd) that the priesthood would remain forever in his 
family; cf. Num 25:13 and Mal 2:4-5, 8. The colorful phrase "as permanent 
as the heavens" ( 45: l 5d), lit., "as the days of heaven," occurs also in 50:24d 
and derives from Deut 11 :21 and Ps 89:30b. As priest, Aaron had the respon
sibility of serving God (cf. Exod 28:3, 41, 43) and blessing the people in God's 
name (45:15ef); cf. Lev 8:22; Deut 10:8; Num 6:23-27. God "chose" Aaron 
"from all humankind" (45:16a), lit., "from all the living," a phrase which, 
like the one in 45:4b (cf. above), refers to all Israel; cf. Num 16:5, 7; 17:16-23. 
"Holocausts," as the term signifies, were completely burned on the altar; so 
also were the "choice offerings," lit., "the portions of fat, or fat pieces," which 
the ancients considered to be the best part of the animal (cf. Deut 32:14; Ps 
63:6a; Ezek 39:19). The wording of 45:16c comes from Lev 2:2, 9. As regards 
the priest's atoning "for the people of Israel" (45:16d), cf. Lev 16:32-34. The 
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references in 45:17ab are to texts such as Deut 17:8-12; 33:8-10. The priests 
had the duty of teaching the precepts and norms to the people ( 45: 17cd); cf. 
Lev 10:11; Hos 4:4-6; Mal 2:6--7. The episode mentioned in 45:18-19 is 
recorded in Num 16:1-17:15. In 45:18a, Heb zarim, "strangers," were not 
permitted in the priesthood. According to Num 17:5, an 'is zar, "a strange 
man," in the context of priesthood, is one who is not of Aaron's seed. The 
"miracle" (Heb 'ot, "sign") in 45: 19c is the opening of the earth's mouth and 
the swallowing of Dathan and Abiram as well as the fire that came forth from 
Yahweh to consume "the band of Korah" (Num 16:30-35; cf. Ps 106: 16--18). 
After the rebellion of Dathan and Abiram against Aaron ended in disaster, 
God increased "the glory of Aaron" (45:20a); cf. Num 18:1-7. In Num 18:20, 
Yahweh says to Aaron: "You shall not have any heritage [or inheritance] in 
the land of the Israelites nor hold any portion among them; I will be your 
portion and your heritage among them." The first bicolon of 45:20 and the 
last bicolon of 45:22 refer to Aaron's "inheritance" (or heritage), thus form
ing an inclusio. Since Yahweh alone is Aaron's "portion and inheritance" 
(45:22c), Aaron and the other priests are given a share in "the sacred offer
ings" of the other Israelites (Num 18:8-19). For the text of 45:20c-22d, cf. 
NOTES. As regards "the showbread" (45:20d), cf. Lev 24:5-9 and also Matt 
12:3-4. Aaron and "his descendants" are to eat "the oblations of the LORD" 
(45:21a) as "a gift" (45:2lb); cf. Deut 18:1 and Num 18:9-19. But Aaron was 
to hold "none of the people's land" (45:22a), i.e., as hereditary land such as 
the other Israelites were entitled to; certain cities, however, were assigned for 
the priests and Levites to live in (cf. Num 35:1-8). 

It is interesting to observe that Ben Sira passes over Aaron's son Eleazar 
and eulogizes next Aaron's grandson Phinehas (45:23-26), i.e., "the coura
geous third of his [Aaron's] line" (45:23b; cf. NOTE). Eleazar was the third 
son of Aaron (cf. Exod 6:23; Num 3:2-4); he became chief prince of the 
Levites and supervisor "over those who had charge of the sanctuary" (Num 
3:32). Ben Sira seems intent on proving that Phinehas was the legitimate 
successor to the high priesthood ( 45 :24-25); according to 4 Mace 18: 12, there 
had been disputes about the authentic succession of high priests. As regards 
the phrase "the God of all" (45:23c; cf. NOTE), see COMMENT on 36: 1. "The 
crisis of his people" that Phinehas met (45:23d) is described in Num 25:1-15. 
In his zeal for "the God of all" (45:23c), Phinehas slew a certain Israelite man 
and a Midianite woman who had participated with other Israelites in the 
idolatrous worship of the god Baal of Peor, and who had tried to escape 
punishment for their sin (Num 25:6--8). It was by this act that Phinehas 
"atoned for the people of Israel" (45:23f); cf. Num 25:10-13; Ps 106:28-31. 
The expression "covenant of friendship," Heb berit salom, lit., "covenant of 
peace" (45:24b), is taken from Num 25:12. It was through this covenant that 
God promised that the priesthood would remain forever in the family of 
Phinehas (Num 25:12-13); cf. I Mace 2:54. After "the sanctuary" in 45:24b, 
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G has a noteworthy addition: "and of his people." Thus G suggests clearly 
that Phinehas is leader not only in religious affairs but also in the political 
realm. "When the grandson of Ben-Sira wrote, the political power of the 
High Priest had been strongly asserted. The High Priest had become eth
narch. One consequence was that the office became the sport of constant 
political intrigues" (so Box-Oesterley, p. 489). Cf. INTRODUCTION, Part II. 
The parallel between the heritage of David and the heritage of Aaron 
(45:25a-d) was first drawn by Jer 33: 14-22. The "covenant with David" 
(45:25a) is mentioned in 2 Sam 7:11-16; 23:5; Isa 55:3; Jer 33:21, 26; 2 Chr 
13:5; 21:7; Ps 89:3-5, 29-30. The meaning of 45:25a-d is not certain. What 
Ben Sira probably means when he writes that the "covenant with David" 
"was an individual heritage through one son alone" (45:25c; cf. NOTE) is that 
the kingship was transmissible to "one son alone" by direct succession, 
whereas "the heritage of Aaron is for all his descendants" (45:25d), i.e., the 
priestly power is granted to every male in Aaron's line in the sense that every 
one of these descendants could exercise the priestly office and claim their 
rewards as priests. 

In the little hymn (45:25ef-26) at the end of this section, Ben Sira prays for 
other high priests, esp. the contemporary Simeon II and his sons, who are the 
legitimate representatives of Phinehas. The opening colon (45:25e) is re
phrased in 50:22a, the opening of the prayer (50:22-24) for Simeon IL The 
reference to being "crowned ... with glory" (45:25f) comes from Ps 8:6b. 
The sentiment expressed in 45:26a is repeated in 50:23a. For the vocabulary 
of 45:26b (cf. NOTE), cf. Ps 72:2a, the LXX of which is quoted by G. Psalm 
72, however, is a prayer for the king. Instead of "should be forgotten," Heb 
yisstika~ ( 45 :26c ), G reads: "should cease"= Heb yisbOt, a reading preferred 
by Smend (p. 438) and Box-Oesterley (p. 490). In the final bicolon (45:26cd) 
of this prayer, Ben Sira expresses his appreciation and concern for "the bene
fits" the high priests confer on the community, and for "the virtue of [their] 
rule," lit., "[their] power," "in future generations" (45:26d; cf. NOTE). Ben 
Sira probably alludes here to the intrigues of the Tobiads against Simeon II 
and his son Onias Ill, the legitimate high priests because they were descended 
from Phinehas. Cf. INTRODUCTION, Part IL For further study of 44: 17-
45:26, cf. F. V. Reiterer, "Urtext" und Ubersetzungen: Sprachstudie iiber Sir 
44,16-45,26 als Beitrag zur Siraforschung. Arbeiten zu Text und Sprache im 
Alten Testament, 12, 1980. 



54. Joshua, Caleb, the Judges, and Samuel 
(46:1-20) 

46 1 Valiant conquerer was JOSHUA, son of Nun, B 

aide to Moses in the prophetic office, 
Formed to be, as his name implies, 

the great savior of God's chosen ones, 
Wreaking vengeance on the enemy 

and giving to Israel their inheritance. 
2 What glory was his when he raised his hand 

to brandish his sword against the city! 
3 Who could withstand him 

when he fought the battles of the LORD? 
4 Was it not at his same hand the sun stopped, 

so that one day became like two? 
s He called upon the Most High God 

when he was hard pressed, with enemies on every 
side; 

And God Most High gave answer to him 
with the driving force of glistening hail 

6 Which he rained down upon the hostile army 
till on the slope he destroyed the foe; 

That all the doomed nations might know 
the LORD was watching over his people's battles. 

And because he was a devoted follower of God 
1 and in Moses' time showed himself loyal, 

He and CALEB, son of Jephunneh, 
when they opposed the rebel assembly, 

Averted God's anger from the people 
and suppressed the wicked complaint-

s Because of this, those two alone were spared 
of the six hundred thousand infantry, 

to lead the people into their inheritance, 
the land flowing with milk and honey. 
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9 The strength God gave to Caleb 
remained with him even in his old age 

Till he won his way onto the summits of the land, 
so that his family, too, received an inheritance, 

10 That all the people of Jacob might know 

§ LIV 

how good it is to be a devoted follower of the LORD. 

11 The JUDGES, too, each one of them, 
whose hearts were not deceived, 

Who did not abandon God: 
may their memory be ever blessed, 

12 Their bones flourish with new life where they lie, G 

and their names receive fresh luster in their B 

children! 
13 Honored among people, dear to his Maker, G 

pledged in a vow, from his mother's womb, e 
As one consecrated to the LORD in the prophetic office 

was SAMUEL, the judge who offered sacrifice. 
At God's word he established the kingdom 

and he anointed princes to rule the people. 
14 By the law of the LORD he judged the assembled folk, G 

and he made the rounds of the settlements of B 

Jacob. 
15 As a trustworthy seer he was sought out 

and his message proved him a true prophet. G 

16 He, too, called upon God B 

when he was hard pressed, with enemies on every 
side, 

and offered up a suckling lamb; 
17 Then the LORD thundered from heaven, 

and the tremendous blast of his voice resounded; 
is He brought low the rulers of the enemy 

and destroyed all the lords of the Philistines. 
19 When Samuel approached the end of his life, 

he testified before the LORD and his anointed 
prince, 

"No bribe or secret gift have I taken from any one!" 
and no one could gainsay him. 
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20 Even after his death his guidance was sought; 
he made known to the king his fate 

And from the grave he raised his voice 
as a prophet, to put an end to wickedness. 

Notes 

517 

46 le. as his name implies=G=kiSemo, cf. 6:22; MS B bymyw, "in his time"; cf. 
44:7b. 

Id. God's: lit., "his," with the reference only implied, cf. NOTES at 44:10, 2la. 
2b. sword: kfdon, anciently a hacking implement, the Egyptian harpe, loosely trans

lated "scimitar" (AB, NAB) in the Goliath narrative, I Sam 17 :6. In the texts from 
Qumran, the term means a short, thrusting sword, and so presumably here. 

4-6. These Jines are damaged in MS B. 
4a. his same hand: cf. 2a; Ben Sira is presumably thinking of a parallel with the 

stance of Moses at the battle with Amalek (Exod 17:8-16) in which Joshua was the 
field commander (see also Exod 14:16, 21, 26). In Joshua 10, it is the voice of Joshua 
that commands the sun; cf. here vv 5, 6. 

5d. with ... glistening hail: follows G, which is already a paraphrase. The Heb 
has "with hailstones and 'elgiibfS." The last word is a synonym for hail(stones) that 
occurs also in Ezekiel. Since it has a cognate in Akk taken to mean "rock crystal," the 
presumption is that it conveys the luminosity of the hail and implies hailstones of 
exceptional size. 

9a. God: see the NOTE at Id above. 
12a. Their bones ... where they lie: this language, present here in G and Syr, but 

not in MS B, is used of the twelve Minor Prophets in 49: 10. It would seem to allude to 
the story of the bones of Elisha in 2 Kgs 13:20-21. Since the Book of Judges shows an 
interest in the burial places of the individual Judges (cf. Judg 10:1-5; 12:8-15), and the 
Book of Joshua (24:30) in that of Joshua, it would seem Ben Sira developed this 
expression for the present context and applied it again in 49: 10. 

12b(c)-13a. As in 44:23-45:1, here again G confuses the transition between two 
sections of the discourse. The wording it presupposes yields for 13a nikbad 'iiniisfm 
wa'iihUb ... (for the last word, "of his Lord," as G has it, goes against Heb idiom). 
MS B has 'oheb 'ammo ure~iiy 'osehu, "friend of his people and favored by his Maker," 
Syr is garbled like G, but it does vouch for the 'osehu reading of MS B (cf. 33:13c); for 
the participles, it supposes those underlying G. The translation follows the text under
lying G, with 'osehU as the final word. 

13bc. G identifies Samuel as "prophet of the Lord," but otherwise omits these cola. 
pledged in a vow is an attempt at specifying the means by which Samuel was "obtained 
by request" (Heb hammeio'iil) by his mother in prayer to the Lord. The Heb word is a 
play on the name Samuel, parallel to the Joshua . . . savior ( = teiu'li) wordplay in 
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46: I. That Samuel was a niizir, one consecrated to the Lord according to the terms of 
Num 6:1-21, in his case perpetually, derives from I Sam 1:11, 22. In 1:22, it is made 
explicit in IQSam': see the discussion in P. K. McCarter, Jr., I Samuel (AB 8, 1980): 
49-SO, S3-S6, 61. in the prophetic office: the Heb expression is that used of Moses 
(and, by association, Joshua) in 46:1; it occurs again in 46:20d, and cf. 44:3d. Samuel's 
dedication as a niizir at the shrine of the Ark of the Covenant at Shiloh was the 
preparation for the gift of prophecy that the Lord there bestowed on him. 

13d. who offered sacnfice: Heb iimi!kahen. Ben Sira, who is presumed to have been 
of a priestly family himself, does not say of Samuel that he was a priest, but that he did 
perform priestly functions: cf. Ps 99:6. 

13e-!8. These lines in MS Bare damaged; 14c perhaps reflects I Sam 10:17-2S. 
14b. settlements=Heb 'ohO!e; MS B, G, and Syr all agree in reading the divine 

name 'i!lohe (ya<iiqob). The allusion to I Sam 7:16-17 seems certain; the transposition 
of letters in the text then antedates the Gr translation. 

!Sb. The translation supposes that what the grandson saw in his Heb text was 
iibidi!biiriiyw noda' ne'i!miin, and that his horase6s reflects the fJozeh of !Sa, which he 
there overtranslated as "prophet." Compare I Sam 3:20; 9:9, 19. MS B's wi!gam is 
clearly out of place (cf. 16a), and its ro'eh could as well be corrupt from noda'= G as 
from ro'eh as is usually supposed. 

19a. When Samuel approached the end of his life: the Heb has "and when it was 
time for him to rest on his (death)bed"; cf. Isa S7:2. The context of I Samuel 12 is the 
choice of Saul as king and the laying down by Samuel of his civic function as chief 
magistrate of the people; the poetry of Ben Sira looks to the event which Samuel, 
concerned for his sons, had in mind. 

19d. gainsay him: this is followed in MS B by the sentence "and even to the time of 
his decease he was found prudent in the sight of the Lord and of all the living," which 
is a gloss that weakens Ben Sira's text. 

20d. wickedness: G has "the wickedness of the people"; Syr has "sins," simply. The 
Heb for this is lacking, but from G it can be reconstructed as (li!haibil) 'iiwon 'iim. The 
guilt in question is Saul's, and the likelihood is that 'iim, "people," was no more than a 
faulty dittography of 'ii won, "guilt," in the prototype of G. In 7 :6, Ben Sira uses the 
parallel phrase li!hasbit ziidon absolutely, to end a line. 

Comment 

This section is divided into two parts: the first on the leaders Joshua and 
Caleb (46:1-10); the second on the Judges in general and on Samuel, the last 
of the Judges. 

Joshua, Heb yeh6sua~ which means "Yahweh is salvation," was the worthy 
successor of Moses to lead the Chosen People (cf. Num 27:18-23). According 
to Num 27:18, he was "a person in whom there is spirit," i.e., he had the 
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wisdom, courage, and strength of character to be a great leader; cf. Deut 34:9. 
He was "aide to [Heb mesaret, lit., a minister of, the same word used to 
describe him in Exod 33:11] Moses," and like Elisha, who assisted and later 
succeeded Elijah (1 Kgs 19:21; 2 Kgs 2:9-15), he followed Moses "in the 
prophetic office" (46:lb). Joshua is called "valiant conqueror" (46:la), for it 
was he, and not Moses, who was to cross the Jordan and conquer the Prom
ised Land (cf. Deut 34:4; Josh 1:1-11). "As his name implies" (cf. NOTE and 
COMMENT above), Joshua was "formed to be . . . the great savior [Heb 
tes1Ya (gedolci}, lit., (a great) salvation] of God's [cf. NOTE] chosen ones" 
( 46: led); cf. 4 7 :22. "Wreaking vengeance on the enemy" ( 46: 1 e) is a reference 
to Josh 10: 13: "And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, while the nation 
took vengeance on its foes," i.e., the Amorites. V 46:lf refers to Deut 1:38, 
which says Joshua "is to give Israel its inheritance" (cf. also Deut 3:28). The 
raising of Joshua's hand "to brandish his sword" (46:2a; cf. NOTE) was a 
signal for his troops to attack the city of Ai (Josh 8:18-19, 26). Because 
Yahweh was with Joshua, no one "could withstand him" (46:3a)-a clear 
reference to Josh 1 :5. "The battles [or wars] of the LORD [lit., of Yahweh]" is 
an allusion to Josh 8: 14. The phrase "wars of Yahweh" occurs also in 1 Sam 
18:17; 25:28; and Num 21:14 ("The Book of the Wars of Yahweh"). As 
regards Joshua's "hand" (46:4a) stopping the sun (cf. Josh 10:12-13), cf. 
NOTE. Interestingly, the expression "the Most High God" (46:5a and c), Heb 
'el 'elyon, occurs here for the first times in the book; elsewhere in the extant 
Heb fragments, it occurs only in 47:5a, Sb; 48:20a. The name "the Most 
High" (Heb 'elyon) is found alone a total of fifteen times in the Geniza and 
Masada MSS of our book. Curiously, 46:5 clearly is based on Josh 10:7-14, in 
which the name of God is always "Yahweh," and not "the Most High God." 
Apparently, the phrasing of 46:5ab was traditional; cf. 46:16ab. In Josh 
10:11-12, Yahweh killed more of the Amorites with giant hailstones "than 
the Israelites slew with the sword"-the point Ben Sira suggests in 46:5d (cf. 
NOTE) and 6ab. "The slope" in 46:6b is the descent from Beth-horon down 
which the Amorites were fleeing when they were struck by the hailstones 
(Josh 10: 10-11 ). As regards the phrase "the doomed nations," cf. Josh 6: 17 
and Sir 16:9 with COMMENT. The allusion in 46:6d is to Josh 10:14; 23:3-10. 
Ben Sira describes Joshua as "a devoted follower of God" (46:6e), a phrase 
borrowed from Num 14:24; Josh 14:8, 9, 14; in Josh 24:29, Joshua is called 
"servant of Yahweh." 

Joshua (and Caleb, mentioned in 46:7b) "in Moses' time showed himself 
loyal" (46:7a) by supporting Moses and Aaron while all the rest of the com
munity grumbled against them (Num 14:1-10), a scene alluded to in 46:7c. 
Ben Sira seems to attribute the averting of "God's anger from the people" 
(46:7d) to Joshua and Caleb; according to Num 14:11-20, it was Moses' 
pleading with Yahweh that resulted in the sparing of the people. "The wicked 
complaint" (46:7e) is the grumbling of the Israelites in Num 14: 1-3. Because 
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of their loyalty to Yahweh and to Moses, Joshua and Caleb were the only 
ones "spared of the six hundred thousand infantry" (46:8ab): cf. 16:10; Num 
11:21; 14:29, 30, 38; 26:65; Deut 1:35-38. It was they who led "the people 
into their inheritance" ( 46:8c; cf. Deut 1:38; Josh 11 :23). The Holy Land was 
traditionally described as "the land flowing with milk and honey" (48:8d); cf., 
for example, Exod 3:8, 17; 13:5; 33:3; Lev 20:24; Deut 6:3; 11 :9; Josh 5:6; Jer 
11 :5; 32:22; Ezek 20:6. 

According to Josh 14:7, 10-11, Caleb at the age of eighty-five was as strong 
as he was the day Moses sent him forth to reconnoiter the land, when he was 
forty-the reference in 46:9ab. "The summits of the land" (46:9c) are the 
mountain region inhabited by the Anakim whom Caleb conquered in his old 
age; cf. Josh 11 :21; 14: 10-12. The inheritance of Caleb and his family (46:9d) 
is mentioned in Num 14:24 and Josh 14:9, 13-15. Caleb's devotion to Yahweh 
(46:10b) is noted several times in biblical tradition: Num 14:24; Josh 14:8, 14. 

In the next unit, Ben Sira has a brief introduction on the Judges in general 
( 46: 11-12) and then a long panegyric on Samuel, the last and greatest of the 
Judges (46:13-20). The praise of the Judges as a group is somewhat hyper
bolic. Contrary to what is said in 46: 11 be, Samson was deceived by Delilah 
(Judg 16:16--20), and Yahweh did abandon him (Judg 16:20). But since the 
Judges were persons raised up by God to save the people from their enemies, 
Ben Sira prays that they may enjoy a blessed memory (46:1 ld; cf. COMMENT 
on 45:lb). The allusion in 46:12a to the Judges' bones flourishing is to the 
story in 2 Kgs 13:20-21, which describes how a dead man thrown into Eli
sha's grave came back to life; for more on this colon, cf. NOTE. The sentiment 
that the Judges' names may "receive fresh luster in their children" (46: 12b), 
viz., the Israelites, has a parallel in Tob 4: 12, in which Tobit commands his 
son not to marry outside his father's tribe because "we are children of the 
prophets." For more on the name or reputation of a person surviving in his 
children, cf. COMMENT on 44:13-15. 

There is a definite change of subject in 46: 13a (cf. NOTE), which begins the 
praise of Samuel. Indeed, Samuel was "honored among people" and "dear to 
his maker" (46:13a; cf. NOTE), for he led God's people at a critical point in 
their history. Because Hannah, Elkanah's wife, had been barren, she prayed 
to Yahweh to grant her a son, whom she promised to give back to the service 
of Yahweh for his whole life (1Sam1:2, 10-11). When her prayer was heard, 
she named the boy Samuel, "since she had asked the LORD for him" (1 Sam 
1:20); it is to this episode that Ben Sira refers in 46:13b (cf. NOTE for the 
wordplay on the name Samuel and "obtained by request"). Samuel was "con
secrated to the LORD" (46: 13c; cf. NOTE) as a perpetual Nazirite; cf. 1 Sam 
1:11, 22, 27-28. As regards "the prophetic office" (46:13c) Samuel enjoyed, 
cf. NOTE. Samuel was a judge "who offered sacrifice," or "who performed 
priestly functions" (46:13d; cf. NOTE); cf. l Sam 7:7-9. He was the one who, 
by Yahweh's permission, established the monarchy by anointing Saul as King 
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(46:13e); cf. Sam 9:15-17; 10:1. In addition to anointing Saul, Samuel 
anointed David (1 Sam 16:13)-the allusion in 46:13f. Samuel judged the 
people "by the law of the LORD"-a reference to 1 Sam 7:2-6. According to 1 
Sam 7: 16--17, Samuel in fulfilling his duty as judge "made a yearly journey, 
passing through Bethel, Gilgal and Mizpah" and would then "return to 
Ramah, for that was his home. There, too, he judged Israel. ... " Ben Sira 
refers to this activity in 46: 14b (cf. NOTE). Samuel's trustworthiness as a seer 
(46:15a) is attested in 1 Sam 9:6. The reference in 46:15 (cf. NOTE) is to 1 
Sam 3:20; 9:9. According to Jer 28:9, the fulfillment of a prophet's word 
proves him true; conversely, according to Deut 18:22, if the prophet's oracle 
is not fulfilled or verified, he is a false prophet. 

Samuel "called upon God" (46:16a) when "he was hard pressed, with 
enemies on every side" ( 46: l 6b )-a reference to the Philistines going up 
against the Israelites gathered in Mizpah (1 Sam 7:7-8). Samuel "took an 
unweaned lamb [46:16c] and offered it entire as a holocaust to the LORD. He 
implored the LORD for Israel, and the LORD heard him" (1 Sam 7:9). With 
thundering and a tremendous blast of his voice ( 46: 17), the LORD routed the 
Philistines (46:18); this episode is recorded in 1 Sam 7:10-13. Ben Sira uses 
the noun seriinim (=Gr tyranno1) to designate "the lords [of the Philistines]" 
(46:18b); this word applies only to leaders of the Philistine pentapolis (cf. 
Josh 13:3; Judg 3:3; 16:5, 8, 18, 23, 27; 1 Sam 6:16, 18). For the literal 
translation of 46: 19a, cf. NOTE; the same words occur in 40:5c. In 46: 19, Ben 
Sira refers to the story of Samuel's unimpeachable integrity in 1 Sam 12:1-5 
(for the gloss after 46:19d in MS B, cf. NOTE). Cf. P. C. Beentjes, "Inverted 
Quotations in the Bible: A Neglected Stylistic Pattern [Sir 46: 19]," Bib 63 
(1982): 506--23. Though 1 Sam 12:2 says only that Samuel is "old and gray," 
Ben Sira seems to think the episode took place at the end of Samuel's life 
(46: 19a). But Samuel does not die till 1 Sam 25: 1. After his death, Samuel was 
consulted by Saul (46:20) via the witch of Endor; cf. 1 Sam 28:8-19. What 
Samuel's voice told Saul in prophecy (46:20cd) was that the king was 
doomed. Because Saul had disobeyed Yahweh's command to destroy Agag, 
king of Amalek, together with the best of the fat sheep and oxen, and the 
lambs and all that was worthwhile (1 Sam 15:8-9), Samuel told Saul he had 
been rejected as king (I Sam 15:10-23). Later, Samuel's ghost predicted that 
Saul and his sons would be killed by the Philistines (1 Sam 28:19). Saul and 
his sons died in the battle on Mount Gilboa (1 Sam 31:1-6). 



55. Nathan, David, and Solomon 
(47:1-22) 

47 I After him came NATHAN 
who served in the presence of David. 

2 Like the choice fat of the sacred offerings, 
so was DAVID in Israel. 

3 He made sport of lions as though they were kids, 
and of bears, like lambs of the flock. 

4 As a youth he slew the giant 
and did away with the people's disgrace 

When his hand let fly the slingstone 
that shattered the pride of Goliath. 

5 He called upon the Most High God, 
who gave strength to his right arm 

To flatten the skilled warrior 
and restore the eminence of his own people; 

6 Therefore the women sang his praises 
and ascribed to him tens of thousands overcome. 

When he assumed the royal crown, he fought 
7 and subdued the enemy on every side. 

He campaigned against the hostile Philistines 
and broke their power till our own day. 

8 With his every deed he offered thanks; 
of God Most High he proclaimed the glory. 

With his whole heart he loved his Maker 

B 

9c and daily had his praises sung; Gil 

IOa He added beauty to the feasts G 

b and solemnized the seasons of each year 
9a With string music before the altar, 

b providing sweet melody for the psalms 
IOc So that when the Holy Name was praised, 

d before daybreak the sanctuary would respond. 
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11 The LORD forgave him his sins B 

and exalted his strength forever; 
He conferred on him the rights of royalty 

and established his throne in Israel. 

12 Because of his merits he had as his successor 
a wise son, who lived in security: 

13 SOLOMON reigned during an era of peace, 
for God made tranquil all his borders. 

He built a house to the name of God, 
and established a lasting sanctuary. 

14 How wise you were when you were young, 
overflowing with instruction, like the Nile in flood! 

15 Your breadth of understanding covered the earth, G 

which you filled with sayings of hidden meaning. 
16 Your fame reached distant coasts, 

and you were loved for your happy estate; 
17 With song and proverb and riddle, B 

and with your answers, you astounded the nations. 
18 You were called by that glorious name 

which was conferred upon Israel. 
You heaped up gold like so much iron, 

amassing silver as though it were lead; 
19 But you surrendered yourself to women 

and gave them dominion over your body. 
20 You brought a stain upon your glory, 

shame upon your marriage bed, 
Wrath upon your descendants, 

and groaning upon your deathbed. 
21 Thus two governments came into being, 

when in Ephraim power was usurped. 
22 But God does not withdraw his commitment, 

nor permit even one of his promises to fail-
He does not uproot the posterity of his chosen ones, 

nor destroy the offspring of his friends; 
So he gave to Jacob a remnant, G 

to David a root from his own family. 
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Notes 

47 3. lambs of the flock= G = bi!ne ~o'n. MS B's bi!ne btisiin, "bulls of Bashan," is 
as incredible here as the three lines out of four in the same MS beginning with wi!gam 
(46:19ef, 20ab; 47:1-and cf. 46:15b, 16a). 

4b. the people's: with G, Syr; MS B's 'oliim is corrupted from 'iim. 
5d. restore the eminence: literally, "raise up the horn." The reverse image, of break

ing the horn, is broke their power in 7c. 
7b. he campaigned against the hostile Philistines= wayyiqan bipi!listim 'iirim. The 

verb in MS B is regularly read wytn, but the taw is more likely qeth. The verb qnh, 
"encamp," is used by Ben Sira elsewhere (MS A 4:13, 15; 14:24), though not in a 
hostile sense. With b- following, it takes on the meaning "campaign against" (Judg 
9:50), which is called for in the present context. 'iirfm, Aramaizing for ~iirfm, occurs in 
later Heb and Jewish Aram in the meaning "enemies" (here, hostile). If correct here 
(compare 37:5 where it is intrusive), it could be a play on 'iirelim, "uncircumcised," 
the usual epithet for the Philistines. But it is more likely an error in transmission. 

8-10. The second colon of each of four lines in MS B is damaged; of lOab almost the 
whole line is eaten away. The translation of vv Bc-10 is based on taking G Bed as an 
expansion of one colon (Heb Sc, here followed); this is succeeded by 9c of Ziegler's Gr 
(=the broken Sd of the Heb; in Ziegler, it is a supplement from Gii), then by lOab, 
9ab, lOcd in that order. Syr severely abridges this, and in MS B only lOcd is verifiable 
in place. G 9ab have been related to the remnants of these cola in MS B and its margin 
(partly not shown in the facsimile; see Smend and Segal); thus G's "musicians" has 
been read as string music and the word for psalms supplied explicitly. 

I lb. exalted his strength: literally, "raised his horn"; compare the NOTE on 5d 
above. The recurrence of this imagery in the present passage depends on its traditional 
association with David (Pss 89:19, 25; 132:17); see later Luke 1:69. 

I Id. in Israel: with G and Syr; MS B, "over Jerusalem." 
15. The verse is damaged in MS B and scarcely represented by three words in Syr. 

The psyche of G in 15a can hardly stand for Heb nepes in this place; it is here supposed 
that the /eb of roqab leb in I Kgs 5:9 underlies it as the basis for an allusion. V 15b in 
MS B, wtql[s b]mrwm syrh, is highly suspicious, both as to qls in a favorable sense 
("praise"? "celebrate in song"? Peters) being Heb of the age of Ben Sira, and as to 
what "the heavens" and "song" have to do with the context. To import the Song of 
Songs into this does not clarify the sentence structure. 

16. Lacking in MS B, this verse is present in G and Syr, which agree on 16a. V 16b 
in G would seem to refer to the visit of the Queen of Sheba, I Kings 10, especially vv 
4-9. Syr 16b is "and they waited to hear you," which alludes to I Kgs 10:24 in the 
language of Job 29:21-23. 

20c-22d. In MS B, the lines are damaged at the beginning, with 22cd almost com
pletely gone. 
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Comment 

In this section, Ben Sira gives brief notice to Nathan the prophet who 
serves as a link between Samuel-Saul and David and Solomon, who receive 
the lion's share of praise (sixteen bicola each). 

By mentioning Nathan at the head of this part, Ben Sira calls attention to 
the succession of prophets in Israel from the time of Moses-an important 
conviction in the OT. Cf. 46:1, 13, 20; 48:1-4, 12, 22; 49:6, 8, 10; Amos 2:11; 
3:7-8; Hos 12:14; Jer 7:25. Nathan (47:1) was the outstanding prophet in 
David's time; cf. 2 Sam 7:2-17; 12:1-15. In l Kgs 1:26, Nathan refers to 
himself as David's servant (47:lb). 

The literal translation of 47:2 makes the point more clearly: "Indeed as the 
(choice) fat is lifted up [Heb muram, hoph<al participle of rilm] from the holy 
offering, so was David (lifted up) from Israel." The Heb verb rilm, in the 
hiph<if or hophcal, is a technical term for separating the fat from sacrificial 
animals; cf., for example, Lev 4:8, 10, 19. In Ps 89:20, which refers to David, 
the same verb, in the hiphcil, is used: "I have lifted up a youth over my 
people." Ben Sira seems to have had both the Leviticus and Psalm 89 texts in 
mind when writing 47:2. The point of 47:2 is dramatic and bold. David is 
compared to the choicest part of the sacrificial animal, the fat on the inner 
organs (intestines, liver, and kidneys), which the Israelites were forbidden to 
eat, for it had to be burned on the altar; cf. Exod 29:13, 22; Lev 3:3-5, 9-11, 
14-16. When David tended his father's flocks, if a lion or bear carried off a 
sheep, he would go after it and rescue the prey from its mouth (1 Sam 17:34-
36): the background of 47:3 (cf. NOTE). David's slaying of the Philistine 
giant, Goliath ( 4 7 :4 ), is told in colorful detail in 1 Sam 17 :32-51. "The peo
ple's disgrace" (47:4b; cf. NOTE) alludes to David's comment before his en
counter with Goliath (1 Sam 17:26). With regard to "the pride of Goliath" 
(47:4d), cf. Prov 16:18. Like Joshua (46:5a) and Samuel (46:16a), David 
"called upon the Most High God" (47:5a; cf. also 48:20a), an allusion to 
David's words in 1 Sam 17:37, 45-47. The expression "the skilled warrior" 
(47:5c) derives from l Sam 17:33. The Philistines had attempted to humiliate 
God's people by the proud challenge of Goliath, who said: "I defy the ranks 
of Israel today. Give me a man and let us fight together" (1 Sam 17: 10). With 
God's help, David flattened the skilled Goliath (47:5c); thus did he "raise up 
the horn of his people," the literal translation of 47:5d (cf. NOTE). The raised 
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horn, symbol of power (cf. 1 Sam 2:1; Pss 18:3; 89:18) and glory (cf. Ps 
112:9), stands in stark contrast with the shattered "pride of Goliath" (47:4d). 

David's defeat of Goliath was the beginning of the end of Philistine power 
in the Holy Land. Hence the women of Israel sang of his exploits: "Saul has 
slain his thousands, and David his ten thousands" (1Sam18:7; 21:12; 29:5)
the reference in 47:6ab. As king, David defeated his enemies "on every side" 
(47:6c, 7a), viz., the Moabites (2 Sam 8:2), the Arameans (2 Sam 8:5-12; 
10:15-19), the Edomites (2 Sam 8:14), the Ammonites (2 Sam 10:1-14; 11:1), 
and the dreaded Philistines (2 Sam 5: 17-25; 8: I; 21: 15-22). It was David who 
put an end to the Philistine power (lit., horn; cf. NOTE on 47:5d) for good 
(47:7bc; cf. NOTE). "Till our own day" (47:7c, lit., till today) is a stereotyped 
phrase in the Bible; cf., for example, Gen 19:37-38; 26:33; 32:33; Matt 27:8; 
28:25. In 47:8-10 (for the order of the verses, cf. NOTE), Ben Sira extols 
David as composer of psalms, esp. of praise. In biblical tradition, the Law (or 
Torah) was attributed to Moses, Psalms to David, and Wisdom (e.g., Prov
erbs, Qoheleth) to Solomon. David is presented as a person who prayed con
stantly (47:8a)-an exaggeration, to say the least, of the real historical David. 
He is said to have fulfilled the great Deuteronomic commandment (Deut 6:5) 
to love Yahweh "with his whole heart" (47:8c). According to I Chr 15:16; 
16:4-6; and 23:5, David was responsible for giving music an important func
tion in the cult (47:9c,ab, IOcd). By so doing, "he added beauty to the feasts" 
(47:10a), something that was needed, for as Smend (p. 451) suggests, the 
Zadokites of David's time had become lax in their duties, with the result that 
public worship was flat and colorless. Following the tradition in I Chr 23:31-
32, Ben Sira attributes to David the solemnizing of the religious festivals, "the 
seasons of the year" (47: IOb). According to I Chr 23:5, David had also 
devised musical instruments to be used in chanting of the psalms (47:9ab). 
The chanting of psalms "before daybreak" (47:10d) is mentioned also in Ps 
57:9; cf. Ps 119:62. David's "sins" (so G; Heb "sin") are finally mentioned in 
47: I la, though only in general. He committed adultery with Bathsheba, who 
then conceived a child (2 Sam 11: 1-5), and to cover up his crime he brought 
her warrior husband, Uriah the Hittite, back to Jerusalem from the front in 
Rabbah with the hope that he would sleep with his wife. Uriah, however, 
refused to go home and to sleep with his wife, for in holy war soldiers were 
required to abstain from women (cf. 1 Sam 21:5-6). Finally David dismissed 
Uriah with a letter for his general Joab: "Place Uriah up front, where the 
fighting is fierce. Then pull back and leave him to be struck down dead" (2 
Sam 11:15). Yahweh, however.forgave (47:1 la, Heb he<ebfr) David his sins (2 
Sam 12:13 with the same Heb verb) and "exalted his strength forever" 
(47:1 lb; cf. NOTE for the literal translation and references). The Davidic 
royal house and throne (47:1 lcd; cf. NOTE) are to last forever (2 Sam 7:12-
16)-the expression of Messianic hope; cf. also 47:22. 

The next poem (47: 12-22) is devoted to David's son and successor, Solo-
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mon. Because Solomon, despite a good beginning to his reign, turned out to 
be unfaithful to the Covenant (47:18cd-20; cf. 1 Kgs 3:3; 11:1-11), Ben Sira 
attributes Solomon's prosperous and peaceful reign (47:12b-13ab) to David's 
"merits" (47: 12a); cf. 1 Kgs 11: 11-13, 32-33. Solomon is described as "a wise 
son" (47:12b), a reference to 1 Kgs 5:21 (cf. also 1 Kgs 3:9-12, 16-28; 5:21). 
Thanks to David's victories (47:7), Solomon "lived in security ... during 
an era of peace" (47:12b-13a); cf. 1 Kgs 5:5. The very name Solomon (Heb 
selomoh) suggests peace (Heb sa/Om). It was Yahweh who had given Solomon 
"peace on all sides" (1 Kgs 5:18)-the point of 47:13b. Solomon built the 
temple (47:13c; cf. 1 Kgs 6:1-38), a privilege denied to David (2 Sam 7:5-7, 
13; cf. 1 Kgs 5: 17). Ben Sira calls the temple "a house to the name of God" 
[lit., to his name], a phrase he borrowed from 2 Sam 7:13 and 1Kgs5:19. The 
temple was also called the "sanctuary" (47:13d), a term used in 1 Chr 22:19. 
The idea of the sanctuary being "lasting" (47:13d) derives from Ps 78:69. In 
47:14-20, Ben Sira uses direct address, as he does of Elijah in 48 :4-11. Solo
mon was wise when he was young (47:14a)--a reference to 1 Kgs 3:9-12, 16-
28; 5:9-11; 10:1-8. The Nile is again used as a symbol of abundance in a 
comparison in 47:14b; cf. 24:27; 39:22. 

Solomon's "breadth of understanding" (47:15a; cf. NOTE) is mentioned 
in 1Kgs5:9-11, 14. His "sayings of hidden meaning" (47:15b) is a reference 
to 1 Kgs 5:12. Solomon's fame reached "distant coasts" (47:16a), an allusion 
to l Kgs 5:14 as well as to 1 Kgs 10:1-13, the story of the visit of the queen of 
Sheba (the leading principality in what is now the Yemen). The queen of 
Sheba was amaz.ed not only at Solomon's wisdom but also at his palace, food, 
attendants, temple sacrifices, and prosperity (1 Kgs 10:4-9)--the allusion in 
47:16b (cf. NOTE). According to 1 Kgs 5:12, Solomon uttered three thousand 
proverbs (Heb masal) and composed a thousand and five songs (Heb sfr); 
both words occur at the beginning of 47:17a, but in reverse order. "The Song 
of Songs by Solomon," as Cant 1: 1 puts it, is the masterwork. The "riddle," 
Heb F,fda (47:17a), is a word found also in Prov 1:6b, a book attributed to 
Solomon. For the meaning of F,fda as "riddle," cf. Judg 14:12-14. Heb melf~a 
(47:17b), here translated "with your answers," is a rare word, which is found 
only here and in Hab 2:6; Prov l :6. In Hab 2:6, the word means "satire" (the 
verb ly~. from which the noun is derived, has, in the hiph'il, the meaning "to 
deride" or "to scorn" [Prov 14:9; 19:28; Ps 119:51)). In Prov 1 :6, melf~a. 
being in parallel with masal, "proverb," means "parable" or "allusive saying" 
(ly~. in the hiph'il, also means "to interpret" [Gen 42:23)). The reference in 
47:17 is to 1 Kgs 5:9-14. The "glorious name which was conferred upon 
Israel" and also given to Solomon (47:18ab) by Nathan the prophet is 
yedfdyah, which means "beloved of Yahweh" (2 Sam 12:25). In Jer 11:15, 
Yahweh calls Israel "my beloved," Heb yedfd~· cf. Deut 28: 10, Isa 63: 19; Jer 
14:9; 15:16. 

After eight bicola in praise of Solomon, Ben Sira devotes eight bicola 
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(47:18cd-22) to describe Solomon's sins and the results thereof. For the con
nection between 47:18cd and 19, cf. Deut 17:17. Solomon's amassing of gold 
(47:18c) is mentioned in l Kgs 10:14-17, 21-23, 25 (=2 Chr 9:13-16, 20-22, 
24); of silver (47:18c), in l Kgs 10:27 (=2 Chr 9:29), though the comparison 
in the latter text is with stones, and not lead. Foreign women, however, were 
the real cause of Solomon's downfall (47:19-20); cf. I Kgs 11:1-10. The 
literal translation of 49: 19a is "And you gave to women your loins"-forceful 
language. The whole verse is a rephrasing and application of the injunction in 
Prov 31 :3: "Give not your vigor to women, nor your strength to those who 
ruin kings." Unlike Abraham, who "kept his glory without stain" (44: l 9b; cf. 
COMMENT), Solomon "brought a stain upon [his] glory" and "shame upon 
[his] marriage bed" (44:20ab; cf. Gen 49:4) by having intercourse with foreign 
women, whom Yahweh had forbidden the Israelites to marry (l Kgs 11 :2; cf. 
Exod 34:16). Solomon brought "wrath upon [his] descendants" (47:20c) be
cause, being born of foreign mothers, they shared not in God's blessing but in 
his anger; cf. Ezra 9:2; Mal 2:15; Wis 3:16-19. The worst disaster would come 
after Solomon's death. The "groaning upon [Solomon's] deathbed" (47:20d) 
is probably an allusion to the reaction of the people at the answer they re
ceived when they asked the new king Rehoboam to lighten the heavy load his 
father Solomon had placed on them; Rehoboam said, "My father beat you 
with whips, but I will beat you with scorpions" (l Kgs 12:14). As a result of 
Rehoboam's arrogant disregard for the people's request, the kingdom was 
split in two (47:2la). Rehoboam ruled in Judah; Jeroboam usurped power in 
Ephraim (47:2lb), i.e., Israel. Cf. l Kgs 12:16-25. According to l Kgs 11:11-
13, 33, the division of the kingdom was punishment for Solomon's idolatrous 
practices, about which Ben Sira, curiously, says not a word. The "commit
ment" that "God does not withdraw" (47:22a) is a reference to 2 Sam 7:14-
16; l Kgs 11: 13, 39; Ps 89:29-38. The literal translation of 47:22b is "nor 
does he let fall to the ground any of his words" (cf. Josh 23: 14; l Sam 3: 19; l 
Kgs 8:56; 2 Kgs 10:10). Because God is faithful to his promises (47:22ab), the 
Davidic kingship will endure forever (47:22cd). The "remnant" (47:22e) is 
the group of people that remained faithful in Jacob; cf. 48: l 5e. For the idea of 
the "root" from David's own family (47:22f), cf. Isa 11:1, 10. The three 
bicola of 4 7 :22 express the Messianic hope of Ben Sira's day; cf. also 47:11 
and 48:10. 

For further study of 47: 12-22, see P. C. Beentjes, "'The Countries Mar
velled at You': King Solomon in Ben Sira 47:12-22," BTFT45 (1984): 6-14. 



56. The Northern Kingdom: Elijah and Elisha 
(47:23-48: 15d) 

47 23 When Solomon slept with his ancestors, 
he left behind him one of his sons, 

Broad in folly, lacking in sense, 
who by his policy made rebels of the people; 

Until one arose who should not be mentioned by name, 
the sinner who led Israel into sin, 

Who brought ruin to Ephraim 
24 and caused them to be exiled from their land. 

25 Their sinfulness grew more and more, 
and they lent themselves to every evil 

48 I Till like a fire there appeared the prophet 
whose words were as a flaming furnace. 

2 Their staff of bread he shattered, 
in his zeal he reduced them to straits; 

3 By God's word he shut up the heavens 
and three times brought down fire. 

4 How awesome are you, ELIJAH! 
Whose glory is equal to yours? 

5 You brought a dead child back to life 
from the netherworld, by the will of the LORD. 

6 You sent kings down to destruction, 
and nobles, from their beds of sickness. 

7 You heard threats at Sinai; 
at Horeb, avenging judgments. 

s You anointed the bearer of these punishments, 
the prophet to succeed to your place. 

9 You were taken aloft in a whirlwind, 
by fiery captors, heavenward. 

B(G) 

B 
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10 You are destined, it is written, in time to come 
to put an end to wrath before the day of the LORD, 

To turn back the hearts of parents toward their 
children, 

and to reestablish the tribes of Israel. 
11 Blessed is he who shall have seen you before he dies! 

Q ................ 
12 When Elijah was enveloped in the whirlwind, 

ELISHA was filled with his spirit; 
Twice as many signs he wrought, 

and marvels with every utterance of his mouth. 
His life long he feared no one, 

nor was any able to intimidate his will. 
13 Nothing was beyond his power; 

from where he lay buried, his dead body prophesied. 
14 In life he performed wonders, 

and after death, marvelous deeds. 
15 Despite all this the people did not repent, 

nor did they cease their sinning 
Until they were rooted out of their land 

and scattered all over the earth. 

0 
t tb for we too shall certainly live. 

Notes 

§ LVI 

GI 

47 23ab. The line is damaged in MS B, which for the conventional with his ances
tors of G (lacking altogether in Syr) has a participle read by some as mlyo'iis, "in 
despair" (cf. Qoh 2:20); there is no certainty as to the reading. V 23b is missing in MS 
B after the verb. 

23cd. The line was structured by Ben Sira so that it began with rifJob, "broad" (in 
form a stative adjective such as MT tends to level out of the language), and ended with 
'iim, "people." This provided the name of Rohoboam, refJab'iim, without actually 
using it, though MS B, G, and Syr all read it back in explicitly, and disturb the line in 
so doing. 

23ef. Here, too, though MS B's 'al yihi 16 zeker, "who should not be mentioned by 
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name" (vouched for by Syr, though not in G), shows Ben Sira avoided it, the name 
Jeroboam ben Nabat appears in all extant forms of the text. 

23g, 24a. These are transposed in G; the line 23g, 24a in MS B (vouched for by Syr) 
has a consistent metaphor in mikSol, "stumbling block" (=ruin), and lehaddflJem, "to 
jolt them loose" (=and caused them to be exiled), that confirms its authenticity. 

25ab. This transition to the Elijah narrative has again (cf. NOTES to 44:23; 46:12b) 
been botched by G (as Smend and Segal have seen), because the 'ad 'iiser qiim niibf of 
48: I was read as 'ad 'iiser niiqiim yiibii~ or the like. Thus G, now at least, includes a 
partial doublet (and not really a gloss) in 47:25b-48: la. 

48 4b. whose=G, Syr=umf for MS B's 'iiser. 
7a. you heard=G=hassomea' for MS B's whsmy' (similarly Syr). · 
Ba. MS B inverts the order of vv 7 and 8; cf. G and Syr. Segal argues for the order 

of MS B and, with most, follows G and Syr in reading malke (taslumot) for B's mele~ 
But the designation of Hazael (2 Kgs 8:13) and the anointing of Jehu (2 Kgs 9:1-6) 
were the work of Elisha, who is both the mele' taslumot of Ba and the niibf of Sb. 
G basileis= malke (also Syr) was influenced by v 6a, and the Gr translator shows his 
confusion by reading "prophets" and "successors" in Sb, where the singular reference 
is directly to Elisha, as in I Kgs 19: 16 (and so Syr). 

9a-12b. It is regrettable that these lines have been subject in MS B to the damage 
(to the second colon of each) spoken of in the NOTE at 44:17 above; I lb and 12ab are 
almost completely gone, a specially severe loss. 

9b. heavenward=Syr; the Heb word is missing, and G gives no equivalent. 
!Ob. the day of the LORD=Syr; the Heb is missing, and G has thymou, "(the time 

of God's) anger." 
IOd. tribes of Israel: G and Syr have "tribes of Jacob," but the last (missing) word 

in the line in MS B ·ended in a lamed, which survives. 
11. There was undoubtedly a second colon in the original text, but what it con

tained is no longer evident. For I la, MS B has 'Ir r'k wm[tf Enough of the final taw is 
preserved so that there can be no reasonable doubt this is to be read 'asre [with G and 
Syr] ra'iikii wamet (and so Segal). The missing I lb should have contained a reason of 
sorts for this paradoxical statem~nt, understood as in the translation given here. G of 
I la (makarioi hoi idontes se kai hoi en agapesei kekoimemenoi; see Ziegler) puts this 
into the plural and softens it by expansion: "Blest are they who shall have seen you, 
and they who [shall] have fallen asleep in [the] love [of God]." Whether the more 
usual Gr reading kekosmemeno1; "who are adorned [with love]," was a deliberate or 
an accidental modification cannot be said. The agapesei itself, in the sense of the love 
of God for humans and of humans for God, presents a favorite theme and term of the 
Gil glossator (see the NOTE on 11:15-16), which, however, already had its roots in GI 
(see 1:10 and the NOTE there; 2:15-16). Yet in the present place Smend is almost 
certainly correct in seeing agapesei as a later reading based on an earlier kai en 
anapausei kekoimemenoi (the omitted hoi will have been part of the reinterpretation): 
"(who shall have seen you) and then lain at rest." This relates to the grandson's usage 
in the similar verse, 38:23. To 11 b of G, given above as a modified form of the text, the 
corresponding Syr has "(Blest is he who shall have seen you and died;) but he shall not 
die, but shall certainly live." Out of these data, plus the tail of a long letter surviving 
early in the space for the eaten-away I lb in MS B, and a he that survives at the end of 
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the colon, Segal reconstructs for the Heb I lb ki 'ap hu' l}iiyoh til}yeh. Who it is that 
may have been said to certainly live, in this final colon, is settled differently by differ
ent students of the text. For Smend, it is Elijah-he reads we'asrekii kf l}iiyoh til}yeh. 
Segal follows the indication in Syr, and understands his reconstruction of MS B to 
speak of the individual who shall have seen Elijah before dying: he, too, shall certainly 
live. In view of the strong evidence that Ben Sira did not believe in the resurrection of 
the dead, Segal is hard put to conjure up the possibility of a few meritorious individu
als (he does not say, like Elijah himself) for whom the author might have allowed an 
exception. But if the Syr is already a modified text (in v 10 of Syr, Segal sees a 
Christian influence), perhaps already its source, and that of G, and even MS B, were 
modified in this place. Could the original Heb I lb, not represented in MS B, have read 
kf 'ap 'iinal}nu noal} niinual}, "for we too shall certainly come to rest" in the sense of 
the nul}at '6/iim of Sir 30: l 7b? Then l}iiyoh nil}yeh would have been a tempting amelio
ration by the grandson's day. Lat strangely managed to minimize G's wording with 
"For we live our lives only, but after death our fame will not be such [as his]." 

12cd. This bicolon is not in G; Syr does have it, though it puts its "twofold" with 
the spirit "of prophecy" in l 2b. 

13b. prophesied=G=nibbii~· MS B has the false reading nibrii~ 

Comment 

This section opens with a unit that describes the folly of Rehoboam, Solo
mon's successor, who ruled in Judah, and the evil of Jeroboam, who became 
king of Israel after the division of the realm (47:23-24). There follow longer 
units on the prophets Elijah and Elisha, who exercised their ministries in the 
Northern Kingdom (47:25-48:15). 

At the death of Solomon (47:23a; cf. NOTE) after a forty-year reign, his son 
Rehoboam became king (47:23b; cf. NOTE), as 1 Kgs 11:43 records. Ben Sira 
deliberately avoids the mention of Rehoboam's name, but clearly and cleverly 
plays on the name, as explained in the NOTE on 47:23cd. Rehoboam's colos
sal folly, which made "rebels of the people" (47:23cd), is described in 1 Kgs 
12:1-19. The one whose name "should not be mentioned" (47:23e) is Jero
boam (cf. NOTE). He "led Israel into sin" (47:23f; cf. 1Kgs14:16) by making 
two calves of gold, placing one in Bethel, the other in Dan, i.e., on the 
southern and northern boundaries of the kingdom of Israel. He also built 
temples on the high places and made priests from men who were not Levites. 
Though these measures were religious in nature, they were politically moti
vated: he wanted to prevent his people from journeying to the temple in 
Jerusalem for fear they would give their allegiance to the house of David, i.e., 
to Rehoboam (cf. 1 Kgs 12:26-32). Because of this apostasy, Jeroboam ruined 
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Ephraim (Israel), which was eventually (in 722 e.c.) taken into exile in As
syria (47:23g-24a; cf. NOTE); cf. 2 Kgs 17:20-23. 

The sinfulness of the kings and people of the Northern Kingdom (47:25ab; 
cf. NOTE and 2 Kgs 17:21-22) provides the transition to the poem on Elijah, 
a name that means "Yah[weh] is my God." The wording of 47:25b derives 
from 1 Kgs 21:20, 25; 2 Kgs 17:17. The word "fire" (Heb 'ef) forms an 
inclusio in 48:la and 3b. The mention of Elijah's appearing "like a fire" 
(48:la) is an allusion to the wordplay in 2 Kgs 1:10, 12, in which the prophet 
is called 'fs 'elohfm, "man of God," who could call down from heaven 'eS 
'elohfm, "the fire of God," to consume his adversaries. Elijah's words are said 
to be "as a flaming furnace" (48:1b), an expression borrowed from Mal 3:19 
(cf. Mal 3:23). These images of fire and flaming furnaces aptly portray the 
zeal (48:2b) Elijah brought to his service of the Lord. The wording of 48:2a 
derives from Lev 26:26; Ezek 4:16; 5:16; 14:13 (cf. Isa 3:1); these texts are the 
basis of the common maxim "Bread is the staff of life" (Jonathan Swift, Tale 
of a Tub [1704]). In 48:2a, G and Syr interpret rather than translate: "who 
[Syr: and he] brought down on them a famine," a reading based on Ps 105:6a. 
The reference is to the famine in 1 Kgs 18:3 (cf. 1 Kgs 17:1); see also Luke 
4:25 and Jas 5:17. Elijah's zeal (48:2b) was legendary (cf. l Kgs 19:10, 14); he 
brought upon the people the punishments predicted in the Law (cf. Lev 26: 1-
26; Deut 28:38-42, 62). Elijah's shutting up "the heavens" (48:3a) is recorded 
in 1 Kgs 17: 1; cf. Deut 11: 17. The three times he "brought down fire" (48:3b) 
are found in 1 Kgs 18:38 (to consume the holocaust, wood, stones, dust, and 
water in the trench around the altar), and 2 Kgs 1: 10 and 12 (to consume 
King Ahaziah's captain and his fifty men and a second captain and his fifty). 
After this four-bicolon introduction (47:25-48:3), Ben Sira finally mentions 
the name Elijah, addressing him in the second person (48:4a); similar direct 
address was used also of Solomon in 47:14-20. 

Elijah is characterized as "awesome," with a "glory" that none can equal 
(48:4; cf. NOTE). Then Ben Sira lists the prophet's exploits that earned him 
his reputation. The "dead child" Elijah restored to life (48:5) was the son of 
the widow of Zarephath (1 Kgs 17:17-22). The kings he destroyed (48:6a) 
were the descendants of wicked King Ahab (cf. 1 Kgs 21:19-24); the 
"nobles" (48:6b, lit., the honored ones) is a reference to King Ahaziah, who 
had been injured in a fall and was confined to bed, where he then died, as 
Elijah had predicted (2 Kgs 1:2-4, 6, 16-17). Interestingly, Ben Sira regards 
the mountain of God, Horeb, as identical with Sinai (48:7); the reference is to 
the episode in 1 Kgs 19:8-18. Sinai in the J and P sources of the Pentateuch is 
the name of the mountain on which Yahweh appeared to Moses; in the E and 
D sources, the name is Horeb. Elisha is "the bearer of these punishments" (cf. 
1Kgs19:15-17; 2 Kgs 8:12-15; 9:1-10) and "the prophet to succeed" Elijah 
(48:8; cf. NoTE); Elijah anointed Elisha as prophet in 1 Kgs 19:16. For the 
colorful account of Elijah's being taken "heavenward" (48:9; cf. NOTE), cf. 2 
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Kgs 2:1, 11. In 48:10, Ben Sira uses the expression "it is written," thus 
indicating that he is quoting, or referring to, a Scripture text for his belief in 
the return of Elijah, viz., Mal 3:23-24; cf. Luke 1:17; Matt 11:10, 14; 17:10-
13. For a study of 48:10c and Luke 1:17, cf. P. Winter, ZNW 49 (1958): 65-
66. The phrase "to reestablish the tribes of Israel" (48: lOd; cf. NOTE) derives 
from Isa 49:6. Here we have another expression of Ben Sira's messianic hope; 
cf. COMMENT on 47:22. The reference in 48:1 la is to those who will be 
around to see Elijah when he returns. The second colon of 48: 11 is now 
impossible to reconstruct with any certainty; cf. the lengthy NOTE. What GI 
has for 48:llb, "for we too shall certainly live," could not reflect Ben Sira's 
original thought, for G (and Syr as well) expresses belief in a blessed afterlife 
-an idea that was totally foreign to Ben Sira; cf. 7:17b with COMMENT and 
INTRODUCTION, Part x, 4. 

After Elijah was taken up "in the whirlwind" (48: 12a; cf. also v 9), the 
prophet Elisha (the name means "God has saved") "was filled with his spirit" 
(48:12b)-a reference to the story in 2 Kgs 2:9-10, 15. In biblical tradition, 
Elisha was noted for the "signs he wrought" and "marvels," "twice as many" 
as Elijah (48:12cd); the reason Ben Sira says "twice as many" is that Elisha 
received a double portion of Elijah's spirit (2 Kgs 2:9-10), the portion of the 
eldest son who received twice as much as any of the other heirs but obviously 
not twice the inheritance. For the stories about Elisha's "signs" and "mar
vels," cf. 2 Kgs 2:13-14, 19-22, 23-24; 3:11-19; 4:1-7, 8-17, 18-37, 38-41, 
42-44; 5:1-27; 6:1-7, 13-17, 18, 19-23; 6:24-7:20; 8:1-15; 13:14-19. G may 
have omitted 48: 12cd (cf. NOTE) because this bicolon seems to make Elisha a 
greater person than Elijah. Elisha's fearlessness and courage, which are 
praised in 48:12ef, are recorded in 2 Kgs 3:9-15; 6:13-16; 6:31-7:2; cf. Matt 
14:3-4. In 48:13a, Ben Sira adapts the language of Gen 18:14, which speaks 
of Yahweh's limitless power, and applies it to Elisha-hyperbole, to say the 
least. Elisha's "dead body prophesied" (48:13b; cf. NOTE), an interesting use 
of the verb, when a dead man, cast into Elisha's grave, "came back to life and 
rose to his feet" (2 Kgs 13:21). V 14a repeats v 12cd, and v 14b refers back to 
v 13b. In the six Heb words of v 14, there is remarkable balance and struc
ture: the first words of each colon (life and death) are in antithetic parallel
ism; and the other words are in an a:b::b':a chiastic pattern: <asa (he 
did):nipla'6t (wonders)::timhe (marvels of):ma<iiseh (deed). Despite the splen
dor of Elijah's and Elisha's lives and prodigies, "the people did not repent" 
(48: 15a), nor did they put an end to their sins (48: 15b). The repentance of the 
people as a result of Elijah's showdown with the prophets of Baal (l Kgs 
18:39) did not endure. Accordingly, as Yahweh had repeatedly threatened 
through the Law and the prophets, the people of Israel were exiled from their 
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land and "scattered all over the earth" ( 48: l 5cd); cf. Lev 26:33-35; Deut 
4:25-27; 28:36, 63-68; Jer 9:12-15; Zech 7:9-14. The reference is to the 
destruction of the Northern Kingdom by Assyria and the captivity and exile 
of the people in 722 B.C. 



57. Judah: Hezekiah and Isaiah 
(48: 15e-25) 

48 1se But Judah remained, a tiny people, 
with its ruler from the house of David. 

16 Some of them did what was right, 
but others were extremely wicked. 

17 HEZEKIAH fortified his city 
and had water brought within it; 

With bronze tools he cut through the rocks 
and dammed up a mountain site for a reservoir. 

18 During his reign Sennacherib led an invasion, 
and sent his adjutant; 

He shook his fist at Zion 
and blasphemed God in his pride. 

19 The people's hearts melted within them; 
they were in anguish like that of childbirth. 

20 But they called upon the Most High God 
and lifted up their hands to him; 

He heard the prayer they uttered, 
and saved them through ISAIAH. 

21 God struck the camp of the Assyrians 
and routed them with a plague. 

22 For Hezekiah did what was right 
and held fast to the paths of David, 

As ordered by the illustrious prophet 
Isaiah, who saw the truth in visions. 

23 In his lifetime he turned back the sun 
and prolonged the life of the king. 

24 By his dauntless spirit he looked into the future 
and consoled the mourners of Zion; 

2s He foretold what should be till the end of time, 
hidden things that were yet to be fulfilled. 
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Notes 

48 17c. In G, the tools are of iron; MS B has knfJst, with the k- an easy error for 
b-. Bronze picks are a possibility for the period in question, and bbrzl for "iron" would 
be hard to confuse with bnfJst; Syr lacks the line 17cd. Neither Ben Sira nor his 
grandson was an archaeologist. 

20a. Since called upon the Most High God is a recurrent theme in this section of 
Sirach (46:5, 16; 47:5), G's "(called upon) the Lord, the Merciful" is clearly an inter
pretive variant, based on the context here and in 2 Kings/Isaiah; cf. 2: 11 and 50: 19, 
the latter the only place in Sirach where "the Merciful" (rafJum) is employed as a 
divine name in the Heb. 

20c. the prayer they uttered= MS B's beqol tepillatam; G and Syr with "swiftly" 
seem to have taken bql as being from qll. G also supplies "the Holy One" as subject 
(nowhere in Sirach is the corresponding Heb haqqados a name for God) while Syr 
supplies "God"; in the Heb, as in the translation here, the subject is implied (from 
20a). G ex ouranou in this colon is simply an allusion to the 'elyon of 20a, which will 
have been in the grandson's source. 

2lb. For and routed them with a plague G has "and his angel (did away with 
them)," borrowing from 2 Kgs 19:35 11 Isa 37:36. The term "plague" for this kind of 
divine visitation is µsed in the Pentateuch and 1-2 Samuel but is only implied in the 
Sennacherib narrative. 

22cd-23. These two bicola are lacking in the Heb, with the loss of the two bottom 
lines of a column in MS B. 

Comment 

In this section, Ben Sira turns his attention from the Northern Kingdom of 
Israel to the Southern Kingdom of Judah, and to one of its great kings, 
Hezekiah, and the outstanding prophet of his reign, Isaiah. 

After the Assyrians destroyed Samaria in 722 B.C., thus putting an end to 
the kingdom of Israel, only the kingdom of "Judah remained, a tiny people" 
(48:15e); cf. Isa 24:6. But a successor of David sat on its throne (48:15f), in 
contrast with Israel, which had usurpers as kings. Ben Sira condenses the 
history of Judah into one bicolon: some of the kings and people did "what 
was right, but others were extremely wicked" (48:16). The Deuteronomic 
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history expresses approval of a king by using the phrase "he did what was 
right," or the equivalent; cf. l Kgs 15:11, Asa; 22:43, Jehoshaphat; 2 Kgs 
12:3, Joash; 15:3, Azariah; 18:3, Hezekiah (see Sir 48:22a below); 22:2, 
Josiah. 

Hezekiah was one of the truly great kings of Judah, at least from the 
religious viewpoint of the Deuteronomic historian. Ben Sira shares that view. 
He begins his praise of Hezekiah, whose name means "Yahweh will make 
strong," by noting the improvement he effected in Jerusalem (48: 17). 
"Hezekiah fortified [Heb yeF,izqiyiihu F,izzeq; note the wordplay] his city" 
(48: l 7a), i.e., the capital, Jerusalem; cf. 2 Chr 32:5. He also bored a tunnel, 
l, 749 feet in length, from the Spring of Gihon to the Pool of Shiloh/Siloam 
(cf. 2 Kgs 20:20; 2 Chr 32:30), thus assuring Jerusalem a good supply of 
water (48:17bc). "With bronze tools [cf. NOTE] he cut through [the Heb verb 
is IJ.fr] the rocks [Heb .furim]" (48:17c). The verb IJ.fr and the noun .fur both 
occur twice in the so-called Inscription of Siloam found inside the tunnel; it 
describes how Hezekiah's engineers made the boring-quite an unusual tech
nical accomplishment for the eighth century e.c. For the text of the Inscrip
tion, cf. ANET. p. 321. For the damming up of a mountain in 48:17, cf. Isa 
22:9-1 l. The account of the invasion of Sennacherib (48:18) is told in 2 Kgs 
18:13-37; 2 Chr 32:1-20; Isa 36:1-22. Sennacherib's "adjutant" (48:18b) is 
the commander, mentioned in 2 Kgs 18:17, 19-35, who addressed the delega
tion sent by Hezekiah. The expression "to shake his fist at Zion" ( 48: l 8c) is 
found also in Isa 10:32. The Assyrian commander is said to blaspheme God 
( 48: l 8d) because of his arrogant words to Hezekiah's delegation recorded in 2 
Kgs 18:22, 32-35; Isa 36:7, 14-20; cf. also Isa 37:6, 23-24. As regards the 
fear and anguish of Hezekiah's people (48:19), cf. 2 Kgs 19:3; Isa 37:3. Curi
ously, Ben Sira says the people "called upon the Most High God" (48:20a; cf. 
NOTE) and prayed with hands outstretched (48:20b), the usual manner of 
praying; but according to 2 Kgs 19:14-19 and Isa 37:15-20, it was Hezekiah 
alone who prayed. God answered their prayer (48:20c; cf. NOTE) and "saved 
them through ISAIAH" (48:20d), who delivered to Hezekiah God's word that 
Sennacherib would not succeed in capturing Jerusalem but instead would be 
punished (2 Kgs 19:20-34; Isa 37:21-35). "The angel of the LORD ... 
struck down one hundred and eighty-five thousand men in the Assyrian 
camp" (2 Kgs 19:35; cf. Isa 37:36); Ben Sira says that "God struck the camp" 
himself (48:2 la). It is interesting that Ben Sira speaks of "a plague" routing 
the Assyrians (48:2lb), whereas 2 Kgs 19:35 and Isa 37:36 say nothing of the 
kind; cf. NOTE. 

There is another wordplay, in 48:22ab, on the name of Hezekiah, who "did 
what was right [cf. COMMENT on v 16a above] and held fast to [Heb 
wayyaF,iizeq, lit., was strong in] the paths of David" (cf. COMMENT on v l 7a 
above); cf. 2 Kgs 18:3, 5-6; 20:3. By Ben Sira's time, thanks especially to the 
Chronicler, David had a reputation for piety and fidelity. Hezekiah had a 
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close relationship with Isaiah and followed the instructions he received from 
the prophet (48:22c); cf. 2 Kgs 19:1-7; 20:1-11. Isaiah was noted for his 
prophetic "visions" (48:22d); cf., for example, Isa 1:1; 2:1; 6:1-13. Through 
Isaiah's intercession, Hezekiah received a sign that he would be cured of his 
illness-the shadow cast by the sun on the stairway to the· terrace of Ahaz 
went back the ten steps it had advanced (2 Kgs 20:8-11; Isa 38:7-8): 48:23a; 
cf. 46:4. Thus was Hezekiah's life "prolonged" (48:23b)-by fifteen years (2 
Kgs 20:6; Isa 38:5). With "his dauntless spirit" (the phrase is adapted from 
Isa 11 :2) Isaiah "looked into the future" ( 48:24a)-a reference to the predic
tion that there would be a return from the Exile; cf. Isa 40:3-1 l. Thus did the 
prophet console "the mourners of Zion" (48:24b); cf. Isa 40:1-2; 49:8-13; 
61:1-3. The mention of Isaiah's predictions "till the end of time" of "hidden 
things" (48:25) is an allusion to Isa 42:9. From vv 24-25, which allude clearly 
to Second and Third Isaiah, it is obvious that Ben Sira attributed the whole 
Book of Isaiah to the eighth-century B.C. prophet. 



58. Josiah and the Prophets; Heroes Early and Late 
(49:1-16) 

49 I The name of JOSIAH is like blended incense 
made lasting by a skilled perfumer. 

Precious is his memory, like honey to the taste, 
like music at a banquet. 

2 For he grieved over our betrayals 
and destroyed the abominable idols; 

3 He kept his heart fixed on God 
and in times of lawlessness he practiced virtue. 

4 Except for David, Hezekiah, and Josiah, 
they all were wicked; 

They abandoned the Law of the Most High, 
these kings of Judah, right to the very end. 

s So he gave over their power to others, 
their glory to a foreign nation 

6 Who burned the holy city 
and left its streets desolate, 

7 As JEREMIAH had foretold; for they had mistreated him 
who even in the womb had been made a prophet, 

To root out, pull down, and destroy, 
and then to build and to plant. 

s EZEKIEL beheld the vision 
and described the different creatures of the chariot 

throne; 
9 He also referred to Joe, 

who always held fast to the ways of righteousness. 
10 Then, too, the TWELVE PROPHETS-

may their bones flourish with new life where they 
lie!-

Gave renewed strength to Jacob 
and saved him with steadfast hope. 

B 
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11 How can we extol ZERUBBABEL, G 

who was like a signet ring on God's right hand, 
12 And JESHUA, son of Jozadak? 

In their time they rebuilt the altar 
And erected the holy temple, B 

destined for everlasting glory. 
13 Exalted be the memory of NEHEMIAH! 

He rebuilt our ruined walls, 
Restored our shattered defenses, 

and set up gates and bars. 

14 Few on earth have been such as ENOCH; 
he too was taken up within. 

15 Was another like JOSEPH ever born? 
Even his dead body was provided for. 

16 Glorious, too, were SHEM and SETH and ENOSH; 
but beyond that of any living being was the splendor 

of ADAM. 

Notes 

49 lb. made lasting: lit., "s11lted"; cf. Exod 30:35. 
2a. grieved: lit., "sickened"-in MS B n~l. a by-form of ne~i!ld, cf. Amos 6:6; G and 

Syr appear to have been confused by it in their rendering of the colon. 
5. power: another occurrence of "horn"; see NOTE at 47:11. others: MS B reads 

li!'ii~or, "[he left their power] in the lurch"; but the li!'a~er read by G and Syr is 
demanded by the parallel.foreign nation. In MS B,foreign is preceded by "foolish," a 
gloss based on Deut 32:21. 

6. holy city: G prefixes "chosen," a gloss based on Ps 132:13. 
7. As Jeremiah had foretold: this is a paraphrase for "by the hand(s) of Jeremiah," 

which equates the events in vv 5-6 with the mission of Jeremiah as described in his 
own words in 7cd. they: the kings of Judah, from v 4. 

?ed. With Peters (1913), the last word in the overcrowded line in MS B must be 
uli!hii'ez; no longer reading is credible. This form always has an unfavorable meaning 
in Sirach and in MT, however; and with G, the line should end without it and in 
agreement with Jer 1: 10. The li!hiiros (from Jer 1: 10) is an insert by the regular scribe 
of MS B into the original caesura in the line. Ben Sira adapted the 2 + 2 + 2 disposition 
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of the infinitives in Jeremiah to his own line structuring by an arrangement of 
3+(weken+2). Syr does not have 7cd. 

Bab. vision: G adds "of the Glory." For Bb it has "which he [i.e., God] showed him 
upon the chariot with the cherubim." 

9. There is no doubt the bicolon reflects what Ezekiel had to say about Job (Ezek 
14: 14, 20), and that this is all Ben Sira says about him. Extra traces after Job at the 
caesura in MS B may be a transfer of ink, adventitious in this place, to be associated 
with the stain in the paper in this area. They do not yield a word. G read Job as 
"enemy" ('iyy6b as '6yeb) and so confused the sense of the verse. 

!Ob. See NOTE at 46:12. 
IOd. The last two words need to be supplied from G, as MS B is defective; 

be'emunat tiqwti would correspond (so Segal). and saved him=G=wys'whw as the 
original reading in MS B (against Cowley-Neubauer, wyiybwhw). So also Strack, Se
gal, Smend, all following Peters. Smend saw a "correction" of this in the MS to 
wys'nwhw, which as an active form from s'n would be hard to account for; it cannot be 
justified as ancient, since Syr also contains di!mitpareqin in its paraphrase of the colon. 

l l-12ab. These two bicola are missing from MS B with its loss of the two bottom 
lines of the page. 12b. the altar: so with Syr; G's oikon, "house," can be taken to mean 
the bet-'elohim, i.e., the open-air sanctuary precincts; cf. 50: led. 

12cd. From this point to the end of the book, the pages of MS B show only minimal 
damage and the text is nearly intact. 

13cd. G transposes these two cola. 
14b. he too: as was Elijah, cf. 48:9. within: beyond the firmament of the heavens, 

Gen I :6-8; but implied is, into the divine Presence, for which the same word is used 
(cf. 45:20, the showbread; Isa 63:9). 

15a. After this colon G introduces 50:la; see the NOTE there. 
16a. Glorious: with G=nikbtidu; MS B's npqdw wrongly employs here the same 

verb provided for as in 15b. 

Comment 

This final section in praise of Israel's great ancestors has exactly twenty
two bicola, thus signaling the conclusion of this portion ( 44: 1-49: 16) of the 
book; see COMMENT on 1:11-30 and 51:13-30. In his praise of the heroes of 
faith, Ben Sira skips from King Hezekiah (715-687 /6 e.c.) and the prophet 
Isaiah (whose ministry began in ca. 742 and lasted more than fifty years) to 
King Josiah (640-609 B.C.). The reason is obvious: the two intervening kings, 
Manasseh (687/6-642) and Amon (642-640) were scoundrels, according to 
the Deuteronomic historian who evaluated the nation's history exclusively 
from the religious point of view (cf. 2 Kgs 21:2-22). Josiah, whose birth had 
been predicted by a man of God (1 Kgs 13:2) during the reign of Jeroboam I 
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(922-901 B.C.), "pleased the LORD and conducted himself unswervingly just 
as his ancestor David had done" (2 Kgs 22:2). Hence, for Ben Sira, the very 
"name [G and Lat: memory, cf. v le] of Josiah is like blended incense [lit., 
incense of spices] made lasting [cf. NoTE] by a skilled perfumer" (49:lab). 
Josiah's "memory" is "precious" (lit., sweet), "like honey to the taste" ( 49: le; 
for the expression, cf. Prov 24:13b), and "like music at a banquet" (49:ld; for 
the thought, cf. 32:5-6). Josiah deserves a blessed memory, "for he grieved 
[cf. NOTE] over our betrayals"-a reference to his tearing of his garments 
when he heard the contents of the book of the Law that had been discovered 
during the repair of the Temple (2 Kgs 22: 10-13, 19). Josiah also "destroyed 
[lit., put an end to; cf. 2 Kgs 23:5, 11] the abominable idols" (lit., the vain 
abominations); for the account of his activities, cf. 2 Kgs 23:4-15, 19-20, 24. 
The Deuteronomic historian lavishes the highest praise on Josiah, for in 
terms of religious observance there was no king before or after him who could 
compare with him (2 Kgs 23:3, 25); it is this sentiment that Ben Sira ex
presses in 49:3: "He kept his heart fixed on God," lit., he gave his heart 
perfectly (Heb wayyattem libbO) to God. The noun tom, which occurs in the 
phrase tom-lebiib, "integrity of heart" (Gen 20:5-6; 1 Kgs 9:4; and Ps 101 :2), 
derives from the root tmm; hence Ben Sira's use of that verb here. In 49:3b, 
the phrase "times of lawlessness" (Heb yeme ~iimiis; cf. COMMENT on 
10:23b), refers to the days when people practiced idolatry publicly before 
Josiah's religious reforms (2 Kgs 22: 17). But Josiah himself always "practiced 
virtue" (Heb 'iisd ~esed); cf. COMMENT on 44: 1 b. 

In Ben Sira's judgment, the kings of Judah, "except for David, Hezekiah, 
and Josiah," "were wicked," for "they abandoned the Law of the Most High" 
(49:4). According to 1 Kgs 15:11-14 and 22:43, Asa and Jehoshaphat were 
also good, reforming kings who are praised even in 2 Chr 14:1-4 and 17:3-6. 
But Ben Sira includes these two monarchs among the wicked because of the 
faults 2 Chr 16:7-12; 19:2; and 20:35-37 attribute to them. Moreover, during 
the reigns of both kings the high places did not completely disappear (1 Kgs 
15: 14; 22:44; 2 Chr 15: 17; 20:33). Because of the infidelity of most of Judah's 
kings, the Most High "gave over their power to others" (49:5a; cf. NOTE), 
"their glory to a foreign nation" (49:5b; cf. NOTE), i.e., the Babylonians, 
"who burned the holy city," leaving it utterly desolate (49:6; cf. NOTE); cf. 2 
Kgs 25:1-15. The designation of Jerusalem as "the holy city" occurs also in 
Isa 48:2a; 52:1d; Neh 11:1, 18; cf. Dan 9:24b. Jeremiah prophesied the de
struction of Jerusalem and the nation (49:7a; cf. NOTE); cf. Jer 36:2-4, 29-32; 
37:8-10; 38:3. Not only the kings (49:7a; cf. NOTE) but also the nobles and 
people mistreated and persecuted Jeremiah (49:7a); cf. Jer 20:7-8, 10; 37: 13-
16; 38:4-6. In 49:7b, Ben Sira refers to Jeremiah's being made a prophet 
"even in the womb" (Jer 1:5). The description of Jeremiah's vocation "to root 
out, pull down, and destroy, and then to build and to plant" (49:7cd; cf. 
NOTE) derives from Jer 1: 10. 
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In Ezek 1 :4-28, the prophet describes at great length his exotic inaugural 
vision, to which Ben Sira simply alludes when he mentions "the different 
creatures of the chariot throne" (49:8b; cf. NOTE), Heb zene merkiiba, lit., 
"the kinds of chariot." In Ezekiel's vision, however, the word merkiiba does 
not occur; but as early as 1 Chr 28: 18, the word was used in the sense of 
"chariot throne." Here and in 44: 16 and 49: 16, Ben Sira refers to sapiential, 
priestly, and apocalyptic traditions. For a study of the expression zene 
merkiibd in light of the pseudepigrapha and Qumran literature, see 
J. Marbi:ick, "Henoch-Adam---der Thronwagen: Zu friihji.idischen 
pseudepigraphischen Traditionen bei Ben Sira," BZ N.F. 25 (1981): 103-11. 
Ezekiel "referred to Joa" (Sir 49:9a; cf. NOTE) as well as Noah and Daniel 
(Ezek 14: 14, 20); all three were proverbially upright believers. Job is listed 
between the so-called major prophets (Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel) and the 
so-called minor prophets, "the TWELVE PROPHETS" ( 49: lOa), probably be
cause, according to some rabbis, Job was considered a prophet to the Gen
tiles; apparently, Josephus also placed Job among the prophets (Against 
Apion. i, 8). Ben Sira speaks of Noah in 44:17-18 and Job here; but he says 
nothing of Daniel, probably because the Book of Daniel was not yet com
pleted (cf. L. F. Hartman and A. A. Di Lella, The Book of Daniel, AB 23, pp. 
9-18). It should be observed that Ben Sira lists "the TWELVE PROPHETS" 
(49: !Oa) as a single book and places them after Ezekiel, as in the Hebrew 
canon. For the meaning of 49: !Ob, see NOTE and COMMENT on 46: 12a, which 
is identical with the present colon; in neither place is there any reference to 
resurrection of the dead (cf. COMMENT on 7: 17; 11 :26; 14: 16; 17 :28). It is 
curious that Ben Sira speaks of the Twelve Prophets giving "strength to 
Jacob" and saving "him with steadfast hope" (49: lOcd; cf. NOTE); he thus 
reflects a tradition that the message of these prophets was one of consolation 
and hope. A similar tradition prompted the rabbis to direct that the gloomy 
last verse of Malachi, "Lest I come and strike the land with doom" (3:24), 
which closes the Book of the Twelve, be followed in reading by a repetition of 
the penultimate verse (3:23), which conveys a more hopeful sentiment. 

In the next section (49: 11-13), Ben Sira extols the leaders who returned 
from the Babylonian Exile to reconstruct the temple and walls of the city of 
Jerusalem. Zerubbabel and Jeshua, son of Jozadak, were the ones responsible 
for rebuilding the altar and "the holy temple" (49:11-12; cf. NOTE); the 
account of their activities is told in Ezra 3: 1-6:22. Ben Sira derived the image 
ofZerubbabel as "a signet ring on God's right hand" (49:1 lb) from Hag 2:23, 
in which a promise is made to Zerubbabel that reverses the punishment of his 
grandfather Jehoiachin (Jeconiah, Coniah) in Jer 22:24 (cf. Zech 6: 11-13 in 
the NAB, with its note). The newly constructed temple was "destined for 
everlasting glory" (49:12d)-a reference to the Messianic hope of Judaism 
(Hag 2:6--9). It is noteworthy that Ben Sira says nothing of Ezra the scribe 
(Ezra 7:6--10) but speaks with affection of Nehemiah (49: 13; cf. NOTE), who 
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despite opposition rebuilt the walls and defenses of Jerusalem in fifty-two 
days (Neh 2:17-7:3). Cf. P. Hoffken, "Warum schwieg Jesus Sirach tiber 
Esra?," ZAW 87 (1975): 184-201. Thus, with temple and city walls restored, 
the religious worship and civil authority prescribed in the Law could be 
enforced. 

As a transition from the Praise of the Ancestors of Old to the praise of 
Simeon (50:1-24), Ben Sira inserts here a minipoem on the most famous of 
Israel's forebears (49:14-16). Like Elijah, who was "taken aloft in a whirl
wind" (48:9), Enoch "too was taken up" alive to heaven by God (49:14b; cf. 
NOTE and 44:16a), a reference to Gen 5:24; cf. 2 Enoch 18:2. Thus Elijah and 
Enoch shared a special privilege. But Joseph alone had the distinction of 
having his mummy, "his dead body," "provided for" (49:15b); his body was 
transported from Egypt to the Holy Land and then was buried in Shechem 
(Gen 50:25-26; Exod 13:19; Josh 24:32). As regards 49:16a, Seth, son of 
Adam (Gen 4:25; 5:3), represents the righteous in the antediluvian world; and 
Shem, son of Noah (Gen 6: 10), is the father of the Semites, of whom Abra
ham was born (Gen 11:10-26). Enosh, the first-born son of Seth, was an 
upright person, for during his day "people began to call upon the name of 
Yahweh" (Gen 4:26). In 1 Chr 1:1, the names Adam, Seth, and Enosh also 
appear; in Luke 3:38, the same names appear in reverse order. "Shem and 
Seth and Enosh" were indeed "glorious" (49: 16a; cf. Norn). But "the splen
dor of Adam" (Heb tip'eret 'iidiim) is "beyond that of any living being" 
(49:16b), for Adam, who was created directly by God (Gen 2:7) and made in 
God's image and likeness (Gen 1 :26--27), could be considered "the son of 
God," as Luke 3:38 puts it. Cf. Wis 10:1. This idealization of Adam occurs 
here for the first time in Jewish literature; later it played an important part in 
the development of the Messianic doctrine of the Second Adam (so Box
Oesterley, p. 507). Regarding tip'eret 'iidam, cf. J. Marbock, BZ N.F. 25 
(1981): 103-11, who discusses this phrase in light of IQS 4,23; IQH 17,15; 
CD III,20. The noun tip'eret, "splendor, glory" (49:16b), occurs again in the 
very next colon, 50: la, in the phrase tip'eret 'ammo, "the glory of his people," 
referring to the High Priest Simeon; thus tip'eret is a mot crochet connecting 
this poem and the next one (50:1-24). 



50 

59. Simeon, Son of Jochanan 
(50:1-24) 

I Greatest among his kindred, the glory of his people, 
was SIMEON the priest, son of J ochanan, 

In whose time the house of God was renovated, 
in whose days the temple was reinforced. 

2 In his time also the retaining wall was built 
for the residence precinct with its temple of the 

King. 
3 In his day the reservoir was dug, 

the pool with a vastness like the sea's. 
4 He took care for his people against brigands 

and strengthened his city against the enemy. 
s How splendid he was as he looked forth from the Tent, 

as he came from the house of the veil! 
6 Like a star shining among the clouds, 

like the full moon at the holy-day season; 
7 Like the sun shining on the temple of the King, 

like the rainbow appearing in the cloudy sky; 
s Like the blossoms on the branches in springtime, 

like a lily by running waters; 
Like the verdure of Lebanon in summer, 

9 like the blaze of incense at the sacrifice; 

B 

Like a vessel of beaten gold G 

studded with an assortment of precious stones; 
10 Like a luxuriant olive tree thick with fruit, B 

a plant whose branches run with oil; 
11 Wearing his splendid robes, 

and vested in sublime magnificence, 
As he ascended the glorious altar 

and lent majesty to the court of the sanctuary. 
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12 When he received the sundered victims from his 
brother priests 

while he stood before the sacrificial hearth, 
His sons ringed him about like a garland, 

like young cedars on Lebanon; 
And like poplars by the brook they clustered around 

him, 
13 all the sons of Aaron in their dignity, 

With the offerings to the LORD in their hands, -
in the presence of the whole assembly of Israel. 

14 Once he had completed the service at the altar 
and arranged the sacrificial hearth for the Most 

High, 

547 

15 And had stretched forth his hand for the cup, G 

to offer blood of the grape, 
And poured it out at the foot of the altar, 

a sweet-smelling odor to God the Most High, 
16 The sons of Aaron would sound a blast, B 

the priests, on their trumpets of beaten metal; 
A blast to resound mightily 

as a reminder before the Most High. 
17 Then all the people with one accord 

would quickly fall prostrate to the ground 
In adoration before the Most High, 

before the Holy One of Israel. 

18 Then hymns would reecho, 
and over the throng sweet strains of praise resound. 

19 All the people of the land would shout for joy, 
praying to the Merciful One, 

As the high priest completed the service at the altar 
by presenting to God the sacrifice due; 

20 Then coming down he would raise his hands 
over all the congregation of Israel; 

The blessing of the LORD would be upon his lips, 
the name of the LORD would be his glory. 

21 Then again the people would lie prostrate, 
receiving the blessing from the Most High. G 
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22 And now, bless the God of all, 
who has done stupendous things on earth; B 

Who makes humans grow from their mother's womb, 
and does with them according to his will! 

•23 May he grant you wisdom of heart, 
and may he abide among you as peace; 

•24 May his kindness toward Simeon be lasting; 
may he fulfill for him the covenant with Phinehas 

So that it may be not abrogated for him 
or for his descendants, while the heavens last. 

•23 May he grant us joy of heart G 

and may there be peace in our days 
in Israel, as in the days of old. 

•24 May his kindness remain constantly with us 
and may he save us in our days. 

Notes 

50 la. This colon is correctly placed here by MS B and Syr. G, once more con
fused when its source presents a character sketch of the hero being praised before it 
actually names him (see NOTES on 44:23ef; 46:12b-13), transfers the colon to follow 
49:15a and makes it refer to Joseph; cf. Gen 49:26b=Deut 33:16b. 

Jed. house of God . .. temple: compare NOTE on 49:12b above; the temple was 
the building comprising the Holy Place and the Holy of Holies. renovated= Heb 
nibdaq, agreeing with G; cf. the same verb in a somewhat different sense in 34: JO. MS 
B has npqd, a verb that occurs correctly in 49:15b, but again by error in 49:16a; see 
NOTE there. 

2-3. Following the order of G and Syr. MS B transposes these two verses, which 
have identical beginnings (with 'iiJer); but bedoro belongs in v 2 and beyiimiiyw in v 3; 
compare the order of these terms in Jed. 

2ab. Difficult text. The Gr paraphrase is "And under him [=in his time] was 
constructed [cf. 1 Pet 5: 10 for theme/io6] the elevation for the courtyard, the lofty 
eminence for the sacred precincts." As given here, "the retaining wall"=qfr; "resi
dence"= mii'on, normally used of God's heavenly dwelling, Deut 26: 15; Ps 68:6. In a 
context in which God is repeatedly El Elyon, the Most High God (cf. vv 14-17 below), 
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the temple as the emplacement of his throne represents by its lofty site this heavenly 
counterpart. precinct=pinnot; i.e., the angles of the elevated enclosure are mentioned 
to convey its reinforced, its enclosed, and its lofty character. The temple=hekiil has 
here also the secondary meaning of (God's) "palace," for God is the King within it, as 
in the applied usage of Ps 29:9-11, and cf. v 7 below. 

3b. like the sea's=G=kayyiim; in MS B, this is corrupted into biim. 
6b. MS B wrongly repeats mibben (=among) from 6a, to overload the colon. 
Sa. blossoms: in G, "roses"; cf. 24:14, in Jericho, and 39:13 where, to judge by Syr, 

the rose is introduced into the context by G-as also here. 
9bc. In all forms of the text, this is the only comparison within vv 6--9 that extends 

over two cola. The words for vessel, gold, and precious stones are clear in MS B; for the 
rest, G has been followed because the Heb in MS B is both damaged and obscure. 

10. Segal notes that the imagery drawn from vegetation is otherwise concentrated 
in v S, and would accordingly transpose this verse before 9bc. G, Syr, and MS B all 
agree on the present place, however; and in fact both parts of v 10 in MS B have to do 
with the olive tree, which is an especially appropriate image for the high priest in the 
temple, since (I) Jeshua, or Joshua, son of Jozadak, is one of Ben Sira's heroes 
(49:12a) and (2) Zech 4:1-3, 11-14 provides the same image for that high priest 
Jeshua. It would seem that MS B and Syr have the correct text for !Ob, and that G's 
"like a cypress standing against the clouds" is borrowed from the imagery for wisdom 
in 24:13. 

I lb. MS B repeats bigde, "robes," from I la; but with G and 45:S, the parallelism 
calls for ke/il, "the perfection of," here rendered sublime. 

15. G and Syr both have this verse; MS B does not. It was lost to the Heb because 
in it the divine name 'elyon, which had ended v 14 and would again end v 16, stood 
once more at the end of the line, making it possible for the two bicola of v 15 to be 
skipped by homoioteleuton. See COMMENT on 15d. 

!Sb. sweet strains ... resound: with G=he'eribU rinnii (or, rannen, or as at 
Qumran, ronnii) in place of MS B's he'eriku nero, a confused reading. of praise is an 
interpretive expansion. 

2lb. In MS B, two words of this colon are eaten away; most likely, in the limited 
space, is Schechter's reconstruction [ha'iim ku/16] mippiiniiyw, which Strack accepts 
and Segal mentions after excluding other attempts. For Peters, the Gr para hypsistou is 
a false interpretation of mippiiniiyw, which Peters understands to mean "before Sim
eon." The only other occurrence of mippiiniiyw in the extant Heb of Sirach is in MS E, 
in the troubled colon 33:13d, where "God" is the only antecedent possible. 

22a. And now=G= we'attii is the standard opening for a conclusion (cf. Prov S:32); 
MS B 'atta. the God of all=G='elohe hakkol, cf. 36:la; 45:23c; and the NoTE in the 
latter place. MS B has "the Lord, the God of Israel," which visibly overloads the line. 
Syr has la'liihii~ simply. 

23a. wisdom of heart: G has "joy of heart," cf. 30:22; Cant 3: I I-likely a term 
related to wisdom (s6phrosynen/phronesin) has been altered in G to euphrosynen, 
"joy," cf. Ziegler. 

23b. and may he abide among you as peace: this is normally translated "and may 
peace abide among you." It is here supposed that the preposition in besii/om is not an 
error induced by the following benekem (Smend), that it is meaningful as the so-called 
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beth essentiae (GKC §l 19i; Joiion §133c), and that the subject of yehi is still 'elohe 
hakko/ from 22a. G is one source of the usual translation; Syr can be taken either way. 
Segal, in discussing the name of Solomon in 47:18a, argues from Judg 6:24, Yhwh
sii/om, and a passage in Sifre to Numbers (vi, 24) for Iii/om as a divine appellation. 

23-24. The shorter Gr ending given above as an alternative form was a deliberate 
adaptation of Ben Sira's text in view of the changed conditions of a later day. V 23c as 
in the days of old=G=kimot 'Oliim; cf. Deut 32:7; Ps 90: 14-15. V 24b save us: G 
lytrousthai =Heb hOsia' in 48:20; 49: 10; 51 :3 (cf. the end of the verse). In 51 :2, it serves 
for piiditii/}Jiifaktii/hi:/:/altii; see further the NOTE there. 

Comment 

Almost as a conclusion to his "Praise of the Ancestors of Old," but quite 
distinct from it, Ben Sira adds the present lengthy panegyric on the High 
Priest Simeon. The mot crochet, tip'eret ("splendor, glory"), in 49: l 6b and 
SO: la, clearly links the two sections together. From the graphic and effusive 
description of the high priest's liturgical activities and vestments (SO:S-21) we 
can conclude that Ben Sira frequently witnessed Simeon's officiating at the 
Temple services. Most likely, Ben Sira knew Simeon personally. The person 
in question is Simeon II, son of Jochanan (Gr Onias; see also Josephus, 
Antiquities, xii, 4, 10); he served as high priest from 219 to 196 B.C. Simeon II 
was given the title "the Righteous," or "the Just," because he was the last of 
the priestly house of Zadok to observe the Law faithfully; see INTRODUC

TION, Part II. That is why Ben Sira calls him "greatest among his kindred, 
the glory of his people" (SO: la; cf. NOTE). The phrase "in whose time" 
(SO:lc) indicates that Simeon is no longer living; G, "in whose life," makes 
the point even clearer. Simeon renovated the Temple and fortified its pre
cincts (SO: lcd-4; cf. NOTES); cf. Josephus, Antiquities, xii, 3, 3, and INTRO

DUCTION, Part II. Simeon dug "the reservoir," "the pool with a vastness like 
the sea's" (S0:3; cf. NOTE), in order to provide the city and Temple with 
water in the event of a siege--the same reason that Hezekiah bored a tunnel 
from the Spring ofGihon to the Pool ofShiloah (cf. 48:17, with COMMENT). 

Although Simeon "strengthened his city against the enemy" (S0:4b), Jerusa
lem was later to be assaulted repeatedly (cf., e.g., 1 Mace 1 :20-24, 29-32; 
6:62). 

The next section (SO:S-21) describes Ben Sira's emotionally charged reac
tion to the sight of Simeon ministering as high priest in the Temple. Almost 
all commentators understand the ceremonies described here as being those of 
the Day of Atonement, or the Yorn Kippur. But F. 6 Fearghail, "Sir SO,S-21: 
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Yorn Kippur or The Daily Whole-Offering?," Bib 59 (1978): 301-16, has 
argued convincingly from a comparison of our passage with the tractate 
Tamid vi,3-vii,3 that the ceremonies involved correspond more closely to 
those of the Daily Whole-Offering. I summarize his arguments below. The 
parallels between the two texts may be seen in this chart: 

Tam vi,3-vii,3 Sir 50:5-21 

a. High priest's incense offering, (missing) 
prostration 

b. High priest's exit from Holy b'. Simeon's exit from. house of the 
Place veil (v 5) 

c. Priestly blessing (see below) 
d. Burnt offering d'. Burnt offering (vv 11-14) 
e. Drink offering, trumpet blasts e'. Drink offering (v 15) 
f. Singing, trumpets, prostration f'. Trumpets, prostration, singing 

(vv 16--19) 
c'. Priestly blessing, prostration (vv 

20-21) 

There are two discrepancies: (I) Ben Sira makes no mention of the incense 
offering; (2) he places the priestly blessing at the end. The reason why the 
incense offering is not spoken of is that v 5 probably refers to Simeon's exit 
from the Holy Place after the morning incense offering. There are several 
possible reasons for the blessing at the end: (I) Ben Sira followed the scheme 
of 45: 15, in which.the blessing occurs last; (2) since Ben Sira is writing poetry, 
he feels no need to give the exact sequence of ceremonies; (3) he organized the 
ceremonies in order to end his praise of Israel's worthies on the impressive 
note of the priestly blessing. If Ben Sira had in mind the Day of Atonement, 
he would have chosen at least some elements proper to the ceremonies of that 
day; but the order of events in vv 5-21 does not correspond to the description 
of that liturgy in either the Mishnaic tractate Yoma or the somewhat con
fused account of Leviticus 16. 

Simeon looked "splendid" as he "came from the house of the veil," Heb 
mibbet happiiroket (50:5b). Commentators who interpret this section as refer
ring to the Day of Atonement understand "the house of the veil" as the Holy 
of Holies, for the high priest was allowed to enter there only on that one day 
in the year. In Exodus and Leviticus, piiroket, they argue, is the inner curtain 
that divided the Holy of Holies from the Holy Place; the outer curtain at the 
entrance to the Holy Place was called miisiik (Exod 36:37). But as 6 
Fearghail points out, in Num 18:7 piiroket may well refer to the outer curtain; 
in the Peshitta, periisii, denotes the inner and outer curtains and also those 
within the Temple court (cf., e.g., Exod 26:7, 14, 33, 36, 37; 27:16, 21; 30:6), 
and the LXX Pentateuch uses katapetasma for both piiroket and miisiik. 
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Thus, in SO: Sb, piiroket ( = G katapetasma) may refer to the outer curtain. 6 
Fearghail then argues that "the house of the veil" is best understood as the 
Temple building itself, which is designated by one of its principal characteris
tics, viz., the curtain dividing the Holy of Holies from the Holy Place. This 
interpretation receives support: (1) from the parallelism in SO:S: "the house of 
the veil" is a synonym for "the Tent" (v Sa), i.e., the Temple; and (2) from the 
Syr, which reads: "How glorious he was when he came from the Temple, 
when he appeared from beneath the veil." When Antiochus IV sacked the 
Temple in 169 B.C., "the curtain" or "veil" (Gr katapetasma) was part of his 
plunder (1 Mace 1:21-24); cf. Matt 27:Sl; Mark 1S:38; Luke 23:4S; Heb 
10:20. 

Ben Sira now waxes eloquent in describing the splendid sight of Simeon 
emerging from the Temple, using ten exuberant metaphors (S0:6-10). The 
image of "a star shining" (S0:6a) derives from Ps 148:3b. The "full moon at 
the holy-day season" (S0:6b; cf. NOTE) is a reference to the feasts of Passover 
and Tabernacles, both of which began at the full moon. "The King" in S0:7a 
is God, for in the OT God often receives that title (cf., e.g., 1 Sam 12:12; Pss 
44:4; 74:12; 98:6; 14S:l; Isa 6:S; 41:21; 43:1S; 44:6; Jer 46:18; Sl:S7). The 
wording of S0:7b, "like the rainbow appearing in the cloudy sky" (lit., 
clouds), is adapted from Ezek 1 :28, in which the prophet uses the metaphor 
to describe the splendor that surrounded the vision of Yahweh. The images of 
"blossoms on the branches" (S0:8a; cf. NOTE), "lily by running waters" 
(S0:8b), and "verdure of Lebanon" (S0:8c) were especially meaningful to the 
agricultural people of Palestine; cf. 24:13-17, 30-31; 39:13-14; Isa 30:2S; 
44:3-4. The Heb phrase pera~ lebtinon ("the verdure of Lebanon") comes 
from Nab 1:4 and refers to the magnificent sight and fragrance of the lofty 
cedars that grow there (Isa 10:34; 14:8; Hos 14:6-7; Cant 4:11). "Incense" 
(S0:9a) is a figure also used to describe Josiah (49: lab); "the sacrifice," Heb 
min~a, is the cereal offering on which frankincense and oil were placed; part 
of this combination was then burned on the altar (Lev 2:1-2; 6:7-8). Simeon 
is now said to have the splendor of "a vessel of beaten gold studded with ... 
precious stones" (S0:9bc; cf. NOTE); cf. 4S: 11. For the background of the 
metaphor of the "olive tree" (SO: 10), see the extensive NOTE and cf. Pss 
S2:l0; 128:3; Isa 61:19; Neh 8:1S. 

The high priestly robes Simeon and his predecessors wore during Temple 
services were indeed magnificent (SO: I lab; cf. NOTE); for a full description, 
see 4S:8-12; Exod 28:2-43 (cf. Exod 29:29-30); and Josephus, Jewish War, v, 
S, 7, and Antiquities, iii, 7, l-7. "The glorious altar," which Simeon "as
cended" (SO:l lc), is a reference to the bronze altar (cf. Exod 27:1-2) located 
in the court facing the Temple (2 Chr 4:1; cf. 1 Kgs 8:64; 2 Kgs 16:14); this 
altar had steps (cf. Ezek 43: 13-17). "The court of the sanctuary" (SO: l ld) is 
"the great courtyard" mentioned in 2 Chr 4:9. During the Daily Whole
Offering when Simeon officiated, he "received the sundered victims [Heb 
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neta~fm, lit., pieces of carcass] from his brother priests [lit., brothers]" 
(50:12a). The word neta~im is most often used in reference to the pieces of an 
animal offered as a holocaust (cf. Exod 29:17; Lev 1:6, 8, 12; 8:20; 9:13). "The 
sacrificial hearth," Heb ma'iirakot, which occurs in 50:12b, 14b, means, lit., 
"rows" or "layers" (of wood for burning the holocaust); cf. Gen 22:9; Judg 
6:26; l Kgs 18:23. The Heb phrase kisetile 'iirazim, "like young cedars" 
(50:12d), occurs nowhere else in the Heb Bible; the first word, however, 
occurs one other time in a similar expression kisetile zetim, "like young olive 
trees," in Ps 128:3. "The sons of Aaron" (50:13a), i.e., the priests, "clustered 
around" Simeon "like poplars by the brook," Heb 'arbe na~al (50: 12e), a 
phrase found also in Lev 23:40; Job 40:22; and Isa 44:4; the poplar tree 
appears also in Ps 137:2. The priests carried "the offerings to the LORD," Heb 
'isse yyy, lit., fire offerings of Yahweh (50:13b); cf. Lev 1:9, 13, 17; 2:2, 9; 3:5; 
23:18. The wording of 50:13c comes from 1 Kgs 8:22. In 50:14a, 19c, the 
expression "the service at the altar," Heb lesaret mizbea~ (lit., to serve the 
altar) is similar to one in Joel 1: l3b, mesarete mizbea~, "ministers of the 
altar." See COMMENT on 50:12b regarding "the sacrificial hearth" (50:14b). 

According to Num 28:7, a fourth ofa hin of wine-a hin=ca. 1.65 gallons 
-was poured out in the sanctuary as the drink offering for the lamb immo
lated during the Daily Whole-Offering. Here (50:15c; cf. NOTE) the drink 
offering is poured out "at the foot [lit., foundations] of the altar." Josephus 
(Antiquities, iii, 9, 4) agrees with Ben Sira: "they pour the wine as a libation 
around the altar, " Gr peri ton bomon. The phrase "blood of the grape" 
(50:15b) occurs also in 39:26d; Gen 49:11; Deut 32:14. "A sweet-smelling 
odor" (50:15d) is what the drink offering is called in Num 15:7, 10. "God the 
Most High" (50:15d)=Heb 'el 'elyon; G has "the Most High, the All-King," 
hypsistQ pambasilei, a word order that is not likely because the colon needs to 
end in 'elyon (cf. NOTE). Now "the sons of Aaron" (50:16a), i.e., "the priests" 
(50:16b), would "sound a blast ... on their trumpets of beaten metal," i.e., 
silver, as stipulated in Num 10:2. Josephus describes this trumpet: "In length 
a little short of a cubit, it is a narrow tube, slightly thicker than a flute, with a 
mouthpiece wide enough to admit the breath and a bell-shaped extremity 
such as trumpets have" (Antiquities, iii, 12, 6). The trumpet blast serves "as a 
reminder before the Most High" (50:16d); in Num 10:10, a similar expression 
occurs. Then "all the people," as G correctly renders Heb kol basar (lit., all 
flesh), "would quickly fall prostrate to the ground" (cf. 2 Chr 29:28) to adore 
"the Most High," "the Holy One of Israel" (50: 17), a title commonly used in 
Isaiah (e.g., Isa 1:4; 5:19, 24; 10:20; 12:6; 17:7; 31:1; 37:23; 41:14, 16, 20; 
45:11; 60:9, 14); cf. also 2 Kgs 19:22; Jer 50:29; Pss 71:22; 78:41; 89:19. 

While "the throng" lay prostrate, choirs of singers made "sweet strains of 
praise resound" (50:18b; cf. NOTE); cf. 47:9c; 2 Chr 29:28. It is interesting 
that the phrase "all the people of the land," Heb kol 'am ha'are!f (50:19a), is 
in synonymous parallelism with "the throng," Heb hamon (50: l 8b), in atten-
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dance at the Temple ritual. In the earlier OT literature, 'am ha'iire~ meant 
citizens who had full legal and political rights; cf. 2 Kgs 21 :24; 23:30; Ezek 
7:27; 12:19. The congregation prayed to "the Merciful One," Heb rii~um 
(50:19b); God is often spoken ofas "merciful" (Deut 4:31; Exod 34:6; 2 Chr 
30:9, Neh 9: 17, 31; Pss 78:38; 86: 15; 103:8; 111:4; 145:8; Joel 2:13; Jonah 4:2). 
Only once, in Ps 112:4, is "merciful" used to describe a human being. When 
the high priest presented "to God the sacrifice due," Heb mispii(iiyw 'eliiyw, 
lit., to him that which is due him [God], he "completed the service at the 
altar" (50: 19cd). He would then come down the steps of the altar (cf. 50: I le) 
and "raise his hands over all the congregation of Israel" in order to bless 
them (50:20abc). In Lev 9:22, Aaron raises his hands over the people and 
blesses them before descending from the altar; but in Lev 9:23, Aaron blesses 
the people a second time after coming down from the altar. In that blessing 
(cf. Num 6:22-27) the high priest would pronounce "the name of Yahweh" 
(50:20d). This colon provides one of the key arguments (for the other argu
ment, see COMMENT on 50:5b) for those who understand vv 5-21 as describ
ing the Day of Atonement, for it is often assumed that the ineffable name 
"Yahweh" was to be pronounced by the high priest only during that liturgy 
and at no other time in the year. But, as 6 Fearghail (Bib 59 [1978]: 306-7) 
points out, the evidence is conflicting as to when "Yahweh" was no longer 
pronounced in the daily priestly blessing; in Ben Sira's time, however, there is 
solid evidence that the name was still pronounced daily. The people again 
"would lie prostrate" (cf. 50: 17), this time to receive "the blessing from the 
Most High" (50:21; cf. NOTE); cf. Num 6:27. 

The expression "And now" clearly marks the conclusion of this section 
(50:22a; cf. NOTE). Ben Sira invites his readers/listeners to "bless the God of 
all" (50:22a; cf. NOTE). Martin Rinckart composed his hymn "Nun danket 
alle Gott" ("Now Thank We All Our God") on the basis of this text (so Box
Oesterley, p. 511). Indeed, God "has done stupendous things [cf. Ps 136:4a] 
on earth" (50:22b), especially in Israel, as Ben Sira takes great pains to dem
onstrate (44:1-50:21). It is God who controls the destinies of human beings 
"according to his will" (50:22cd); cf. 36:22b with COMMENT and 48:5. The 
text of 50:23a (cf. NoTE) is virtually identical with 45:26a. God alone, by 
abiding "among you," can be "peace" (50:23b; cf. NOTE). Note the differ
ences in the texts of 50:23-24 in MSS Band G (cf. NOTE). In 50:24a, "Sim
eon" stands for his priestly descendants, for by this time Simeon was already 
dead (cf. COMMENT on 50:1c). "The covenant with Phinehas" (50:24b) is 
mentioned also in 45:24-25; see COMMENT there. Ben Sira prayed that this 
covenant "be not abrogated for [Simeon] or for his descendants, while the 
heavens last" (50:24cd). As a matter of unfortunate fact, Simeon's priestly 
line came to end with the assassination of his son Onias III (cf. 2 Mace 4:34), 
before Ben Sira's grandson made his Greek translation; hence the deliberate 
differences in the G of 50:24. 
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For further study of chaps. 44-50 in praise of Israel's ancestors, see 
T. Maertens, L 'Eloge des Peres (Ecc/esiastique XLIV-L (Lum Vie 5, 1956); 
R. T. Siebeneck, "May Their Bones Return to Life!-Sirach's Praise of the 
Fathers," CBQ 21 (1959): 411-28; J. L. Duhaime, "El elogio de los Padres de 
Ben Sira y el Cantico de Moises (Sir 44-50 y Dt 32)," EstBib 35 (1976): 223-
29; T. R. Lee, Studies in the Form of Sirach 44-50 (SBLDS 75, 1986); B. L. 
Mack, Wisdom and the Hebrew Epic: Ben Sira's Hymn in Praise of the Fa
thers. 



CONCLUSION (50:25-51 :30) 

60. Judah's Neighbors; Postscript to the Book 
(50:25-29) 

50 2s My whole being loathes two nations, 
the third is not even a people: 

26 Those who live in Seir and Philistia, 
and the foolish folk who dwell in Shechem. 

21 Training in wise conduct, and smooth-running 
proverbs, 

B 

have been written in this book G 

Of Yeshua ben Eleazar ben Sira, B 

who poured them out from his understanding heart. 
28 Happy the one who reflects on these, 

wise will he be who takes them to heart! 
29 If he carries them out, he will be equal to any G(B) 

challenge, 
for the fear of the LORD will provide him with 

depth. 

Notes 

50 25b. MS B has whI/ysyt (and the third); the tau is an error. 
27-29. MSS B, G, and Syr are all in need of patching in these verses, and the 

reconstruction here is a mosaic of what they contain. 
27a. Training in wise conduct=Prov 1:3a; so MS B. smooth-running proverbs= 

mis/e 'opnayim, for MS B's umose/ 'opnayim (note that a dual is being supposed; cf. 
Prov 25: 11); i.e., proverbs that run freely as though equipped with (matching) chariot 
wheels (cf. Duesberg-Fransen, p. 327). The reference would be to the balanced cola, 
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with similar quantity and stresses, before and after the caesura in most of Ben Sira's 
bicolon lines. For 27a, Syr loosely quotes Prov I :6b as "all the proverbs of the wise 
and their riddles." 

27b. Present in G and Syr, but not in MS B. In G, Ben Sira (from 27c) is made the 
subject, and most Gr and Lat MSS make the verb first person, so that Ben Sira speaks 
for himself. · 

27c. MS B introduces (from v 24a) "Simeon," as though that, rather than Yeshua, 
were the author's personal name. Syr (compare v 27 above) omits the colon com
pletely; G adds to the name as given "the Jerusalemite." 

27d. MS B both doubles and garbles this colon: 'sr nyb' bptwr lbw I w'sr hby' 
btbwnwt. There is no excuse for introducing nb~ "to prophesy," in this place. Forms 
related to G's anombresen occur in Sir 18:29; 39:6, but in neither place do we have the 
Heb. See, however, Prov 18:4b, naqa/ nobea' meqor qokmii. where both Theodotion 
and Quinta employ anombre6 for nb~ With this, compare Sir 10: 13b, G eJCombresei = 
MS A yabbfa~ where meqor(oh) is the subject, as in Proverbs. Only the hiph'i/ is 
normal; to it the qa/ participle (in Proverbs) attaches itself. The colon reconstructs as 
'iiser hibbfa' bitebunot libbO; compare Ps 78:72; Prov 11:12; 28:16. 

28. All the sources nearly agree, for once. G anastrephesetai is unusual for yehgeh. 
"reflects"; but the latter is supported by Syr nerne~ Syr adds at the end "and does 
them," all it retains of v 29a. 

29ab. For this bicolon, MS B has only "For the fear of the LORD is life," beginning 
the line that also contains 5l:lab. Syr has "The height of the fear of the Lord is 
exalted above everything; hold on to it, my son, and do not Jet it go." This is from the 
Syr of 25:11-12, the whole repeated in 40:26, with the likelihood that the last part 
derives in some way from the Heb of 6:27b. There remains G. In 11:10, GII has ean 
gar and a finite ve~b to render a participle (though the gar is really for a preceding 
copula). Here the ean gar tauta poiesf.s is probably for 'oseh 'el/eh; cf. 32:23b,d in MS 
B. pros panta=lakko/. For ischysei, Smend proposes yigbar, referring to MS B's mar
gin at 39:24; Segal supplies yeqezaq; yuka/ is also possible. V 29b has been variously 
rewritten, but G should be taken absolutely at face value=kf yir'at Yhwh IJeqro with 
the sense given here in translation. the fear of the LORD is in all three sources (it is the 
subject of Sy r's substitute lines); and G's ichnos is seen to be for qeqer from 42: 19 
(both M and MS B), where ichne apokryphon =IJeqer nistiirot. See also Job 8:8; 11:7, 
for qeqer as the depth of knowledge acquired by probing, penetration. After 29b, Gll 
reproduces 43:33b (see the NOTE there) indicating an alternate place at which to end 
the book; the same witnesses add a doxology, similar to that in MS B and Syr after 
51:30. 
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Comment 

The couplet (50:25-26) on the three peoples that Ben Sira detests is in no 
way related to the preceding section or to the Postscript (50:27-29). This 
minipoem opens with a numerical proverb: "two nations" (50:25a), "the 
third" (50:25b; cf. NOTE); other examples of this type of proverb are found in 
23:16--18; 25:7-11; 26:5-6, 28 (cf. INTRODUCTION, Part IV, 1). The language 
is deliberately intemperate. Jewish hatred for the inhabitants of Seir, i.e., the 
Edomites or ldumaeans, had a long history. For the Edomites had assisted 
the Babylonians in devastating the land and conquering the people and had 
then occupied southern Judah after the destruction of Jerusalem in 586 B.C.; 
they also became the bitter enemies of the Jews who had returned from 
Babylon after 537 (cf. Ps 137:7; Ezek 25:12-14; 35:1-15; Obadiah 10-14; Mal 
1:2-5; Lam 4:21; Jdt 7:8-18). The Philistines, the proverbial enemies oflsrael 
who were finally subdued by David (2 Sam 5:18-25; 8:1), stand here for those 
who have accepted paganism and Hellenization (cf. INTRODUCTION, Part II) 
in Palestine, a word that derives ultimately from Heb peleset, "Philistia" 
(50:26a). Ben Sira expresses his deepest contempt for the Samaritans, "the 
foolish folk [Heb goy niibii/, an expression taken from Deut 32:2 ld] who 
dwell in Shechem" (50:26b), who are "not even a people" (50:25b). The Jews 
despised the Samaritans because they were heretical descendants of the mixed 
population in the North: Israelites who had survived the Assyrian destruction 
of the Northern Kingdom in 722 B.C. and intermarried with the pagan peo
ples from Mesopotamia who had settled there (cf. 2 Kgs 17:24-41). The Jews, 
who considered the Samaritans spurious worshippers of Yahweh, detested 
them even more than pagans. Because the Samaritans were not allowed to 
help in rebuilding the Temple after Cyrus allowed the return from Babylon, 
they harassed and intimidated the people of Judah and halted construction 
for a while (Ezra 4:1-24). Later, during the Maccabean wars, the Samaritans 
allied themselves with the Seleucids (1 Mace 3: 10; Josephus, Antiquities, xii, 
5, 5). Cf. J. D. Purvis, "Ben Sira and the Foolish People of Shechem," JNES 
24 (1965): 88-94. 

In the Postscript, or Subscription (50:27-29), our author gives us his full 
name and a minihomily on carrying out the advice contained in the book. 
"Training in wise conduct," Heb musar sekel (lit., training of prudence), and 
"smooth-running proverbs" (50:27a; cf. NOTE) are what "have been written 
in this book" (50:27b; cf. NOTE) "of Yeshua ben Eleazar ben Sira" (50:27c; cf. 
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NOTE), "who poured them out from his understanding heart" (50:27d; cf. 
NOTE). If, as seems to be the case, Ben Sira added these words himself, he 
was following the model of Prov 1:1-3 and Qoh 1:1, 12; 12:9-10; accordingly, 
he cannot be faulted for immodesty. "Happy the one [Heb 'asre 'if, which 
derives from Ps l:la] who reflects [or meditates] on these [proverbs and 
training in wise conduct; cf. 50:27a]" (50:28a; cf. NOTE). He will be wise 
"who takes them to heart," Heb noten 'al libbO, an expression found also in 
Qoh 7:2; 9: 1. But it is not enough only to meditate on Ben Sira's wise sayings; 
one must also "[carry] them out," Gr poies{, lit., do them. By so doing, "he 
will be equal to any challenge," Gr pros panta ischysei, lit., he will be strong 
for all things (50:29a; cf. NOTE). That is to say, he will have the strength and 
courage to overcome the blandishments and pervasive temptations of Helleni
zation and so remain faithful to the religion and values of Israel; cf. INTRO
DUCTION, Part II. The reason is that "the fear of the LORD will provide him 
with depth" of knowledge (50:29b; cf. Norn); cf. Matt 7:24-25; Luke 6:47-
48. Thus at the end of his book Ben Sira emphasizes once again the impor
tance of "the fear of the Lord," which is "the beginning of wisdom" (1: 14a). 
The one who possesses such wisdom not only fears the Lord but also keeps 
the Law of Moses; cf. 1:11-30; 6:32-37; 15:1; 19:20; 21:6; 23:27; 24:23-29. 



61. Ben Sira's Prayer 
(51:1-12) 

51 1 I give you thanks, LORD and King; 
I praise you, my savior Godl 

I proclaim your name, my life's refuge, 
2 because you have redeemed me from death, 

Held back my body from the pit 
and freed my foot from the clutches of the 

netherworld. 

II 

You have delivered me from the slanderous tongue, 
and from the lips of lying miscreants: 

You have been with me in the face of my attackers, 
3 have helped me in your abundant mercy 

Out of the snare of those looking for my downfall, 
the clutches of those seeking my life. 

III 

From multiple dangers you have saved me: 
4 from flames that beset me on every side, 

From the midst of the fire, without a whiff of it 
remaining; 

G 

B 

s from the depths of the belly of the netherworld- G 

From malicious lips, slimy deceivers, B 

6 arrows sped by treacherous tongues. 
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IV 

Close as I was to death-
my life, to the depths of the netherworld-

7 Wherever I turned, there was no one to help rile; 
though I looked for support, there was none. 

8 Then I remembered the LORD's mercies, 
his solicitude from times long past; 

How he delivers those who take refuge in him 
and defends them against evil of every kind. 

v 

9 I raised my voice from the dust, 
my plea from the gates of the netherworld; 

10 I extolled the LORD, "You are my Father! 
my mighty savior, only you! 

Do not leave me in this time of crisis, 
on a day of ruin and desolation! 

11 I will praise your name constantly, 
singing to you with my prayer!" 

VI 

Then the LORD heard my voice; 
he listened to my plea! 

12 He redeemed me from evil of every kind 
and kept me safe in time of crisis; 

For this I give thanks and offer praise, 
and I bless the name of the LORD! 

561 
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Notes 

51 lab. G and Syr agree on the first colon; G's second colon is MS B's first. The 
second colon in MS B reads: "I give you thanks, God of my father [or: my God, my 
Father-cf. Exod 15:Z, but also v !Oa]"; in Syr, it is "and I praise your name each 
day" (influenced by I la?). For the order of G and Syr, compare v !Zed. 

lc-Za. G here has been influenced by Exod 15:Z LXX, as Peters saw. Its exomo
logoumai for MS B's 'iisappera ( =Syr) is drawn from v la; the mii'oz of Za suggested 
boethos, cf. Ps 5Z:9, mii'uzzo, LXX ton boethon autou, and this in tum suggested 
Exodus (boethos kai skepastes egeneto moi eis soterian = 'ozzf wezimriit Yiih wayehf If 
lfsu'a). Nothing might have happened if the Gr translator had read IJayyay after mii'oz. 
but he apparently read !Jyy with he; and Exodus' eis soterian must have recalled the 
'elohe yis'i, which had just led to (theon) ton sotera mou in lb above. Needing help, he 
looked forward to the end of v Z and the beginning of v 3 to find hdyftci Ii and 'zrtny. 'zr 
equates with boethos in LXX more easily than 'wz!m'wz, and so the 'zrtny became 
boethos, the hiiyftci became egenou, and the combination (with moi for /f added out of 
Exodus and the end of v Z) traveled to the beginning of v Z with hoti skepastes kai 
from Exodus as extra baggage. (Note that the use of exomologoumai tQ onomati sou 
instead of, e.g., diegesomai to onoma sou, Ps Zl[ZZ]:Z3 in le, as mentioned above, 
would seem to have been to prepare for the hoti clause; cf. Pss LXX 53:8; 117:Zl, 
ZScd; 137:Z.) 

Zb-3a. G of these cola further exemplifies the technique just described. V Z of Heb 
calls for four verbs of deliverance: pcidftci, fJcisaktci, h4:fa/tci, pe:jftani. G's elytroso 
matches none of these: it has been borrowed from v 3. In v 3 the equation 'zrtny= 
boethos has been noted above. The verb thus eliminated is followed in the Heb by a 
string of three min-phrases; to govern them, the hOsa'tanf from the end of the verse 
was seized upon and given (see the NOTES at 49: 10; 50:Z3-Z4) its normal equivalent 
from this translator, elytroso, which then traveled also to v Z, as said. At the end of v 
3, the :jiirot= thlipseon lacks a dependent pronoun, and with the following verb trans
ferred elsewhere, the Gr translator had a lame colon, which he eked out with hon 
eschon. Small wonder that in v Za mimmciwet napsi, plus all of Zc, have vanished along 
with the assortment of governing verbs. In Zb, body is the Gr (and modem) equivalent 
for the Heb bascir "(living) flesh." 

Zde. MS B contains doublets and G has (in its Zed) one expansion. Since dibbat 'cim 
is a biblical phrase (Ezek 36:3) and is not reflected in the Gr of Sirach, (mid)dibbat 
lii!on is guaranteed primitive by G's diaboles glosses. The (ek) pagidos is an expansion 
in G to fill out the colon from which the verb (pe:jftani) has been suppressed. The so( is 
a doublet of safe, so that the full primitive line in Heb=pe:jftani middibbat lcison 
umiSsepat safe kcizcib. 

3a. G kai onomatos (sou) after mercy is an inappropriate expansion in the context, 
an ancient error of some kind. 
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3b. Peters, followed by Smend and Ziegler, is the source of brochi5n=snare(s); the 
reading in the codices is brygmon =Lat rugientibus. Peters saw broma as= be/a' for 
sela' of the Heb; perhaps the assonance with brochi5n induced its use without that 
much textual support. 

4b. From the midst=G=mittok for MS B's garbled mkbwt. without a whiff of it 
remaining= /e'en pol]ah, "till there was not a whiff of it [the fire]." The vocalization of 
*pol] (pwl]) is doubtful, but the expression (paraphrased by Gas "by which I was not 
consumed") includes a tenn for "scent, odor" with the Syr and Ar cognates paw'1a' 
and faw'1. The reference is to escape from the flames without even the smell of smoke 
from it, as in Dan 3:27(94). The tenn /e'en need not, though it usually does, introduce 
a phrase that describes loss and foreboding: cf. 1 Chr 22:4; 2 Chr 20:25. Vv 4b-6a are 
simply lacking in Syr. 

5a. Following G completely (ek bathous koi/ias hr;dou); MS B has mr'1m [ . .] wm 
I'm[ . .]. but rel]em is not koilia and tehOm is not Hades, nothing corresponds to 
bathous, and the broken-off I'm- is an unsolved puzzle. G may have been borrowing 
from 6c to deal with whatever it saw here, but (cf. 2ab; 6bc) another reference to Sheol 
would certainly have been in place. 

5b. slimy deceivers: Heb, (opele seqer, "daubers of something worthless, deceptive" 
-but the verb implies that what they daub is slimy, and that they also are. 

!Ob. G, not using direct discourse, omits this title; cf. v lb. 
I lb. singing to you=G='zmrk for MS B's 'zkrk. "I will mention your name." 
l lc. G, employing direct discourse for vv 11-12, omits this colon. 

Comment 

The material in chap. 51 comprises two appendices to the book; cf. post
script in 50:27-29. Curiously, the Gr MSS and most of the Lat MSS give this 
chapter the title "Prayer of Jesus, Son of Sirach." Actually, however, only vv 
1-12, the first appendix, contain Ben Sira's prayer or psalm; vv 13-30, the 
second appendix, contain his autobiographical poem on wisdom. Between vv 
12 and 13, MS B presents a litany of praise, sixteen bicola in length, of 
doubtful authenticity since it is not contained in G or Syr or any of their 
daughter translations (cf. COMMENT on 51: 12 i-xvi). The authenticity of the 
prayer and of the autobiographical poem has also been questioned by some 
scholars because of the postscript in 50:27-29, which seems to exclude any 
further material from the book. But this reason is hardly convincing. I agree 
with Smend (p. 495) that the language, form, and contents bear witness to 
their authenticity. Moreover, the two compositions are found not only in MS 
B but also in G, Lat, and Syr, and, as already noted, have in the Gr and Lat 
MSS a title that implicitly attributes the pieces to Ben Sira. 
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The prayer or psalm in vv 1-12 may be divided into six stanzas, arranged 
in two groups, each of three stanzas; (a) 3+3+3 bicola; and (b) 4+4+3 
bicola. The prayer may be classified as a declarative psalm of praise by an 
individual who has survived a major peril. The psalm does not indicate which 
specific slanders or dangers Ben Sira experienced and survived, thanks to 
God's deliverance. As a result, an individual praying this psalm could readily 
see in it his own experiences that call for praise after the Lord has heard his 
lament/petition. Smend (p. 495) considers the psalm "rather colorless in con
tent and form." I disagree, for the psalm displays an artistically balanced 
form and structure that corresponds to its content. In the following diagram 
of the psalm, "1st pers.," "2d pers.," or "3d pers." refers to the verb and/or 
pronoun (or noun) object of the verb; the only two clearly identifiable persons 
are the poet (1st pers.) and Yahweh (2d and 3d pers.). Note how the content 
of the first three stanzas (I-Ill) corresponds to the content of the second three 
stanzas (IV-VI), but in reverse order: 

1st pers. +2d pers.; 2 pers.+1st pers. VI 3d pers.+1st pers.; 1st pers.+3d pers. 

Praise because of Deliverance 

T 

II 2d pers. +1st pers. 

Deliverance 

Ill 2d pers. +1st pers. 

Deliverance 

Deliverance. hence Praise 

T 

V 1st pers. +3d pers. 

(2d pers. +1st pers.; 1st pers. +2d 
pers.) 

Past Lament. Promise of Praise 

IV 1st pers.+3d pers. 

Past Lament 

Observe the following: (1) The first three stanzas have lst pers. and 2d pers., 
and the second three have lst pers. and 3d pers. (with stanza V having a 
quotation in the 2d pers. +1st pers. and 1st pers. +2d pers.). (2) There is an 
a:b::b:a chiastic inclusio in the key ideas and phrases of stanzas I and VI: 
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praise (Heb '6dekii, ·ahallelkii, v lab; cf. NoTE):deliverance (piidftii napsf, v 
2a)::deliverance (wayyipdenf, v l2a):praise (h6detf wa'iihalela, v l2c). (3) The 
name "Yahweh" occurs in the first (v la; cf. NOTE) and last cola (v l2d), thus 
forming a second inclusio, which marks out the limits of the psalm. (4) The 
first three stanzas are essentially a song of praise (v l) for the deliverance 
Yahweh has granted in the past (vv 2a-6a); the second three record: a past 
lament over former adversities (vv 6b-7b), which includes Ben Sira's remem
brance of Yahweh's past mercies (v 8); his plea for help (vv 9-10); his promise 
of future praise (v l lab); and his description of Yahweh's deliverance (vv 
l led-l2ab); and a couplet of praise (v l2cd). 

The first stanza has splendid balance, rhythm, and structure among the 
elements comprising the declarative psalm of praise by the individual: (a) 
declaration of Ben Sira's intention to extol God; (b) his reasons for praising 
God, viz., God has come to the rescue. Cf. Ps 138:1-2, where this typical 
pattern is also found. In 51: l-2c, the three bicola, or poetic lines, contain 
three verbs extolling God (I give you thanks, v la; I praise you, v lb; I 
proclaim your name, v le); three titles of God (LORD and King, lit., 0 
Yahweh, King, v la; my savior God, v lb; my life's refuge, v le); three saving 
activities, the reasons for praising God (you have redeemed me, v 2a; [you 
have] held back my body, v 2b; [you have] freed my foot, v 2c); three objects 
from which God saved the poet (from death, v 2a; from the pit, v 2b; from the 
clutches of the netherworld, v 2c). Moreover, each bicolon ends in -f: Heb yis'f, 
napsf, raglf, which create a pleasing rhyme. The three verbs, I give thanks, I 
praise, and I prociaim, and the three nouns, death, pit, and netherworld, are 
often found in synonymous parallelism in the OT, esp. in the Psalms: e.g., Pss 
6:6; 22:23; 49:15; Isa 28:15, 18; Hos 13:14. The title "Yahweh, King" (5l:la) 
is analogous to "God, King" in Ps 145:1; cf. 2 Mace 1:24. The title "my 
savior God" (5l:lb, lit., the God of my salvation) occurs also in Pss 18:47; 
25:5; 27:9; Mic 7:7; Hab 3:18. The title "my life's refuge" (5l:le) comes from 
Ps 27:le. God is often said to "redeem [one] (from death)" (51:2a); cf., e.g., 
Pss 26:11; 49:16; 55:19; 69:19; 71:23; 116:8; lQH 3:19. As regards 51:2b, cf. 
Job 33:18 and Isa 38:17. The expression "freed my foot" (51:2c) derives from 
Pss 25:15; 116:8. 

In the second stanza (51 :2d-3c), Ben Sira continues the theme of divine 
deliverance, the reason for his praise (51:1). In 51:2de (cf. NOTE), "the slan
derous tongue" and "the lips of lying miscreants" are in synonymous parallel
ism; cf. Ps 40:5. Good Israelite that he was, Ben Sira firmly believed that 
Yahweh was with him in the face of attackers (51 :2f); cf. Pss 3:2; 56: 10; 124:2; 
Deut 32: 10. He received help because of God's "abundant mercy" (51 :3a; cf. 
NOTE), a phrase that occurs also in Pss 5:8; 69: 14; 106:7, 45. Praying for 
deliverance "out of the snare" (51:3b; cf. NOTE) derives from Ps 141:9; cf. Ps 
140:6; Prov 18:7; 22:25. For the expressions "those looking for my downfall" 
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(51 :3b), cf. Jer 20: 10; "those seeking my life" (51 :3c), cf. Pss 35:4; 40: 15; 
63: 10; 70:3. 

The third stanza is more of the same. Like the Psalmist, Ben Sira acknowl
edges that God has saved him "from multiple dangers," Heb ~ii rot (51 :3d); cf. 
Pss 31 :8; 71 :20; and 120: 1. The ~ii rot are then spelled out in detail: "flames" 
(51:4a), cf. Isa 43:2; 47:14; "fire, without a whiff of it remaining" (51:4b; cf. 
NOTE), cf. Ps 66: 12 and Dan 3:23-27(94); "depths of the belly of the nether
world" (51:5a; cf. NOTE), cf. Jonah 2:3 and Pss 71:20; 86:13; "malicious lips, 
slimy deceivers" (51:5b; cf. NOTE), cf. Job 13:4, 7; Ps 119:69; "arrows sped by 
treacherous tongues" (51:6a), cf. 28:13-15, 17-22; Pss 52:3-6; 64:4; Jer 9:2, 7. 

A striking a:b::b':a' chiastic pattern opens the fourth stanza: lam
miiwet:napsf::hayyiitf:lise'ol, "(Close) to death:(was) my soul::my life:to the 
netherworld (the lowest parts)" (the literal translation of 51 :6bc). The use of 
Heb tahtfyot, a f. pl. adjective used as a noun, "the lowest parts," after the 
noun se'ol is not unique; in Ps 88:7 and Lam 3:55, tahtfy6t is used after Mr, 
"pit," and in Ezek 26:20 and 32: 18, 24, after 'ere~. "earth." For the thought of 
51 :6bc, cf. Pss 86: 13; 88:4, 7. Heb miiwet, "death," and se'ol, "netherworld," 
are in synonymous parallelism, as often in the OT (e.g., 2 Sam 22:6 [ =Ps 
18:6]; Isa 28:15, 18; 38:18; Hos 13:14; Pss 6:6; 49:15; 89:49; Prov 5:5; 7:27). 
Ben Sira does not specify in which way he was "close . . . to death, . . . to 
the netherworld"; this expression could be used to describe either a serious 
illness or a mortal danger from outside. For the clauses "there was no one to 
help me" and "though I looked for support, there was none" (51:7ab), cf. Ps 
107:12; Isa 59:16; 63:5. The vocabulary of remembering "the LORD'S mercies 
[Heb rahiime yyy], his solicitude [Heb hi!siidiiyw, lit., his kindnesses] from 
times long past" (51 :Bab) comes from Ps 25:6. For the clause "who take 
refuge in him" (51:8c), cf. Ps 16:1. God "defends [his faithful] against evil of 
every kind" (51 :8cd)--words taken from Gen 48: l 6a; cf. also v 12 and Ps 
121 :7. 

The fifth stanza records Ben Sira's poignant and urgent plea to Yahweh for 
help. The phrases "from the dust" (Heb 'ere~, lit., earth, 51 :9a) and "from the 
gates of the netherworld" (se'ol, 51:9b, cf. Isa 38:10; Matt 16:18) are in synon
ymous parallelism; elsewhere in the OT, 'ere~ can mean "netherworld" (e.g., 
Pss 147:6 and 148:7 [cf. F. M. Cross, Jr., and D. N. Freedman, JNES 14 
(1955): 247-48]). Both phrases are poetic images to suggest that the poet is at 
the point of death (cf. 51:6bc, with COMMENT); cf. Pss 18:5-7; 120:1. As 
introduction to his petition, Ben Sira "extolled the LORD [Heb wii'iiromem 
yyy], 'You are my Father!' " (51: lOa); the vocabulary of this colon comes from 
Exod 15:2. Accordingly, contra Smend (p. 500) and Box-Oesterley (p. 513), 
wii'iiromem need not be emended to wii'eqrii', "and I cried: ('O LORD, you are 
my Father')." There is an a:b::b:a' chiastic pattern in the rest of the bicolon: 
lit., "My Father (are):you::(indeed) you:( are) the hero of my salvation" 
(51: lOab; cf. NoTE). In the OT, Yahweh is often called "Father" (cf., e.g., 
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23:la, 4a; Deut 32:6; Isa 63:16; 64:7; Jer 31:9; Mal 1:6; Ps 68:6). The expres
sion "my mighty savior," lit., the hero of my salvation, is modeled on such 
phrases as "the rock of my salvation" (Ps 89:27; cf. Ps 95: 1) and "the strength 
of my salvation" (Ps 140:8). The words "this time of crisis" (lit., the day of 
danger, cf. 51:3d) and "a day of ruin and desolation" (51:10cd) are quoted 
from Zeph 1: 15; cf. also Job 30:3; 38:27; 1 QH 5:30; 9:6. After his fervent 
appeal for help, Ben Sira promises God constant praise and prayerful song 
(51:1 lab; cf. Norn); cf. Ps 145:1-2. The verbs "to praise" and "to sing" used 
here are found together also in Ps 135:3. 

The sixth and final stanza has the word "the LORD," i.e., Yahweh, Heb yyy 
(as always in MS B) in its opening colon (51: l lc; cf. NOTE) and closing colon 
(51:12d), forming an inclusio, which marks off its limits. The verbs "heard" 
(Heb .Sama~ and "listened" (wayya'azfn) in 51: l lcd are found in parallel also 
in 4:15 and 33:19 and often elsewhere, e.g., Gen 4:23; Num 23:18; Judg 5:3; 
Isa 1 :2, 10; Pss 17: 1; 84:9; 143: 1. The words "my voice" (Heb qoli) and "my 
plea" (tal]anunay) are likewise in parallel; in Pss 28:2, 6; 31:23; 116:1; 130:2; 
140:7, the noun qol, which in these cases means "sound," is used in conjunc
tion with tal]anunay: "the sound of my plea." By using qolf in 51: l lc and 
tal]anunay in 51:1 ld as objects of the verbs "hear" and "listen," respectively, 
Ben Sira employs the literary device known as "breakup of a stereotyped 
phrase;" i.e., the words qol tal]anunay, instead of being used in a single phrase 
(as in the psalms cited above), are each used separately but in parallel (as 
here). For examples from the Psalter of the breakup of stereotyped phrases, 
cf. M. Dahood, Psalms Ill AB 17A, pp. 413-14. The next bicolon (51:12ab) 
also has double parallelism: "lYahweh] redeemed me (Heb wayyipdentj from 
evil of every kind [mikkol ra~ the same phrase as in v 8d] and kept me safe 
[or, delivered me, wayemalle{entj in time of crisis (beyom :iani, lit., in the day 
of danger, as in v lOc]"; the second colon is modeled after Ps 41:2: "In the 
day of evil Yahweh will deliver him." Ben Sira concludes his hymn by using 
the verbs of the opening bicolon (5l:lab), "I give thanks" and "I praise," 
together in 51: 12c, thus forming an inclusio (see COMMENT above); to these 
he adds (51: 12d) the verb "I bless" (Heb wii'abarekcl), which, as elsewhere in 
the OT, is also parallel to the verbs "to give thanks" and "to praise" (cf., e.g., 
Ps 145:2). The idea of blessing the name of Yahweh (51:12d) occurs fre
quently in the OT; cf., e.g., Pss 96:2; 100:4; 145:2. 

For a fuller study of the text and poetic features of this prayer, see A. A. Di 
Lella, "Sirach 51: 1-12: Poetic Structure and Analysis of Ben Sira's Psalm," 
CBQ 48 (1986): 395-407. 



62. Hymn of Praise from the Time of Ben Sira 
(51:12 i-xvi) 

51 12 Give thanks to the LORD, for he is good, 
for his mercy endures forever; 

Give thanks to the God of [our] praises, 
for his mercy endures forever; 

Give thanks to the Guardian of Israel, 
for his mercy endures forever; 

Give thanks to him who formed all things, 
for his mercy endures forever; 

v Give thanks to the Redeemer of Israel, 
for his mercy endures forever; 

Give thanks to him who has gathered Israel's 
dispersed, 

for his mercy endures forever; 
Give thanks to him who rebuilt his city and his 

sanctuary, 
for his mercy endures forever; 

Give thanks to him who makes a horn to sprout 
for the house of David, for his mercy endures 

forever; 
Give thanks to him who has chosen the sons of Zadok 

as his priests, 
for his mercy endures forever; 

x Give thanks to the Shield of Abraham, 
for his mercy endures forever; 

Give thanks to the Rock of Isaac, 
for his mercy endures forever; 

Give thanks to the Mighty One of Jacob, 
for his mercy endures forever; 

Give thanks to him who has chosen Zion, 
for his mercy endures forever; 
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Give thanks to the King of the kings of kings, 
for his mercy endures forever; 

xv He has raised up a horn for his people, 
be this his praise from all his dutiful ones, 

For the children of Israel, the people close to him. 
Praise the Lord! 

Comment 

This litany or hymn of praise, located between 51:12 and 13, is found in 
MS B but in none of the ancient versions (G, Syr, and their daughter transla
tions). Its authenticity, therefore, is open to serious question; cf. A. A. Di 
Lella, The Hebrew Text of Sirach, pp. 101-5, for a survey of scholarly opin
ions and bibliography. Arguments for or against authenticity are not conclu
sive. But since the psalm is contained only in MS B and in its present location 
does not seem to suit the context, I favor the view that it was not composed 
by Ben Sira. Apparently, however, the psalm dates at least from the time 
when the Zadokites were still high priests (as is clear from 51: 12 ix), i.e., 
before 152 e.c., when the Hasmonean Jonathan, brother of Judas Maccabeus, 
was awarded the high priesthood for his support of Alexander Balas, the 
Syrian king (1 Mace 10:15-21), thus bringing the Zadokite high priestly line 
to an end. If the psalm is genuine Ben Sira material, the grandson may have 
omitted it from his translation in order to avoid embarrassing the reigning 
Hasmonean high priestly line; Syr probably followed G in omitting the psalm. 
It is possible that a member of the Essene Community at Qumran composed 
the psalm and inserted it into the copy of The Wisdom of Ben Sira that 
eventually found its way into the cave near Jericho, which in about A.O. 800 
was found to contain ancient MSS, including copies of our book. The 
Qaraites who recovered the MS(S) of Sirach from this cave made the copies 
that were eventually discovered in the Cairo Geniza between 1896 and 1900. 
Cf. INTRODUCTION, Part VIII, 4, and A. A. Di Lella, The Hebrew Text of 
Sirach, pp. 78-105, 150-51. Evidence for a Qumran origin of the psalm can 
be seen in the use of the phrase le'el hattesbiJ~ot, "to the God of [our] praises" 
(51: 12 ii); the reverse of that expression, tesbiJ~ot 'el, "the praises of God," is 
found on one of the standards in the War Scroll (lQM iv 8). Ben Sira never 
uses the word tesbiJ~ot himself, nor even its root. Moreover, the Essenes of 
Qumran, who hated the Hasmonean high priests, considered the Zadokite 
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priests as the only ones that still kept the Covenant; cf. Di Lella, The Hebrew 
Text of Sirach, pp. 104-5. 

The psalm is patterned after Psalm 136 insofar as the refrain, "for his 
mercy endures forever," occurs in fourteen of the sixteen verses. Its opening 
verse reproduces Ps 136: l verbatim; the same words, however, occur also in 
Pss 106:1; 107:1; and 118:1, 29; cf. Jer 33:1 l. The expression "the God of 
[our] praises" (5l:l2 ii) does not occur elsewhere in our book, as noted above, 
nor in the rest of the Heb OT. The meaning is clear, however: "the God who 
is the recipient of our praises" (cf., e.g., 5l:lb, l2c, l7b, 29b; Pss 48:1; 66:2; 
69:3 l, 35; 74:21; 104:33, 35). The phrase "the Guardian oflsrael," Heb iomer 
yisrii'el (51:12 iii), comes from Ps 121:4; cf. Ps 121:5-8 for the implications of 
the text. God is the one "who formed all things," Heb yo:fer hakkol (51: 12 iv), 
an expression borrowed from Jer l0:16b and 5l:l9b (cf. Sir 24:8a). "The 
Redeemer [Heb go'el] of Israel" (51:12 v) derives from Isa 49:7b (cf. also Isa 
44:6ab). The wording "who has gathered Israel's dispersed,'' Heb meqabbes 
nid~eyisrii'el (51:12 vi), is right out of Isa 56:8b (cf. also Isa ll:l2b; 27:13; Ps 
l47:2b). For the sentiment that God "rebuilt his city [i.e., Jerusalem] and his 
sanctuary [Heb miqdiiS, i.e., the temple, cf. Isa 60:13c]" (51:12 vii), cf. Ps 
l47:2a; Isa 44:28; Dan 9:26; Tob 13:10, 12, 16-18. The vocabulary of "who 
makes a horn to sprout for the house of David" (5l:12 viii) comes from Ps 
132: l 7a, which, however, omits the expression "the house of," but cf. Ezek 
29:21: "I will make a horn sprout for the house of Israel." The text is messi
anic, promising that an offspring of David will rule the people (cf. Jer 23:5; 
33:15-17; Isa ll:l-5); see J. L. McKenzie, "Royal Messianism," CBQ 19 
(1957): 25-52. This verse deals with the political authority of the nation. God 
himself is the one "who has chosen [Heb bO~er] the sons of Zadok as his 
priests" (51: 12 ix), a conviction Ben Sira certainly would have shared, though 
he probably did not write the psalm, as pointed out above; cf. 45:23-25 and 
50:24, with COMMENT. This verse deals with the religious authority of the 
priests. In the restored Temple that Ezekiel describes in chaps. 40-48, only 
"the sons of Zadok" are allowed to serve as priests, for they alone remained 
faithful while the Levites and the other Israelites strayed from Yahweh (Ezek 
40:46; 43:19; 44:15-16; 48:11-12). 

For the divine titles "the Shield of Abraham" (51:12 x), cf. Gen 15:1 and 
Pss 18:3; 115:9-l l; "the Rock oflsaac" (51:12 xi), cf. Gen 49:24d; Deut 32:4, 
15, 18, 30, 31; 2 Sam 23:3; Pss 18:3; 43:10; 71:3; Isa 30:29; and "the Mighty 
One of Jacob" (5l:12 xii), cf. Gen 49:24c; Ps 132:2b, 5b; Isa 1 :24; 49:26; 
60: 16. The names Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob often appear together in the 
Bible; cf., e.g., Exod 2:24; 3:6, 15-16; 4:5; 6:3, 8; Num 32:1 l; Deut 1:8; Jer 
33:26; Tob 4:12; Matt 8:1 l; Luke 13:28; Acts 3:13. Curiously, in Lev 26:42 
the names occur in reverse order. The belief that it is God "who has chosen 
[Heb bO~er] Zion [i.e., Jerusalem]" (5 l:l2 xiii) is a given of OT theology; cf., 
e.g., l Kgs 8:44, 48; 11:13, 32; 14:21; 2 Kgs 21:7; 23:27; 2 Chr 6:6; Ps l32:13a; 
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Zech l: 17; 2: 16; 3:2. The participle bO~er occurs here and in 51: 12 ix. The two 
passages are clearly related, for just as "the sons of Zadok" alone are the 
legitimate priests, so also Jerusalem is the only city where the full Temple 
ritual may take place (cf. 51: 12 vii). The centralization of cult in Jerusalem 
was a fundamental doctrine of Deuteronomic theology (Deut 12:1-14; 16:6; 
cf. also Tob 1:4; 14:5, 7); cf. G. von Rad, Old Testament Theology, vol. l, pp. 
226--31; and A. A. Di Lella, "The Deuteronomic Background of the Farewell 
Discourse in Tob 14:3-11," CBQ 41 (1979): 385. Thus the rival temple, which 
the Samaritans had constructed on Mount Gerizim near Shechem and which 
was still standing in Ben Sira's day (50:26b records his caustic remark about 
Samaritans: "the foolish folk who dwell in Shechem"), was considered by 
Jews to be an utter abomination; the Jews destroyed this temple in 128 e.c. In 
the OT, Yahweh is often called "King" (e.g., Sir 50:7a; Isa 6:5; Jer 46:18; 
48:15; 51:57; Pss 98:6; 145:1) or "King of glory" (Ps 24:7-10) or "great 
King" (Mal 1:14; Pss 47:3; 95:3), but never "the King of the kings of kings" 
(51: 12 xiv), a title analogous to "God of gods, and Lord of lords" in Deut 
10: 17. Pirqe Aboth, iv 32, has, however, the expression: "The King of the 
kings of kings, the Holy One, blessed be He" (cited by Box-Oesterley, p. 515). 
The last two verses of the psalm (51:12 xv-xvi) are an exact quotation from 
Ps 148:14. The word "horn" in 51:12 xv means power, as in 47:5d, lib, on 
which cola see NOTES and COMMENT. 

As should be clear from the above analysis, the psalm is completely biblical 
in its phrasing, orientation, and theology; for similar prayers, cf. Dan 3:(52)
(90); Tob 3:2-6; 13:1-18; 2 Mace 1:24-28; 3 Mace 2:2-20; 6:2-15. The psalm 
also has some similarities with the Jewish work called "The Eighteen Bene
dictions," or the Shemoneh 'Esreh; but the precise relationship of these two 
pieces is uncertain. For a translation of the texts of the Shemoneh 'Esreh that 
correspond to verses of our psalm, cf. Box-Oesterley, pp. 514-15. See also A. 
Marmorstein, "Jesus Sirach 51, 12ff.," ZAW 29 (1909): 287-93; and T. 
Vargha, "De Psalmo hebraico Ecclesiastici c. 51," Anton 10 (1935): 3-10. 



63. Autobiographical Poem on Wisdom 
(51:13-30) 

51 13 aleph When I was young and innocent, llQPs' 

I kept seeking wisdom. 
14 beth She came to me in her beauty, 

and until the end I will cultivate her. 

15 gimel As the blossoms yielded to ripening 
grapes, 

the heart's joy, 
daleth So my feet kept to the level path, 

for from earliest youth I was familiar 
with her. 

16 he In the short time I paid heed 
I met with great instruction. 

17 waw Since in this way I have profited, 
to my Teacher I will give grateful 

praise. 

18 zayin I resolved to tread her paths; 
I have been jealous for the good and 

will not tum back. 
19 ~eth I burned with desire for her, 

never relenting. 
f eth I became preoccupied with her, 

never weary of extolling her. 

yod I spread out my hands on high, 
and I came to know her secrets. 

20 kaph For her I purified my hands; 
in cleanliness I attained to her. G (B) 
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lamed At first acquaintance with her, I gained 
understanding 

such that I will never forsake her. 
21 mem My whole being was stirred to seek her; 

therefore I have made her my prize B 

possession. 
22 nun The Lord has granted me my tongue as G (Syr) 

a reward, 
and with my lips I will praise him .. 

23 samekh Come aside with me, you untutored, 
and take up lodging in the house of 

instruction; 
24 'ayin How long will you be deprived of Syr (B) 

wisdom's food, 
how long will you endure such bitter B (Syr) 

thirst? 
2s pe I open my mouth and speak of her: 

gain wisdom for yourselves, without 
money. 

26 :jadhe Submit your neck to her yoke, 
and let your mind weigh her message. 

qoph She is close to those who seek her, 
and the one who is in earnest finds 

her. 

21 resh See for yourselves! I have labored only Syr (B) 

a little, 
but have found much. 

28 shin Hear but a little instruction; 
you will win silver and gold through 

her. 

29 taw Let your being rejoice in the mercy of G 

God, 
and be not ashamed to give him 

praise. 



574 

Jo pe 

THE WISDOM OF BEN SIRA 

Work at your tasks in due season, 
and in his own time God will give 

you your reward. 

Notes 

§ LXIII 

G (llQPs') 

51 13-20a. These verses are translated from llQPs•, published by J. A. Sanders, 
The Psalms Scroll of Qumrdn Caye 11 (1 JQPS"), pp. 70-85, and plates xiii and xiv; 
they form the aleph to kaph lines of the alphabetic acrostic. For further study of the 
text of these verses and a restoration of the lamed to raw plus pe lines, see P. W. 
Skehan, "The Acrostic Poem in Sirach 51:13-30," HTR 64 (1971): 387-400. Skehan's 
translation is the basis of the translation here, though I have made some revisions; I 
also quote in the notes below and COMMENT several of Skehan's observations. Cf. also 
M. Delcor, "Le Texte hebreu du cantique de Siracide Ll,13 et ss. et !es anciennes 
versions," Textus 6 (1968): 27-47, and I. Rabinowitz, "The Qumran Hebrew Original 
of Ben Sira's Concluding Acrostic on Wisdom," HUCA 42 (1971): 173-84. See COM
MENT regarding the form of this poem in MS B. 

13a. and innocent=be(erem te'oti, lit., "before I erred." Sanders and Skehan read 
t'yty=ta'itf (a perfect tense); but since waw and yod are written so much alike in 
l IQPs•, the t'wty=te'otf (infinitive construct with suffix) reading is not only possible 
but preferable because be(erem is never followed by a perfect tense in biblical Hebrew. 
G prin e planethenai me also supports the reading of an infinitive construct with suffix. 

13b. I kept seeking=ubiqqastfha, a waw-consecutive perfect which equals an imper
fect that contextually implies continuous action in past time. wisdom, lit., "her." 
"Wisdom is the obvious theme; yet, by an artifice no doubt intended, the word ~okmd 
occurs nowhere in the poem" (so Skehan); G has "wisdom" and then adds: "openly in 
my prayer. (v 14a) Before the temple I asked for her." 

14a. in her beauty=btrh: "the orthography lacking aleph for this noun is to be 
found in IQ Isa' 52:14 (wtrw); Masada Sir. 43:9,18 (twr); and (htwr) a second time in 
I IQ Ps•, col. 28, line 9, Ps. 151. This last suggests the copyist of I IQ Ps• may not have 
had t'r in mind for Sir. 51:14, since he fails to use waw (compare 'wzny, v. 16); but his 
source may have been in the sparser orthography, and no other word presents itself as 
plausible" (so Skehan). 

14b. the end=swph: "This is to be read with terminative he rather than with a 
suffix, compare w'd-gzrh I Chr. 14:16; so the Greek" (so Skehan). I will cultiYate 
her= 'dwrsnh (lit., "I will seek her out"): "The shift in place in the stem vowel in this 
form (MT would be 'edr'sennah) is the less surprising because of the resh in the 
unstressed syllable" (so Skehan). 

16a. I paid heed=hi({ftf 'o(w)znf. lit., "I inclined my ear." 
l 7a. The waw line of the poem has the word w'lh, which is to be vocalized 

"wa'iila(h) from the root y'l, in a meaning of 'advantage, profit.' Given the Aramaic 
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influences on late Hebrew, this is not unreasonable (compare w'd, noun and verb)" (so 
Skehan). Sanders reads the word as we'iilii(h), "and a nurse." MS B has 'ulliih, "her 
yoke,"= Syr. 

l 7b. grateful praise=hOdo, lit., "his praise." The masculine suffix refers to God, 
"my Teacher," for which phrase G has: "to him who gives me wisdom." Sanders reads 
the consonants hwdy and translates "my ardor, my manhood." 

I Sa. = 11 QPs• zammoti wii'es}Jiiqehii. lit., "I resolved and wore her down (by tread
ing)." The verb s~q occurs in a similar context in 6:36b. Sanders reads the second verb 
w's~qh, "and I made sport." Skehan corrects l lQPs• to read wii'e~seqa biih, translating 
the whole colon "I became resolutely devoted to her." 

l 8b. and [I] will not turn back= 11 QPs• welo' 'iisub; G kai ou me aischyntho = welo' 
'ebOS. 

l 9c. I became preoccupied= 11 QPs• (rty npsy read as frdty: "the orthography repre
sents an assimilation of the daleth into the following tau" (so Skehan, and similarly 
Sanders); in 32:9b the infinitive construct of frd occurs. 

19d. of extolling her=wbrwmmh for "the meaningless wbrwmyh of l lQ" (so 
Skehan). 

19e. = l IQPs' ydy prS[ty lmrwm]. restored from G; for arguments favoring this 
reading, cf. CBQ 28 (1966): 93-94. Skehan reads the line ydy pt~[h s'rh]. "My hand 
opened her gate." 

l 9f. = 11 QPs• [wb]m'rmyh 'tbwnn; the same phrase occurs in 42: l Bb in M. Sanders 
reads [w]m'rmyh ( = ma'iirummehii) and translates, "and [I] perceive her unseen parts, 
her nakedness" (cf. 2 Chr 28:15). 

20a. = l lQPs• kpy hbrwty 'l[yh] This is the last full colon of l IQPs•. 
20b. From here to the end, MS B is in part rctruversion from Syr. 
20c. understanding, lit., "heart"=G, MS B, and Syr. 
20d. I will never forsake her=Syr (though in vv 20-21 Syr has the 3d s.m. pronoun 

instead of the f.). 
2la. My whole being=MS B me'ay, lit., "my internal organs (intestines, belly)"= 

Syr=G (most MSS); some G MSS (L 547 603) have "my heart." to seek her=G= 
ledorsiih; MS B lehabbi! biih=Syr="to look upon her." 

2lb. Lit., "therefore I have possessed her (as) a good possession"=MS B=Syr; G 
omits "her." 

22. =G=Syr. MS B has altered this verse somewhat: "The LORD has given me a 
reward, my lips, and with my tongue I will praise him." 

23b. in the house of instruction=bebet musiir=G en oikQ paideias=Syr bet 
yulpiinii~ MS B has bebet midriisi, "in my house of instruction." For the reading of 
musiir, cf. 6:22 and NOTE on 33:25b. 

24a. How long=Syr= MS B. of wisdom's food=me'okliih (Skehan's conjecture), 
lit., "of her food." G and Syr have "these things"=Heb 'el/eh; MS B min 'etlu wii'etlu 
is secondary. 

24b. =MS B wenapsekem ~ame'a me'od=G; omit tihyeh at the end of the colon in 
MS B. 

25a. I open my mouth=piita~tf pi=Syr=G; MS B transposes the two words. of 
her= MS B and Syr; G omits the phrase. 

25b. =MS B = Syr; G omits "wisdom." 
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26. =MS B but without initial waw on !Jawwe'rekem; the waw disrupts the acrostic 
pattern. Your mind=napiekem, lit., "your soul, yourself." and the one who is in 
earnest= wen6ten naps6, lit., "and the one who gives himself" -the idiom is found 
also in 7:20b; 30:2la; 38:34c; and I Chr 22:19 (so Skehan). G omits v 26d. 

27-28. MS B is a retroversion, with corruptions, of Syr. 
27b. much: G adds "rest" (cf. 6:28a). 
28b. through her=btih=G; Syr bi= MS B, "through me." 
29a. in the mercy of God: lit., "in his mercy." 
30. This is the pe-line (pa'iilii = G ergazesthe) of the twenty-three-line acrostic. 
30b. God: lit., "he." The last two words of the colon are found also in l IQPs•: 

sekarkem be'itt6=MS B. 

Comment 

The concluding poem of our book is autobiographical (see also 33:16--18). 
Part of the poem (see NOTE on 51:13-20a) is found in 1 lQPs•, which dates to 
the first half of the first century of our era; this Dead Sea Scroll, containing 
one of the oldest fragments of our book, was discovered in early February 
1956 by Arab Bedouin but was not unrolled till November 1961. Over a 
century ago, before the recovery of the MSS of Sirach from the Cairo Geniza 
in 1896--1900, G. Bickell ("Ein alphabetisches Lied Jesus Sirach's," ZKT 6 
[1882] 319-33) argued that the Syr form of the poem was made from a Heb 
text that was an alphabetic acrostic, like the concluding poem in the Book of 
Proverbs (31: 10-31 ). He then proceeded to retranslate the poem into Heb, 
primarily from the G. 

The text of the poem in 1 lQPs• proves that Bickell was right. The poem is 
an elegant twenty-three-line alphabetic acrostic. The Heb alphabet has 
twenty-two letters, sin and sin counting as one, and other acrostics have 
twenty-two parts (like Prov 31: 10-31, the concluding poem of that Wisdom 
book, and Psalms 37, 119, and 145). Though the poems in 1:11-30 and 6:18-
37 are not acrostic, they do have exactly twenty-two lines, like many other 
poems in the book (see INTRODUCTION, Part IX). In some acrostics, the 
reason for the twenty-third (or last) line, the pe line (as in Psalms 25 and 34), 
is this: the aleph line is the beginning of the poem, the lamed line is the exact 
middle, and the pe line is the end, these three letters thus forming the word 
'alep, which is the name of the first letter of the alphabet, and which as a verb 
in the pi'el means "to teach" (cf. P. W. Skehan, CBQ 23 [1961]: 127). It is 
generally acknowledged that the acrostic pattern served as an aid to memory. 
The text of our poem in MS B does not preserve the full acrostic, because it 
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was for the most part retroverted into Heb from Syr, as I. Levi demonstrated 
many years ago (L 'Ecclesiastique, Part I, pp. xxi-xxvii), and as M. Delcor has 
reconfirmed more recently (Textus 6 [1968): 45-4 7). For other examples of 
retroversion in the Geniza MSS of our book, cf. A. A. Di Lella, The Hebrew 
Text of Sirach, pp. 106--47. 

The twenty-three bicola of the poem are divided into ten short stanzas, 
each of two or three bicola, combined into three larger units of six, eight, and 
nine bicola, respectively: 2+2+2 bicola, 3+2+3, and 3+2+2+2. " ... 
The threefold division is marked mainly by the employment of 3 s.m. pro
noun suffixes (with the Lord referred to) toward the close of each unit: a 
slender, but distinctive feature when seen in the context" (so Skehan); see 
NOTE on 51: 17b, and the translation of 51 :22b, 30b. It may also be observed 
that at or near the end of each larger unit the praise of God is mentioned 
(51: 17b, 22b, and 29b ); in this way Ben Sira emphasizes that the wise have the 
joyful responsibility to praise the Lord; cf. 15:9-10. 

Ben Sira begins by informing us that from the time he was "young [Heb 
na'ar, as in Jer 1:6) and innocent" (51:13a; cf. NOTE) he "kept seeking wis
dom" (51:13b; cf. NOTE). Thus he followed his own advice to the young men 
he instructed in 6:18a; cf. Wis 8:2, a reference to 1 Kgs 3:7-9. Though wis
dom is a gift from the Lord (1 :26), one must nonetheless strive for it (Prov 
8: 17). Wisdom, which is personified in this poem, came to Ben Sira "in her 
beauty" (51: 14a; cf. NOTE) presumably while he was still relatively young (cf. 
51: l 5d), and he determined to "cultivate her" "until the end" of his life 
(51: 14b; cf. NOTE), The pursuit of wisdom was a lifelong affair for our au
thor, as it is for everyone else (6: 18). 

For the imagery of "the blossoms yielded to ripening grapes, the heart's 
joy" (51:15ab), cf. Hos 9:10a-d and Isa 18:5. "The ripening grapes are a 
figure of the youth's own adolescence" (so Skehan). Ben Sira's "feet kept to 
the level path" (Heb mfsor, which can also mean "uprightness, fairness," as in 
Ps 67:5; Isa 11 :4; Mal 2:6; cf. Ps 27: 11), i.e., he kept the Law faithfully, and 
accordingly "from earliest youth [he] was familiar with her [wisdom]" 
(51: l 5cd). In the theological perspective of our book, one cannot attain wis
dom without keeping the Law or fearing the Lord; cf. 1:11-30; 6:32-37; 15:1; 
19:20; 21:6; 23:27; 24:23-29. Though Ben Sira "paid heed" to wisdom for 
only a "short time" (5 l:l 6a; cf. NOTE), he nevertheless "met with great 
instruction" (51: 16b ); a similar thought occurs in 6: 19cd. Because he profited 
from wisdom, he gives "grateful praise" (51: 17b; cf. NOTE) to his "Teacher," 
i.e., God, who is the author and bestower of wisdom; cf. 51:22b, 29b; 1:1-10, 
26. 

Ben Sira begins the second larger unit ( 51: 18-22) by using the image of 
walking (51:18a; cf. NOTE), as in 51:15c. Firm resolution kept him on wis
dom's paths. The theme of 51: 18-19d "is desire and pursuit of wisdom, not 
possession" (so Skehan). The "good" for which the poet is jealous (51:18b) is 
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wisdom. He never relented in his burning desire for wisdom (51:19ab); cf. 
6:26, 32-37; Wis 8:2. He "became preoccupied with her" (51:19c; cf. NOTE) 
and was "never weary of extolling her" (51:19d; cf. NOTE); striving for wis
dom cannot be a half-hearted affair (cf. 14:20-27). Ben Sira "spread out [his] 
hands on high" (51:19e; cf. NOTE); cf. l Kgs 8:22 and 2 Chr 6:13, where 
Solomon is said to "spread out his hands toward heaven." It was the custom 
to spread out the hands when one prayed: cf., e.g., Exod 9:29, 33; Isa 1:15; 2 
Chr 6:12, 29; Ezra 9:5; Tob 3:11. When Solomon, the proverbial wise man, 
also prayed for wisdom, his prayer was answered by God (l Kgs 3:6--12; Wis 
7:7). God answered Ben Sira's prayer, too: "I came to know [wisdom's] 
secrets" (51:19f; cf. NOTE); cf. 1:1, 26. In addition to prayer, pure hands 
(51 :20a; cf. NOTE) and "cleanliness" are also needed before one can attain to 
wisdom (51 :20b; cf. NOTE). Skehan calls attention to a useful parallel to 
51:20a in lQH xvi 10: "and I have chosen to purify my hands according to 
your will." Cf. also Pss 26:6a and 73:13b. From the moment Ben Sira became 
acquainted with wisdom, he "gained understanding" (51:20c; cf. NOTE); the 
latter expression occurs also in Prov 15:32b and 19:8a. Therefore he "will 
never forsake her" (51 :20d; cf. NOTE), heeding the injunction of Prov 4:6. His 
pursuit of wisdom being wholehearted (51:2la; cf. NOTE), he "made her [his] 
prize possession" (51:2lb; cf. NOTE), Heb qinyiin fob; cf. 36:39a with COM
MENT and Prov 4:7. Therefore Yahweh granted him his "tongue as a reward" 
(5 l:22a; cf. NOTE), a statement that "is unmistakably based on Isa. 50:4" (so 
Skehan); that is to say, he became an effective teacher. Cf. 2:8. Ben Sira's 
response to God's gift is praise (51:22b), as in 51:17b; cf. 51:29b. 

In the final larger unit (51 :23-30), Ben Sira invites the unlearned to come 
to him for instruction so that they may themselves acquire wisdom. This 
invitation is modeled on Prov 9:1-6, 11, 16; cf. also Sir 14:20-27 and 24:7-8, 
19. In 51 :23a, the imperative "come aside"= Heb surfi = Syr sefaw, is exactly 
what the acrostic requires: the same verb "is used in the invitations by wis
dom and folly in Prov 9:4" (so Skehan). Commentators have noted that MS 
B's bebet midriist "in my house of instruction" (51 :23b; cf. NOTE), marks 
"the earliest known use of the expression. But both the Greek and the Syriac 
(paideias, yulpiinii') call rather for bebet musiir, with no suffix. And indeed, 
this appears to provide us with a play on words elsewhere employed, in a 
similar context, by the author of Sirach. Sir. 6:22 . . . conveys that musiir is 
not directly accessible to man, because its very name can be understood as 
'withdrawn.' This is playing with the root sur, and our v. 23 does the same: 
'Come aside . . . and take up lodging in the house of (withdrawn, remote) 
instruction' " (so Skehan); cf. 6:22 with COMMENT. As regards "wisdom's 
food" and "bitter thirst" (51:24; cf. NOTES), cf. Prov 9:5; Isa 55: l; Amos 
8:11; John 4:13-14. When Ben Sira opens his "mouth," he speaks of wisdom 
(51 :24a; cf. NOTE); this is apparently a reference to his lectures to the young 
men who came to him for instruction; cf. INTRODUCTION, Part II. The colon, 
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"gain wisdom ... without money" (51 :25b; cf. NOTE), derives from Isa 
55:1-3; compare Prov 4:5-7. 

Wisdom's "yoke," to which the young are urged to submit their neck 
(51 :26a; cf. NoTE), features also in the exhortation of 6:23-31, on which cf. 
COMMENT. For the expression, cf. Jer 27:8, 11-12. Like the command of 
God, which is very near to the people (Deut 30:11-14), wisdom "is close to 
those who seek her" (51 :26c), but one must earnestly seek her (for the phrase, 
cf. I Chr 22: 19) in order to find her (51 :26d; cf. NOTE); cf. 6:26. As proof, 
Ben Sira now appeals to his own experience: he "labored only a little, but 
... found much" (51 :27; cf. NOTE); the antithetic parallelism between "a 
little" and "much" highlights the thought; cf. 6: l 9cd. Even if one "hear but a 
little instruction," one "will win silver and gold through her" (51 :28; cf. 
NOTE); this bicolon is in synonymous parallelism with the previous one. The 
point of both bicola is that wisdom pays off even in the practical realm, and 
not only in the religious; cf. Prov 8:14-21. In the final stanza of the poem 
(and the book), Ben Sira appeals to his audience to "rejoice in the mercy of 
God" (51 :29a; cf. NOTE and 35:25-26), and to "be not ashamed to give him 
praise" (51 :29b ), for praise of God is the most appropriate response for 
mercies received, including the gift of wisdom; cf. 51:17, 22; Wis 8:21-9:18. 
His final exhortation to his students is: "Work at your tasks" of seeking 
wisdom "in due season," i.e., whenever you get the opportunity (51 :30a; cf. 
NOTE); cf. 6:31-37. If you do so, then "in his own time," parallel to "in due 
season," "God will give you your reward" (51 :30b; cf. NOTE), i.e., the gift of 
wisdom; cf. 1:1-10, 26. 

In The Psalms Scroll of Qumran Cave 11 (JJQPs"}, pp. 79-85, and The 
Dead Sea Psalms Scroll, pp. 112-17, J. A. Sanders gives an erotic interpreta
tion of our poem; for his translation of certain expressions in keeping with his 
viewpoint, see NOTES on 51: l 7a, l 7b, l 8a, l 9f. For a critique of this interpre
tation, cf. my review of the former book in CBQ 28 ( 1966): 92-95. See also T. 
Muraoka, "Sir. 51:13-20: An Erotic Hymn to Wisdom?," JSJ IO (1979): 166-
78. For a more balanced study, see C. Deutsch, "The Sirach 51 Acrostic: 
Confession and Exhortation," ZAW 94 (1982): 400-9. 

After 51 :30, MS B has this subscription: "Blessed be Yahweh forever [ = Ps 
89:53a), and praised be his name from generation to generation. Thus far the 
words of Simeon, the son of Yeshua, who is called Ben Sira. The Wisdom of 
Simeon, the son of Yeshua, the son of Eleazar, the son of Sira. May the name 
of Yahweh be blessed from now to eternity [=Ps 113:2)." The majority of 
MSS of G have "Wisdom of Jesus, son of Sirach." The oldest Syr MS (B.L. 
12142, sixth century) has: "Blessed be God forever, and praised be his name 
from generation to generation. Thus far the words of Joshua, the son of 
Simeon, who is called Bar [=Heb Ben] 'Asira. The end of the writing of the 
Wisdom of Bar Sira." Codex Ambrosianus of the Peshitta (from the sixth or 
seventh century) has "Blessed be God forever, and praised be his name from 
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generation to generation. The writing of Bar 'Asira is finished." The subscrip
tion in the Mosul edition of the Peshitta is similar to B.L. 12142, but it adds 
the curious note: " ... in the time of the Maccabees." Our author's real 
name is Yeshua (or Jesus), the son of Eleazar, the son of Sira; cf. 50:27c with 
NOTE. 
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God's glory/splendor/Wisdom seen 

in creation 280-81, 285, 491 
God in all creation 421 
humanity created by God 281 

created in God's image 282 
given gifts by God 282 

medicine created by God 442 
praise for creator 49 5-96 
praise of God by creation 265-66 
as sustainer of creation 495 
wine created by God 390 

dependence upon God 160 
divine names and titles 152, 171, 

182, 285, 323, 330n., 421, 519, 
537n., 548n., 550n., 553, 554, 
565, 570, 571 

as father 81, 168, 322, 566-67 
fear of the Lord = love of the 

Lord 78-79 
fear of the Lord = Wisdom = 

keeping Law 75-76, 133, 
137, 138, 143, 145-46, 154, 
171, 172, 195, 198, 220, 230, 
264, 282, 299, 310, 326, 332, 
336, 342, 398, 409, 472-73, 
557, 559 

honor from God for God
fearer 230 

God and Gentiles 80-81, 139, 420-
23 

God and Israel 283, 420-23, 500 
God and sin 81-82 

God as judge 156, 285-86 
sin does not originate from 

God 271 
mercy /forgiveness 152, 165, 

182, 274, 284-86, 363-64 
presumption on God's 

mercy 81, 181-82 
punishment/wrath 165, 182-83, 

225, 247, 274, 291, 324, 363, 
420, 422 

God and Wisdom 
God alone possesses Wisdom 

fully 139 
God loves those who love 

Wisdom 171 
as source of Wisdom 76, 138, 

139, 144, 193, 282, 292, 496, 
577 

Wisdom as attribute of God 139 
God's storehouse 461, 493-94 
as healer 364 
holiness 421 
incomprehensibility 496 
as mother 168 
omnipotence 272, 494 
omniscience 177, 272, 283, 324-25, 

491-92 
oneness 80, 495 
pantheism 80, 495 
praise of God 265-66, 491-96 
protection/providence/ 

assistance 15 I, 410, 420-23, 
458, 459, 564-67 

as source of moral life 322 
sovereignty 139, 223-24, 401 

as King of Israel 283 
theophany 275 
as teacher 577 
visions sent by God 409. See also 

Creation; Fear of the Lord; 
Free will; Predestination 

Goliath 525 
Gomorrah 459-60 
Good name 49, 245, 389 

bad reputation 185, 326, 389 
living on through good name/ 
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fame 86, 226, 326, 437, 452-
53, 472, 475, 501 

Gossip 292-93, 481 
See also Slander; Speech 

Grace 144, 146 
Grandson of Ben Sira 8-10, 51, 55, 

282, 374, 427n., 469, 532n., 
537n., 554, 569 

affirmation of afterlife 201-2 
concept of Scripture 133, 452 
dating 8-9, 134, 135 
education 132 
Prologue 132-35, 401 

style 132 
on Scripture 133, 452 
on Septuagint 134 
translation of Sirach 

style 132 
translation problems 134 
working from stichometric Hebrew 

Vorlage 374 
Great, the. See Rulers 
Greed 388 

See also Merchant; Miser; Rich 
Greeks. See Hellenism; Ptolemies; 

Seleucids 
Greek witnesses to Sirach 

Greek I (GI) 55, 58, 59, 62 
allusions to afterlife 86, 144, 201-

2, 534 
translation by Ben Sira 's 

grandson 8-9, 51, 55 
from stichometric Hebrew 

Vorlage 374 
Greek II (Gii) 55-56, 57, 58, 59, 

60, 62 
additions in Gii 55-56 
allusions to afterlife 86, 150, 299, 

326 
Christian influence 150 
derivation 55 
Gii, Lucianic recension 56 
Gii, Origenistic recension 56 

witnessed in Syrohexaplar 62 
Palestinian recensions of Greek 20 
Subscription 579 
See also Wisdom of Ben Sira, the, 

textual witnesses 
Greetings 167, 187, 481 

See also Associates; Courtesy 

Grief. See Death 
Guile 146, 147 

Hail 493-94, 519 
Haman 363 
Hannah 520 
Hasmoneans 569 
Hazael 531 

H 

Health 145, 381-82, 437 
emotions affect health ·· 382 
good wife promotes health 349, 350 
self-control promotes health 292, 

437 
See also Gluttony; Medicine; 

Physician; Sickness 
Heart 146, 147, 151, 164, 172, 193, 

195, 196, 255-56, 259, 280, 
314, 316, 347, 348, 349, 430, 
433, 543 

double heart 146, 151, 152 
heart as root of choice 145 
See also Hellenism 

Hebrew witnesses to Sirach 
extent of Sirach extant in 

Hebrew 53 
Hebrew as original language of 

Sirach 51 
Hebrew Text I (HTI) 55, 57, 58, 59 
Hebrew Text II (HTII) 55, 57, 58, 

59 
additions in HTII 55 
HTII as source of Gii 55 

Palestinian recensions of Hebrew 20 
See also Wisdom of Ben Sira, the, 

textual witnesses 
Hellenism 

caution toward pagan 
authorities 220, 253 

Greek attitude toward poor 168 
Greek symposion 389 
Greek wisdom (sophia) 16, 36, 160-

61, 337 
Hellenism in Palestine 9-10, 12-16, 

175-76 
Hellenized Jews 152, 175-76, 177, 

246, 474, 481, 558 
Hope of Ben Sira for political 

freedom from Greeks 420-23 
Israel's Wisdom/culture/history 
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superior to Hellenism 36, 77, 
133, 176, 282, 299, 331, 333, 
400, 501 

temptation of contact with Greeks/ 
pagans 152, 160-61, 175-76, 
194, 302, 303, 355, 482, 559 

two paths 152, 164 
Hendiadys 71, 271, 301, 366, 465n., 

478 
Hermeneutics 

implications of Jewish practical 
Wisdom 38-39 

implications of Jewish theoretical 
Wisdom 36--38 

Hezekiah 538-39, 542, 543 
approval from Ben Sira 543 
approval from Deuteronomic 

historian 531 
as author of lyric 501 
as builder of Siloam tunnel 538 
healed of illness 539 
invasion by Sennacherib 538 

High Priest. See Priesthood, high priest 
History, theology of 

in Deuteronomic literature 537-38, 
542, 543 

in Sirach 30 
See also Deuteronomic theology, 

doctrine of history 
Holofemes 389 
Hope 151, 152, 240 

See also Faith; Trust in God 
Hospitality, caution in 245 

See also Banquets 
Humankind. See Creation; Death; 

Illness; Senses 
Humility 146, 152, 159-61, 177, 199, 

201, 232, 291, 391-92 
definition 160 
proper self-esteem 232 
See also Presumption; Pride; Rulers; 

Self-esteem 
I:Iunayn ibn Isl;iaq 439n 
Husband 

evil husband 350 
free choice of wife 431 
husband of evil wife 348, 349 
husband of good wife 349, 350 
ought to love his wife 207 

Hymn of praise (genre) 27, 285, 458-
59, 514, 564-65, 569 

Hyperbole 285, 347, 348, 371, 431, 
520, 534 

Hypocrisy 146, 300, 370, 417 
See also Insincerity; Speech, sins of 

the tongue 
Hyrcanus 200 

Ice 494 
Idols 382 
ldumaeans. See Edomites; Seir 
lnclusio 73-74, 134, 137, 142, 143, 

151, 177, 181, 183, 192, 196, 
212, 226, 231, 234, 258, 272, 
333, 357, 358, 363, 364, 372, 
397, 421, 443, 449, 459, 461, 
490n., 496, 499, 500, 504, 513, 
533, 564, 565, 567 

Inheritance 405, 482 
Injustice 199, 200, 220, 300, 349, 4 71 

bribery 199, 211, 303, 471 
favoritism 176, 177, 199 
See also Judge 

Insincerity 146, 183-85, 248, 362, 365 
See also Hypocrisy; Speech 

"Instruction of Amen-em-ope" 46--47 
See also Egyptian Wisdom literature 

"Instruction [or Maxims] of Duauf, 
The." See "Satire on the 
Trades, The" 

"Instruction of King Amen-em-
het" 28 

See also Egyptian Wisdom literature 
"Instruction of King Merikare" 28 

See also Egyptian Wisdom literature 
Intellectual pride 160, 181 

See also Pride 
Invitation (rhetorical device) 458, 554, 

578 
Irony 307n. 
Irresolution 183, 314 

See also Resolution 
Isaac 273 

covenant with Isaac 505 
deceived by Jacob and Rebekah 505 
stalwart and self-reliant 501 

Isaiah 538, 542 
as author of II and III Isaiah 539 
intercession for Hezekiah 539 
prophetic visions 539 
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as royal counselor 500 
salvation from Assyrians through 

Isaiah 538 
as seer 500 

Ishmael, son of Nethaniah 248 

J 

Jacob (Israel) 431 
covenant with 505 
deceives Isaac 505 
stalwart and self-reliant 50 I 

Jason 9-10, 17 5-7 6, 200 
Jealousy 218 

See also Envy 
Jehoiachin (Jeconiah, Coniah) 544 
Jehu 531 
Jeremiah 54ln. 

as royal counselor 500 
as seer 500 

Jeroboam 310, 528, 53ln., 542 
division of the kingdom 528 
sin of 532-33 

Jerome, St. 18, 57 
Jerusalem 310, 333, 422-23, 544-45, 

571 
See also Temple 

Jeshua, son of Jozadek 544, 549n. 
and rebuilding of Temple 544 

Job 355, 542n., 544 
as man at peace on his estate 501 
as prophet 544 
as sage 501 

Job, Book of 
theodicy in 34. See also 

Existentialism; Theodicy 
Jochebed 511 
Jonathan, brother of Judas 

Maccabeus 569 
See also Maccabees 

Joseph 302, 545 
as governor 501 

Joseph, Rabbi 4 
See also Rabbinic literature 

Joshua 213, 274, 498n., 517n., 518n., 
518-20 

conquests of 519-20 
loyalty of 519-20 
as person of valor 500 
spirit of 518-19 

Josiah 542-43 

approval from Ben Sira 543 
approval from Deuteronomic 

historian 543 
blessed memory 543 
prediction of birth 542 
religious reforms 543 

Judas Maccabeus 569 
See also Maccabees 

Judge 
caution before 213 
dangerous position of . 199 
See also Injustice 

Judges, the 5 l 7n., 520 
Ben Sira's hyperbolic praise 520 
living on through children 520 
as people of valor 500 

Justice. See Injustice 

K 

Kindred 177, 201, 205, 341, 405, 472, 
481 

See also Associates; Children; 
Friends; Parents; Wife 

Korah 273, 513 

L 

Land 
exile from land 371, 533-35 
inheriting the land 422 
return of Jews to land 422-23 

Latin (OL) witnesses to Siracb 55, 56-
57, 58, 60, 61 

allusions to afterlife 86-87 
derivation 56-57 
in Vulgate 57 
See also Wisdom of Ben Sira, the, 

textual witnesses 
Law 135, 139, 152, 155, 194, 205, 

336-37, 338, 397-98, 399, 406, 
577 

Wisdom = fear of the Lord = 
keeping Law 75-76, 133, 
137, 138, 143, 145-46, 154, 
171, 172, 195, 198, 220, 230, 
264, 282, 299, 310, 326, 332, 
336, 342, 398, 409, 472-73, 
557, 559 

benefits of keeping Law 409, 577 
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cult secondary to keeping 
Law 417-18 

Decalogue 155, 283, 511 
Law as trust in God's word 399 
Law as Wisdom 161, 337 
Law central concern of 

Sirach 135 
Wisdom comes to those who 

observe the Law 137 
Laziness 312, 432-33 

See also Slave; Worker 
Leviathan 495 

See also Deep, Rahab 
Life, necessities of 375, 460 

See also Self-reliance; Simplicity 
Lightning 493 
Like seeks like 189, 254, 356, 433 

See also Associates; Friends; Wise, 
(sage) the 

List (onomasticon) 29, 491 
Litany 456n., 569 
Livestock 205 
Loans 213, 301, 369-70 

caution in loans 213 
interest on a loan 370 
lending as act of piety 370 
loans endanger friendship 370 
prompt repayment of a loan 370 

Logotherapy 34 
Lot 274 
Loud-mouthed, the, 211-12 

See also Fool; Speech 
Lucianic recension of Greek II 56 

See also Wisdom of Ben Sira, the, 
textual witnesses 

Lucius Cornelius Scipio 
defeat of Antiochus III the 

Great 14, 422 
Lust. See Sensual Desire 
Luther, Martin 18 
Lying 176, 201, 272, 302, 323, 341 

See also Speech 

M 

Maccabees 199, 558 
Maimonides 439n. 
Makshirin 466n. 

See also Mishnah; Rabbinic literature 
Manasseh 284, 542 
Manners. See Banquets; Courtesy 

Manual of Discipline (Rule of the 
Community) 159 

Married women 
caution around 219, 351, 481 
source of temptation for unmarried 

girls 483 
Masada 

canonicity of Sirach for Masada 
community 20 

Masada MS of Sirach (M) 51, 53, 
59-60, 504 

oldest and generally most reliable 
Hebrew witness 59-60 

stichometric arrangement 20, 52, 
53, 63, 374 

See also Wisdom of Ben Sira, the, 
textual witnesses 

Miisiil (proverb) 21-27, 165, 177, 183, 
188, 252, 254, 556n. 

Danish 390 
English 437 
Japanese 366 
Latin 214, 390, 443 
Proverb of fool 302 
Solomon's proverbs 527 
types 

admonition/exhortation 26-27, 
143, 160, 167, 199, 238, 260, 
274, 290, 308, 356, 391 

antithesis 27, 231, 234, 309, 355 
"better"-proverb (fob-Sproch) 471 

in Egyptian Wisdom 
literature 471-72 

comparison 27, 348, 350 
maxim 160, 175, 176, 177, 181, 

198, 200, 208, 246, 255, 290, 
473, 481 

melfyli (satire, parable) 527 
numerical proverb 25-26, 324, 

325, 340n., 340, 341, 349, 355, 
558 

riddle (~fdli) 25-26, 527 
Maxim. See Miisii/, types 
Mediation 155 
Medicine 441-42 

medicine created by God 442 
human research into medicines 442 
See also Health; Physician; Sickness 

Megillah 364 
See also Mishnah; Rabbinic literature 
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Me!f!ia (satire, parable). See Masai, 
types 

Menachoth 312 
See also Mishnah; Rabbinic literature 

Menelaus 10 
Merchant 432, 451 

See also Commerce; Rich 
"Merikare, King, Instruction of" 28 

See also Egyptian Wisdom literature 
Merism 207, 337 
Messianic hope 

in contemporary hymn appended to 
Sirach (MS B) 570 

Messianic doctrine of Second 
Adam 545 

in Sirach 528, 534, 544 
Metaphor 417, 493 
Meter 64 
Meticulousness 482 
Metonymy 482 
Midrashim 20, 246, 265, 333, 439n. 

See also Rabbinic literature 
Mighty, the. See Rulers 
Minor prophets 5 l 7n., 544 

as seers 500-1 
as single book 544 
message of consolation and 

hope 54.4 
Miser 177-78, 239, 259, 389, 432 

See also Generosity; Rich 
Mishnah 

Arakin 365 
Makshirin 466n. 
Megi!lah 364 
Menachoth 312 
Pirqe 'Aboth 40, 213, 238, 239, 253, 

265, 310, 571 
similarity of Sirach and Pirqe 

'Aboth 41 
Qiddushin 325 
Rosh Ha-shanah 363 
Tamid 551 
Yomah 551 
See also Rabbinic literature 

Moab 416n. 
Mocking 165, 200, 233 

See also Poor; Speech 
Moon 285, 458, 489n., 493 
Mordecai 302, 363 
Moses 274, 337, 498n., 505, 510-11. 

517n., 518n., 526 

as author of Torah 526 
intimacy with God 511 
as lawgiver 161, 213, 501 
loved by God 510 
worker of signs 511 

Mosul Peshitta 62 
Mot crochet (catchword, 

connective) 151, 152, 170, 
299, 409, 496, 545, 550 

Mother 90 
adulterous mother 325 
as image of God 168 
slandered mother 365 

Mourning. See Death 
MS A 51, 52, 58 
MS B 3, 4, 27, 51, 52, 58, 59, 63, 504, 

542 
appendix 569-70 
Essene influence 489n. 
possible Essene provenance 569-70 
stichometric arrangement 52 
subscription 579 

MSC 51, 52, 53, 58 
MS D 51-52 
MS E 51-52, 395n. 

Essene interpolation 396n. 
stichometric arrangement 52 

MS F 52, 53 
MS F wrongly identified as MS 

D 52 
stichometric arrangement 52 
See also Wisdom of Ben Sira, the, 

textual witnesses 

N 

Nathan 525, 527 
as royal counselor 500 

Nebuchadnezzar 274, 303, 366 
Necessities of life 375, 460 

See also Self-reliance; Simplicity 
Nehemiah 544-45 

rebuilding the walls of 
Jerusalem 545 

Noah 30, 504-5, 544 
Nomos 34, 37 

See also Cosmos; Existentialism 
Numbers. See Enumeration, symbolic 
Numerical proverb. See Miisiil, types 
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0 

Oath 323, 357, 481 
See also Speech; Swearing 

Obedience 152, 154, 155 
See also Docility; Parents 

Old Age 212, 348 
aged parents 156 
Ben Sira as old man 341 
dignity of aged 405 
disrespect to old 156, 212 
distribution of estate 405 
foolish old men 341 

aged adulterer 341 
right of elders to speak 391 
Wisdom of the old 192, 195, 212-

13, 341. See also Parents 
Omens 408-9 

See also Dreams; Divination 
Onias (variant in Gr MSS for [Simeon 

ben] Jochanan) 9, 550 
Onias III 9, 200, 514, 554 

pro-Ptolemaic policy 200 
Onomasticon. See List 
On Women (Semonides) 91 
Oppression. See Social Justice 
Order, ascending or descending 

(rhetorical device) 201, 214, 
433 

Origenistic recension of Greek II 56 
witnessed in Syrohexaplar 62 
See also Wisdom of Ben Sira, textual 

witnesses 
Orphan 167, 207, 419 

See also Social Justice 

p 

Pagans. See Gentiles; Hellenism; 
Ptolemies; Seleucids 

Pairs (stereotyped, formulaic, 
fixed) 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 
72, 142, 177, 212, 229, 232, 
263, 265, 422, 460, 474, 565, 
566, 567, 570 

breakup of stereotyped pair 567 
Panegyric 458, 520, 550 
Pantheism 80, 495 
Papyrus Jnsinger. See Phibis 
Parallelism 67-73 

antithetic 67, 70, 156, 229, 231, 232, 
233, 234, 534, 579 

synonymous 65, 66, 67-73, 152, 
155, 164, 166, 171, 176, 195, 
211, 212, 224, 234, 240, 247, 
254, 256, 259, 263, 265, 271, 
272, 301, 302, 326, 377, 389, 
391, 398, 399, 403n., 405, 409, 
417, 420, 436, 458-59, 470, 
472, 494, 500, 502, 553, 565, 
566, 567, 579 

synthetic 67, 69, 195 
Parasite 375-76. See also Begging; 

Poor 
Parents 41-42, 154-57, 206 

distribution of estate 405 
duties of children toward 

parents 154-57 
impiety toward parents as impiety 

toward God 157 
parents' blessing 155-56 
parents' disgrace 156 
parents in old age 156 
See also Children; Old Age 

Passion. See Sensual desire 
Patience 151 
Patriarchal societies 90, 91 

See also Women 
Perseverance 152, 195 

See also Resolution 
Persian Empire 13 
Personification 357, 461, 495 

Wisdom as woman 78, 139, 171, 
264-65, 332, 577 

Pessimism, literature of 469 
Pharaoh 302, 505, 511 

God's hardening Pharaoh's 
heart 81, 275 

Pharaoh's daughter 510 
Pharaoh's servants 510 

Pharos 397 
Phibis 48-49, 50, 184, 189, 218, 253, 

286, 292, 406, 441, 475, 493, 
494, 501 

use by Sirach 48-49 
See also Egyptian Wisdom literature 

Philistines 521 
code word for Hellenized Jews 558 
power in Holy Land 525-26 

Phinehas 505, 510, 513-14 
action against Baal of Peor 513 
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covenant with 513-14, 544 
leadership in political realm 514 
legitimate successor to Aaron 513 

Physical strength 181 
Physician 225, 441-43 

prayer of physician 442-43 
respect for physician 441 

Pirqe 'Aboth 40, 213, 238, 239, 253, 
265, 310, 571 

similarity of Sirach and Pirqe 
'Aboth 41 

See also Mishnah; Rabbinic literature 
Planning. See Preparation 
Poor 165-68, 230, 231, 419, 470 

begging 473 
do not mock/grieve poor 165-66, 

233 
duty to help poor 168, 207 
God's concern for the poor 166, 

167, 308, 309, 417, 419-20 
central truth of theology of social 

justice 417 
Greek attitude toward poverty 168 
necessities of life 375, 460 
oppression/mistreatment of 

poor 165-66, 167, 224, 233, 
252-53, 309 

curse for oppressing poor l 6fHi7 
oppressor deserves dishonor 230 

parasite 375-76 
poverty, miseries of 382 
poverty as a result of sensual 

excess 292 
poverty as divine punishment 291 
poverty not reprehensible 255 
poverty protects from sin 302 
proud pauper 341 
reversal of condition of poor and 

rich 234, 240, 317 
unequal social standing of poor and 

rich 252, 254-55 
wise poor person 230, 232-33 
See also Almsgiving; Orphan; Rich; 

Simplicity; Social Justice; 
Sojourner; Stranger; Widow 

Potter 451 
See also Worker 

Poverty. See Poor 
Powerful, The. See Rulers 
Pragmatic motivation 6-7, 144, 160, 

188, 201, 208, 218, 219, 240, 

246-47, 284, 291, 292, 317, 
351, 370, 377, 389, 398, 406, 
437, 579 

See also Wisdom, practical Wisdom 
Praise 27, 152, 160, 265-66, 284, 458, 

491-96, 526, 567, 579 
centrality of praise 266, 282, 459 
Hymn of praise (genre) 27, 285, 

458-59, 514 
praise not allotted by God to 

si1U1er 266 
Prayer 27, 28, 87, 200, 308, 309, 392, 

420, 433, 442-43, 514 
posture in prayer 578 
prayer necessary to obtain 

Wisdom 452, 578 
prayer of just is heard 155 
repetition in prayer 201 
Prayer of petition (genre) 28, 321-

22, 416, 420-23, 514 
lament 420, 421 

See also Worship 
Predestination 82-83, 271, 272, 275, 

400-401, 554 
See also Free will; Sin 

Preparation 290-91, 398 
in speech 399 

Presumption 81, 181-82 
Pride 181-82, 224-26, 238, 248, 274, 

299, 309, 341, 398, 401, 422 
intellectual pride 160, 181 

Priesthood 13, 14, 31, 207, 264, 400, 
511 

Ben Sira as priest 5 l 8n. 
high priest 9-10, 13, 470, 474, 51 l 

dispute over succession 513 
as ethnarch 514 
influence of Antiochus IV on high 

priesthood 512 
liturgical functions 512 
political leadership 514 
vestments 511-12 

levitical priests 
liturgical functions 512 
priesthood perpetual 5 11 
share in offerings 207, 513 
teaching functions 513 
Yahweh as inheritance 513 

priestly functions of Samuel 5 l 8n., 
520 

priestly tradition 544 
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Zadokites 526, 569-70, 571 
See also Worship 

Prophet 31, 521, 525, 544 
See also Elijah; Elisha; Ezekiel; 

Isaiah; Jeremiah; Minor 
prophets; Samuel 

Prophets, minor/twelve. See Minor 
prophets 

Prostitute 90, 218-19, 292, 351 
Proverb. See MtiSiil (proverb) 
Proverbs, Book of 

relationship to non-Jewish 
literature 46--4 7 

relationship to Sirach 21, 43-45, 49, 
75, 331-32, 336, 401, 576 

Prudence 398 
Ptolemies 13, 15, 199, 200, 220, 224, 

225, 226 
Ptolemy I Lagi 13 
Ptolemy Ill Euergetes I 8 
Ptolemy IV Philopator 14, 224 
Ptolemy V Epiphanes 14, 224 
Ptolemy VI Philometor 8 
Ptolemy VII Physkon Euergetes 

II 8-9, 134 

Qaraites 569 
Qiddushin 325 

Q 

See also Mishnah; Rabbinic literature 
Qoheleth, theodicy in 35 

See also Existentialism; Theodicy 
Quarreling 238, 364-65, 390 

See also Anger 
Queen of Sheba 527 
Question. See Rhetorical question 
Quintus Antistius Vetus 91 
Qumran 

canonicity of Sirach for Qumran 
community 20 

Manual of Discipline 159 
Qurnran witnesses to Sirach vii 

2Ql8 51, 53 
stichometric arrangement 20, 

53, 63, 374 
l lQPs• 51, 53, 423, 504, 576. 

See also Wisdom of Ben Sira, 
the, textual witnesses 

War Scroll 214 

R 

Rabbinic literature 138, 365, 383 
canonicity of Sirach 20, 51 
influenced by Sirach's use of 

Scripture 41 
similarity of Sirach and Pirqe 

'Aboth 41 
title of Sirach according to Rabbinic 

tradition 3 
use of Sirach in Rabbinic 

literature 20, 51 
Wisdom as the law of Moses 138 
See also Akiba, Rabbi; Arakin; 

Bereshith Rabba; Derek Ere:i;; 
Joseph, Rabbi; Makshirin; 
Megillah; Menachoth; 
Midrashim; Mishnah; 
Qiddushin; Rosh Ha-shanah; 
Saadia; Shemoneh 'Esreh; Sifre 
to Numbers; Talmud; Tamid; 
Tosephta; Yomah 

Rabbis, Pharisaic 
decision on canon 17-19 
influenced by Sirach's use of 

Scripture 41 
Rachel 431 
Rahab 494-95 

personification of the deep 495 
See also Creation; Deep; Leviathan; 

Sea 
Rainbow 493, 505 
Rainclouds 494 
Rebekah 505 
Rehoboam 309, 528, 530n. 

division of the kingdom 528 
folly of 532 

Remembering, theology of 324, 364 
Repentance 83, 177, 182, 284-85, 291, 

309, 419 
conduct toward repentant 212 
false repentance 417 
See also Sin 

Repetition (rhetorical device) 152, 195, 
198, 231, 23t 29t 33t 33t 
334, 335, 337, 450, 453, 500, 
548n. 

Reproof. See Correction 
Resolution 314 
Resourcefulness (shrewdness) 175, 

299, 310, 410, 430 
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See also Self-reliance 
Retribution. See Deuteronomic 

theology, doctrine of 
retribution 

Reuel 510 
daughters of 510 

Reversal of consonants (rhetorical 
device) 234, 432 

Rhetorical question 151, 254, 275, 
285, 383, 400, 410 

Rhyme 64-67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 
220, 231, 233, 234, 245, 255, 
280, 387n., 423, 499n., 501, 
565 

Rhythm 234, 326 
Rich 232, 233, 355 

anxiety of rich 382 
dangers of wealth 160, 181, 365, 

382-83 
duty of rich to help poor 168, 207 
good use of wealth 259-60, 382 
Jewish ideal of wealth 382 
miserliness/stinginess 177-78, 239, 

259, 389, 432 
need of humility 160, 181 
oppression of poor by rich 166-67, 

252-53, 309 
oppressor deserves dishonor 230 

presumptuous reliance upon 
wealth 181 

reversal of condition of poor and 
rich 234, 240, 317 

rich resisted by God 309 
rich wife, slavery to 348 
righteousness of rich tested by 

gold 383 
righteous rich 383 
striving for wealth 238-39, 382 
unequal social standing of poor and 

rich 252, 254-55 
utility of wealth 349 
wealth not condemned 168, 383, 

482 
wealth not highest value of life 255-

56, 383, 472 
wealth of the pious protected by 

God 383 
wealth put to bad ends 382 
See also Almsgiving; Poor; Rulers; 

Social justice 
Riddle. See Miisiil, types 

Righteousness 177, 185, 355, 356, 383, 
397-400, 578 

clear conscience 255-56, 442 
deeds necessary to demonstrate 155, 

177, 274, 559 
Rome 

defeat of Antiocus III the Great 14, 
422 

Rosh Ha-shanah 363 
See also Mishnah; Rabbinic literature 

Rulers (the Great, the Mighty, the 
Powerful) 167, 223-24, 231, 
302 

arrogance and pride in rulers 224-
26, 422 

caution toward the powerful 211, 
220, 253-54, 300, 323, 391 

courtier, successful 302-3 
danger of honors, office 199 
powerful need humility 160 
presumptuous reliance upon 

power 181 
rulers chosen by God 223-24 
sage as ruler 223 
so ruler, so city 223 

s 

Saadia 3 
See also Rabbinic literature 

Sacrifice. See Worship 
Samaritans 365, 558, 571 

allied with Seleucids 558 
excluded from Temple

rebuilding 558 
Temple on Mt. Gerizim 571 

Samson 520 
Samuel 498n., 517-18n., 520-21, 525 

established monarchy 520 
integrity 521 
asjudge 519-20 
miraculous birth 520 
Nazirite 518n., 520 
priestly functions 5 l 8n., 520 
prophetic office 520, 521 
as seer 500 

Sandwich construction (rhetorical 
device) 469 

Sarah, wife of Abraham 273, 505 
Sarah, wife of Tobiah 381 
Satire (genre) 449, 527 
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"Satire on the Trades, The" ("The 
Instruction [or Maxims] of 
Duauf") 48, 449-51 

attitude toward manual labor 449, 
450-51 

authorship 449 
compared with Sirach 449-50 
praise for scribal profession 449 
See also Egyptian Wisdom literature 

Saul 518, 520-21, 525, 526 
his sons 521 

Schools 
Ben Sira's school 12 

Scopas 14 
Scoundrel 164-65, 213, 245, 252 

See also Sinner 
Scribe, the profession of 10-12, 451-

52 
association with the great 452 
Ben Sira as scribe 10-12, 193-94 
Ben Sira's attitude toward the scribal 

profession 450 
immortality through good 

name 452-53 
knowledge of the Law 264 
opportunity for Wisdom 450 
praise of scribal profession 43 7, 449 
prayer necessary for Wisdom 452 
public service 451-52 
study of Scripture 133, 451-52 
travel 451-52 

Scripture 
Ben Sira's concept of Scripture 452, 

539, 544 
Ben Sira's devotion to Scripture 7, 

10, 21, 40, 133, 401, 500 
the Grandson's concept of 

Scripture 133, 452 
three-fold division of Scripture 133, 

452 
Sea 286, 495 

See also Deep 
Sealmaker 450 

See also Worker 
Secrets 

betraying secrets 357-58, 481 
caution in confiding 187-88, 214 

Seir 558 
See also Edomites 

Seleucids 8-9, 13, 15, 199, 200, 220, 

224, 225, 226, 416n., 421, 422, 
481, 558 

Antiochus III the Great 14, 224, 
422 

defeated by Rome 14, 422 
Antiochus IV Epiphanes 9-10, 16, 

175, 200, 512, 552 
influence upon high 

priesthood 512 
policy of Hellenization 9-10 

Jewish attitude toward 14 
Samaritan allies 558 
Seleucus I 13 
Seleucus IV Philopator 14-16, 200, 

422 
Self-esteem 160, 232 
Self-reliance 501 

economic 375-76 
See also Simplicity; Resourcefulness 

(shrewdness) 
Sennacherib 537n. 

invasion of Judah 538 
Senses 282 
Sensual desire 185, 213, 219, 292, 322, 

324-26, 341, 481 
See also Adultery; Drunkenness; 

Gluttony 
Sergius of Reshaina 439 
Servant girl, seduction of 481 
Seth 

representing righteous of antediluvian 
world 545 

Shame 175-76, 302, 375-76, 480-82 
false shame 175-76, 480-81 
See also Cowardice; Hellenism 

Shem 
father of Semites 545 

Shemoneh 'Esreh 571 
See also Rabbinic literature 

Sheol 34, 84, 259-60, 284, 310, 440n., 
473-74, 563n. 

See also Death 
Shiloh 5 I 8n. 
Shrewdness. See Resourcefulness 
Sickness 225, 290, 381, 441-43 

distaste for food 381-82 
duty of care for sick 298 
forgiveness of sin and healing 364 
God as healer 364 
prayer and sacrifice while sick 442 
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sickness as divine punishment 382, 
442 

See also Death; Gluttony; Health; 
Medicine; Physician 

Sifre to Numbers 550n. 
See also Rabbinic literature 

Silence 145, 184, 290, 300-1, 391 
See also Speech; Wise (sage), the 

Simeon II (ben Jochanan) 9, 14, 30, 
87, 200, 474, 498n., 499, 511, 
514, 545, 550-54 

called "the Righteous," "the 
Just" 550 

contemporary of Ben Sira 9, 550 
dead before completion of Sirach 9, 

550, 554 
liturgical activities 550 

Daily Whole-Offering 551, 552-54 
Yorn Kippur 550-52 

Onias (variant in Gk MSS for 
[Simeon ben] Jochanan) 9, 
550 

praise of Simeon II in appendix to 
"Praise of the 
Ancestors" 499, 511 

public works 14, 550 
sons of Simeon II 514 
vestments 550 . 
See also Jason; Onias III; Priesthood; 

Zadokites 
Simeon ben Laquish, Rabbi 138 
Simplicity 375-76 

See also Self-reliance 
Sin 81-83, 271-72, 284, 291-92, 302, 

308, 309, 310, 322, 357 
God and sin 81-82, 271 

mercy /forgiveness 152, 165, 182, 
274, 284-86, 363-64 

presumption on God's mercy 81, 
181-82 

punishment for sin 165, 182-83, 
225, 247, 274, 291, 324, 363, 
420, 422 

sin does not originate with 
God 271 

origin of sin 83, 271, 348-49 
sin and Wisdom 78, 291-92 
See also Deuteronomic theology, 

doctrine of retribution; Free 
will; Predestination; 
Repentance; Sensual desire; 

Sinner; Speech, sins of the 
tongue; Wrath 

Sinner 146, 213, 264, 265, 266, 300, 
398, 422, 474 

fool is sinner (morally deficient) 193 
Sira, Ben, Jesus ben Eleazar 

attitude toward dreams, divination, 
and omens 408-9 

attitude toward Hellenism 48 
attitude toward manual labor 201, 

450, 451 
attitude toward merchants 451 
attitude toward non-Jewish 

literature 16, 46 
attitude toward scribal 

profession 450 
attitude toward Temple 351 
attitude toward the political 

subjugation of Israel 12, 
420-23 

attitude toward wine 472 
attitude toward women 7, 90-92, 

218, 219, 312, 347, 351, 431, 
483 

attitude reflective of ancient 
world 7, 90-92, 218, 219, 
312, 483 

as author 3, 4, 10, 558-59 
concept of Scripture 452, 539, 544 
conservatism 21, 75, 337 
desire to share Wisdom 12, 28, 338, 

401, 578 
devotion to Scripture 7, 10, 21, 40, 

133, 401, 500 
lifelong devotion to Wisdom 28-29, 

577 
Messianic hope 528, 534 
name 3-4, 557n., 580 
as old man 341 
personal contact with Simeon II 9, 

550 
as priest 5 l 8n. 
as proverb-maker 501, 558-59 
as scribe 10-12, 193-94 
as teacher 12, 331, 337-38, 578-79 

authority as Wisdom teacher 248, 
405 

inHuence as Wisdom teacher 338 
as traveler 12, 213-14, 409-10 
Wisdom gained from tradition 21, 

75, 337 
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zeal for Wisdom 577-78 
Sirocco/Khamsin 410 
Slander 184, 245, 311-12, 365-66 

See also Gossip; Speech 
Slave 205, 405-6, 433 

firmness with slaves 405-6 
householder with one slave 406 
Law and slaves 205, 406 
servant girl, seduction of 481 
See also Worker 

Sleep, restless 470 
Sloth. See Laziness 
Smith 450 

See also Worker 
Snow 494 
Social justice 88-90 

duty to help poor 168, 207 
effects of injustice in society 199 
God's concern for the poor 166, 

308, 309, 417, 419-20 
central truth of social justice 

theology 417 
Greek attitude toward poverty 168 
morality and worship 87-89, 200, 

416--18, 419, 442 
oppression/mistreatment 165-66, 

167, 224, 233, 252-53, 309 
curse for oppressing poor 166--67 
do not mock/grieve poor 165, 

166, 233 
oppressor deserves dishonor 230 

social justice central to the Law 87-
89 

social justice in biblical tradition 89 
unequal social standing of poor and 

rich 252, 254-55 
See also Almsgiving; Orphan; Poor; 

Sojourner; Stranger; Widow 
Sodom 273, 274, 459-60 
Sojourner 230 

See also Social justice 
Solomon 505, 525, 526, 578 

as author of lyrics 50 I 
as builder of the Temple 527 
comparison with Abraham 528 
division of the kingdom 528 
glorious name 527 
peace and prosperity of reign 527 
as proverb-maker 501 
as ruler 500 
as sage 501 

sins 527 
amassing wealth 528 
taking foreign wives 528 

as Wisdom author 526 
youthful wisdom 527 

Son. See Children 
Song (§fr) 527 
Speech 177 

double-tongued (insincere) 146, 
183-85, 248, 365 

pleasant speech wins friends 187 
pure tongue 472 
sins of the tongue 292, 322-24, 365-

67 
blasphemy 157, 165, 166, 323 
cursing 311-12 
gossip 292-93, 481 
insincerity 146, 183-85, 248, 362, 

365 
lying 176, 201, 272, 302, 323, 341 
mocking 165, 200, 233 
slander 184, 245, 311-12, 365-66 
swearing 323, 357 

slip of the tongue 302, 367 
speech as expression of inward 

self 146, 255-56, 311, 436 
speech as measure of human 

being 356 
speech of evil wife 348 
speech of fool 436 

inappropriate 300, 301-2 
loud-mouthed 211-12 
presumptuous 181-82 
rash/thoughtless 184 
talkative 201, 211, 300-1, 310, 

311 
speech of good wife 350, 431 
speech of wise 300-1, 310, 311, 342, 

357, 436 
control in speech 183-84, 213, 

290, 342, 366-67, 391 
preparation in speech 399 
value of silence 145, 184, 290, 

300-1, 391 
Stars 285 
Stereotyped pairs. See Pairs 
Stichometry 20, 52, 53, 63, 374 

as evidence for canonicity 20 
Stinginess. See Miser 
Stranger 207, 230 

See also Social justice 
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Stubbornness 164-65, 206 
Sun 285, 492 
Surety 213, 371-72 

going surety as an act of virtue 371 
risks of providing surety 3 71 

Susanna 399 
Swearing 323, 357 

See also Oath; Speech 
Symposion 389 
Syriac AJ:iiqar 177, 255, 314, 377 

See also AJ:iiqar 
Syriac witnesses to Sirach 51, 57, 59 

allusions to afterlife 86, 143, 155, 
284, 534 

Christian influence 143, 155, 532n. 
derivation 57 
Ebionite character 57, 59 
subscription 579-80 
Syrohexaplar, witness to Origenistic 

Gil 62 
See also Wisdom of Ben Sira, textual 

witnesses 

T 

Talkativeness 201, 211, 300-1, 310, 
311 

See also Speech 
Talmud 3, 20, 176, 212, 265, 291, 325, 

414n., 439n. 
See also Rabbinic literature 

Tamid 551 
See also Mishnah; Rabbinic literature 

Taylor-Schechter Additional Series 
(Cambridge University 
Library) 51-52 

"Teaching of Amenophis the Son of 
Kanakht, The" 4 71 

Tehom. See Deep 
Temple 9, 14, 87, 333, 351, 365, 418, 

532, 548-49n., 551-52, 571 
built by Solomon 527 
legitimated by Deuteronomic 

theology 571 
perpetual 527 
rebuilt 544, 558 
singers 501 
See also Priesthood; Worship 

Test. XII Patr. 363-64 

Theft 302, 48 l, 482 
Theodicy 

definition 33-34 
in Deuteronomic literature 34-35 
existential significance of 33-34 
in Job 34 
in Qoheleth 35 
in Sirach 83-87, 183, 339, 461 
in the Wisdom of Solomon 35 
See also Existentialism 

Theognis 47-48, 50, ·121, 189, 219, 
223, 224, 246, 252, 362, 38 l, 
390, 391 

use in Sirach 47-48 
Theophany 275 

See also God 
Thunder 494 
Tithes 207 

See also Priesthood 
Tobiads 514 
Tobit 133, 381 
'fob-Spruch. See Masai, types, "better" -

proverb 
Tongue. See Speech 
Tosephta 20 

See also Rabbinic literature 
Transition (rhetorical) 437, 471, 545 

See also Mot crochet 
Travel 12, 213-14, 398, 409-10, 451-

52, 482 
dangers of travel 213-14, 398, 409-

10 
value of travel 409 
See also Sira, Ben, Jesus ben Eleazar 

Treachery 362, 481 
betraying secrets 357-58, 481 

Trust in God 146, 151, 152, 240 
See also Faith; Hope 

Twelve Prophets. See Minor prophets 
Twelve tribes of Israel 505 
Twenty-two- and twenty-three-line 

poems 74 
alphabetic acrostic 74, 142, 576n., 

576-77 
twenty-two-line poem 74, 142-43, 

181, 192, 245, 308, 331, 332, 
375, 542, 576 

twenty-three-line poem 74, 258-59, 
369, 576-77 
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u 

Uriah the Hittite 526 

v 

Virgin 
caution regarding 219 

Visions 409 
Vomiting. See Gluttony 
Vows 

caution in making vows 291 

w 

War Scroll (Qumran) 214 
Wealth. See Rich; Miser 
Weights and measures 482 
Widow 167, 207, 419 
Wife 7, 90, 205, 218, 312, 405 

choosing a wife 431 
fear of Lord necessary to find good 

wife 349, 351 
evil wife 341, 347-52, 482 

control of erring wife 349 
divorce 349, 365 
drunken wife 350 
effect on husband's appearance 

348 
her appearance 347, 348, 350 

good wife 205, 349, 350, 352, 431, 
472 

comparable to Lady Wisdom 431 
has controlled tongue 350 
promotes husband's health 349, 

350 
man without wife 431 
polygamy 347, 349, 432 

rival wives 347, 349, 432 
rich wife, slavery to 348 
sha'1'-tongued wife 348 
slandered wife 365 
wife as possession 206 
wife's beauty 431 
wife's sterility 483 

Will (testament) 405 
Wind 494 
Wine 389-91 

at banquets 389-90 
benefits of wine 390 
Ben Sira's attitude toward wine 472 

created by God 390 
dangers of 390-91 
drunkenness 292, 350, 389, 390 
restraint in speech while drinking 

390 
as tester of character 389 

Wisdom 10-12, 16 
Ben Sira's Wisdom school 12 
definition 31-33 
Greek (sophia) wisdom 16, 36 
Israel conscious of unique heritage of 

Wisdom 35-36 
practical ("recipe") Wisdom 31, 32 

hermeneutical implications 38-39 
social context (Sitz-im-Leben) of 

Wisdom 23, 32, 33 
theoretical (existential) Wisdom 33-

36 
hermeneutical implications 36--38 

in the Wisdom of Ben Sira 
definition 75-77, 79, 139, 299 

definition of knowledge 164 
Wisdom =fear of Lord = 

keeping Law 75-76, 
133, 137, 138, 143, 145-
46, 154, 171, 172, 195, 
198, 22~ 23~ 26~ 28t 
299, 310, 326, 332, 336, 
342, 398, 409, 472-73, 
557, 559 

as attribute of God 139 
created before all 

creatures 138 
as created quality of 

universe 139 
dwelling with God 332 
as intermediary between God 

and humanity 335 
not fully knowable 138, 337 
as spirit 332 

fear of the Lord as the beginning 
of Wisdom 144 

fool/sinner and Wisdom 78, 264, 
265, 310-11, 341 

God and Wisdom 
God alone possesses Wisdom 

fully 139 
God as source of Wisdom 76, 

138, 292 
God loves those who love 

Wisdom 171 
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praise of God for Wisdom 579 
service to Wisdom is service to 

God 171 
Wisdom as gift from God 138, 

139, 144, 193, 282, 496, 
577 

old age and Wisdom 192, 195, 
212-13, 341 

personified as a woman 78, 139, 
171, 264--65, 332, 577 

practical Wisdom 23, 79 
praise of Wisdom 331-38 
rewards of Wisdom 78, 144-45, 

165, 170-73, 194, 233, 
265, 311, 335-36, 342, 
409, 437, 472, 577, 579 

pragmatic motivation fr-7, 144, 
160, 188, 201, 208, 218, 
219, 240, 24fr-47, 284, 
291, 292, 317, 351, 370, 
377, 389, 398, 406, 437, 
579 

search for Wisdom 171, 192-96, 
199, 220, 263--64, 401, 
577-78 

avoid evil to attain Wisdom 
199 

discipline/effort/zeal necessary to 
attain 77-78, 164--65, 
172-73, 192, 193, 194, 
195, 219, 578 

prayer necessary to attain 452, 
578 

seek out company of wise to 
attain 195, 212, 220, 280 

uprightness necessary to attain 
578 

superiority of Israelite Wisdom/ 
culture/history 36, 77, 
133, 176, 282, 299, 331, 
333, 400, 501 

trial of fidelity to Wisdom 172-73 
Wisdom found in tradition 212-

13, 337 
Wisdom's house 172 

Wisdom literature 3, 4, 17, 21, 29, 32, 
33-36, 37, 40, 71, 145, 
150, 165, 212, 213, 219, 
220, 273, 389, 449, 491, 
526, 544 

Wisdom of Ben Sira, the 

authorship 3, 4, 10, 558-59 
canomc1ty vii, 17-20 

stichometric arrangement as 
evidence for 
canonicity 20 

contents 4-5 
appendices (chap. 51) 563 

Hymn of Praise (between 51: 12 
and 13) 

authenticity 569, 570 
dating 569-70 
provenance 569-70 
relationship to Scripture 571 
relationship to the Shemoneh 

'Esreh 571 
Praise of the Ancestors (chaps. 44-

50) 4, 57, 151, 383 
appendix (Praise of Simeon 

II) 499, 511 
chronological order 500 
didactic narrative/historical 

survey 30, 499-500 
heroes worthy of praise and 

imitation 500 
types of heroes 500-1 

purpose 500 
title 499 
See also Aaron; Abraham; 

Adam; Caleb; David; 
Elijah; Elisha; Enoch; 
Enosh; Ezekiel; Ezra; 
Hezekiah; Isaac; Isaiah; 
Jacob; Jeremiah; Jeshua, 
son of Jozadak; Job; 
Joseph; Joshua; Josiah; 
Judges, the; Minor 
prophets; Moses; Nathan; 
Nehemiah; Noah; 
Phinehas; Samuel; Seth; 
Shem; Simeon II (ben 
Jochanan); Solomon; 
Twelve tribes of Israel; 
Zerubbabel 

dating 9-10, 550 
divine names and titles 152, 171, 

182, 285, 323, 330n., 421, 
519, 537n., 548n., 550n., 
553, 554, 565, 570, 571 

influences 
relationship with Jewish 

Scripture 40-45 
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with Deuteronomic 
literature 75, 79, 84 

with Proverbs 21, 43-45, 49, 
75, 331-32, 336, 401, 576 

relationship with non-Jewish 
literature 49-50 

with Egyptian literature 48-49 
with Phibis 48-49 
with "The Satire on the 

Trades" 449-50 
with Greek thought 47-48 

with Theognis 47-48, 49 
with Stoic thought 282 

use of non-Jewish literature 49-50 
literary character 

genres 
autobiographical narrative 

(confessional statement) 
28-29, 401, 409, 576 

beatitude(s) 255, 263, 341, 410, 
559 

didactic narrative 29-30 
historical survey 499-500 

hymn of praise 27, 285, 458-
59, 514, 564-65, 569 

list (onomasticon) 29, 491 
litany 456n., 569 
Miisiil (proverb) 21-27, 165, 

177, 183, 188, 252, 254, 
556n. 

admonition/exhortation 26--
27, 143, 160, 167, 199, 
238, 260, 274, 290, 308, 
356, 391 

antithesis 27, 231, 234, 309, 
355 

"better" -proverb ((ob
Sprnch) 471 

comparison 27, 348, 350 
maxim 160, 175, 176, 177, 

181, 198, 200, 208, 246, 
255, 290, 473, 481 

mel4ii (satire, parable) 527 
numerical proverb 25-26, 

324, 325, 340n., 340, 341, 
349, 355, 558 

riddle (qidii) 25-26, 527 
of Solomon 527 

onomasticon. See List 
(onomasticon) 

panegyric 458, 520, 550 

prayer of petition 28, 321-22, 
416, 420-23, 514 

lament 420, 421 
satire 449, 527 

plan of work 10, 74, 75, 137, 
258-59, 286, 321, 326, 
331, 563, 576 

poetic character 63-74 
meter 64 
poetic and rhetorical devices 

alliteration 64-66, 67, 68, 69, 
70, 71, 72, 73, 187, 193, 
199, 225, 231, 233, 234, 
244n., 245, 246, 252, 254, 
255, 260, 264, 265, 274, 
405, 428n., 431, 432, 
440n., 442 

alphabetic acrostic. See 
Twenty-two- and twenty
three-line poems 

assonance 64-66, 68, 69, 70, 
71, 72, 73, 187, 188, 193, 
231, 232, 233, 255, 260, 
274, 440n., 442, 443 

chiastic patterns 66, 67-73, 
74, 138, 143, 150, 155, 
165, 171, 176, 182, 183, 
187, 188, 193, 196, 200, 
207, 211, 212, 219, 223, 
224, 232, 233, 234, 240, 
245, 259, 264, 265, 280, 
311, 322, 337, 349, 357, 
398, 400, 404, 418, 420, 
421, 423, 436, 534, 564, 
566 

couplet 150, 152, 310, 311, 
331, 449, 558 

delay in naming 548n. 
direct address 527, 533 
enumeration, symbolic 

three (superlative) 185, 
473, 475 

seven (connotes completion/ 
abundance) 301, 433, 
470 

nine 460 
ten 460, 471, 472, 552 
twelve (sacred number) 

143, 500 
euphemism 350 
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hendiadys 71, 271, 301, 366, 
465n., 478 

hyperbole 285, 347, 348, 371, 
431, 520, 534 

inclusio 73-74, 134, 137, 142, 
143, 151, 177, 181, 183, 
192, 196, 212, 226, 231, 
234, 258, 272, 333, 357, 
358, 363, 364, 372, 397, 
421, 443, 449, 459, 461, 
490n., 496, 499, 500, 504, 
513, 533, 564, 565, 567 

invitation 458, 554, 578 
irony 307n. 
merism 207, 337 
metaphor 417, 493 
metonymy 482 
mot crochet (catchword, 

connective) 150, 152, 
170, 299, 409, 496, 545, 
550 

order, ascending or 
descending 201, 214, 433 

pairs (stereotyped, formulaic, 
fixed) 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 
71, 72, 146, 177, 212, 229, 
232, 263, 265, 422, 460, 
474, 565, 566, 567, 570 

breakup of stereotyped 
pair 567 

parallelism 67-73 
antithetic 67, 70, 156, 229, 

231, 232, 233, 234, 534, 
579 

synonymous 65, 66, 67-73, 
152, 155, 156, 164, 166, 
171, 176, 195, 211, 212, 
224, 234, 240, 247, 254, 
256, 259, 263, 265, 271, 
272, 301, 302, 326, 377, 
389, 391, 398, 399, 403n., 
405, 409, 417, 420, 436, 
458-59, 470, 472, 494, 
500, 502, 553, 565, 566, 
567, 579 

synthetic 67, 69, 195 
personification 357, 461, 495 

Wisdom as woman 78, 
139, 171, 264-65, 332, 
577 

repetition 195, 198, 231, 232, 

293, 332, 333, 334, 335, 
337, 450, 453, 500, 548n. 

reversal of consonants 234, 
432 

rhetorical question I 5 I, 254, 
275, 285, 383, 400, 410 

rhyme 64-67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 
72, 73, 220, 231, 233, 234, 
245, 255, 280, 387n., 423, 
499n., 501, 565 

rhythm 234, 326 
sandwich construction 469 
transition 437, 471, 545 
twenty-two- and twenty-three-

line poems 74 
alphabetic acrostic 74, 142, 

576n., 576-77 
twenty-two-line poem 74, 

142-43, 181, 192, 245, 
308, 331, 332, 375, 542, 
576 

twenty-three-line poem 74, 
258-59, 369, 576-77 

wordplay 69, 171, 193, 214, 
219, 222n., 223, 247, 
427n., 489n., 493, 5 l 7-
18n., 520, 524n., 530n., 
532, 533, 538 

strophic structure 63-64, 13 7, 
142-43, 150, 154, 159, 
170, 175, 181, 183, 187, 
192, 198, 205, 211, 218, 
223, 229, 238, 245, 252, 
258-59, 263, 271, 280, 
290, 308, 316, 321, 331, 
340, 347, 348, 349, 350, 
351, 355, 356, 357, 362, 
369, 375, 381, 388, 397, 
398, 399, 401, 404, 408, 
416, 420, 430, 431, 432, 
433, 436, 441, 449, 450, 
458, 469, 480, 491, 518, 
525, 527, 532, 564, 577 

style 
free adaptation of 

Scripture 40-41 
influence upon 

intertestamental 
literature 41 

prophetic style 420 
technique of expansion 41-43 
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stichometry 20, 52, 53, 63, 374 
purpose 16, 40, 45, 50 
textual criticism 59-60 
textual witnesses 

Greek witnesses 8-9, 51 
Greek I (GI) 55, 58, 59, 62 

allusions to the afterlife 86, 
201-2, 534 

translation by Ben Sira's 
grandson 8-9, 51, 55 

from stichometric Hebrew 
Vorlage 374 

Greek II (Gil) 55-56, 57, 58, 
59, 60, 62 

additions in Gil 55-56 
allusions to afterlife 86, 150, 

299, 326 
derivation 55 
Gil, Lucianic recension 56 
Gil, Origenistic recension 56 

witnessed in Syrohexaplar 
62 

Palestinian recensions of 
Greek 20 

subscription 579 
Hebrew witnesses 57-59 

Cairo Geniza MSS 51, 54 
additions in 58 
authenticity 54, 58 
confusion of waw and 

yod 182, 232 
Qaraite provenance 569 
retroversions from Syriac and 

Greek in Geniza 
MSS 58-59 

Extant Hebrew of Sirach 53 
Hebrew as original language 51 
Hebrew Text I (HTI) 55, 57, 

58, 59 
Hebrew Text II (HTll) 55, 57, 

58, 59 
additions in HTII 55 
HTII as source of Gil 55 

Masada MS (M) 51, 53, 59-60, 
504 

oldest and generally most 
reliable Hebrew 
witness 59-60 

stichometric arrangement 20, 
52, 53, 63, 374 

MS A 51, 52, 58 

MS B 3, 4, 27, 51, 52, 58, 59, 
63, 504, 542 

appendix 569-70 
Essene provenance 569-70 

Essene influence 489n. 
stichometric arrangement 52 
subscription 579 

MSC 51, 52, 53, 58 
MS D 51-52 
MS E 51-52, 395n. 

Essene interpolation 396n. 
stichometric arrangement 52 

MS F 52, 53 
MS F wrongly identified as 

MS D 52 
stichometric arrangement 52 

Palestinian recensions of 
Hebrew 20 

Qumran Hebrew witnesses vii 
2Q18 51, 53 

stichometric arrangement 
20, 53, 63, 374 

llQPs• 51, 53, 423, 504, 576 
Old Latin witnesses 55, 56-57, 

58, 60, 61 
allusions to afterlife 86-87 
derivation 56-57 
in Vulgate 57 

Syriac witnesses 51, 57, 59 
allusions to afterlife 86, 143, 

155, 284, 534 
Christian influence 143, 155, 

532n. 
derivation 57 
Ebionite character 57, 59 
subscription 579-80 
Syrohexaplar, witness to 

Origenistic Gil 62 
theology 

conservatism 21, 75 
primary theme 

Wisdom = fear of Lord = 
keeping Law 75-76, 
133, 137, 138, 143, 145-
46, 154, 171, 172, 195, 
198, 220, 230, 264, 282, 
299, 3 JO, 326, 332, 336, 
342, 398, 409, 472-73, 
557, 559 

programmatic poem 143 
topic sentence 13 8 
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topics 
Existential questions. See 

Afterlife; Creation; Death; 
Deuteronomic theology, 
doctrine of retribution; 
God; History; Law; 
Messianic hope; 
Righteousness; Sin; 
Sinner; Wisdom; Wise; 
Worship 

Human relationships. See 
Adulteress; Adultery; 
Assembly; Associates; 
Children; Enemies; 
Father-in-law; Friends; 
Husband; Kindred; 
Married women; Mother; 
Old age; Orphan; Parents; 
Poor; Prostitute; Rich; 
Rulers; Slave; Speech; 
Stranger; Virgin; Widow; 
Wife; Women; Worker; 
Youth 

Practical life. See Adversity; 
Advice; Agreements; 
Almsgiving; Appearances; 
Assembly; Associates; 
Astrologers; Bad 
reputation; Banquets; 
Begging; Commerce; 
Correction; Courtesy; 
Death; Discerning 
character; Dreams; Duty; 
Enemies; Friends; Gifts; 
Greetings; Health; 
Hospitality; Inheritance; 
Injustice; Judge; 
Livestock; Loans; 
Medicine; Merchant; 
Miser; Necessities of life; 
Old age; Omens; 
Physician; Poor; 
Quarreling; Rich; Rulers; 
Schools; Scribe; Secrets; 
Shame; Sickness; Social 
justice; Speech; Surety; 
Travel; Visions; Vows; 
Wine; Worker; Youth 

Summary 4-5 
Vices. See Adultery; Anger; 

Blasphemy; Bribery; 

Coward; Cruel person; 
Cursing; Envy; Fool; 
Gluttony; Gossip; Greed; 
Hypocrisy; Injustice; 
Insincerity; Jealousy; 
Laziness; Loud-mouthed, 
the; Lying; Miser; 
Mocking; Parasite; 
Presumption; Pride; 
Quarreling; Scoundrel; 
Sensual desire; Shame, 
false shame; Sinner; 
Slander; Speech, sins of 
the tongue; Stubbornness; 
Swearing; Talkativeness; 
Theft; Treachery 

Virtues. See Almsgiving; 
Caution; Cheerfulness; 
Courtesy; Discipline; 
Docility; Faith; Fidelity; 
Generosity; Hope; 
Humility; Meticulousness; 
Obedience; Patience; 
Preparation; Prudence; 
Resolution; 
Resourcefulness; 
Righteousness; Self
esteem; Self-reliance; 
Shame; Silence; Trust in 
God; Wisdom 

title 3-4 
versification x 

Wisdom of Solomon, the, theodicy 
in 35 

See also Existentialism; Theodicy 
Wise (sage), the 10, 31, 150, 165, 303, 

310-11, 401 
caution of wise 291 
exaltation of wise 172, 194-95, 223, 

233, 265, 302, 310 
sage as ruler 223 

travel and wise 409-10 
wise are docile 160 
wise are masters of praise 266 
wise are taciturn 391 
wise benefit others 220, 248, 292, 

301, 303, 331, 337-3t 
405, 436-37, 482, 578 

wise held in contempt 230, 232-33, 
355 

wise poor person 230, 232-33 
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wise resist sin 291-92 
wise saved from danger by 

Wisdom 410, 430 
Women 7, 78, 90-92, 218-19 

Ben Sira's attitude toward women 7, 
90-92, 218, 219, 312, 347, 
351, 431, 483 

attitude reflective of ancient 
world 7, 90-92, 218, 
219, 312, 483 

Wisdom personified as a woman 78, 
139, 171, 264-65, 332, 
577 

women as chattels in ancient 
Israel 90, 206 

women compelled to early 
marriage 431, 483 

women without choice in 
husband 206, 431 

See also Adulteress; Children, 
daughters; Married 
women; Mother; On 
Women (Semonides); 
Prostitute; Servant girl, 
seduction of; Virgin; 
Widow; Wife 

Wordplay 69, 171, 193, 214, 219, 
222n., 223, 247, 427n., 
489n., 493, 517-18n., 520, 
524n., 530n., 532, 533, 
538 

Worker 201, 239, 450-52 
hired worker 205, 433 
lazy worker 312, 432-33 
skilled worker 265, 450-52 

absence from community 
leadership 452 

value to community 451 
See also Farmer; Potter; Sealmaker; 

Slave; Smith; Work 
Worship 

atonement 418 
blessing, priestly 512, 551, 554 
fasting 417 
morality and worship 87-89, 200, 

416-18, 419, 442 
almsgiving like sacrifice 418 
observance of Law as sacrifice 88 

praise 27, 152, 160, 265-66, 284, 
458, 491-92, 526, 567, 
579 

centrality of praise 266, 282, 459 
praise not allotted by God to 

sinner 266 
prayer 27, 28, 87, 200, 308, 309, 

392, 420, 433, 442-43, 
514 

posture in prayer 578 
prayer necessary to obtain 

Wisdom 452, 578 
prayer of just is heard 155 
repetition in prayer 201 

Temple worship 9, 87 
Ark of the Covenant 518n. 
festivals 400, 418, 493, 526 

Daily Whole-Offering 551, 552-
54 

Yorn Kippur 550-53, 554 
legitimated by Deuteronomic 

theology 571 
sacrifice 416-19, 481, 512 

almsgiving like sacrifice 418 
must be offered cheerfully and in 

full 418 
observance of Law as 

sacrifice 88 
singers 501 

Wrath 182-83, 247, 274, 291, 422 
See also Deuteronomic theology, 

doctrine of retribution; 
God; Sin 

y 

Yomah 551 
See also Mishnah; Rabbinic literature 

Yorn Kippur 550-53, 554 
Youth 192, 193, 391-92 

z 

Zadokites 526, 569-70, 71 
See also Priesthood; Worship 

Zerubbabel 544 
as God's signet ring 544 
rebuilder of Temple 544 
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